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aDfi bmr; aBil filmer; aQi l.tamar

Contents: I. Roots, Etymology. II. l. "Foam"; 2. "Glow, Burn"; 3. l.rdmer, "Clay"; 4. hEmar'

"Bitumen."

I. Roots, Etymology. KBL3 distinguishes five roots bmr; assignment to the various

roots, especially of the few instances of the verb, remains uncertain.

From the root hmr I, which appears in Jewish Aram. l.t"man! "burden, heap up,

aggrariate" (Middle Heb. htuun "drive asses," is probably a denominative from +
1\Dq hmbr fchm6rl, "ass"), is derived bdmer IA', the "homer" as a measure of
volume. In Akkadian, too, imeru means both "ass" and a measure of volume. Here,

too, should probably be assigned the expression lf mdrim l.t'mdrim, "in heaps," of Ex.

8:10 (Eng. v. 14), referring to the plague of frogs in Egypt, and the phrase l.c"m6r

hambrdldyim in Jgs. 15:16 (Samson's poem), if the traditional interpretation, "heaps

upon heaps," is actually correct; it is often read hdtnir l.t"marrtm, "I have truly flayed

them" (from lmr IY, see below). Nybergr considers the phrase to be paronomasia

used for emphasis, and translates, "of an ass indeed"; cf. Jgs. 5:30 for the syntax.

The root fimr It appears in Arab. fiamara, "cover," "leaven," Aram. (Jewish Aram',
Christian Palestinian Aram., Syr., Mand.) lt"mirA' (Sam. 'myr), Arab. bamir, "leaYen,"

'that which is leavened," Egyp. Aram. l.tamir, "le,avened,"2 1iO' lpmra, "ferment."
In Biblical Hebrew, the verb hfurwn "fo1un,"3 Ltemer, "wine," and l.tdmer, "surging"
(Hab. 3:15), are attested.

The root lmr III appears in Middle Heb. ltdnar and Arab. l.tatnara fI, "roast,"
"burn," Jewish Aram. bomar, "glow," Arab. hmr IX and XI, 'be red," 'al.tmar, "red,"
Akk. emEru, "be reddened,'4 and Tigr| ftartan "reddish brown."s In Biblical Hebrew,

the form ftomarrnar (Lam. l:20;2:ll, with m/im as subject; Job 16:16, withpdn?m

as subject), usually translated "burn, glow,'6 is assigaed here, together with the hiphil

hmr. R.J. Forbes, Bitunren and Petrolewn in Anrtquity (kiden, 1936); idem, Studies in Ancient

Teclnology, I (triden, 219@), l-125; G. Pettinato, Das altoriennlische Menschenbild und die

sumerischcn und akkadischen Schbpfungsmythen. AHAW, l97lll; A. Schwarzenbach, Die Seogra-
phische Tbrminologie im Hebriiischen des ATs (Lriden, 1954).

I H. S. Nyberg, HebreiskGrannulrl< (Uppsala, 1952), $92b.
2 DISO,90.
3 See II.l below
I AHw,l,2l4.
5 [rslau, Conrbutions, 21.
6 See II.2 below.
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form taltmir, "cause to burn" (Sir. 4:2f.), as well as + 'llDll lr"mbr lcWm6rl, "ass,"
hdmer "clay," and hEmir, "bitumen" (?).

The root hmr lY is associated with Arab. hanara, "scrape," "flay"; it is found only
as a conjectural reading ltambr lt"marfimT in Jgs. 15:16.

The root hmr Y is attested only once, in Ex. 2:3, where it occurs as a verb derived
from fiEmdr, "bitumen," with the meaning "daub with bitumen." Clearly the noun

IrEmdr belongs here as a primary noun.

ll. t. "Foam." The verb |tdrnaa "foam," appears only in Ps. zt6:4(3), where it is
applied to the foaming and roaring @nmA waters of chaos as they advance: even if
the world is returned to chaos, Yahweh who is present in Zion will provide security.
The verb may also occur in Ps. 75:9(8) (w"yoyin l.tdmar), which speaks of the cup of
wrath in Yahweh's hand. But the perfect tense of the verb is not really appropriate to
the context, and the reading yAn ltemer seems preferable. In any case, the meaning is
"foaming wine."

From the same root is derived also the nounhemen "wine" (Dt.32:-14; Sir. 3l:30
[Gk. 34:30]; probably also Isa. 27:2); cf. Arab. barnr, "wine," Ugar. bmn usually
translated "wine, intoxicating beverage," but rendered as "wine-bowl, \iat" by Da-
hoodt (+ 1,, yayin). The Deuteronomy passage speaks of wine as a symbol of the
fertility of the land; Sir. 31:30 stands within a lengthy warning against excess in
drinking; lsa.27:2 contains an allusion to Isa. 5:1ff., the Song of the Vineyard, so

that the reading of IQIS (hwmr instead of hmr) can hardly be correct. Many manu-
scripts readfiemeS, i.e., a "pleasant" vineyard, which is quite possible; it is hardly
necessary to explicate kerem vith a word for *wine."

2. "Glow, Burn." The reduplicating form fiomarmar occurs 3 times. In Job 16:16,
the subject is pdn?m: "My face glows (burns) with weeping." The translation "grows
red" may also be considered on the basis of Arab. 'ahmar, "red." In Lam. l:20;2:ll,
the subject is mE'ay, "my interior"; the translation could be either "be in tumult" (bmr
lI, "ferment") or "glow, bum" (l.tmr Itr). The translation "redden" proposed by Grad-
wohle is unlikely. Driverro cites Akk. emErurr and translates "is contorted." Wilsonl2
cites Akk. Surfuummatur3 and takes the "foaming up" of fermenting wine, etc., as a
metaphor for a glowing face.

Here also belongs the hiphil form tahmir in Sir. 4:3, with mE'im as its object,
meaning either "stir up" or "cause to burn."

7 See above.
E M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Il," Bibl,45 (1964), ,l08f.
e R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT: Eine terminologische Studie. BZAW, 83 (1963), 17.

r0 G. R. Driver, review of CAD,III [959], "/SS, 5 (1960), 157.
tt AHw, I, 214: "distend" from breast, intestines; not like KBL3: emermEru!
12 J, V. K. Wilson, "Hebrew and Akkadian Philological Notes," JSS,7 (1962), 173.
t3 Cf. AHw, I, 359; but von Soden, GaG, $57d.
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3. h1men "Clay." The word ltdmer meaning "clay" occurs 15 times.la It stands as

a kind of earth or soil in combination or parallelism with + P'9 !i! (Isa. 4l:25; Nah.

4:14) or + 'lDlt 'dphar l'aparl (Job 4:19; 27:16; 30:19; cf. 10:9), ard also with
'Eper (lob 13:12 30:19). It appears alone in Isa. 10:6. It is mentioned as a building
material: in Ex. l:14 together withleb7ntm, "bricks"; in Gen. 1l:3, which lists l.tdmdn

"bitumen," as being used for mortar; and in Nah. 3:14, where 1it, ltdmea and brick-
molds are used in preparation for a siege. In metaphorical usage, l.tdmer stands for
weakness and rejection: Assyria tramples its enemies like l.tdmer in the street (Isa.

10:6), Cyrus will trample his enemies li*le l.tdmer and lit (Isa. 4l:25), human wisdom
andhumanaccomplishmentsarelikeashes andhdmer (Job 13:12;cf.30:19). Butit
can also symbolize a large quantity: silver is piled up like 'dpdr and clothing like
hdmer (Job 27:16).

Above all, l.tdmer appears as the potter's raw material (Isa. 4l:25); it thus serves

frequently to symbolize mankind in relationship to the omnipotence of God. Jeremiah

sees a potter working with l6mer (Jer. 18:4) and realizes that the house of Israel is
like clay in God's hand (v. 6): God can do with his people as he wills. At the same

time, however, one senses behind this image the conviction that God has a purpose

in what he does: he intends to make a good vessel. Isa. 29:16 and 45:9 express the

idea that mankind must not question what God does-to do so would be like a pot

rebelling against the potter. Isa. 64:7(8) calls God the father of Israel; he has shaped

the nation as a potter shapes his clay. Both God's power and his care and pity are

emphasized.
The same image probably stands behind several statements in the book of Job that

describe mankind as being made out of clay: "Remember that thou hast made me like
clay, and thou wilt turn me to dust Gpar) again" (10:9). Here l.tdmer apears more
or less synonymous with 'dpdr, and the notion of mankind's origin out of the dust

is clearly the same as in Gen. 2:7 (cf.3:19). On the other hand, Job 33:6 appears to
preserve a recollection of the Akkadian idea. Elihu says, "I, too, was formed (qrp,

"pinched off") from a piece of clay." Various Akkadian texts relate horv mankind was

formed from clay Qittu) when a god pinched otr (kard;u) a lump of clay.rs The same

idea reappears several times in the Dead Sea scrolls, in lQS ll:22even withqr,s. In
the Hodayoth, mankind is very often referred to as ye;er fidmer (lQH l:21; 3:24;4:29;
ll:3; 12:26 [associated with their return to 'dpdrrsl' 12l.32; 18:12). The emphasis

is always on mankind's weakness and sinfulness; these statements are based on the

Qumran doxologies that celebrate mankind's lowliness.lT

4. l.tEmnn "Bitwnen." The noun h-emir is the most common wmd for "bitumen" or
"asphalt," a mineral known to have been found in antiquity near the Dead Sea (Gen.

ra Schwarzenbach, 132f.
15 See Pettinato, 41ff
16 See H. J. Fabry, Die Wurzel iAb U d", Qumran-Literatttr. BBB,46 (1975\,llGl20.
17 See H.-W. Klhn, Endenwrtung und gegenwiirtiges Heil. STUNT, 4 (196),27t.
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14: 10)rt and in Mesopotamiare (Al** i$fi,zo naplu2t). The use of asphalt is attested as
early as the third millennium. In the OT it is mentioned as mortar for bricks (Gen.
ll:3) and as a caulking compound for Noah's ark (Gen. 6:14, where, however, the
word used is kdpea borrowed from Akk. kupru22) and the basket in which Moses
was placed on the Nile (Ex. 2:3).

Ringgren

It See P. C. Hammond, "The Nabataean Bitumen Industry at the Dead Sea," BA, 22 (1959),
&-48.

re See G. Ebeling, "Erd6l, Erdpech," RLA,ll(1938),462t.
20 AHw, l, 40,8.
2t lba., \,742.
22 lbid., t, 509.
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I. Ancient Near East.

l. Egyptian. The Egyptian equivalent to Heb. fidni, finy,r means "alight," "settle

down," "make a stop," "linger." The stop aPpears to be temporary in nature, as can

been seen from the "alighting" of birds, as well as from the meanings "pass through
a place" and "dance," together with the term funy.t, applied to wandering women, and

the word !n, which means "rebel" (unstable).

2. Atl<adian. [n Assyrian, fianfi means "coming from Sana."2 Dossin3 connects

banA withHeb. bAni, although Kupper' ciEs a different verb fianiun, "intervene on
someone's behalf."s Cf. also Finet,6 who suggests the meaning "fat' for fiinfi: (iruneru)

fia-nu-fr, "fat sheep." There is also a verb $unnfi, "shelter (sheep).''
The semantically related word ni$w4 "rest," "be quiet,"t corresponds to Heb.

+ nl: nfial.t and also to Ugar. nb, "rest," "be satisfied,'' which designates a social
class, a type of soldier mentioned in a list from Alalakh along with tlrc gdb-e narnE,

"people living outside of villages and towns."lo
Soldiers of the "flanaites" are found at Mari and Suprum.ll The "Sanaites"

have their camp beside the Euplnates (Uaru ia nawAmt2), but also live in cities (dlittu).r3
They are thus nomads making the transition to sefiled life;l4 they raise caffle and

occasionally engage in raiding.ls At their head stand the elders and the sugagu, "a
class of nobles."l6 Their canrp (tw-wu-ri-urn, "colTwtion of nomads, troops, or sheep"tT),

literarisch urtersucht und tlwologisch logisch getertct. BWANT, 6514ll3l (1934), 166-189 : "Die
Theologie der Priesterschrift," in G&{?i ll.TB,48 (1973), 165-188; L. Rost, Die Vorstr{en
von Kirchc und Synagoge im AT. BWAI,IT,78l4l24l (1938, 21967); R. Schmitt, Zelt und Lade als
Thema alttestarncntlicher Wissenschdt (Giitersloh, 1972); R. Smend, Yalweh War and Tribal Con-

fedcration (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1970); E. Tiubler, Bblische Sndien: Die Epoclw dcr Richter
(Giiftingen, 1958); G. Wallis, "Die Stadt in den Uberlieferungen der Genesis ," ZAw,78 (196),
133-148; M. Weber, Ancicnt Judaism (Eng. trans., Glencoe, Ill., 1952).

I Wbits,Itr,287f.
2 CAD, VI (1956), 82f.; AHw, 1,321.
3 G. Dossin, Conespondance d.e lasma$-Addu. ARM, V (1952), 128.
4 J. R. Kupper, I*s nomades en Misopotarnie au temps da rois de Mari (Paris, 1957), 43,

t.2.
s AHw, l, 321l. Sanfr ll.
6 A. Finet, Rtpertoire anatytique das tomes I A V. ARM, XV (1954; repr. 1978), 204, citing

ARM, V, 15,7 .
7 AHw,1,356.t Cf. Finet, ARM, XV,229.
e See WUS, no.1772.

ro CAD, YI, 82; cf. Kupper, Nomades, 45:;dbE narnE, "people of the countryside"; AHw,
11,729: namtt : nawtt, "stepp."

rr Kupper, Nomades, l.
12 G. Dossin, ConespondancedeSamii-Adduetdesesrtk.ARM,l(1949;repr. ln8),6,26,

41, etc.
13 Kupper, Nomades, l2f.
t4 lba., 15.
ts lbid.
t6 lbid., 16.
t7 ARM, )(Y,294.



located in the hinterlands of the steppe (no*,fimrt) is under the control of Marile and
probably fums part of the Mari military contingent.2o

For the meaning of fianfr(m) we thus arrive at a mode of life outside of cities and
towns, in camps and/or military garrisons-probably the "encampment" of semi-
nomads (caravan and camel drivers?2r) on the fringes of the settled territory, in whose
prcsence the city dwellers had an interest for their own economic and military security.z

3. Phomician and Aramaic Inscriptions. In Phoenician and Aramaic inscriptions,
the predominant meaning of mhnh is "army (encampment)";a cf. also the term rb
mfint, useA for the proconsul in Neo-hrnic inscriptions.u One Aramaic inscription2s
states that the king "camps," i.e., rests, in the favor (: .,success',) of the deity;
according to another,E the king of Assyria caused King panammu ..to rest mue than
the mighty kings"; this is expressed by his running *by the wheel of his lmd riglath-
pileser . . . (in the midst of the) army formations,"2z probably "evidence of the
overlmd's favor toward his vassal."a

4. Qwnran. \vith respect to the camp idea, the eumran texts draw on the.or
traditions, among other sources: the camp is military in nature (leM l:3; 3:4f.,14;
6:lO; l4:2; l5:2; 16:3; l8:4; 19:9; etc.; leH 2:25).ln the Damascus document, talk
of the "camp" can hardly have in mind the or camp and thus does not refer to a
sojourn in the desert.2e It does, however, have at least one element of the ..desert

ideology" in common with the or notion of the desert camp:3o a situation of sepa-
ration, comparable to the purified cities of 1 Macc. 13:48 (cf. cD l2:231.tr In thise
"camps" the law of God is in force (cf. cD 7:6;lo:23: the Sabbath; l9:2: marriage
laws); without approval of the m"fraqqEr '"ier lannmolfneh, no outsider may enter (cD
13:13). Since tents or booths are never mentioned in connection with the ..camps" in
the "land of Damascus," these camps should be thought of as ..communitiesi,32 or
"separate" settlements with their own specific rules (cD 7:6;9:ll; 12:23; etc.;po.ssibly
also lQSa 2:l51.tt

tt ARM,1,33,95; C.-F. Jean, lztters divers. ARM,ll (1959; repr. l97g), 103.
19 ARM, T, 42, 5,
m lbid.,1,42,5-lO.
" Kupp"., Nontades, 15.
2-2- Idem, Conespndance dc Kbri-Dagan. ARM, trI (1959; repr. l97g), l0-15.2t KAI , | .2; 26 A l.7f .; 202 A.S-7 , 9; 215.13, 16 (battle), li.u IbA., 18.2; l2o.l.
25 lbid.,2l4_tg.
% Iba.,2t5.t2.
n rba.,2t5.t2t.
2t lba.,ll,22g.
2e J. Maier, Die Tefre wm Tbten Meer (Munich, 1960), l, 52, 57; but cf. 6. cothenet in J.

Carmignac, et al., Its Ertes de Qunrun, II (paris, l!)63), lgg, n. 12.
30 Contra Maier, Texte, ll, 57.
3t lba.
32 lbid.
33 J. Carmignac rnTextes,II, 25, n. g0, citing Nu. 2:3-31; l0:142j.
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5. DU and Deuterucaaonical Witings. The LXX usually renders f,inilmal.t"neh as

parembdlleinlparembol|, which are technical military terms.x Also to the military
realm belongs the scattered use of kykloin (Job 19:12; Isa. 29:3), pamtassein (Ps.

26:3[Fng. 27:3)), peril<athizein (Josh. 10:5,31,34; Jgs. 9:50), dywn s (1 Ch. 12:23[227;

2 Ch. l4:l2ll3)), laos (in the sense of "armed men," Josh. l0:5), pardtaxis (l S.

l7:4), p6lernos (1 S. 28:1; 2 S. 5:24; I K.22:34 par. 2 Ch. 18:33). The encampments

ofthe exodus groups, for which the verb stratopedeilcin is used (Ex. 13:20; l4:2), ate
thus characterized as anny encampments, in contrast to Nu. 5:2, where the desert

camp is referred to as a synagdg€ (place of assembly, but also a liturgical assembly)

in which each has a fixed place (taxis, Nu. l:52). The LXX seems to miss the theo-

logical point of 2 At 3l:2, rendering ma\nil YHWH as oikou lcyriou.

In the deuterocanonical books, 'encamy'' and "camy'' refer almost exclusively to
military encampment (Jth. 6:11; 7:3,12,17f.,20; 10:18; etc.; I Macc.2:32;3:3,491.'
etc.; 2 Macc. 13:15f.; 15:.22), and by extension the army (Jth. 16:3; I Macc. 3:15,23,27i
6:40-42; etc.), siege (l Macc. 5:5;6:26,51; etc.), and war (1 Macc. 6:48). lth.7:32
also belongs in this context; the "camp" (paremboli) refers to a city in a state of
military p,reparedness. Only Wis. l9:7 refers to tbe exodus camp. The divergent mean-

ings in Sir. 11:8 (to "intemrpt" a speaker) and 43:8 (the mooncausiqg the heavenly

host to encamp [?] or restraining them) arc not especially sigpificant.

II. Israel.

l. Seminomadic Camps. Thanshumant groups are dependent on water, especially for
their cattle; therefore they set up their camp in valleys during summer, like Isaac

encamping in the valley of Gerar (Gen. 16:17), where he digs out the old wells
(26:18). The encampment of Dan at Kiriath-jearim (Jgs. 18:llf.) appears to be of a
different sort: the transmigrating Danites make a temporary stop and set up a military
camp inthe coune of a "campa.ignof settlement'8s (cf. Jgs. l8:ll: six hundred men

armed fm war). Gen. 32:8,11(7,10) may refer to a similar camp, since the patriarch

Israel is not seeking pasturage with abundant water but rather, according to Gen.

33:18-20, a place to settle. His camp, comprising women, children, mab and female
servants, and cattle (Gen. 32:8f.[7f.]; 33:8), is an expression of his wealth, of which
he can give to appease Esau (33:8). It seems that he himself as leader of his group did
not usually spend the night in the camp, i.e., in the midst of the camp, since Gen'
32:22(21) expressly emphasizes that on this night (hAayl6-hahi')-the night before
his encounter with Esau-he slept in the camp (banunaltaneh). His usual place was

probably at tb€ edge (entrance) of the camp (cf. also Jostr" 8:13 and later military
camps); probably fear of Esau's approach made him seek a secure place in the midst
of the camp

The "camp" of Joseph, or more precisely the entourage of Joseph during his mourn-
ing journey to Goren ha-Ated/Abel-mizraim (Gen. 50:9-11; a similar entourage ac-

3a W Bauer, A Greek-English lzxbon ofthe NT (Eng. trans., Chicago, 21979),625.
35 Malamat, l.
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companies Naaman in 2 K. 5:15), is a traveling camp comprising chariots and horsemen
(Gen. 50:9), all the servants of Pharaoh, his officials, all the elders of Egypt (50:7),
Joseph, his household, his brothers, and the household of his father, "a very great
camp" (50:9).

2. Military Canps. A military qrmp can come into being when gathered ('dsap,

I S. 17:1; qdba{, I S. 28:l;29 l)by the Philistine kings or by an influx of people
coming to David and making his camp great l(mahonEh'eldhim 0 At 0:231221).
Non-Israelite military camps include-besides men of military age-horses and char-
iots (Josh. 1l:4; Jgs. 4:15f.; I S. 13:5; cf.2K.7:7; lClr. l9:7), as well as asses
(2 K. 7:7); the Israelite military camp also includes cattle (2 K. 3:9). Therefore a well-
watered site must be sought fm the camp (Josh. I l:5; Jgs. 7:l; cf. 2 K. 3:9), usually
on a plain or in a valley (Jgs. 6:33; I S. 29:1: the plain of Jezreel; I S. 4:1;29:l:
Aphek; I S. 4:l: Ebenezer, opposite Aphek; Jgs. 7:1: the spring of Harod, probably
at the foot of Mt. Gilboa; Jgs. 7:l: in the valley by the hill of Moretu I S. 17:1f.: the
valley of Elah [terebinths]; I Ctr. ll:15: the valley of Rephaim). It is surprising that
the Israelites also situated their military camps on plains or in valleys, since at the
outset they did not employ horses and chariots. Possibly the problem of provlsioning
played a role, since it is easier to guarantee provisions in the more fertile lowlands
than in the hill country. The selection of the site was probably determined by the
location of the object of the siege, a city located on a plain or in a valley (cf. hdnh
'al in the sense of 'besiege" in Josh. 10:5,31,3; 1 S. ll:1; 2 S. 12:28).36

The nature of the camp varies: David's army camps in booths in the open field (2 S.
ll:11); the Syrian camp consists of tents (2K. 7:7) with booths for the king and his
associates (l K.20:12,16). A special protected place within the camp is reserved for
the king (together with his officers?) (l S. 26:5: "the people lay in a circle about
him").This seems not to have been the regular practice, however, since Jgs. 7:13
presupposes that the commande/s tent stands at the edge or entrance of the camp. This
agrees with Dalman's observatiorfT that among the camel-herding desert Bedouins the
chief (ie&) has his tent at the camp entrance. When I S. 26:5 states that Saul was
lying in the midst of the camp, a certain element of criticism is already implied, if the
Arabic p,roverb cited by Dalmarft has an "ancient history": "Only the brave man takes
his place at the edge, and only the contemptible coward in the middle." The king
apparently has the "first place" in the camp-an observation that will be significant
fm determining the site of tlp'6hel m6'e4 1+ l;x'aneD. The fact that the army
dwells in booths will also be of importance for the question of the theological signif-
icance of l.tinh I mah neh.

The size of the military camp puts the Israelites at a disadrnantage. The Israelites
encamp opposite the Syrians "like two little flocks of goats, but the Syrians filled the
country" (l K. 20:.27). The Philistine camp numbers three thousand chariots, six
thousand horses, and troops *like the sand on the seashore in multitude" (l S. l3:5);

36 For pictures of what are probably Assyrian siege camps se.r', ANEP, nos. 170f.
t1 AuS, VI (1939), 28.
t8 lbid.
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the army in the camp of the northern kings is also numerous as the sand of the sea
(Josh. I l:4). The camp of the Ammonites includes thirty-two thousand chariots (l Ch.
l9:7); from the camp of the people of the East, fifteen thousand suryive (Jgs. 8:10);
and Saul is overcome with fear when he observes the size of the Philistine camp (1 S.
28:5). In each case (except 1 S. 28), Israel gains the victory despite the numerical
superiority of the enemy and acknowledges the help of its God. The superior size of
the enemy camp and the truly unexpected success of the Israelite camp provide at least
one reason for Israel's faith in Yahweh.

The presence of Yahweh in the Israelite military camp. associated during the pre-
monarchic perid with the ark (1 S. 4:5f.; cf. v. 7), demands the observance of certain
regulations governing purity (Dt. 23:13,15f12,141). Here, however, the ideas associ-
ated with a nomadic camp appear to dominate (Dt. 23:15[4], YHWH . . . mitlallEk
bqereQ), although the distinction berween nomadic and military camp is fluid and can
vary with the circumstances.3e

There seems to be more noise and commotion in a military camp than in its nomadic
counterpart (Ezk. l:24; cf. I S . 4:6 , q6l hatt"rfr'| at the arrival of the ark)-a method
of "psychological warfare" in view of the short distance between the opposing €mps.
The daytime commotion in the camp is followed by nocturnal quiet, during which the
camp is dark (Jgs. 7:22). Nighttime furnishes the Israelites-avoiding military en-
gagements during the daylight-their best opportunity to take the enemy camp by
surprise (Jgs. 7:9ff.; in the morning watclu 1 S. 11:11); but it seems that even during
the daytime the camp was not always well guarded (2 5.23:16 par.1 Ch. ll:18).

The major component of the camp is the army; for this reason, mal.t"neh is often
practically synonymous with "army" (Jgs. 8:11f.; I S. 17:46; 25.5:24; etc.); it can
also mean the "camp" or army in action, i.e., 'battle" (l K.22:34 par. 2 Ch. 18:33).
There is also "entertainment" in the camp, for example, the "camp dance," which the
dancing girl presumably dances naked (Cant. 7:l[6:13]).{ The site appears to be a
military camp, as appears from the admittedly puzzhng mention of the (u/ar) chariot
of Amminadab (Cant. 6:12). Perhaps a reminiscence of the Egyp. finy.ft is also
preserved in Cant. 7:l(6:13); there is the possibility of Egyptian influence in 6:1232
Whether the dance in 7:1(6:13) is cultiC3 or a "war dance" cannot be determined.

A camp is disbanded by the cry "Every man to his city!" (l K. 22:36, occasioned
by Ahab's death on the field).

3. The Desert Camp. a. Outvard Form (Organkation). The statements corrcerning
the camp of the groups emigrating from Egypt and migrating into Canaan-especially
the statements in P-exhibit a "sacral" conception of the camp alongside which
"secular" details fade into the background. Among the latter we find the following:
The camp consists of tents; Moses at least dwells in a tent (on Ex. 18:5, cf. v. 7), and

3e De Vaux, Anclsr,2l4, citing 9.
4 H. Ringgren, Das Hohe Lied. ATD, Xyll2 (21967),286t.
ar See I.l.
a2 G. Gerleman , RuthlDas Hohe Lied. Ar(, XVIII (1965), l9lf.
a3 See the survey of the use of m"h6l6 in Ringgren, ATD, XWl2, 286f.
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according to Lev. 14:8 and Ps. 78:28 all dwell in tents. The camp has two gat€s or
entrances (Ex. 32:26f.); like the city gate, the camp gate appea$ to be a place of
assembly (v. 26). Those who live in the camp obtain food from the livestock they keep
(Lev. l7:3), from birds (Ex. 16:13; Nu. l1:3lf.; Ps.78:27f.), and from manna (Nu.
11:9). The presence of water plays a part in the selection of a site for the camp (Ex.
15:27; Nu. 2L:12), for which reason a leader with local knowledge is needed (Nu.
10:31). The individual campsites on the route from Rameses to the plains of Moab
are listed in Nu. 33:5-37,41-49. There are also other sites: Gilgal (Josh. 4:19;5:10;
9:6; 10:6,15,43), Makkedah (10:21), and Shiloh (18:9).

The organization of the Priestly camp closely follows that of the + ;1?y 'ZdA., which
is organized hierarchically by tribe (P: mafieh), clan (miipdl.td), and father's house (bDJ

'Ab).44 In P, organization by tribes is less important than organization by clansfs
indeed, even the clan organization takes a back seat to the organization by houses,6
because "the structure of 'fathers' houses' is rooted in the postexilic community, and
probably originated in ttre diaspora in Babylon."aT If so, the application of this structure
to the desert camp is an "obvious anachronism";4 the same is true then also of the
transfer of the clan organization to the desert period.rg The starting point for P's

description of the camp organization is probably sacral in nature, though not amphic-
tyonic: if it is true that the '?di in P centers on the tent of meeting,so the same is
probably also true of the organization of the 'Edi and the camp described in these
terms. This is not ttre place to discuss the sacral implications of the tribe, and above
all the clan and father's house. But when we examine Ps sacral concept of the camp,
we should also keep in mind the pre-P occrurences of miipalfi in sacral contexts, e.g.,
Ex. l2:215r and I S. 2O:6,29.e

This organization appears-at first glance-to contradict the organization of the
Israelite camp "by standards" (degel, Nu. 1:52; 2;2f.,10,17,34; 10:14,25) and 'by
companies" (;"W6t, Nu. 2:32; 10:14; etc.; p"qudm, Nu. 2:9,16,24,3If.). Whether
degel means "standard"S3 or a division of the ilfily,* in any case this form of
organization presupposes a military camp,ss errcn if (especially in Nu. 2) the notion
of a pilgrimage camp dominates.s6 As will be discussed later, it is possible that both
notions can be traced back to a festival or festiral assembly that served as a model.

Apart from Moses (and Aaron), leadership over those assembled in the (P) camp

{ Rost,4l-59.
45 lbid., 50.
6 |bA.,53ff.; Kuschke, 100, cf. 81.
17 lba., 57.
4 lba.
o |ud.,53, 55.
$ lbd.,40, cf. 59.
st lbid.,4.
s2 lba., 47.
53 K. Galling, ERZ, 160ff.; cf. Kuschke,s M. Noth, Nwnbers. OIL (Eng. trans.
5s Kauftnann,28.
56 Noth, Nwbers,24.

l0l.
1968),24; Anclsr, 214.
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is exercised by the "heads" OA'i?n) and "princes" (nei?h1.st The "heads" appear
in P as representatives of the "fathers' houses," whose thoughts and interests they
represent before the community; in this respect, according to Rost,st p is going by the
structure of the postexilic community. The n"i?im, leaders of the tribe.s or their rep
resentatives, take part primarily in the administration of justice;se in the P camp they
have no cultic functions.o If they ever did exercise such functions, they were displaced
from their position by Moses and the Aaronides.6t Their role, comparabb to that of
the sheikh, is appropriate to the camp situation presupposed by p in a period before
or after the formation ofthe state. P has developed and elaborated the earlier traditions,
possibly on the basis of the postexilic community organization, but more likely-on
account of the sacral conception of the camp-on the basis of a sacral festival assem-
bly. This model assembly presupposes the assembly of the tribes and is in agreement
with the intentions of P: the important thing is not the permanent organization of the
state, but an "interim" organization appropriate to aliens and pilgrims. Although the
functions of the "heads" and "princes" transplanted by P to the desert camp are not
primarily sacral in nature, their participation in sacral acts is clear ("heads": Josh.
23:2;24:l; "princes": Nu. 7:ll; cf. Ex. 34:31; "heads" and "pr:inces": 2 CL l:2;5:2;
possibly the division of the land should also be included, see Nu. 34:18; Josh. l9:51),
so that it is not impossible that they performed a function in festival assemblies as
well.

b. The Desert Catnp in the Earlier Sowce Strata. The earlier soruce strata have little
to say about the desert camp (using the terms hinilnwhneh). Apart from a few
encampment and itinerary notes (Ex. 13:20; 14:2,9; 15,27; 17: l; Nu. 12:16;21:lLl3)
and the reference to provision of manna (Nu. l1:9) and quails (Nu. ll:31f.) for the
camp, the important texts are those that set the camp apart from the ..tent'(Ex.
33:7,11; Nu. ll:30; cf. vv. 26f.) and the "mountain" (Ex. 19 17 32:19 cf. v. 17;
l9:2).lt is therefore not impossible that P, which moves the *tent" into the midst of
the camp, is here altering an existing tradition, yet maintaining it to the extent that
the "tent" is separated from the rest of the camp by the camp of the Levites. The
purity of the camp, which is emphasized by P, is already suggested by J when he
recounts the exclusion of Miriam (Nu. l2:14f.). But this singular reference, which
more likely involves moral rather than cultic disqualification,52 does not alter the fact
that the sacral nature of the P camp marks a notion of the camp that is sru generis,
notwithstanding the proposed localization of the camp in the amphictyony,63 primarily
on the basis of Jgs. 21.s

s7 Texts in Rost, 65,70.
5E Pp.68f.
re Kuschke, 81, citing Nu. 27:2.
& Rost, 71,74f .; cf. Anclsr, 8; for a different view, see Noth, Sysrern, 16042.
5r Kuschke, 80,98.
e tbid., 91.
61 |ba.,76.
e lbid., 75.
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c. The Piestly Notion of the Camp Model and Purpose. The "amphictyony,', itself
now a matter of debate,6s breaks down as a model for P's notion of the camp, as even
a glance at the "showpiece" Jgs. 21f. reveals.6 Here a clear distinction is made
between the "camp" at Mizpah (Jgs. 2l:8; cf. 20:l-7;21:5; there can be no question
of any amphictyonic assembly "at the sanctuary of Mizpah'67) and the "cultic" activ-
ities at Bethel (Jgs. 20:18,2G28;21',2). once again, there is no evidence for a regular
cult of the amphictyont't or for an amphictyonic "covenant cult."6e The lack of any
sacral focus in the Mizpah camp (Jgs. 2lf.) and the merely temporary stop at Bethel,
which precludes the establishment of a camp (cf. Jgs. 20:23,26;21:2, ,,till evening,'),
make recourse to an "amphictyonic assembly" unlikely as a model for p's notion of
the camp.7o The differences between the P camp and the "amphictyony,, are too
numerous and important: for example,zt ",n" preeminent position of the priesthood"
in the P camp, the "schematic, artificial-appearing arrangement of the tribes," the
"essentially cultic activities" of the camp, and the characterization of the people as
constituting an'Edi rather than a qdhit.12

Kuschke points out,73 in the context of the question of the nature of God's presence
in the camp, that the priestly notion of the tent and camp is shaped by p's account of
the revelation at sinai, a "festival legend''a suggesting a festival, possibly the Feast
of Booths.7s Besides the "assimilation of the community structure into the tradition
of the desert period,'ao through the P notion of the camp, the Feast of Booths or a
least some pilgrimage festiral may have furnished the model for this notion,77 which
would then not give the impression of being "a later sacralization."Tt on the other
hand, Kraus's proposed *tent festi\xal"7e suffers from 'the lack of clear textual
evidence."m

At first glance, the association of the P camp with the Feast of Booths appears to
be contradicted by the statement of Ex. 18:7; trv. l4:8; ps. 78:28 that the desert
camp consisted not of booths but of tents.tr It must be remembered, however, that in
the case of the festiral what was originally a dwelling of "nomads" in tents has been

55 Fohrer,80l-816; mostrecently, C. H. J. de Geus, TheTribes of Israel. SSN, lg (1976),
193-209; see also O. Biichli, Ampdktyonie im AT. ThZ Sonderband, 6 (1977).tr Noth, System, 102ff.,167.

67 Contra Noth, iDd., 102, and Besters, 39f.
6t Besters, 4O.
6e Noth, System, l13-16.
70 For an opposing view, see Beyerlin, 129.
7r Kuschke, 79-81.
72 Rost,40, 83, 86; Kuschke, 93.
73 P.92; cf.8l.
7a Von Rad, Problem,20-26, esp.2l.
7s lbid.,34.
76 Kuschke, 100.
17 Beyerlin, 129.
7t Contra Kuschke, 81.
7e Gottesdienst, esp. 26f.,29, 3l; Worship, l3l-34.
E0 MacRae, 260; see also H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 215.
Et Alt, 241f.
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replaced by the practice of dwelling in booths, indigenous to the seffled regions.t2 It
is also worth noting that Ex. l8:7 speaks solely of Moses' tent, and that even in the
Davidic period the army still camped in booths (2 S. ll:ll). Although we cannot be
absolutely certain, there is much evidence for the Feast of Booths as a model for the
P camp. In this festival, too, the notions of the military and the sacral camp probably
coalesce.E3

The phrase y6m m6'Zd in Hos. 9:5 recalls the desert perid, just as Hos. 12:10(9)
(kimi m6'zd) is linked to "Yahweh's first 'meeting' with Israel in the desert."& But
in Hos. 9:5 this reminiscence is connected synonymously with the [rag-YHWH, the
fall harvest festival, in other words, the Feast of Booths.s Thus "meeting" (m6'ed)
and "Feast of Booths" are associated.

The participants in the "feast" (the fall festival or Feast of Boothsf6 at the dedication
of the temple, as described in I K. 8 (esp. vv.2,65), are listed as the elders of Israel,
the heads of the tribes, and the leaders of the fathers' houses of the people of Israel
(l K. 8:1, 7iqn0 yiSrd'El . . . U<ol-ra'i? hanmattdt n"S?A ha'abfu liQni yiird'El); the
words in brackets are omitted in the LXX). The celeb,ration of the Feast of Booths
recounted in Neh. 8:13 (and its context) also involved the heads ofthe fathers'houses
of all the people QA'1A ha'afrl lekol-hi'dm). In both cases, therefore, we can observe
a relationship between the assembly on the occasion of the Feast of Booths and the
organization of the P camp, a relationship that may argue for this festival as the model
for P's notion of the camp. In addition, I K. 8:4 speaks of the tent of meeting, "an
obvious addition based on the ideology of R intended to establish continuity with the
desert sanctuary of the Mosaic period."ez

In this case, P interprets the desert camp as a festival assembly, coming together
*before Yahweh" (cf. Lev. 23:4O) as for the Feast of Booths, in which "atonement"
plays a role ([rv. 23:27tt.). This type of assembly is reflected in the regulations
governing the purity of the camp, which aim for *the scrupulous avoidance of anything
that could impugn the holiness of the God who appears above the tent in the midst of
the camp."tE We may assume that this assembly-like the Feast of Booths originally-
"celebrated the festival in an enclosed area"te and had a fixed organization.

Temporary exclusion followed: manslaughter (Nu. 3l:19) or participation in battle
(Nu. 3l:24), leprosy (Nu. 5:2; 12:14;L.ev. l3:46; 14:8), a discharge (Nu. 5:2), contact
with the "red heifer" (Nu. 19:7) and the scapegoat (l*v. 16:26,28). Those who profane
the Sabbath or utter blasphemy must be stoned outside the camp (Nu. 15:35f.; Irv.
24:14). The bodies of Nadab and Abihu must be carried out of the camp (I-ev. l0:4f.),
as must the skin and dung of sacrificial animals (8x.29:14).It is not fear of contagion

E2 Kraus, Gottesdienst, 26f.
B Alr, 241f.s Wolff, Hosea,2l5.
Es lbid., 156, 159; A. Weiser, Das Buch der zwdlf Heinen Propheten,l. ATD, XXw (61974),

71, 72, n. 2; T. H. Robinson, Die zwblf Heinen Propheten. HAT, XIV (19@), 34t.
a6 M. Noth, Kbnige I-16. BK,lxll (1968), 176.
t7 lbid., 177; but cf. I K. l:39;2:28ff.
EE Kuschke,9l.e Alt,24, n. 2.
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that accounts for these regulations, but the proximity of Yahweh (Nu. 5:3). They are
also dictated by the notion that the uncleanness of individuals can render the entire
camp unclean (Nu. 5:2f.).

The presence of God in the camp, whether associited with the ark (Nu. 14:44) or
with the tent of meeting (Nu. 2:2, etc.), demands the cultic integrity of the camp-
in agreement with the Priestly interpretation of the desert camp as a festival assembly.

If the interest of P (for r€asons that are in large part situational) focuses on the tent
of meeting,s the organization of the camp around the tent becomes understandable.
P is concerned primarily with an answer to the question of God's presence following
national catastrophe. The answer is given in terms of a recurrent appearance of
Yahweh, not associated with any fixed site.er This answer is supported by the account
of the meeting with God at the tent of meeting, in the camp that moves from place
to place at God's command (Nu. 9:17f.,20,22f.). In this case, the Priestly represen-
tation of the desert camp is an expression of a specific intention, and the detailed
description of the camp's organization may have the purpose of sketching the orga-
nization of the camp of the returnees and the postexilic community.e P accordingly
lacks an occupation tradition, since the return from exile still lies in the future.

d. Tent and Canp The "tent" is assigned differing locations.e3 In E it is outside the
camp (Ex. 33:.7,11); in P it is in the midst of the camp (Nu. 2:2, etc.), immediately
surrounded by the camp of the Levites (Nu. l:50,53;3:23,29,35; cf. 3:38), "that there
may be no wrath upon the congregation ofthe people of Israel" (1:53) or in order that
the Levites may be near their place of service (1:50). In both cases the camp as a
whole is thought of as being at some distance from the tent of meeting, even in P
(Nu. 2:2, minnegel sAbtb l"'ohel-m6'80.

The origin and purpose ofthe distance may vary, however, and these variations are
of some interest for the interpretation of the desert camp. Just as the proximity of
Yahweh (esp. in P) requires that the camp be culticly pure, his proximity can become
dangerous in case of cultic impurity or carelessness (cf. 2 S. 6:6f.). That camp which
is under Yahweh's protection is also a camp which is threatened by his presence.s It
is preserved from Yahweh's wrath in large measur€ by the "barrier" of the Levite
camp (Nu. 1:53)-an important function of the priesthood. This "separating" function
of the Levite.s appears also to be the point of 1Ch. 9:18, where the gatekeepers (in
Jerusalem) belonged to the camp of the I-evites even in the desert camp.es Even though
no gatekeepers are mentioned in the desert camp, Ex. 32:26 shows that the Levites
were near the gate of the camp. Since in addition one of the functions of the Levites
at that time was to keep unauthorized persons out, this also suggests the retrojection
of the levitical gatekeepers into the period of the desert camp.

m Von Rad, Hemteuch, 1201,cf. l04f.; idem, GSAT, 179, l8lf., etc.; Fretheim, 315; cf. 321.
er Kaufrnann, 33,371. Fretheim, esp. 319.

' Fretheim, 329.
e3 For a discussion, see Schmitt, 20f.-209.s Von Rad, OI Theol.,l (Eng. trans., New York, 1962),269; Kuschke, 93: the P camp is

"ciominated by a continual inner tension."
e5 W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher. HAT, XXI (1955), 88.
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The location of the "tent" outside the camp in E (Ex. 33:7,11)% is probably based

on a different custom: as in the camps of camel-raising desert Bedouins, the chief has

his place at the entrance to the camp.q The chief protects the camp, and therefore as

a "man of courage" takes his position at the edge of the camp and decides on the
movement of the camp. In contrast to R E is concerned with a "tent" located at the
edge of the camp, i.e., its most vulnerable spot.

Important in this connection is the description of "outside" (bfiSlmibrtg) as a place

of danger: there battles are fought (let 2l:4), there the sword rages (Ezk.7:15;I,am.
L:20; cf. also Lam. 4:14;Ezk. 26:ll;28:23; Nah. 3:10), there robbers dwell (Hos.
7:1), and there death threatens (Jer. 9:20[21]).

Here the "tent" is set up in which the "chief" dwells to protect his camp. Although
total certainty is impossible, the tent (hn'dhel) that Moses pitches @afi-16) outside the
camp appears to be his personal tent, in other words, the leader's tent.s

e. Conclusions. The purpose of the Priestly description of the desert camp derives
in large measure from the situation of the exile and the associated "openness" of the
promise of the land, which suggest and justi$ a return to the conception of the desert
camp. P was able to draw upon early camp traditions, which, however, despite the
sacred tent incorporated in them, hardly prcfigure the sacral aspect of Ps notion of
the camp. If neither an "amphictyonic assembly" nor a "tent festival" comes in question
as a model, but P's camp is not based solely on a priestly fiction,e all that is left is
recourse to a pilgrimage festival as a model, most likely the Feast of Booths. One
argument in favor of this view is the fact that only P connects the Feast of Booths
with the exodus (l*v.23:42f.).1m Earlier traditions, too, characterize this festival as

a pilgrimage festi\xa"1.r0r The focal point of the festival is the sanctuary,l@ *6 possibly
the sacredtentas well (l K.8:4;2Ch. l:3;5:5;possibly also I S. l7:54r03).

4. The Canp of God. In I Ch. 9:19, obviously recalling P's sacral notion of the
camp, the desert camp is called "the camp of Yahweh." The association between that
camp of Yahweh in the desert and the Jerusalem temple is established in 2 Ch. 3l:2,
where the temple is called the camp of Yahweh.rs Of a different natue is the camp
of Yahweh in 2 Ch. 14:12(13), where it brings confusion upon the Ethiopians taking
the field against Asa at Gerar. Since this take.s place without human intervention
(probably through the agency of the fear of Yahweh, v. l3[4],r05 "the camp of

s Haran, 52.n AuS, vI (1939), 28.
eE Haran, 53; see the discussion in Gtirg, l5l-59, esp. 155-57.s Kuschke,102.
rm K. Elliger, Izviticus. HAT, lV (19f6), 323.
r01 MacRae, 254f.; on P, 257t.,262; a possible Islamic parallel: 261f.
t@ Iba., 253,255.
1B H. W. Hertzberg, I &. lI Samuel. OTL (Eng.,onr. 19f4), 154.
rs But see Rudolph, HAT, XX(,304, who suggests reading haSr6t, "aurts," instead of

mabnbt.
t6 (ba.,244.
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Yahweh" can hardly refer to the army of Judah.rm As in Joel 2:ll, the reference is

to a heavenly host.
In the interpretation of Joel 2:ll (and its context) opinions differ as to whether the

reference is to a swarm of locusts, or, what is more likely, an apocalyptic army or

even an enemy nation, possibly from the north.107 Wolff has correctly noticed the

apocalyptic coloration ofthe account preserved in Joel 2:l-ll, but it is questionable

whether his suggested identification of this apocalyptic army with an earthly enemy

is supported by the text. If, as Wolff himself notes,lG "the manner of appearance and

the character of the enemy show clear analogies to the locusts," and in addition the

passage speaks of a drought or conflagration (v. 3; cf. v. 5) and the darkening of the

sun, moon, and stars (v. l0), supernatural forces appear to be at work, described here

as the military camp of Yahweh. In 2 Ch. 14:12(13) the camp protects Israel; in Joel

2:ll itbrings disaster upon Zion (w. l,l5), the world of nations, and the cosmos.l@

The brief notice concerning Mahanaim in Gen. 32:2f.(lf.), at least in its present

context, is probably related to this notion of a military camp The patriarch Israel

(Jacob) encounters the ma|akA'"bhim, whom he calls mafinEh'"l6him; the toponym

nwfindyim is traced to this encounter. This notice provides in nuce an account that

leads up to the encounters of the patriarch with an 'ii (Gen. 32:25tf.124tr.1) and with

Esau (33:lff.), and possibly also with the Shechemites (33:18). Whoever the nwl'"kA
'"l6htm and the malnEh '"l6him may originally have been,llo in connection with

32:25ff.(24ff.); 33:1ff.; and possibly 33:18 they appear in the context of dangerous

encounters of the patriarch and their happy issue. This argues for interpreting the

makndh'"tdhim as the camp of God, although the translation "enormous camp" (cf.

I Ch. l2:23|22))-apxt from the context-carulot be ruled out.

5. Miscellanea. Also military in nature is the camp pitched by the angel of Yahweh

around those who fear him (Ps. 3a:8t71) to deliver them (lrh; v. 23, pddi)- It is true

that there is no immediate mention of enemies, but rather fears (v. 5[4]), troubles (w.
7,1816,17)), hunger (?) (v. 1l[10]), and afflictions (v. 20[19]); but there is also talk

of young lions (v. lluol),rrr evildoers (v. 17[16]), the wicked (v.22121)), and those

who hate the righteous (v. 22l2ll). These are the enemies of the righteous, abut
whom the angel of Yahweh encamps to protect th€m.lr2

Also of this type is the camp that Yahweh pitches around his house (7*c. 9:8):

Yahweh encamps as a guardll3 fo|r his house, so that no oppressor shall overrun

"them." The protection of the templelra benefits those who dwell in Jerusalem and

t6 ba.
ro' H. W. Wolff, Joel and Antos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 46; O. Kaiser' Inffod. to the OT

(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1975), 280ff.
tN Joel and Amos,42, etc.
t@ Ibid.,48.
Ito For a basic discussion, see F. J. Helfrneyer, "Jakob in Bethel und Israel in Sichem."
rrl H.-J. Krats, Psalmen. BK, XYll (41972),266; cf.267, "rich men."
tt2 lbid., 269.
r13 se€ BIIK.
ir4 For a different interpretation, see K. Elliger, Das Buch der zw6lf kleinen Propheten,ll.

ATD, ){J{y (1975), 146f.; F. Horst, Die zwblf Heinen Prqhaen. HAT' X[Y,247.
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the countryside. This camp of God, described in Zec. 2:9(5) as a "wall of fire,"
surpasses the walls and ramparts of T}re (7*c.9:3f.), and thus has the function of a
protecting camp.

The camp of the returning exiles is a place where they are gathered (Ezr. 8:15; qb;
piel), the first camp of those returning home, which therefore serves as a kind of
model. For this reason, and because ofthe measures ordained and carried out by Ezra
in the first camp, the question of the l.evites plays a role (Ezr. 8: I S)-not just because

of the Jerusalem temple (8:17). Through the fast proclaimed by Ez.ra, those assembled

in the camp seek to receive a safe and successful journey from God (8:21). The
concluding statement, "and (God) listened to our entreaty" (v. 23), presupposes a

corresponding declaration ofassurance, which by "ancient rule" could be pronounced
only by a priest or prophet-another reason for Ezra's concern to have lrvites in his
camp, who, although entrusted with other duties, play such an important role in P's

account of the desert camp.
In a list that appears among the measures taken by Nehemiah to establish new

settlements, Neh. ll:25 speals of people of Judah who had "encamped" from Beer-
sheba to the valley of Hinnom ( I l:30). Since a fixed settlement is presupposed ( I 1:25;
y.ib), the use of l.tAni is puzzhng. If this "encampment" means anything more than
settlement in a specific territory,lrs the idiom may imply some political or even theo-
logical statement (no premature final distribution of cities and territories; the interim
nature of Israel's perrnanent seftlement).

The census takers of 2 S. 24:5 encamp only temporarily at Aroer, whence they
depart for Gad and then to Jaz.er (but cf. BHK vnyyafi?llfr mE'"r6'?4 "they began from
AroerDrl6). The instructions given the spies in Nu. 13:19 to study the cities in which
the population lives and determine whether they dwell in camps or strongholds reveal
two forms of settlement that differ in the way they are fortified and apparently also

in origin (malt"nim, "open towns"; mib;drim, "strongholds"ttz;.
The predecessors of fortified towns were probably "the castles of warrior chiefs

established for themselves and their personal following";ttt the predecessors of the
cities described as camps were nomadic camps or "refuge places for cattle and men
in dangerous regions, especially those near the desert."lre Such cities set up as "camps"
can also be distinguished from the fortified cities by their size (Nu. 13:28) and military
prowess (Nu. l3:22,28,32f.).

All this suggests that in the "camp cities" we have small villages, possibly widely
scattered, while the "fortified cities" may be thought of as enclosed and fortified
settlements and the "seat of the army."tzo

The migration of the tribe of Dan described in Jgs. l8 presupposes that this tribe-
as in the period reflected in the brief notice of Jgs. l3:25-was not yet permanently

rrs See the discussion of Jgs. 13:25 below.
rr5 Also Hertzberg, I & II Satnuel, 412.
tl7 Malamat, 6.
1r8 Weber, 13; cf. Wallis, 133.
ne weber l3f.
tm lba.
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settled. This may explain why the temporary Danite territry is called the "camp of

Dan" in Jgs. t3:25. An enormous camp between zntah and Eshtaol, containing the

entire tribe, can hardly be meant; instead, moknEh-din means "the entire extent of

Daniteterritory-l2lthroughwhichSamsonmoves,stirredbythespiritofYahweh
(Jgs. l3:25).

In Nah. 3:17 (cf. vv. l5f.), locusts symbolize the horde of Assyrian merchants and

officials with their inconstant and therefore untrustwmthy ways. Locusts come, stay

for a night, and are off and away as soon as the sun comes up' To find a warm and

safe plaie at night, they "encamp" by the walls (Nah. 3:17), their camp "in a day of

cold."
The day, too, ..encamps" at evenin$l at this time of day a guest, too, should settle

down to rest and not be on his way (Jgs. 19:9). This idiom is probably borrowed from

the ..journey" of the sun (or the light), which rises, runs its course, and settles down

to rest in the evening.

6. Conclusions. The use of hinilmahneft to designate the desert camp and the

military camp not only predominates numerically, it is also and above all theologically

sigrificant: the "centerl' of the desert camp is the "tent," which according to the

"iti", 
(E) tradition (Ex. 33:7,11) was situated outside or at the edge of the camp.

Since Ex. 33 is dominated by 'the theme of the presence of God in the midst of his

people,-r22 the situation of the "tent" was probably not dictated by the desire to set

itre sacred tent apart from the profrne sphere ofliving.r23 It appears rather to be based

on an ahcient form of camp organi zatiit, with the tent of the leader (now the sacred

tent) outside or at the edgi or entrance (gate) of the camp. This form can still be

observed nEx. 32:26; Nu. l::g; and perhaps also Gen. 32:22(21) and Jgs. 7:L3.lf
the leader of the camp is to prerrcnt unauthorized persons (including enemies) from

entering the camp-not just the sacrcd tent-(Nu. 3:38), he must take up his position

at the entrance to the camp, just asBx.32:26 strongly suggests that the kvites, whose

camp is identified in Nu. 2it7 (P) with the tent of meeting, have their place near the

camp gate.

The desert camp under the protection of Yahweh as its leader (Nu. 9:17f. '20,22f';
10:34; Dt. l:33; cf. Ex. 17:1) is a counterpart to the belief that Yahweh's angel

encamps around those who fear God (Ps. 34:8[7]) and that Yahweh himself encamps

at this house as a guard (7*c.9:8), permitting no unauthorized penon or enemy to

enter.
The presence of God in the desert camp and the Priestly description of the desert

"*p "i 
a sacral assembly explain the various regulations governing the purity of the

"u.p. 
tt 

" 
Priestly notion of the camp implies a kind of "pansacrality" of the territory

where Israel dwells that is alien to the Deuteronomistic centralization of the cult and

may be conceived in opposition or as a correction.ru Not only the tent of meeting and

r21 T[ubler, 63.
tz M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1!)62)' 253'
123 lbid., 255.
rz Von Rad, OT Tluol.,l,99; Kauftnann,33. '
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its immediate levitical sulroundings are "holy," but the entire camp,l5 which can

therefore be called the "camp of Yahweh" (1 Ch. 9:19). The holiness of the camp

derives from the presence of God, associated withhis angel (Ex. l4:19f.), cloud and

fire (Dt. l:33; cf. Nu. 9:lSff.), the tent of meeting (see above), or the ark (Nu. 14:zl4;

cf. Josh. 3:2f.). The same holds true for the military camp (Dt. 23:15U4)),t26 in which
God is present (the ark cf. 1 S. 4:5f.) and for which specific regulations are in force.r27

It is also important not to overlook the differences betwepn the desert camp and the

military camp. If our suggestion is correct that the P camp should be interpreted as

a festival assembly, there is a static element associated with the desert camp, while the

military camp-in the context of the Yahweh war-bears the stamp of the "dynamic
principle" and cannot be characterized as a cultic institution.la Of course this does

not alter the holiness of the military camp, even though it is less cultic in nature than
that ofthe desert camp in P. In both cases it is based on the presence of God, which,

all in all, determines the description of the "camp."
Besides the question of how this conception and description originated, especially

in R the question of purpose is of particular theological relenance. In addition to the

purposes already mentioned, P's interest in Yahweh's law and lsrael's obedience is
probably important in this connection, in that the encampment and departure of the

desert groups take place at the command of Yahweh (Nu. 9:17-23; 10:34).
Helftneyer

12s Kraus, Gottesdienst, 33: "The temple zone of P is the 'camp.' "
126 J. Wellhau*n, Israelitischc und jiidische Geschichte (1914), 24: "the military camP as

the earliest sanctuary."
r27 See the survey in von Rad, Krieg, 7.
r2a Smend, 28,36.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences and Theological Significance. III. The Hanukkah
Festival.

I. Etymology. It is reasonable to assume the basic meaning "use for the first time"
for the root hnk. With an impersonal object, frnl< developed into the concept "initiate"
(at first without religious ceremony); with a personal object, the meaning "accustom"
(someone to an activity or type of conduct) stands in the foreground. Arab. |tarufu

bAnak. F.-M. Abel, "La f6te de la l.Ianoucca," RB, 53 (1945),538-546; H. E. del Medico,
"[r cadre historique des f0tes de Hanukkah et de Purim," W, 15 (1965), 238-27O; O. S.

Rankin, The Origins of the Festival of Hanuk*ah, the Jewish New-Age Festival (Edinburgh, 1930);

S. C.Reif, "Dedicatedto'l:n,"W,22(1972),495-501;R. deVaux,Anclsr,5lG-l4;S.Zeitlin,
"Hanukkah: Its Origin and Its Significance," "/OR, N.s. 29 (1938139), l-36.
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(cf.. honalun, "gums") has the prirnary meaning of rubbing the gums of a newborn
child with the juice of dates or with oil, hence "initiate" (including "initiate into
something") and "make experienced" (II and IV). It is uncertain whether there is any
connection with Egyp. ltnk.t, "tibute, offering," or NeoPun. bnla (?), "memorial
tombstone."l

II. Occurrences and Theological Significance. The verb banak is attested only
in the qal in the OT; it appears in 4 passages. According to Dt. 20:5, whoever has
built a new house and has not yet "dedicated" it is exempt from military service. The
same is true of the owner of a vineyard from which the first vintage has not been
gathered, and of a man who is betrothed (l Macc. 3:56; also Dt. 28:30). The Deu-
teronomist substitutes a humane reason ( "lest another man dedicate it") for the archaic
notion that was no longer known to him: anyone who puts something new to use is
particularly vulnerable to demons. The legislator thus finds it unfuir that an owner
should not come to enjoy his newly acquired property. There is no other evidence in
the OT for the "dedication" of a private house. In I K. 8:62-64 (p*. 2 Ch. 7:57),
the actual "dedication" of Solomon's temple is reported. Nothing is said of any special
dedication or consecration ritual; instead, the temple is "put into use" and ceremonially
inaugurated by the offering of mass sacrifice. The Chronicler emphasizes the solemnity
of the occasion by expanding the account with the appearance of priests and L,evites
with musical instruments and hymns. According to 1 K. 8:64 (par. 2 Clr. 7:7), so
many sacrifices were offered that additional altars had to be set up in the courtyard.
In addition, the middle of the court had to be "consecrated": the author uses the piel
of + pr17 qd.i, which, in contrast to hdtwk, may suggest a specific ritiral.

Prov. 22:6 is an. isolated aphorism concerning the value and efficacy of training
children at an early age. In this context, ftinal1 means the continual "training" of the
immature in the proper way of life.

The noun fiarukli occurs frequently in postexilic texts. [n Nu. 7: 10f. ,84 ,88, barut]dal
hanmizbEal.t refers to the dedication of the altar of the desert sanctuary. This takes
place-after Moses has anointed and consecrated the tent, the altar, and the utensils
(Nu. 7:l: + Bl?D mAiab, + V1P qajai)-when the leaders of the tribqs bring their
rich offerings to the altar. Clearly the late author was loathe to have the comparatively
modest offerings of Israel mentioned in kv. 9 suffice for the actual "consecration of
the altar.'z There is no need to translate lt"nuklei in Nu. 7:10,84,88 as "dedication
offering." In 2 Ch. 7:9, it is emphasized that the temple is the focal point of the cult
and the place of sacrifice; l.tanuklul hammizbEolt is equated with the dedication of the
temple (2 Ch. 7:5). In the superscription to Ps. 30, miunir lddvtd, the phrase iir-
l.tanukl<al habbayil was added at a very late date (certainly after 164 s.c.). What we have
here is a liturgical direction that the psalm be sung every year at the Feast of Ha-
nukkah.3 What was originally an individual song of thanksgiving has thus been applied

I C. Schedl, *Iltkt 'bnt auf neupunischen Grabinschriften," W, 12 (1962),343-45.
2 M. Noth, Nwnbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 63.
3 Cf. also Talmud, Sop. xviri.2.
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to the delivered community. According to Ezr. 6:16f., too, the dedication of the rebuilt
house of God (h nulckat bAt' " lAhA' ) involves the solemn sacrifice of burnt offerings and

sin offerings. Neh. 12:27-43 recounts the dedication of the rebuilt walls of Jerusalem.

The religious ceremonies designed to place the structure under Yahweh's protection

are briefly described: first we are told how the festal assembly and the walls and the

gates are purified; then follows a procession on the walls themselves. The purification

is intended to avert any evil influences from past events; the processional circuit assures

permanence for the future. The concluding sacrifices and feasting in the temple express

joy and thanksgiving that the work has come to fruition. Dnl. 3:2f. describes the

dedication of a divine image. The ceremonial includes the plesence of numerous

invited guests, the playing of various musical instruments, and prostration in worship.

The term b nikim ( "trained men") in Gen. 14: 14 for the followers of Abraham is

a hapax legomenon. The root trnk appears certain. The word occurs with the same

meaning in a tablet of the fifteenth century B.c. from Tiranach.a

III. The Hanukkah Festival.

A temple dedication from the Maccabean p€riod has gone down in history as ttrc

Feast of Hanukkah. On the 25th of Kislev in the year 167 8.C., at the command of
Antiochus Epiphanes, the first pagan sacrifices were offered at Jerusalem, desecrating

the temple and altar. Three years later to the very day, Judas the Maccabee, following

his victories over the Seleucids, was able to rededicate the desecrated temple by means

of legitimate sacrifices. It was decided to commemorate this day each year with a
memorial celebration (1 Macc. 4:3659;2 Macc. 10:1-8). The attempt to associate the

Feast of Hanukkah with the pagan observance of the winter solsticd is without his-

torical foundation. The biblical term for the festiral is ho englcainistttos (l Macc.

4:56-59; 2 Macc. 2:9-t9; cf. John lO:22, ti engl<ainia). The Hebrew name hanul{c6

is first attested in rabbinic literature.6 The term used by Josephus ,T to phito ( "Lights") ,

probably pneserves the festiral's popular name. The historical model for the purification

of the temple was that of King Hezekiah (2 Ch.29); the rededication ceremonies could

be based on Solomon's dedication of the temple and the dedication of the second

temple in the year 515 s.c., both of which took place in connection with the Feast

of Booths. This explains the inclusion of several ceremonies associated with this

festival and the eight-day celebration, beginning with 25 Kislev. Rods crowned with
ivy, green branches, and palms were carried in procession, hymns were sung, espc
cially the Hallel (Pss. ll3-ll8), and special sacrifices were offered. In addition,
Hanukkah lamps were lit in prirate houses during the eight days of the festival, a

custom that may go back to the rekindling of the altar fire and the menorah. Even

after the destruction of the temple in e.p. 70, the Feast of Hanukkah is still celebrated

as the major Jewish winter festival.
Dommershausen

4 KBL!,320.
5 Forexample,O.S.Rankin,"TheFestivalofHanukkah,"inS.H.Hooke,ed.,Thcl,ab-

yrinth (London, 1935), 159-209.
6 Bab.Sabb. 2lb.
7 Ant. xii.7.7.
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1)l ha"o";\n ben;11!d hannfrn; itJ'10 l.t%ind; iln! fhinni; li,;/f;\ talanfrn

Contents: I. l. Etymology ard Occurrences; 2. Meaning. II. Concrete Usages in the OT: l.
Grace as a Possession; 2. Grace m Favor in Human Relationships; 3. Royal Favor; 4. Favor
Toward a City. III. Theological Uses: l. Human Benevolence; 2. Brotherly Favor: Jacob and
Esau; 3. Divine Favor; 4. Favor in Blessings. IV. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology and Occurrences. The basic meaning of the root l.tnn is "grace,"
which is one of two primary translations for its cognate noun hEn. The noun is first
a term of beauty. It denotes an aesthetically pleasing presentation or aspect of someone
or something, and is properly the quality someone or something possesses. The re-
sponse to this projection of beauty is also l.tEn, "favor!' The derived sense is used in
Hebrew primarily for the pleasing impression made upon one individual by another.
It is possible to show ltEn to the beloved ruins of Jerusalem (Ps. 102:14f.[Eng. w.
l3f.]), brtr this usage is rarc. The verb l.tdtun means "be gracious," being used almost
exclusively in the derived sense, "show favor," but it evidently could also be used in
the aesthetic sense, "possess grace" (Prov. 26:25). The same dual meaning is found
in Gk. clais, the word most often used to translate fiEn in the LXX. Both meanings
of clfiris can be seen relatively close together in Sir. 4O 17,22.

Akk. enEnu A is invocatory, like the Hebrew hithpael of l1drun, "ask for mercy,"
"pray."' It is aknost always used of someone supplicating either a god or a king. The
verb enEnu CP corrcsponds to the Hebrcw qal, "grant a privibge," "do a favor." The
ruler of Elam, for example, graciously returns to his servant fields that he had earlier
bought from him at full price.3 The West Semitic loanword mEnu W appears fre-
quently in the Amarna letters.s In EA 137, Rib.addi, prince of Byblos, says to Pharaolu
'If the king, my lord, be gracious to me and return me to the city. .'6 The term
likewise occun in royal corrcspondence. Cognate noans enilandu and ennuT ate also
known with the meaning "grace," "favor," or "mercy," although eninnu and ennanitu

btuan. D. R. Ap-Thomas, "Some Aspects of the Root HNN in the OT," JSS, 2 (1957),
128-148;H. ConzelmannandW Zmmerli, "Xder5,"TDNT, lX(1974),372-4O2;M. Dahood,
"Hebrew Ugaritic trxicography ll," Bibl,45 (lget), 409; D. N. Freedman, "God Compas-
sionate and Gracious," WesternWatch, 6 (1955), 6-24;W. F. Lofthouse, "[en and Hesed in the
oll," ZAW, 5l (1933), 29-35; K. W. Neubauer, Der Satrun ch n n im Sprachgebrauch fus AT
(diss., Berlin, 1964.); J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew lzxicon (Eng. trans., [riden,
1952),32; W. L. Rced, "Some Implications of HEN for OT Religion," JBL,73 (1954), 3641;
H. J. Stoebe, "in bnn gnidig sein," THAT, l, 587-597; I. Willi-Plein, "ln Ein iJbersetzungs-
probhm: Gedanken zu Sach. XII 10," W,23 (1973), 90-9.

I CAD,IV (1958), 162-64; AHw,1,217.
2 CAD,IY 164; cf. AHw, 1,217, enZnu l.
' MDP,23,282,5; cf. CAD,IV 164.
4 CAD,IY 164f.; AHw,l,2l7, eninu l.
s EA 137,81;253,24.
6 ANETt,4g4.
1 cAD,IY 168-170.
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are "favors" (as in "do a favor" or "ask a favor" of someone),t which is not one of
the meanings of hZn.

lJgat. l.tnn is similar to Hehw, meaning "be gracious," "sho\f,, favor."e Exchanges

here also involve gods and kings: "Be gracious, O El,"to and "Secure me favor with
thg king."tt

Tivo basic meanings are distinguished in Arab. lwnna: (l) "yearn or long fotr" and
(2) "feel tenderness m compassion," "express sympathy." The latter is more closely
connected with the Hebrew root, most noticeably in the adj. fiannfrn. The verb hanna

is used when one yearns for home, a former wife, u one's children. Common to both
Arabic and Hebrew is the use of the respective verbs in situations that presuppose a

prior alienation. For exarnple, one may shou, favor to someone who has spurned one.

In later Phoenician inscriptions from the Persian and Greek periods we find both l.tnn

and ltEn.rz In CIS, I, 3 , 12 a rare niphal (rccurs (nbn); the only other known occurrence
is in Jer. 22:23.13 The use of l.tEn in the idiom "give favor in the eyes of" parallels

common OT usage. In the Yelrawmilk inscription,la the king asks his patron deity to
give him "favor in the eyes of the gods and in the ep.s of the people" (cf. the Pa'ala-
'ashtart inscripion: "and give them favor and life in the eyes ofthe gods and the sons

of mankind"ls). The lst person singular suffix form ftny occurs in the Larnax tes

Lapethou inscri$ion in the construct chain mnltt lury-r6 In this phrase, "offering of
my grace," "grace" has the meaning of "tlanks" (as in "say grace"; L.at. gratia). The
offering made in the sanctuary is in gratitude to Melqart for life and offspring given
to the king. The verb is also found in Aramaic (Dnl. 4:?A:1271;6:12).In all cognate

languages, as in Hebrew, the root was commonly employed in compounding proper
names.

2. Meaning. a. In the OI the verb hinan occurs pnmarily in the qal and hithpael.
The qal has the meaning "be gracious," "show favor." The hithpael means "seek
favor," mainly the favor of God, but also of mankind (Gen. 42:21). Isolated uses of
the niphal, piel, and polel appear in the OT. The hiphil does not occur; the causative

is expressed by nfuan [An, as in Gen. 39:21 (cf. also the Ye[rawmilk and Pa-'ala-
'ashtart inscriptions). But only Yahweh is ever said to be able to give favor. In the

absence of a hiphil, a hophal is unlikely; yulwn in Isa. 26:10 and Prov. 2l:10 should
be read as a qal passive.

In two OT texts, l.tnn caries an aesthetic meaning. Ptov. 26:25 contains a lone
denominative piel in the phrase ki-yeltannEn q616, "wlrcn he speaks graciorsly"; Prov.

E Cf. the Old Assyrian rame Ewwna-la-Aiiur in W. Mayer-G. Wilhelm, 'Altassyrische
Texte aus Priratsammlungeq" UF, 7 (1975 t1976l), 319; reading of W. von Soden.

e KTII, l.l0 I, 12; l, 65, 6; 4.75 lY, 5;2.15, 3; l, 17 l, 16.
to KTU,l.65, 6.
tt KTU, 2.15,3.
t2 See Z. Harris, A Graranar of the Phoenician Langwge. AOS , 8 ( 1936), 102.
13 G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of North-Semitic Insuiptions (Oxford, 1903), 30f., 36.
t4 KN, 10.ff.; cf. Cooke, l8t.; ANEIa, 656.
ts KN,48.4; Cooke, 91.
t6 KAI,43.13; Cooke, 83.
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22:ll, another mention of gracious speech, uses an anomalous stative Participle in
l.t4n iepatAyw, one "who is gracious of speec6."tz

In all other cases, &nn is used of favor shown in personal relationships; it can refer

to ordinary acceptance or kindness, or else favor of a special nature, such as pity,

mercy, or generosity. In the latter cas€, the usual limits established by law or custom

are transcended. In Hebrew, irnn does not imply preferential treatment, a fivoring of
A over B (like + ;1I.1 rd;6 inDt. 33:24 and + ?Dn bnp4 in 2 S. 20:11). Compared

wfih rdS6, fiinan is more active. The former refers to what satisfies the desire: delight,
enjoyment, etc., and basically denotes a passive disposition. It refers more specifically

to the kind of acceptance Yahweh displays when a sacrifice with its pleasing odor

reaches him (kv. 22:27; Ezk. 20:41; etc.). By contrast, l.tdnan is active acceptance

and active frvor. To be gracious means to aid the poor, feed the hungry, deliver those

in distess from defeat and death.lt In all cases l.tnn is a positive term. It is incon-

ceivable that one can be angry and at the same time show favor. Nor can one receive

favor from someone who is at the same time angry. Favor cannot coexist with judg-

ment. It is given or withdrawn according to whether one is positively disposed toward

another. To shor someone favor is perhaps a more superficial expression of oneself

than to show love (-:;tx 'alwb l'alabhl). l,ove can coexist with judgment (Prov'

3:12) and exists at a deeper level of the inner consciousness, where conflicting emo-
tions are allowed to coexist.

b. The nounl.tEn occurs 67 times in the OT, only once with the article (Prov. 3l:30)
and once with a suffix (Gen. 39:21); it never appears in the plural. It has two basic

meanings: "grace" and "favor." The latter is the more important in the OT, referring
to the positive disposition one person has toward another. It can also mean "respect''
(Ptov.28:23; L,am. 4:16). It appears most often in the familiar idiomma;d' hEn b'AnA,
"find frvor in someone's eps." This was a favorite expression of the Yahwist. [n much

later usage, nAiA' hen rcplaces mn;a' len (Est. 2:15,17; 5:2). Only in the conditional

request form'im-ntisd'f hEnb'Aneykn (Est. 7:3; cf. 5:8;8:5) is the verbmi+d' retained.

This idiom is more than a mere figure of speech it describes very concretely what in
fact was taken for granted in ancient lsrael, as in the rest of the ancient Near East:

that favor is shown on the face. Indeed, the other Hebrew word most often translated

"favor" is + EllDpizim, "face" (Ps. 119:58; 7**.7:2; Mal. l:9; Dnl. 9:13). Yahweh

is frequently asked to "turn" (+ inD pAnA and show favor (Ps. 25:16;86:16- ll9:132;
cf..2K. 13:23), i.e., turn and show his face (in mercy or kindness). To show one's

face then means to be favorably disposed toward a person. In anger one's face is hidden
(Ps. 13:2[1]; 27:9;30:8Uh etc.). Moreover, if Yahweh's face is hidden, he might not

hear one's "cry for favor" (Ps. 3l:231221;55:2[]). If the favor should be more than

a simple expression of common courtesy, the face becomes bright. "Light of face" is
a common metaphor for beneficence in the Amarna letters and the Ugaritic corre-

spondence.le Ancient people tended to measure fiEn more precisely by the look in

17 Datrood, 409.
rE Cf. d. barvfin.
re M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB, XVI (1965),26.
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someone's eyes. Modern people look instead to the smile. In reality, both go together.

l.tEn can be like bnb6d. Ps. 84:12(11) says: "For Yahweh God is a sun and shield; he

bestows favor (hZn) and honor (+ 'IlI) ldb6il;' The brightness of a face giving l.tEn

can also be reflected on the face that receives ltEn. After Hannah finds hZn in the eyes

of Eli, she departs witha pdnim no longer sad (1 S. l:18; cf. E;x.34:2935, where
Moses' face shines after his private meeting with Yahweh).

The concept of ftZn is not as profound as baed. The terms rarely occur together
(Gen. 19:19; Est. 2:17) and in fact are found in quite different environments, despite

the fact that both can be translated "kindness" tr "mercy." The word + 1On besed
is a covenant term most often meaning "covenant love." It presupPoses rights and

obligations, and demands a favorable attitude from both parties to a relationship. A
relationship built on besed is meant to be long-term. besed should be kept. In this

sense it is more li/re 'emel (+ IDN 'dnwn). But ltZn is not mutually practiced by both

parties. It is given by one to the other, and sustains the relationship only so long as

the giver so desires. It can be given for a specific situation only. If it is given and

sustained over a longer period of time, there is always the possibility that it may be

withdrawn unilaterally. Unlike besed, bEn can be withdrawn without consequence,

since it is given freely.

c. The word hnini is found only once (Jer. 16:13); it is another noun meaning

"favor.' A similar form appears in 3Q5 2:1.

d. The adj. fiannfin means "gracious," and with one possible exception (Ps. 112:4)

is always used of Yahweh.

The subject for ltannfin w"rafifim w"gaddiq in k. 112:4 has been problematic since

ancient times. Although the triple chain is unique in the OT, ltannfin w"raltfrm is

otherwiseastandardclicheappliedonlytoYahweh(asinPs. lll:4).Ps. l12,however,
is not a psalm about Yahweh it is in its entirety about humankind-the righteous
person (w. 1-9) and the wicked one (v. l0). One manuscript (Alexandrinus) adds

klrios tto The6s (cf. RSV). But there is otherwise nothing to preclude y'idrtm from
being the subject in ll2:4. Note also that the cliclrc (w");i/qa16 'dmedel ld'ad refers
to Yahweh in Ps. l1l:3 and to the upright person in ll2:3,9.

ln most casa, lannfin occurs with ral.tfim, "merciful"; older usage prefers raltfim

w"lpannfin (Ex. 34:6; Ps. 86:15; 103:8), while later usage prefers lpnnfrn w"raltfim
(Joel 2:13; lon. 4:2; Ps. 111:4; ll2:4; 145:.8;2 At 3O:9; Neh. 9:17,31). The mercy

a mother shows to the issue of her reltem is ,abfim, and so also ftannfrn appears to

carry the idea of motherly (or fatherly) compassion (cf. I.l for the meaning of the

Arabic). Yahweh is bonnfin in his capacity as father (Ex. 22:261271). The overall
goodness of Yatrweh's favor can be seen from Ps. 145:8f., wbere hannfrn w"mbim is
broken up for reiteration in the following cola, with the poet substituting 16Q for
hannfin (cf. also Ps. 86:16f.: p"nEh'Elay wefionnEni . . . '"S?h-'immi'6t l"t6bh).

e. The noun f lginnh can mean "favor" or "mercy" (Josh. 1l:20;Ez.r.9:8; the LXX
translates both with 6leos; cf. I Esd. 8:75), m more commonly "cry for frvor," "sup
plication." It is often used in parallel wirh f pilli, but may also designate supplica-



tions made to other human beings (ler. 37:20;38:26). The chiastic ordering of terms
in I K. 8:28, fpillallt'binna6-hdrinniltwtfpilli, argtes for linking rinn6, "ring-
ing cry" with fhinni, "cry of supplication." 

.

f. The noun tal.tanfin occurs only in the pl. abstract ta)f nfinim, "cries for favor" or
"supplications."

II. Concrete Usages in the OT.

l. Grace as a Possession In its aesthetic sense, fr?n denotes a quality that a person,
animal, or inanirnate object possesses. This usage is exclusively nontheological, al-
though the sages judge the use to which possessed grace is put as being either good
or bad' The OT speak on numerous occasions about gracious speeclr. It is a mark of
refinement to be able to speak graciously. Such is to be desired ofkings (ps. 45:3[2]),
and it is an absolute prerequisite for one who aspires to the ruling elite (Eccl. l0:12;
Prov. 22:ll). But gracious words can be intolerable if they mask deception. prov.
26:25 warns of one concealing hatred: kifttannEn q6l6 'al-u,"7nen-b6, .when he
speaks graciously, beteve him not."

In describing women, ltEn can refer to the total impression a woman makes ('EJel-

fudn, Prov. 11:16), although the focus no doubt is chiefly on her carriage and speech.
A youthful wife is praised by comparison to a graceful animal (prov. 5:19). Another
proverb says that a gracious woman receives honor (Prov. l l: 16). But in some women
&Ez is also a mark of deception (Prov. 3l:30), and it is commonly associated with the
behavior of prostitutes (Nah. 3:4). In these latter cases, hZn certatrll,y includes among
the woman's enticing qualities her use of gracious or seductive words. rrtry'reaths worn
on the head or garg"r61 (neck?) can be ttEn, and the wisdom teachers liken their
teaching to such (Prov. l:9; 3:22;4:9). Prov. l7:8 compares a bribe to an,egen-hEn
(beautiful or precious stone), which again does not negate the beauty implied in hEn,
but makes clear the unforhrnate ends to which hEn can be used.

2' Grace or Favor in Human Relationships. More beautiful than gracious words or
graceful forms, delicate wreaths, or precious stones are human relationships built upon
ItEn. ln the derived sense, fr?n is a human disposition. It is present in the heart of one
who is positively disposed toward another.

a. Favor as a Gift. When used of human relationships, the verb clearly includes the
idea of giving. [n some passages the notion of giving is implied so strongly as to
require explicit tanslation, e.g., Jgs. 2l:22: honnfinfi'6tam, "Grant them graciously
to us" (cf. also III.3.b on Gen. 33:5,11). In the case of yahweh, ttEn is commonly
coupled with the verb + lIlT nilan, "give." It follows that hEn is in the nature of a
gift. This explains in part why people must request it. It is freely given and cannot
be grasped or seized by force. The giver has every right to withhold hts hEn, and
unless he is a person of rank, this may be done even at some risk. For the one receiving
hEn, thrs gift is unlike most in that it never really becomes his possession. One quite
literally finds frvor in the eyes of another, and that is where the favor remains. It is
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comparable to one's rcputation, which is likewise not its owner's possession. The two
are nicely juxtaposed in Prov. 22:l: "A good name (- OU iZm) is to be chosen rather

than geat riches, and favor (bEn) is better than silver or gold."

b. Fovor Sought. Favor is sought and found, and because it can be withheld, it
demands a peculiar kind of stance from the seeker, namely subordination. The ancient

oriental world was a world of kings and lords, and consequently it was deemed proper

to use language of deference. Tlpical is the expression md+d'li ltEn be'Aneyki, not
uncommonly accompanied by bowing and prostration (Gen. 33:3ff.; 2 S. 14:22; 16:4;

Ruth 2:10; Ps. 3l:10[9]). Deferential language was necessary when a person oflow
station spoke to someone of high station. Prov. 18:23 says that while the rich may

speak roughly, the poor must use entreaties (tahnfinim). It is thus ironic when Job

says he must ask his servant for favor (Job 19:16). But persons of means commonly
employ deferential language when speaking to each other, in order not to be thought
presumptuous. It is found most often in the OT when lords and kings are present,

i.e., in patriarchal and royal narratives. It is even possible for a person ofhigher rank

to speak with deference to another of lower rank. This is done when one prefers to
ask for something rather than command it. Jacob, for example, speaks with deference

to his son Joseph (Gen. 47:29); it cannot be assumed here that Joseph's rise to power

in Egypt necessitates such language from his father. David also speaks with deference

when relaying a message to Nabal (1 S. 25:8). In the case of Laban speaking to his

nephew Jacob (Gen. 3O:27), we have nothing more than flatrery: Laban is pretending

to be obligated to Jacob.
Favor can be sought at two levels. The first is the level of formality. In a specific

context, [En is sought as a preamble to a request. The expressiot'im'md+d'Ii hEn

b'Ancyka is an elaborate way of saying "please." The suppliant is not out to find favor

per se; his main concern is having his request granted. A more profound type offavor
is that which is granted for a longer perid of time. On this level, lEn is a general

disposition toward someone, signifying a relationship of some importarrce. In ordinary

usage, however, requests for |tEn are usually made on the first level. Laban asks Jacob's

favor only that he may be allowed to speak (Gen. 30:27). Shechem requests the favor

of Jacob and his sons in hope of marrying Dinah (Gen. 34:11). Jacob entreats Joseph

to take an oath regarding Jacob's burial (Gen. 47:29). Joseph seels favor from his

brothers only to avert his sale (Gen. A:21), and later he seeks the frvor of Pharaoh's

household when he wants to go and bury his father (Gen. 50:4). The sons of Reuben

and Gad want land in Tiansjordan (Nu. 32:5); David wants Jonathan's permission to
take leave (1 S. 20:29), provisions for his troops (l S. 25:E), and later sanctuary from
Achish (l S. 27:5). Jeremiah prcsents his f ltinni to Zedekiah that he may not be sent

back to the house of Jonathan to die (Jer. 37:20.38:26). Esther seeks the favor of the

king that she and the Jewish people may be spared (Est. 4:8; 5:8;7:3;8:3,5).

c. Favor Found. Found frvor can also be received on two levels. For specific acts

ofkindness, one can employ the same sort ofdeferential language used to seek favor.

The imperfect in'em;d'-hZn b'Aneyki'"ddni (2 S. 16:4; Ruth 2:13) is to be translated

as a present perfect: "I have surely found favor in your eyes, my lord." This is an
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embellished "thank you." It acknowledges favor already shown. The equally difficult
form nimsd' -hzn be ' dna '" dint in Gen. 47 :25 appears also to be equivalent to "thank
you, my lord." But favor of the more profound and lasting kind is more commonly
reckoned as found. when the Yahwist says that Joseph found favor in the eyes of
Potiphar (Gen. 39:4), he does not mean that Joseph did a single thing that pleased
Potiphar, but rather that Joseph had overall good standing with his superior. The same
is true of David with respect to Saul (l S. 16:22) and Jonathan (l S. 20:3). He had
established a deep relationship with both men, so much so ttpit hEn implies deep
affection. The favor Ruth found in the eps of Boaz (Ruth 2:2,10,13) as well as the
favor Esther found in the elcs of King Ahasuerus (Est. 2:17;5:2)-not to mention
others who saw her (Est. 2:15)-likewise included lasting affection. Whether Joab
attains lasting favor with David (2 S. 14:22) or merely exults because the king has
granted his request is not clear. Neither is it clear whether Hadad had lasting favor
with the pharaoh of Egypt (l K. ll:19). For the most part, however, found favor
transcends a single event and sigrifies a relationship of some depth. Found favor, being
also a gift, can also be given in response to merit. Good sense wrns hEn (prov. 13:15),
and it was apparently also given to people of skill, as we can surmise from Eccl. 9: l l,
although the Preacher himself is making a very different point.

d. l,oss of Favor Even if lTAn has created a relationship of some depth, it can still
be lost. Dt. 24:l presupposes the right of a husband to give his wife a bill of divorce
if she no longer finds favor in his eyes. Likewise a curse upon a guilty man consigns
both him and his children to subsequent disfavm (Ps. 109:12). In this latter case,
disfavor is a result of judgment, whereas in the former case judgment comes after loss
of favor. The sequence is not important; what matters is that favor and judgment cannot
coexist.

e . Anticipated Favor Prov. 28:23 , too, assumes that judgment and favor are incom-
patible: m6ki4'fuim'ahaTsy l.tEn yim;d' mimmolfl?q W6n, *He who rebukes a man
will afterward find more favor than he who flatters with his tongue." If someone rebukes
another he will no doubt lose that person's hZn. Bvt the proverb does more than praise
the rebuker over the flatterer: it says tbat hEn will come to the rebuker later on, but
he must be willing to wait for it.

3. Royal Favor lnDnl4:71(27), Daniel warns the king to repent of his sins and
begin showing favor to the oppressed. only so can he hope to escape a coming
judgment.

4. Favor Tbvryrd a city. Ps. 102:15(14) recuds a single instance of human favor
that is not directed toward another individual or group. Here the people show favor
to-or more likely have pity on-the ruins of Jerusalem, which have too long lain
neglected.

III. Theological Uses.

l. Human Benevolence. Benevolence is an act of grace shown by the rich toward
the poor, or at least by an individual with means toward one who has little or no
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means. It is what can be expected of a person toward his rda', "friend," "neighbor"''
Benevolence is extolled in Wisdom Literature as a pririre virtue. Therefore the gen-

erous person is qaddq, "righteous" (Ps. 37:21,26; ll2:4f.). The + tl!2'1 rdid', on

the contrary, is not benevolent (Prov. 2l:lO). Job appeals to his friends' better natul€:

"Be gracious to me, be gracious to me, O you my friends" (Job 19:21)' If they are

now exalted over Job as they maintain (v. 5), that is all the more reason to be gracious

to one who stands in need. Generally speaking, someone who is gracious to the 'Ani

will be happy (Prov. 14:21). But more important is the knowledge that showing grace

to the needy honms Yahweh (Prov. 14:31). A loan to the + ll aat isa loan to Yahweh,

and Yahweh will repay the gracious one for his deed (Prov. 19:17). According to Prov.

28:8, retribution will be meted out to the rich person who augments his wealth by
extortion. In the end he gathers it only folr another, namely the one who is gracious

to tlp dallim.

2. Brotherly Favor: Jacob attd Esu. The account of Jacob and Esau in Gen' 32f.

takes us to the pinnacle of the OT teaching on ltEn, although the divine presence is at

best peripheral. This is the dramatic episode in which the two brothers become rec-

onciled. The Yahwist has incorporated the story into his histoy, bu without edito-

rializing. We might have expected him to tell us explicitly of Jacob's finding favor with
Esau (cf. Gen. 6:8; 39:4), but he prefers to let the story speak for itself.

The story contains four quotations from Jacob in which he s*ks lEn from Esau

(Gen. 32:6[5]; 33:8,10,15). It is apparent throughout the narrative that this is not the

usual request for favor.2o Jacob does not seek Esau's frZn as preamble to something
else. This ttZn is the goal of his activity (32:6,815,7)), namely a permanent change of
disposition or attitude on Esau's part.2r Even Jacob's use of the polite 'im-nd' mA;a'ti
hEn b'Aneykfi shows that he has no ulterior motive. He has no request to make; insrcad

he comes with gifts to give, and he compliments Esau with this phrase by urging him
to accept them (33: l0). Jacob knows that if Esau accepts the gifts it will demonstrate

that Esau has acceped him as well, i.e., that Jacob has indeed found favor in his

brother's eps. The phrase is also used later when Esau's offer of men is turned down
(33:15). Jacob's quest was successful, as 33:4-11 makes clear.

This event became quite important in later biblical tradition. It was remembered by

Hosea (Hos. 12:514)): bAki waWitl.tannen-h, "he wept and sought his favor."22 It also

appears quite likely that the story served as the prototype for Jesus' parable of the lost
(prodigal) son in Luke l5:ll-32. In the Jacob and Esau story, favor is restored almost

entirely on the human level. We get only one hint of what its significance might be

in the divine economy. After Jacob and Esau have come together, Jacob says to Esau:

"Tluly to see your face is like seeing the face of God" (Gen. 33:10). The acceptance

Jacob experiences from his brother is no less than what he might expect from a

20 II.2.b.
2t ll.Z.c.
22 Lundbom; cf. W. L. Holladay, "Chiasmus, the Key to Hosea XII 3-6," W, 16 (1966),

55.
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gracious God. (Jacob also saw the face of God in the face of the 'ir at the Jabbok

lGen. 32:31(30)l; Hos. 12:5141therefore changes 'i5 to + ltlrlr maf Ak.)

3. Divine Favon

a. Yahweh Himsdf Is Gracious. Graciousness is a divine attribute. The adj. lpannfin

is used almost exclusively of Yahweh in the OT, and almost always it is joined by other
adjectives in liturgical concert. Yahweh is gracious and merciful, slow to anger, and
abounding in steadfrst love and faithfulness (Ex. 34:6; Joel2:13; Jon.4:2; Ps. 86:15;
103:8; 111:4; 116:5; 145:8; Neh. 9:17,31;2 Ch. 30:9). After the apostasy of the
golden calf, and in response to Moses' specific request, Yahweh reveals his essential
qualities and characten he is first of all ral.tfim rf hannfin (Ex. 34:6). The sequence is

crucial. Grace comes after confession of sin even as it came before the giving of the
law. Law is delicately balanced against gxace, and in fact the entire conversa[ion
between Moses and Yahweh inEx. 32-34 focuses on this subject. In the single text
wtrcre ltannfrn is used alone (Ex. 22:261277), Yahweh warns that he will come as a
protecting father to aid one of his children should strict justice interfere with human-
itarian concerns.

The idem per i.dem constructions of Ex. 33:19 use |ttuwn and iham: "[ will be
gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will show mercy on whom I will show
mercy." Idem per idern cotstructions are used when one does not wish to be more
specific.23 Here in Ex. 33:19 the form has normally been taken to express Yahweh's
supreme authority in dispensing grace and mercy, when, where, how, and as he
pleases.z Its rhetorical function (tkewise as in Ex. 3:14) is to terminate the debate
with Moses.25 An alternate suggestion is that the form emphasizes Yahweh's naturc to
be merciful and gracious (cf. Ex. 34:6f.). According to this view, Yahweh is saying
to Moses, *[ will surely be gracious, I will surcly be merciful," or "I am the gracious

one, I am the compassionate one" (cf. Ex. 3:14).x The form expresses the force of
l.tannfin and ra$fim as attributes of God. It is assumed also that Yahweh ranl<s higher
than humankind when he shows favm: 'As the eyes of serraants look to the hand of
their master, as the elas of a maid to the hand of her mistress, so our eyes look to
Yahweh our God, till he have mercy upon as ('ad ieyy"l.tonnEnfr)" (Ps. 123:2).

b. Divine Favor ta Individuals. Whereas fdn is always a gift from one person to
another, only God is ever explicitly said to "give favor" (ndtan bZn). He can give his
own frvor to someone or else negotiate favor between individuals, as in Gen. 39:21.
Yahweh never seeks the favor of humans. Only in Job is there even the hint of such
a thing, and then the question is raised indirectly. Speaking of the mighty Leviathan,
Yatrweh answeni Job rhetorically: "Will he make many supplicalions (taltanfinim) to

23 S. R. Mwr, Tltc Book of Exodus. CBSC (1911; repr. 1953), 362f .; cf. J. R. Lundbom,
"God's Use of tbe ldem per ldem to Terminate Debate," IIThR, Tl (1978), 193-201.u Cf. U.2.a.

25 Lundbom,
26 Cf. D. N. Frecdman, "The Name of the God of Moses," JBL, 79 (1960), 154.
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you?" (Job 4O:27141,31). The argument here is part of a much latget qal vnbdmer: if
Leviathan would not ask for Job's favor, how much more will Yahweh not have to ask

for it (41:2b-3tl0b-l1l)! Apparently Yahweh thought this is what Job was waiting for.

Divine favor is given to the righteous and humble ('dni), i.e., the pom and op
pressed. According to Ps. 84: l2(l l), "Yahweh bestows favor and honot (ltEn vf knfid
yitten)" on "those who walk uprightly." Pnov. 3:4 teaches that keeping the command-

ments and practicing other virtues will give one f;En in the e)€s of God and human

beings. The wicked person, says Isa. 26:lO, should not be shown favor, for it will not

help him to learn righteousness. Others who can expect Yahweh's frvor are the'"niyy?m
(Bx. 22:24-26125-271; Prov. 3:34).

Specific individuals also seek and find divine favor. The most affirmative statements

are made by the Yahwist in Genesis. Gen. 6:8, 'But Noah found favor in the eyes of
Yahweh," is the only statement of its kind in the entire OT. We hear of no supplications,

and the assumption is that Yahweh's favor was a general disposition lasting over a long
period of time. The Priestly writer gives us the further insight that Noah was a "right-
eous man" ('ii ;addq), in contrast to the rest of the populace (Gen. 6:9). This shows

agarn that the OT has no aversion to merited favor. Later the Yahwist tells us that

Yahweh gave Joseph favor in the eyes of the prison warden (twyyittEn ltinnb b"'AnA sar

bAilassohar, Gen. 39:21). In the Jacob cycle, linan is used twice to mean "graciously
given" (Gen. 33:5,11). God has graciously given Jacob children and other possessions.

Thus when ancient history is looked at from a distance, and looked at also in legends

that are markedly compressed, Yahweh's favor to particular individuals is stated briefly
and unequivocally. If these individuals ever sought divine favor or experienced crises

where divine hvor was in doubt, such was forgotten by the time these stories reached

the generations of the tenth century B.c.
When we leave Genesis, a differ€nt sihration obtains. lndividuals seek divine favor

more than they claim to have found it. Despite Yahweh's assurances that he is gracious,

even the $eatest figures of the OT cannot rest secure in the knowledge that they have

Yahweh's continuing favor. Moses has the favor of Yahweh, btrt when Yahweh says he

will not accompany him on the journey, Moses begins to question it (Ex. 33 : 12f. , l6f. ;

34:9). The same thing occurs later when he sees the burden he is being asked to carry

as Israel's leader (Nu. 11:11). But it must also be recognized that, although Moses

may have Yahweh's overall favor, this is not to say that Yahweh will grant his every

request for favors. Yahweh does accede to the request that he accompany Moses on

the journey, but he does not honor the oxymoronic request that Yahweh kill him (Nu.

l|15),n nor does he honor Moses' request to cross the Jordan: wd'elltannan'eI-YIIWH
bA'AI hehl ldmir . . . (Dt. 3:23). David twice sought Yahweh's favor. Once, when his

child was sick, he fasted and wept, saying: "Who knows whether Yahweh will be

gracious to me, that the child may live" (25. 12:22); but the child died. And when

Absalom drove him from Jerusalem, David wondered whether Yahweh in his favor

would allow him to return (2 S. 15:25).4 In this instance Yahweh was gracious. For

David, then, favor is seen mainly in deliverance from trouble and death.

21 Zimmerli in Conzelmann and Zimmert, 380.
28 Cf. Rib-addi, EA 137, 81.
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According to the chronicler, Manasseh also prayed for yahweh,s favor when in
straits very similar to those of David. He left Jerusalem (only by hooks and chain),
but like David was eventually restored to his kingdom; God heard tns f hinn6 (2 Cjrr.
33:13). when Job is in distress, Bildad advises him to seek yahweh,s favor (Job g:5).
According to Bildad, Yahweh rewards the righteous and punishes sinners; therefore
if Job is righteous, Yahweh will receive his cry with favor. Job, however, answers that
he has sought Yahweh's favor but received no answer (Job 9:15, NEB). Daniel dutifully
seeks Yahweh's favor despite the royal decree (Dnl. 6:12[ll], Aramaic). This appears
to refer to an act of piety perfmmed customarily by the Jews in exile.

The Psalms are of course filled with pleas for Yahweh's favor. Although expressions
of corporate worship, they nevertheless come from the heart of the individual. Very
personal Eials are articulated-sickness, personal enmity, loneliness, fear of deattl
etc. The impv. honnEni, "be gracious to me," is found only in the psalms (although
lob 19:21 contains the pl. honnwfi), where it (rccurs 17 times (ps. 4:2[l]; 6:3til;.
25:16; 26:ll; 27:7;30:11[10]; 3l:te9l; 4t:5,11[4,10]; 5t:3[l]; 56:2Ul; 57:2ltl;
86:3,16; 119:29,58,132). The hapax legomenonbinenEn? ([on"nEni) in 9:14(13) adds
an l8th instance. The terms for "supplication(s)," fhinni (6:10[9];55:2[l]; ll9:170)
and talf nfrn (28:2,6;31:231221; tt6:t; t3o:2; t4o:7161;143:1; [g6:6, n4'nfinhtdfl),
indicate further the extent to which Yahweh's favor is sought in the psalms. Almost
all of these psalms are individual laments; the main exceptions are pss. 4, 30, and
116, which are psalms of confidence or thanksgiving, and ll9, a psalm on the [,aw.
It may also be noteworthy that dl (except for 116, ll9, and 130) are ascribed by
tradition to David. The psalmist usually begins his song with twnn?n?. His need may
be accompanied by a consciousness of sin (2516,rg 4l:514);51:3ff.Ilff.]; 130:2ff.j,
or he may come as a righteous person who is being oppressed by the wicked (26; l4o).
In the latter situation, the psalnist is concerned to affirm his innocence, since adversity
implies Yahweh's judgment to outside observers. Thus favor can be sought on either
the ground of righteousness or the ground of unrighteousness coupled with repentance
for sin. In Ps. 59:6(5), the poet asks yahweh not to be gracious to the wicked. In
many cases a psalm that begins with a supplication for Yahweh's favor will later
inconporate the answer received, e.g., 6:3,10(2,9);28:2,6;31:10,23(9,22). Such psalms,
whether compilations or not, tend to compress human experience. rs. z7: t019; 1or
Asaph) preserves for us the frustration of one who must wait for divine favor: ..Has

God forgotten to be gracious (hiakab baruili, or in anger shut up his compassion?"
Ps. 30 speaks of earlier favor that the psalmist sought-and evidently found-and
tlrcn later adds a further plea for yahweh's favor (w. 9,ll[g,10]).

Divine favor can also be sought indirectly through people chosen of yahweh. In
early times the divine emissary par excellence was yahweh,s mafo&; to seek out his
favor was to seek out the favor of yahweh. Abraham warfis hEn from the mal,aft in
order to have him stop for a visit (Gen. l8:3), but more importanfly he anticipates a
possible word from Yahweh about the promised son. In the Yahwist's later reworking
of this passage, it is Yahweh himself who appears to Abraham on this occasion (ls: l).
This messenger together with two others shows ltzn to Lot by rescuing him from
Sodom, and Lot's words to them, "Your servant has found favor in your sight,,' are
words of thanks (Gen. 19:19). Lot knows that they are favorably disposed toward him,
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and he is naturally grateful. When the mal'c*YHWH appears to Gideon, the latter
requests a specific favor in the form of a sign to assure him that it is indeed Yahweh

who is speaking with him (Jgs. 6:17). For H4nnah, whose name is also derived from
l.tdnan, the divine emissary is Eli the priest. She, too, wants a child, and when Eli
grants her supplication (in the name of tlrc'ebhA yiird'El), she responds with a joyful
'lhank you": "Your maidseruant has surely found favor in your eyes" ( 1 S . l: l8). And
Hannah's own face brightens as well.2e At a later time in Israel the ndbT became ttrc
principal messenger of God. Fifty men plead for a favorable response from the prophet
Elijah that their lives may be spared (2 K. l:13); after receiving it, they become part
of the prophet's entourage.3o The remnant left in Judah after 587 B.c. presents at"hinni
to the prophet Jeremiatr, which he in turn refers to Yahweh (Jer. 42:2). Yahweh answers

this supplication, but tells the people to remain in the land (42:%.). Job looks for
another kind of divine mediattr, who might be gracious enough to save humankind
from going down into the Pit (Job 33:24).

c. Divine Favor to Israel. At Sinai, Yahweh introduced himself to Israel first and

foremost as a God of grace. He said it was his nature to be ral.tfun w"l.tannfin (Ex.
34:6). Thus he granted lsrael hEn in the eyes of the Egyptians, so that the latter would
bestow gifts on them when they left Egypt (Ex. 3:21; ll:3; 12:36). But the Sinai
revelation also made clear that Yahweh was a demanding God, who would not clear
the guilty but would visit the iniquity of the fathers upon their children to the fourth
generation (Ex. 34:7). This dual nature of Yahweh as God of grace and God of
judgment finds expression throughout the OT, where grace or favor to Israel is always
seen vis-i-vis judgment. During the long period of growth into nationhood, when
Yahweh surely persisted in showing Israel particular favor, the OT remains strangely
silent on the subject, except perhaps in some of its divine blessings.3r

But when judgment came upon the nation, the awareness of Yahweh's favor (past

and future) became acute. The prophets especially foresaw military defeats at the hand
of enemies, destruction of Israelite cities and death for their inhabitants, and finally
exile. All sigrrified a loss of Yahweh's l.tEn. ln the dedication prayer of I K. 8 (par.

2 Ch. 6), recorded by the Deuteronomistic historian, Solomon correctly anticipates
what is to come. The prayer speala frequently of supplication (fl.tinni and hithpael
of bnn) necessitated by sin and its consequences: both tlre present supplication Solomon
is making and future supplications that the people may find it necessary to make (1 K.
8:28,30,33,38,45,47,49,52,54,59;9:3 [cf. 2Ch. 6:19,21,24,29,35,37,39]). These
future supplications are to be made either in the temple or, if the people are outside
the city, facing in the direction of the temple. With the exception of the plea for victory
in battle (1 K. 8:zl4f. lWl 2 Ch. 6:34f.1), all are pleas for favor when the people are
in some sort of distress, e.g., when they are defeated in battle (1 K. 8:33 [par. 2 Ch.

6:V4l), when they are weak from lack of food, whether through famine or siege (1 K.
8:37f. [par. 2 Ch. 6:28f.]), or when they have been taken into captivity (1 K. 8:4G49

2e cf. 1.2.b.
30 J. R. Lundbom, "Elijah's Chariot Ride,"./"IS, 24 (197r, e49.
3t cf. III.4.
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[Wr. 2 Ch. 6:36-39]). In every case there is also to be a plea for forgiveness (+ n)O
salab) of sins. Some time after Solomon concludes his prayeq Yahweh acknowledges
his fhinni (l K. 9:3) and blesses the temple. Nothing is said about Yahweh's response
to future supplications. Yahweh merely ends with a warning of judgment if apostasy
ensues (9:7-9). This is the substance of Deuteronomistic theology: sin leads to loss of
divine favor and issues in judgment. Implicit also in Deuteronomistic theology is the
idea that Yahweh's disfavor finds expression in the hostility shown to Israel by the
enemy. Favor will be shown neither to the young (Dt. 28:50) nor to the old (Lam.
4: 16). The sin that precipitates Yahurch's disfavor and judgment is apostasy.

Isa. 27:ll (which presupposes the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.c.) states that
Yahweh cannot show favor to his people because they are without discernment (- I'l
bin). For Jeremiah and Deuteronorny, the ultimate sin is "forsaking Yahweh and going
after'"l6htm'ohEim." Jeremiah says tlnt after Yahweh withdraws his favor, the people
can ser\E tbese'"ldhim '"hErim "day and night" (Jer. 16: l3). Jeremiah is more bitterly
ironic when addressing the inhabitants of Jerusalem's royal complex: "How you will
be favored (mah-nnEbanr) when pangs come upon you!" (ler. 22:23). In Deuteron-
omistic-Jeremianic theology we also find the idea that Yahweh's favor could avert
judgment. The Deuteronomistic historian says that Yahweh was gracious to Israel
during the reign of Jehoahaz and had compassion on the Israelites because of his
covenant with the patriarchs (2 K. 13:23). This averted destruction at the hands of
Haz,ael, the Aramean king. Jeremiah holds out hope that Yahweh will avert judgment
when he sends Baruch to the temple to read his scroll. Jeremiah says: "It may be that
their supplication will come before Yahweh . . ." (Jer. 36:7). The weeping and sup-
plication described h ler. 3:21 may express a similar hope on the part of the people.

It is Amos who introduces the idea that Yahweh's favor would be seen in his leaving
a remnant oflsrael, although his tone ofuncertainty gives the word an original sting:
"It may be that Yahweh, the God of hosts, will be gracious to the remnant of Joseph"
(Am. 5:15). Jercmiah declares that 'the people who survived the sword found grace

@a;A' ben) in the wilderness" (Jer. 3l:2). Thus despite his message of judgment ttre
prophet saw a measure ofdivine favor reserved for Israel that Yahweh did not originally
grant to the inhabitants of Canaan (Dt. 7:2; Josh. l1:20).32

In the postexilic period, Ezra acknowledges Yahweh's favor in the survival of a
remnant: "But now for a brief moment favor (f ltinni) has been shown by Yahweh our
God, to leave us a remnant . . !' (En.9:8). In another prayer he expands the ritualized
statement of Yatrweh's attributes, adding that Yahweh did not forsake (+ )lV 'dznb)
the people or make an end 1+ ;f)l kAh) of them, i.e., he left a remnant (Neh.
9:t7,31).

Another theme reiterated by the prophets was that Yahweh would be gracious to
Israel if she repented. To the people of Jerusalem, the prophet Isaiah says: "You shall
weep no more. He will surely be gracious to you at the sound of your cry" (Isa.
30:19). Jeremiah anticipates the return of the northern exiles: "with weeping they
shall come, and with supplications (ttf lalt"ntuim) I will lead them back" (Jer. 3l:9).

32 See d. below.
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Joel says to rend hearts and not garments, and return (.IiD) to Yahweh, for he is lannfin
w"rafifrm (Joel 2:13). The Chronicler records that Hezekiah addressed the remnant in
the north to the effect that if they would return to Yahweh (i.e., repent: .Iib) and come
to Jerusalem to celebrate the Passover, then the exiles taken avay by the Assyrians
would be able to return (iriD) home. This would come about because Yahweh is lwnnin
weraltfim (2 Ch. 30:9).

As in the case of individuals, so Israel, too, must sometimes wait for Yahweh's
favor. Ps. 123:3 expresses the impatience people feel after long periods of abuse:

l.tonnEnfi YHWH ltonnEnfi ki-rab Sdba'nfi bfiz, "Be gracious to us, Yahweh, be gracious
to us, for we have had more than enough of contempt." Ps. 102:14(13) expresses a
similar sentiment with regard to the city of Zion: "It is time to favor her (lhen"ni);
the appointed time (m6'Ed) has come." The need for patience was perhaps best under-
stood by Isaiah: "Therefore Yahweh waits to be gracious to you. . . . Blessed are all
those who wait for him" (Isa. 30:18). In Isa. 33:2, tle confession of the people

articulates the same theme: *Yahweb be gracious to us; we wait for thee." Later, the
prayer of Daniel predicates its rcquest for Yahweh's favor on the fact that the seventy
years predicted by Jbremiah are now up and it is time for Yahweh to be gracious (Dnl.
9:2ff.). With its rhetoric of accumulation, this prayer is reminiscent of Solomon's
prayer in 1 K. 8. In fact it actualizes, perhaps intentionally, what was only anticipated
earlier. Now Yahweh's favor must be sought, and Daniel rather than Solomon is the
intercessor for the people. He does not prostrate himself before ttp altar, but he does

accompany his supplication with fasting, sackcloth, and ashes (Dnl. 9:3). He, too, is
concerned about the temple, now lying in ruins (v. l7), and he stands before Yahweh
not in righteousness (v. 18) but in repentance for the sin of himself and his people
(v. 20). Daniel realizes that Yahweh's fuvor is his to give or withhold; it cannot be
assumed as a right or compelled (v. 18; cf. Ex. 33:19). Yahweh subsequently hears
Daniel's supplications and sends word to him by the angel Gabriel (Dnl.9:20-Tl).

_7*chaiah and Malachi have different concerns that call for Yahweh's favor. In
Deatero-7s*hariatu the prophet speaks of "a spirit of compassion and supplication"

tfrah ben w"1ahnfin?m) that Yahweh will pour out upon the people of Jerusalem
following the murder of their prophet (7*c. l2:IO). This is in contrast to the spirit of
judgment that had premiled earter. Malachi is concerned to upgrade the quality of
sacrifice. The people are told to seek the face of God with first-rate offerings, that he
may be gracious to them (Mal. 1:9).

d. Divine Favor to Other Natiora. At the time of the conquest, Yahweh commands
Moses explicitly not to be favorably disposed to the inhabitants of Canaan (Dt. 7:2;
Josh. l1:20). Herc ftdrun refers to special favor, i.e., mercy. Later, however, the book
of Jonah argues that the favor available to Israel is also arailable to Assyria, providing
of course that they repent (Jon. 4:2).

4. Favor in Blessings. Yahweh's favor is conveyed in the giving of blessings. On
seeing his brother Benjamin after years of separation from his family, Joseph blesses
him with the words: "God be gracious to you 6tohn"ki), my son" (Gen. 43:29). In
the Aaronic benediction, the bestowal of Yahweh's favor is artfully reiterated at the
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center: "Yahweh makelisface to shine upon you, andbe gracious to you (wfuunneklci),
Yahweh lift up his face on you" (Nu. 6:25f.).

A similar blessing is echoed in Ps. 67:2(l): "May God be gracious to us and bless
us, and make his face to shine upon us."

In an obscure passage in Zechariah, Zerubbabel, the builder of the second remple,
is described as bringing forth the cornerstone or keystone accompanied by shouts of
"Grace, grace to ftf' (hAn fi?n 16,7*r. 4:7).33

Freedman, Lundbom

IV. Qumran. In the Dead Sea scrolls, ftnn occurs 20 times (4 times hithpael in
the formula htnpl whthnn, "prostrate oneself and supplicate," 1QH l2:4; 16:6; 17 18;
4Q184 2:4), fhinni twice, and lt"nini once (3Q5 2:1). The verb is commonly used
in the benediction formula yl.twnkh, "May God be gracious to you"; in most cases this
"graciousness" is further specified by the mention of the attributes to be givenl. bd't
'wlmym, "with eternal knowledge" (lQS 2:3); brwft rlgmym, "with the spirit of pity"
(lQH 16:9); brwh d'h, "with the spirit of knowledge" (lQM 14:25); bl<wl brlcwt imym,
'with all the blessings of heaven" (lQSb l:5); blcu,l gmwlyn, "with all rewards" (lQSb
2:23,textual7y corrupt); andbrwlt qwdi, *with holy spirit" (2:24). This demonstration
of God's favor through blessing takes on concrete form in the eternal covenant (lQSb
2:25) and in righteous judgment (2:26); it provides permanence (lleps, 19 14,17),
and permeates all human deeds (lQSb 2:27). But it is not limited to individuals; it
can be called down upon the entire nation (4QDibHam 5:11). The blessing formula
can also be turned into a curse (par. 'afir) through negation; this curse is pronounced
by the t evites over the followers of Belial (lQS 2:8).

In the Dead Sea scrolls, t binnA means "supplication." The worshipper does not
thinkofitasanindependentprayertoGod,butasaGod-givengift(lQH9:ll; ll:34).
The ability to "supplicate" is itself a demonstration of God's favor, along with mercy,
peace, hope, and firmness of spirit.

Fabry

33 Others translate lr7 as "salvation," "grace," "beauty," or the like.
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Reference to Individuals;2. With "tand" as Subject. Itr. Use in Theological Contexts: 1. In
Prophetic oracles of Judgment; 2. In the Tiadition of Cultic Theology; 3. In wisdom Thought.
IV. l,ater Reflexes.

b-rep. G.R. Driver, "On Psalm 35,16," TE, 9 (1953), 468f.; idem, "P{ilological prob-
lems," "I7S, 47 (1945), l@-66, esp. l6lf.; idem, "Text.nl and Linguistic Problems of the Book
of Psalms," IIThR, 29 (1936), l7l-195, esp. 178-180; P. Joiion, "rlnoxgrrlg dans I'Erangile
et h6breu HAnef," RScR, 20 (1930), 312-16; R. Knierim, "l)n hnp pervertiert sein," THAT, l,
597-99; U. Wilckens, "rhoxqivopor"," TDNT, VIll,562-64.
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l. l. Occurrences. The rootbnp is attested as a Canaanite loanword in Akkadian
(handpu, "commit villainy"; cf. ta$tinip, "flatter [a goddess]";r banpu and liannipu,

"villainy, infamy''2); in Ugaritic (funp verbally and nominally, the latter in the sense

"impious, wicked"3); in OT Hebrew (verb, verbal adjective, and nouns), Middle He-

brew (piel, hiphil), and Jewish Aramaic (peal, pael, aphel) with the meaning "flatter'
dissemble,'a as well as l.tan"pd' , l.t"nuptd' (Tkg.), "impious," "impiety," Syr.

hanpa, "heathen,'5 Mand. hanifa, *idol," hwnpana, "dissembler, hypocrite";6 in Ar-
abic, fianafa (with I rather than f as in Ugaritic), "turn aside," whence ftanif, "or'
thodox," hanafi, "heathen," han@a, "paganism," andahnd, *amicted with a curvafure

of the foot,'' Libyan |np, "go sideways, set aside."E For Hebrew, two problems remain

unresolved: the relationship between the verb and the noun (derivation), and the ques-

tion of homonymy (ftnp ll, *limp," in Ps. 35:16 conj. on the basis of Libyan and

Arabice).

2. Meaning. The meaning of Heb. ltnp is hard to define.lo GesB gives: qal 1.

"ruchlos, gottlos sein"; 2. "durch Gottlosigkeit entstellt, entweiht sein"; 3. "ent-

weihen"; hiphil l. "entweihen"; 2. "ar Heiden machen"; noun "Gottesverdchter,

Ruchloser" or "Ruchlosigkeit." KBL23 lists similar meanings, with the addition of
"von Gott entfremdet, gottlos" for the substantive. BDB gives: 1. *be polluted"; 2.

"profrne, godless," rendering the substantives similarly as "prohne, irreligious"; it
derives these meanings from a basic meaning "inclining away from right," based on

the Arabic. Riissler cites the meaning "abtriinnig werden,"ll whereas Zorell gives

"pollufus esse," "maculatus, nefarius." Joiion, also taking the concrete meaning in
Arabic as his starting point, gives as the "sens gin6ral" for the adjective 'pervers,
d6prav6," for the verb "corrompre, souiller (mais non 'profaner' . ' .)"-except for
Dnl. l1:32, where it means "s6duire," approximating the postbiblical usage of Jewish

Aramaic ("flatter"). Here fm the first time the adjective takes on the sense of "impie,
flatteur, hypocrite," the basis of the NT equivalent hypokrrts.D According to Hust,l3
the root meaning of ltnp is "act or attitude through which a state of sacral relation to
the Godhead is intentionally set aside"-hence Wilckens: "wicked person, wicked-

I J. van Dljk, Cunciform Texts. TIM, IX (Lriden, 1976), 54, vo. 9.
2 EA 288, 7;162,74;cf. AHw,l,32O;CAD, VI (1956),76,80f.
3 WUS, no. 1053; W, no. 981.
4 KBL2,3.
s KBL3,322: "peasant;'
6 MdD, 125a, 136a.
7 Wehr, 2lO, KBL23, BDB, lsHebAram, Dtiver.
8 O. Rdssler, "Der semitische Charakter der libyschen Sprache," ZA, N.s. 50 (1952), l3l.
e KBL3, Drivet I.2 below.

10 F. H. W. Gesenius, Thesourus philologicus criticus linguae hebraeae et chaldaeae Veteris

Testanwnti, I (l*ipzig, 1829), 501f.
rr P. 13l.
12 Joiion, pp. 314ff.
13 F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVI/I (1968), 132.
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ness."l4 Finally Knierim, like Joiion, arrives at "a concrete basic meaning 'be crooked,
bent,"' which is recognizxllg, however, only in Ps. 35:16 (emended by Driver to
bfianpi) and possibly Mic. 4:11, while elsewhere the "figurative" meaning "pervert,
be perverted" predominates.

l,et us consider the following points. (1) All occrrrences of the l.tnp group (with the
exception of the Canaanite instances in EA and Ugaritic, as well as Ps. 35:16 [?])
involve a negative accent. (2) Both the verb and the nouns occur with only two subjects:
the land or earth ('eres, fem. sg.) and human beings (sg. and pl.-priest, prophet,
king, Job [?] , psalmist [?] , groups, Zion,, the nation), so that a division into semantic
zones is desirable. (3) In the qal, the verb is used intransitively and for the most part
absolutely (sometimes wrth leb, as in Job 36:1315), always in finite forms (twice in
narrative); in the causative we find the same two secondary subjects. On the basis of
these observations, we may draw the following conclusions with regard to the meaning
of the root.

a. The concept lying behind the'ere; passages leads us to the concrete and figurative
meaning "make dirty," "pollute," hence "desecrate," which emerges primarily from
Isg.. ?t1:5 (talta!); Ps. 106:38; and Nu. 35:33 ("with blood"); Jer. 3:1f.,9 (the same

idea is expressed inDt.24:4 withpn'); and possibly Mic. 4:11 (a visible process?).
This interpretation is confirmed by the LXX's preferred rendering with miainein (3
times), moli'nein (once), and phonoktonein (3 times).16 Obviously the subj. 'erep, even
in metaphorical usage, evokes concret€ images when used with l.tnp.

b. The passages with personal human subjects, which involve primarily nominal
forms, signal antisocial conduct that uses hypocrisy and deception to fool oneselfand
others. If we note the connection with false speech (Prov. 9:11; Isa. 32:6; 9:16 [Eng.
v. l7l; Jer. 23:11,15), we arrive at this paraphrase: "deceitful, distorted, hypocritical,
base, sanctimonious, secretly perfidious," primarily on the basis of Prov. l1:9; Isa.
32:6;the EA passages; and Jer. 3:1 conj., all cases ofdeception in social relationships
such as military and political loyalty, duties toward one's neighbor, and marriage.

The lexica note a Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic meaning "flatter, dissemble,"
"hypocrite, hlpocrisy,"tT but reject this meaning for Biblical Hebrew, probably on
account of the concrete sense discussed above.lE Probably we can also see here the
continued influence of the LXX, which only in two passages (Job 34:30; 36:13) uses

the neutral term hypobitEs, "actor," which took on a specialized meaning in the NT.
It was used much more frequently in the hexaplaric translations.le But when we come
to the meaning of Heb. bnp, tfu certainly does not suggest that "nowhere do words

t4 P.56/..
ts Cf. Ugaritic; KTU , I .18 I, 17 .
16 Wilckens, 564.
t7 KBL3, WM, Iastrow.
lE Gesenius, 501; Joiion; Wilckens, esp. 565f.
le'Wilckens, 564.
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of the stem lln have the sense of disserrbling or hypocrisy."zo Instead, the aporia
sens€d by both Wilckens and Joiion can be resolved by the more reasonable assumption

that in the OT bnp cn indeed mean "hypocrisy" in the specific sense,2l but for the

LXX could be identified with the technical term belonging to the language of the

Greek theatre only in clear instances (as in the passages from Sirach and Maccabees).

The renderings actually used exhibit an attempt at least to preserve the negatirrc

overtones.22

c. If the observation is correct thrrt lnp has a polar affinity to definitions appearing

in entrance tbr61@.g., Job 13:16; l7:8;27:8ff.; Isa. 33:14,15ff.),23 we would have as

the link between the two semantic fields the (hypothetical) central meaning "make
oneself unrecognizable with dirt" > "make oneself unclean" and > "dissemble." The
former development would be illustrated by passages such as Ps. 35:16 and Jer. 3:lff.,
the latter by the line leading to Middle Hebrew, Jewish Ararraic, the Dead Sea scrolls,
and the NT.

d. The basic meanings that have come down to us represent not tlre semantic center

but rather the semantic periphery. The "Arabic" meaning "twisted' is associated with
the image of "dissimulation, alienation, pretense," as also the (too) general and ab-

stract sense "perverted." The rendering *wicked, base" or the like attempts to repro-
duce the root's emotional overtones (EA; Jer. 3:l;23:ll,l5; Job); "godless, impious"
attempts to indicate the appraisal found in Wisdom Literature and the prophets.

3. Semantic Field. ln the semantic field there are only a few lines to trace. A
relationship is established between bnp nd + NDP tm' by the parallelism in Jer. 3:1

and Dt. 24:4 as well as by the context in Nu. 33.,33f. and Ps. 106:38f. If the unique
hothpael ofpz' (pass. ofthe hithpael: "cause oneselfto be made unclean") corresponds

to the qal of ltnp in Jer. 3:1, then we may assume for l.tnp a reflexive element not
present in 1m': "make oneself unclean," "defmm oneself" : "dissemble." This ob-
servation is confirmed by comparison of how the stems are used. In transitive usage

we find a factitive of pm' and a causative of bnp, which indicates in the case of l.tnp

a substantial relationship with the object (secondary subj.). The verbal statements

using the qal imperfect and the variations between the qal and the hiphil must be

understood in the same way: the disfigurement is self-caused and the secondary subject

shares responsibility.
Ps. 35:16 indicates a relationship withqdr, "be darkened (in dirty cloths, i.e., in

mourning)," both qal and hiphil. Could the wearing of mourning disguise be the

original locus of ftzp?
The semantic field of the nouns is narrower, but is hard to penetrate because of

problems of synonymy. In Isa. 9:16(17), the noun is linked with mEra', a participle
meaning "evildoer"; cf. Job 8:20. In Isa. 33:14 it appears in parallel withhotla'im,

m lbid.
21 Cf. IQS 4:10.
22 For a discussion of the problem, see G. Bornkamm, "Heuchelei," RGG}, trI (1959), 305f.
23 See Itr.3 below.
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"sinners"; in Job 2O:5; 27:8 (cf. 15:20), it is in parallel with r"id,im, ..the wicked.-
Other parallels are idVhi'Zl, "forgofien by God" (Job 8:13), ar,d,awwdl, ..unrigh-

teous" (Job 27:8). Antonyms include y"idrim, 'upright," and ndqi, "innocent" (Job
17:8; cf. 13:16); ydfrqim, "righteous" (Prov. l l:9). The clearest passage is Isa. 32:6f.,
where l.tdnep is introduced as a term for the action of a nnbal, born of thoughts of
nebdli and'dwen; it is ranged alongside 16'6, delusion uttered against yahweh, and
cruelty toward those who suffer. In such company the word exhibits the crude and
blurred colors of a pejorative term: "base, filthy, perfidious." Job r5:34f. (cf. leS
4:9f.) establishes a relationship with the group --) ilD1 rtuni II, ..deceive, betray,,,
which doe.s not occur in the hiphil and never refers to the land; it is more sharply
defined and more concrete.

II. General Usage.

l. withReference to Individuols. The use of lnp with a human subject, i.e., with
denominative function, is found (besides the nominal forms) primarily in Jer. 3:l conj.;
23:ll;Mic.4:11; Ps. 35:16 conj.; and Dnl. ll:32.

Jer. 3:1 refers to the law inDt.24:4, which forbids a divorced woman who has
"become another man's wife" (emended on the basis of the Lxx and vulg.; the MT
reads "that (!) land," possibly through the influence of 3:2,9) from returning to her
first husband, for reasons having to do with purity. The passage asks whether the
woman would not thus be ignoring the actions by which she had "polluted" herself
according ta fu. vl:4, thus "deceiving" both herself and her first husband. unfotu-
nately, Jer. 3:1, which is the only place in the or where finp refers to a situation
clearly definable in legal terms,z is textually uncertain. otherwise we would have
here a tangible definition of the basic semantic structure of the verb with its two
dimensions.

In Jeremiah's judgment, both prophet and priest are "untrue" (Jer. 23:ll), in the
sense that they counterfeit the word of Yahweh and dissemble in their conduct, leading
the people up the garden path with falsehood (v. 15) and deceiving themselves.E

Mic. 4:11 is not entirely secure 0extually. As the statement of the "many nations,'
that have assembled against zion, an easier reading has been suggested: "Let her be
stripped nakd QehosEp), that our eye may take pleasure in zon." Bvt ttp lectio
diffuilior of the MT (tefirup) can hardly be evaded: "she deceives (herself)-our
ep will take pleasure in Zionl'

The meaning "disguise oneself" in the sense of a ritual act would also be appropriate
in the.Iament of Ps. 35:16 (with a syntactically necessary emendation, most likely
blwnepi), pirallel 6 be$art, "at my stumbling," in v. 15 and referring to some
misfortune like a disease (v. 13): the psalmist laments that his own appropriate conduct
provoked an unexpectedly hostile reaction. In this case, there would still be visible

24 T. D. Martin, "The Forensic Background to Jeremiah III l,- W, lg (1969), g2-g2.
25 G. Miinderbin, Kriterim uahrer undfalscher prophetie. EH,23133 (1974),35f., 100tr
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here something of the primary meaning of the word, deriving from ritualized role-
playing.6

Dnl. l1:32 appears likewise to assume the meaning "dissemble." Of the "contempt-
ible person" and usurper Antiochus Epiphanes, it is prophesied that he "will cause

those who violate the covenant [i.e., those with Hellenistic sympathies2T] to dissemble

Oakn?p) through flattery." This probably does not mean renouncing their faith in
Yahweh (premise), but either hiding by going underground or commiffing treason,
being untrue to themselves.

The noun finnEp is especially common is the language of Wisdom (3 occurrences
in Isaiah, 1 in Proverbs, 8 in Job, 3 in Sirach), where it joins "the wicked, the godless,

the unrighteous," etc. as a cliche (often rendered privatively by the LXX:. 6nomos,

otebet, etc.), so that the outlines of a differentiated usage can hardly be discerned.
The use of l.tAnep to describe a person indicates a uniformly negative judgment. To
this extent the word approaches a term of abuse, castigating someone for being
antisocial, untrustworthy, or dishonest.

The two EA occurrences exemplify this usage: AMi[ipa, an officer of the pharaoh

and regent of Jerusalem, complains in a letter about an assault on him by Kashi,
formerly Nubian mercenaries in the pharaoh's service, who are now going through
Canaan in mutiny and pillaging: "the evil deed that these traitors have done against
me."a Again, the pharaoh sends a request for extradition to the prince of Amurnt,
with a warrant listing by name the "opponent of the king." One is described as "an
expert in wickedness [or befter: deception], who has defamed the bgation"-a clear

reference to political offenses, dissimulation, treason.2e

The application of the term to groups (Job 15:34) and to the words and actions of
individuals (Job 34:30: a pretender to the throne; 13:16; hov. 11:9), as well as the
association withlieb (Job 36:13 and Ugaritic), reveals a semantic element of inward
disposition toward deception and dissimulation. In each case, the speaker claims for
himself the right to make such a judgment. Only once (Ps. 35:16) does someone
predicate l.tnp of himself. Elsewhere the prophet castigates the nation or particular
groups, confident that his judgment will be self-evident. The sage speaks in the 3rd
person, achieving a paradigmatic distance without further identification (e.g., Prov.

ll:9; tsa. 32:6): the subject of discussion is ttrc l.tanEp as a type-a deceiver, a

dissimulator, a hypocrite, one who puts up a front before himself and others.
The rare abstracts ltbnep and bnuppi follow the usage of the noun and verb. It

appears that l.tbnep tends more in content toward the meaning of the noun, "decep-
tion, wickedness, treachery" (Arab. "perjury" for examples), whereas l.t"nuppi tends
more toward the special meaning of the verb (cf. Jer. 23:15 with 23:ll andthe'ere;
passages).

2. With ^land as Subject. Eight (or 9) of the occurences of the verb have'ereg

25 But cf. KBL', 322, which associates hanpt with the root ftnp II, "limp."
27 O. Pliiger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT, XVm (1965), 164.
2E EA 288, 7f.; cf. 287,7ttr.; ANEI3, 488.
2e EA 162,74.
30 J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentwns (Berlin, 21897;31961), 187.
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as the subject or (in the case of the hiphil passages) subsidiary subject (including Mic.
4:ll, siyy6n). Jer. 3:2 and 9 express a situation that appears with sune frequency in
this context: infidelity (ath) to the deity has further consequences and causes the land
to be polluted; i.e., nature is involved in the result (v. 3). In ps. 106:3g, in the list of
misdeeds following reference to the spilling of innocent blood through the offering of
child sacrifice to the "idols of Canaan," we find the statement *the land was polluted
with blood (baddamim)!' The idea is continued in v. 39: "Thus they became unclean
by their acts, and played the harlot in their doings." The same idea with respect to the
person who commits an act is expressed in Nu. 35:33f. in terms of ps theology. once
again, the "land in which you live" (i.e., the Holy l^nd) has a special character:
"You shall not pollute the land" (par. v. 34: "You shall not defib the land"), "for the
blood (of the murder victim) pollutes the land." In addition to blood, it is infidelity
and blasphemous conduct that pollute the land (Jer.3:2,9), as well as transgression
of the laws, violation of the sacral statutes, and breaking of the covenant (Isa. 24:5).
In Isa. 24:5, 'ereg has the sense of "earth" GebeD. Here we find an echo of the notion
that it is the earth "beneath its inhabitants" (cf. Nu. 35:33; ps. 106:3g; Jer. 3:3:
"pollute") that is affected by the curse on human actions (Isa. 24:6). The conception
evoked by bnp in these passages where it is associated with the land is obviously
complex, fi1sf takiag on clearer outlines in the priestly and cultic sphere.

III. Use in Theological Contexts.

1'. In Prophaic Oracles of Judgment. In theological usage, hnp always has a collective
subject; the noun is used in Isa. 9:16(17);10:6, probably the earliest occurrences in
the or. The prophet applies the noun to the people and nation as a whole (9:g[9]),
brought together as a unit through Yahweh's act of judgment, which constitutes them
"the people of my wratH' (10:6). In Isaiah's view, their guilt is correspondingly total;
it consists fundamentally in a refusal to acknowledge the situation of conflict expressed
in 9:7,11,16[8,12,17f. The prophet renders his verdict accordingly: misconduci based
on self-deception or even willful ignorance, "deceit and penarsion, folly in every
mouth" (9:16[17]). The charge is made explicit in29:13 hypocrisy.

Jer. 3:1-5 (6-10) also focuses on bnp.The unit is organized around three meanings
of the verb. First, in the metaphor of the divorced wife (v. la), the word is chosen to
illustrate horr the woman deceives herself about the possibility of a return (- :,tul
ifrb) to her former husband, which is prohibited by the law (Dt. 24:4).31 The separation
is complete; the final break with the "friend of her youth" (v. 4) cannot be canceled.
Second, the deceptive intent of this conduct is clearly displayed in the application
section of the oracle: the community, seemingly ready to repent, belies itself (,aIJ6
26rfr, v.3; the simile inv.2), hypocritically concealing its deeds. Third, the acts of
"harlotry" have something contagious about them: they have polluted the land (w.
2b,9; cf. v. la MT), which is devastated by lack of rain (v. 3). Thus this kind of hnp
effect is itself cited as a consequence of infidelity. In developing the semantic affinities

3r T. R. Hobbs, "Jeremiah 3 ,-, and Deuteronomy 24 r-4- ZAW, 86 (1974),23-29.
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of ltnp, the prophetic discourse in Jer. 3:l-5 (cf. vv. 6-10) arrives at an impressive and
convincing statement concerning the problem of ifrb.

seen in the light of Jer. 3:1-5 (6-10), the oracle against prophets and priests (Jer.
23:ll; cf. v. 15) seems to point to a similarly structured situation: the deceptive
conduct of the functionaries and the concomitant proftnation of the land.

2. In the Tiadition of cuhic Theology. The concluding parenetic remarks in Nu.
35:33f. on the theme ofblood vengeance and cities ofrefuge, which are a late product
of redaction, are based on notions of cultic theology concerning the sacred land "in
which you live and in the midst of which l-Yahweh-dwell." This thematic frame-
work provides the setting for the statement about the danger of unexpiated blood,
which pollutes the whole land and can be expiated only by the blood of the one who
shed it. Here ltnp becomes a term for the transgression of sacral ordinances.

3. In Wisdom Thought. It is an important observation that in the realm of Wisdom
ftinZp comes to designate a particular type ofconduct in which the person concerned
deceives both himself and society: dissirnulation and hypocrisy. In parallel with hn-
nEp we find the man "forgotten of God" (Job 8:13), who, unlike the gaddiq (prov.
1l:9), is without da'at he speaks n,pdl6 (Isa.9:1617l;32:6), and his character is
based on folly, madness, and iniquity ('dwen). He is descriM by the word that
suggests deception and dissimulation. He who is untrue to himself and saiety, thus
destroying himself, dangerously deceives himself and others; it is his purpose "to
destroy his neighbor with his mouth" (Prov. ll:9; cf. Ps. 5:l2llll; 12:3[2]; also Isa.
32:6: "to practice ungodliness and utter enor lt6'6) concerning Yahweh"). The choice
of words shows that in this realm the phenomenon of deceptive conduct, especially
on the part ofindividuals (cf. the Isaiah passages), is dealt with and assigned appropriate
terminology; those so judged are relegated to the circle of the godless (Isa. 32:6; Job).

The term plays a particular role in the book of Job, where it is placed in the mouth
of each participant in the dialogue. In all the passages, hinzp is a categorical des-
ignation alongside raia' (cf. Job 8:l3b and the substantially similar hov. 10:27)
associated with conventional predications, especially in statements of Job's friends that
are intended to locate Job in the vicinity of that group (8:13; 15:35 [cf. Isa. 32:6];
20:5; 34:30 [using the king as an example]; 36:13). Examination of Job's aggressive
rejection of the charge shows that in l3:16; l7:8; and 27:8he makes use of traditional
forms of expression,32 relying in each case on notions belonging to the realm of
entrance t6r6l and admittance to the sanctuary (cf. Isa. 33:14,15ff.). Indeed, in 13:16
he finds in this usage the glimmer of hope that is reinterpreted in his concluding
discourse (27:8-10): it redounds to his "salvation" that he can come before God in the
sanctuary because this fact at least makes it clear that he is no ltnnEp, for "a llinzp
shall not come before him." From this perspective, then, the fuanep stands outsida
the sacred precincts (cf. also 36:13). This observation casts a new light on the passages
applying hnp to the land and Ps. 35:16 conj.

43

32 A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, XItr (61974); Horst, in loc.
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IV. Later Reflexes. In IQS 4:lO, ltnp appears as a noun in a catalog of the char-
acteristics of the wicked spirit, following "fraud and deception' and paired with '/czry:

"cruelty and enormous hypocrisy." The catalog continues with "terrible wrath and
great folly and alien jealousy," leading up to the fruits of such a nature: "atrocities in
the spirit of fornication and ways of filth in the service of uncleanness." Once again
we find contextually linked the two semantic nuclei of surrender of human identity
and pollution. What is attempted here is a kind of psychological categorization of
hypocrisy (bnp; cf. Job 36:13).

In addition, finp contimes in Jewish Aramaic, Middle Hebrew, and Arabic as a
specific term for renegades, recreants, dissidents, apostates, unbelievers, godless, and
pagans. Gen. Rab., p. 48 [beginning], 46o notes: "wherever in Scripture the word hnp
appears, heresy [idolatry] is to be understood."33 The development of the term within
Arabic is especially interesting.3a The Gk. hypokrfuomai is discussed elsewhere.3s

SeyboW

33 wrM,ll,84.
3a Joiion, 315; Wehr, 210; Hwblsl, 165-67; KBLt,322.
3s Wilckens.
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I.Iesed and l.Iasid in the Psalms (St. touis, 1953); H. J. Stoebe, Bedeutwrg, und Geschichte des

Begriffes frrisrid (diss., Miinster, l95l); idem, "Die Bedeutung des Wortes hhsiid im N," W, 2
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I anour pour Dieu dans l'AI (Paris, 1957); U. G. Yarbrough, The Signiftcance of l.tesed in the OT
(diss., Southern Baptist Seminary, 1948149).
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I. Semitic Dialects; Etymology; LXX. The noun besed is a Hebrew word that
has found its way into Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, Synac, and Mandaic.l Its
etymolog5r is unknown. The root f;sd, which appears just twice in Hebrew in the
hithpael imperfect, is clearly denominative. Derivation from the Arabic rool.. Wda,
"band together for mutual aid,"2 is problematical at best because of the postulated
change from .i to s. The LXX usually renders ltesed bl means of 6leos (213 times),
ele?mosyne (6 times), or eldmos (twice); in addition, we find dikaiosj'nE (8 times),
chiris (twice), and (once each) dikaios (Isa. 57:1), d6xa (Isa.4O:6), elpis (2Ch.
35:26), taxis.(Prov. 3|,26ILXX v. 25)), a h6sia (Isa. 55:3), oiloirmbs (Jer. 31:3[D(X
38:31), antiEmptdr (Ps. 109:12[LXX 108:12]), and dikaiosj,nE lai 6leos (Ex. 34:7).
In 6 other passages the LXX either has no corresponding equivalent or translates quite
differently. It follows on the one hand that the meaning of besed must be determined
from the OT texts themselves, and on the other that, in view of the LXX translation,
we must reckon with some breadth of.meaning.

II. OT.

l. Occurrences. The noun besed occws 245 times in the OT, with the following
distribution by individual books: 11 in Genesis, 4 in Exodus, 2 in Numbers, 3 in
Deuteronomy, 3 in Joshua, 2 in Judges, 3 in Ruth, 16 in l-2 Samuel, 5 in I Kings,
15 in 1-2 Chronicles, 3 inEzra,5 in Nehemiah, 2 in Esther, 3 in Job, 127 in Psalms,
l0 in Proverbs, 8 in Isaiah (l in Isaiah, 4 in Deutero-Isaiah, 3 in llito-Isaiah), 6 in
Jeremiah, 2 in Lamentations, 2 in Daniel, 6 in Hosea, I in Joel, 2 in Jonah, 3 in
Micah, and I in Zectaiah. It does not occur at all in I-eviticus, 2 Kings, Ecclesiastes,
Song of Songs, Ezekiel, Amos, Obadiah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, and
Malachi. Since the only passage in Proto-Isaiah (Isa. 16:5) is probably spurious, Proto'
Isaiah may be included in the list of books where the word does not occur. It is evident
that our term is well represented in early narrative literature, with some 49 occur-
rences, but becomes much less important in prophetic literature, especially that of the
early period, with only 29 occurrences. [t obviously occupies a special place in poetry
with 131 occurrences, but it also appears 23 times in the Chronicler's history. Although
the. distinction cannot be precise and the numbers must therefore be interpreted with
some caution, roughly 63 ofthe 245 occurrences belong to the secular sphere.

2. Use. As a rule, l.teseQ appears in the singular. The plural is found only 18 times
(Gen. 32:lllEng. v. l0l; 2 Ch. 6:42;32:32;35:26; Neh. 13:14; Ps. l7:7;25:6;
89:2,50[1,49);106:7,45 Q; lO7:43; ll9:41 Q; lsa. 55:3;63:7 [twice]; l-am. 3:22,32

Q). Three of these passages belong to the secular sphere (2 Ch. 32:32; 35:26; Neh.
13:14), 13 to the religious. In addition, the fiasflA diwid are mentioned twice (Isa.

55:3; 2 Ch. 6:42). It should also be noted that of these occrrrences probably only
Gen. 32:11(10) (J) and Ps. 89 are preexilic.

I KBL3.
2 Glueck, 106f., citing F. Schulthess, Homonwe Wurzeln in Syrischen (Berlin, lWO),32.
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In almost halfofthe occurrences (124) the noun has a possessive suffix: lst singular
10 times, 2nd masculine singular 55, 3rd masculine singular 57,2nd and 3rd plural
once each. The suf6x refers to Sarah (Gen. 20), Hushai (2 S. 16), David (l S. 20;
Pss. 59,144), Ruth (Ruth 3), Nehemiah (Neh. 13), a man (prov. 2O), anidolator (Jon.
2), flesh (Isa. 4o), or the Israelites (Hos. 6); in all other cases it refers to God or
Yahweh.

only rarely (16 times) is the noun found with the definite article: Gen. 2l:23;
32:ll(10); h.7;9,12;25.2:5;1 K. 3:6; 8:23;2Ch.6:14;24:22;Neh. t:5 (conj.);
9:32; Ps. 130:7; Prov. 20,28 lsa. 16:5; Jer. 16:5; Dnl. 9:4. As a rule, the article refers
to a specific demonstration of hesed mentioned in the context.

In genitive constructions, hesed appears 14 times as nomen regens: kesedlhasdi
YIIWH (1 S. 20:14; Ps. 33:5; 103:17lPs. 89:2lll; lo7:43;lsa. 63:,7;t-am. 3:22), heseS
'"lohim (2 S. 9:3; Ps. 52:10[8]), bqed'El (Ps.52:3[1]), tteseQ'ely6n (ps. 2l:8[7]),
basdA dawid (2 At 6:42; Isa. 55:3), and hesed n"'firayi! (Jer. 2:2). It likewise occu$
14times asnomenrectton:'afiA-hesed (Isa.57:1),'?ifiesed (Prov. ll:17;20:6),makA
baed 0 K. 20:31), tbrat besed (Prov. 3l:26),'ahba! hesed (Mic. 6:8),'"bhA hasfr
(Ps. 59:11[10] Q), Sddel hosdekA (Nu. 14:19), ro[ lasd * suffix (Neh. 13:22; ps.
5:8[7]; 69:14[13]; 106:45 Q;lsa. 63:7; l,am. 3:32)-

III. Secular usage. Despite the objections raised by Jepsen,3 it is advisable to
begin with secular usage in order to determine the semantic component of fuesed
because our term is used most concretely in relationships among humans. We can thus
guard against the possibility of misinterpreting the religious use of ftese{.

l. Formulaic usage with 'd.i6 and 'im. a. The most valuable conclusions for an
understanding of heseS can be derived from the circumstance that almost half of the
occnrrences under discussion make use of a stereotyped formula: hesed is constructed
25 times with 'asd and 'im (Gen. 19: 19; 20:13; 2t:23; 4O:14; 47:29; Josh. 2:12 [twice];
etc.), once with'did and/'(l K.2:7), onceinaninterrogativenounclausewith'E1,
"with" (2 S. 16:17), and once, having the opposite meaning, with the hiphil of /rrr
and mz'im (1 S. 20:15). This observation alone is enough to show that in fteseQ we
are dealing with something belonging to the sphere of human interaction, where it is
operative.

b. This interpersonal relationship can be defined more preciselt' as the relationship
between relatives (Sarah-Abraham, Gen. 20 13; l-ahn and Bethuel-Isaac, Gen.
24:49; Ioseph-Israel, Gen. 47:29; Orpah/Ruth-Mahlon/Chilion/Naomi, Ruth l:8;
Kenites-Israelites, I S. 15:6, between host and guest (men-Lot, Gen. 19: 19; Abim-
elech-Abraham, Gen. 2l:23; Rahab-spies, Josh. 2:12,14), between friends (Jona-
than-David, I S. 20:8,14; David-Meribbad, 2 S. 9:1,3,7; David-Hanun, 2 S. l0:2
par. I Ch. 19:2; Hushai-David, 25. 16:17; Solomon-sons of Barzillai, lK. 2:7),

3 P. ?f.5.
a See Glueck, 35ff.
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between sovereign and subjects (men of Jabesh-gilead-Saul, 2 5.2:5; Abner-house
of Saul, 2 S. 3:8; Jehoiada-Joash, 2 Ch. 24:22), and between two parties, inaugurated
by an unusual act ofkindness on the part ofone (prisoner-Joseph, Gen. 40:14; house
of Joseph-man from Bethel, Jgs. l:24; Israelites-family of Jerubbaal [Gibeon], Jgs.
8:35).

c. The demonstration of besed consists in the sparing of Lot and the hmily of
Rahab, or the release of the man from Bethel, who might have been killed (cf. also
Sarah and Abraham in Gen. 2O1' n 2 q. U., Joash acts in the opposite way, disre-
garding the besed that had been shown him). The statement that the kings of Israel
are makA fiesed 0 K. 20:31) is grounded in the hope of Ben-hadad and his servants
that they will not be killed. Abner likewise cites the fact that he did not hand Ish-baal
over to David (2 S. 3:8), and Abimelech appeals to his reception of Abraham as a
stranger (Gen. 2l:23). Other acts of ltesel include the giving of Bethuel's own daughter
to be Isaac's wife (Gen. 24:49), Joseph's agreement not to bury Israel in Egypt (Gen.
47:29), and Saul's burial by the men of Jabesh-gilead (2 S. 2:5). Finally, Gen. 40:14
involves speaking on Joseph's behalf, and 2 S. 9:L,3,7 deals with the restoration to
Meribbaal .of his ancestral property and in addition (as with the sons of Barzillai in
I K. 2:7) his being given a place at the king's table. What is meant by besed can
almost be paraphrased by the expression "do good" (Jgs. 8:35; 25.2:6); character-
istically, hafrdffi,like lteseQ, is constructed with 'ilA and'im (lgs.8:35) or 'et Q S.
2:6).

d. On the basis of the passages already cited, we can make another important
observation. It is often stated expressly that the one who receives an act of fiesed
responds with a similar act of besed, or at least that the one who demonstrates ftesecl

is justified in expecting an equivalent act in return. Abimelech, for example, having
taken in Abraham as a guest, asks him to show the same hesed to his host and the
land where he has sojourned (Gen. 2l:23); Abraham so swears, and this agreement
is called a covenant inv. 27. The harlot Rahab likewise asks the Israelite spies to show
the same besed to the house of her father as they rcceived from her; they, too, swear
to do so (Josh. 2:12,14). Just as David asks Jonathan for an act ofbesed, so Jonathan
also asks bqed of David (l S. 20:8,14f.); once again this is viewed against the back-
ground of the Yahweh brtt between the two. And after the death of Jonathan, David
fulfils the promise of ltesed in the person of Jonathan's son Meribbaal (2 S. 9). The
mutuality of ltesed is also mentioned in 2 S. 2:5f., where David, among other things,
promises to do good to the men of Jabesh-gilead because they had shown l.tesef, to
Saul and buried him. Similarly, David's declaration of sympathy upon the death of
Nahash, which is calld ltesed, is occasioned by the fact that Nahash had previously
shown Daid l.tesed (2 S. l0:2, ka'aien par. I Ch. l9l.2, lci). And David's request to
Solomon to show besed to the sons of Barzillai and make them his table companions
is based (ti) on the fact that they had previously so treated David and taken him in
when he was a fugitive (l K. 2:7). There are a few other passages that, although they
do not explicitly mention this mutual demonstration of hesed, nevertheless imply it in
their context. In Gen. 19, we must remember that [,ot took in the strangers and fed
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them. In Gen. 40, Joseph's interpretation of his fellow prisoners' dreams justifies his

request. The fact that the man from Bethel showed the spies the way into the city
earned his claim to fieseQ (Jgs. 1:24). And because the Kenites had previously shown

besed to Israel, Saul's treafinent of them is correspondingly friendly (l S. 15:6). That
it is among the ethical norms of human intercourse to return hesed that has been

received is clear from the emphatic statement that the Israelites did not show ftesegl to
the house of Jerubbaal-Gideon, even though he had done much good to Israel (Jgs.

8:35), and that Joab did not remember tlre, hesel that Jehoiada had shown him (2 Ch'

24:22).
ln view of the impressive evidence for the mutuality of ltesed, we may venture the

conjecture that even in cases where the context does not suggest such mutuality it is
nevertheless implicit, because we are dealing with the closest of human bonds. In the

case of Abraham and Sarah (Gen. 20:13) as well as Orpah/Ruth and Mahlon/Chilion
(Ruth l:8), it is the relationship between husband and wife; in the case of Israel and

Joseph (Gen. 47:29), it is father and son; in the case of Laban/Bethuel and Isaac

(Gen.24:49), it is next of kin; and in 25. 1617, it should be noted that Hushai's

relationship to David is called that of a "ffiend" (rZa').

e. Finally, it is worth noting that, of the passages just discussed , Gen. 24:,49; 47:29;
Josh. 2:14 use the phrase besedwe'"me!. This expression is generally (and correctly)
understood as an hendiadys, in which the second noun'eme! (+ IDN'dnwn)s em-

phasizes the permanence, certainty, and lasting rralidity of the demonstration or prom-

ise of besed. The same phenomenon is expressed by the phrase 'ad-'6lam in Jonathan's

request that after his death David will not cut off his lreseS from the house of Jonathan

for ever (l S. 20:15). That demonstration of fuesed includes the element of 'eme! is

also shown by the use of .Iqr "deal falsely," as an antonym in Gen. 2l:23.

2. Other Usages.

a. Before we can summarize our observations, the other occurrences of besed in
secular usage should be mentioned, to round out the picture that has been sketched.

The active natrxe of bqed6 is underlined by the use of the verb 'di6 in Zec. 7:9 and

Ps. 109:16. Similarly, the pl. frsd$m in 2 Ch. 32:32;35:26: Neh. 13:14 refers to the

"good deeds" of Hezekiah, Josiah, and Nehemiah; in Neh. 13:14, this phrase is rein-
forced by the explanatory clause "that I have done for ('ili + De) the house of God

and its furnishings." In the broader context of hese/ we also encounter the verbs

ganal, "render" (Prov. 1I:l7),ltdrai, "devise" (Prov. 14:22),rAdap,"pursue" (Prov.

2l:21), and the hiphil of yb, 'lmake good" (Ruth 3:10); in the opposite sense we find

mfii + min, "refuse" (Job 6:14 conj. for zs7). T\e'alfbalhesed of Mic. 6:8 also

belongs here, on account of the parallel '"36! miipal On the basis of these observa-

5 I,3ll.
6 See Itr.l.a.
7 Most recently G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiab. KAT, XVI (1963), 16l.
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tions, we can draw the general conclusion that the concept heseQ includes an element
of action.

b. It is likewise clear that bqed is a relational concept. In Ruth 3:10, the point is
the relationship of Ruth to her mother-in-law and to Boaz, whom she prefers to the
young men. Isa. 16:5 and Prov. 20:28 speak in general terms of the relationship
between a king and his subjects. Est- 2:9,17 are concerned with the good will of
Hegai and the king toward Esther, Dnl. 1:9 with that of the chief eunuch toward
Daniel, and Ezr. 7:28;9:9 with that of the Persian kings and their counselors toward
Eaa. Finally, Job 6:14; Ps. 109:16; Z,e*.7:9 speak of relationships among individuals.
We may therefore conclude quite generally that ftese{ is a relational concept.

c. When we turn to the concrete form taken by the demonstration of lteseS, we
encounter at the outset ideas that are already familiar: Ezra and his colleagues are
spared by the Persian king (Ezr. 9:9); Ruth prefers Boaz as a husband to the young
men (Ruth 3: l0); Esther receives from Hegai everything she needs to adorn her beauty,
together with appropriate food and inaidservants, as well as the crown and the rank
of queen from the king (Est. 2:9,17); the chief eunuch does not compel Daniel to
defile himself with food and drink from the king's table (Dnl. l:9).

In addition, however, the element of doing miipal comes very much to the fore in
this group of occurrences. In Mic. 6:8, miipdt and hesed appear in parallel in the
statement of what God requires of mankind. Hos. 12:7(6) says the same: "Hold fast
to hesed and, miipdt." And on a throne established rupon ltese@ shall sit a judge who
seeks miipd! and pe/eq (Isa. 16:5). We have what amounts to an interpretative elab-
oration of the concept miipdy when the absence of hese{ and similar concepts spoken
of in Hos. 4:l leads inv.2 to swearing, lying, killing, stealing, adultery and murder.
In like manner, the requirement of Z,ec.7:9, "Render true judgments (miipat'"me!),
show f;eseQ and ralt"mim each to his brother," is interpreted in v. l0: "Do not oppress
the widow, the fatherless, the sojourner, or the poor, and let norrc of you devise evil
against his brother in your heart." And according to Ps. 109, forgettingto show hese@

leads to persecution of the poor and needy (v. 16), together with love of cursing and
dislike of blessing (v. l7). Those who act according to this divine requirement can
therefore be called 'aniA-fiese{ (Isa. 57:1; Prov. ll:17 [sg.]); in Isa. 57:l we find the

$ad6q in parallel, and in Prov. 11:17 the "cruel man" ('aftzdrt) is cited in contrast.
It follows from these principles that iniquity ('awOn) can be atoned for tfuough besed
atd'eme!.

d. Corresponding to this shift of the concept ftese{ into the domain of the ethical
requirements imposed on mankind by God, we find also a certain change in the
element of mutuality. When the fieseQ shown Esther is ascribed to her having pleased
Hegai (Est. 2:9) and to the king's loving her more than the other women (2:17), what
is described is not an act but a situation that is not established by Esther's own actions.
This is even clearer in Gen. 39:21;En.7:28;9:9; Dnl. l:9: it is ultimately God or
Yahweh who brought about the demonstrations of hesed on the part of the authorities
to Daniel and Ezra. The other passages also display this reference to God. While Boaz
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responds to Ruth's demonstration of ltese@ by saying, "May you be blessed by Yahweh"
(Ruth 3:10), Nehemiah prays that God will remember favorably his good deeds (Neh.
13:14). It is as though God's blessing functions as a substitute for human acts of fieseQ
in return. In Ps. 109, conversely, a curse is invoked (v. 17) upon the one who refused
to show besed to the poor and needy (w. 12,16).

It is aftractive to connect these passages with the words of the prophets in which
the mutual demonstration of ltesef, is brought into a kind of relationship to God,
precisely because it is what Yahweh requires of mankind. Because people refused to
hearken to Yahweh's command to practice mutual heseQ, the wrath of God was kindled
(7*c. 1:9ff.). Yahweh has a controversy with the inhabitants of the earth because,
among other things, there is nohesed on earth (Hos. 4:1); the requirementof heseQ

expresses God's will (Hos. 6:6; Mic. 6:8).
This association is likewise presupposed by the wisdom sayings that belong in this

context, to the extent that the mutual exchange of lleseQ not only occupies an important
place in their rules for the conduct of life by virtue of being made the principle by
which life should be governed, but is also viewed in relationship to God, thus becom-
ing part of the common doctrine of retribution.8 Prov. lll17, for example, states: 'A
man who is kind f ii l.resed.) benefits himself, but a cruel man hurts himself,'; prov.
14:22: "Those that devise evil err, but those who devise good meet fiese@ and'"me!,,;
Prov. 20:28: *hesed and'eme! preserve the king, and his throne is upheld by ftesed,,;
Prov. 2l:21: "He who pursues {"dnqa and heseQ will find life and honor" (see the
comms. for the text). The implicit idea, not stated here in so many words, is that acts
of besed are repaid, or at least can be repaid, by God as well as by mankind. This
notion is expressed unequivocally in Prov. 3:3f.: "Practice hesed and you will find
favor and good repute in the sight of God and man"; in Prov. 16:6: .By 

fiesej and
'"mc1 iniqtity is atoned for, and by the fear of Yahweh a man avoids evil"; and in the
wisdom saying that has found its way as an explanatory gloss into Job 6:14: "'He
who withholds hesed from a friend forsakes the fear of the Almighty.,,

e. When we finally turn to phrases using heseQ, we find heseQ we'eme1 4 times, all
in the book of Proverbs (Prov. 3:3; 14.22; 16:6; 20:28; cf. also 20:6, with,,mfrnim).
That we are in fact dealing with an hendiadys can be seen from 16:6; only the first
noun is preceded by the prep. b", which thus applies to the phrase as a whole, a single
concept meaning "lasting, constant hesed." such tesed atones for iniquity (16:6) and
protects the king (20:28). Those who steadfastly practice fieseQ find fuvor with God
and mankind (3:3f.). whoever does good will find lasting hesed 04:22). In Isa. 16:5
(probably postexilic), too, 'eme1 occurs in the same context as hesed (cf. also ps.
109:12: mdiEk besed, "continue ltesed').That true goodness is not an isolated act but
rather an enduring attitude toward one's fellows is an idea already met with in Hosea,
where Hos. 6:4 says of Ephraim and Judalu "Your love is like a morning cloud, like
the dew that goes early away." Both images portray a fleeting lteseQ, it the absence of

E H. Ringgren, Spriiche, Prediger, das Hohelied, Klagelieder, das Buch Esther. ATD, Xyl
(21967),6t.
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'eme!. lt might be objected that the list in Hos. 4:l refers to the absence of 'eme1, of
hesed, and of da'a!'"l6him; the three concepts stand independent of each other and
should therefore be interpreted independently. It will be noted, however, that Hos. 6:6
speaks orly of l.reseQ and da'a!'"lohim as objects of Yahweh's desire. Neither is'"me1
mentioned in Hos. l0:12 as a third term alongsidehesed andda'a!'"l6him. In Hos.
4: I , therefore, the first noun 'eme! must be thought of in combination with both hesed

and da'a! ''l6him,e which it dominates through its initial position. The emphasis,
therefore, is on the transitory nature of the fieseQ practiced by the inhabitants of the
land, which derives in turn from the absence of enduring knowledge of God.ro There
is no question of showing this hese/ toward God,ll as suggested by Stoebe's "free
surrender of the human heart to God."12

3. Summary. We have seen that there are three elements constitutive of the heseQ

concept: it is active, social, and enduring. As Jepsen has rightly observed,r3 fiese{
always designates not just a human attitude, but also the act that emerges from this
attitude. It is an act that preserves or promotes life. It is intervention on behalf of
someone suffering misfortune or distress. It is demonstration of friendship or piety.
It pursues what is good and not what is evil. Thus the most appropriate translation of
hesed is "goodness," "grace," or "kindness." [n the praise of the good wife, the phrase

t6ral-besed @rov. 31:26) can therefore be translated "kindly teaching"; standing in
parallel to hobnh, it refers to the woman's "gift fof teaching,"t+ training others for a
happy life.

The second element constitutive of our concept is its social nature. There is always
someone else to whom hesed is shown or from whom it is expected. The individual
may be replaced by a group such as a family or clan, but we never hear of tlrc, heseS

of, say, the nation (not even in I S. 15:6); at most, the king is said to shwt lteseS
toward his subjects. It is therefore clear that the concept lies in the realm of interper-
sonal relations. This is also clear from the fact tlat besed is done primarily between
wife and husband, father and son, host and guest, relatives, friends, and those who
have formed a relationship based on unexpected acts of kindness. We can therefore
formulate our statement more precisely: l.teseS belongs by nature to the realm of family
and clan society.

The third constitutive element is also the context that most easily explains the
combination of heseS and'eme!, because the close and intimate society of the family
requires enduring and reliable kindness as an essential element of its protective func-
tion. Kindness can most surely fulfill its function of preserving and promoting life,
thus strengthening society, when it follows and is explained by certain social norms

e So also H. W. Wolfl Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 67.
to lbid.,67f.; idem, "'Wissen um Gott'bei Hosea als Urform von Theologie," EvTh, 12

(19521 53), 533-554 : GSAT. ThB , 22 (21973) , 182-205 , esp. 197f.
11 Jepsen, 268f.
12 Stoebe, W, 2,25Of.
13 Jepsen, 266, and passim.
ra Ringgren, ATD, ){VI|?, l2l.
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such as those formulated in the miipdim. It follows almost automatically that the
demonstration of kindness, like the miipaim, is heard as a divine requirement. It thus
becomes extended to the sphere of humanity as a whole and.becomes a mark of faith.
This development can be seen in the occurrences of our concept in prophetic and
Wisdom texts.

Here, too, belongs our observation that kindness frequently intends mutuality. The
very fact that refusal to return an act of kindness is stigmatized as being especially
reprehensible confirms the general validity of the principle that hesed is mutual. This
principle is also presupposed by the late passages which state that, because yahweh
requires such kindness toward one's neighbor, he will or at least can reward such an
act and credit it to its doer.

It is a striking fact that the passages in which an intimate relationship is assumed,
either between members of the same family or between friends, never mention this
principle. This observation may serve as a hint toward answering the question of the
motives behind acts of kindness. There are two fundamentally different rie*r. Glueck,
in his well-received dissertation, emphasized the close relationship of fiesed to + llr.tl
b"ri|[brith), andthereforepracticallydefined hese/astheveryiontent of briltsand
as "conduct in accordance with the mutual relationship of rights and duties between
allies."l6 Stoebe, on the contrary emphasized in his dissertation the points of contact
between our term and --+ d)D111 raha mim , and explained heseQ as ..goodness or kindness
. . . beyond what is expected or deserved, based solely on ready magnanimity toward
others."l7 The fact that both scholars can cite appropriate texts suggests that the sit-
uation is not as clear as they assume.

If we begin with the observation that the concept of t1ese{ has its original Sitz im
l,eben in the family or clan, then the silence of these passages with respect to the
principb of mutuality is explained. The fruitful and productive common life of such
a close human society requires constant mutual kindness on the part of all its members.
At any rate this represents the normal case. The same is true of a friendship, which
is based on mutual exchange of friendly acts. In these examples it would be out of
place to look for the motif of grace or mercy; it would be equally out of place to
define the personal bonds in terms of legal obligations.

There is no evidence thatabert is the prerequisite for a demonstration of hesed.
Abraham must swear to Abimelech (Gen. 2l), and the spies to Rahab (Josh. 2), that
they will return the acts of kindness that have been done them. In Gen. 2l we read
also that Abraham gave various animals to Abimelech, whereupon the two men made
a covenant (v.27). In both cases, the parties belong to different and probably hostile
tribes, so that the display of friendly cooperation is not an obvious eipectatibn. Nei-
ther, of course, can mutuality be presupposed or automatically expected, since the two
parties also differ greatly with resp€ct to their strength and power. This explains why
the assurances are reinforced by an oath and even a bri1. we are to understand I s.

ts P. 47.
t6 P.6.
17 Stoebe, W, 2,248.
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20:8 in a similar sense. Jonathan makes friends with David, whom his father Saul

hates,makingabrilwithDavidtoreintbrcethisfriendship(lS. 18:l-3).WhenDavid
finds himself in dire peril, he asks Jonathan for a demonstration of friendship on the

grounds that Jonathan has made a Yahweh covenant with him, and continues: "But if
there is guilt in me, slay me yourself." Thus the continuing force of the b"rtt is
affirmed: the friendship has not been ended by a transgression on the part of David.
It follows that here, too, lteseQ is not the content of the brit both besed and br?l are

based instead on friendship. For while bril emphasizes the intensity and permanence

of this friendship, l.tese{ expresses its inherent kindness. The only conrrcction, then,
between hesed arrd brit is the fact that the element of permanence and reliability
implicit in the family or clan can be assured apart from these groups by the addition
of a bri; As is shown, however, by the friendships mentioned above,lE such assurance

is not absolutely necessary. This makes it clear once more tl:.oit a bert! is not a consti-
tutive element of besed. Jepsen also points out a difference between Gen. 2l and I S.

20: Abimelech's act of kindness is the basis for his agreement with Abraham, whereas

in I S. 20 it looks more as though Jonathan's besed is the covenanted friendship.

Jepsen rightly concludes 'that there is no clear relationship between 'IDll and ll"ll.'le
Neither is Glueck's theory that in 1 S. 20:14 besed YIIWH means the kindness

growing out ofthe Yahweh covenant the only possible explanation. It is equally pos-

sible that YHWH here is a way of expressing the superlative "great kindness," in the

sense of "all-inclusive"; this is certainly the case in 2 S. 9:3, which alludes to the

present passage, where David shows frese4l '"l6him, "divine kindness," i.e., "the great-

est or most inclusive kindness," to a possible survivor from the family of Saul.2o

It can be seen from this discussiontlnt fiese/ refers to conduct in accord with social
norms, but that the concept is not based on legal notions; it does not belong to legal
terminology. This is confirmed by the observation that, at least outside the realm of
family and friendship just discussed, our term involves an emotional element2l (cf.

Gen. 21:23;40:14; Josh. 2:12,14; Jgs. l:24;2 S. 10:2; lK.2:7;20:31), which
becomes conceptually clear and specific in relatively late texts of the OT. For example,
we find the phrase heseS w"ralt"mim, "merciful kindness," nZ,ex.7:9 and Dnl. l:9.
That the root + Dn banan also belongs to the semantic field of besed is shown by

Gen. 19:19 (l);39:21 (J); Est. 2:17; Ps. 1O9:12. We may conclude, with Johnson,

that "the term l.tesed connotes more than can be defined in the legal terminology of
a brit . . - ltesed is 'the virtue that knits together society' (W. Robertson Smith)."22

In Prov. 19:22, following Ringgren,z' basdi is to be emended to saltr6: 'A man's

18 See Itr.l.b.
le Jepsen,265.
20 See D. W. Thomas, 'A Consideration of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Super-

lative in Hebrew," W, 3 (1953),209-224, esp. 2ll-19; idem, "Some Further Remarks on
Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative in Hebrcw," l4', 18 (1968), 120-24.

21 As Johnson (107, 110) correctly notes.
22 P. llo.
23 ATD, XVI, 78.
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desire is for gain, but better a poor man than a liar." In Isa. 40:6, following Duhm,2a
Itemdi should probably be read for fiasd6 (cf. LXX dixa); Stoebe2s supports the MT.

IV. Religious Usage.

l. Yahweh as subject. Among the many passages that speak of yahweh's kindness,
we once again find a series of statements where the construction is analogous to that
cited above.6 This emphasizes the actional nature of hesed. The formula ,ai6 

hesed'iz is used 8 times with Yahweh as subject: Gen.24:12,14; Ruth 1:g; 2 s. 2:6; 15:20
(conj. LXX); I K. 3:6;2ch. l:8; Job 10:12. once we findheseQ constructed with
'di6 and'Et (Gen.32:11[10]) and 5 times with,di6 and /e (Ex. 20:6;Dt.5:10; 2 S.
22:51par. Ps. 18:51[50]; Jer. 32:18). tn the opposite sense, we find hesed t,irth,dzab
and mdim (Gen. 24:27) or 'Zl (Ruth 2:20), u with sr2r and mE,im (l Ch. 17: 13; ps.
89:34[33]; 2 S. 7:15, read mdimmb for mimmennfi; ps. 66;20, mE,Et). In addition,
Itesej occws with 'aia in Jer. 9:23(24), but without a human object; and in ps.
ll9:124 we find the petition: "Deal with ('da + 'im) ttry servant according to thy
kindness (l(basdeka);'The two latter examples will be shown below to uJtypicat
variants of what was originally the common idiom: in the first, yahweh is spoken of
in confessional (and therefore generalizing) style as the one who by nature practices
@rcp.) kindness; in the second, Yahweh's kindness can be termed the norm (*.) by
which his actions can be judged.

In addition, we find a broad range of statements with Yahweh as subject and heseQ
as object. He "gives" (ndlan, Mic. 7:2O) kindness, ..sends,, it (idtah, ps. 57:4[3]),
"bids" it (ruth piel, Ps. 61:8[7]r), ..rememben,, it(zAkar, ps. 25:6; 9g:3), .,continues"

ft @aW, Ier. 3l,3; ps. 36:ll[10]2r), ..shows" it ea'6 hiphil, ps. g5:g[7]), causes it
to be heard Gana'hiphil, Ps. 143:8), makes it great(gdbar pier, ps. 103:ll conj.)
and wondrous (p/' hiphil, Ps. l7:7; 3l:22l2ll), or takes it away @sop, ler. l6:i);
he "commands" it (piww6, Ps. 42:9[8]); he "keeps" it for individuali and groups
(ni;aa Ex. 34:7; idnran 1 K. 3:6; Ps. 89:29[28]); he ..surrounds,' (sDD poel, ps.
32:lO), "satisfies" (idba'piel, Ps. 90:14), or ..ctowns,' (,dyar piel, ps. 103:4) them
with it. Yahweh's kindness is "with" the worshipper ('im * noun clause, ps. g9:25[24]);
he does not retain "his anger," but rather "delights" in kindness (-+ fDIl bape;,
Mic.7:18).

2. Meaning in This Context. Our observations to this point illustrate the great se-
mantic range of the word besed n religious usage. The recipients of God,s kindness
include Abraham (Gen.24), Jacob (Gen. 32:ll[r0]), the men of Jabesh-gilead (2 s.

u Das Brch Jesaja (Gdllrrngen,31968), 292.
?5 w, 2,252.
26 I[.].
' But see H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen. BK, XV (s1978) in loc.a See trI.2.e above; h. 85:8(7) conj.; and W. Rudolph, leremia. HAT, I(ll (3196g), 194.

I9..1^9$.".:ry interprctation, see A. Feuillet, "Note sur la traduction de Jer. yrxxl 3.,. w,
t2 (1962), t22-24.
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2:5f.), the anointed of Yahweh (2 S. 22:51par. Ps. l8:51[50]), David (2 S. 7: 15; I K.
3:6; I Ch. 17:13;2 Ch. l:8), Job (Job lO:12), Ruth, Orpah, and Boaz (Ruth l:8;
2:20),but also the thousand generations ofthe devout (E:r. 20:6; Dt. 5:10; Jer. 32:18).
His kindness can mean success in finding a bride (Gen. 24:12,14,27), increase in
possessions (Gen. 32:11[10]), active aid in the establishment of a dynasty (2 S. 7:15;
1 Ch. 17:13; 2 Ch. 1:8), or success and prosperity in general (2 S. 2:6; cf. 15:20).

This variety shows that in demonstrations of dluae ltese{ we are dealing with the
same phenomenon as in human actions. The recipients and manifestations of God's
kindness largely coincide with secular usage.

There is a shift suggested, however, by the fact that besides the individual and the
small, well-defined group we now find the entire people of Israel as recipients of
Yahweh's kindness, which manifests itself in the acts of God that are constitutive of
Israel's history and urge it forward. Yahweh in his kindness bd and guided Israel (Ex.
15:13); since the deliverance from Egypt he has glanted (gamal) his kindness to Israel
(tsa. 63:7). Since the desert period he has loved them with an everlasting love (Jer.

3l:2t.). He has revealed his kindness for all nations to see in the history of Israel (Ps.

98:2f.; ll7:2ff.) or in mighty natural phenomena (Job 37:13). lndeed, his kindness
fills the whole earth @nE' , Ps. 33:5; 119:54). Thus the community can "visualize"
(dimnfi) the kindness of their God in the temple (Ps. 48: l0[9]); they are called on to
offer thanks for the kindness Yahweh has showed them (Ps. 107:8,15,21,31). But we
also read that the fathers in Egypt did not remember the abundance of his kindness

and rebelled at the Sea of Reeds (Ps. 106:7), whereas Yahweh relented (niham) ac-
cording to (&e) his kindness (v. 45). Just as Moses can pray that Yahweh will forgive
the iniquity of the people "according to the greatness of thy steadfrst love" (l€gddel

ftasdekn, Nu. 14:19), so the suffering people of Israel can turn to their God in prayer

for help and deliverance (Ps. 44:27126);85:8[7]; Mic. 7:18,20); "for with Yahweh

there is kindness, and with him is plenteous redemption" (Ps. 130:7). The knowledge
that after judgment a new beginning will be given to Israel through the kindness of
Yahweh is determinative for both preexilic and exilic prophecy (Isa. 54:8,10; Hos.
2:2lll9), as well as exilic poetry $-an. 3:22,32 Q). The active nature of Yahweh's

kindness, implicit in all these passages, is further underlined by the frequent (rccur-

rence in this context of the pl. bsddm, "acts of kindness" (Ps. 17:7; 25:6; lO6:7,45

Q; 107:43; Isa. 63:7; lam. 3:22,32 Q; cf. also Ps. 89:2,50[1,49]).
How Israel understood these demonstrations of Yahweh's kindness is shown by the

nouns used in parallel withl.tesed or forming part of its semantic field. YahweHs l.tesed

is expressed as an act of "strength" ('62, Ex. 15:13), of "victory" or "salvation"

O"ii'i, Ps. 98:2f.; ye.ia', Ps. 85:8,10[7,9]; cf. Ps. l7l.7), of "justice" and "right-
eousness" (miipat and p"dnq6, Jer.9:231241; Ps. 33:5; cf. Ps. 85:1lf.FOf.l; 89:15F41;
98:2) or "redemption" (p"dfit, Ps. 130:7); his deeds are "wonderful" (nipld'61, Ps.
106:7; 107:8,15,21,31; cf. 98:1) or "praiseworthy" (fhilli1,Isa. 63:7). God\ besed
is the opposite of his anger ('ap, Mic. 7:18; cf. Isa. 54:8); in it is expressed divine
"mercy" (ralt"m?m, Ps. 25:6; Isa. 63:7; Jer. 16:5; Lam. 3:22; the verb rlm also in Isa.
54:8,10; Lam. 3:321, ntbom, Ps. 106:45), as in the summary statement of Hosea: "I
will betroth you to me in righteousness and in justice, in kindness and in mercy"
(2:21[19]). That this gracious and merciful activity on the part of Yahweh has the
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quality of endurance and that lsrael can rely on it is expressed by Hosea's statement
immediately preceding the sentence just quoted: "I will betroth you to me for ever

.(r'aan ): and by the statement that follows in v. 22(20): ..I wili betroth you to me
in faithfulness ('"mfinh)." God's kindness is eternal because it is ..from of old,, (mE,oldm,
Ps.25:6)andendures "forever" (le'6lam, ps. 106:l; ro7:r;lr7:2);itishesed,6ltun
(Isa. 54:8), which is equivalent to Jeremiah's "everlasting love" ('ahafut ,6ldm, 

Jer.
31:3). As we would expect from our previous observations, the noun can also be
linked with' " me1 (Ps. 25 : tO; 6t :8[7] ; 85: I I f. I I 0 f .]; I t7 :2; Mic. 7 :20) or, " milni (ps.
98:3; 100:5), and can be called an oath (.i0. niphal, Mic.7:20).

3. Other Syntactic Structures. These conclusions become even clearer when we turn
to the next group of passages. Here we find Yahweh's kindness as the object of human
action. Besides verbs that express the recalling of God,s acts of kindness (zakar ps.
lo6:7; bin hittrpael, Ps. 107:43) or trust in them (M$k, ps. 13:6[5]; 52:[ng]; yhl
piel, Ps. 33:18; cf. v. 22; 147:ll), we find a great number of verbs expressing proc_
lamation: "sing of" (rnn piel, ps. 59:17[16]), "sing praises" (zmr piel,ps. ss:tgizl),
"declare" (ngd hrphrl,Ps.92:3[2]),..sing of" (.Iil ps. g9:2[l]; tOt:t;, ..rejoice,, (gfl,
Ps. 31:8[7], "be glad" (fiqnab, ps. 3l:8[7]), ..recount', (ztr hiphil, Isa. 63:7), .;be

declared" (spr pual, Ps. 88:12[ll]), not "conceal" (kM piet, ps. 40:ll[10]), and
possibly also "boast" (hll hithpael, Ps. 52:3[l]2e).

The same expressions of confidence and confession or proclamation are also asso-
ciated with the other syntactic constructions of fiesed. CoOt tinOness shall not ..depart,,
(rziJ, Isa. 54:10) from Israel; it "follows" tad"p,ps. 23:6) the worshipper; it
"preser\/es" (nqvn Ps. 40:12[ll];61:8[7]), ..holds ip', (sd,ai, ps. 94:lg), and ..com_

forts" (nil.tam, Ps. 119:26) him, or ..comes,, (b6,, is. ll9:41) to him; it is ..great,,

@il6t, Ps. 86:13) towards him; it is "high" and "from everlasting to everlasting upon
those who fear him" (Ps. 103:11,17;cf.33:22). It is ..good,' 

CAU, pr.69:tZlt61.ro
lo9:21), indeed "better than life" (t6b min, ps. 63:4[3]); it is .lreciou s,' (yaqar ps.
36:8[7]) and has no end (Ps. 77:9[8]); ir extends to the heavens (ps. lo:o[s]; 5z: t lt t0l;
108:5[a]) or was established for ever in the heavens (ps. g9:3[2]); it belongs to God
(Ps. 62:13[2]), whose paths are kindness (ps. 25:10), and who can be called ..my
gracious God" 1'"15716fias6, Ps. 59:ll e,18[10,lr) or a God ..abounding in kind'-
ness" (rab-besed, Ps. 86:5; 103:8).

The use of ltaed with particles and prepositions likewise expresses Yahweh,s readi-
ness to intervene on behalfofthe worshipper and thus demonstrate his divine kindness.
we find baed n combination with r" in ps. 3l:17(16);143:r2;in ps. 5:g(7); 69:14(13),
we find berdu ltasd!fi. More common is the association with ft".. ps. 25:7; 5l:3(l);
109:26; 119:88,174,149,159 and t*db: Neh. 13:22. The noun is used with .a/ in ps.
115:l; 138:2. In Ps. 6:5(4);44:27(26) we find l"ma'an hasdeka. since the LXX trans-
lates this phrase in Ps. M:27(26XLxx 43:27) as h4neken toil on6mat6s soz, thus
apparently making clear that Yahweh's name and kindness are identical, our phrase
may be found in Ps. 25:7: lma'an tfrbka, "for thy goodness' sake." Finally, in uos.
10:12 hesed is used with ryi, "according to.,'

:: !* "{. 
C. Schedl, *'fiesed 'El'in psalm 52t5tl, 3,,, BZ, N.s. 5 (1961), 259f.30 But cf. Kraus, BK, XY, in loc.
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As we have already seen,31 in these contexts, too, besed can mean *life" (lpyyim,

Job 10:12; also Ps. 103:4; cf. Ps. 63:4[3]; 86:13; hayh, Ps' 119:88,159), "care"

(p"qfidA, Job 10:12) and a life's "harvest" (Hos. 10:12),32 "salvation" and "deliver-

inie- 6,"ifi'A, Ps. 13:6[5]; 119:41; ye.ia', Ps. 6:5[4]; 31:17[16]; 57:4{3);69:l4f'[13f'];
to9:21,26;fifi,6,Ps. a0:11tl0l).Itisademonstrationof "justice" (miipdt, Ps. 101:l)

and of "righteousness" (s"8dq6, Hos. 10:12; Ps. 36:11[10]; cf' v' 7[6]; a0:11[10];

88:13[12]; 103:17), of "might" ('dz, Ps. 59:17f.[16f.];62:12[ll; cf' also miigab,

"fortress," Ps. 59:18[17]), of miraculous power (pele' , Ps. 88:11,13[10,12]), and of
.,glory" &ab6d, Ps.63:3f.[2f.]).we also find formulations in which the faith of the

inOiviAua stands in the foreground. God's kindness finds expression in a word of
promise (Ps. 77:9[8]33), in his hearing and seeing the worshipper's trouble and distress

ip.. st'atzl;52:9f.[8f.];59:ttll0l; 66:20;69:14.17[13,16]; ll9:r49;138:2f.;143:12),

in forgiveness (Ps. 25:7;51:3[1]) and admission to the sanctuary (Ps. 5:8[7]), in
guidance (Ps. 143:8), instruction (Ps. 119:64,1?A), andjust requital (Ps. 62:13[12]),

in a life without torment (Ps. 32:10), and in refuge (Ps. 36:8[7]). Indeed, l.teseQ can

simply be equated with goodness QAb, Ps. 23:6). In all these texts, hesed still refers

to an act on the part of YahwetU in Ps. 92:5f.(4f.), our term in v. 3(2) is interpreted

by means of the nouns pA'al and ma'"leh. This divine activity is characterized by

permanence and reliability ('"me!, Gen. 24:27;32:11[10]; Ex. 34:6;2 S' 2:6; 15:20;

is.26:3;40:11f.[10f.];57;4,llf3,l0l;89:15[14];108:5[4]; ll5l;138,2;'"mfinh,Ps'
36:6[5]; 40:l1uol; 88:12[11]; 89'.2f.,25,34,5O1If.,24,33,49);92:312)), as well as by

mercy (rafumim, Ps. 4O:I2Ull;51:3[l]; 69:l'1116l 103:4) and gace (l.tnn, Ps' 5l:3[1];

lrfis, Neh. 13:22).

4. Liturgical Formulas. What "God's kindness" means for Israel found concentrated

and pregnant expression in two liturgical formulas' The earter of them appears for

the fust time in Ex. 34, in the Yahwist's recension of the Decalog. V. 6 refers to

Yahweh as "El merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in kindness and

faithfulness" ('zl rahfun w"hannfin'ereft'appayim werab-hesed w'eme!). The identical

formula appears in Ps. 86:15 and (with the omission of '?/ and 'eme!) Ps. 103:8. Nu.

14:18 (J) probably represents an echo of Ex. 34:6: "Yahweh is slow to anger, and

aboundingin kindness." With the first two elements interchanged to l.tannfin w"ral.tfrm,

and with ;eme! omitted, the formula also appears in Joel 2:13; Jon. 4:2;Ps. 145:8 (with

g"dol- insteadof rab-besed): and Netr- 9:17. In Joel and Jonah, it has been expanded

by the additi on of wenifidm 'al-hird'a, "and he repents of evil," and in Nehemiah by

the prefixing of '"t6ah s"fr[6t, "a God ready to forgive." Yahweh's readiness to forgive

is aiso expressed inEx. 34:7; Nu. 14:18; Jer. 32:18, formulated with noiE' 'dwdn in

Ex. 34 and Nu. 14, and with meiallEm 'dwdn in ler. 32. It may be noted that the

phrase 'dieh hesed la'"ldp?m in Jer. 32:18 is identical with the corresponding clause

of tt" Btotirtic Decalog in Ex. 20:6 (Dt. 5:10). This suggests the theory that the J

formula clearly represents the original formulation, which was altered and transfmmed

in the course of history. This theory lends weight to Stoebe's argument' based on

3r I[.1.c, lll.2.c.
32 Wolff, Hosea, 186.
33 S. Wagner, "1D*'amar," TDOT' l' 342.



comparison ofthe J and E recensions ofthe Decalog, that the predication of heseg of
God "represents . . . an extension peculiar to the y;hwist's theology,,' with the words
"taken from the secular domain of everyday speech."34 In J the pilmise of kindness
comes unconditionally at the beginning, whereas in E it follows th" th."ut of punish-
ment and is made conditional, "in a sense ameliorating the threat of punishmlnt."rs

The other liturgical formula, "Tiuly Yahweh is good, truly his kindness endures for
evet''(ki-t6bYHWHktl''6lamhasd6),isfoundinps. 100:5;Jer.33:ll(calledDeu-
teronomistic by Rudolph36); similarly l ch. 16:34; 2Ch. 5:r3;7:3; Ezr. 3:ll; ps.
106:1; 107:1; ll8:1,29;136:l; shortened toti r,'6laqftasd6, it appears also in 1ch.
16:41;2 ch. 7:6; 2o:2r; ps.rt8:2-4; 136:r-26 (cf. ps. 86:5, wherl this formula prob-
ably stands in the background). Without exception, we are dealing here with texts that
are late or even very late. It follows that this formula first took on importance in the
liturgy of the postexilic temple, and soon came to play a central role.

5. The hosda dnwid. Although the phrase basda dawid occ,rs only rwice (2 ch.
6:42; lsa. 55:3), we must devote some attention to it. we shall take it as generally
accepted tlrrit dawid here is an objective genitive, so that David is the recipient of
Yahweh's acts of kindness,3? and that these acts of kindness must be interpreted as
referring to the promise given to King David by the prophet Nathan, that the Davidic
dynasty would endure for ever (2 s.7, esp. v. l5). It can be asked whether the term
l.t"sddtm here means acts of divine favor, as it does everywhere else, or whether it
Tlans the words that promise favor, "gracious promises.', But this is merely an arti-
ficial distinction. When the Chronicler has King Solomon conclude his prayer at the
dedication of the temple with the earnest petition: ..o yahweh God, do not iurn away
the face of thy anointed one; remember thy acts of kindness to David thy servani'
(2 ch. 6:42), he is having Solomon appear to yahweh to remember his promise given
to David and to show him, the successu to David's tlrone, like acts of kindness. Isa.
513 has the same purpose. yahweh's promise to make abril ,6ldm with his people
refers back to his acts of kindness toward David. The addition of hannc,eminim, clar_
acterizing them as "steadfast," "enduring," "sure," underlines their unreduced validity
even after the fall of the political kingship in Jerusalem. It is thus clear that for
Deutero-Isaiah, too, the phrase hasda dawid refers to yahweh's promised acts of grace,
which are continually brought to pass. There can be no real distinction between God,s
promised acts of grace and a promise that is continually fulfilled.

Now as both texts clearly show, the phrase basda dawid is not attested until the
ex_ilic and postexilic period. It is preceded, however, by various other formulations.
when Ps. 2l:8(7) states that the king who trusts in yahweh ..through the kindness of
Elyon shall not be moved," it is referring to the endurance of the Jerusalem monarchy
(note the predicate Elyon!), thanks to the kindness of yahweh, in line with the prophecy

34 w, 2,249f.
3s lbid., 249.
36 HAT, XIT,216.
37 For a different view, see Caquot, 45ff.
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of Nathan.38 The same idea is expressed by 2 S. 22:51 pal Ps. 18:51(50), which states

that Yahweh "gave great triumphs" (nngdil y"ifi'6) to his king and "showed kindness

to his anointed, to David and his descendants for ever ('ad-'61am1." What appears here

in the form of a thanksgiving hymn is finally found in Ps. 89:50(49) as an anxious

question in the context of an individual lament:3e *Lord, where is thy kindness of old'

*t i"t Uy thy faithfulness thou didst swear to David?" This question refers back to

Yahweh's assurances as formulated in v. 25(24): "My faithfulness and my kindness

shall be with him," and v. 29(28): "My kindness I will keep (itunar * /') for him for

ever (t,6lfun), and my covenant (briti) will stand firm for him." Here, too, God's act

of kindness refers to the preservation of the Davidic dynasty. It is safe to assume that

Ps. 89 is preexilic. A major piece of evidence is 1 K. 3:6 (par. 2 Ch. l:8), in the

context of Solomon's prayer at Gibeon, where we are told that Yahweh "showed great

kindness" to David and also "kept(iamar * /e) for him this great kindness" by giving

him in Solomon an heir to the throne. If this text gives the impression of making a

distinction between divine acts of kindpess during the lifetime of David and those that

concern the continuance of his dynasty, the situation is made even more complex by

I K. 8:23f. (p*.2 Ch. 6:14f.). For Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple

begins with the.se words: "O Yahweh, God of Israel, there is no God like thee, in

heaven above or on earth beneath, keeping covenant and showing kindness to thy

servants (iomEr hobb'il wehahesed /") who walk before thee with all their heart; who

has kept (iuur * /e) with thy servant David my father what thou didst declare to

him." Once more we find the construction ifunar * l'; here the acts of kindness are

expressly associated with the endurance of the Davidic dynasty. Even more signifi-

cantly, bqedisassociated withbri' andinfacttheterm britis emphasizedbybeing

placed first, so that the demonstration of kindness is interpreted as the content of the

covenant. Now von Rad has pointed outo that the truly appropriate Hebrew expression

for the content of Nathan's prophecy is the phrase bril'6ldm found in 2 S. 2315. This

would mian that the formulation of the prayer at the dedication of the temple should

be preferred to ttrat of the prayer at Gibeon. On the other hand, however, recent studies

havi pointed out that the original promise in 2 S. 7 has been developed along the lines

of Deuteronomistic covenant theology, and that 2 S. 235 is inconceivable *before the

middle of the sixth century B.C:'41 In the present context, therefore, the question is:

is hesed primary, or is Uril, and how should we define the relationship between the

two in religious usage?

3t Kraus, Bf, XV l7l; G. von Rad, OT Theol., I (Eng. trans', New York, l!)62), 310'
3e See Kraus, BK, XV, tr, 616f.; for a comparison between Isa. 55 and Ps. 89, see O. Eissfeldt,

..The promises of Grace to David in Isaiah 55:1-5," Israels Prophetb Heritage. F*tschrift

J. Muilenburg (New York, 1962), 19G207 .

4 OT Thcol., I, 310f.
ar L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT, 36 (1969), 47-53; see also M. Noth, "The

Laws in the Pentateuch," in his The l.aws in the Pentateuch and Aher Srndies (Eng. trans''

Philadelphia, 1966),93t.; S. Herrmann, Die prophetischen Heilservnrtwrgen im AT' BWANT' 85

(1965), im-'tO:; W. Zimmerli, OT Theol. in Outline (Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1978), 57.
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6. besed and bri1. The answer to this question is suggested by a stereotyped formula
found in I K. 8:23 (pat 2 Ch. 6:14) and 5 other passages, which describes God as
"keeping covenant and showing kindness to" (i6mEr habbril w,hafieseQ /") those who
love him, who keep his commandments, etc. (Dt.7:9,12; Neh. l:5 conj.; 9:32; Dnl.
9:4). The double use of the definite article serves the purpose of making the covenant
refer unambiguously to the Sinai beri1, with the result tturt kesed is understood as

Yahweh's faithfulness to this covenant. The same purpose is served by the combination
of Yahweh's keeping covenant and Israel's keeping the commandments found in Dt.
7:9,12:. Neh. 1:5; Dnl. 9:4 (cf. also Ps. 25:10). The earliest passage illustrating this
usage is Dt. 7, where the style is parenetic; the other passages appear in prayers of
petition. Furthermore, the fact that in I K. 8:23 (par.2 Ch. 6:14) the phrase refers
to the covenant with David suggests the hypothesis that it derives from Deuteronomistic
or post-Deuteronomistic revision of the dedication prayer. This hypothesis is further
supported by the observation that v. 24 has to make a special point ofconnecting the
particular promise to "thy servant David" with the phrase "keeping covenant and
showing kindness to thy servants who walk before thee with all their heart," borrowed
from what was later to be a general formula. It follows that Deuteronomistic and
especially post-Deuteronomistic theology was concerned to emphasize Yahweh's cove-
nant, and therefore attached and subordinated the heseQ concept to this theologou-
menon. But this means also that the heseS concept in general was already arrailable to
the Deuteronomist, probably including its association with the promise to David.
Finally, it may be noted that in Deuteronomy Yahweh's hesed-in contrast, say, to the
bril-plays a very minor role: although brrt occurs 27 times, heseS occurs only 3.
with respect to our inqurry, this would mean that the formulation in the prayer at
Gibeon is pre-Deuteronomistic and was borrowed from secular usage, as is attested
by the phrase besed funiipl iemdr in Hos. 12:7(6), which is undoubtedly genuine.a2

In addition, we also see that in Deuteronomy itself the covenant is associated with
the people of Israel, but never with David or the king; instead, the portion of the law
that refers to the king uses the term "choose" (bdhar, Dt. 17:15), the same word used
for the appoinfinent of the L€vites (Dt. 18:5; 2l:5). This suggests that the interpretation
of Yahweh's promise to David by means of tlp, bril concept is a pre-Deuteronomic
theologoumenon.

Although a clear proof is impossible, our theory is supported by Pss. 106 and 89.
Ps. 106 is influenced by Deuteronomistic theology.a3 In v. 45 we come upon the terms
br?I andhesed, stznding in parallel in that order and constituting the grounds for God's
relenting. Here, too, as we observed above, heseS functions as the content of the bri|
In Ps. 89:29(28), on the contrary God's keeping hrs ltesed precedes the parallel con-
tinuance of his ber?1. The same statement is made in v. 50(49), where God's previous
demonstrations of kindness are traced back to an oath sworn in faithfulness to David.
Here, then, we come upon the opposite sequence: hese/ comes first, and is interpreted

a2 Most recently Wolff, Hosea, 214.
a3 G. Fohrcr, Intrd. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968),291: "post-Deuteronomistic."
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through the concept of the bri! or an oath as reinforcing and strengthening the promise

of hesed. The same sequence of hesed-ber! appears in Isa. 54:10, which is likewise
concerned to emphasize the eternal endurance of God's kindness (cf. v. 8).

This interpretation is reinforced by the observation that in secular usagea we found

that mention of the bril fulfilled the same function in the context of promises of hesed.

In Gen. 21, the bril and oath serve to reinforce and underline the permanence of
Abraham's promise to Abimelech. Since Gen. 2l is a J text, Ps. 89 may be pre-

Deuteronomistic; at least there is no compelling reason to assume Deuteronomistic
authorship. But this means that it is possible to hypothesize that even in the pre-

Deuteronomic period the promise given to David could be expressed in terms of hesed
as well as bril.

As we saw above, following Stoebe,4s the transference of the fiese{ concept to
Yahweh is probably due to the work of J. It seems most natural, therefore, to place

the phrase basdA dawid in the context of a post-J but pre-Deuteronomic theology. This
makes it unlikely that J and the circles close to him interpreted the promise to David

as an eternal bril, not least because bri! here means the promise itself, not the

reinforcement of the promise as in Ps. 89 (cf. Gen. 2l). Both besed and brit refer to
the same circumstance and are thus mutually exclusive. This means that the phrase

"everlasting brtl" in2 S. 23:5 comes from a pre-Deuteronomic source distinct from
J.

This discussion makes it abundantly clear that in the religious language of Israel,
too, it was not until the post-Deuteronomistic period-in other words, comparatively
late-that the mention of hesed was linked to the covenant concept in such a way as

to make Yahweh's kindness the content of his covenant. It is therefore wrong to follow
Glueck in calling Yahweh's hesed fuidanrentally and comprehensively Yahweh's con-
duct according to the covenant.6

A final observation belongs in this context. In secular usage, we determined that
the principle of mutuality was one of the fundamental elements of our concept.aT ft
would therefore be reasonable to suppose that the demonstration of Yahweh's kindness

also involves mutuality. And in fact both Gluecl36 and even more pointedly Stoebeae

cite Jer. 2:2;9:23(Vt); Hos. 4:l; 6:4,6 as referring to demonstrations of fesed on the

part of mankind towards God. Jepsenso has vigorously and rightly attacked this inter-
pretation. With him, we interpret Hos. 4:1 against the background of Hos. 10:12;

12:7(6); Mic. 6:8; Zcc. 7:9, understanding ftcse/ as conduct towards other human
beings. This same is true of Jer. 9:23(24). With respect to Hos. 6:4,6, Jepsen has

emphasized the close relationship between these venes and the other Hosea passages,

showing ttlort hesed is properly understood as kindness that should be shown to others.

44 III.3.
45 IV.4.
6 See also ltr.3.
47 Itr.t.d, IIL2.d.
rs Pp.56-69.
4e w, 2,250f.
so Pp. 268f.

6t
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In the case of Jer. 2:2 ('1 remember ttre, hesed of your youth, your love as a bride,
how you followed me in the wilderness"), he points out that our noun is the object of
zdkar; as in 2 Ch. 6:42; Neh. 13:14 (cf. Ps. 98:3; 106:45), it can mean ..good works.',
He therefore renders the verse: "I remember how you devoted yourself to good works
in your youth, how you loved me when you were a bride, horr at that time in the
wilderness you followed me in everything.'5l Even though Jepsen is clearly aware that
this interpretation of Jer. 2:2 is nothing more than a suggestion worth considering, his
fundamental conclusion stands: in view of the frequency with which our term occurs
in the Ol a single passage cannot bear the burden of proof. Human beings can receive
the kindness of Yahweh, but they cannot do him acts of kindness. We must therefore
once more note that with respect to mutuality religious usage diverges somewhat from
secular usage.s2

7. Swnmary. [f we attempt to summarize our obseruations on the religious use of
besed in the Ol we must take into account both an agreement with secular usage and
a divergence from it. This indicates once more that our concept was borrowed from
the secular sphere into the religious language of Israel.

The agreement includes the active and social nature of leseg as well as the per-
manence of divine kindness. Everything that is said focuses on what Yahweh does for
Israel and the individual worshipper. The history of yahweh's people, past, present,
and future, the life of the individual Israelite-in fact, the entire world-is the stage
for the demonstration of Yahweh's kindness. Yahweh has decided in favor of Israel;
he has promised life, care, alleviation of distress, and preservation-indeed, he has
filled the whole earth with his kindness. He has thus granled fellowship with him to
his people, to all mankind, to the whole world. And this act, like thJ promise and
assurance of future help and fellowship, is characterized by permanence, constancy,
and reliability. This is what Israel and the individual Israelite hear through yatrwetr,s
word, including his word spoken through the mouth of his prophets. Thacommunity
responds in worship, praising his kindness in hymns, confessing it, expressing their
confidence and thanksgiving or pleading in laments for a new demonstration of this
divine kindness. This kindness can become as it were the very essence of yahweh, so
that the worshipper nPs. 144:2 can refer to yahweh (among other things) as ..my
kindness," and Jon. 2:9(8) can call idolators those who ..forsake their kindness,, (azab
lwsdm,). In both passages, hesed staads for God himself. The same situation is evi-
denced by the use of the periphrastic expression "those who hope in his kindness"
(lwmeyaltalim Phasd6) for the devout, found in k. 33:18; r47:ll1cf. 33:22). Fear of
Yahweh is here equaied with hope in his kindness. An essential element of Israel's
faith is this constant hope in expectation of Yahweh's favor and kindness. This whole
idea found its most prepant expression in the liturgical formula *Tiuly yahweh is

st lbid.,25g.
s2 on the connection between brit and hese(, sen also M. weinfeld, .. .Bond and Grace'-

cov-enantal Expressions in the Bible and in the Ancient world-A common Heitage,,, I*io-
nenA, 36 (197 I 172), 86- 105 [Hebrew].
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good, and his kindness endures for ever," which probably derives from the worship of
the Second Temple.

We come now to divergences from secular usage. First we have the expansion of
the realm of hesed from the fellowship of family and clan to the nation of Israel and

finally the whole world. This extension is intimately associated with the application

of our concept to Yahweh, probably to be dated in the time of J; for J, Yahweh is both

the God of Israel and the God of the entire world he created. Simultaneously with this

transfer our concept acquired different nuances. Within the framework of family and

clan society, despite the recognizable elements of kindness, goodness, and mercy

associated with the inherent principle of mutuality, the concept had something rigid
and even normative about it; when it was transferred to Yahweb this rigidity was

clearly pushed into the background. lnstead, extraordinary emphasis was placed on

the element of divine mercy, grace, and forbearance. Now God's kindness finds expres-

sion in his endless reconciling love, always ready to forgive. Once again, this love is

expressed pregnantly in a liturgical formula: "Merciful and gracious is Yahweh slow

to anger and of great kindness." This excludes from the outset any possibility that

human beings, following the secular principle of mutuality, could repay Yahweh in
turn the divine kindness they have experienced or do him an act of kindness. The

social nature of besed is maintained, however: God's kindness towards an individual
places that individual in a new relationship with his neighbor, a relationship based on

Yahweh's kindness; in his daily contacts with others he must keep the kindness he has

experienced, he must practice righteousness and justice, kindness and mercy. Thus

hesed stp1pgs not only the relationship of Yahweh with human beings, but also that of
human beings among themselves.

These considerations suggest that it is wrong to try to define as a legal obligation

this kindness of Yahweh towards Israel that is expressed by ftesed and the resulting

mutual fellowship of the Israelites, interpreting it within the general framework of the

D,ril. When brtl appears in the semantic field of hesed, it takes second place after

besed and is used to express the permanence and constancy of Yahweh's kindness, its

inviolability and trustworthiness. This holds true also fm Yahweh's dynastic promise

to David, which, it seems likely, originally found independent expression in terms of
bothhesed andbrit Thefactthattheprophecyof Nathan(2 S.7:15) speaks of besed

to formulate the contrast between David and his rejected predecessor Saul shows

clearly that the kingship of David is interpreted here on the basis of the kingship of
Saul, so that David, like Saul, is to be understood as a king chosen by Yahweh. The

conceptual structure of election and rejection, of favor granted and withdrarn, which
describes Saul's kingship, is intended to make the kingship of David, which had a

fundamentally different structure from the very outset, appear to be the natural suc-

cessor of Saul's kingship. If J applied the concept of hesed to Yahweh, and if this took
place in the era of David and Solomon, the theological interpretation of the Nathan

prophecy (2 S. 7:15) as a promise of hesed to David, together with the derived concept

of thehasd|dnwtd, belongstothetheologicalenvironmentof J. Inthiscaseitisall
the more likely that we should prefer the interpretation of the promise to David as an

eternal Wril, an interpretation found in the last wmds of David (2 S. 23:5). This

concept not only signals the structural difference between the kingship of David and
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that of saul, but also applies the appropriate theological term bi! to the new and
different element appearing in the dynastic promise to David.

Perhaps it was the use of both terms, besed and bri1, for one and the same thing,
namely the dynastic promise to David, that gave rise in Israel to reflection on the
relationship between Yahweh's kindness and his covenant. There may also have been
other incentives, of which we are ignorant, that set such an undertaking in motion.
In any event, we can observe that postexilic theology rigorously assigned the concept
of l.tesed to the category of the beil idea. The kindness of Yahweh became the content
of his covenant with Israel. But even in this late stage of development our concept did
not become a legal term. In it we hear overtones of promise and grace, mercy and
unexpected kindness, not of law and obligation.

V. Qumran.

The meaning of besed in the Dead Sea scrolls has been discussed by zmmerli.53
Thking as his point of deparnrre the fact that about half the occurences are found in
the Hodayoth (28 out of 58), and that likewise more than half of the passages use the
plural, "acts of kindness," Zimmerli shows that the language is biblicistic and the
style deliberately plerophoric. Semantically, he notes that the word is further from hEn
and closer to bertt. The devout person lives in l.tese! covenant with God, and shares
in the mystery that is revealed for him.

Zobel

53 w. zmmerli, "Ton im Schrifttum von Qumran," Homages d A. Dupont-sommer (paris,
l97l), 43949 : his Studim zur alttesanuntlichen Theologie wd Propherte (Gesanm.elte Auf-
sAae,2). TlA, 5l (lYl4),272-283.
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contents: I. Etymology. II. or rexts: l. Morphology and Syntax; 2. context; 3. ..Non-

9"d".g-*4".Usage. lJI. Formulas and Schemata: l. hisi in the Psalms and Other Prayers;
2. nalt%eh in the halms; 3. hdsdlmahseh in other Books. IV. Theological Usage.

l1AtA. W.Beyerlin, Die Rettung der Bedriingten in den Feindpsahncn der Einzelnen auf institu-
tionelle ztsanmenhiinge untersucht. FRLANT,99 (1970); H. Bobzin, ..tJberlegungen zum althe-
lriiischen 'Tempus'system," wo,7 (1973), l4l-t53; p. Bordreuit, 'A lbmbie d'Elohim,"
RHPR, 46 (1966), 368-391; H. A. Brongers, "Merismus, Synekdoche und Hendiadys in der
bibel-hebriischen Sprache," iD 1940-1965. ors, t4 (1965), lOGl14; R. c. culley, bral For-
mulaicLanguageinthcBiblicalPsalnu.NearandMiddleEastseies,4(Toronto, l%T;L.Delekat,
"Zum hebrdischen wiirterbuch," w, 14 (1964),7-66, esp. 28-31; idem, Asylie und schwzorakcl
am Zionheiligtun: Ehe llntersuchnng u den privaten Feindprulmen (l,eiden, 1967); D. Eichhorn,
Gott als Fels, Burg wd zuflacht. EH, 2314 (1972); p. Hugger, "Jahwe, mein Fels," Lacta diq':
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I. Etymology.

On phonetic grounds, the origins of the word gtoup fiasd may be sought in Bab.
and Neo-Assyr. besi4m), "cover," *hide," with its derivative norn mcfusfi(m), nwllsfrlm),
"cover" (?).r The meaning "hide (oneself)," attested once in a comm.,2 does appear
to come very close to the meaning of Heb. hds6. But the Hebrew verb is used only
intransitively and its word group, as it were, only theologically. This semantic situation
can hardly be explained by the etymology. More or less the same applies to a con-
nection with Ugar. l.twill.ti.3 Closer to the OT is Syr. basyA, "devout," to the extent
that the variety of meanings in Syriac offers more semantic possibilities.a The Hebrew
OT may suggest some striking points of connection with its most common (though
not only) meaning, "holiness," "piety," often found in combination with qdi'.s Evert
this, however, can hardly be the path that leads to the predominant use of the finite
verb in the OT. In Palmyrene Aramaic we find a pael of ftsy with the meaning "con-
secrate." In Imperial Aramaic there is a masc. pl. bsyn, which many have understood
as "devout."6 Ethiop. ftasawu,1 "cover," "hide," is closer to Akkadian than to Hebrew.
The meaning of ltAsh can be associated only indirectly and uncertainly with the mean-
ing of the possible etymological equivalents in Arabic.s

II. OT Texts.

t. Morphology and Syntax. The verb occurs only in the qal. The most frequent form
(attested only in the Psalms) is the lst person singular perfect (Ps. 7:2[Eng. v. 1];
l1:l; 16:l; 25:20;31:2U7;71:l; l4l:8; 144:2; cf. also the equivalent 57:2[]); other
finite forms are rare. Among the other forms, the active participle predominates; the
infinitive is rare. The verb l.tasi is constructed with b'-. Exceptions include: Ps. 91:4;
Ruth 2:12 (talut-lhapayw); Ps. 17:7 (absolute use of the ptcp.; cf. also hov. 14:32).
The only nominal form found with any frequency, maf;aseh, is more closely defined

50 Jahre Studienl<olleg St. Benedikt. Miinsterschynrztchcr Srudien, 9 ( 1968), 143-16O; idem, Jahwe
meine Zuflucht. Miiwterschwsrzpchcr Studien, 13 (1971); L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und
Parallelen zum Bibelwtirterbuch," Uf, 8 (1958), 16l-215; D. Michel, Tempora und Suatellung
in den Psalmen. Abhandlungen zur evangelischen Theologie, I (Bonn, 1960); G. Pidoux,
"Quelques allusions au droit d'asile dans les psaumes," Maqqtl shAStdh. Festschrift W. Vischer
(Montpellier, 1960), l9l-94; J. van der Ploeg, "I-esperance dans I'AT," nB, 61 (1954), ,181-507;

L. Ruppert, Der leidende Gerechte. FzB, 5 OnD; H. Seebass, *uha bAi lbbsh)," TDOT, ll,
50-60; S. H. Siedl, Gedanken lwn Tempussystem im Hebriiischen und Akkodischen (Wiesbaden,
l97l); W. A. van der Weiden, "Prov. XIV 32B 'Mais le juste a confiance quand il meurt,' "
W,20 (1970),339-350, esp. 340f., 344f.; A. Weiser, "nrote6o, B. The OT Concept," TDNT,
VI, 182-196, esp. 192f.

I AHw,l,342, 641l. CAD, VI (1956), 176f.
2 Delekat, W, 14 (1964), 28: lexical senes erbnfiui.t KTU, t.4 V,5l-54.
a l,exSyr,245f.
5 Delekat, W, 14 (1964),29f.
6 Cf. DISO,93.
7 LexLingAeth,93.
8 Cf. Delekat, lac. cit.; Kopf, 173.
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by the lst person singular suffix (once each by the lst person pl. [Isa. 28:15] and 3rd
person sg. masc. [Ps. 14:6]); less frequently we find /"- with suffix or noun, De-, or
min. orrce a genitive is used (Isa. 28:17), and once the noun is used absolutely (Job
24:8). lt is not just that the occurrences are concentrated numerically in the Psalms
(25 out of 37 for the verb, not counting str. l4:2j and 5l:8; 12 out of 20 for the
noun); the constructions that differ from the norm appear almost entirely outside the
Psalms and prayers.

2. Context. As in the case of morphology and syntax, there is little variety in literary
geme and context: most of the occurrences of the verb and noun are limited to prayers.

a. [n the Psalms, we find ltdshlmahseh pnmarily in individual laments, albeit not
in the lament proper, but in petitions introduced as the reason or motivation for the
lament, often at the beginning (Ps. 7:2[1];31:2U) par. 7t:l;57:2[l);144:2) or in the
body (Ps. 17:7;61:4f.[3f.]; 142:615);143:9 conj.), rarely at rhe end (ps. 25:20; 141:g).
lrss frequently forms of hasi occur in the hymnic section of laments (ps. 3l:20[19];
62:8171;71:7); it is more frequent again at the end (ps. 5:12[ll]; 64:ll[10]; 94:22).
Comparable to the hymnic or thanksgiving section of the laments are the occurrences
in individual thanksgivings (Ps. 18:3,31[2,30) par. 2 S. 22:3,31; ps. ll8:gf.) and
individual hymns of confidence (Ps. 11:l; 62'.Bt.Uf.)). These latter, like several other
occnnences (Ps. 37:4O;73:28;91:2,4,9), especially in macarisms (ps.2:12;34:231221),
belong to Wisdom Literature. Outside the Psalter we find only a few similar occur-
rences: ler. l7:l7b is a motivation for the petition in a lament. The only instance from
a pure hymn is Sir. 5l:8.

b. The word group l.tasi is used several times in Wisdom Literature outside the
Psalter: fuov. 14:,26,32;30:5; Nah. 1:7; Str. 14.,27 . ps. 14:6 and Dt. 32:37 may exhibit
the influence of both prophecy and Wisdom Literature.

c. In prophetic literature, the word group appears primarily in eschatological con-
texts (Isa. 4:6; 14:32:'25:4;28:15,17;57:t3b; Joel 4:16[3:16];Z*ph.3:12); in the
Psalter, only Ps. 46:2U1, a Zion psalm, may belong to this group. There are two
occurences in oracles of woe: Isa. 28:15,17:30:2f.

This survey in itself gives the impression that the word group is concentrated in a
few authors, pnmarily of the later period.

3. 'Nontheological" (Jsage.It is a well-known fact that the idioms of prayer are
restricted to a small range of topics; they are highly stereotyped and fixed, and are
only slightly adapted to the changing situation. As will be seen, therefore, their se-
mantic analysis is difficult and imprecise.

A helpful starting-point is furnished by the few texts that can be called at most
indirectly theological, but exhibit markedly individual features. These are Ps. 104:18,
a descripion of nature; Jgs. 9:15, a political statement; Ruth 2:12, a religio-sociolog-
ical text; and Job 24:8, a unique image. The starting-point these texts furnish is of
course, in the first instance, merely logical. Nothing is being said about chronology
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or even a course of development. [n Ps. 104:18, in the context of an "ecological"
description of nature with theological overtones , maltoseh means the "refuge" or "shel-
ter" of the badgers (cf. the m"'6n61 of the lions, v. 22). It spells protection, but forms
part of their normal habitat, like the shelter that the poor who dwell in the desert lack
in Job 24:8 (v. 10 expresses lack of clothing with the same negation, blt). In Isa. 4:6
a;ad 25:4, malt"seh as a shelter against inclement weather has been incorporated into
an eschatological image; in Sir. 14:.27, it has been similarly incorporated into a.hymnic
expression.e Jgs. 9:15 is made unique by its context, a fable with an ironic point. The
(almost nonexistent) shade cast by the bramble is the "shade of the king," the refuge
and protection expected from him (cf. Lam. 4:20; I S. 8:5f.; 2 K. 14:8-10). In Ruth
2:12, "taking refuge under the wings of Yahweh," through what is initially adherence
to the religion of Yahweh's people, means full incorporation into the social structure
of this people and thus the possibility of survival.

Thus this series of unconventional passages, which are scarcely theological, doc-
uments a kind of semantic bandwidth: protection, sometimes from acute danger, but
with a clear tendency in the direction of "shelter," whether in nature, an institution,
or a society. There is also an element of movement or "flight" implied, in that there
is constant necessary variation among the locations that constitute the habitat.

III. Formulas and Schemata.

l. hasA in the Psalms and Other Prayers. In the texts of prayers the word group
appears in only a few schemata.

a. The schema b"kilbeYIIWH basiti often stands in relative independence at the
beginning or towards the end of a psalm. It does not introduce the theme to be
developed, but asserts the mental stance or attitude of the worshipper.

Ps. 1l:l is unique in using the full schema (without pronouns) not in direct address
to Yahweh but in debate with others who are thinking pragmatically. The psalmist
counters their counsel to flee with the assertion that he has decided in favor of Yahweh.
This means trust in Yahweh rather than self-fresenation but apparently does not imply
any specific outward act, not even seeking asylum. The entire psalm may be a confes-
sion of faith: w. 2-6 in "instruction," v. la in decision and attitude.

Ps. 3l opens with the same phrase, this time stylized as direct address to God: beki
YHWH basili (v.2[]). Thus the psalmist finds security for his tormented and helpless
life in God, whom he knows to be ready to help. To him also is addressed the petition
that follows immediately: 'al-'eb6id (v. 2b[1b]). It would mean disavowal of God
himself were he to leave the devout person to his fate (cf. v. l8[7]). The account of
the psalmist's troubles takes on a kind of religious rhythm through trust and confession
(v. 15[14]) followed by petition (v. l8[7]). In v. 20(19), the psalmist uses a hymnic
rhetorical question to extol the goodness of God lalosim bAk {par. lirE'eyftn). From

e See below, III.3.b.
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this point on, what he says of God's goodness is addressed to kol-hameyalt"lim IyHWH
(v.25b?ab}. Thus he commends his personal attitude to all, ending with an effective
inclusion. The bki YHWH basilt of the beginning is central, not as a particular action
but as a general stance, which in the psalmist's distress (cf. v. 20b[19b]) is actualized
in petition, confession of taith, confidence, and trust (vv. 2-7[l-6),15[14],lg[17]; cf.
Ps. 7l:l-3 pal3l:2-4ll-31). These are powerfully expressed in the characteristic verbs
and nouns for deliverance, found elsewhere as well: + u)D ply (piel), -+ )y: nll
(hiphil), -+ '11I ;r2r and + y)O sela', "rxk," + iiJ]ID me;fiQ6, ..fortress,,, ---' llND
mn'62, -+ yl2n y.i' (hiphil), + ;lnt nahi (hipltld'), + NI'yas.a, @iphil), + i11D pdd6
(qd), - 1pD paqaQ ftiphil; the only verb in the lst person sg. perf. ,hk basiti).

In Ps. 7:2(1), also, the same exclamation precedes petitions, some expressed in the
same words, for deliverance from persecutors (hiphil imperative of y.i. and nsl). we
shall ignore the question of whether the "oath ofpurification" in vv. 4-6(3-5) (cf. Job
3l; Ps. l7:3f.;26:46;137:5f.) and the petition in v. 9(8) presuppose a specific cer-
emony of "sacral law," with l4asitt having to be understood as the concrete seeking of
asylum (in the sanctuary). It is impossible to draw a firm line separating outward
reality from expressions indicating a subjective attitude (cf. the ..rending lions" of
v. 3[2] and Ps. l0:9; 17:12;22:l4,2lU3,2tl).

In Ps. 16:1, the uninverted verbal clause hdsti !d! is preceded by a petition for
preservation (iomrEni). This absolute form ofexpression is unique in the Psalter (apart
from Ps. 25:20, which is probably anthological and therefore secondary); it is not
developed in the rest of the psalm. It is a deliberate stylistic device to emphasize one
of the components present in hasif beki: the hope and expectation that yahweh will
save by way of response (ti!), rather than by way of reward. It is entirely up to him,
who alone is the "Lord" and "good" (v.2). The verb'dmart (conj.'dmarti) does not
refer to the psalmist's own action; in this position, almost like a determinative (cf. Ps.
3l:15[14]; 140:7161; t42:6[5); cf. 9t:2 [difficult]), it introduces a confession of faith
in Yahweh (cf. Ps. l4l:8;25:15).

Ps.25:20 is a combination of 16:l and 3l:2(l). The statementbasnt? [df,, close to
the end, summarizes the many expressions of confidence and hope. In this anthological
psalm, the verb has no clear contours; it forms an inclusio in combinationwithbdtah
(v. 2; but cf. l-3). In the course of the psalm, God himself is addressed constantly as
the object of hope (w. 5-7,11,15,2of.); the psalmist, his guilt and helplessness
(w. llb, 16), retreat into the background.

In v. 8b of Ps. 141, a wisdom meditation, our phrase precedes a petition similar
to that in Ps. 3l:2(1) (par. 71:l) and,25:20. But beki lfisiti appars to have become
a stylistic device.lo The psalmist was probably trying, by combining two phrases
probably somewhat worn out by extensive use, to lend more vitality to both the result
is more a psychologizing than an increase in theological potential (cf. ps. 25:l,ls;
69 :3t.[2f .]; 12 I : I ; 123 : l).

At the end of certain psalms, iisd occurs with characteristic simplification: the
subject is in the 3rd person, and the verb has yahweh in the 3rd person as object. In

10 Culley, 53.
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Ps. 64: 1 1( l0) , w"hdsi b6 , ttrc, only verb in the perfect in this concluding verse, comes
between two semantically similar statements about the rejoicing of the righteous and
the singing of the "upright in heart" (cf. Ps. 5:l2[l);31:20[9]). The two imperfects
refer to temporary states; the pefi. hasd refers to the basic, enduring desision, made
once and for all-not in personal terms, but as a general didactic warning against the
danger of God's tyrannical enemies (Ps. 64:6f.[5f.]; cf. Ps. 10:4,11,13;31:.23122h
53:2[1]11). The reflections of Ps. 37 on the eternal problem ofwhy the righteous suffer
while the wicked enjoy good fortune lead up to a nominal clause concerning God's
salvation for the righteous (v. 39). In the final vers€, four imperfects of three verbs
promise them help, deliverance, and salvation, concluding with the lapidary isolated
statement: ki-basfr b6 (v. 4O).

b. tn Ps. 57:2(l), the individual hymn of lament and confidence is preceded by a
solemnly repeated petition. The two motivating clauses that follow immediately are
parallel, but not synonymous. The last clause of v. 2(1), formally speaking, sets a time
limit. Even when interpreted as a desired goal, it is tolerable only in combination with
the other clause, ipepEl-ltuapeyftn'ebseh (cf. Ps. 16:l). The imperfect, which is
normal in this context, probably indicates an outward act to be repeated. No wonder
interpreters thought of an institution to be called on in time of need: asylum.

The vocabulary of other psalms comes closer to the sphere of the sanctuary with
its legal and cultic functions. In Ps. 61, an individual lament, the psalmist (a king?)
addresses this wish to Yahwelu 'agfird b''oholki'6hmim'elt'seh besEler k*pryka
(v. 5[a]). In the hymnic intermez.zo of another individual lament, we read that the
"children of men" bsAl lftwpeyfrn yelt"sdyfin: "how precious is thy fiese{"
(Ps. 36:8[7]). The next two verses elaborate this idea in cultic terminology that reflects
both ritual and "dogma" ("fountain of life . . . thy light").

In Ps. 91, a difficult and didactic Wisdom psalm, a speaker confesses Yahweh as

his tnahsi (v. 2); he is assured of it or summoned: ffloltal-EnapAw tef;seh (v. 4b):

God himself will cover him with his wings. The rare word be'e[rd16 in v. 4a recalls
DL 32:l.Ul2. The original Srtz im l*ben of the expression has been the source of
much conjecture. The sanctuary the cult, and the right of asylum are the focus of
attention. Quantitatively, however, expressions associated with the military realm (holy
war?) constitute no little portion of the environment. The question probably cannot be
answered simply on the basis of the verb Ltas6. Even more difficult is the question of
contemporary Sitz im Leben, to the extent that one may wish to go beyond the rules
governing the language of prayer. The juxtaposition of perfect and imperfect in Ps.

57:2(l) may spring directly from the fixation of the formulas. That they became fixed
in these particular forms may derive from their different points of reference: in the
first, allusion to a fundamental decision in the past; in the second, a statement of
purpose to remain actively true to this decision. A confession of faith is aluays prcsent.

c. Occasionally we find |ds6 associated directly with images or allegories of God,
or in close proximity to ttrem. This has its effect on their meaning. In Ps. 144, a

11 M. Dalrood , Psalms II. AB, XVll ( 1968), 19.
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(royal?) lament, a long series of hymnic nouns and participles (w. lf. ) is interrupted
after miginni in v. 2 by the clause 1206 basii. The copula shows that this refers to
Yahweh and not to the "shield"; but, whereas elsewhere idsili emphasizes the immediate
attitude toward God, here everything focuses on the protection vouchsafed by God.
The same content can be given the impersonal form of a general statement of religious
dogma: Yahweh is a "shield" talkan nanosim b6 (ps. 18:31[30] par. 2 S. 22:31;prov.
30:5). The word group has a stereotyped association with such images or allegories
of God as protector and deliverer (e.g., Ps. 18:3[2] par. 2 S. 22:3). This is seldom
so clear as in the alienated expression found in Dt. 32:37 , where God asks of those
who worship false gods: 'A'"bhAmi gfrr l.tdsayfr b. The allegorical *rock'is in the
singular, although the polemic against idols that follows uses the plural, as is appro-
priate (v. 38). The cultic elements are conventional (cf. Ps.50;8-15; Jer. 7:18; Bel
l-22 lL><X Dtrl. l4:.l-221). Stylistic variants include construct phrases like sfrr matts?
(Ps. 94:22) and the absolute form in Ps. 62:8(7), within a series of expressions for
salvation and deliverance. It is still possible for such series to reach the level of solemn
confessional assertions: '"ldhim rnalfseh-lldnfi (Ps. 62:9[8]). When thfud parties are
involved, so that we cannot be dealing with a personal confession, the meaning prob.
ably comes very close to that of "confession" in the social or legal sense. Any cultic
overtones are unintentional.

d. The idiom ltasi [e- takes on a special meaning when it (rccurs as a relative clause
or participle in macarisms or similar expressions. In Ps. 34:9(8), where the idiom is
perhaps somewhat forced, the psalmist and listener are called on to "taste" and "see"
that Yahweh is "good." In the parallel stich we read: 'air| haggeber yehseh-bb6-
probably the one who experiences God because he strives after intimate communion
and "fears" (i.e., esteems) him (cf. w. 8,10[7,9]; 16:1f.). Ps.34:23(22) goes beyond
the end of the acrostic alphabet; it may be the concluding verse of a traditionist.
Despite the difference in form, it is very close to being a macarism: "his servants"
are those who lwlqis?m b6; Yahweh "redeems" (6d"t, ptcp.) them; they are not
condemned like the wicked and those ivho hate the righteous.r2

T\e l.tbseh (ptcp.) is the devout wushipper in the best sense; cf. the eschatologically
tinged verse Isa. 57:13b (and 57:lf.), which sets offtexts that are probably earlier:
*hafudseh 0i [God] shall possess the land, and shall inherit my holy mountain." Note
also Ps. 2:t2: 'oirA kol-b6sO b6 (construct!); these are clearly those who heed the
admonitions of the wise (w. 10f.) and thus escape (pen, v. l2a) the wrath of God.

In Sir. 5l:8b we find the same construct phrase in the only universal statement
within what is otherwise uo iadivld,ralized song of thanksgiving (w. l-12). In Nah.
l:7 it is dependent onyd/a', which in many passages from the Psalms refers to God's
loving care (e.g., Ps. l:6;37:18; 44:22[2]);94:ll).r3 Ps. 5:12f.(11f.), the hymnic
conclusion of a didactic individual lament, is in part equivalent to a macarism: those
who lr6sO bAk and 'dhbA i'mefti (v. 12[ 1l]) are those who have remained faithful to

12 Cf. D. Kellermann, "DUl{aidm l'ashAn)," TDOT, l,436.
13 Cf. W. Schottroff, *y1, jd' erkennen," THAT, 1,691-94.
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God in the face of rebellion (v. 1l[10]). Their reward is joy and rejoicing (cf. Ps.
63:8[7]; 6a:llll0l). In the hymnic verse Ps. 3l:20(19), habdsim bAk, "thcrr- who fear
thee," appear in apparent polemic contrast to "the sons of men" (cf. Ps. 23:5a), thus
constituting a minority (cf. Ps. 31:2[]). This religio-ethical sense is most clearly
developed in Ps. l7:7, where h6sim alone appears as the object of n6ita' in a unique
title ascribed to Yahweh (cf. Ps. 7:ll[0]). Here, too, may belong the absolute usage

found in the MT of Prov. 14:.32. If we reject the emendation based on the LXX, we

find a good parallelism: the wicked (raiA') perishes through his evildoing; tbe ltoseh
will be proven righteous even in death. Thus basA b- can stand for "religious devotion"
in general, without any apparent distinctive features.

2. nwl.r"seh in the Psalms. The term maltsi can be a simple predicate noun applied
to God (Ps. 91:2,9; 142:.6; cf. Ps. 14:6, mahsEhfi). It can be a nomen rectum after
"rock" (Ps. 94:22) or a nomen regens before 'oz (Ps. 71:7). The relationship can also
be defined by means of the lst person suffix, either singular (Ps. 6l:a[3]) or plural
(Ps. 46:2[1]; 62:9[8]). tn Ps. 62:9(8), the confession'"ldhim mall"seh-lldnfi spoken on
behalf of the community moti\xates the general exhortation "pour out your heart before
him." Immediately preceding we find the personal confession nuhst bE lohiz (Ps.
62:817D. Ps. 73:28b is a bit more expansive: iatti ba'dbnay YHWH maksi.

Like the verb, maltst is an element of many expressions for God's protection, power,
and deliverance. The syndeses vary only stylistically. The fabric of associations ex-
presses more than the individual word. The preferential placement of mahaseh at the
beginning or the end may be significant. Ps. 73 is especially clear in its structure,
which does not follow an external sequence or thematic logic but rather is guided by
the aim of thanksgiving. Therefore the psalmist can conclude with the statement that
his purpose is "to tell all the works of God" (Ps. 73:28b; cf. w. 2l-28a). In Ps.

73:27-28a and 14:6, makaseh is associated with the nearness of God, to the extent that
mankind not only do not cut themselves off from this nearness or trust passively in it,
but rather af6rm it deliberately ttrough their actions and attitude.

3. basAhobseh in Other Bool<s. a. Prayers outside the Psalter furnish essentially the
same picture. Whatever the dependence, if any, may be, they draw on the same

customs and linguistic habits. The relevant passages therefore have already been cited
in connection with the Psalms (Isa. 57:13; Nah l:7; Sir. 51:8; cf. Prov. 30:5).

b. The other contexts, primarily prophetic, are less stereotyped and are generally
easier to date than the Psalms. The woe oracle in Isa. 30:1-3 and the judgment oracle
in Isa. 28:14-22probably come from the time of Hezekiah The woe oracle, spoken
in the lst person by God, is directed against political and military reliance on Egypt.
The words used recall the Psalms: the leaders go to Egypt "to take refuge in the
protection of Pharaoh, and to seek shelter in the shadow of Egypf' (ld'67 bema'67
par'dh w"la!ts61b;El misrdyim, v. 2; cf. v. 3: hebisfit); what they get will be lb1iet
(cf. Ps. 3l:2[l;71:1) and liklimmt. In Isa. 30:lf., God complains that these plans are
"not mine," "not of my spirit"; the leaders have acted "without asking for my counsel."
Religious language is employed deliberately for conduct contrary to God's will.

7t
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Similar usage appears in the judgment oracle: they boast that they have made a
"covenant" (bri1, I.tdTeh [?]) with death and with Sheol; they have made lies their
refuge and taken shelter in falsehood: k? iqnnfr knfu makseni fibaiieqer nistdrnfi (lsa.
28:15). God threatens that he will establish justice and righteousness, sweeping away
the "refuge of lie.s" and the "shelter" with hail and water (v. 17).

In Joel 4: 16(3:16), by contrast, we find the accustomed meaning once more in what
is probably a late description of how Yahweh will judge the nations and protect his
people: "Yahweh is mahseh to his people, mi'62 to the people of Israel." In Isa.
14:32, whose genuineness has not been disproved, representatives of those seeking
foreigl coalitions receive the lapidary answer: "Yahweh has founded Zion, and in her
the afflicted of his people find refuge" (frbiyebsfi'"niryi'amm6; cf. [sa; 28:16). This
is the language and ideology of the Psalms. Faced with or fearing an acute threat,
they take comfort in the familiar hopes associated with the physical city of Jerusalem
and its temple, unrefined hopes that were often criticized (cf. esp. Jer.7:10 [nrl-
salnfi)-Li; 26:6; Mjc. 3: I l).1a

According to ZEph. 3:9-13, a roughly contemporaneous promise spoken by God,
the "humble and lowly" (cf. Isa. ll:4; 14:32: 26:6) remnant of Israel "shall seek
refuge in the name of Yahweh" (tfhasfi b"iEm YHWH; Zeph. 3:12; cf. Joel 3:512:321).
Isa. 25:4b, using the phrase mal.tseh mizzerem s?l mEbdreb @f. 14:32; Znph. 3:12) n
association with the language of the Psalms (cf. v. 4a with Ps. 46:2Ul;62:9[8]), brings
new life to an original image that has lost its force (cf. Sir. 14:27). The protection
expected from Yahweh constitutes the focal point. In Isa. 4:6, the same image is
actually weakened by rhetorical exaggeration.

In contrast to these unframed late eschatological passages, the situation of Jer.

17:14-18 (aconfession)isreasonablyclear. InJer. 17:17, "Benotaterrortome;thou
art 'my refuge' in the day of evil," mabsi has not only the antithetical parallel of
injury but also the prepositional situation *in the day ofevil." This is never the case

in the kalms (cf. Ps. 25:2O;31:2[l);71:1,7;91;2,9;94:22;142:6[5]). Here rnaf;s?
desigrates God as the means of escape from acute danger.

Prov. 14:26 is a crux. Despite all the syntactic problems (see the comms.), maltseh
stands in parallel with mibtah-'62, tlrc same combination found in the Psalms. Since,
however, the key word connection with v. 27 lrr;s probably influenced the meaning,
moltseh is explained as protection against the "snares of death" (cf. Prov. 13:14; Ps.
18:6[5]). Unlike in the Psalms, mal.tseh is not identified with God, nor is it in God;
it is instead the effect or consequence of the yir'a1 YIIWH, in that this fear preserves
life, i.e., protects against what can be imprecisely but comprehensively called "death."

IY. Theological Usage.

1. Since the use of this word group in the Psalns, which is limited to a few
schemata, cannot be arranged v'ith any assurance on the basis of date, literary geme,
or Sttz im Leben, any attempt to derive a chronological interpretation must therefore

14 Cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13 -39. OTL (Errg. trans. 1974), 47.
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begin with occurrences outside the Psalter and prayers. What seems to be the earliest
attested use is secular (Jgs. 9:15; possibly also Ps. 104:18 and Job 24:8 [archaizing]).
The genuine Isaiah passages already presuppose a well-defined theological meaning
for ltisi and its derivatives (Isa. 28:15,17-3O:l-3). The same is true for the prophetic
(Joel 4:16[3:16]) and eschatological texts, whether early (Zeph.3:12;Isa. 14:32) or
late (lsa. 4:6;25:4f.; 57:13). Even if the earliest relevant Psalms were to be assigned

a late date, the Isaiah passages just mentioned, together with Nah. l:7 and Prov.

14:26,32;30:5, make it likely that the theological usage, which is practically the only
usage attested in the Psalter, has a very long history. Isa. 30:1-3 would lose its point
if hasA did not have specific theological overtones.

2. Yery early texts stay close to the realm ofexperience and observation: Jgs. 9:15;
Ps. 104:18. This spontaneity is never totally lost; at least the fragmentary literary
documentation gives the impression that it can later spring to life in images and

metaphors: Job 24:8; Isa. 4:6; 25:4; possibly also Prov. L4:26. T\e problem is caused

by the stereotyped and formulaic language of the Psalms. Formalized prayer is per se

cultic, if the cult is not defined in very narrow terms. Recently, however, some scholars

have attempted to turn hash and the corresponding formulas in the Psalms into some-

thing like technical terms for specific cultic institutions, such as the right of asylum
as defined in sacral law.ls These attempts involve too much that is hypothetical and

suggestive. They appear to overlook the fact that one cannot simply think of a one-

way semantic street from cult to "spiritualization"; the opposite direction cannot be

excluded a priori.l6 Literary and iconographic evidence shows that many stereotyped

formulas can have roots far outside Israel.rT It can hardly be shown that the word
group ftasi and its associated formulas found their way into the language of Israel's

prayer only tlnough specific institutions. Finally, it is probably true that all languages

at some stage use conventional ideas from the realm of war, kingship, and cult (:
ritual) for their most important concerns.

3. Finite forms of ftdsd as well as mal.t"seh play a role in the semantic field that is
characteristic of the individual lament and the apparently related individual song of
confidence (Ps. I 1 : I ; cf . 37 :40) and thanksgiving (Ps. I 8:3,3 1[2,30] ; 34:9,2318,227;

73:28;94:22;118:8f.). Buttheyareneverelementsof thelament;theystandonthe
borderline between danger and deliverance, though still on the side of danger. Despite

the tendency toward leveling and assimilation in what are often long sequences of ill-
defined expressions and images, the group to which ftasd belongs maintains a certain
theologically relevant identity. The object in view is always some kind of enemy in
human form, apparently never impersonal perils like disease or natural catastrophe.
The only possible deliverance is God, as is stated by what are often long series of
apostrophes or predicates, using metaphors drawn primarily from the realm of war,

law, or cult. Usually God is mentioned directly; outside of the Psalms, we occasionally

rs Esp. Delekat.
16 Cf. Hugger, Jahwe meine Zufucht, 69-71.
r7 Cf. Bordreuil.
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find instead his name (znph. 3:12) or Zion, the city he founded (Isa. 14:32). Thus the
intellectual and affective horizon includes God, the worshipper himself and the devout
on behalf of whom he speaks or intercedes, and his enemies-all persons. The central
reference point is almost always the worshippea speaking in the lst person singular.
The preferred position of hfrshlnwfiaseh is at the beginning or end of the series, or
serving to interrupt the monotonous sequence. A human being is always the subject;
only God is the goal (this is especially clear in Ps. 143:9, if the conjecture of Delekatr8
l'eleyka has?fr'J is correct, instead of the unusual'eley[z kissif). Never in any of the
Psalms is any human being, place, or object viewed as the goar of refuge, not even
metaphorically. Never in the Psalms is the word group defined more precisely by a
specific terminus a quo, although neither is impossible a priori: cf. Isa. 4:6;25:4;
28:L5,17;ler. 17:l7b;Sk. 14:27;lQH 7:17 (wmfisy bir,ynly). None of thecomparable
occurrenoes in the Psalms is modified by a corresponding prepositional phrase (ps.
142:6[5); cf. Ps . 62:8U]; 7 t:7 ; 7 3:28; 9t:2; 94:22) . And the verb at leasr is never
associated with appended asseverative or reinforcing questions, as is often true in the
case of other verbs performing a similar function (cf., for example, ps. 27:l;56:5[4];
118:6).

The ltasdlmalt"seh group is set apart from words with similar meaning through an
(internal) semantic stereotyping that clearly began in the context of the Psalms. In
2s. 22:3, for example, not far from the verb'ehrseh and in a series of several
metaphors in which God is addressed as a protection and refuge, we find m"nfisi as
an element not occurring in Ps. 18:2f.(lf.), which is otherwise identical. The physical
sense of this related term is illuminated by the observation that min6s can also be lost
("chance for flight"; Am. 2:14; cf. Ps. 142:5[4];25:35) and almost always occun with
a prepositional phrase explaining what is being fled from, even when God is the goal
or place of minbs (Job 1l:20; Ps. 59:17[16]; Jer. 16:19).

More light is shed by several verbs and nouns that, although hardly formal parallels
to our word, sometimes appear in proximity or in connection with terms that charac-
terize its environment or are similarly constructed. These are above all batahlmibtah
(- npl balah [batach ), -+ il'tP qawd (Ps. 25:,5,21; 37:34; 62:6[5l;71:5), -- )n, yhl
(Ps.3l:25[24);71:14), + !t)l] bnki lctwktwtr] (ps. 33:20; Isa. 30:18; Zeph. 3:8).
Especially close is the participle of qdwi (cf., for example, ps.25.3,21).

The opposite of lgud is variously expressed, but always a fundamental antithesis is
involved, not iust an isolated failure: distance and infidelity (ps. 73:27f.). rebellion
(Ps. 5:llf.[Of.]), idolatry (Ps. 16:1,4; Isa.57:12-t3a), apostasy (Jer. 17:13).

Although it seems that originally the root was flexible and could be used in all
areas, physical, psychological, and theological, and although this innate variety may
never have been totally lost, as the citations from the prophets (probably secondary
with respect to the Psalms) show, the laws governing the composition of prayers
probably restricted its range of application, while at the same time intensifying and
fixing the meaning: in the Psalms, hasilmalfseh has lost the physical and psycholog-
ical elements of "flight," gaining in return an exclusive reference to yahweh in the

tE w, t4 (1964), 30.
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sense ofa fundamental decision for Yahweh over and above anything and anyone else,
whether made once for all or actualized in the face of specific dangers and temptations.
Although or because all the details have been eliminated, the verb above all can sum
up mankind's whole relationship to God, like our "be devout," and can be used in
eschatological texts. By using this word, the worshipper sets himself apart from those
who seek their good fontune without or in opposition to God and try to attract others
to their side; the element of personal confession is so strong that the noun appears
only once with the 3rd person singular suffix, in a statement reflecting the objectivity
of dogmatic theology (Ps. 14:6). In prayers, the word has become so exclusively
religious and theological that it admits no synergism of intermediaries between the
worshipper and God. The sense of human insufficiency presupposed and expression
in the semantic field lend an element of lament to the word group. Associated with
it as presupposition and consequence is an assurance ofGod's beneficence, his readi-
ness and ability to help. This gives the root a place in hymns and thanksgivings, and
explains why ttrc LXX works primarily with terms meaning "confidence."le

Gamberoni

1e Cf. Weiser.

Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning. II. Use in the OT: l. Qualitative: Practicing hesed; 2.
With'ebed; 3. Designating the Cultic Community. III. LXX, Maccabees. IV. Discussion.

I. Etymology, Meaning. The word lrdsfl, usually translated "godly" or "devout,"
is clearly derived from hesed. In Hebrew the qatil form sometimes produces adjectives
expressing a quality, such as sd'ir, "small," or ni'im, "pleasing," sometimes adjectives
with passive meaning, such as 'dsir, "prisoner," miiialt, "the anointed one," and
sometimes action nouns, such as 4dsii "harvest.'r The form hasV cbarly belongs to

hosid. W. A. M. Beuken, "Hasid: Gunstgenoot," Bijdragen, 33 (1972), 417-435; H. A.
Brongers, "De Chasidim in het Boek der Psalmen," ThT,8 (l953ljt4),279-297; J. Coppens,
"[.es Psaumes des tlasidim," Festschrift A. Robert. Travaux de tlnstitg Catholique de Parb, 4
(1957), 214-224; J. H. Eaton, Kingship and thc Psalns. SBf, N.s. 32 (1976); B. D. Eerdmans,
"Essays on masoretic Psalms," OTS, | 09A), rc5-296,esp. 176-257; L. Gulkowitsch, Die
Eruwicklung des Begrrffes Hasid im AT. Ada et commentationa lJniversitatis Tartuensis, B, 3214
(193$; L. Jacobs, "The Concept of F.rasid in Biblical and Rabbinic Literaturcs," JJS,8 (1957\,
143'154; A. R. Johnson, "Hesed and Hasid." Interpretationes adVetus Tbstamcntwn pertinentes.
Festschrift s. Mowinckel. NTT, 56 (1955), 100-ll2; J. Morgenstern, "The n"sioiu-wno
Were They?" HUCA,38 (1967), 59-73;H. J. Stoebe, ,\on hdxtd cilte,. THAT,I,600_621,
esp.618-620.

1 P. Joiion, Grammaire dc l'Hibreu biblique CDaT; repr. Rome, 1965), $88 E .
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the first group, thus designating a person who has or practices besed. lt occurs 32
times in the OT, of which 25 are in the Psalms.

II. Use in the OT.

l. Qualitative: Practicing fiesed. The meaning of the word can only be approximated,
since many occurrences furnish little information. Among the clearest is25.22:26
par. Ps. l8:26(Eng. v.25): 'im-ltasid tilhassad, "with the bs$U tllrcr.r dost show thyself
bfu?d"; in other words, God acts towards mankind as mankind acts towards God. In
parallel we find tdm?m, "perfect, blameless," and + 1)J nabdn "pure"; in antithesis
we find 'iqqZi, "pwerse," with the verb hilttuftl, "show oneself false." Thus ftasid
designates a desirable quality that is expressed in the mutual converse between God
and mankind; starting fuotn hese{, we can derive some such meaning as "gracious."
Ps. 43:1 points in the same direction, where the psalmist prays for help against g6y
ll'-bnsfl. The context shows that we are dealing here with an'ti-mirmiw"'awlh, a
deceitfrrl and unjust man. The psalmist's enemies are a "merciless and inhuman bunch.'z
Ps. 97:10 contrasts the basffim with the fia'im; although the text is not entirely
certain, it seems to state that the bs?.dim love Yahweh and hate evil.

In Mic. 7:2, the prophet laments that the btu?d and the upright (- ''tU2' ydidr)have
perished from the earth, and that everyone waylays ('Arab,.srid) his neighbor. The

b^d is thus ranked with the uprlght, in contrast to those who are treacherous and
bloodthirsty. The prophet's lament recalls Ps. 12:2(1), a lament that bewails the absence
of hds?d and'"mfinim ("faithful"); this is connected with the statement that the people
lie and speak with flattering lips (v. 3[2]). There is no reason to change basid into
hesed; the bAsid is the upright and faithfirl person who carries out his obligations to
the community.

An equally positive meaning attaches to hasfl in I S. 2:9, it the Song of Hannah,
where we read that Yahweh will guard the feet of his hs?dtm, whereas the wicked
(fiA'im) are cut off in darkness. The bastd is thus the opposite of the rdia', the
wicked or godless; he stands under God's special protection. A similar statement in
Prov. 2:8, *(God) preserves the way of his hsi6m," is not further illuminated by an
antithesis; but the context includes, in addition to the Wisdom terminology, such words
as miipdl, yaidn and tdm (+ dDi tmm).Its purpose is to document the help, protection,
and success vouchsafed those who walk according to his will.3

Only twice is God called bas?d. The fust passage, Jer. 3:12, where the statement

htuid ''ni is placed in the mouth of Yahweh, shows by its context that we are dealing
with a God who does not remain angry and who forgives sins. "Merciful" and "gra-
cious" are possible translations. In the second passage, Ps. 145:17, &dsid stands in
parallel with gaddq; the psalm speaks in general terms of Yahweh's graciousness and
providence.

2 H. Birkeland, Dic Feinde des Individuwru in der israelitischcn Psalmenliteratur (Oslo, 1933),
t66.

3 H. Ringgren, Sprilche, Prediger, das Hohelied, Klagelieder, das Buch Esther. ATD, XW
(21967\, t8.
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2. Wilh 'ebed. In 3 passages from the Psalms, bdsid appears to be more or less
synonymous with'ebed, "servant" (-- t:y 'aba0.The clearest is Ps. 86:2, where
the psalmist calls himself 'ebed and cites as justification for his prayer that his life be
preserved (idmar, nepei) the fact that he is l.tas?d (cf. Ps. 97:10, which states that
God preserves the life of the godly). The psalmist also describes himself as "poor"
('dni) and "needy" ('ebydn); he has enemies who are "insolent" ked) and "ruthless"
('aris) (v. 14). In Ps. 116:15, too, the context suggests identification of hAsA with
'ebed: v. 15 states that the life of the basid is precious in the sight of Yahweh, and in
v. 16 the psalmist calls himself "thy servant." The psalm appears to be a thanksgiving;
the psalmist has obviously been saved from death (w. 3, 8). Ps. 16:10 similarly gives
assurance that the basid of God will not "see the Pit," i.e., die. The speaker of this
psalm cannot be defined with assurance. The psakn has features of a thanksgiving,a
but also includes a vigorous renunciation of other gods.

Engnells considers the three psalms just cited to be royal psalms, seeing in the king
the servant and ftds?d par excellence. Eaton,6 too, considers these to be royal psalms
and describes the king as "God's pre-eminent covenant-fellow"7 Among the royal
psalms he also includes Ps. 4, where v. 4(3) contains the expression hipl6 YHWH

basid 16, "Yahweh has set apart a covenant-fellow [i.e., the king] fm himself." But
the text is not certain, and the reading htdA hasdd /6 (as in Ps. 3l:.22121l) seems

reasonable. This category would also include Ps. 89:20(19), if we follow certain
manuscripts (contra the versions) in reading the sg. hsi.dkfi.t

3. Designating the Cultic Community. The qualitative sense of hasid comes less to
the fore in a group of statements where the word appears as a term for the cultic
community. [n Ps. 50:5, the fis?fim to be assembled are identical with those who
"made a covenant with me by sacrifice," i.e., the covenant community, those who
take part in the covenant ceremony. InPs.79:2, "thy lt"sifim" are identical with "thy
servants," and in this communal lament both expressions must refer to the people of
Israel. It follows, however, that these "saints" share in the sin mentioned in v. 9; it
is unlikely that v. 2 refers only to an especially devout portion of the people. In Ps.
85:9(8), God speaks ial6m "to his people and to hishasi6m"; the next verse speaks

of "those who fear him." The "saints" are therefore the people, but at the same time
they are obligated to fear God.

In Ps. 148:14, the three expressions "the hsidim," "the people of Israel," and "his
people" ('qnno) appear to be identical. We are obviously dealing with participants
in the cult, who sing Yahweh's praises as representatives of the people. In Ps. 149: l,
also, "the assembly (qahal) of the fisi{im" that is called on to sing a new song is
identical with the "sons of Zion" and "Israel" of v. 2, and probably also with "his

a For a different view, see H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen. BK, XYll (51978), 120.
s I. Engnell, "The Book of Psalms," in his A Rigid Scrfiiny (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1969),

I 19f.
6 Pp. 66f.,79-81.
7 P. l5l.
E G. W. Ahlstriim, Pmlm 89 (Lund, 1959), 99f.; Eaton, l5l; see below, II.3.
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people" and *the 'oniwtm" of v. 4. The q"lwl bsifim is the cultic community repre-

senting the covenant nation that shares in tlrc l.tesed of its God. In vv. 5 and 9 the

word l.r"s?dim refers again to the cultic community; the *faithful" are to rejoice and

glorify Yahwetr" and will receive glory Qnflnr) through the judgment of Yahweh.

In Ps. 30:5(4), the hs?.dim are called on to praise Yahweh, i.e., to join in ttrc
thanksgiving hymn of the psalmist. Again, therefore, we must be dealing with the

cultic community assembled for an act of thanksgiving. The situation is similar in Ps.

52tl(9). Here the psalmist 'in the presence of the lt"s?dim," i.a., the cultic com-
munlty, expects his lament to be heard.

Here, too, belongs 2 Ch. 6:41, where Solomon says at the dedication of the temple:

"[rt thy priests, O Yahweh God, be clothed with salvation, and let thy hsifim rejoice

in thy goodness (t6D)." Here ltasi[im obviously refers to tbe assembled multitude, the

laity of the cultic community. Similarly hs?6m appears in Ps. 132:9,16 as the com-
plement to kbhnim; both terms together desigaate the entire temple community, here

shouting with joy.

Finally, Ps. 89:20(19), mentioned above, is obscure. According to the MT, Yahweh

speaks to tis bs?dm announcing the election of David. In this case the word could

refer to those present at the election of the king, once more a kind of cultic community.
Some manuscripts, however, read the singular, which would have to refer to the king.e

Of course the usage outlined here does not exclude the possibility that even in such

instances basQ bruars its root meaning and de.scribes, as it were, the ideal community.

lf fiaed is connected in some cases with the notion of the covenant, there may be

connotations of "faithfulness to the covenant" or "covenant fellow." On the other hand,

it seems out of the question tlnt hsidim might refer to a party or an especially

"devout" segment of the population.

IIII. LXX, Maccabees. In most cases, the LXX translates kasid as lrbsios. ln
2 Ch. 6:41, however, we find huioi theoil; in Jer. 3:12, eleiman; in Mic. 7:2, eulabds;

and in Prov. 2:8, eulabominoi autin.ro
In I Macc. 7:13, a grqrp among the Israelites is designated Asidaioi (i.e.,bs?dim);

their aim is to reach a peaceful accommodation with the Sydans. According to Gul-
kowitsch,ll this refers to "the whole nation fighting for religious freedom," not a

particular party of the devout. In 2 Macc. 14:6, on the other hand, Asidaioi refers
to the followers of Judas Maccabeus; according to Gulkowitsch,r2 this is the term by
which the nationalistic Jews prefer to call themselves. There can hardly be any doubt

that the word also had religious overtones, like *faithful (to the covenant)."

Ringgren

e See above, II.2.
ro Gulkowitsch, 30f.
tt lbid.,29.
t2 |ba.,30.
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Strangely enough, there is no firm evidence that the Qumran community usedbas?d
to refer to itself, although the "Essene" movement (Gk- EssZnoi, Aram. bsyn, lu'
[equivalent to bsyd)) is probably directly associated with the Hasidim movement of the
Maccabean period.t' It is even possible that the monastic settlement of the Essenes at

Qumran was called m+d hsydyn, "fortress of the saints," if this is the correct inter-
pretation of the Murabba'it letter from the period of Bar Kolfiba.la

ln a second letter (46:4), a certain Euphronius is described as living at En-gedi
(belonging to Qumran?) the life of a ltasd (text emended): he cares for the poor and
buries the dead.

The word occurs 4 times in llQPs". The psalmists consider themselves bsydym,
who in a special way document the glory of Zion and await God's reward. Probably,
however, these texts come from the proto-Essene phase of separation.ls Fu discussion
of the term used by the Essenes for themselves, see + 1n, ydl.rad.

Fabry

IV. Discussion. For earlier students of the Psalms, who considered a large number
of the Psalms to be Maccabean, @id was a term for the strict religious party that
opposed the Hellenists.l6 Kittel,l7 on the contrary, sees in the bsidm the circle of
those "living quietly in the countryside" or the especially devout, even in an earlier
period. Eerdmanslt similarily views the bsi6m as a party or group that sorght to be
especially devout, upright, and honest.

Gulkowitsch takes the opposite tack. According to him, hdsid was originally a term
for the cultic community; only later did it take on a rcligio-ethical colmation. Mor-
genslern suggests that in several postexilic Psalms bosi&m designates the whole com-
pany of the laity, the group called padfiqim in preexilic Psalms.

As was shorrn above, bsi6m often @ut not always) refers to the cultic community.
It can hardly be assumed, however, that such a term could be used withort any
qualitative content; from the outset, the word must have had a positive religioethical
meaning.

Ringgren

13 Cf. M. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974),l,25lf.
la P. Benoit, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, lzs grotta de Murabb'6t. DJD,2 (l%l), 45,6.
15 J. A. Sanders, The Psalns Sctoll of Qumrin Cave 11 (llQPsq). DJD,2 (l%5), 70.
16 A. F. Puukko, "Der Feind in den alttestamentlichen Psalmsn," OfS, 8 (1950), 47-65.
t7 R. Kittel, Die Psalmen. KAT, XU e.61929).
tE Pp. 176ff., contra Brongers.
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1Ol baser; 1Ql fiaser; aQfl fieser; lQit ftdser; 111on hesrin; liOnD nrufts6r

Contents: I. Etymology and Distribution: l. Outside the Bible; 2. OT; 3. Semantic Field;
4. Idioms; 5. LXX. II. Use in the OT: l. Concrete Usage; 2. Lack as Poverty; 3. Lack of
Understanding in Wisdom Literature; 4. Lack and Abundance in Correlation with Obedience
and Sin; 5. Piel as an Anthropological Term.

I. Etymology and Distribution.

l. Outside the Bible. The root ftsr is attested in all the Semitic languages, and there
is no serious debate about its meaning. The earliest occunences are probably Ugar.

biisr, 
*lack (verb)," and mfurn, "lack (noun)."r To date there are only 7 attested oc-

currences, mostly in economic texts.2 There is little to support Aistleitner's attempt
to intensiry the meaning "lack" into "be greedy for."3 In Old Babylonian texts we find
fiasdrulhesEru, "break off," "defoliate,'4 and basru(m) and fuussuru, "broken off"
(beser iinn7, "gap.toothed"s;. The word freslru means "something broken off" in
general;6 lgusirturn refers to a "b,roken reed.'' [n omen texts, the stative form ljaser is
used of "blunted" horns (par. "broken"8) or breastbonese or parts of the liver.lo In
secular usage, the verb means something like "crumble" pieces off a clay tablet or
millstone. In all these (rcclurences, the root designates something that is not in full
possession of all its usual characteristics.

The meaning appears also in Syr. lt"sor, "be lacking, perish, lose," and basird' ,

"lacking."rt In Mandaic, many (rccurences of ftsr point to the realm of sacrificial
language,l2 adding to 'lack" the nuance of 'be deficient." In Aramaic, the verb (in
combination with /e plus a pronominal suffix) means "lack."l3 The same is true of
Middle Hebrew in the Thlmud and Midrash.ra

The root also appears in South Semitic, where it is still used in a variety of mean-
ings: Arab. fiasira, "suffer loss, be lost," and its derivatives;ls OSA, "(remove from

I WUS, no. 1063; t/li no. 988.
2 Whitaker, 278,415.
t KTU, 1.6,2, 17; cf. CML, lll.
a AHw,1,329; CAD, VI (1956), 176.
5 H. Zimmern, Beitriige zur Kenntnis der babylonischcn Religion. Assyriologischc Bibliothck,

12 (l*ipzig, l90l),24, 31.
6 AHw, l, 342.
7 F. Thureau-Dangin,Textes mathimatiques babyloniens. UEOL, | (1938), tm,25.
8 E. Leichty, Thc Omen Serics Swnma lzbu. TCS, 4 (1970), 172,93.
e cAD.

ro AHw.
rr l,exSyr, 248.
t2 MdD, 151, 125b.
tt DISO, 941' lzxLingAratn, 66.
14 wrM,II, 9lf.
1s Wehr, 238f.
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the secular realm >) consecrate (a hierodule)";16 in personal names, "turn aside"'l7
Tigr. and Ge'ez fiasera, "be little," often with the emotional nuance "be sad, op-
pressed"'l8 thence Amhar. basen "diminish, decrease,"le w'th the noun'asar, "prr-
ury"; and Soq. $asrdn, "loss," ljisir, "poor pasfurage," and di-fi6sia "cheap.'ao

The Hebrew nouns lrese4 bdsen mabs6r, "lack," as well as l.tesr6n, "deficit"2l (the

laffer taken by Wagnet'2 to be an Aramaism), also have many correlates in the other
Semitic languages; for nwhs6n cf. the early Canaanite mafuzir, "need," parallel to food
and oil,23 and Pun. mbsr, "lackl'24

2. OT The root fur appears 57 times in the OT (plus 2 conjectural occurrences).
The verb ldsEr occurs 23 times (19 times in the qal, twice each in the piel and hiphil),
the adjective 17 times, the substs. fueser twice, l.tdser 3 tirnes (plus a conjectural
(rccurence in Prov. lO,21), l.tesr6n once, and mafis6r 13 times (plus a conjectural
occurrence in Jgs. 18:7, and lQH 15:16). In addition, Sirach uses the root 18 times
(6 as a verb, 12 as a subst.); in itself, this shows that we are dealing here with a term
popular in Wisdom Literature. The verb in the OT is fairly evenly distributed among
the various books (being found 7 times in the Pentateuch, 4 in the prophets, and 9 in
the Psalms and Wisdom Literature). But the fact that 13 of the 18 occurrences of the

adjective appear in Proverbs (with another in Ecclesiastes), and that 8 out of 13

occurrences of the subst. mo].u6r appear in Proverbs (plus 1 in the Psalms) shows the

clear association with Wisdom Literature: 35 out of 59 occurrences of the root. An
additional concentration appears in the Deuteronomistic literahrre, wittr 14 occurrenoes.

The verb ltisEr app,ars in various constructions in the OT. Besides an intransitive
qal with the meaning "be lacking" (cf. Gen. 18:28), the verb has a personal transitive
qal meaning "lack" (cf. Dt. 2:7i with min, Sir. 51:24). The piel has a causative sense

("deprive," Eccl. 4:8) or a comparative meaning (wilh min; "make less than," Ps.

8:6[Eng. v. 5]).5 The hiphil appears with a transitive causative meaning "cause to
lack, deprive" (Isa. 32:6) and an internally transitive msening "have (no) lack'(Ex.
16:18). The adj. fidsEr also varies between the meanings "someone who lacks some-
thing" (e.g., 1S. 21:16[5]), *that which is lacking" (fucl.6:2), and "lack" (Prov.

10:21).

3. Semantb Field. Tlrc semantic field "lack, be lessened" is covered by a range of
more or less synonymous verbs: hidal, "no longer be present, cease" (Dt. 15:l1; Jgs.

16 W. W. Miiller, 'Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebrdischen Lexikon," ZAW,75 (1963),
309.

17 RyNP, I, 105.
tB TigrWb,72a.
re W. Leslau, Hebrew Cognates in Amharic (Wiesbaden, 1969),93.
20 ldem, Izxiquc soqotri (Paris, 1938), 197, 184.
2t KgLr,325,541.
22 M. Wagner, Die lexilalischcn und grammatilalischen Aramaismen im alttestammtlichen He-

briiisch. BZAW,96 (1966), 57t.
23 8A287,16.
24 CIS, 165, 5; DISO, 147.
2s Cf. E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Zrrich, 1968), 73, 104.
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5:6f .); ne'Qar (niphal of 'dr l[I), "be missing" ( 1 S. 30: 19; Isa. 59: 15); negared niphal
of hay6, "be lacking" (Zec. 8:10); ma'a1, "be few" (Irv. 25:16), piel "become few,'
(Ercl. l2:3), hiphil "cause to decrease" (Ps. 107:38); sometimes also the niphal of
'dsap, "cease, decrease" (Isa. 60:20). In the case of nouns, the semantic field is also
represented by ba;;ari and ba;;dre1, *lack, lack of rain, drought.'6 Sirach alternates
lldsEr wrth gdraf,, "need" (8:9; 15:12; etc.; cf. 2 Ch. 2:15). Antonyms include such
terms as "possess" (bd'al l, yarai, nnhal), "have enough" GAba'), "be sufficient"
(1apaq [I), and "be plentitul" (rdb6, rdfu).

4. Idiorns. There is little range of grammatical construction in the OT. We find such
construct phrases as ltdsar laltem, "lack of bread" (2 s. 3:29), l.f sar lEfu (ll times in
Proverbs; I occurrence in l lQPf 154:7 , pal peti, "simp]rc" [cf. Prov. 9:4,16], similar
to nmhry lb, "agltast," IQH 2:9), and bsar tebfrnit, "lack of understanding,' (prov.
28:16). Sirach adds some further idioms: l.t"sar mdz6n, "lack of food" (Sir. lO:27);
hasar lir6i, "lack of wine" (31.27);bsar'6smi (41:2), ltasar lcball, ,,poweilessness"

(ll:12); fuasar 'dseq, "lack of employment" (38:24); and hsar b?nd, *lack of under-
standing," "foolishness" (47:23). In such phrases hasar can be replaced by,An; cf.
Prov. 17:16; Jer.5:21; Hos. 7:11.

5. lX(. The root is translated in a variety of ways by the LXX. Most common are
forms of d6ornai, "lack, need" (27 times). Also common are forms of elattonein, etc.,
"lose, get less" (19 times), andhysterein, "be lacking." Occasionally we find aporein,
"be at a loss" (Prov. 31:11), or for the piel steriskein, "deprive" (Eccl. 4:8). For the
hiphil we frnd kenon poiein (Isa. 32:6), and for the noun ft1ser, hHeipsis (Dt. 28:48).
The Hebrew idiom fisar-lZb is rendered by al<irdios (Prov. 10:13; cf. Sir. 6:20) or
ilphrbn (Prov. 10:21; 17:18).

II. Use in the OT. The roughly 77 occurrences in the OT are distributed about
equally among secular, religious, and theological contexts.

l. Concrae Usage. In concrete contexts, the root simply indicates that something
or someone is not present. This usage does not represent a fundamental condition; the
verb above all can be used to designate the inchoative transition to this condition. This
is the case in the P account of the Deluge (Gen. 8:3b,5), where it is not so much the
case that the waters are "lacking" as that they "abate" (fsr), as is clear from the
parallel expressions n J (ifrb, lrulnk, qll, "recede" [w. 3b,8,ll] and the antonyms
rab6, gabar, "increase" [7:18]).

A similar diminution is expressed by the verb in the context of the miracle at
Zarcphath the supply of meal is not "spent" (l@h) and.the oil does not "ful" (hdsEr
wrth iemen as its semantic subject, I K. 17:14,16), so that the widow continues to be
supplied with her necessary food.27

26 KBL,,143.
27 For a discussion ofthe polemic against idolatry contained in this passage, see L. Bronner,

The Snries of Elijah and El*ha as Polemics against Baal Worship. POS, 6 (1968), 83.
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Lack implies a want of something necessary such as bread (lebem), oil (iemcn), or
wine gruyin, tir6il.a When these basic foodstuffs are lacking (as in the case of a long

siege: Ezk. 4:17; cf. Dt. 28:57), human life itself becomes marginal. Therefore even

early Wisdom passages warn against the dangers of laziness and extravagance, which
lead to lack ofbread (Prov. 12:9; cf. also Sir. 10:27b), whereas tilling the land produces

plenty of bread (1a[a', Prov. 12:ll). To be without bread spells certain death; thus

David can threaten the house of Joab with this as a curse (2 5.3:29; cf. Dt. 28:48,57),
and equate its effects with a discharge (zab itme;drd'), fragility ("he who walks with
a cane"), or death by the sword.

Amos (or one of his disciples) takes fame (called euphemistically "cleanness of
teeth") as a plague sent by Yahweh intended to evoke repentance and return (- :tu
;;p; Am. 4:6); it has the same warning function as drought (v. 7), harvest failure (v.

9), or plague, war, and disaster (w. l0f.). Reventlow's interpretation of this passage

on the basis of a cursing ritual2e carries slight conviction. In addition, wine and oil
are luxury items, so that their lack can be understood as a diminution of the quality
of life and of a high standard of living. For Ecclesiastes it is thus a sign of joy in
lifdo to see no lack (hasZr) of oil for one's hak, i.e., to use it abundantly (Eccl. 9:8).
Sirach asks the hedonistic question of whether life has meaning when there is a lack

of wine (Sir. 31:27). Such a lack occasions mourning, since oil and wine were created

for the joy (lgil) of mankind.
The description of the dancing Shulammite in Cant. 7:3(2) is obscure: "Your navel

is a rounded bowl that never lacks mixed wine.'8r Rudolph and Wiirthwein consider
this statement a bawdy "euphemism for sexual intercourse," but others (e.g., Gerle-
man) deny that there are any erotic overtones, citing Egyptian reliefs that emphasize

the navel. Perhaps the abundance ofspiced wine is to be understood after the analogy
of Sirach as a parabolic synecdoche for perfection of form, just as in the parallel verse

the color of wheat is to be understood as a reference to the Near Eastern ideal of
beauty.32

It is to the credit of the capable wife and a sign of her industry, vigor, and wisdom
that her husband has no lack of "gain" (iahl, kov. 31:11). The interpretation offered
by Thomas,33 "and wool is not lacking [to her]," is to be rejected because it requires

textual emendation.
Lack of strength (hsr lcwhl'smh) is the cause of much evil (Sir. ll:12; cf. 4l:2).

This lack of strength can be due to drunkenness (Sir. 31:30) or overwork ('dmal, 3l:4).
According to Sirach, this dilemma is typical of the human situation. The lazy, the

hasty (Prov. 21:5), and the idle talker (Prov. 14:23) come to want, while diligent labor

28 Cf. ArrS, IV, V.
2e H. Reventlow, Das Amt des Prophaen bei knos. FRIANT,80 (1962), 75-m.
30 E. Wtirthwen, Die fi$ Megilloth. HAT, XVIU e1969), 112tr.
3r H. Ringgren, Sprilche, Prediger, das Hohc Lied, Klagelieder, das Buch Esther. ATD, XYI

(21967\,284tr.
32 Y. Zapletal, Der Wein in der Bibel. BSt, 2Oll (1920).
33 D. W. Thomas, "Textual and Philological Notes on Some Passages in the Book of Prov-

erbs," Wisdom in Isracl and in thc Ancieru Near East. Festschrift H. H. Rowley. SY7, 3 (1955),
29tt.
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brings profit. But the one who works his fingers to the bone will perish for lack of
strength. [n contrast to this common experience, we find the higher wisdom that only
lack of (i.e., freedom from) labor (l.tsr 'sq), relief from the tasks of everyday life,
constitutes the root of wisdom (bokm6, Sir. 38:24). Similar statements are made in an
Egyptian taunt song mocking manual laborers, the nineteenth-dynasty Instruction of
Duauf.r In this situation, the sense of "need" conveyed by fuasEr is turned into its
opposite for the sake of irony.

We occasionally find l.tdsEr in the context of hospitality.3s The mast€r of the house
considers it of the utmost importance that his guests lack nothing ('0n mahs6r kol-
dnbar); he provides lodging, food, drink, and escort.36 Conversely, it is disgraceful to
refuse hospitality, so that one's guest must be responsible for his own needs (bread,
wine, straw, fodder); the disgrace is not lessened if an old man, even a stranger (gZr),
takes on this obligation (Jgs. l9:9f.). Only the "atrocity of Gibeah" (Jgs. l9:22f)
could exceed such a disgrace. The faithful Israelite felt an obligation of hospitality on
account of the hospitality he had received from Yahweh at the time of the exodus:
"These forty years Yahweh your God has been with you; you have lacked nothing"
(16' hasrtd ddfun Dt.2:737). Since it is an insult to refuse hospitality, Pharaoh assures
himself that Hadad is not departing because he has lacked anything (l K. ll:22),
especially since the hospitality described here had far surpassed the usual measure,
involving the gift of lodging, food, and even land ('eret) (v. l8).

For the lack (lpsEr) of persons, cf. the number of righteous persons necessary to
spare a city from God's judgment (Gen. 18:28), as well as the sarcastic question asked
by Achish of Gath "Do I lack madmen, that you have brought me this fellow [David]?'
(1 S. 21:16[5]).

Finally, the numerical element appears clearly in the maidl of Eccl. 1:15: "What
is crooked cannot be made straight, and what is lacking (lresr6n) cannot be numbered."
Dahood3t interprets the hapax legomenon ltesr6n as "deficit" in mercantile bookkeep
ing, following Ehrlich.3e This interpretation is most unlikely, however, since the par-
albl m"'uwwd1, "what is crooked," prohibits such a reading of the text. It is more
likely that we are dealing with a sententious generality stating that what is disordered
and lacking in the world is an unalterable element of reality.4

2. l,ack as Poverty. In a large number of occurrences,lds1r moves into the semantic
field of "poverty," where it appears more or less synonymously-or at least with linle
apparent semantic contribution of its own-alongside -+ l)tIN'e|y6n l'ebhy6n), +

34 N{ET!, 432-34.
3s Cf. H. Rusche, "Gastfreundschaft im AT, im Spiitjudentum und in den Evangelien unter

Beriicksichtigung ihres Verhiltnisses zur Mission," 7*tR, 4l (1957), 170:76.
36 st.-B.,IY 565-571;ArlS, VI (1939), 129-145, esp. t42.
37 Cf. IL4.
3t M. Dahood, "The Phoenician Background of Qohelet," Bibt, 47 (196),264-282, esp.

266.
3e A. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebriibchen Bibel (repr. Hildesheim, l%8), VI, 58.
40 Cf. O. Loretz, Qohelet und der alte Orient (Freiburg, 1964), 125, and W. Tirnmerh, Pre-

diger, ATD, XVJ, in loc.
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)l aat, + 'l!l 'ani, or -+ tr?]''t rdi.ar Wisdom Literature above all likes to make use

of the root in this sense, setting it in opposition to the hiphil of rdbk, "(cause to)

increase" (Prov. 22:16), mbtdr, "profit" (Prov. 14:23; 21:5), the hiphil of 'Aiar, "b
rich" (Prov. 2l I7), hbn, "wealth" (Prov. 28:22), and'oien "wealth," n"frisim, "pos-

sessions," and kabfu, "honor" (F*cl. 6:2). The teachers of wisdom inquire into the

causes of "poverty" primarily in order to prevent self-inflicted poverty. This is true

especially when the roots fu4 rwJ, and skn are used.42 In this case, tsr designates

poverty primarily in the purely socio-economic sense of being without possessions

(as the etymology suggests), without any ethical overtones 1-+ h dal). Among the

reasons cited for this kind of poverty are laziness (Prov. 6: lof.; 24:.33f.) , talkativeness

(Prov. 14:23), extra\agance and luxury (Prov. 2l:17), and careless haste (Prov. 21:5).

The religious perspective can also enter this realm: the supernatural principle of
justice sees to it that parsimony (understood as hardheartedness toward those in need)

and jealous acquisitiveness fail of their goal (cf. Eccl. 4:8) and ultimately lead to the

opposite, impoverished want (&sr Ptov. ll,24;28:22). On the other hand, the one

who fears God 1-+;1t ydr?', Ps. 34:10[9]) and is merciful ("he who gives to the

poot," n6len ldrdi, hov. 28:27) need fear no want (nwbs6r). Here, however, we note

that lasEr poverty (especially outside the context of Wisdom Literature) could some-

times be thought of as undeserved. This is true for the Deuteronomist (Dt. 15:8) in

the case of the 'efuy6n who has need (tsr) and thus comes within the protective

regulations of the iemilli ordinance (Dt. 15:Itr ).
Like famine (!.t"sar lehem),a3 lack of possessions can be traced directly to Yahweh.

Together with hunger, thirst, and nakedness it can be the substance of the curse that

will befall lsrael in case of disobedience (Dt. 28:48). Thts l.toser-kol will be so cata-

strophic that women will devour their newborn children together with the afterbirth
(Dt. 28:57).

Poverty and hunger enter into people's souls, so destroying them inwardly that one

can say of the 'Ani that his soul is a nepei bsEr6, par. medu@dk (Sir. 4:2f.). These

psychical and physical (bsar kbab, "powerless," Sir. 11:12) effects mean that the

'dni teeds special care. Only a fool would disregard this need, depriving the thirsty

of drink Oabir, par. hafiq, "leave unsatisfied," Isa. 32:6 [a Wsdom interpolation];
cf.. mdna' mattdn, "keep back the gift," Sir. 4:3). It is precisely these effects of l.teser

that prevent Qoheleth (subj. uncertaina) from freely choosing such poverty and "de-
priving [himselfl of pleasure" (melpssEr'e1-napii mi1y6[h, Eccl. 4:8; causative ha-

bitual pielas), above all when there is no heir to inherit the wealth that has been saved.

Even someone who "has literally everything" ('Anennfi ltdsEr lenepi6, Er,cl.6:2f

4r Cf. T. Donald, "The Semantic Field of Rich and Poor in the Wisdom Literature of Hebrew

and Accadian," OrAnt, 3 096/.),27-41.
42 Cf. A. Kuschke, "Arm und rcich im AT mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der nachexi-

lischen Zeit," zAw, 57 (1939), 44, 47.
a3 See above, II.1.
e Cf. Loretz.
a5 Cf. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'e|,83.
6 For a different interpretation, see M. Dahood, "Qoheleth and Northwest Semitic Philol-

ogy," Bibl, 43 (1962),357t.
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he could wish does not have the power to enjoy it, since God as lord of all things can
dispose as he likes. Thus in the very apportionment of hasEr and'6ier God's unim-
peachable righteousness is shown. It is his intent to lead his chosen people to a place
where there is no maks6n i.e., where they can dwell in security (.iql) and gain wealth
$tdrai 'e;er) (Jgs. l8:7 conj.; the text is a matter of much debatetT).

Finally, poverty and hunger exhibit yet another social effect, in that they exclude
the person affected from society, make him barren (gahtfrd), and are thus able to cut
him off from his descendants (Job 30:3).

3. Inck of understanding in wisdom Literatwe. Lack of understanding, insight, and
logic is often cited to account for inexplicable and faulty human conduct. More than
20 times (only in wisdom Literature), l.tdsEr appears in combination with rcb, fbfia,
bini 1+ l\ bin), or hobni (+ E)n bAkan lchAkhanl Itr.l), in the semantic field of
rationality, insight, and intelligence.4 In this context it refers pnmarily to an intel-
lectual defect, foolishness (like + )tO: ft"si/, "stupid," -, )rlN 'ewil I'evilf ,..fool,"+ ))o sdkil, "foolish," + lll nabat, ..fool," and + ,IlD pe1i, ..simple"). The fact
that the phrase fiasar da'a! does not occur (cf. however yftsr md' , Sir. 3:13) does not
mean that l.t"sar lEfu can be defined as a purely intellectual deficiency. In Sir. 35:12
(text disputed), l.rasar lEb cat appear in direct antithesis to yir'at'el, "tlrc fear of God,"
a human characteristic transcending the purely intellectual realm (+ NT y[r?,).o

The multiplicity of meanings conveled by + I) /ZDso lends complexity to the
meaning of hsar lZb. For example, it can mean the lack of a sense of responsibility
(Prov. 6:32; 10:13), simple stupidity (Prov. 10:21; ll 12;24:30, par. ,d;El, ,,leu.y,,),

foolishness (Prov. 7:7;9:4,16, par. Wfr, "easily led astray,,' l2:ll), and carelessness
(Prcv. 17:18, in giving a pledge). In such contexts the common rendering "heart-
less(ness)" is quite misleading, putting far too much stress on the emotional sphere;
hsr lEb never means emotional coldness but rather thoughtlessnesssr (prov. 6:32;
ll:12; l2:ll; Eccl. 10:3). In Prov. 7:7, ltasar lEb means the juvenile thoughtlessness
of the innocent youth, much as ftsr nd' (Sir. 3: 13) refers to senility (cf. Sir. 3:12; prov.
23:22).

The theological relevance ofthe phrase fiasar lEl appears especially in the passages
in Wisdom Literature wherc lEb-as in Egyptian Wisdom-refers to the center of
anyone who lives his life with conscious purpose, the seat of the will.s2 It is here that
the divine word is heard.53 In this sense, the lack of tEb can transcend intellectual
deficiency and rcfer to a person's inability to perceive God's binding will. Thus in wise

47 Cf. J. Gray, Joshua, hdges, Ruth. NCBC (1967 repr. 1986) in /oc. and v. 10.4 For a discussion of the semantic field, see T. Donald, "The Semantic Field of .Folly' in
hoverbs, Job, Psalms, and Ecclesiastes,', W, 13 (1963), Zg5-2y2.

4e cf. J. Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT. AnBibl, 25 (1965); L. Derousseaux, l,a qainte de Dieu
dans l'AT (Paris, 1970); H. P. Stiihli, 'N.'t'yy' fiirchten," THAT, 1,765-779.

ro Cf. F. Stolz, "t) lEb Herz," THAT, I, g6l-67.

:l H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. rrans., philadelphia, lg75), 48.
52 Stolz, THAT, l,863.
13 wolff, Anthropology of the or, 53; cf. Instruction of ptahhotep 534-563, ANE9 , 414; Dt.

4:29, etc.: RAR, 297.
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men ('ari7 kb, Job 34: l0), heart and tongue stand in harmony.s The first thing that

happens to someone without l?b is that he loses control of his tongue (Eccl. 10:3).

His sense of the right way vanishes, and he loses his inward orientation (Prov. 15:21).

He thus lacks stability and becomes divorced from ethics and morality. In addition to

"lack of knowledge" he now suffers from "lack of conscience." The fool falls victim
to adultery (Prov. 6:32), self-righteous hubris (Sir. 16:23), and finally death (Prov.

10:21). tt is the sense of these consequences that is lost when /?b is lacking.55 This

background gives us a deeper insight into what is meant when people say to the

Pharaoh: "May your heart be with you and not leave you!"s6

Thus the range of meanings of f;osar /?D extends from the innocent mental incapacity

of youth or old age through intellectual stupidity and irresponsibility to unprincipled

amorality. Whoever falls victim to this lack of conscience is no longer able to heed

the instruciion of wisdom and is irretrievably lost.
The phrase fisar f bfini also designates a moral deficiency: the ruler so characterized

lnag?$ becomes an oppressor (Prov. 28:16). The baneful influence of Rehoboam on

his people is also traced to lt"sar bini (Sir. 47:23). Finally, lack of knowleAge (da'al)
makes all wisdom (bokmi) impossible (Sir. 3:25). When nepei is wanting, mankind

loses hope (Sir. 14:2?).

4. Lack and Abundance in Conelation with Obedience and Sin. Lack in its various

forms ls also accommodated to the schema of reward and punishment, in that a

correspondence is worked out between abundance and obedience on the one hand,

lack and sin on the other. Most often we find the idea that lack follows as a necessary

consequence of sin or is brought about by Yahweh. In the proverbial wisdom of ancient

Israel, the diligent laborer is rich, whereas the lazy person suffers want (Prov. 14:23;

2l:17). Other causes of lack (hunger and poverty) can include greed (Prov. ll:24),
unconsidered hastiness (Prov. 21:5; 28:22), and wickedness (rJ', Prov. l3:25: cf. 10:3).

Deuteronomic parenesis pictures this correspondence, brought about by Yahweh, in
extreme terms: failure to obey the Torah will result in hunger, thirst, nakedness,

subjugation, and want of all things (Dt. 28:48), to the point that under wartime

conditions women will envy each their afterbirth (Dt. 28:57).57 In Ezekiel's vision of
the siege of Jerusalem, the people lack bread and water, and waste away under their
punishment (Bzk. 4:17; w. 12-15 [secondary] speak of unclean bread). Jeremiah

ascribes lt"sar ldl to disobedience toward Yahweh expressed in idolatry but the people

in the Egyptian diaspora find its cause in neglect of the cult of Anahita, the queen of
heaven (Jer. 44:18).

On the other hand, there are certain expressions of faith that help protect against

lack. For example, the fear of Yahweh (yarE', Ps. 34:10[9]) and the act of seeking

s Ptahhotep 526-532; cf. H. H. Schmid, Wesen und Geschichre der Weishcit. BZAW' l0l
(1966), 205.

s5 F. H. von Meyenfeldt, Het Haart (LEB, LEBAB) in het OT (lriden, 1950), 164.
s6 urk.,Iv, ll7.
57 See above, II.2.
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hrl,r (darai , v. I 1[ l0]) count as certain means of avoiding want. This idea undoubtedly
derives from wisdom (cf. Prov. 28i27),sE where we find the principle that social
conduct such as generosity to the poor will protect the giver against want.

The keeping ofthe torah of Yahweh, however, is not always a guarantee in itselfof
escaping want. Freedom from want and deprivation is ultimately the gift of God. A
sense of this dependence dominates the faith of the Israelites from the time of the
exodus on. It is stated 7 times, 4 of which use ftdsZr. God's help and care protect Israel
from any lack during its wanderings, so that each Israelite is able to gather a sufficient
quantity of manna (Ex. 16:18). For forty years, Yahweh's blessing (brlr) showed itself
in his being with (',nx ) and knowing (yada') his people, so that they lacked nothing
(Dt. 2:7 [secondary?]);5e cf. Neh. 9:21f., where.hoszr is understood primarily as lack
of food and drink. The negation of all lack (par. miskEnu!, ..scarcity,,' Dl. g:9) is a
characteristic of the promised land.@ This knowledge, based on the events of the
exodus and occupation, is concentrated in the confession of ps. 23:l: "yahweh is my
shepherd, I shall not want." In this hymn of confidence-probably cultic-the psalmist
takes the image of the shepherd (- ;'tXt rd'eh) from an ancient tradition that may
go back to the religion of the patriarchs,6l where it is linked with the elements of
promise and assistance (being *with,- 'im; cf. ps. 23:4 and Gen. 49:24 Ul; 4g:15
[E]). Thus the epithet itself conveys the motif of trust and confidence. The rare
metaphor of Yahweh as the good shepherd (cf. ps. 2B.9;8o:21l) is elaborated exten-
sively in the consolation oracles of the exilic prophets (Isa. 40:10f.; Jer.23:3;Ezk.
34:llf.; Mic. 4:6-8). The image of the shepherd's occupation (e.g., Ezk. 34:l-4) fills
the phrase 16' 'eltsar "I shall not want," with a richness of meaning, the more so
because the metaphor is enhanced by being applied to yahweh. The statement /d,
'elaar means a security based on God's promise, that enjoys his guidance, protection,
care, deliverance, and presence.62

The negation of want as a consequence of God's protective presence appears as an
element in the exilic prophecy of consolation, as Isa. 5l:14 shows: the prisoner is
freed, he will live and have no lack of bread. The literature of the exile is nevertheless
remarkably restrained in its use of the term basen a restraint that comes from the
palpable misery both material and spiritual, of this period. Is there perhaps too much
of the coloring of wisdom in our term? In lQH l5:16, an absence of want is mentioned
alongside eternal salvation and perpetual peace as characterizing the age ofsalvation.63

5t H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen. BK, )1^Vll (s1978),271.
5e J' G. Pltiger, Literarlcritische,formgeschichtliche und stilkritische lJntersuchungen zwn Deu-

teronomium. BBB, 26 (1967), 54.o G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschbhtliche Srudien 4tm Deuteronomiwn. BWANT,93t5/l3l (lgil),
304.

5r 
,Cf. V' Maag, "Der Hirte Israels: Eine Skizze von Wesen und Bedeutung der Viiterrel!

gion," SchThU, 28 (1958), 2-28.
62 W. E. Gtissmann, "Der Wandel des Goftesbildes in den Ubersetzungen des 23. Psalms,"

MThZ, 5 (1954), 276-288.
63 cf. H. J. Kandler, "De Bedeutung der Armut im schrifttum von chirbet eumran," Jud,

13 (1957),193-209, esp. 201f.
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' 5. Piel as an Anthropological Tbrm. Ps. 8:6(5), the key passage fo,r the doctrine of
mankind as the image of God,e uses the piel of l.tdsEr as an anthropological term.

Unfortunately, the other occurrences of the piel cannot be used to define the meaning

more precisely, since the piel of lasEr is itself ambiguous.6s The definition of human

nature in Ps. 8:5f.(4f.) must be seen in combination with Job 7:17; l5:.14f.; and Ps.

144:3f., all of which (cf. Gen. 1:26f.) take as their point of departure the question of
human nature (m6: e nbi).6

In Ps. 8 we are probably dealing with a hymn praising God in his majesty for
condescending to mankind.6T Its cultic function is unclear.6 The interpretations of w.
5f. (4f. ) have been a matter of debate since the LXX and Vulg . , which interpr et ' " l6htm

as angels and find in the hymn a mythologizing likening of the human world to the

angelic world ofthe heavenly court.@ But this interpretation does not yield a precise

meaning for the statement ,natfl.tasserZhit me'ay m?'"l6him, since the hierarchy of the

heavenly court is itself not clearly defined. If, however, we interpret '"l6him as "God,''o
we are dealing here in the ftsr statement with a more explicit statement of mankind's

hierarchical position relative to God; v. 5(4) is a statement about human nature.Tr In
comparison with the superiority of God, Ltsr m'1 describes human nature as lower;

mankind is described as "almost divine."72 The following verses seek to describe not
only the nature but also the function of mankind, using royal terminology. A primary
theme of our Psalm is mankind's role as God's mandatory in the created world,73 which
they governTa at God's behest.7s Their special place is defined by God's having made

them only a little lower than God himself, while still prohibiting them from "being
as God." Thus mankind's nearness to God both distinguishes them from the rest of
creation while still preventing their identification with God. The slight distance ex-
pressed by l.tsr m't prohibits lsrael from identiffing the king with God, after the manner

64 K. L. Schmidt.
5s Jenni, Das hcbriiischc Ptel,73, lO4.
66 See esp. W. Zimmerli, "Was ist der Mensch?" Giittinger Universitktsreden, 44 (196l.) :

his Studien zur Alttestamentlichcn Theologie und Prophetie. Gesarrurclte Aufsiitze, 2. ThB, 5l
(1974), 3ll-324; and M. Hengel, " 'Was ist der Mensch?' " in Probleme biblischer Theologie.
Festschrift G. von Rad (Munich, l97l), 116-135. See also F. Maas, "d,1$'dlnm l'AdhAm),"
TDOT, 1,82; T. N. D. Mettinger, 'Abbild oder Urbild? 'Imago Dei' in traditionsgeschichtlicher
Sicht," ZAW, 86 (1974), 4O3-424; L. Scheffczyk, ed., Der Mensch als BiA Gottes. WdF, 124
(1969); K. Gouders, "Gottes Schiipfung und der Auftrag des Menschen," BiLe, 14 (1973),
164-180.

67 K. L. Schmidt inDer Mewch als Bild Gottes, ed. Scheffczyk, 39.
6E Kraus, BK,){Yll,66.
6e Gross, Kraus, Jenni, Zimmerli, Hengel.
70 Cf. Jerome: pau)o minus a Deo.
71 Cf. G. von Rad, OT Theol., I (Eng. trans., New York, 1962), 145: "created in the form

of Elohim"; J. A. Soggin, "Zum achten Psalm,"AST1, 8 (1970-71), 106: "he lacks only a little
of being divine"; similar interpretations in Wolff, Anthropology of the OT, 16l, and Buber.

72 J. Ridderbos, De Psalmen. COT (1955),74.
73 Caspari, von Rad, Horst.
7a Wolff.
7s Zimmerli.
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of the rest of the ancient Near East. At the
immediately near to God. The royal tradition
by the NT and ap,plied to the exalted Christ,
I Cor. 15:27).76

Fabry

76 Cf. Gouders, BiLe, 14 (1973), 179.

l)fl papaz; t\t?D hippazin

Contents: l. Root, Meaning; 2. Synonyms, LXX; 3. Use in the OT;4. hippazin.

l. Root, Meaning. The root bpz (cf. Arab. hafoza, "spur on, agitate") serves in
general as a term for panic and hasty flight. The two aspects cannot be separated,
since someone in a state of panic longs to flee, and someone who is fleeing is more
or less panic-stricken. All of the or occrurences include both aspects; but the qal
emphasizes panic, qal emphasizes panic, while the niphal emphasizes flight. The verb
occurs 6 times in the qal, 3 times in the niphal. The noun hippaz6n occurs 3 times.

2. Sytonyms, LW. Tlrr., meaning *be afraid" is shared by bpz, rkk, ydrE' , and,draq.
Accordingly, we find all four words used more or less synonymously in Dt. 20:3 and
IQM 10:4. In lQM 15:8 we also find l.ttt as a parallel. The niphal of ftpz appears in
Ps. 48:6(Eng. v. 5) with tmh andbhl, in Ps. 104:7 with nis.

The LXX offers various translations: for the qal, we find aisthdnonai (only in Job
40:23 ft bpz;r Synrrachus uses *ataptisZstnail, ltestasis, ttumbAomai, spefid\, and
phobiomai; for the niphal, diliab, sateuotnai, and skepizomai. For lippAzin we find
spoudE and taracl€, "confusion."

3. Use in the OT Concretely, hdpaz is used in a comment interpolated into the story
of the murder of Ishbosheth: when Mephibosheth was a child, his nurse fled with him,
and because the flight was hasty (bl.topzah lanis) she dropped the child and he
became larne (2 S. 4:4). Equally concrete is 2K. 7:15: the Syrians fled so hastily
from the siege of Samaria that they discarded their garments and weapons along the
way. The kethibh here has behEltapezfun, ttrc qere, beltopzdm-a difference in nu-
ance but not in basic meaning. David was almost caught when he fled from Saul and
Saul's men (neftpaz talekct min), but the Philistine attack interrupted the chase (l S.
23:26). Ps. 48:6f.(5f.) describes the panic and hasty flight of yahweh's enemies when

same time, it shows that mankind is
in the background of Ps. 8 is adopted
the eschatological king (He. 2:6-9; cf.

1 Cf. J. F. Schleusner, Novus thesaurus philologico-criticrs (London, 21829); l*xHebArurn.
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they saw Mt. Zion (cf., for example, I S. 14:15; Ps. 46:7ff.[6ff.]; 114:1ff.; Isa.
17 : l2f . ; 29:5f . ; 33:3).

The Israelites are called on not to fear their enemies in battle, because God fights
on their side to give them victory (Dt. 20:3; the collocation of synonyms is discussed

in I above; cf. IQM l0:4; 15:8). Whoever thinks he has been deserted by God (Ps.

3l:231221) or his fellows (Ps. 116:11) is overcome with consternation. The fragmen-
tary text of lQH 12:19 probably says much the same. In Job 4O:-23, |pz stands in
contrast to balab. Behemoth does not need to flee in panic from the flood: he is mighty
enough to stand calmly in the river.

The niphal of f;pz stands in parallel with nis.' at Yahweh's rebuke, the personified
(but not deified) waters ofthe abyss fled to their appointed place (Ps. 104:7).

4. hippazin. In all 3 of its occurrences, the noun hippazdn alludes to the exodus

from Egypt. The eating ofunleavened bread in haste at the Passover is connected with
the hasty flight out of Egypt (Dt. 16:3), when the people took ttrcir dough with them
in their kneading bowls before it had been leavened (Ex. 12:34). Unleavened bread is

baked quickly (Gen. 19:3). According to R the Passover lamb is to be eaten in haste

with unleavened bread and bitter herbs (Ex. l2:.ll). Those who eat are to stand ready

to depart, their loins girded, their sandals on their feet, and their staff in their hands.

This is the Passover of Yahweh (pesab IeYIIWH).2 The root psl.t is used for leaping
movements (cf. I K. 18:21,26); such movements were probably engaged in during the

Passover celebration to symbolize hasty flight. (IGel3 thinks the leaping movements

represent the wild jumping of demons; they would then serve an apotropaic purpose

as part of the ritual.) Passover is understood as a ritual (zilddr6n, --+ '1)l zdkar Ex.
12:14).

The second exodus, from Babylon, will be different. Those who return will not
have to depart in haste (FbiWaz6n) or in flight (bimnfrsi), but can go out OA{A',
hAlab i\ an orderly fashion, because God himself will go before them as leader and

behind them as rear guard ([sr,.52:t2),just as he did after the exodus from Egypt
when the lsraelites were being pursued (cf. Ex. l3.,21f.; 14:'19f.; Nu. 10:33f.; Isa.

58:8). tn this second exodus there is no need to fear punuit, because Babylon has

ceased to be (Isa. 47).
Andr6

2 On the literary-critical problems of Ex. 12, see P. Laaf, Die Pascla-Feier Israels. BBB , 36
(1970), 10-18, 34, 135ff.; on the ritual, see also H. Haag, "Paque," DBS, VI, 1120-1149.

3 O. Keel, "Erwdgungen zum Sitz im Leben des vormosaischen Pascha und zurEtymologie
von l'19P," ZAW, 84 (1972), 41+434, esp. 433.
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Y9l tape;; Yf;D hape;

Contents: I. 1. Etymology and Extrabiblical Occurrences; 2. Meaning; 3. Distribution;4. LXX.II- secular Yr:, _1. baFt; z. hnws + Infinitive; 3. fiepe;. Itr. Theological Use: l. sacrificial
Theology and Polemic; 2. Polemic against Collective Cisuistry; 3. God[ pleasure and Displea-
sure; 4. God's Will; 5. Metaphors and Names. IV. eumran.

r. l. Etymology and Extrabiblical occurrences. The etymology of the root ftps is
obscure, since all its occurrences are relatively late and are limited to the realm of
West Semitic (and possibly South Semitic). Our root musr be distinguished from the
homonymous bp; lr, "stretch out" (Job 4o:r7; cf. Arab. fiafala. *make low,-l and
possibly ftJrk. babay, "strike down [?],,, ..crush,,;.2 Outside the Hebrew O! we find
hps I in Middle Hebrew and ralmudic Aramaic as the noun lEpEg, 

,,object of value,"
hpba, "desire," andfiepsd', "object of value,,,3 as well u, Syr. fifa1, ,,bepleased,
desire," ethpael "be desired,'a and the phoenician-punic name tpiu,t,..pleasure of
Ba'al,"s "Ba'al is pleased.'6

The reading mltp;, "treasures," in a phoenician graffito from the temple of osiris
at AbydosT has not been confirmed. Also uncertain is the sole Punic occurrence.E

In the old Aramaic sefire stele (III.8), iH bpsy appears in synthetic parallelism with
kl zy rbm; both expressions refer to the "customary exchange of gifts between poten-
tates of antiquity'ry and the consequent establishment of friendly ielations, now to be
defined in legal terms by a treaty guaranteeing loyalty and solidarity. The verbs rhm
andfip; designate the corresponding "receiving" and "giving,, of good will, the latter
being more precisely defined as "pleasure." The mutual good wiil is manifested po_

l$per- c. Gerleman, '?Dn hps Gefallen haben," THAT, 1,623-26; H.-J. Hermisson, sprache
und Rins im altisraelitischen Kult. WMANT, 19 (1965); G. euell, .;'oyand<o A. Love in the
OT," TDNT, l,2l-35: R. Rendtorff, *Priesterliche Kulttheoiogie uno'p.optetltche Kultpole-
ryi\::rilz,81 (1956), 339-342; idem, Die Geseke in der prieierschryi. rnuttrr, N.s. 44[62]
(21963); idem, sndien zur -Geschiclte-des opfers im altm Israel. wMANi, zq isaT;u. scrriler,"olg6oparJ' TDNT, t, 180-85; G. Schrerik, "Oeror, O6]rqpa," royr,'il,'q+s,iic. Segalla,"[a volonti di Dio nei LXX in rapporto ar rM: 06r1po, rd;6n, fiafeg,- RivBibr, 13 (r-965);
lll:_l_!3i W E. Staples, ..The Meaning of hEpes in Ecclesiasies,;'Ni:S, i+ 1ISOS1, tlo_12;c' wi6ner, Recherches sur_l'amour poi Dier'ai" rer @aris, 1957); E. wiirthwein, .Amos
5,21-27," TdIZ, 72 (1947), r43-r5z : his wort und Eitenz rcottiri*, rno), 55-67.

I K8L3,326.
2 AHw,1,303.
3 wTM, It, 94t.
a l*xSyr2,249f.
s Cooke.

- 
5 Lane; cf. ,F. L. Benz, Personal Nancs in the Phomician and Punic Inscriptions. Studia pohl,

8 (1972), 316.
7 LidzEph,II, 170.
8 Poenulus ll42: epsi, "ma joie??"; DISO, 94.
9 KAI,II,268.
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litically in an exchange of ambassadors. Fitzmyeilo interprets the text differently (con-

tra Starcky, Dupont-Somrner, and KAI), understanding hps as "business."

In Arabic especially the use of hafi4a, "protect, observe," l.tifr., "pe*rvation," is

widespread.ll As a substantive, it can make a thing or situation "noteworthy," and

finally becomes a term meaning "thing, situation, transaction."l2 We also find frp.s,

"protect," in a Nabatean inscriptionr3 and in a few South Arabic contexts.ra This

etymological connection casts doubt on the distinction made by DISO between bp$ l,
"protect," "thing, transaction," and hp; I[, "please,"

It is likewise inappropriate to cite the OSA name lrfT,ts for this name (which means

"hyena"to; clearly derives from a different root (Arab. bfil.It is also possible that l.tp;

is connected with Akk. fiabd;u I, "be abundant," occasionally "be joyful" (par. riiu,
"rejoice";. tz

In Hebrew, the root appears as an element in a personal name only in keP$'bah,
the mother of Hezekiah (2 K. 2l:l); it means "I have pleasure in her"'rt

2. Meaning. The root ftpp appears in Hebrew as a verb (only in the qal) and in
nominal forms derived from the verb: the participle of verbal adj. I.tApe;, and the

verbal abstract noun lt4pep. The basic etymological meaning of the roqt cannot be

defined precisely even with the help ofits extrabiblical occurrences, since it exhibits-
especially in South Semitic-heterogeneous semantic elements. In the souttr, the ele-

ment of "protection" has crystallized out of the range of meanings (cf. also Ps. 37:23);

in Northwest Semitic, emotional overtones predominate: "protect" develops into an

intensive "care for," a joyous, affirmative "desile," and finally "have pleasure in." As
a substantive, this yields "pleasure" and the "treasure" in which one has pleasure.

The emotionally neutral meaning "circumstance, transaction" has also been preserved.le

3. Distribution. The verb occun 73 times in the OT.20 [t is especially common in
Isaiah (12 times), the Deuteronomistic history (10 times), and Esther (7 times), as

well as the Psalms (18 times) and Wisdom Literature (10 times). It appears scarcely

at all in the Pentateuch (twice) and the Chronicler's history (once). The verbal adj.

ro J. A. Fitzmyer, The Aranaic Inscriptions of Sefire. BietOr, 19 (1967),97, ll2.
It Wehr, 188f.
12 Cf . L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwiirterbuch," W,8 ( 1958),

173 : his Studies in Arabic and Hebrew Lexbography (Jerusalem, 1976), 145; M. Wagner, Dre

lexikalischen und gratrunatikalischen Aranwismen im alnestamcntlichcn Hebritisch. BZAW, 96 (1966),
58; and Eccl. 3:1,17;5:7(Eng. v. 8);8:6; Isa. 58:13.

t3 Cf. A. I. Jaussen and R. Savignac, Mission archAologique en Arabie (Mars-Mai lX)7)
(Paris, 1909-1 922), no. 33,4.

t4 RES 2873, l; 3310 B, l; ContiRossini, 150b.
ts KBL',326.
16 RyNP, l, 97; ll, 62.
r7 AHw, 1,303.
tt K8L3,327; cf. IPN,223.
te Cf. Wagner, Aramaismen, 58.
20 Usowski.
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bapE; appears 12 times,2r of which 12 occurrences are in the psalms. The noun
lfipe; occnrs 38 times (8 in the Deuteronomistic history 9 in Isaiah, only 3 in the
Psalms). Sirach uses the verb and noun 7 times each.22

In the Dead Sea scrolls, the verb appears 7 times,23 the noun 15 times.2a
The verb lrnpEs daignates an action that occurs frequently in a great variety of

contexts. It may have as its subject Yahweh (35 times), the king (g rimes), David
specifically (3 times), Solomon, or Ahasuerus. other subjects include lsrael, the sons
oflsrael, and the nations, as well as an occasional individual, specified or not. once
by synecdoche we find nepei for an individual (Isa. 66:3).

Both verb and noun can have a variety of objects. Personal objects of affection (a
young girl, a woman, David, the saints, tfu,ebed, Israel, Cyrus,Zion, the people,
priests, God, etc.) are inrnariably intoduced by 0". Impersonal objects are introduced
by l or constructed absolutely. They may include possessions (gold, vineyards, bride-
price, houses, offerings), abstractions (long life, help, deliverance, insight, peace,
loydty, blessing, honor, words-but also sickness, misfortune, and death), or actions
(marrying, choosing, dissolving, doing what is good and pleasing before God, being
just, giving alms-but also inflicting sickness and killing). Stereotyped phrases include
dibrd-hcpe; (Eccl. 12:10),'olni-ftEpe; (sa. 54:12; leM 5:6; erc.), and ,ai6 

fiepes(l K. 5:22f.lEng. yv. 8f.l; cD 10:20; etc.); such combinations iue hard to determine.

4. lxx. The rendering of the LXX is as complex as the nature of the word group
would lead us to expect. The verb and adjective are most frequently represented by
forms of thileinlethilein (49 times, esp. in the psarms; elsewhere thhlein repre,sents
'bft)' especially when God is the subject of l.wpE;. This translation stresses above all
the absolute certainty, sovereign self-assurance, and efficacy of the act; it refers to a
deliberate and efficacious act of will.5 The translation botilesthai (Z times) appears
primarily in negations, where it means a deliberate wish that something not take place.
Five times eudokcin represents tz??,r; elsewhere it usually stands for ras.6. The
nuance of preference and choice is represented by the LXX through hairein a11d hai-
retizein (once each). only twice does the LXX use agapin (Est. 6:9; ps. 5l:6), which
elsewhere represents 'ahab, rabam, and rdsi), stressing especially the emotional ele-
ment. The same verbs often paraphrase the noun bEpeg. T\e most frequent noun is
thhlEma (19 times); prdgma is used 4 times, all in Eicle.siastes. The technical cultic
term rd;6n is also represented by thilzma. This translation appears ..to place more
stress on the element of will and less on that of love and affection."26 An echo of erotic
overtones may still be heard in the rendering of the personal name hepsi-Mh as

2r Mandelkern includes Nu. 14:8 and Mal. 2:17 as well.

_ :' D.Barth6lemy and o. Rickenhclv, Konkodaryun hebrii*chensr'racft (Giittingq, lg3),
132t.

23 K. G. Kubn, Konlordanz zu den Qunrantexten (Giittingen, 196o),75; plus two instances
from Murrabba'it letters 3o:23 and 44:6;p. Benoit, J. T. Milik, and R. de vaux,I*s grottes
de Murabb'6t. DlD,ll (1961).z In addition to Kuhn, 3Qt4 7:l;4e179 I II 10.

25 Cf. Schrenk,47.x lba., 53f.
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thilana emin (lsa. 62:4). In lsa. 54;12, the LXX (eHigesthai) takes hEpeq as sig-
nifying choice or election (cf. also Ps. Sol. 9:4).

II. Secular Use.

l. ltap4p. The verb l.tap?; appears some 40 times in secular contexts, although
it is undeniable that many of these instances come close to being theological. It is

noteworthy that lppE; never refers to the desire for a secular object. Only in Isa.

13: 17 do we read that during military operations the Medes ruthlessly reject all attempts

to bribe them: they have no regard for (lo' yafriAbD silver and do not delight in gold
(zahab lo' yakp"sfi-fr), i.e., they let nothing stand in the way of their military en-

deavors. The context here shows clearly tlwt fiape; cannot mean the mere desire for
gold; the negation indicates the rejection of attempted bribery and implies superior
moral and ethical qualifications.

More generally, bnpEO refers to actions and situations. This category includes the

syntactic construction l.tap?; + /' + infinitive.z1 In the negotiations between Ahab
and Naboth concerning the lafter's vineyard, l.tapE; designates a higher level of
agreement ("you prefer") than t6b b'Aneykn ("it seems good to you") with respect to
the purchase or exchange (l K. 21:2,6; cf. similarly bAl.wn "desire" ) "prefcr,"
Prov.8:11).

In the realm of friendship and eroticism, bopq plays an important role. This is

already suggested by the list of synonyms, which contains words like'Ahob, haiaq,
and da[aq. Such affection can spring up between males, giving rise to a variety of
actions and reactions. We read in 1 S. 18:22 that Saul has delight in David (bape;

b"), who is also loved ('ahEbfrka) at court. This affection pleases David (yaiar b'AnA),
and he agrees to become Saul's son-in-law (v. 26). Together with'ahab, tZpEg stands

here on the fringes of eroticism and is a term for friendly affection. Jonathan delighted
much in Daid (bAp4 m"'6d, I S. 19:1, par. 2O:17; "he loved him as he loved his
own soul," 'ahbat nap 6'"hEb6); this love finds expression in Jonathan's warning
him, getting information fm him, and interceding for him. The erotic connotation can

be totally forgotten when hdpA; describes tbe friendship between two men as an

alliance of convenience, as in 25. ?-O:17, where the same idea is expressed in the
parallel half verse by the dative of possession.

In the sexual realm of love between man and woman, ltapE; can mean simply
"delight in," but it can also designate a specific degree of affection in the hierarchy
of terms defining such relationships. In Gen. 34:19, for instance, Hamot's son Shechem

"had delight in" (f;ipEp De) Jacob's daughter Dinah This statement is clearly a

summary of dabae, "tre drawn to,"'dhab, "love," anddibber'al-lEb, "speaktenderly
to" (v. 3), and ltdiaq, "long for" (v. 8). In Dt. 2l:14, too, bApA{ is a summary term
for the desire to mairy a slave who has been taken as a concubine. This regulation
defines the rights of such a prisoner of war who has been desired (bafuq) and taken

to wife (laqak f iii6) by an Israelite (v. ll). Now when her husband no longer has

27 See II.2 below.
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delight in her (/d' bApe; bAh, v. l4), i.e., dislikes her (idnE', v. 15) and dismisses
her (iillal.t, v. l4), she cannot lose her social status and be resold as a slave.

The development of mutual affraction as it grows between lovers can be traced in
Est. 2. The woman is found pleasing (t?fib O"'AnA, vv. 2,9) and wins favor (tii1a'

besed, v.9), since she is attractive (i1a[ lwnna'"rb). Finally she finds personal favor
Gii1A'-bZn) and is loved ('Aheb, v. 17). According to Est. 2:14, a woman belonging
to Ahasuerus' harem could not return to the king after the first night unless the king
delighted in her (ti'im-l.tape; bdh), dehght in the sense of sexual "desie."

Still disputed is the interpretation of the adjuration in Cant. 2:7;3:5;8:4. The love
@n'ahbi) of the lovers is not to be stirred or awakened "until it please [them] ('ad-
iettefipas)." Here finpZ; is used absolutely, probably in the sense of "have pleasure"
(Rudolf2t "until even they have had enough"). The rendering of Wrirthwein,2e "until
it pleases them to leave the bridal chamber," mis.ses the sense of l.wpZ;. Hallefo
takes the opposite approach the lovers should not be disturbed in their pleasure until
they have reached fulfillment. This interpretation also misses the mark. What is prob-'
ably meant is that the lovers should be left alone with their love, and not be subjected
to external influences.

We find a totally different problem when the king is the subject of hdpEs. ln all
such instances, the verb can become a term for the royal power and authority of the
king, which, when exercised for the king's own pleasure or without check, can come
into collision with the power of Yahwetu the universal king. David, for example,
carries out his desire to have a national census in spite of all objections (2 S. 24:2f.),
thus drawing the anger of Yahweh upon himself. The king should serve God with a
whole heart (lab ialem) and a willing mind (nepei l.capZ;A) (1 Ch. 28:9); but the
fundamental possibility of royal caprice impels Qoheleth later to warn against uncritical
obedience to the king, for in his dibdr is power, and he does whatever he pleases (&o/-

'aier yaltpd; ya'"ieh, Eccl. 8:3). This statement could be a deliberate reinterp,retation
of the almost identical ancient maxim in Prov. 21:1, according to which "the king's
heart is a stream of water in the hand of Yahweh he tums it wherever he will"-in
other words, every expression of the king's power is grounded in the will of Yahweh.

The actual course of history soon demonstrated that this rJ/isdom maxim was an
unrealistic ideal, as witness the particularly unsavory example of Jeroboam. Despite
the threat uttered at Bethel by the "man of God from Judah" against the altar and
sanctuary ofBethel, and despite the threat ofdeath as punishrnent, Jeroboam did not
turn from his evil way. Instead, he showed his capricious arrogance by filling the hand

1+ X)D nallE ) of anyone who so desired (heftdpeg, thus making him a priest
without regard for his genealogy ( I K. 13:33). The royal power of appointment appears
in the book of Esther reduced to a formula: 'ii '"ier hammeleft fidpE; biqdr6, *ttrc

man whom the king delights to honor" (Est.6:6f.,9 [twice],ll). Herefiip?; has the
meaning of an especially pressing wish or interest on behalf of Mordecai, who, having
prevented an attempted assassination of the king, is now to receive honor and digaity

28 W. Rudolph, Das Hohelied. KAT, )KVllll-3 (1962), l3l.
2e Die fiir{ Megilloth. HAT, )(VUI (1969), 4.
30 Die rt)$ Megilloth. HAT, XVItr (1940), 29.
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Q"qar fig"dfrli, 6:3), although Haman had calculated that this reward would be his
(6:6).

In the Psalms especially bapA$ means "desire," "strive after" higher nonmateri-
alistic values. In Ps. 34, an individual thanksgiving with clear formal features of
didactic poetry, the Wisdom teacher asks (v. l3[2l), "What man is there who desires

hfe (hel.rdpE; haWim), and covets many days ('oheb yanim), that he may enjoy
good?" Faced with the complex problems of life, the psalmist finds his answer in the

causal nexus of action and reward. The natural human longing for happiness is satisfied

by God when people seek him (v. 11[10]) and fear him (v. 12[11]). Contrariwise, it
is in the nature of enemies that they seek to snatch away bfe (biqqEi nepei) arad

destroy it (sapa). These are tlre, f;pE;A ra'6, "tbose who desire the hurt" of the

psalmist (Ps. 40:15841;70:3[2]). Similarly in a lament (Ps. 35) the sufferer prays,

"L€t not rejoice over me who are wrongfully my foes ." (v. 19), but rather all
"those who desire my vindication" (hpesA ;iQqi, v.27), i.e., the restoration of the
proper relationship between the worshipper and Yahweh.3r In Ps. 109:17, blessing
(brhki) is the object of l.tapeg. The accused is said to have pursued the poor and

needy with a curse.32 His foes now seek to invoke the conduct/reward nexus against
him by means of a curse: "He loved ('AIwb) to curse; let curses come on him! He did
not like blassing (lo'-bnpe;); may it be far from him!" According to Sir. 15:16f.,
God has left the choice of fire and water, death and life, to human decision: "Reach
out your hand toward what you desre (tafip6g)" (v. 16b). Here ltap?p means "like,
desire, seek after."

Human pleasure and desire can and should also have God's saving gifts as their
object. Mankind can recognize God in his great works (g"Qblin) in history (Ps. 111:2)

and have pleasure QApe;1 in them. This pleasure fnds expression in wholehearted
praise of Yahweh (v. l). Experience of God and human pleasure are mutually dePen-

dent, for only 'Joyous inward participation can experience the mystery and wonders

of Yahweh""33 The delight of the devout is especially (m"'il) in the commandments

1mi;w6D of Yahweh (Ps. 112:l; l19:35; cf. Sir. 15:15); this pleasure expresses itself
in fear (+ N'lt ydrE') of God (Ps. 112: l) and takes concrete form in generosity toward
the poor (Ps. 112:5,9). In Ps. l:2,fiEpe; be!6ra!YHWH is an unmistakable sign of
the upright. The wealth of parallel expressions (l*gi b6rA, not walking in the

counsel of the wicked, etc.) shows clearly that l.tApe; means more than emotional
delight: it stands rather for the joyous existential commitment of one's entire life.

In Isa. 58:2 this commitment takes the shape of active worship. Within the frame-
work of an invective and admonition (w. 1-12), Israel asks: "Why have we fasted,

and thou seest it not . .?" The cultic worship of the community is described in some
detail: they seek God @nrai, v. 2), they desire knowledge of his ways (da'a! drdkay
yeltpd;irn), they ask (ia'al) righteous judgments of God, and delight to draw near him
(qirfol'"l6htm yefipd;fin\. In this context, l.tapEg cbarly parallels the term used for
making inquiry of God 1-+ )xu2 id'al), originaly through a prophet as intermediary.

3r H.-J. Kralus, Psalmen. BK, XYll (s197$, n8.
32 lba., xv12, 479.
33 lbid., 467f.



Later, in communal laments or lamentation ceremonies, ftdpEp could mean worship
of Yahweh in general. Here, too, fidpEp goves to be a term meaning the worship
of God.

Contrariwise, it is characteristic of the wicked not to desire knowledge of God's
ways (da'a1 trrakeyki lo' hapavfi , Job 2 I : l4)-in other words , they do not concern
themselves with his instructions and demands, which they have no intention of
obeying. Thus /o' l.tdpEp comes to mean rejection. Such rejection of the word of
God, which has become an object of scorn (fierpa), is a sign of the refusal of the
remnant of Israel to repent, as Jeremiah laments (Jer. 6:10). Finally, it is characteristic
of the fool (l$il) to reject understanding (fbfrna @rov. lg:2; cr. bir. 6:32; 15:15 l?);
5 1: l3).

Finally, the object of human desire can be God himself (ps. 73:25) or his messenger
(Mal. 3:1). It is mankind's highest happiness to find fiapE; oriy in 6oa. His preseice
is felt to be precious Q6b, ps. 73:28). The psalmist can ask in wonder: mi-li baiia-
miyim we'hm"ki la'-ltapa;ti fid'dres, "whom have I in heaven but thee? And there
is nothing upgn earth that I desire besides thee', (ps. 73:2s). In this delight in present
communion with God we find the ultimate motif of religious assurance. This com-
munion, this sense of unity, "is the only good that impregnates the whole of life and
is- not merely the supreme good among others"34 (on the inward meaning of ftapzg,cf. Augustine: "restless is our heart until it rests in thee',35).

2. l.tap4; * Infinitive. when hdpEs is constructed with the infinitive, it can
suggest doing something 'happily" or 'Joyfully," in parallel with ra;6; verbs express-
ing joy, however, such as ianwb, h@al, 'atas , etc. , do not appear in this context. The
negation la' ltape; appars in parallel with ld' 'dfr and mE,En. Dt. 25:7f., for
example, in the context of legislation concerning the levirate, deals with the case
where the brother-in-law does not wish to take his brother,s wife (ld, yabpa{ bqalwt
'e!-y"bimtb). In parallel with fiapEg we find mE,?n,..refuse," and lO, ,d16, ,,not
want," sg_that ld' finpe; emphasizes the element of will: have no pleasure, not want,
refuse. cf. also Ruth 3:l3b: "if he is not willing to do the part of the next of kin for
\"y yA' yabpb l go' "l?f). In 1 K. 9: I we have a description of how the temple was
finished and all that Solomon desired to build ('"ier ltnp?s la,"i6t in 2 ch. 7:11ff.
the relative clause does not appear). Here ftipEs is appripriately translated ..desire"
or simply "wish." In Jer. 42;22, hnpEs intiduco u aouute infinitive: the prophet
warns against wanting "to go to live" ('aier fidgn;tem lag6, lngfir ian) n E[ypt.
Ps' 40:9(8) speaks of the "delight" of the devout in doing yafrweh's wrlt 1ta;i35nr.tonlka . . . bawfrl; bape; emphasizes rhe element of will and obedience (cf.
the "open ear" of v. 7[6]) as well as joy, and picks up yahweh's rejection or refusal
of sacrifice: l6'-ltapa;ta . . .ld' ia'aba (v. 7t6l). Egypt-the beast that dwells among
the reeds-delights in war (q"rdfi61yebpa$) and lusts after tribute (ra+pb-kaseil @J.68:31[30]). In Job 9:3; l3:3, h.dpEs means "wish" to conrend Qarib, h6kEai) with
God; cf. also Job 33:32: "Speak, for I desire to justify you (hdpa;tt ,o6rir*il],

3a A. Weiser, The Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 515.
3s MPL 32,661.
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In I K. 5:23(9), hepsi ldtZt leltem refers to Hiram's desire for food in exchange for
the wood he provides. In Neh. 1:ll, Nehemiah prays that God will be attentive to the
prayer of his servants "who delight to fear thy name" ('"bAdey@ halt"p?;im lyir'6
'e!-iemekd), i.e., "who are deeply concerned with the worship of Yahweh."36 In Est.
6:6, Haman asks, "Whom would the king delight to honor more than me (l"mi yahpdp

hammelek la'"361 y"qdr y61?r mimmenni)?" Here ltipE; has the sense of "wish."

3. l.tZpe;. In secular usage, the semantic definition of ltepe; depends primarily
on its wide range of objects.

Yahweh caused David's yEfu' and ltEpe; to prosper (2 S. 23:5). Various translations
of ltEpep have been proposed: "desire," "ease," "success." According to Schulz,37

the reference is to offspring or descendants. More likely, however, we have "salvation
and desire" or "prosperity and success" as results of the b'rtl '6lan.

Sailors and travelers are glad Qiim"lfi) that Yahweh has brought them to their
"desired haven (m"h6z fiep;dm)" (Ps. 107:30). The wicked has no "pleasure in" or
"care for" his house after his death (Job 21.,21).In Job 3l:16, mEhEpe; dallin means
this "desire" of the poor, which Job has never refused (mdna'),just as he has never

caused the eps of the widow to tarl (kilil. tn the commercial treaty between Hiram
and Solomon, kol-l.tepg"ki or fiep;i means the *desire" for cedar, cypress, or food
(lK. 5:22-V4:[8-10]); according to I K. 9:11, Hiram provided gold "as much as he

desired" (lkol-beps6). According to 1 S. 18:25, Saul desires no marriage present
('An-ltEpe; lammelek bmdhar). According to 1K. 10:13 par. ZCh. 9:12, Solomon
gave the queen of Sheba "all that she desired ('etkol-l.repsdh'"ier id'Ali)."

According to Hos. 8:8, Israel is among the nations kilffi'An-bepap, like a vessel

"without pleasure," "without value" (cf. Prov. 3:15;8:11). When lsrael lost its in-
dependence, it lost simultaneously respect and importance among the nations, becom-
ing like a useless vessel. In similar fashion, Jehoiachin (Coniah) is described in Jer.

22:28 as a "despised, broken pot ('e;e! ni[zeh napfis)," a vessel without "pleasure"
or "value." According to Jer. 48:38, Yahweh has broken Moab "like a vessel for which
no one cares"; Moab has become a derision and horror (liil.tdq w"litnf;itti) to all its
neighbors (v. 39).

According to the promise in [sa. 54:12, Jerusalem will be more glorious than ever,

built in part of agates (ka/kfo!), carbuncles or crystal ('abnA'eqddlt), and precious
stones ('aln2-bdpet). Wisdom is better than coral Qt"ninim); jewels (bpo;im) ean-
not compare with it (Prov. 3:15; 8:11). Here bpo;i^ may be an abbreviation for
'afunA-ltEpe;. The breasplate of Aaron is "graven with precious stones ('&ni-ftepes)
like a seal" (Sir. 45: I lb); Simon the high priest is like a vessel overlaid with gold, set
with precious stones ('a[nA-ltepe;) of all kinds (Sir. 50:9c).

On the Sabbath it is forbidden to pursue business ('ai6 or mA;A' lpepe;) or conduct
transactions (dabbEr dnbar) (Isa. 58:3,13). According to Prov. 31:13, the good wife
seeks wool and flax, and works bltEpe; lappeyhn. Since ltEpe; can mean "plea-

36 W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT, XX (1949), 105.
37 A. Schulz, Die Bilcher Samuel. EHAT, Ylnlz (1920),273.
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sur€," "will," or "business transaction," the wile works with hands that are "pleasing,"
"willing," or "industrious" hands; Gemserst translates: "with joyous hands." In Ec-
clesiastes (except Eccl. 5:3), ft?pep usually has the meaning "undertaking, activity,
affair"; cf. staples:3e ". regularly denotes the 'business or facts' of life; and in
every case it reflects the will of God."

In Eccl. 3:1, hEpes appears in parallel wr/.h hakkol: "For everything there is a
season (z'min), and a time ('?D for every matter (lekol-I.t4peg) under heaven." In vv.
2-8, l.tEpe; is defined more precisely by seven pairs of human activities. rn 3:r'r , kol-
fiEpe;, "every matter," stands in parallel wth kol-hanma'"3eh, "every work.,' Ac-
cording to w. 16-17a, these expressions refer to the actions of the righteous and the
wicked, which God will judge. "oppression of the poor ('\ieq rdi)- and violation of
justice (g?zel miipdt) are nothing to get excited about, nor should one be amazed at
the actions (bzpe;) of corrupt officials (5:7[8]), because "the official hierarchy looks
out for itself."4

Even in the case of the king's own court ofjustice the maxim holds true (Eccl. 8:6):
every matter @epe;) has its time and way-or better its proper moment, which
determines whether the suit will be successful. For the king, kol:aier yahp6{ ya,"ieh
(8:3) means the absolute freedom to do as he wills; ldpEg means..deshe,,' ..plan,"

"intend." In l2:1, too, the meaning "transaction" or ..p,roject,, is probably preferable
to "pleasure": when the evil days and years come, the aged man will say 

,An-b 
fiahem

ItEpep, bcause he can no longer accomplish any "projects," any ..work.',

various interpretations have been offered for the dib-ra-tlEpeq (par. dib_ra '.me1)
that the Preacher sought to find (Eccl. 12:10). The usual translation is ..pleasing"

words; cf. Dahood:ar "felicitous words." staples42 says, ". . . he was looking for solid
facts upon which to base an honest thesis." Gallinga3 renders the expression as ..words

that lead to truth." It is possible, however, that we are dealing here with ..pleasing"

words, i.e., words that are "convincing" or "trustworthy (,eme).,,
In Sirach, some of the ltEpe; passages involve textual problems. Sir. r0:26a cau-

tions: "Do not play the sage when you do (la'"bod. B la'"idi hep;"ka (t6 6rgon sou).
Here fiEpe; may mean "business, work." In Sir. 15:12b, however, it appears to mean
"pleasure," although Codex A reads ;6reft, "use": God has no pleasure in (use for)
the wicked.a

According to sfu. 32:14, whoever seeks the will of God (dirEi 'el par. d6rEi t6r6
par. dbrEi bp"{a 'el) receives insight (yiqqb teqah par. rds6n par. mfisdr). God has
pleasure (hepe;) in the phases of the moon (cf. 43:6-8). There-is uncertainty about
1l:23, where the LXX uses chreia fu fuepgi. cf. peters:as m6 ftep;i kt'aii6 bep;i,

38 B. Gemser, Spriich Salomos. HAT, XW C1963), in loc.
3e Staples, lt2.
4 K. Galling, Die Fiinf Megilloth. HAT, XVII (21969), l0l.
ar M. Dahood, "The Phoenician Background of eoheleth,- Bibl, 47 (1966),291.
42 P. ll2.
43 HAT, XVII, 123f.4 N. Peters, Das Buch Jesua Sirach oder Ecclesiasticus. EHAT, y\Xy (1913), 160; R. Smend,

Dic Weisheit des Jesus Siraclr (Berlin, 1906), l4l.
45 Pp.60f.
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"What more do I need, since I have fulfilled my desire?" Smend interprets the passage

differently,6 translating l.tepqi as "my wtrk."

III. Theological Use.

l. Sacrificial Theology and Polemic. Like ra;hlra;6n, the terms fiape;lf;epe;
play a role in the (priestly) theology of the cult, and especially in the anticultic polemic

ofthe prophets.
Following Mowinckel, Gunkel, Schmidt, and others, Wiirthwein sought to dem-

onstrate on the basis of Am. 5:21-27 that Israel made use of oracles and augury in
which, before the specific announcement of the individual oracle, the general outcome

of the augury-favorable or unfavorable-was stated in general terms. In his polemic

against the cult, the prophet turned the usual answer on its head by inserting /d'.' now

the sacrifices and observances are no longer accepted, and the hymns of the devout

are no longer heard.
Rendtorff explains the terms rA.;6lra;6n describing a sacrifice that is "pleasing" on

the basis of an "accounting" theology: a sacrifice offered correctly-that is, with
proper observance of specific ritual regulatiell5-lggsivgs the priestly dwlaration'dl6
hfi' , lame' hfi' , or the like, and is credited to the account of the one who offers the

sacrifice. In the prophets'polemic against the cult, they attack the "erroneous notion

of the priestly accounting theology, which holds that a ritually corect sacrifice, by

virtue of a priestly credit formula, guarantees a perfect relationship with Yahweh."aT

The priestly terminology and theology of the cult, as expressed at the beginning of
the sacrificial rituals described in Lrv. 1-5 (1:3f.; also 7:18; 19:.5,7)' app€ars also in
Isa. l:1lff. In an adaptation or imitation of priestly torah, Yahweh asks: "What to me

is the multitude of your sacrifices? . . . I have had enough of burnt offerings of
ftrns . . .; I do not delight (lo' baWti) in the blood of bulls, or of lambs, or of he-

goats." Declarative formulas are echoed in v. 13, where the minl6 is called *vain"

(.iaw') and the incense offering (q"ldrei an "abominatiort" (t6'eb6; cf. l*v. 18l.22,

6'aba h? ). In the prophets' polemic, the fmmula of pleased acceptance is turned into

its opposite by means of/D'. The piling up ofexpressions for displeasqlg-"f cannot

endure" (16'-'frkal) (Isa. l:13b), "my soul hata" (idnE') (v. 14a), "I am weary of
bearing" (nil'6 n"io') (v. l4b)-underlines the bitter polemic against Israel's cultic
practices, which Yahweh will not accept with pleasure (bapeg).

In Mal. 1:10ff., l.tEpe; andrd.;d appar together: Yahweh has no pleasure in the

priests (An-D fi?pe; bdkem) on account of their irreverence; he will not accept (/d'-
'ergeh) a minhi from their hand. In v. 13, acceptance (rd;6) and the cultic suitability
of sacrificial animals occur togetheq, referring to animals that are lame, sick, or taken

by violence, Yahweh asks: "Shall I accept (ha'er;eh) that from your hand?" Cf. also

Mal. 2:13: "(Yahweh) no longer regards the offering or accepts it with favor at your

hand" (mE'En p"n6! . . . laqahal ra;6n).

46 P. 109.
a7 Rendtorff, Thlz, 8l (1956),342.
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In Ps. 5l:8,18(6,16), too, ftipE; and rds.6n serve to express criticism of the sac-
rificial cult: Yahweh has no delight ea' fapeg in zebah, nor is he pleased with burnt
offering (ld' rd{A'dl6fi (v. 18tl6l). His pleasure is in truth (,emelttdpE;, v. 8[6]); a
broken spirit is Yahweh's zebab g. r9a[7a)), a contrite heart he does not despise (/d,
bazA O. l9b[7b]). The worshipper is confident that a contrite heart-instead of
sacrifice and burnt offering-will not be rejected in God's judgment.ar only when
Jerusalem is rebuilt (w. 20f.[18f.]) will yahweh once again deighteapei in right
(legally con€ct-or possibly "making righteous"o; sacrifices.

Echoes of the sacrificial accounting theology may also be heard in Jgs. 13:23. h
the face of Manoah's fear that he and his wife must die after the appearance of God's
angelic messenger, his wife argues: "If it had pleased yahweh io kill us Qtapeg
lahmilenit), he would not have accepted ea'-hqa\ aburnt offering and a cereal offering
at our hands." In other words, acceptance (losat!) of the offerings would imply yatrweh,s
pleasure, or at least mean that he did not intend to kill them.

The prophets' polemic against the cult is expressed particularly in the antithesis
setting sacrifice in contrast to heart/spirit, obedience, etc. According to Hos. 6:6,
Yahy_eh 

{esires (bapei fidelity to his covenant (+ rcn besed) and not (w"to,)
sacrifice, knowledge of God rather thanso burnt offerings.

The priestly sacrificial theology with its acceptance and rejection, together with the
polemic antithesis of sacrifice versus obedience, is also illustrated by the repudiation
of Saul for his failure to carry r ut the ban. In response to saul,s oLiection, Samgel
asks (1 s. 15:22f.): "Has Yahweh as great delight (bape;) in burnt offerings and
sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of yahweh?" Rejection @fi'as) of the word of
Yahweh entails God's rejection of Saul as king (v. 23b). Hearkening (iemda, haqiifi to
God's voice finds acceptance (ftzpep), rather than sacrifice and burnt offering, which
Yahweh had not demanded of Saul.

According to Rendtorflsl 2 s. l5:25f. also belongs to the sphere of sacrificial
theology, even though there is no mention of sacrifice. The fugitive David leaves the
ark behind with the explanation: "If I find favor (nu;d, fien) in the eyes of yahweh,
he will . . . let me see both it and his habitation; but if he says, .[ have no pleasure
in you' (lo' lrapa;fr Da&), behold, here I nm. . . .,' But the mention of hen appearc
also to imply for bap4g an element of grace, of gracious guidance.

In Ps. 4o:7-9(6-8), too, the prophetic rejection ofthe sacrificial cult is presupposed,
especially in the contrast between sacrifice and obedience: "Sacrifice ana oifering
thou didst not desire (lo'-hnpagtd), burnt offering and sin offering thou hast not
required (lo' ia'aha), but thou hast given me an open ear,'(v. 7t6l). The obedience
of the grateful worshipper is expressed particularly clearly in v. 9(g): -I delight (/rd-
paqti) to do thy will Qe$neka); thy law is within my heart.', This displacement and,

4 Cf. also Hermisson, 47.
ae W. Beyerlin, Die Renung der Bedringtm in dcn Feindpnlmen der Einzelnen auf institutionelle

Zusarnnenhiinge wtersuc ht. FRI-ANT, 99 (1970).
so For a different view, see H. Kruse, "Dei 'dialektische Negation' als semitisches Idiom,,'w, 4 (r9s4),385-400.
st Studicn, 259.



in a sense, spiritualization of sacrifice is carried further in Ps. 5l:8(6) with'"me1

lapo;ta_instead of sacrifice, God credits ,eme1 to mankind's account.s2
' 

in'tsa. 66:k$,in the context of a prophetic or liturgical polemic, Yahweh complains

that the apostate "did what was evil in my eyes, and :-hot9^ 
(baharil that in

*ni"r, t did not delight (lo, -bapa{il:' Besides pagan sacrifice,s3 the apostate de-

lighted in "abominationr'; l;iqAgim). Yahweh's lo' baPry means-rejectiory in the

case of the apostate, We;'U6l"i mqurs pleasure, free devotion. In Isa' 65:11f" a

Deuteronomistic (?) inteipolation, Yahweht displeasure with the_ licked is blamed on

their forsaking Yahweh, forgetting his holy mountain' and offering worship to the

deities that control destiny (v. 11).

2.PolemicagailtstCollectiveCasuktry.InEzk.18:23,weareprobablydealingwith
a cultic polemic attacking a fatalistic collectivizing legalism. Yahweh asks: 'Have I

any pleasure (heftnph; 'itOila in the death of the wicked' and not rather that he

should turn from his way'and hve (w"b46)?- The promise of life to the wicked man

who turns from his sins, the statement that his transgressions shall not be remernbered

(lo, yiaafirfi) against him (v. 22), fully accounts for the stylistically striking and

,V-p"tt *i""UV iormulated question in the setting of an objective discourse on a point

orrcglcasuistrygThepromiseoflife,repeatedemphatically(w.21.23\,suggests
the cultic framewok or a priastty temple torah. The automatic nexus of action and

reward, of sin and death, does not find Yahweh's accePtance. He breaks throrgh

automatism by his free offer of r€pentance and return; he has pleasure in the promise

of life and a new beginning.

In Ezk. lg:32, the qooioo of lg:23 is turned into a statement and combined with

a call to turn and live. In 33:11, Yahweh, using the solemn impassioned oath formula

..as I live,,, replies that he has no pleasure in the death of the wi*ed, but wills salvation

and therefore freely gives a new possibility of life. According to Eichrodt,ss the prom-

ise of life includes deliverance, trought about by Yahweh's forgiveness and blessing'

from the punitive state of condemnation in which the exiles feel abandoned to death'

Inanycase,t.ldpfupexpressestheprophet,spolemicagainstandrejectionofcollective
legal casuistry, 

-in 
favor of the possibitity of new life offered to individuals who repent

and turn to Yahweh.

In Mal. 2;lT,theftithless doubters of the Jerusalem community blasphemously turn

the action-reward nexus on its head, asserting that everyone who does evtl ('oieh rd'\

is good in tlie sight of Yahwetu and that he delights in them (fibqhem hfi' ltape;)'

ThI consequences of ra' a..dfrb are turned into their opposites. It is claimed that

Yahweh has pleasure in the evildoea and delights no longer in the upright person who

fears God. Yahweh's frapeg in the upright manifests itself in blessing; the evildoer

can expect disaster, exter'rnination, and all kinds of distress. Probably this means favor
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toward the upright one who fears God, favor expressing in some declaration lke;addq
hfi' the acceptance of walking in the fear of God, or else rejection of the evildoer.

3. Gdb Pleasure and Displeasure. In theological usage, l.tdpZ; can also express

God's favor or rejection. In Ps. 18:20(19), a thanksgiving hymn, a king acknowledges:
"He brought me forth into a broad place; he delivered ne (y"f;allpEni), because he
delighted in me (l.tdpEE bi): In w. 2l-27(2G26) the king goes on to declare himself
padfrq allrd acknowledge God's recompense: "With the loyal thou dost show thyself
loyal ('im-ftasi4 till.tassdd)" (v. 26125)). God's funpZ; is his favor toward the king,
which shows itself in assistance, deliverance, and victory. The l.tapZg of v. 20(19)
is the counterpart of hill.tossdd inv. 26(25).

Accoding to Ps. 35:27, God delights inthe idlim of his persecuted servant. Ac-
cording to v. 28, this is a demonstration of Yahweh's righteousness (;"daqd); all the
friends who desire (bpe;A) the psalnist's justification should shout for joy and be
glad. In Ps. 22:9(8), the enemies of the affiicted psalmist ask mockingly that God may
deliver and rescue him, since he delights in him (bapag b6). According to Ps.
4L:12(ll), Yahweh's graciousness and pleasure raise the psalmist up, so that his ene-
mies do not triumph over him. The "saints in the land" enjoy Yahweh's pleasure and
delight (ltepp?) (Ps. 16:3). He delights in the way (darkb yeltpa;) of the righteous
and guides his steps (Ps. 37:23), while the wicked person perishes.

Yahweh delights not in wickedness (ld' bnpe; reia'1@s. 5:5[4]); he hates 6ane')
all evildoers (v. 6b[5b]), destroys liars, and abhors Qe'eb) bloodthirsty and deceitful
people (v. 7[6]). The decisive rejection (lA' bApa;) is effectudly underlined by the
parallel verbs idnE' , ' ibbqd, arrd ft' eb . Yahweh has no delight in the strength of horses
or men (lo' bApE; par. li' rali) (Ps. 147:lO), but rather in those who fear him and
hope in his steadfast love (v. 11).

As an expression for omnipotence we find "he does whatever he pleases" (kol'"ier-
hapeg 'as6, Ps. 115:3; 135:6). According to Eccl. 5:3(4), God has no pleasure in
fools ('iz ltEpe; baltl(silim).n

If Yahweh delights (hApA;) in Israel, he will lead them into the land that flows
with milk and honey (Nu. l4:8). Herc ftnpE; has the sense of being favorably in-
clined. Yahweh's hepZp gives them the confidence and strength to overcome the
dangers of the land and the giants dwelling in it; cf. l3:.32ff-; l4:-3.

In a prophetic liturgy (Mic. 7:18), the community rejoices in Yahweh as a God who
delights in steadfast love (hZpEs ltesed).He pardons iniquity @Aie' 'dwdn) and passes

over transgression ('dbAr 'al-peia'). The people hope that he will again have compas-
sion $fraltaEnfi), tread under (yif,DdJ) iniquities, and cast 6aili} all sins into the
depths of the sea (v. l9). God's fiapE; means acceptance and acknowledgment of
love; it shows itself in favor, forgiveness, and mercy. According to Jer. 9:23(24),
Yahweh delights in understanding and knowledge of God.

In Jon. l:14, before casting Jonah into the sea, the sailors pray for God's protection:
"thou doest as it pleases thee." This probably meant as a kind of excuse: it seems to

s6 For a different interpretation, see Staples.
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them that Yahweh himself has decided to involve them in his vindictive intentions with
respect to Jonah.s7 They are only doing Yahweh's wrll (la'"ier bapa;ta 'ait|. tn
Job 22:3, fiEpep ki tgdaq stands in parallel with beqa' kt-latem &rakeyka and sagan;
here fu?pe;, l*e be;a' and sdkan, appears to mean "profit" or "gain." Eliphaz is
asking what profit God is supposed to have from Job's righteousness and blameless
conduct.

According to 1 S. 2:25, it pleased Yahweh or was his will to slay the sons of Eli
Q.tape; YHWH lahmildm). The author interprets their death theologically as a con-
sequence of their wickedness: Yahweh had determined their premature death from the
beginning (cf. also 1S. 16:14ff.;25.24:lf;1K.22:20), thus appearing to guide
the chain of events that led to the monarchy.st Here l.ripEg expresses God's purpose
in history his plan and governance, which in this case was understood as manifesting
itself in a kind of obduracy and predestination.se

Finally, in 1K. 10:9 par. 2 Ch. 9:8 tnp?-s stands in parallel with'dhab: the queen
of Sheba praises Solomon's God, who was pleased to set Solomon upon the throne of
lsrael (ftnpE; YHWH lfifkn)i because he loved (b'alwba!) Israel, in order to estab-
lish it he made Solomon king to execute justice and righteousness. Thus bdpel, 

*to

be pleased," "to be inclined toward," also has the connotation of ' dhab, "love." When
referring to God, {zdpEs stands in conjunction witlu 'Alub 0 K. 10:9 par. 2 Ch. 9:8),
hithassad (Ps. 18:20,26U9,25)), rdnan and stuwh (Ps. 35..27), naid' 'dw6n par 'fuar
'al-peia' (Mic. 7:18), nA+allhi+p?l (Ps. 22:9[8]); lo' hapZs appears wrth lo' ra;6
(Ps.147:10).

4. Gods Will. In Deutero-Isaiah, bEpe$ takes on overtones of Heilsgeschichte and
soteriology. Elliger states perceptivelf that when fup appears in Isa. 40-55 the
emotional element almost always takes a back seat to the element of will. It means the
will of Yahweh. ln 4:28 (cf. v. 26); 46:101' 48:14, bZpe$ stands in parallel with 'asA.'

Yahweh's'?.sd stands fast, and he will accomptsh ('Ai6) his purpose (46:10); his
actions in history will carry out his plan ('e-sd) and his salvific will; he will summon
Cyms so that through him he may deliver his people and cause the temple and its city
to be rebuilt (44:26,28). Yahweh himself confirms the word of his servants (mEqim

debar '"badoyw) and performs the counsel of his messengers ('"gal mal'dkiyw yailtm)
(v. 26); Cynrs will tulfill all Yahweh's ltepep (kol-ltep;i yail?rn, v. 28), that is, the
rebuilding of Jerusalem and the temple (v. 26b). In addition b 'e$Albepe{ we find
the parallels mZqim &bar '"bdtliywl'"sat mal'dkiyw yailimllal-f;q;i yailim. Ac-
cording to 48:14, Cyrus will perform Yahweh's purpose (ya'"ieh ltep$)- Yahweh's
l.tEpes refers to a divine soteriological act, God's will to liberate Israel and restore
Jerusalem.

57 A. van Hoonacker, l,es douze Petits Prophites. hA Om$, 2St.
56 H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, Villll (1973), ll4.
5e On the problem of oMuracy, see F. Hesse, Das Verstockungsproblem im AT. BZAW, 74

(1955); for a different interpretation, see M. Tsevat, "The Death of the Sons of Eli," JBR, 32
(r9@\,355-58.

@ K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, ){.114,286.
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According to Isa. 53:10, Yahweh's l.tEpe; wrll prosper through the hand of his
"bruised" and suffering servant. According ta 42:1tr. and 49:1ff., ttns fuApe;, yahweh,s

intention and determined plan,61 is the deliverance of Israel and the nations. Here,
too, lrEpe; clearly refers to historical events with theological significance, deriving
from Yahweh's salvific will. We may note also (42:21) that the exile and the suffering
of the present were wiled Qtapeg) by Yahweh for his righteousness' sake. yahweh's
word does not return empty without accomplishing what he purposes ('di6'et-'"ier
bqa$) and prospering in the thing for which it was sent (ht$nqh ,aier i"lagt?w)
(55:ll); it brings to fruition God's will and purpose (hApZg, iAlafi): peace, pros-
perity, and restoration.

The prophetical torah dealing with the admission of eunuchs and foreigners to the
congregation of Yahweh and worship in the temple (Isa. 56:3-7) sets certain conditions
for the eunuchs: they are to keep the sabbath, choose the things that please God @ahar
ba'"ier bApa;tt), and hold fast the covenant (v. 4). The phrase bdhar ba,"ier bapa;ti
means free choice of Yahweh's will, which becomes the will of those who choose it.62
If this is done, they will receive from Yahweh in his temple "a monument and a
name," which makes up for their having no children and gives them an "everlasting
name."

Thus we see that l.ripEg can have the apaning of "will," with sahific or historical
overtones, as in the deliverance of the exiles and of Jerusalem (lsa.42:21; M:26,2g;
48:10; 53:10), in parallel with 'epd Q4:26) and iAlatt, ..mission', (55: l l). It is crucial
that this will be realized (aia, iill4m) (4:28;48:14; 55:ll). In the torah for eunuchs,
"the things that please Yahweh' include observance ofthe Sabbath, the covenant, and
the commandments; the eunuchs are to make this choice of their own free wrll (bahar).

5. Maaphors and Nqtnes. In Mal. 3:12, Israel is called a ..land of (my?) delight',
('ereg fiepe;lfuep,si). The reference is probably to the land of God's pleasure, a land
of wealth and magnificence because it is blessed by God (cf. z**. 7:14). By way of
contrast, the prophet calls Fdom a "wicked country" GbAl ni,A, Mal. l:4).

lsa. 62:4 uses a bridal metaphor, describing Jerusalem u bep;iban (in contrast
to ''zfrba, *desolate") because Yahweh has delight in her. As a young man marries a
vngin (gib'al) or a bridegroom rejoices over his ffide (m,36i), so God rejoices over
Jerusalem OAiii) (v. 5). An emotional element is given to ftepe;lfiap?g by the
parallelism with M'al b'gli and maioi, ira(. cf. also Hephzibah, the mother of Hez-
ekiah (2 K. 2l:l).

IV. Qumran.

Usage in the Dead Sea scrolls agrees for the most part with what we have observed
in the or. The noun l.tzpe; is used for the "duties" or "tasks" of the production
committee (lQS 3:17; CD 14:12 [defined in the next clause as social obligations]),

61 F. Felrlmann, Das Buch Isaias. EHAT, )lYl2 (1926), l7O.
62 lba., lg8.
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as well as for the tasks of each individual, specifically on the Sabbath (CD 10:20;
ll:2). During sessions of the rabbim, ltEpe; probably means official recognition,
without which no one may speak (lQS 6:11). As in Isa. 54:12, we also find'abnA-
l.tEpe; decoruting shields (lQM 5:6), spear sockets (5:9), and sheathes for swords
(5: l4). Alongside cattle, silver, and gold, we find precious stones as part of the wealth
of the eschatological Jerusalem.

As before mysteries (rzym), the worshipper stands in awe before the fip; of God,
the wonderful and mysterious "determination" of the heavenly bodies (lQH 1:13; cf.
lQH fr. 3:7) established by the creator. God himself grants the l.tpgy r;wnw, "desires
of his will," par. 'dwt sdqw, drlE 'mtw (CD 3:15), that mankind may fulfill them and
live through them (!.tyh bhm).$ God's will (r;wn) is the only thing on which people
should set their pleasure (lQS 9:2a). It is the source of all human activity (lQH l0:5).

Botterweck

63 See G. Segalla, "La volonti di Dio in Qumran," RivBibt, I I (1963), 377-395.

Contents: I. Etymology. ll. hpr l, "Dig": I.Occurrences;2.Theology. lll.fipr II, "Be
Ashamed": l. Occurrences; 2. Theology. IV. LXX.

I. Etymolog5r.

Most Hebrew lexica distinguish lrpr I, "dig," from hpr II, "be ashamed." The
semantics of the Akkadian verbs that were presumed phonologically equivalent is so
disparate that the etymology of the word and its semantic history are obscure. Homo-
phonic roots are also hypothesized for East Semitic. In both Early and I-ate Babylo-
nian, as well as Assyrian, we find fuepZru, bapdru(m) II, "dig," "scratch."l With its
first meaning, this would correspond to bpr l. The same phonological root with the
same meaning is also attested in old South Arabic, Arabic, and Ethiopian.2 But there
has been no convincing demonstration of a semantic connection between Old Bab.
fraparu(m) [, "surround," "assemble," arrd ltpr II, as well as Arab. fiafva and Ethiop.
bafara, "be ashamed."3

hapar. M. A. Klopfensteir, Scharn und Schande nach dem AT. AThANT,62 (1972);D. J.
McCarthy, "Some Holy War Vocabulary in Joshua 2," CBQ, 33 (1971),228-23O; J. L. Palache,
Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959).

I CAD, VI (1956), l7O; AHw,I, 340.
2 KBL3, 327.
3 lbid.; cf. AHw, I, 321; Klopfenstein, 170f.
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II. [rp I, "Dig." l. Occwrences. The root ftpr I occurs 23 times, only in the qal
stem of the verb, apart from the irrelevant passage Isa. 2:20.a The occurrences, taken
individually or in groups, exhibit several meanings. The meaning "dig" presents no
philological problems; the object may be a well (Gen. 2l:30;26:15,18f.,21f.,32; Nu.
2l:18) or a pit (Ps. 7:16 [Eng. v. 15]), or one digs "for" something, such as water
(Ex. 7:24) or even death (Job 3:21). The object may also be implicit a hole in the
earth (Dt. B:la[lil) or (probably) a pit (Ps. 35:7; cf. Eccl. l0:8). Something that
has been hidden can also be "dug up" (Jer. 13:7). Thanks to Babylonian evidence,s
the "pawing" of a horse is also straightforward (Job 39:21). In Job 39:29a, the meaning
"spy out" for hdpar is assured by the parallel in v. 29b. Closely related is the military
usage in the sense of "explore" n Dt. l:22; Josh. 2:2f.6

2. Tlwology. a. In the sense of "dig," we f:rrrd hApar in early or (probably) ar-
chaizing texts. The verb kir6, seemingly more common for the important work of
digging wells and pits, is sometimes found in parallel (Nu. 2l:18; cf. Gen. 26:25).7
In Ps. 7:l6a(15a), both occur together. Here, as in Ps. 35:7 and Eccl. 10:8, the lex
talionis is at work. The image of the pit dug for others is often used for this purpose
in the kalms, but usually with more common verbs (Ps. 9:16[15]; 57:7[61; cf. prov.

26:27). The choice of fidpar is thus probably deliberate, lending an air of solemnity.
ln Jer. 13: l- 11, a symbolic action on the part of Jeremiah depicted autobiographically,
the recovery of the waistcloth previously buried at God's behest constitutes a central
feature of the account, so that the use of this verb, which occurs nowhere else in
Jeremiah, is appropriate (v. 7).

b. In Ps. 35:7b, the text just mentioned above, certain difficulties suggest that it
is not appropriate to supply the object *pit" for bipar on the basis of v. 7a, but
rather to take the verb without an object in the sense of "keep a malicious eye out,"
"wayhy," "persecg1e."e This is close in meaning to Job 3:21: those who are affiicted
with suffering long in vain for death, "they dig for it (vayyahp"rulir, transitive!) more
(doggedly) than for hid treasures." In both texts "dig" and "long for" overlap se-
mantically.e In Job 39:29, God describes the sharp vision of the birds of prey, an
incomprehensible wonder to the human mind. In Job 1l:18b, we may have relaxed
and confident "looking around." In three passages, the military sense '.spy out" is
assured; the scanty evidence does not permit a more precise definition. In Joslr- 2:2f.,
the word is used only by the Canaanites when they are speaking of the Israelite spies;
this is clearly a feature of the original account, since the (redactional) introduction
uses other verbs (Josh. 2:1). The reverse is true inDt. l:22, where the author of the
present context places it in the mouth of the Israelites, recounting the words of Moses,

4 Cf. BHS.
s AHw,l,34a; CAD, vI, 170.
6 See Palache , 16, 22, 32, 76; McCarthy, 228.
7 A. Lods, Histoire de la litt1rature h4bratque et juive (Paris, 1950), 4l-43.t M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB, XVI (1965), 212.
e See below.
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the speaker. Dt. l:19-46 uses the earliest version of Nu. 13f., where the P sections
use only tfir; inone early passage (Nu. 13:18) we find the ordinary ra'6. DLl:22may
either have used an unaltered form of its textual sourcero or have chosen hdpnr
deliberately. In all later texts, the appearance of hapar is an archaizing feature. In
literary terms, it is meant to lend force to what is being said: rnDL 1:22, for example,
the burden imposed on the people and the exoneration of Moses.

III. [pr II, ..Be Ashamed." l. Occwrences. The root lpr tr occurs 17 times: 13 in
the qal, 4 in the hiphil. Klopfensteinrl has recently attempted more precisely to define
the meaning "be ashamed" given in the lexica; he suggests a subjective sense of shame
or embarrassment in contrast to its cause, and objective "disgracs."l2 In his view, this
interpretation makes the individual passages more comprehensible, exhibiting their
internal structure more clearly, although Klopfenstein himself admits that the verb is
subject to a strong "semantic pressure" exerted by many other verbs belonging to the
same sphere, especially b6i, which it usually follows. Only once (Ps. 34:6[5]) do we
find hopar by itself.

2. Tluology. Except for the image of the cara'van standing disappointed and ex-
hausted beside the dry watercourse (Job 6:20), all the occurrences are "theological."

a. The observations of Iife in Prov. l3:5 and 19:26 arc similan they impose no
demand but make a simple statement, concluding the second member with hdryr,
joined directly to the preceding verb with a simple copulative wdw. ln hov. 13:5, we
actually have antithetical parallelism: "the righteous man hates falsehood (werdid'
yaQ'?i w"yahpir)." The sequence of verbs is unique; therefore the roots probably pre-
serve their own meanings, as does the use of the hiphil: "The wicked man brings
disrepute and embarrassment."r3 Since Prov. I9:26a is both syntactically and seman-
tically complete in itself,la bEn mEP?i finnltpir can hardly mean merely a "spoiled child"
in v. 26b; its meaning is rather something like *black sheep" (cf. l0:5; l7:2).ts \\e
sequence bii-fuapar is so common that the participles probably come to share much
the same meaning. The second is probably a stereotyped stylistic and metrical addi-
tion. This subject matter is "theological." However "secular" the observations may
have been originally, the upright person contrasted with the rdJA' becomes a constant
theme not only in proverbial literature, but also in the prophets and Psalms.r6 Wisdom
Literature deals repeatedly with the son who does not follow his parents' guidance
(Prov. l:8f.; lo:l;20:20;30:17; Sir. 3:l-16), as does the law (Ex. 20:12;21:15,17;
Lev. 20:9; Dt. 5: 16; 2l:18-21; 27:16).

ro R. de Yatx, The Early History of Isruel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978), 524.It Pp. 170-183.
12 See also H. Seebass, "Vilr) bdi [tish]," TDOT, ll,50-60; also Klopfenstein, 182.
13 Klopfenstein, 173.
14 G. R. Driver, "hoverbs xix.26," ThZ, ll (1955), 373f.
rs Seebass, TDOT, ll, 59.
16 O. Keel (Keel-L-eu), Feindetnd Gottesleugner. Studien 7um Image der Widersacher in den

Individualpsalmen. SBM, 7 (1969), 109- l3l.



b. childlessness is often the cause of hdpar. In Isa. 54:4, a promise is addressed
to exiled Israel as a childless woman (w. l-3), who has never had a husband and
finally suffers the fate of the most desolate widow (v. 4). In v. 4a, a series of four
verbs, grouped into two pairs by a repeated t6-16' , concludes with ld-lo' lagpiri. Ap-
parently the reflexively transitive hiphil, like the first verb in the series, "fear not,"
represents the subjective side, while the two middle verbs (b6J, Hrr) stand for the
objective side of the experience. In v. 4b, two nouns echo two of these verbs: bdJel
corresponds to ki-lA' E6ii, fierpd to lo' laltpiri. Thus ftipar is strongly associated
with the shame of widowhood.lT But all this will come to an end.

On the other hand, Jer. 15:9 states clearly that a mother of seven children will lose
them all (cf. v. 7, wlere the nation is bereft). The consequence will e b6ia ffftaper|.
In Jer. 50:l2b (not from Jeremiahlt), the "moiher" and "bearer" of the addressee
(Babylon) will find herself in the same situation, for "the end of the nations is a
wilderness dry and desert."

c. Tfvice bapan n strict (synonymous or synthetic) parallelism with briJ, plays a
role in prophetic polemic against illegitimate cults. In Mic. 3:7, the prophet threatens
the "seers" and "diviners" with disgrace and shame, and describes their outward
reaction: they cover the lips. The reason is that they receive no answer from God or
their idols (cf. v. 6). Together with bai, then, fidpar is the consequence when one's
way of life collapses: the foundation on which one has built erarything has crumbled.

In Isa. l:29 this is even more explicit, if that is possible: bipar and b6i are
followed by causal min aad the "desired" (hajtem) and "chosen" (bllartem) objects
of the cult, "oaks" and "gardens." Total (moral) devastation is the inescapable con-
sequence; vv. 28 and 30f. establish a conventional framework around what the two
verbs express in the categories of personal experience.

d. The metaphorical use of hnpar witn nature as its subject is striking. Isa. 33:7f.
describes the reaction to the unstoppable advance of an apocalyptic eschatological
enemy uninhibited by any legal or moral restraints, "regarding no man." v. 9 depicts
the death of the natural realm. There is a remarkable penonification of Lebanon:
helpir lbandn qanal, "[-€banon stands confounded, withered.'re The hiphil of lupr
is used intransitively and independently, outside of its usual context.

In Isa. 24:23, ltdpar and D,i.i (in that order!) take meristically as their subjects
"the pale one" (the moon) and "the hot one" (the sun). At the apocalyptic irruption
of Yahweh's reign, they pale before Yahweh's glory on Zon.

e. In the Psalms, bdpar usaally appears in laments, with reference to enemies.
In Ps. 83:18(17), which is probably preexilic (cf. 'Assyria" in v. 9[g]), the impreca-
tions against the enemy (w. t0-18[9-17]) conclude, as in [sa. 54:4, with four different
verbs set in two pairs. The third verb is hapar, but poetic accumulation is presumably

17 Klopfenstein, 77, l8lf.
rE W' Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, NI (31968), 301.
le O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trarc. lg74),337.
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more important than any precise and intentional distinction. [t seems that in most
cases no special importance is attached to any particular nuance of the verb when it
is associated with parallel verbs and expressions; they are in fact mutually inter-
changeable. Only Ps. 7l:24is a declarative statement, equivalent to a confession of
trust. All the other occurrences are impnecations against enemies: Ps. 35:4,26; 4O: 15(14);
70:3(2). Only Ps. A:6(5), fip"nAhcm'al-yeltparfr, "may their faces never be ashamed,"
represents formally a negation; semantically, however, the verse represents a positive
request with a positive parallel: those who look to Yahweh, who are "radiant" for him,
will endure.

f. Here we have probably touched on what is by far the dominant semantic substrate.
Only in Proverbs does lSipar refer primarily to the opprob,rious kind of person who
is the subject of the maxim in question: he is compromised by his own actions, or,

less frequently, is an example for others. Elsewhere the primary emphasis is on suf-
fering (the consequences of one's own actions). Even the hiphil is not exclusively
causative or transitive. It always has a passive subject.

What might be called the fundamental theological meaning also appears in the fact
that the verb is used almost exclusively in the plural. The exceptions are only apparent.
Occurrences in Proverbs do not enter into the discussion; for the rest, only the met-
aphors inlsa.24:23 and 33:9 come into question. Jer. 15:9 is a symbolic usage with
reference to a hostile nation. This "shame" is much more than a merely unpleasant or
painful subjective "experience." In the mind of the prophet or psalmist, it refers in a

radical way to the exclusion or conquest of evil, of everything hostile to God and
mankind. There is no need for explicit mention of death or physical annihilation, but
they are concomitant phenomena. [t is not attested in this sense before the eighth
century, and is restricted to eschatological and apocalyptic texts in the Prophets and
prayers in the Psalms. Whether in the late period, when it is primarily attested, it ever
achieved a specific semantic function distinguishing it clearly from all other related
verbs is uncertain and unlikely.

Gamberoni

IV. LXX. 1. In the LXX,l.cpr I is usually rendered by or!,ssein, "dig" (12 times),
sometimes by anasluptein or arwrjssein We also find ephodertein, zZtein, and katas-

kopeilein, "explore." On several occasions a confusion between literal and metaphorical
usage can be ascertained on comparison with the MT (cf. Job 3:21).

2. The usual translation of lpr ll is entrbpein, "tre ashamed," "shrink from" (7
times). The use of aischynein and its compounds, as well as oneidizein, *belittle,

reproach," is remarkably rare. In comparison to the MT, the LXX emphasizes the

active transitive semantic element.
Botterweck
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WDF tE^; bXn fiepei

Contents: I. Semitic. II. OT. Itr. LXX.

I. Semitic. The root is not attested in Akkadian, but the LXX translation of hit
hoppei as ekratqidbthE, "he was determined" or "insisted," in 2 Ch. 35:22 may have
taken the Hebrew word in the sense of Akk. fiapatu(m), "be or become overwhelm-
ing."t 1, Ugaritic, hpi app,ars once with the meaning "gathet'' (grain).2 In Aramaic,
Synac, Middle Hebrew, and Modern Hebrew (often as ftps3),thrc root has the basic
meaning "track," "dig out." In Arabic we find hafda, "collect,, or ..draw water,a;
"trample down"; "have eye trouble or weak eyes."s There is also r.tafasa, "sink, fa11.-o
These and others have given occasion for etymological speculation.T Ethiop. fiafia is
used in the sense *be thick, strong," and "have much grain, rake together.',E

The Dead Sea scrolls follow OT usage (lQH 8:29; 10:34).

II. OT. In all the certain OT occurrences, the wmd is to be understood in the sense
of "search." The verb appears 20 times, the derived noun fizpei once. The intensive
stems predominate; their forms appear primarily in preexilic texts.

The 8 piel passages are textually unassailable. Amos has yahweh threaten: "Though
they hide themselves on the top of Carmel, from there I will search them out ('"ftappEie)
and take them" (Am. 9:3). In Genesis, the piel appears twice in early narratives: l,aban
searches Rachel's tent for his household gods (Gen. 3l:35), and Joseph's steward
searches Benjamin's sack for the cup (44:12). As in these stories, the thoroughness of
the search is exhibited when David is being pursued: all the hiding places are to be
explored, and then Saul will go himself and search David out (l S. 23:2310). As his
impossible condition ofpeace, Ben-hadad proposes to "search" (bipp"ifi) all the houses
of Israel and have his servants take whatever pleases them (l K.2o:6); Jehu orders
a thorough search (happ"ii) to determine that there are no serriants of Yahweh among
the assembled priests of Baal (2 K. t0:23).

The two other occurrences of the piel are later. The statement of zqph. l:12 is
similar to the Amos passage cited and uses the same form: yahweh will search Je-

I AHw, l, 321; G. R. Driver, "hoblems in the Hebrew Text of hoverbs,,' Bibl, 32 (1951),
193, n. l.

2 KTII, 1.14 III, 8; IY 52; IUUS, no. 954.
3 wTM,l,94t.
a GesB, 250; cf. l-ane,ll2, 6Ol.
s Lane, 112,772t.

: R. P. A. Dozy, Suppl0ment aux dictionnairq arabes, I (Lriden, 21927; repr. l98l), 386.
7 Driver, Bibl,32 (1951), 192f.
E TigrWb, 104.
e on the absence of the suffix in this form, see H. w. wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng.

trans. 1977), 335.
10 contra A. Ehrlich, H. J. stoebe defends the MT (Das erste Buch samuelis. KAT,vl74.ll

u9731,42s).
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rusalem for the cynics who do not believe that he will intervene. In Ps. 77:1(Eng. v.

6), way"l.tapp?J ("my spirit searches . . .") is read by many translators as a 1st person

singular (cf. v. 4[3]); Wellhausen, followed by Sunkel,rr emends to wayyaltpdz, "is
startled."

Jenni sees the piel of hpi as a typical resultative: except inPs.77:7(6), "a specific

area mentioned as the object is thoroughly searched," while the qal expresses merely

the "performance of the action."l2
The 3 occurrences of the pual are disputed. In Prov. 28;12, Gemserr3 reads the

hithpael ("make off") for the pual $"buppai, "hide themselves"); Driver, citing Arabic
parallels, translates: ". . . (ordinary) men are prostrated, trampled down."ra Ottprs
have often suggested a miswriting of different verbs such as fryJ or hpz.rs Ps. 64:7(6)
will be discussed below.

The hithpael is used in 4 passages in the sense 'disguise oneself." In I S. 28:8,

Saul disguises himself from the medium; in I K. 20:38, Saul disguises himself from
the medium; in I K. 20:38, the prophet disguises his face from the king; and in I K.
22:30 par. 2 Ch. 18:.29, Ahab disguises himself so that he will not be recognized
during battle. Drivef6 has defended the hillppp4i of 2 Ch. 35:22, but most scholars,

following the LXX and Vulg., emend to hilftaaEq or fiaiab. RudolphrT rcads hill.tappZi,

"because he . . . wanted to be free." Job 30:18 is also obscure; the LXX appears to
have read yi@o|, which is often supplied.ls

The qal is definitely found 3 times with the meaning "test, search" (Prov. 2:4;20:27;
Lam. 3:,tO). Uncertain is Ps. 64:7(6) ,1ahp"3fi-'6lol, which could be understood without
emendation as "they contrive crimes," but is usually emended conjecturally.le The
same verse also contains the pual participle, which would have to have the meaning
"conceived" and the related noun hZpei in order to be translated as "plot" or tlrc
like.

The niphal occurs once in the OT: 'Ak nebp"Sit 'eiAw, "How Esau has been pillaged"
(Ob. 6). The proposed change from the 3rd person plural to the 3rd person singulafo
(LW exEreunEthZ) is unnecessary.2r

Maass

IIII. LXX. The LXX renders bpi by means of exerewun (8 times), ereunin (5
times), and compounds of kaljptein. The translation krataioiln" 

^uy 
be based on a

tt cHK,lll2,336.
12 E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Zurrch, 1968), 130.
13 B. Gemser, Sprilch Salomos. HAT, X\l (1937),99.
ra Driver, Bibl,32 (1951), 192f.
rs See 8II(.
16 G. R. Driver, "Linterpretation du texte masor6tique i la lumidre de la lexicographie

h6braique," ETL, 26 (1950), 337-353, e-sp. 347.
t1 Chronikbiicher. HAT, XXI, 330.
18 See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 414.
te GHK, tuz,271.
M BHK.
2r E. Kiinig, Historisch-bitischcskhrgeftiudederhebiiischznSprache, $346k;seeW. Rudolph,

Obadja. KAT, Xru,12 (1971), 304.
22 cf. l.l.
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misreading. The noun hEpei, "disgaise,,zt ,,plot,,'zt is rendered by
exereitnEs is, "exploration."

the LXX as

Botterweck

23 KBL3,32g.
u H.-J. Kraw, Psalnun. BK, XVtl (slg7l), 4/iS.

tP?F 
hopi?; ;tE14 hrpra; n V?l bopiit

-- -Contents: 
I. ThelupJe andHeb._ftopii. n. Meaning. Itr. TheReligious position ofEmancipation.

IV. Absence of hopii from the VociUutary of Soteiiology

.-Ppi!, w. F:Albright' "fananite hofri, 'free,'in the Amarna Tablets,,' Jpos,4 (1924),
l69f-; idem, 'canaanite lapsi and_Hebrew trofs!Again,- Jrcs,6 rrs26), 

-l-0crog; 
u. cassuto,

Tl, 9'9:': layh (Eng._.txal1., J9rus1lem, tgztj, Zzt.i V. Christian,':.Un. gap5t : .Kraft:
Mac_ht,'" olz, 28 (1925),4r9f.; rM. Dahood, 'A New Metrical pattern in Biblicar poetry,,,
cBQ' 29 (1967), 574-79, e.xrp. 577f.;M. David, "The Manumission of slaves under Zedekiah,,,oTS,5 (1948)' 63'79;M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Die soziale Struktur von Alala! undpeg1ro," wo,slt (l!)69), 57-93;M. Dietrich, o. Loretz, ana r. sanmartin, ..reilarpu-
betische Biirgschaftsdokum€-nre aus Ugarit," uF, 6 (1974), aooi.; g. Eu"li;g, ..Freiheit, Frei_
lpt lg," RLA, m O957-tnD, lr}f.; idem, ..nreilassuni 

";; Skl;r*,i' itu.,ltlf.; J. J.Finkelstein, 'Ammiqaduqa's {1ct and the Babylonian .t-a; codes,; ;}Ci, rs (l%l), 9l_104;idem, "SomeNew Mistwruta Material.enrl is implication",' rnttin iJt i.'Londsberger.As, 16
LIY9,:231-246; J. Gray, ..Fe.dal-ism in Ugarit uirq e*ryrroet,. zei,-U iii;;,Zg-;{';;.52-5.5; P. Grelot, ^k6i (!s_. Lxxxvm al," w, t4 (tg(/,), z3a-zes; A. builaume, ..Notes
on the Psalms. tr. 73-150," trs, 45 (lg//i), 14f., esp. l5i aem,..Hebrew-ano Arabic Lexi_cography: A Comparative study. IV," Abr-Nahmin, q {os63tuttxst; r"pr. Leiden, rg65),l- 18' esp. 6; s. B. curewicz,j "_s_om9 Elamples of Modein Hebrew oJ;; of the or,,' ABR,
11..J1?63]' l.f-23' esp. 22;L.Kopf, "Das arabische Wirrterbuch als ftilfsmittel flir die he-brdische Irxikographie : w, 6 (1956), 286-302, esp. 2Df. = his studies in Arabic and Hebrew
Lexicography (Jerusalem, ly76),229-245: F. R. Kraus, Ein Edikt des Klnigs Ammi-gaduqa von
Plbr. ltDl, 5 (1958); idem, *En Edikt des Kiinigs samsu-Iluna ,* fi"uyton,,; FesichnytB. Landsberger. AS, 16 (1965), 225-23r; E. R. Lacheman, ..Note on th"-word [upsu atNuzi," 8:{soR, 86 (r9s2),6f.; N. p. Lemche, "'@Dn in l Sam. xvi 25," i, 24 (1974), 373t.;idem, *The Hebrcw slave: comments on the Slave taw of Ex. xxi 2-rr,- w,25"(rg75)',
129-144; idem, "T1rc, Manumission of Slaves-The Fallow year-The Sabbatical year_The
IqFl-I"".," W, 26 (1916),-38-59; J. Irwy, ..flebirii and Hebrews,- iUce, U eg3g),587-623; idem, "A New paralrel berween ryauiru-ana Hebrews," nute, 15 (l9zr0), a7-5g;idem, *Tlrc Biblical Institution.of D"r6r iy the Light of Akkadian oo"r.inl,,, Eretz_Israel , 5
ll?Sel, 2l-31; E. Lipiiski, "Lr.esclave h6breu,, ,'-W, 

ZO (1976), 120_24;5. E. Loewenstamm,
"Notes on the Alalakh ralrets," IEI, 6 (1956),2r7-225;t. uenoetsotrn,'..The canaanite Termf91 " 'rree Proletarian,'" BAS2R, g: irs+ri, 36-39;'idem, si"rry ii rn"'Ancient Near East
lNen York' 1949), 74-9t;_*y, 'l\ew Light on the Supsu,- deson, its (rsss), s-rr;
l ry""h' sociorogv of thc Bibrical Jubilee. irnu,4 (risi), xix-xxi tuilriog.l; S. M. paul,
s-n!ie1\tnc Book of the covenant in the_Light of cuneform'and Bibticar to-. sw, lg (1970);
I: P.E. Pedersen, "Note on Hebrcw hom,; rpbs, aitsza), lo3-r0j; N. tvt. sarna, ..zeae_
kiah's Emancipation of Slaves and the Sabbatical Year,;' oriiru and Oicident. Festschift C. H.
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I. The [upie and Heb. lrop3i. Akk. $upiur and Ugar. bblpf desigrrate a low
social stratum. According to Mendelsohn,3 the $upie were "free proletarians" who
owned small plots of ground. At Nuzi, according to Lacheman, they were semi-free.
According to Dietrich and l-oretz, the scribes at Alalakh considered the word to be

Hurrian and preferred namA instead. At Alalakh tbe lupie were artisans, shepherds,
and servants; at Ugarit and in Assyria they were also soldiers. In Assyria they did
forced labor. The group at Byblos mentioned in the Rib-addi letters is hard to define.
Gra/ claims that in Canaan during the second millennium the term referred to a group
of the nobility with military responsibilities and royal fiefs. This interpretation should
be closely scrutinized. Gray often argues on the basis of etymology, and he cites I S.

17:25 without taking into account the text-critical problem ofthis passage.

The Heb. l.topii of Ex. 2L:2-6 also seems origrnally to have desigrated a low
social stratum, made up of emancipated slaves.s But there is no evidence for such a

class in historical Israel. While A1*.. bupiu and Ugar. bblpt are appellatives that can
be used freely, Heb. l.topi? (apart from the difficult passage Ps. 88:6 [Eng. v. 5]) is
inrariably used as the negative of "slave," and almost always in fixed idioms referring
to emancipation. Only in late texts do we find an extension of meaning and usage.

This observation bads to the hypothesis that initially fop.ii existed only as a linguistic
relic of an earlier stage of language and society in such legal texts as Ex. 21:2-6, the
only context in which it was still understood. It thus took on its typical OT meaning
"emancipa.ted slave," "freedman," and then furnd entrance once more into the living
language: in other laws (e.g., Ex. 2t:26f.), in extensions of the legal tradition of Ex.
2L:2-6 (Dt. 15:12f.,18; Jer. 34:9-ll,14,16), in other contexts (1 S. 17:25; Isa. 58:6;
Job 3:19), and in metaphors (Job 39:5). Only when bopii had acquired its new
meaning did it give rise to new words: ltpi pual, 'be freed" (Lrv. 19:20); ltupi6,
"freedom" (Lev. 19:20); ftp.i, "freedom" (Sir. 7:21). Here, too, belong bA1 haltopiit
(2 K. l5:5; 2 Ch. ?5:21 Q) and bAt tuhopifrt (2 Ch. ?-6:21K) if we follow qmhi
and others in interpreting the phrase as meaning "house of freedom from official
duties," "(royal) retreat."

It is likely that 1 S. 17:25 is very late; it belongs to the portion of the Goliath story
that is present in the MT but not in the original LXX. The way Gray and others

Gordon. AOAT,22 (1973),143-49; A. Schoors, "Literary Phrases," inRSe I Onz), l-70, esp.
27f,; H. J. Stoebe, "Die Goliathperikope I Sam. XVII l-XVm 5 und die Textform der Sep-
tuaginta," W, 6 (1956),397-413, esp. 403f.; E. Szlechter, "I- aftanchissement en droit sum6ro-
akkadien," AHDO, N.s. 7 (1952), 127-195; W. Thiel, Die dcweronomistische Redaktion des
Buches Jeremia (diss., Berlin, 1970), 529-537; N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptioru of Death and
the Nether World in the OT. BietOr, 2l (1969), 157-591' R. de Vaux, Anclsr, 87f.; M. Weippert,
The Settlement of the Israelite Tiibes in Palestine. S87, ser. 2, 2l (Eng. trans. l97l), 85-87.

I CAD, VI (1956), 241f.; AHw, l, 357.
2 wUS, no. 1071; Uj1 nos. 930 and 995.
3 BASOR,83 (1941); 139 (1955).
a Cf. also Pedersen and l.oewenstamm.
5 Lemche, W,25 (1975).
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interpret the text arouses suspicion. The translation of hopit here as ,.free (from
paying tribute)" postulates an otherwise unaffested sense, but note the extension of
Akk. andurdru ialcdnu, "remit debts," "emancipate slaves," to the meaning ..free from
tribute" in Neo-Assyrian texts.6 For ftopii in I S. 17:25, Stoebe assumed the normal
meaning "emancipated" and finds an allusion to the Joseph story. But the word ftopJi
does not occur in the Joseph story, and our passage does not use the collmon expres-
sion for freeing a slave, but instead: 'et bA'dpiw ya'"ieh fiopii byiird,El. LemcheT
interprets hopii here as a person who receives special favors fiom the court. Lipiriski
translates: "and his father's house he will make mighty in Israel." In both cases the
argument is based on texts very distant in time from this late text.

r\ 2K. l5:5, bor naltopit is frequently associated with Ugar. bt bprt, and inter-
preted as an idiom for the underworld. Ps. 88:6(5) is often citid to bolster this inter-
pretation. But none ofthese texts has been really explained. It is not certain that they
cast any light on each other. In addition, it is not really clear whether there is any
connection between ugar. frblp1 and Heb. ftop.Ii. Several scholars,e looking for a
term designating the underworld, translate ttopi? in ps. gg:6(5) as ..my resting
place," citing Ezk. 27:20. But in Ezk. 27:20 hopei does not mean ..saddlecloth,;
referring instead to the material from which the saddlecloth (beged) is made. The
term is probably a loanword; cf. Akk. fiibiu, ,,a kind of hard woo'i.-ro

A graffito from Karnak, cited by Sayce,rl reads:,,,[nk] b,[l] i,mr hlpi bn . . .ilifi,"I am Baal tilpmar, the freed, son of. . . ." Sayce considers the language to be
Hebrew; DISO|2 is undecided. There has meanwhile come to light a phoenician name
&pi, attested in a fourth-century B.c. text from Mogador.r3 Detrich , Lotetz, and san-
martin interpret lJgar. b.llb1hlb.y; 3h[m] as "in case he is set free"/..if they flee.,'

In Sir. l3:ll, following Barth6lemy and Rickenbacher, we should probably assume
that the root is ftpJ.

rI. Meaning. According toEx.2l:2-6,the:ebed'iM who ceases to be subject
to his + 111x'ddin l'adh6n) becomes hopii. onginally the 'ebed ,ibrt was t; be
understood as a slave like those mentioned in the unrdiltu documents of the ,apiru at
Nuzi.la later, perhaps during the redaction of the covenant code and certainly by the
time of Dt. 15, the'ebed'ibri was understood as an '.Israelite,, slave; in Jer. 34 the
term refers to a Judahite slave. Then hopit acqutred its more general meaning:
"freedman." According to Lipifiski, 'iDri c-ontinued to designate u-lo*", class right

6 CAD, ll2 (1964), llTa; --+ 111't dr6r.
7 w,24 (1974).
E KTU, 1.4 VItr, 7; 1.5 V 15.
e Niitscher, Dahood, Tromp, Schoors.

ro AHw, 1,3M.

_ " +. H. Sayce, "Unpublished Hebrew, Aramaic and Babylonian Inscriptions from Egypt,
Jerusalem and Carchemish," JEA, lO (1924), 16.

t2 P.94.
13 J.-G. F6wier, "Inscriptions puniques du Maroc," Bulletin arch|ologique du Comit6 des

trauaux hisnriques et scientifiques (Paris, 1955-58), 35.ta l*wy, HUCA, A (1939); idem, HIICA, 15 (l9zt0); Weippert; paul.
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down to the time of the exile. The word is often applied to women, although no

feminine form is attested (Ex. 2l:26f.; Dt. 15; Jer.34; cf. Lev. 19:20).

Emancipation of a slave can be expressed verbally by yd;a' (from the perspective

of the slave) or the piel of J/ft (from the perspective of the slave's owner). But with

Iropii we find the two fuller expressions ydpd' [l Ltopii and iillalt [l ]llopii
[mZ'im]; these appear in 14 of the l7 occurrences of ftopi?. In Dt. 15:15, + i1IE

pddi is associated. In Lrv. 19:20, however, pddi is listed as an alternative to l.tupi6

among the various ways in which a slave relationship can be terminated. According

to Jer. 34:9, 15, the emancipation described in the law of Deuteronomy is the concrete

form in which a + l'l''l'l ffr6r is proclaimed and validated (in this context, cf. Isa.

58:5f. with Isa. 6l:1f., where a dr6r is also proclaimed).

The meaning of lopii is extended beyond "emancipated slave" in Isa. 58:6 ("set

free from oppression or captivity") and I S. 17:25 ("exempted from tribute"). Nowhere

is the modern concept of "freedom" attained.

III. The Religious Position of Emancipation. The legal provisions of Ex. 2l:2
are less progressive than those ofCH $ 117, where at least in the case ofresold debtor

slavesls a maximum term of three years of service is provided. As yet, however, no

extrabiblical parallels have been found for Ex.2l:5f. Even the restriction ofthe period

of servitude to six years had a special meaning for Israel. The redaction of the Cove-

nant Code deliberately began its collection of miipaf,m with the law in Ex. 2l:2-6.
Dt. 15:15 based the emancipation of slaves in the seventh year on the deliverance of
Israel from Egypt. The Deuteronomistic redaction of the book of Jeremiah interpreted

the der\r of 588 B.c. in terms of the law recorded in Dt. 15. Tlito-Isaiah equated true

fasting with the freeing of the oppressed (Isa. 58:6; cf. 6l:1). Sir. 7:21 commended

the emancipation of a slave as a good work.
The occurrences of &6pii in Jer. 34:10f. do not'appear in the L)O(; they probably

are among the many late interpolations found in Jer. 34. When these interpolations

are removed, it is basically safe to follow Thiel in distinguishing the original account

from the "Deuteronomistic" redaction. The Babylonian institution of tlre miiaram may

be compared with the dr6r of 588.16 It is hardly likely that tba der6r would have been

a periodic institution coinciding with the sabbatical year, for in that case there would

have been no need fm a + I1!1) bert! lbrith).r7 When the Deuteronomistic editms

cite Dt. 15, in any case they are reinterpreting the act, whether we assume that Dt.

15:12 refers to the emancipation of each slave on an individual basis from his term

of servitude, or whether (with Sarna, following a targumic tradition) we assume an

emancipation of all.Israelite slaves at once in the Sabbatical Year.

IV. Absence of [rop5i from the Vocabulary of Soteriology. Slavery and eman-

cipation took on theological significance in Israel: the whole semantic field served to

interpret the exodus from Egypt, and then gave rise to a generalized soteriological

ls Szlechter.
16 Kraus; l*wy, EretzJsrael, 5 (1958); Finkelstein.
t7 David and Sarna take a different position.
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vocabulary @f. ydsa', bdt'"bddm, pa&, ga'al). It appears relevant, therefore, that
the word l.topii drd not participate in this process. The reason why can be found as
early as Dt. 6:20-25, where deliverance from Egyptian slavery serves to legitimate
obedience to the law of Yahweh. The idea is developed even more directly inr*v. 25,
where the word hopii does not appear despite the thematic similarity to Ex. 21, Dt.
15, and Jer. 34- It has no place here because an Israelite who sells himself on account
of his debts cannot be made a real slave. He must be treated as iafir and t6idb
(L.ev. 25:$). But the reason in turn is that all Israelites are slaves of Yahweh, by virtue
of his having delivered them from slavery in Egypt (l*v. 25:45; cf. v. 55). Thus the
theology of the exodus leads on the one hand to abrogation of human slavery; but on
the other hand the result is not a theology of "freedom" but rather a theology of
slavery to God.

l"ohfnk

-_ 
contents: I. Etymology and Related rerms: l. Hebrew; 2. Lxx and eumran. IL Ancient

Near East: l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Asia Minor (Hittites); a. Ugarit;5. Ancient Greece
and the-Aegean. III. construction. IV. Arrows as weapons. v. Metafhorical usage: l. God's
Arrow; 2. Male Potency and Offspring; 3. Lies and Slander.

I. Etymology and Related Terms.

l. Hebrew. The root of the Hebrew noun ftEs is widespread in the Semitic languages:
Akk. zs.pz (or fr;u), Ugar,. bZ, Phoen. /rs, Imperial Aram. fts, Egyptian Aran.- lty,
Arab. hutwvtun, Etliop. fu. The widespread (rccurrence of this term for ..arrow,,

suggests that the Semites used arrows for hunting and for war at an early date. In

_ tes. R. _D. Biggs, SA.z.ce, Ancient Mesqonmian potency Incantations. Tcs, 2 (1967);
E. D. r! Buren, symDols of the Gods in Mesoponmian Art. Anor,23 (194s); c, H. Gordon,w (1965); D. R. Hillers, "The Bow of Aqhat: The Meaning of a Mythological rheme,';
orient and occidmt. Festschrift c. H. Gordon. A0AT,22 (lg7r,7l-80;-H. al Hoffner, li.,
-"lfmUots for Masculinity 319 Femininity: Their Use in Ancient Near Eastern Sympathetic
Magic Rituals," JBL,85 (1966), 32G334; S. Iwry, "New Evidence for Belomancy in incient
Palestine and Phoenicia," JAos, 8l (l%l), z7-34; H. Limet, Le travail du m6tai au pays de
swner au temps de la IIIe dynastie d IJr (Paris, 1960); B. Meissner, Bra; A. salorcn, Di) waffen
d1r alten Mesopoanier (1966), lo9-125; J. M. sasson, Thc Military Esnblishments at Mari.
studia Pohl,3 (1969); F. H. Stubbings, "Arms and Armour," in A. *ace and F. H. Stubbings,
A companion ro Homcr (New York, 1963), 5o+s22, esp. 5lg-520; R. de vaux, Anclsr (Eig.
trans. 196l); M. ventris and J. chadwick, Docwunts in Mycenaean Greek (carbiage, tisl),
1P^f iY _Yfrcnfqf, "Bemerkungen zur 'Kammer der Medergeburt' im tirtanctrairungrau,';
7AS, 94 (1967), 139-150; Y, Yadi1, The Art of warfare in Biblical l^aruts in the Light E ictai-
ologbal Stndy (Eng. trans., New York, 1963).
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Biblical Hebrew, f,Ep is the usual term fu "arrow"; be.sides it we find only I occurrence

of the poetic expression FnA 'aip6, "sons of the quiver" (Iam. 3:13), and ben-qaie!,

"son of the bow" (Job 41:20[Eng. v. 28]). The word {rZg appears some 50 times in the

OT, plus 4 conjectures.l
Hffier

2. Ln( and Qumran The LXX always interprets fuE; as a weapon, usually an

"arrow" (bilos, 29 times; bolis and schiza, 6 times each), but sometimes as a "bow"
(t6xewna,7 times; t6xon,4 times). In I S. t7:7 wefindkont6s, "spear."

The Dead Sea scrolls use ftZp almost exclusively in the metaphorical sense of "lying
in wait"; ct. hi+;A ialral, "anows of the pit" (lQH 3:16,27).

Botterweck

II. Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt. The Egyptians usually used the words 'ftJ and.Iir for "arrow," but on the

basis of phonetic writing Gardiner suggests the existence of an even earter term

swnlsyn.2 Bow and arrow were widely used by Egyptian armies during the New

Kingdom (l6th century s.c. and after), but are also attested in earlier periods. Bows

are repr€sented on marry monuments from the close of the fourth millennium (late

predynastic period);3 there are also representations in the art of the Old and Middle
Kingdoms.a

There is evidence for symbolic use during the enthronement of the king: after his

cqronation, the king would shoot an arrow in each of the four directions, symbolizing

victory over his enemies and his rule over all corners of the world. Four birds were

released at the same time, to proclaim the king's enthronement to all four corners of
the world.s

Westendmf showed that in Egypt the shooting of an arrow symbolized impregnation

of a woman.6 The image was understood in the same sense in $atti, Mesopotamia,

Ugarit, and in the OT.7

2. Mesopotamra. Since arrows were.made pnmarily of reeds, they were referred

to in Sumerian by the usual term for "reed," ri. In Akkadian, 'various terms were

probably used for "arrow." The most common was u-sgu, with the cognates b;, hZ, alad

It1 cited above. At various dates and in various regions, other terms sometimes

supplanted u_r.su or were added to it to designate a particular type of arrow: fiurliunltu
(Middle Babylonian at Nuzi), malmullu (Middle Babylonian, Middle Assyrian, and

I KBL,.
2 A. H. Gardiner, Egyptian Gratnmar (London, 31957), Sign-list T ll.
3 Yadin, 46f.
a Yadin, 46lf.,62t.,81f.; pls. 118f., 146, 150f., 160ff., 20Of.
5 RiR, 398.
5 Pp. 130ff., esp. 142 and n. ll.
7 Hoffner, 326ff.; see also below.
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later), qanit (lit., "reed," used for "errow" in Middle Babylonian in fringe areas of
Asia Minor, Amarna, Nuzi, and Elam, as well as in Late Babylonian), and iurqtdu.

Bows and arrows are represented in Mesopotamian art as eady as the preliterary
period (ca. 3000 o.c.) on the granite stela of Warka.t The earliest known representation
of the compound bow is on the stera of Naram-sin at susa (23rd century B.c.)e and on
a fragment of limestone stela from Lagash, dating from the Akkadian period (around
the 23rd century).

The arrow syrrbolized the deities Erra, Ninurta, and Nergal.lo Erra was considered
the god ofparched earth and above all the god ofpestilencl. Ninurta was the god of
warriors, the patron of Assyrian emperors; Ashurbanipal wrote, ..Ninurta, 

the javelin,
the geat warrior, the son of Ellil, cut off the life of my enemies with his sharparrows
(ina u;;iiu zaqti)."tr Nergal is de,scribed as "[bearing] bow, arrows, and quiver.',r2

Bow and arrow stood as symbols of the warrior kings of the Neo-Assyrian period.
Ashurbanipal boasts: *[ held the bow, caused the arrow to fly, the ornament of my
prowesis."t3 In Egypt, Asia Minor, and Syria-palestine, bow and arrow symborized
masculine sexuality in fertility rituals and incantations.la There is no explicit evidence
in Mesopotamia for an arrow oracle like that promised the Babylonian king in Ezk.
2l:26ff.(2lff.)." In Mesopotamian astronomical terminology, the ..arrow star,, was
Sirius.r6

3. Asia Minor (Hittites). In cuneiform Hittite, the word for ..arrow" is usually rep_
resented by sumerograms; only rarely do we find syllabic orthography. It is a striking
fact that archers are not mentioned in any narratives or descriptio;s: Only twice are
archers mentioned in accounts ofbattles: enemy archers foughiagainst the conqueror
Suppiluliumas I.t7 on the Egyptian reliefs depicting the battie uetween the Egypians
and Hittites at Kadesh, the Hittite charioteers are shown without bows and arrows, in
contrast to the Egyptians. The Hittites used their chariots drawn up in battle lines for
attack and to bring tlpir warriors, armed with lances, as qulclty as possible into
contact with any ofthe enemy that had not fled at the first onslaught. The Egyptians

E Yadin,46f., ll8f.
e lbid., t50.

ro van Buren, 158f.; see also T. soryman, Die Eustehung wd EntwicHung dcr Gfunervaffen
im ylten Mesopotanien und ihre Bedewung (Beirut, 196g), 66, I l3f.
- 

rr Ashurbanipal, Rassam cylinder, ti, a+r.; 
"lt.a 

torn M. streck, Assurbanipal und die
leryen assyrisclen Kdnige bis zwn lhtergange Niniveh's. UAB, 7 (1916),li, iS.

- 
12 E. Ebeling, Die akkadische cebetier:ie "Handerhcbung " fuoetil, io <lsjfD,116, line 4;cf. E. von Weiher, Der fubylonischc Gott Nergal. AOA|, i O97l),71.13 Streck, 256,kne 21.
ra Biggs, 38.

__" 84, 1r,65,275 for a discussion of the technique used, see w zmmerri, Ezekiel r.Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 443.
t6 BuA, ll, 412f.

'i H' c. Giiterbock, "Th9 Degos of Suppiluliuma as Told by his Son, Mursiri II,', "/cs, r0(1956), 76t.; K. K. Riemschneider, "Hethiiische Fragmente historischen Inhalts aus der Zc1t
Sattu5ilis III," "ICS, t6 (t962), tt}-121.
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improved on these tactics by arming the chariots with archers.l8 This may explain

why some bows in inventory texts are referred to aS "bows of Kaskaean typel"'
Nevertheless, inventories of military equipment2o list great quantities of arrows, dem-

onstrating that there were archers in the Hittite armies, even in the later period (ca.

1300-1200 B.c.).
Hunters are depicted as archers in Hittite art.21 In magical rituals, bow and arrow

symbolize both male sexuality and typically male military prowess.22 In rituals in-

tended to keep epidemics from Hittite armies and inflict them on the enemy,23 the god

who sends the epidemic is depicted with bow and arrow. To him the petition is

addressed: *O God, shoot always upon the land of the enemy with these arrows; but

if you come into the land of the Hittites, keep your quiver closed and your bow

unbraced." Lions were hunted with bow and arrow.2a A myth describes an archery

contest with the warrior Gurparanzahu;zs a palace chronicle describes similar contests

in the presence of the king during the Old Kingdom.26

4. Ugarit. The Ugaritic word for "arrow" is f;3. Occasionally qg'f has been consid-

ered a poetic synonym for lr7, but Gordon is probably correct in preferring the meaning
,16o*.1127 In the Ugaritic texts, arrows are mentioned in inventories of military reserves,

and occasionally in military contexts within epics.a The fletcher is called psl hZn,

identical by Dietrich and Loretz with Hurr. bd$l." The use of arrow oracles may

provide thi semantic connection between b4, "?rtow," and l.t7', "happy," n l.tyt'l.tat,

"happy life."s
The- sexual symbolism of shooting an arrow cannot be missed in KTU , 1.23, where

it forms part of a test of El's undiminished procreative powers.3l The bow and arrow

motif is iqually important in the story of Danel.32 Danel is given a bow and arrows

by the divine smith Kothar-wa-Sasis,33 and he gives them in turn to his son Aqhat.

The warlike goddess Anat desires them, and offers in return wealth and immortality.34

r8 Stubbings,52l.
te KBo, XVItr, 172, obv. 6, etc.
m KIJB, XIII,35,obv.I,2;Itr,3,6,46;IY 10;A8oT,54,6;KBo,XYlll,l72, obv'6ff';

170a, vo. 7; 160, IY 3.
2r E. Akurgal , Th, Art of the Hittites (Eng. trans., New York, 1962), pls. 94 and 147 (black

and white).
22 Hoffner,326ff.
23 KUB, VII, 54, III, 19ff.; E. Laroche, Catalogue des textes Hittites (Paris, tnD,425.
u KIIB, vul, l,I, 3.
2s KUB, XXXVI, 67, II, 18tr
26 KBo,III, 34 (+) U, 33ff.
27 UT, no. 2258.
2E KTIJ,l.l4,lrl,12.
2e M. Dietrich and O. Lnretz, "Die soziale Struktur von Alala! und Ugarit," WO' 313

(1966), 199.
30 KTll , 1.3 V, 3l; l.4lY, 42;lwrY,21-34.
3r Lines 37f.
32 KTU , l.l7 .

rr y,9-35.
34 VI, 1G33.
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But Aqhat refuses: "My bow is [a weapon for] warriors; are women now to hunt lwithit]?"-in other words, bow and arrows are a man's weapon, not a woman,s.3s
In Phoenician texts, the word is, ..arrow,', occurs in three arrowhead inscriptionsr

"3d-,t 
the altar inscription from Kition.rT In the latter we twice find the divine name

rip b;, which may be associated with b,l b4 rip,r, ..Reshep, lord of the bz,, @f. below,
v. l). Aram. fts, "arrow," occum in the eighth-century Sefire inscription; in KAI ,222A.38f., the breaking of bow and arrow symbolizes the downfall of'Mati,ilu,s military
power should he break his oath.

5. Ancient Greece and the Aegean. Among the Linear B tabbts from Knossos was
found a seal3e that formed part of the charred remains of two wooden chests containing
charred arrow shafts and points. The seal bears the Linear B logogram for ..arrow,;
along with a syllabic writing of what was probably the Myceneir 

-word 
for ..arrow,,

Qn-ta-ia). The arrowheads are bronze. tn the lliad, the bow plays a relatively minor
role and appears to be a foreign weapon (of the Lycians, Karians, and paelnians).
Only three majo Greek warriors are regular archers: Philoctetes, Teucer, and Meriones
of crete. only once in the lliaffi does odysseus bonrow a bow from Meriones. Most
arrows have bronze heads; iron arrowheads are rarer.al It has been suggested that bows
became less important during the period of the Trojan war (ca. tzfr n.c.). If this is
true, it helps explain why in the lliad only those warriors use a bow who belong to
a generation befme the Trojan war (e.g., Hercules). The bow and arrow as divine
weapons are characteristic of Apollo, whose epithet is hekEb6los. ..far shooting.,, It
has been suggested that his arrows symbolize the plague, since they bring death totle camp of the enemy.a2 Tlre compound uow or bo-ysseus may al'so have a latent
sexual symbolism, since the suitors of odysseus' wife had to be aLb to brace it before
they could have any claim to her. Shooting with the bow has such associations among
many cultures of the eastern Mediterranean in ancient times.

rII. construction. An arrow consisted of three parts, each made of a different
material so that it could fulfill its specific function. The head was made of the hardest
material available, to enable it to penetrate: flint, bone, or metal. The shaft had the
function of transferring the energy'released when the Lowstring accelerated, and it
was therefore long, thin, straight, stifl and light. It usually wis made of wood or
reed. The tail was designejlto srabilize the flight of the arrowj it was made from eagle,
wlture' or kite feathers. The head was attached to the shaft by having the base of the
head inserted into the shaft ('stemmed" arrowheads), or by having tL slr,art inserted

?D he;

-- 
s For interpretation of the_story of Aqhat and his bow as involving sexual symbolism, seeHoffner, 326ff., afi Hillers, 73f.
36 KAI,20-22.
37 KAI, 32.
3E KTTJ, I.82,3.
3e Ws 1704 : Ventris and Chadwick, 361.4 x.260.
at iv.l23.
a2 E. Kirsten, 'Achaoioi, 2,,, Ktpauly, l, 42.
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into the base of the arrowhead ("socket"). The heads might be leaf-shaped or trian-

gular; they might be flat, ribbed, or ridged. The form was dictated by the nature of

ih" 
"rr"-y 

armor.a3 Arrowheads were often barbed or dipped in poison (Job 6:4). The

tips of fire arrows had holes through which oil-soaked tow was ttneaded and then

ignited (cf. Ps. 7:14[13]).

IV. Arrows as Weapons. Bow and arrow were the normal weapons of nomads

(Gen. 21:20), hunters (Gen.27:3;lsa.1:Vl), robbers (Gen. 48:22; Josh. 24:12), and

soldiers (Isa. 13:18; Fzk. 39:9; Hos. 1:7). Archers usually were among the foot-

soldiers, as were slingers (1 S. 31:3; I Ch. 10:3; l2:2;2 Ch. 35:23); but they also

fired from the battlements of besieged cities (2 s. l1:z; 2 at 26:t5),4 from chariots

(2 K. 9:24),as from horseback,6 from mobile siege towers,aT and in sea battles from

ship to ship.4 Before the invention of the catapult, bow and arrow were the most

effictive missile weapons used in sieges (2 K' 19:32 par' Isa' 37:33)'

V. Metaphorical Usage.

t. Godb Arrow. Bow and arrow as weapons of deities (Erra, Ninurta, Nergal, Anat,

Reshep, Apollo) have already been mentio,ned.ae The alrows of Yahweh symbolize his

attack-upon the enemy. In Nu. ?A:8 and Dt. 32:42, the enemies are the enemies of

Israel, and the effects of the arrows are described in clear images. In Ps. 64:8(7), the

arrows strike the scheming enemies of the psabnist. But Yahweh's alrows can also

strike his own people, as in Dt. 32:23, a list of punishments including hunger, disease,

wild beasts, una war. In laments the same image is applied to individuals: Job 6:4; Ps'

38:3(2); t am. 3:12f. In Ps. 9l:5f., "the arrow that flies by day" stands in parallel with

ttuee terms for plagues that strike by night; probably the arrow also symbolizes a

disease or a demon that brings disease. In Ezk. 5:16, the alrows of Yahweh symbolize

frmine; v. 17 also mentions wildbeasts.so Arrows are implements of divine punishment

in Ps. 7:14(13) and Prov.7:23.
yahweh's arrows are often described as being btigt t; in theophanies, in combination

with other storm imagery they are depicted as lightning (2 5.22:15 par. Ps. 18:15(14);

ps. 144:6 [all 3 time.s :$/lrhhm,'/-, "confusion]; Hab. 3:ll; zs,. 9:14; also Ps. 77:l8UTl,

with reference to the exodus). On occasion Yahweh uses the arrows of one nation to

punish another (against Israel, Isa. 5:28; against Babylon, Jer. 50:9,14;5l:l1). tn Ps.

+S:O(S), the king is assured that his arrows will destroy the enemy'

The use of arrows for oracles is probably connected with the idea of God's arrows;sr

a3 Yadin, 8f.
4 Cf. ibid., 229 (Ashkelon), 42 (Gaza), a3of. (lachish)-
4s cf. ihid.,382f.
$ cf. ibid.,384f.
47 IbA., 408 (Assyrians).
48 lbid.,34ff. (Medinet Habu).
4e 1J.2, 4,5.
so See above.
st lwry,21-34.
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it is attested in the West Semitic area and possibly (albeit not with certainty) in
Mesopotamia (ct. rl.2 and Ezk. 2l:26ff.121tr.1). In the double oracle given by Elisha
to Joas[ the king of Israel (2 K. 13:15-18), an arrow symbolizes military victory: the
king shoots a "victory arrow" eastward and strikes the ground three times with arrows,
a gesture intended to symbolize three victories over the Arameans; if he had struck
five or six times, he would have destroyed them totally.

2. Male Potency and Offspring. The ancient motif of bow and arrow as a masculine
symbol, with spindle and distaff as a feminine symbol,s2 can also be traced in the or.
children, the clearest proof of virility, are likened to a quiver full of arrows (ps.
127 :4f.). The ideal wife (' ziel-fiayil) puts her hands ro the distaff (tii6n prov. 3l: l9).
But it was accounted a curse to wish that a man and his descendants should sit forever
holding a spindle (2 S. 3:2!).sr The ideal man always had bow and arrow ready.s
According to DL 22:5, it was strictly forbidden to attempt to change the sex of an
enemy by the symbolic or magical exchange of clothing or other identifying objects.ss
The synbol of a man is here callel l(li-gefier, "that which pertains to [or 'the
weapon of'] a man." A woman is symbolized by Simlaf iii6, ,,a womans garments."
Hittite and ugaritic texts show clearly that such exchange of clothing or symbols,
often called transvestism, frequently served to assure the desired masculine qualities
of the transvestite and deny them to the enemy.

Hoffner

This interpretation of the t6'2fr laut in Dt. 2z:5 as the prohibition of analogical
magic has not gone undisputed; most scholars think prlmarily in terms of a cultic
transgression: confusion of sacred objects,56 cultic prostitution,sz or transvestism as
a sexual perversion, which is attested among the Hittites and canaanites.st

Botterweck

3. Lies and slanden Lies and slander in the mouth of the enemy are often compared
to sharp and poisoned arrows (Ps. 57:5[4]; 64:4[3); prov. 25:18; 26:,lg; Jer.9:7tg]).
Ps. 64 depicts the slanderers as being slain with their own weapons (w. 4,g[3,7]); in
like manner the obscure verse Ps. 7:14{13) probably means that the devices of the
wicked (deadly weapons, fiery arrows) return upon the user. ps. ll:2 describes the
work of tbe f id'im as arrows shot from ambush.

Hoffner

s2 Hoffner, 326ff.; Biggs, 38; Wesrendorf, l3%.; Hillers, 73f.
53 Hoffner, 329,332; cf. also Odyssey xxi.350-53 with Hoftrer, 329, t. 16.
sa Hoffuer, 329.
ss lbid.,332tr.
s6 G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), l4l; a similar interpretation is given

by P. Buis and J. Leclercq, It Dewi:ronome (Paris, 1963), l5l.
57 J. UHour, "[rs interdits to'efu darrs le Deuteronome,. RB,7l (19@), 494.
5E J. N. M. Wijngaards, Deuteronomium. BOT, lI (lg7l),241t.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. Meaning. II. Secular Usage: l. General;

2. Occupation; 3. Sazit; 4. LXX. Itr. Use in Religious Contexts: l. Preexilic Prophets;

2. Deutero-Isaiah.

l. l. Etymology, Occurrences. Tlrc rooth;b, attested as early as Akkadian in the

form fua;dbu, appears not only in Hebrew but also in ugaritic, Phoenician, Aramaic,

Mandaic, Yemenite, and Arabic texts.l It is used both as a verb (qal, pual, niphal,

and hiphil) and in nouns; the Siloam inscription contains the form l.rsbm.2

2. Meaning. In agreement with the Akkadian parallel, we may assume "cut off"
as the basic meaning (cf. tsa. 10:15). With this as the starting point, the word group

developed various specialized meanings in the OT: "dig out, excava.te" (Dt. 8:9; I K.

5:29[Eng. v. 15]), "hew out" (Dt. 6:11; Jer- 2:13), "quarry" QK. l2:l3[J2l; I Ch'

22:2), as well as "engrave" (Job 19,24) and "hew down" (Isa. 5l:9; Hos' 6:5)'

II. Secular usage. All the passages in which the word group appears in the oT
as well as in other Heb,rew texts (Siloam inscription, Oxyrhynchus papyn) illustrate

secular usage, with a variety of meanings. A distinction can be made only when the

context is itself secular or suggests a religious reference.

l. General. Characteristic of secular usage is association with rocks and mining.

Thus 1xa+cp with the meaning "hew out" refen to the activity of carving various kinds

of holes in the rock for wells and cisterns (Dt. 6:11; 2Ch.26:10; Neh. 9:25; Jer.

2:13), water supply tunnels,3 wine presses (Isa. 5:2), and tombs (Isa. 22:16). Analo-

gously, the meaning *break loose by digging" refers exclusively to the process of

quarrying (l K. 5:29[15]; 1 Ch. 22:15;2 Ch.2:l,l7l2.l8l) or mining (Dt. 8:9)' Even

when the word group is used in the sense Of "carve" or "engrave" there is always a

reference to stone as the material involved; this reference is made clear in 2 K.

12:13(12);22:6; I Ch. 22:2;2 Ch. 34ll by the addition of + 1)t| eben l'ebhen) and

in Job 19:24 by the noun -sir:

ha;ab. P. A. H. de Boer, "Notes on an Oxyrhynchus Papyrus in Heb'rew," 14' I (1951)'

lg-Si;D. Conrad, Srudien zum Altargesek, Ex. 20:24-26 (diss., Marburg, 1968), 32-52, esp.

35f.; G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," I4', I (1951), 241'250, esp.246; R. J' Forbes, Studies in

Ancient Teclutology, vII (L*iden, 21966); W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XI[/l (1966), 132f., 139;

S. Spiegel, 'A irophetic Attestation of the Decalogue: Hosea 6:5 with Some Observations on

Psalms lS una 24,- IIT6R, 27 (1934), 105-144; l.7l,lli, "Note on Hosea 6.5," JQR, N s' 3l
(194014t), 79-82.

I K83,329.
2 KAI,189.I Siloam inscription, lines 4, 6.



2' Occupation Within this word group the predominance of the participle is strik-
ing: it appears 18 times, including the Silbam inscription and the o*yrtryncnus papyri,
as well as Ezr. 2:57 and Neh. 7:59, where fta;;"fidyim should be reai.r This isiarjety
because in the or period the quarrying and shaping of stone, as well as the car;in;
of inscriptions in stone, was the particular jou or specific occupational groups, the
"quarriers" and "stone-masons." Although the same word is oaouily used to designate
bortu ttre two occupations ane distinct, as can be seen above all from t Ch. 22:15,
which speaks of figeQim alongside ftAraiO 

,eben; 
addrtional evidence is found in I K.

5:29(15) and 2 Ch. 2:t,17(2,18). which speak of lb$b batua

Schunck
3' sazt Alongside ba;ab and'afina nalqer we fnd the term ('abnil gfuit, wtnch

apqears l l times, primarily in connection with the altar, the temple, or other elaborate
buildings. It is found in the account of the building of the temple (l K. 5:31[17];6:36;
7:9,lrf.; r at 22:2), in the law of the altar (F-x. ?-0:25), in the prophets (Isa. g:g[r0];
Ezk. 4O:42; Am. 5:11), and in lam. J;!. The usual translation is ..hewn stones,, or
"ashlar"; Conrad attempts to define the meaning more precisely in terms of history
and archeology. From the ninth or eighth century on, gdzil refers to the stone used as
building material for elaborate buildings such as the royal palace and the templg;,alna
gazfu are "hewn stones."5 In the earlier period, which includes the altar law in Ex.
20:25, galft still means only "cut stone" or simply ..that which has been shaped or
cut."6 For an explanatiol ofthe law prohibiting uie of gdzit, hewn stones, for uuilding
a stone altar because they are profrned (biileD by a tool (fiere!), see the survey ii
ConradT and also this dictionary.t

4. IX(.In the LXX, fub is rendered by forms of raomein (16 times) and occa-
sionally by kqtein, engljphcin, q erdanmcin It is arso rendered by more generar
verbs such as metaileilein, oritsein, or poicin. The translations of iarir ur"L pu*
contradictory. Alongside apel4lAtos, "unhewn" (6 times), we find ,orirlry*6r,..h&n,
smoothed," and tnEt6s, "cut." sometimes fs. D is paraphrased with the verb labertein.

Botterweck
III. Use in Religious Contexts.

l. Preexilic Prryhets. The preexilic prophets use the wordfta;ap in two ways. First,
they use it as a term for a secular image drawn from the everyaay tire of Israel, which
they draw on to make a religious statement; besides Isa. 

-5:i, 
this usage appears

especially clearly in Isa. l0:15, wherc the word &oreb describes yahweh using Assyria
as axe and saw to execute judgment upon his people, and in Jer. 2:13, where a hewn-
out broken cistern symbolizes the foreign godi who are not yahweh. In addition, the
prophets use the verb in the sense "hew or cut (down)" to describe how yahweh

4 KBL3,32g.
s Conrad,43ff.
6 lbid.,45.
7 lba.,32tr.t A. S. Kapelrud,',1)*, ebn l, ebhenl,- TDOT, 1, 49.
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executes judgment through the prophets; Hos. 6:5, for example, states that Yahweh

has hewn his people by the prophets.e

2. Deutero-Isaialt. Both uses of the root on the part of the preexilic prophets are

continued by Deutero-Isaiatr" In Isa. 51:1, using a mythological image, he likens the

patriarch Abraham to a rock from which lsrael was hewn;lo in 5l:9,11 he uses myth-

ological language to describe Yahweh's cutting the primeval Rahab in pieces.
Schunck

e For a different interpretation, see Rudolph, 132f., 139; Rudolph takes the meaning to be

"incise." Following A. Klostermann, ThLB, 1905, 473:78, and Spiegel, 136, he thinks of
Moses, functioning as a prophet, carving the Decalog on stone.

to P. Volz, Jesaia II. KAT, lxlz (1932), llof.; C. R. North, The Second Isaraft (New York,
19il),209; N. A. van Uchelen, 'Abraham als Felsen (Jes. 5l t)," ZAW,80 (lqi8), 183-l9l;
interpreted differently by P. A. H. de Boer, Second-Isaiah's Message. OTS, ll (1956), 58-67.

rr For discussion of the form, see I. L. Seeligmann, "Voraussetanngen der Midraschexegese,"

sr4, l (1953),169,n. 4.

Contents: I. l. Root, Meaning;2. Synonyms, Versions;3. Distribution. II. l. Grass as a
Blessing;2. "No Grass" in Curse Texts. Itr. l. Image of Tiansitoriness; Semantic Field;2. Human
Transitoriness; 3. Transitoriness of Enemies and the Wicked.

l. l. Root, Meaning. The masculine noun l.td;ir, "grass," belongs to the root ftpr
I, "be green, become green," which is also attested in Punic,r Ethiopic (fiadra), and
Arabic (tlalira).z The word lr-sri "grass, pliants," appears also in Phoenician3 and Old
Aramaic;a but Kutscher thinks that Aram. fur is a Canaanism. The word ia-srd' in the

Aramaic Tiugumim is a borrowing from Heb. l.ta;ir

ba;ir. W. W. Graf Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun (I.eipzig, l9ll),204f.; J. Blau, "HEBREW

ftA;ir 'reed'a ghost-word," in "Marginalia Semitica 1," Isracl Oriental Studies, I (Tel-Aviv'
l97l), 8-ll; G. W. Coats, "Self-Abasement and Insult Formulas," lBL,89 (197O), 1426;
F. Criisemann, Studien 7yr Formgeschiclue von Hynnus und DanUicd in lsrael. WMANT, 32
(1969), 135-152; G. Dalman, AnS, I (1928),334f.; E. Y. Kutscher, "Mittelheb,riiisch und Iti-
disch-Aramiiisch im neuen Kdhler-Baumgartner," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrift
W. Bawngartner. SW, 16 (1967),158-175, esp. 17l; B. Meissner, EuA,I, 1861'L. Wdchtet, Der
Td im AT. ArUT,2l8 (1967),97-106.

I DISO,95.
2 KBL3, 331.
3 Baudissin.
4 KAI,222 A.28.
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Alongside hhin "grass.', Biblical Hebrew also has fti;ir, ,,leeks,'(Nu. ll:5), and
b$tn "reeds" (Isa. 44:4); both derive from a root fi.sr il, attested only in Arabic
(ba$ra).s

2. Syrwnyms, Versions. The word ba{in ,,gr:ass,,' 
shares the basic meaning ..some_

thinggreen" with+ tl?l deie' ldeshc'), + IUlt ,?ieb, and+ p.t' yereq. Allthree
wods accordingly appear as more or less precise parallels to ba{ir, ..grass,': deie, in
hov.27:25; Isa. 15:6; yereq in Isa. 15:6; yereq deie, in 2 K. 19:26; ps. 37:2;lsa.
37:27;'Eieb iMeh in 2K. L9:26;Isa. 37:27; cf. prov. 27:25. T\e word sis appqus
to be closely associated: cf. si1 ttaiiajeh (ps. 103:15; Isa. 40:6) and the verb sis in
Ps. 90:6 alongside |igii "grass."

For fi;tr the Lxx 12 times uses chirtos, a generar word for ..cattle fodder, grass,
new grass." Tkice we find the general term botdnz, "plant, pasturage.,' we also find
prason, "le€ks,' chl6E, "new shoots," and chldr6s, a more-phenomenological term
for the light green of new shoots. The vulg. mostly translates/aenum, ,,hay,', @ca-
sionally (esp. Jerome) herba.

3. Distribution unlike the common word'E;e[ (33 occurrences), hdstr occurs al-
most exclusively in poetic texts (17 occurrences); it appears only once in a prose
narrative (1 K. l8:5). It occurs in prophetic forms (Isa. 15:6;37:27 par.2x. i9:26;
Isa. 4O:6-8;51:12 [8 occurrences]), in the psalms (ps.37:2;90:5; 103:15;104:14;
129:6; 147:8 [6 occurrences]), and in wisdom Literature (Job 4o:15; prov. 27:25 [2
occurrencesl). In Isa. 34: 13 and 35:7, the comms. read fto;Er, "farm," instead of hosir.
It is possible that Job 8:12 refers to ..grass" rather than ..reeds.,,

II. 1. Grcss as a Blessing. Narrative, hymnic, and didactic texts refer tol.tdstr as
food for the beasts of the field (bhemil and domesticated animals (baqar); see I K.
18:5; Job 4o: 15; Ps. l0/l14; 147:8f.;kov. 27:25. The indirect benefit to hom* beings
is expressed in Ps. 104:14, and is implicit in 147:gf.

In both Ps. 104: 14 (nw+mnak ha;ir) and 147:8 (hamnwsmiafi haim ba+ir), the praise
of the goodness of Yahweh "who causes the grass to grow,, takes the fmm of the
hymnic participle. As criisemann recognized, this form corresponds regularly to a
specific theme: God's governance as creator and preserver of the whole created world.
The "participial hymn" derives in fmm and content from a very ancient Babylonian
hymn tradition. Even the special motif of causing vegetation to grow appears fre-
quently in Babylonian hymns: mudiiiu urqiti, "he who causes that whichli green to
grow" (and other examples from hymns to Marduk and Nergal).6 The word mudiiiu
is cognate with Heb. deie', urqiu withHeb. yereq.

2. *No Grass- in Curse fuxrs. Luxuriant grass on the fields and mountains is a sign
ofheavenly blessing (Ps. 65:ll[Eng. v. l0]); conversely, the desiccation and withering

s K8L3,330f.
6 K. L. Tallqvist, Al,:ladische G\tterepitheta. StOr, 7 (193g; repr. lg74),54, 370,3g5.
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of vegetation is a sure sign of punishment or curse. In the curse section of ancient

Near Eastern treaties, drought and absence of grass are among the consequences

threatened if the treaty is broken: cf. w'l ypq l$r wlythzh yrq wly[tl.tzhl 'l.twh, "so that

no vegetation sprouts, so that no more green is seen, so that his grass is no longer

[seen]" (Sefire inscription, from the middle of the 8th century B.C.);7 the similar for-

mulas in the treaty between Ashurnirari V and Mati'ilu of Arpad, from the same

period;E and the ttreat ld'-ya'"leh bdh l<ol-'Eieb (Dt. 29:221231) in the concluding ritual

of the ..covenant in Moab' (Dt. 28:69-3O:20129:l-3O:201). There may be a reminis-

cence of such formulas in the (exilic?) lament over Moab in Isa. 15:1-9: "the waters

of Nimrim are a desolation," ki-yabZi ba;ir l<ati deie' yereq lo'-hayd (15:6).e Com-

parable descriptions appear in Isa. 19:5-7; Jer. l2:4;23:.lO.

III. l. Image of Tiansitoriness: Semantic Field. The word ba;in "grass," finds an

entirely different usage in the context ofbiblical passages dealing with "transitoriness."

The associated motifs include reference to the rapid desiccation and death of low

vegetation under the influence of heat, east wind, and drought.ro

the semantic field of such passages includes verbs like + h: nabEl, "titber" (Ps.

37:2; lsa. 4o:'1f.; Job l4.2 conj.); * ))a mll, "wither" (Job l4:2; Ps' 37:2; 90:6;

58:8t71?); + t?I' yaQEi, *dry out" (Job 8:12; Ps. 9O:6; 129:6; Isa. 15:6; 4O:7f.;

42:15); and -+ ilr) kab, "perish" (Ps. 90:7; Isa. 15:6). There are occasional occur-

rencesof iddap,"parch"(2K. 19:26;lsa.37:2'lUQl*),hnidp; Ps. 129:6conj.ll),
and the niphal of ndlan, "be given over" (Isa. 5l:12). The cause is the wind (ria&,

Ps. 103:16; Isa. 4O:7), more specifically the east wind @Adn,Isa.37:27 [lQIs'];
Ps. 129:6 conj.; cf. Ezk. l71.lo; 19:12). Soorpst affected is perhaps the grass "on the

roofs,' (gagg6l, Ps. 129:6; Isa. 37.27). The sudden death of vegetation is contrasted

with its rapid sprouting and growth, expressed by such verbs as + llDI Wntah,
"sprout" (Ps. lM:14; 147:8; Isa. 4:4; lob !4:2 conj.), + O)B fudlap, "change," in

the sense of "spring forth anew" (Ps. 90:5f.; cf. hiphil in Jon. 14:7; Ps. 129:6 conj.r2),

and possibly also sis, "bloom" (Ps. 90:6; 103:15).

2. HumanTiansitoriness. When the rapid withering of vegetation is compared to the

transitoriness of humankind, the purpose in the first instance is to incline God to

mercy and forbearance.l3 In Ps. 103, a highly individualized hymn,ra the mention of
transitoriness appears in vv. 9-18, a middle section that expatiates on Yahweh's kind

forgiveness. Human transitoriness ('"n6i kefta$r ydmdw, * . . . like grass [with respect

tol his days," v. 15) is set in deliberate contrast to the enduring love ofYahweh (v. 17).

7 See KAI, 222 A.28f.
8 Vo. IV 2O;ANEP,533.
e O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 57

to BuA,I, 186; AuS, 1,334f.
1r Br1S.
t2 GesB, Y.
r3 Wiichter, 102f.
ra Crtisemann, 302-304.
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The mention of transitoiness in Ps. 90, a communal lament in which w. l5b and 16

appear also to refer to humankind (see the reference b hAhp above), seeks also fm
God's mercy (v. l3), with strong emphasis on the eternity of Yahweh (w. 1f.,4).
Similar ideas appear in Ps. 102:2(l) (cf. w. 13f.[12f.]) and Job 14:1f. (cf. v. 3).
Humankind can similarly be likened to a shadow 1+ X ;El) or dust (--+ 119 'dpar)
or be termed flesh (+ 'lVa bdidr).rs

With respect to their purpose, these statements may be likened to the "self-abase-
ment formulas" found in the language of the court and the cult, and discussed by
Coats. Using rhetorical questions like "Who am I, that you . . ." or "What is man,
that you . . . ," the "servant" states to his "lord" that he is not worthy of some
particular treatment (usually kind).16

3. Tiansitoriness of Enemies and the Wcl<ed. There is also another context in which
the brevity of human life is likened to that of grass. In a series of passages (Job
8:11-13; Ps. 37:1f.; 129,5-7; Isa. 51:12; probably also Isa. 4O:6-8), the simile is
applied not to the individual praying to or meditating before the eternal God, but to
the enemy or the wicked. A prophet, priest, or Wisdom teacher here assures whoever
is oppressed by enemies or the wicked that there is no need to fear (Isa. 5l:12) or fret
(Ps. 37:l): even the mighty are-in the elas of God!-as perishabb and transitory
as grass. The comfort intended by the comparison is obvious from the context in all
the passages mentioned. In Isa. 40:G8, however, it can be recognized only if we
follow ElligerlT instead ofthe usual interpretation, which sees the prophet in vv. 6b-7
attempting to evade the divine comniission by referring to his own (!) mortality. Elliger
sees here a connected passage, with a message of comfort given to tbe prophet fol-
lowing v. 6a (cf. v. 1). Mortal "flesh," frding "flower," and withering "grass" refer
in this context neither to humankind in general nor to the devout (or the propheQ in
particular, but (cf. v. 24) to the enemy who holds in his power the people to whom
the prophet is to speak. Howener powerful he may claim to be, he is mortal, transitory
"as the gass." This message is confirmed because it "stands forever" (v. 8b1t). If v. 7
does in fact belong to the original text, at least the conclusion ('agen l.taq?r hn'am)
must be considered an erroneous gloss.

Barth

ri For a discussion of Isa. 40:G8, see III.3 below.
16 For examples of this idiom outside the Bible, in addition to those mentioned by Coats,

see ABL, 210, vo.8; 885, vo. l7;965; etc.
t7 Deuterojesaja. BK, fr,ll (1978),22-29.
t8 lbid.
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Contents: I. Outside the Bible: l. Etymology; 2. Akkadian; 3. Ugaritic;4. Phoe,nician; 5. OSA;
6. Arabic; 7. Aramaic (and Greek). II. OT: l. Settlements; 2. Courts.

I. Outside the Bible.

l. Etymology. On the basis of BDB, Orlinsky' and after him Malamat2 assumed

two different Protosemitic roots, the first leading to the meaning "settlement, village,"
the second to "enclosure, court." KBLt accepted this distinction, which can be ob-
served primarily in Arabic. But it is probably going too frr to speak of two "Proto-
semitic" roots. Not only are the three radicals suspiciously similar, but the semantic
differences are not as great as they appear at first. More likely we are dealing with a
primitive Semitic root having the meaning "surround."

2. Akludian. In Old Babylonian,3 there is a word f;a;dru, "fold, pen," attested 4
times in the Mari texts, once in the singular and 3 times in the feminine plural. The
fact that in one instancea the $a;dru is located in the vicinity of a city is not sufficient
reason (contra Malamat) to assume that we are dealing with an exclusively human
settlement. Furthermore, among seminomadic tribes the "enclosure" can also include
the settlement of the herdsmen.s Late Bab. bat@)nt (batiru) likewise means "fold,
court," and may be an Aramaic loanwmd.6

fia;er. K. Albrecht, "Das Geschlecht der hebriiische,n Hauptwiirter," AW, 16 (18%), 4l-l2l;'
T. A. Busink, Der Tbmpel von Jerusalem von Salomo bis Herodes. SIFS, 3, I (1970), 143-l5l;
M. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," inRSP, I, $II, 131,162; J. Jeremias, "Hesekiel-
tempel und Serubbabeltempel," ZAW,52 (1934), 109-ll21' A. Malamat, "'Hag€rim'in the
Bible and Mari," Yediot,27 (1963), l8G'84 [Hebrewh i.dem, "Mari and the Bible: Patterns of
Tribal Organization," Sefer Segal. Festschrift M. H. Segal (Jerusalem, l9g), 19-32 [Hebrew];
B. Mazar, The Mounain of the lnrd (Garden City, 1975), 9G130; M. Noth, The OT WorA
(Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1!)66), 'Settlements," 145-158; "Sanctuaries," 173-79ff.; F. Ntitscher,
Biblische Altertwakmde. HSAT, m (1940); H. M. Orlinsky, "H$er in the OT," JAOS,59
(1939), 22-37; R. de Vaux, Anclsr, 2l7l-33o; E. Vo4, "Vom Tempel zum Felsendom," Bibl,
55 (1974), 23-64; C. Watzinger, Denloniiler Paliistilas (kipzig, 1933-1935); W. Zimmerli,
"Ezechieltempel und Salomostadt," in Hebriiischc Wortforschung. Festsclltifi W. Baumguner.
SW, 16 (1967),398-414 : his Studicn otr alttatamentlichen Theol. und Prophaie. ThB, 5l
(1974), 148-164; -) ,'l': bayit lboyith); -- b)';'t hAkal thAklrAil.

I P.24.
2 A. Malamat, "Mari and the Bible: Some Patterns of Tiibal Organization and Institutions,"

JAOS, 82 (1962), 147.
3 AHw,1,331; CAD, VI (1956), 130.
4 C.-F. Jean, Lettres diverses. ARM,ll (1959; repr. 1978), 43,7.
s Noth, 145.
5 AHw,1,337; *e1.7.
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3. Ugaritic. In Ugaritic we frequently find the forml.w (the form ltyrT is a mis-
reading9). Often fiv occurs in parallel with br; twice it appears with hH, "palace."q

Aistleitnerlo equates bt and hV completely, translating the latter as "Gehiift, Wohstiitte

[building, dwelling]." Gordon, Dahood, and Driver,rl however, rightly see in h4r (l.tyr)

a somewhat divergent parallel to bt and translate "court, courtyard," after the analogy
of the parallelism between bayi1, "temple," and bd+Er in the Psalms.l2 The other
meaning, "settlements," is attested at most in I uncertain passage;l3 Aistleitne/a
translates "mit 1(X)0 Hrifen," Driver "1000 villages," but Gordon "1000 courts."
Despite the graphic possibility, no written difference can be found; semantically, the
basic meaning "enclosure, court" appears predominant, while "dwelling, settlement"
is highly dubious.

4. Phoenician. In Phoenician, too, which like Hebrew has only the single grapheme

s, we find only the meaning "(fme)court"; and in an ancient incantation text from the
seventh century B.c. we read: "The house (br) into which I come ., the 'court'
that I enter,"ls with bt andfgr in parallel, as in Ugaritic and in the OT. Another text16

reads: mbnt hsr bt'lm, "the buildings of the court of the house of God." In 2 Neo-
Punic textsrT we find Lt;rt (hntqdi), "the forecourt (of the sanctuary)."

5. OSA. Old South Arabic, which distinguishes the various dentals, has a noun fd4
"dwelling" (cf. Arab. l.ulara).rt We also find "they reached the houses ('fi/a masc.
pl.),"le and "from these houses ('b4rn1.''o But the same middle consonant appears in
mlfir, "forecourt" (of a temple, with Dyr in the preceding lines). Conti Rossini2l has:

"mltlr 'vestrbulum, atrium,' Pl. ntlt4rt." Ryckmans discusses the proper names deriv-
ing from 1fin22

6. Arabic. In Arabic, however, with its wealth of literature, we can distinguish two
roots: (1) l.ta4ara, "surround, enclose," and (2) ha4ara, "betake oneself, be present,

7 W, no.852a.
t See M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Untersuchungen zur Schrift- und laut-

lehre des Ugaritischen (m)," UF,7 (1975), 106.
e See WUS, no. 960; Dahood, RSP, I, $II, l3l, 162.

to WU S, no. 960, and his Die Whologischen und fultischcn Tbxte aus Ras Schamra (Budapest,
21964).

rr cML.
12 See IL2.c(7).
,, Kru,l.l II, 14.
t4 WUS, no. 960.
ts KAI , 27.7 .

t6 KAI, 6O.2 (96 s.c.?).
t1 KAI , 122.2 and 145. I (lst century e.o.).
tt CIH, 79, 4;82, 4.
le A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions from Mahran Bilqis (Mkrib) (Baltimore, 1962), 629, 33.
20 lbid., 665,23.
21 See RES 3943,5 (Sabaean).
22 Cited in Orlinsky, 28.
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dwell." The former has a derivativeha4lrat, "enclosure, fold." Closely related is the

rcot hasara, which, however, has taken on the meaning "confine, restrain, lock up.'zr
In Ethiopic we still find ltas.ara, "enclose with a wall.'% The second root, Mara, has
derivatives such as hdlirat, "dwelling place." Although the two (or three) roots have

drifted apart, here as in the other Semitic languages just discussed we are probably
dealing with a basic meaning "surround, enclose." A survey of the various derivatives

shows that they have occasionally changed places.

7. Aranwic (and Greek). The Targumim distinguish the Hebrew etymologies of
l.td Er and translate "settlement" with p";ilri' or pa;lri' , but "court" wrth dAf !A' .

Whether the word hulra' , *fold," attested 4 times in the Thrgumim, is cognate with
Arab. lp4traP5 or with f;61er, "stzff, rod,," is a matter of debate. The Middle Hebrew
technical term for the temple cotrt, 'azdri, appears for the first time in 2 Ch. 4:9 and

6:13; in the Thrgumim ('"zartd') it appears only 5 times. In Ezekiel (Ezk. 43:14,17,20;
45:19) we still find the more general meaning "enclosure (of the altarl.'at

The LXX also distinguished the two meanings, usually rendering "settlement" as

k6me Q3 times) and "court" asorli (131 times). The LXX also uses ipaulis, "rcal
estate" (20 times), tfZri 6 times), uit"*t (3 times), extdra, peripatos, and oikia
(once each). The passages that present textual difficulties are discussed by Orlinsky.2E

II. OT.

I. Settlements. In OT Hebrew, ft;r appears only as a noun. The meaning varies on
the basis of the Arabic roots.2e In the sense of "settlement, farmstead" it is found only
in the plural. According to Orlinsky,3o it appears 47 times and is always masculine.
A stereotyped formula is the phrase "cities and their (adjacent) sefflements," which
constitute real property and are mme than mere pasturage (cf. Josh. 2l:12). But they
could hardly have been larger than our crossroad villages. Josh. 15:21-32, for example,
mentions no less than "twenty-nine cities and their villages" along the southern edge

of Judah (v. 32). The term is often applied to the settlements of seminomads, as in
Gen. 25:16 ("the villages and encampments of the Ishmaelites") or Isa. 42:ll ("the
villages that Kedar inhabits"). But these settlements must be distinguished from mobile
encampments; the Arabic derivatives of ba4ara always refer to permanent settlements;

cf. also Neh. 12:29: "The singers had built for themselves villages around Jerusalem."
These villages did not have fortified walls: "the houses ofthe villages which have no

23 lbid., 23f.
2a lrslau, Contributions, 21.
2s Orlinsky, 25.
26 J. l*vy, Chaldiiisches Wiirterbuch iiber die Targwnim und einen grossen Theil des rabbin-

ischcn Schriftthutns (lirpzig, 3 l88l), 252.
27 See G. R. Driver, "Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems," Bibl, 35 (1954), 307f.;

A. Hurvitz, "The Evidence of Language in Dating the Priestly Code," RB, 8l (1974), 4l-43.
2t Pp. 32-37.
2e s@ KBL!.
30 P. 29.
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wall around thern" (Lrv. 25:31). They are counted as part ofthe open fields. But this
open plan of settlement (Jer. 49:31) does not mean tlnt the villages were totally without
modest "enclosures" like folds. Here we see once more how ..settlement,, and ..court,,
come together in the original basic meaning. The 5 place names incorpor ating hd;zr
are probably also based on the meaning ..settlement."3l

2. Courts. a. The Arabic rcots lw and hsn ..enclose," include the other meaning
of fia;Er, namely "enclosure, court." The gender32 in this case is usually feminine (cf.
also the fem. pl. lga;irdtu in the Mari texts and osA mMrt). In rhe or, the term
l.ta;Er6t appears 20 times, apart from the oasis Hazeroth 1Nu. t l:35, etc., ..enclosures,,

[fem. pl.]). But the masculine plural also occurs 5 times-always with suffixes-, and
in the singular the gender is also mascurine in 10 passages (including g in Ezk. 4o-
43). Orlinsky concludes that the reference is always to the fonecourt of the Jerusalem
temple, understood as the dwelling place of yahweh33 in parallel with bayt. The 15
occurrences of the masculine noun are limited to exilic and postexilic books and
therefore constitute a late phenomenon, rke the gender of derek. contra Albrecht,3a
who sought to rcstore a feminine by minor textual alterations (p"nimil for p"nimt in
Ezk. o-43), Zimmerli3s states with respect to Ezk. 40:23: *we must assume .

[against Albrecht, zAw, t6 (1896), 49] that 1yn [hasEr'] (exactly like lt)n ftail6nl. . .) can be both masculine and feminine." The basic meaning .ienclosure,,36 is still
literally present when we have a list of the materials from which the hA$er is built, as
in 1 K. 7:12.37

b. Isolated houses outside the crowded cities were probably set within a rather
spacious court)4ard. Elaborate palaces like that in Susa comprised an ..outer court,,
(Est. 6:5), a "garden court" (l:5), and an ..inner court,, (4:i;5:l). The harem had
its own court (2:ll). Palaces of square design were built around an inner court.3E

The desiga and construction of Solomon's palace are described only cursorily inI K. 7:l-12; v. 8 speaks of "the other court" Qlnq?r hn,aherel), vv. 9 atd 12 of ..the
great court." The "other court" is distinct from both the ..great court', and the ..inner
court" of the temple; it surrounds the palace of solomon. The ..greut court,,, however,
'jnrolably refers to a peripheral rvall enclosing all the structur" of 6, t-2,g, including
the 'inner court' (for the house of Yahweh) mentioned in 6:36 and the .other 

couri='
(for the house of Solomon) mentioned in 7:ga.,'3e In the time of Hezekiah, 2 K. 2o:4

'l}ll hisEr

3t KBL3, 332; Qrhnsky, 27.
32 Orlinsky, 28-31.
33 See (7) below.
34 zAw, 16 (1896), 49.
1s Ezckiel 2. Herm (1983), 339.
35 M. Noth, Kinige. BK,txlt (1968), l,t0.
37 See H. Graf Reventlow, "Gattung und tiberlieferung in der 'Tempelrede Jeremias, Jer 7

und 26," ZAW, 8l (1969), 327, n. 63.
38 See Watzinge4 1,97 for Samaria (and Assyria).
3e Noth, BK, lKll, 139.
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speaks of a "middle court" near the palace (assuming tlfi hA$Zr is to be read rather
than the kethibh hi'4r.4 In the vicinity of the palace there was a court of the guard
(hgar han nalldrd): Neh. 3:25; ler. 32:2, etc.

According to Ex. 8:9(Eng. v. 13) (I), the frogs died *in the houses, courtyards,
and fields"; because of the feminine plural, "courtS/iards" is a better translation than
the usual *villages." The courtyard of aprivate dwelling is mentioned in 2 s. 17:18,
containing a well. According to Netr" 8:16, bootls were set up in individual courtyards.
In contrast to an enclosed courtyard, an open (market) square is calledr"h6[.

c. 1. Throughout the arrcient Near East, sanctuaries even more than secular build-
ings were surrounded by one or more courts (Gk. timenos, Arab. ftarant), in order to
give the entire complex a coherent and imposing size and scale, and to hold the
crowds. Retgiously, the enclosed precincts possessed a numinous aura, separating the
sacred from the profane (Ezk. a2:2o) and placing those who entercd them under the
spell of tlp sacred.ar In the OT, P reports that even in the desert the tent of meeting
stood within a courtyard 100 cubits by 50 cubits (l cubit : 52.5 cm.42) enclosed by
curtains (Ex. 27:9-19;38:9-20;40:8,33; Lev. 6:9,19[16,261; etc.). The details cannot
be considered historical evidence, but are for the most part a retrojection of the
Jerusalem temple.a3

2. In connection with the temple of Solomon,4 an "itrner court" is mentioned,
surrounded by a wall (1 K. 6:36; 7;12), in contrast to the "great court" (l K.7:9,12),
which probably surrounded both the royal palace and the temple precincts.as The inrrcr
court is described as "the court before the house of Yahweh"; within it stood the altar
of burnt offerings (1 K. 8:64 par. 2 Ch. 7:7). la the course of time, a second temple
forecourt seems to have become distinguished from the "great court" common to the
entire complex. In any case, we read of the "two corrts of the house of Yahweh" in
the period of Manasseh and Josiah (2 K. 2l:5;23:12). "My courts" (pl.) are also
mentioned in [sa. l:12 (although the L)o( has the sg.). Baruch reads the words of
Jeremiah 'in the upper court (fta;Er hn'etydn), at the entry of the New Gate', of the
temple (Jer. 36: l0). Probably this was the same gate between the outer court and the
somewhat elevated inner court at which Jeremiah himself addressed the people (19:14)
and delivered his famous temple sermon (7:2;26:2).s It is not necessary to interpret
the word "court" (sg.) so narrowly as to imply that there were not two temple courts
at the time of Jeremiah. When Ezekiel speaks of the temple, which was still standing,
he mentions the "door of the court" (Ezk. 8:7); in 8:16 (cf. l0:3f.), however, he

4 See the comms. ; also Orlinsky, IAOS , 59 ( 1939), 22; idem, "The Kings-Isaiah Recensions
of the Hezekiah Story," JQR, N.s. 30 (l939ll940),3+36.

at Arrclsr, n4:76.
12 8RL2,204.
a3 See Y. Aharoni, "The Solomonic Temple, the Tabernacle and the Arad Sanctuary,', in

Orient and Occident. Festschrift C. H. Gordon. AOAT,22 (1973), l-8.a Busink, 143-151.
a5 See II.2.b. above.6 See the comms.; also Reventlow, ZAW, 8l (1969),327.
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speaks more precisely of the "inner court of the house of Yahweh," and in 10:5 of the
'buter court" (hAser hokisoni); in 9:7 we find "the courts" (pl.).

3. The descripion of the new temple in Ezk. q-42 presupposes precise knowledge
of the temple of Solomon,4 and therefore provides once more for two courts. The
"inner court" is mentioned in Ezk. 4O:23, etc. It measures 100 cubits on a side.
According to Niitscher,s this measurement applies only to the later "court of the
priests." Tko chambers in the walls beside the north and south gates serve as sacristies
fm the priests (40:4-a$. Eight steps lower lies the "outer court" with pavement and
thirty chambers (zlo:17-20). It serves as a place of assembly for the people (4:19).
The plans no longer provide for palace buildings, and so the outer court can extend
further to the south, east, and north.ae In the temple of Solomon, the inner court was
surrounded immediately by the "great court," which enclosed both temple and pal-
ace.5o This minimal separation is described by Ezekiel as defiling the name of God
(43:8). The whole temple area was to be a square 500 cubits on a side, surrounded
by a wall whose purpose, we are expressly told, was to separate the holy from the
proftne (42:2O; cf. the duties of ttre priests described in 22:26 and 44,23). The wall
was to be surrounded in turn by a protective strip of open space 50 cubits wide (45:2,
a later addition).

4. Concerning the second temple (completed in 515 B.c.sr) we have no connected
account. Like Ezekiel, Zerubbabel probably adhered as faithfully as possible to the
Solomonic traditions.s2 There were undoubtedly two courts. As early as Isa. 62:9, we
read: "(They) shall drink it in the courts of my sanctuary." According to 7nc. 3:7 , the
high priest "shall rule my house and have charge of my courts." Netr" 8: 16 states that
the people made booths *in their courts and in the courts of the house of God." The
texts in Chronicles (l Ch. 23:28;28:.6,12;2 At 23:5) furnish evidence for their own
period, not for the preexilic era. We first hear of the "court of the priests" in 2 Ch.
4:9; it belongs to the "inner court" of I K. 6:36. We may therefore conclude that in
the period of Chronicles-as later in the Herodian temple-the inner court was re-
served at least in part for the priests. The "great court" here ('"zir6 hagg"dbli$)
corresponds roughly to the "great court" of I K.7;9,12, or beffer to the "outer court"
of Ezk. l0:5. In 2 Ch. 2O.,5 we find the term "new court," which is probably identical
with the 'great court" of 4:9 and was apparently renovated during the period of the
Chronicler (or of King Jehoshaphat?). ln 2 Ch. V1:21 we read only that the people
stoned the prophet 7*clrairiah'in the court of the house of Yahweh." According to
I&'{;t.23:35, however, this took place "between the temple and the altar," i.e., in the

a7 Watzinger, I, 89; Mazar, 103.
4E P. 285, n. 3;286f.
ae Timmerli, SW, 16 (1967),4O4.
50 See II.2.b above.
rr Mazar, 104f.
s2 See Jeremias.
13 See I.7 above.
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inner court. If so, it is correct to assume that in the time of Joash the inner court was

still open to the laity. In 2 Ch. 29;16, also, which tells how the priests took everything

unclean out of tbe h|kd "into the court of the house of Yahweh," where the Levites

took charge of it, we should also think of the inner court. "The courts" (pl.) are

mentioned in 1 Macc. 4:38,48;1 Macc' 9:54 speaks of tearing down "the wall of the

inner court of the temple."

5. Some five hundred years after the building of Zerubbabel's temple, Herod ren-

ovated the sanctuary, adding to its courts, gates, towers, colonnades, and perimeter

walls. Detailed descriptions will be found in Josephussa and-more reliably than in

Josephus, who tends to exaggerate-in the Mishnah tractate Middoth.ss From the

raised temple building twelve steps led down to the inner court, the front of which

measured 187 cubits from east to west and 135 cubits from north to south this court

enclosed tbe hAkaLs6 The north and south walls ofthe court each had tlnee chambers

for priests.sT The inner court (of the priests) was separated by a barrier just one cubit

high from an adjacent court, the so-called court of the Israelites or court of men.st

Further east, fifteen steps led to the "court of women," an alea 135 cubits square.se

Here and in the adjoining rooms both men and women could stay, but women were

not allowed to enter the court of men. This whole inner "sacred precinct"$ was

enclosed by a high wall with several gates.6r The 'beautiful gate" to the east is

mentioned in Acts 3:2.The east side of the court of women was colonnaded within.62

Another fourteen steps lower lay the large outer "court of the Gentiles,"63 extending

far beyond the former "outer court." It was a huge marketplace open to both Jews

and Gentiles, similar to a Greek agora. By means of enormous retaining walls, some

of which are still preserved, Herod nearly doubled the area of the temple complex,

especially toward the south.s As far as can be determined today, a wall of large ashlar

enclosed a square 280 meters on a side.6 The court of the Gentiles also possessed

spacious colonnades, which were much ft,equented.o A "portico of Solomon" to the

east is mentioned in Acts 3:11; cf. Acts 5:12; Jn. 10:23'

6. When the archeologist's spade uncovers at least the foundations of palaces,

fortresses, and temples, perimeter walls often allow us to trace outer courts; quartered

sa Ant. xv.ll.l-3, 5; B.I v.5.5f.
ss See the plan in W. Baier, "Tempel," BL, 1723; also Vogt, 64: cf . Maz,at, ll3'124.
s6 Mid. v.1; see Ntitscher, 290.
s7 Mid. v.3f.
st Bl v.5.6.
se Aru. xv.ll.S; Mid. n.5.
@ BJ v.5.2.
6r Anr. xv.1l.5; Mid. i.4f.
62 Ant. xv.ll.3; xx.9.7.
63 BJ v.5.2.
a BJ i.2l.l; Watzinger, II, 34.
65 Vogt,28.
66 Anl. xv.1l.5; see Niitscher,29lf.
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palaces also reveal inner courts. The famous wailing wall, for example, on the west
side of the Jerusalem temple area, is not a remnant of the temple itself but of the wall
built by Herod to support the temple precincts. At the nmth end of the west wall a
remnant of the perimeter wall of the flaram is still preserved.6z Similar typically
Herodian walls of ashlar have left remains by the temenoi of Heb,ron, Mamre,s and
Samaria (with a square court 70 meters on a side).@ In the yahweh sanctuary of the
citadel at Arad (lfth-7th centuries B.c.), the altar of burnt offering stood within the
court, in imitation of Jerusalem.To

7. Besides prose texts, the temple courts are spoken of g tirhes in the psalms: 4
times (Ps. 65:5[4]; 84:11[10]; 92:t4lt3'l;135:2) in parallelism with the house (bcyi1)
of God, once (100:4) with his gates, once (8a:2f.tlf.l) with his dwelling place, once
(116:19) with Jerusalem, and only once without parallelism (96:g). Thi parallelism
can practically be termed s)monymous, for the statements refer to the sanctuary as a
whole (archaically also termed a tent ps. ls l;27:6;61:5t41). Zorell therefore statesTr
that in poetry "courts" mears "temple," and orlinsky maintainsz that this equivalence
is the primary reason why "courts" is treated as a masculine noun in 15 passages (cf.
masc. in Ps. 84:11[10] with fem. in 84:3[2]).

The fact that only the plural occurs in the psalms may be due to the plurality of
courts; but it may also, as in ugaritic,T3 be mercly a poetic plural of majesty or size
(cf. "thy altars," 84:4[3]; "thy dwellings,,, 43:3; 46:5[4); g4:2ll]; 132:5,7).7a T\e
courts thus shared in the worship and love offered to the templeTs in Jerusalem as the
place of God's cultic presenoe and the religious focus of Israel. God himself chose
this place and thus also those who dwelt there.76

But apart from this somewhat imprecise poetic synecdoche, it was in fact only the
courts that were open to the people, not the rooms of the temple itself. It is therefore
more accurate to translate 'ab6' uapka in ps. 5:8a(7a) as '.I may enter thy house,'r7
rather than "I will enter thy house.'?t v. 8b(7b) contirnres accurately: *I will worship
touard ('el) thy holy temple." when I K. 8:31, in Solomon's prayer of dedication,
speaks of someone swearing *before thine altar in this house,', the word ..house',

refers imprecisely to the entire temple complex. The same is true in I K. g:33, ..make

supplication to thee in this house," and more precisely '.pray toward (,e/) this place,'

67 See E. Mader, Manbre (Beiburg, 1957),74t.e Watzinger, II, 45f.; Mader, 67-81.
5e Waeinger, l, 97; ll, 48.

]l M. Weippert, "Archiologischer Jahresbericht,,, DpV, g2 (lg(f), 2g7.7r lzxllebAram, s.v.
72 IAOS,59 (1939), 30; cf. II.2.a above.
73 M. Dahood, Psatms II. AB, XVIJ (1968), on ps. 65:5.
74 H.-1. Kraus, "Archiiologische und topographische Probleme Jerusalems im Lichte der

Psalmenexegese," ZDPV, 7 5 (1959\, l2g.
75 --.>,'t'f bayil fboyith) lll.3.
76 ArcIsr, 325-330, "The Theology of the Temple.',
77 F. Niitscher, Das Buch der Psalmcn. EB,lV 1OSS1, in tor.
7t H.-J. Kralr, Psalmen. BK, XV, in ln.
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(8:29,35,38,42, including foreigners); cf. Jer. 26:2, "worship in the house of Yahweh,"
and Isa. 56:7, "a house of prayer for all peoples."

Ps. 23:6 is poetic license: "I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh" (similarly 27:4;
+ Itr2' yAiab). Ps. 65:5(4) macarizes those who dwell in Yahweh's courts. Despite
the preceding use of "choose" and "bring near," these need not be the priests alone,
but "all flesh" (v. 3[2]). Ps. 84:3(2): "My soul longs, yea, faints for the courts of
Yahweh"; v. 1l(10): 'A day in thy courts is better than a thousand (elsewhere)"; v.

5(4): "Blessed are those who dwell in thy house i' Ps. 92:14(13): "They are planted
in the house of Yahweh, they flourish in the courts of our God." Ps. 96:8b: "Bring an

offering, and come into his courts." Ps. 100:4: "Enter his gates with thanksgiving,
and his courts with praise!" Ps. 116: 18: *I will pay my vows to Yahweh in the presence

of all his people, [9] in the courts of the house of Yahwetu in your midst, O Jeru-
salem." In Ps. 134:1, "you who stand by night in the house of Yahweh" can refer
literally only to the priests and lrvites; the generalizing interpolation of the LXX,
"in the courts of the house of our God," derives from 135:2. There the expression
"you that stand in the house of Yahweh, in the courts of the house of our God" is
pure parallelism, so that we should not assume that the priests alone are meant.

To be allowed to dwell in the temple complex 'before the face of God" was the
highest delight of the devout, but it was also a mmal obligation. The so.called entrance
(or torah) liturgies (cf. Pss. 15 and 24) show that participants in the cult were con-
fronted with the social requirements of Yahweh's law when they entered the sacred
precincts. The antisacrificial words of the prophets always have in mind morally un-
worthy frequenters of the temple: God does not want their like to "trample his courts"
(Isa. l:12).

Hamp
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I. Etymology; West Semitic.

The root hqq (which has the by-form bqylb"qd in Hebrew and gives rise to certain

forms that appar to come fuom ftwq) appears in Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic

with the meaning "hollow out," "engrave." In Mandaic it means "be in order."

In West Semitic epigraphy, occurrences are few and anrbiguous. In the Hadad in-
scription from Zngirli,l we find at the end2 the clause *q 'M, which may be rendered

as "You should write to him accordingly"; the context does not provide any firm
grounds for interpretation. [n a Phoenician funerary inscription3 we find tlle word nt].tq

designating a profession; it may be translated as "sculptor" or "lawgiver." In addition,

a Neo-punic inscriptiorf contains the words ['r)s't hmhqt, which may mean "the de-

limited properties."s

Arab. l.taqqa means "cut a furrow' and "be genuine.'6 Kopfl finds a connection
between a special meaning of Arab. baqqa, "be incumbent upon," and Heb. boq, in
the sense "that which is incumbent on someone," and mel.tdqdq, which he translates

in Dt. 33:2I as "portion." But this juxtaposition is too dependent on accidental se-

mantic nuances to be convincing.

The root is also attested in the South Semitic languages. In OSA there are 2 oc-

crurences of l.tqq lwrrth the meaning "legally binding."e Ethiop. ftZg alongside l.tEq means

"law, precepts."e [n Tigre,lo the verb means "seek justice."

FRLANT, ll4 (1975); R. Hentschke, Satzuns und Setzmder. BWANT,83 t5/31 (1963); F. Horst,
Gottes Reclt. GSAT. ThB, 12 (1961); G. H. Jones, "The Decree of Yahweh (Ps. II 7)." ZI, 15

(1965), 33G344; G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeiclnwg der alttestamentliclur Rech*iitze. WWNT,
39(1971); idem,*??nhqqeiwitzeq festsetzen,"THAT,l,626-633: M. Limbeck, DieOrdnwg
des Heils (Diisseldorf, l97l); N. Lohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl,2O (1963); R. P. Merendino,
"Die Zeugnisse, die Satzungen und die Rechte: i,iberlieferungsgeschichtliche Erwiigungen zu
Deut 6," Bausteine biblischer Theol. Festschrift G. J. Botterh)eck. BBB, 50 (1977)' 185-208;

S . Mowinckel, "The Heb,rew Equivalent of Taxo in Ass. Mos. ix," Congress Volwne , Copenhagen

I%j. SW, I (1953), 88-96; W. Nauck, "[rx insculpta (n]in Pln) in der Sektenschift," Z,{W,
46 (1955), 138-l4O; G. Ostborn, Tora in the OT (I.;r:rrd, 1945); J. van der Ploeg, "studies in
Hebrew l-avt," CBQ, 12 (1950), 248-259, 416-427; 13 (1951), ?3-43, l@-171,296-307;H.
Graf Reventlow, Gebot und Predigt im Dekalog (Giitersloh, 1962); W. Richter, Reclt und Ethos.

SrA/fI, 15 (1966); P. Victor, 'A Note on pB in the OT," W, 16 (1966), 358-361.

I KN,2l4.
2 Line 34.
3 cls,1,51,2.
4 LiditE,349.
5 Fo discussion of the inscriptions, see DISO, 95, and Hentschke, 2lf.
6 A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography: A Comparative Study. IV" Abr-Nah-

rain, 4 (l%3l6all%51; repr. [riden, 1965),7.
7 L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwiirterbuch," W, 9 (1959),

255t.t W. W. Miiller, 'Altsiidarabische Beitrige zum hebriiischen Lexikon," ZAW, 75 (1963),
309.

e lrslau, Coruributions, 21.
to TigrWb, 71 .
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II. The Verb [riqaq/heqn.

The OT occurrences ofthe verb bqqlh"q0 can be assigned to three semantic groups:
(l) "carve out, engrave": Shebna has a tomb carved out for himself (lsa. 22:16, l.tqq
par.bA;ab); Ezekiel engraves on abrick the plan ofJerusalem (fiqq,Ezk.4:l); Yahweh
has engraved on his hands the name of Zion (bqq) to keep it ever before him (Isa.
49:16); God places Job's paths before him (bAq6, lob 13.27); the creato,r draws for
Job the circle of the horizon (bfrg) on the face of the deep (Prov. 8:27; cf. Job 26:10).
In I K. 6:35; Ezk. 8:lO; 23:14, the participle m"l.tuqqeh means "carved work" or
"reliefs." (2) In 3 passages, bqq st^nds in parallelism with kdtab, "write." In Job
19:23, it applies to Job's words of complaint, which are to show for all time that he
is in the ight (bassEper means either "in an inscription"rr or "on [a] copper [tablet]"-
cf. Akk. siparru; note also bA€ab, "carve in rock," v. 24). In Isa. 30:8, it applies to
the words of Isaiah, which are to bear witness forever; here, too, s?per could mean
"copper tablet," parallel to lfralt. In [sa. 10:1, we read: "Woe to those who decree
iniquitous decrees (hakd{qim ltiqeqA:dwen) and the writers who keep writing oppres-
sion." This refers either to the issuance of wicked decrees for personal gain or to legal
injustice. (3) We also find the meaning "fix, determine." In Jer. 3l:35, Yahweh "fixss"
the moon and stars for light by night (par. nblEn, with respect to the sun). Prov. 8:15
reads: "By me (Wisdom) kings reigo (mdlak), and rulers decree what is just (ye-

hdq"qfi)." In Prov. 3l:5 we find m"huqqdq, "that which has been determined," i.e.,
"the law." Jgs. 5:9 probably belongs here, too: "My heart goes out to the commanders
(k6q"qA) of Israel." In addition, the poel participle mefidqEq occurs 7 times; it means
either "staff, scepter" (Gen. 49:10; Nu. 2l:18; Ps. 60:9[Eng. v.7] par. 108:9[8]) or
"commander" (Dt. 33:21; Jgs. 5:14; lsa. 33:22). In the latter meaning, Hentschke
claims to find an official title; but the occurrences are too scattered and vague to
support such a conclusion.l2

III. l. Concrete Meanings. As nouns we find both hoq and the fem. fmm buqq6;
they appear as terms for ordinances or legal precepts. In a few cases, however, there
appears a more concrete meaning, which is probably more original. It can mean a
Iimit or boundary as when at creation God assips the sea a limit (Job 38:10; Ps.
148:6; Prov. 8:29; ler. *22-here the notions of "command" and "order" may also
be involved). In Jer. 3l:36, the expression "tbese fiuqq?m" refers to the order of
creation, described in the preceding verse.r3 In Job 28:26, God makes his loq for the
rain, that is, he guides it in its proper course or makes it fall at the proper time. In
Mic. 7:ll we are dealing once more with a territorial boundary that is extended, and
Isa. 5:14 says of the realm of the dead: "It has opened its mouth Oti-hoq, without
measure."

The noun fidq can also refer to a measured quantity, a portion, or a limited period
of time. In Gen. 47:22, for example, we read that the priests in Egypt had a ftd4 from

tt KgL,665.
12 Hentschke, llf.; cf. Liedke, 160.
13 See II above.
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Pharaoh and lived on this hoq; ttrc reference here is to a fixed income, probably in the

form of produce. A similar meaning may be present in Ezk. 16:.27: God diminished

GAra') the bnq of Jerusalem, i.e., reduced the supply of provisions to the city (cf.

Ex. 2l:10), or else reduced its territory (with the meaning "a bounded area"la). Here,
too, we should probably cite Prov. 30:8: "Give me neither poverty nor riches; feed

me with lel.tem l.tuqq?, i.e., my allotment of bread." The word can also mean a job or
task, a "quota": in Ex. 5:14, the Israelites have not made their quota of bricks; cf.
Prov. 3l:15: the good wife provides food for her householdandftdq for her maidens.

In Job 14:5,13, we are dealing with the limit set on a lifetime or the lifetime itself.rs
A ltbq can also be a fixed statute: Joseph decrees af;oq in Egypt that stands "to this

day," that Pharaoh is to receive a fifth of the harvest (Gen. 47:26);itbecame afu6q
in Israel that the young girls should lament the daughter of Jephthah (Jgs. 11:39;

similarly 2 Ch. 35:25); "Yahweh established the covenant for Jacob as a {2d4" (Ps.

105:10); in Ps. 2:7, the bnq of Yahweh to the king appears to be the promise of
sonship pronounced at the king's enthronement, probably comparable to the Egyptian

royal protocol, which can also be called '?dfit or beril.t6
A more concrete meaning for l.tuqqd appears in only a few passages.lT In Jer. 33:25,

Yahweh created day and night and established tlp b"qq6t ofheaven and earth, probably

their "order"; Job 38:33: "Do you know the ltuqqbl of the heavens?" In ler. 5:71,
Yahweh gives the rain in its season and keeps the lpqqdt of the harvest-here we

could translate "appointed times."
As Liedke stresses,lt "ttrc bdq always involves a superior and an inferioc it is the

result of an action carried out by the superior and affecting the inferior." This is

reflected in the verbs that have bdq as their object: .iirn (Prov. 8:29; ler- 5:22), nilan
(Ps. 148:6; Prov. 31:15);'dih (lob L4:5;28:26),.iif (Job 14:13), etc. The superior
is often Yartrweh (Job 14:5,13;23:14;28:26;38:lO; Ps. 148:6; Prov. 8:29;30:8; Jer.

5:22; Ezk. 16:27), but can also be Pharaoh (Gen. 47:22), Pharaoh's overseer (Ex'
5:14), or the good wife (Prov. 31:15).1e

2. "Stotute" ond "Ordinance" ; boq and miipat. Most of the (rccurrences of lfiqfuuqqi
involve the meaning "statute" or "ordinance." It is difficult to distinguish these nouns

precisely from other terms for "law" and "commandment," since above all in Deu-

teronomy and the writings influenced by Deuteronomy words li&.le migw61,

huqqimll.tuqq6t, miipafm, &Wrim, artd miimerel appear not to designate individual
groups of laws that are formally or substantially distinct, but to be used alone or in
series fm the legal corpus as a whole.zo

la Liedke, 165.
15 According to Liedke, 167, Job 23:14 also belongs here.
16 G. von Rad, "The Royal Ritual in Judah," in The Problcm of the Hemteuch and Other

Essays (Eng. trans., New York, 1966), 222:231.
t7 Liedke, 175f.
tt lbid., 169.
te lbid., 168.
20 Hentschke, 91.
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Especially characteristic is the collocation of Ltoq ard miipal: in Deuteronomy as

well as in Chronicles (probably under Deuteronomic influence) ltuqqim and miipdfm,
in the Holiness Code and Ezekiel huqqbt and miipafm,' in addition, the sgs. ltdq and
miipal appear 5 times.2l It is commonly assumed that l.tbq refers to the cultic ordinances

and miipdy to the civil laws.22 Horst finds in tfu huqqim of Deuteronomy expressions

of what he calls Yahweh's Pivilegrecht (*laws defining privileges"), while the miipAf;m
were civil regulations. L.ohfink23 disputes this theory and maintains that the sequence

occurs in the following cases: (l) as a structural signal in Dt. 5:l; l1:32 marking the

beginning and end of parenesis, and in Dt. l2:l;26:16 marking the beginning and

end of the law; and (2) in Dt. 4:45; 5:31; 6:1,2O; 7:ll in apposition to mi;wd or
'?d6tA Liedkds thinks that miipal refers to casuistic law,l.tiq to apodictic. There is

no clear evidence for this last assertion (with the possible exception of Lrv. 20:8,
where the series of I*v. 2O:9tr. is clearly calbd l.ruqqbt"), and the similarities Liedke
cites2T between f;iq and apodictic law refer for the most part to occurrences of hdq

that have nothing to do with law. We are left with the observation tlrr:t a hdq is

established by some authority.

There are a few passages containing the sg. lrbq fimiipal. Iosh. 24:25 refers to the

covenant at Shechem, stating that Joshua "made" (iim) hbq and miipdl and wrote

everything in the "book of the law of Yahweh" (v. 26). This could mean that the

substance of the book of the law (sEper t6rd) consisted of laws some of which eould
be called f;6q, otbers miipal. At least this is the sense in which the Chronicler under-
stood the passage when he alluded to it in Ezr.7:IO, and the Deuteronomistic redactor
probably also took it in this way (contra Liedke,2t who translates: "boundary and legal

rights"). Ex. 15:25 tells how Moses *made a fidq and m#pa!," but since this clause

stands totally isolated in its context, we can draw no conclusions from it. Hentschkde
translates: "cultic ordinance and law" (cf. Liedke:3o "obligation and legal right"). In
Ps. 81:5f.(4f.), bdq, miipa!, and 'Edfu all seem to refer to the festal regulations. In
1 S. 30:25, David's decision concerning division of the spoil is called ldq fimiipot-
The two terms together thus designate a legally binding regulation (established by the

authority of David).
These examples show that all sense of the original meaning of the terms lbq and

miipdt was soon lost, and the difference in meaning was only seldom observed.

3. Use in P and H. The best evidence for bnq andluqqi as separate technical terms

t43

21 Liedke, l6f.
22 Cf. Hentschke,73.
23 P. 157.
2a Liedke, 185.
25 lbid., 17.
26 lbid., 177f.
27 lbid., 178f.
2E lbid., 183.
2e P. 29.
30 P. lg4.
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for certain type.s of law is found in P.31 Here ltOq arf, fiuqqh appar "primarily in the
subscriptions at the end of individual cultic regulations or minor collections of cultic
ordinances, usually in the phrase (boq-) buqqat'61dm."32 This usage is found in Ex.
12:14,17;27:21;28:43;29:9;30:21;l*v.7:36; l0:9; 16:31,34;2,1:3;Nu. l0:8; 18:23;
19:21;27:ll;30:.17;35:29 and in H in lrv. l7:7;23l.14,21,31,41. The phrase also
appears in several superscriptions (Irv. 3:17; 16:29; Nu. 19:10: buqqat'6ldm; Nu.
l9:2;3I:2L: buqqat hatt6r6; Ex. 12:43; Nu. 9:12,14: buqqq lappesab).As Hentschke
has shown,33 these subscriptions do not belong to the original text; they are later
parenetic additions. Originally they must have referred to ritual regulations of signif-
icance for the entire cultic community. Later they came to be used also with regulations
applyrng only to the priests.

According to Hentschke,3a the meaning of hoqlhuqqi in P can be categorized as
follows:

(a) In the context of rituals and similar descriptions of cultic activities, it means
roughly "(established) ceremony," e.g., Nu. 19;21, "It shall be a perpetual ltuqqh for
them"; Ex. 12:43, "This is the huqqd of the passover." Similar usage appears in Ex.
12:14,17;30:21;l*v. 16:29,31; t7:7;24:3; Nu. 9:3,12,14; 10:8; l8:23; 19:10.

(b) The term l.toqllpuqqb can be used for both general obligations (kv. 3: 17; 10: I 1;

23:14,21,31,41; Nu. 15:15; 30:17 [16]) and the special ritual obligations of the
priests (8x.28:43;30:21;I*v. l0:'9;16:34;Nu. 18:23). Theboundarybetween "es-
tablished ceremony" and "cultic obligation" is rather vague.

(c) In some cases, huqqd designates the legal claim of the priests to the exclusive
performance of cultic functions (Ex.29:9) or to certain sacrificial offerings (Ex.27:21;
Lev.7:36).

(d) The expressions ltoq (I*v. l0:13f.) and ltoq-'6lim are technical terms for the
sacrificial offerings assigaed to the priests as their legal portion (Ex. 29:2G28; L,ev.

6:11[18];7:34; lO:13-15;24:9; Nu. 18:8,11,19). Here we are obviously dealing with
a technical application of the particular meaning "allotted portion."rs

(e) The phrase huqqa! miipay as a subscription characterizes two minor legal cor-
puses, Nu. 27:8-ll (inheritance) and Nu. 35:9-29 (asylum). According to Hentschke,s
this terminology is intended to include a mipay originating within the legal system in
the corpus of sacral ordinances revealed by Yahweh. The best translation would be
"sacral law."

3r Hentschke, 32-75.
32 lba., 65.
3' Iba., 166f.
34 lba., 72f .
3s See III.I above.
t6 P. 74.
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The situation is similar in the Holiness Code. We find subscriptions referring to

furqqat fioq-) '6lan (l*v. 16:34; l7:7;23:14,21,31,41; 24:3,9) and exhortations to

keep the buqqbt (trv. l8:4f.,26; 19:19,37;20:8,22).

4. Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History. In Deuteronomy, ltdqll.tuqqd ay
pears almost exclusively in series having a parenetic function: the listeners are exhorted
to keep the commandments given by Yahweh. We find a largdrnariety of combinations:

luqqtm and miipdf;m (Dt. 4: 1,5, 14 ; 5:l; I l:32; l2:l ; 26: 16), lwqqim I lyqqbt, miipdyim,
and migwilmiqwdt 0:11;8:ll; l1:l lplus miimerel);26:16;30:16; l.tuqq?m, miipafim,

and'Edbt (4:45;6:20); huqqimllyqqdt and miswdt (4:4O;5:31;6:lf.; 10:13; 27:lO;
28:15,45;30:10 [plus 6rA)), etc. The various terms have here lost their special mean-

ings, and the combinations all refer to the law as a whole, which is also called tbr6

in Deuteronomy.3T
The Deuteronomistic history exhibits the same usage as Deuteronomy. The term

boqlbuqqd appears almost exclusively in parenetic speeches of the two kings David
(l K. 2:3) and Solomon (l K. 8:58,61), but especially in words spoken by Yahweh

( 1 K. 3: 14; 6:12; 9:4,6; I 1: I l) or the prophets ( 1 K. I 1:33f. ,38) bearing the mark of
the Deuteronomist, and also in historical analyses and narratives in which the author

orredactor himself is speaking (1 K. 3:3; 2K. 17:.8,13,t5,19,34,37;23:3). The phrase

hrrqqot haggiyim (2 K. l7:8) is a special case: Israel had adopted the cdtic practices

of other nations. Elsewhere the huqqA (with the exception of huqqdt dAwtd, 1 K. 3:3)
are given by Yahweh.

5. The Chroniclerb History. In the Chonicler's history, legal terminology is depen-

dent on the Deuteronomistic original.3E Even in the sections composed by the Chron-
icbr himself we find the typically Deuteronomistic series of terms referring to the

totality of the law (1 Ch. 29:19;2 Ch. 19:10).
InEna and Nehemiah,fi6q is rather infrequent; apart from a document of obligation

(Neh. 10:30[297),it appears either in the Chronicler's own accounts (Ezr. 7:10f.) or
in traditional prayers (Neh. 1:7; 9:13f.).3e

6. Thc Prophaic Bool<s. Most of the occurrences in the prophetic books are found

in Ezekiel. Here the feminine form fiuqqi predominates (22 occurrences), usually in
combination with the phtr l of miipdl, referring to the statutes of Yahweh's covenant.'o

The form fu6q appears only once (36:27) with reference to Yahweh's law; it also appears

with the meaning "measure, portion" (Ezk. 16,27;45:14) and with reference to unjust
statutes (20.,25). Usually Ezekiel speaks in Yahweh's name of "my fiuqq61" and "my
miipdf;m" without any suggestion of their content. This pair of words "defines suffi-
ciently and clearly for Ezekiel . . . the entire content of what Yahweh requires."4l [n

37 lbid.,gltr.
3t |ba.,95tr.
3e lba.,97f.
40 lbid., 85f.
4t lbid.,85.
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Ezk. 43:llf. and 44:5, the words huqqdt and, tbr6t are clearly used as terms for
regulations governing the cult and the temple. In 18:9, we find l.tuqq6t and miipdfrm
in a context suggesting that we are dealing with "the two major domains of covenant
legislation, the cult and civil law" (cf. vv. 19,21)12 In summary, we can say that
Ezekiel wes l.tuqqd and t6rd for cultic regulations and miipdt for the legal nmms
governing life in society.

In the other prophetic books, ltoq and l.ruqqi occr.n very rarely. lsa. 24:5 speaks of
transgressing the tbrdl, violating &rc l.tdq, and breaking the bertl as the reasons why
the earth has been devastated; the relationship of the three terms to each other is not
defined more precisely. Jer. 4:10,23 uses Deuteronomistic terminology: tbe buqqit
and'Edit are parts of the single t6rd of God. The same is true of Am.2:4.In Mic.
6: 16 we find the expression buqqbt'omri, cornparable on the one hand to buqq6t dawid
(1 K. 3:3), on the other to buqq6thaggbyim (2K. l7:8; cf. above). Zec. 1:6 refers
to the words of the prophets as l.toq (cf. Ps. 2:7, speaking of God's oracle to the king).
In Mal. 3:7 ,10,22(4:4), Ltdq is a term for a cultic regulation. ln Z*ph. 2:2, leSey h6q
is obscure.

7 . Thc Psalms. In the kalms, there are 30 occrurences of ltAq and 3 of huqq6; both
"are used identically as terms for specific expressions of Yahweh's will.'43 It can be
stated in general that in the kalms-as in the parenetic sections of Deuteronomy and
H-"legal terms such as ltoqfiluqqi, miipaL 'edfitl'-edi, etc. are used for the most
part as synonymous expressions, by which Yahweh's covenant will in all its variety
may be extolled in fresh ways."44

Of the occurrences, 2l of hOq aad I of huqqd appear in Ps. 119 (w. 5, B, 12, 16,
23,26,33,48,54,64,69,7I,90, 93, ll2, ll7f.., 124, 135, 145, 155, 171),a5 where
b4 is one of the synonyms used for the wmd or law of God. Among the other
occurrences, Ps. 2:7 refers to the divine oracle to the king, "You are my son, today
I have begotten you"; and in 148:6, hdq means a limit that is not to be crossed.6

According to Ps. 147:19, Yahweh gave his words to lxael, huqq?m and miipdl?m,
thus exalting Israel above the nations. Ps. 99:7 speaks similarly of the revelation of
the law, and says that Israel keeps his 'Edot and tbe fu6q that he gave. Ps. 105:45 states
that Israel was given the lands of the nations in order to keep Yahweh's huqqim and
t6rbt

According to Ps. 18:23(22), the psaknist kept God's miipAim and huqq6t by not
departing from God and remaining tdnim before him; he was therefore recompensed
according to hrs ;"Qdq6. Ps. 89:32(31) belongs to the tradition of Nathan's prophecy
to David: even if his children violate the law (tiri, miipaim, huqq6t, miy6D, although
they may be punislred, God\ ltesed will endure. Ps. 50:16 disputes the right of the
reid'?m to take the huqqim and the law of Yahweh in their mouths.

42 lbid.,88.
43 lbid., tw.
44 lbid., lo2.
a5 S. Mowinckel, "loven og de 8 termini i Sl. 119," NTT, 6l (1960), 95-159.{ See Itr.l above.
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In Ps. 81:5(4), hbq allld miipdl are represented as a cultic ceremony ordained by

God. Ps. 94:20 speaks of perversion of justice @o;Er 'anal '"ft-hoq). Finally, Ps.

105: 10 associates the giving of hOq arrd bril with the promise of the land (v. 1 l); here

fi6q bears the nuance of being a divine promise.

IV. LXX. The verb hdqaqlhaqi is usually rendercd by the L)O( using various

compounds of griphein.q For l.toqEq and mehdqEq, the IXX has a different translation

in each passage. For bdq in its concrete sense we find, for example: d6sis (Gen.

47:22), sjntayis (Ex. 5:14), horion (lob 38:10), clr6nos (Job 14:5,13),6rgon (Ptov.

31:15), topi (Job 38:33), arithmein (Job 28:26), toir mi dialipein (Isa. 5:14), a/c-

ribasm6s (Prov. 8:29), lo|lpos (: bAil Qob 23 12), as well as pr6stagrna (Gen. 47:.261'

Ps. 94:20;148:6; Jer. 5:22,24;Ezk. 45:14), nimimon (Ezk. 16:27; Mic. 7:11), and

n6mos (Jer. 31:36 [38:37]).
As legal terms, both bAqlbuqqi and miipdy are translated as n6mimon, dikaibma,

pr6stagna, or more rarely n6mos or entolE.s

V. Dead Sea Scrclls. In the Dead Sea scrolls, the verb ltAqaq is a technical term
referring to God's preordaining the ages and eons of the world (lQpHab 7:13; lQS
10:l; lQH l:24). This meaning shines through the noun boq in a few passages that

speak of the fixed dwelling place of the light (lQS 10:l), tlre regular sequence of the

years (lQS 10:6), and the mighty spirits that maintain the order of the heavens (lQH
I : l0). Once ftdq is used for the boundaries of the earth's divisions ( I QM l0: 12).

Elsewhere, boq (sg.and pl.) refers to the law, which mankind is to study (lQS
5:11; IQM 10:10) and live by (lQS l:7,15; 3:8;5:7,20) in order to keep the covenant

(lQS 5:22;8:10; 10:10). But it can also mean the rules of the Qumran community,

e.g., the l.tuqq?m for the maskil (tQS 9:12) and possibly l.wq lw'/ (lQS 9:14,23). The

unrighteous priest is said to have been faithless toward Gd's |tuqqim, i.e., the law or
the cultic regulations in particular (lQpHab 8:10,17). In the statement that the Kittim
do not believe in God's ltuqqim (lQpHab 2: l5), the meaning is probably revelation as

a whole. But is also possible to speak of the "ltuqqfin of darkness" by which the spirits

of Belial walk (lQM 13:12). The ltuqqim of pagans were considered reprehensible;

capital punishment was inflicted on those who followed them.ae In IQH 7:34, hdq

stands in parallel synorymy with + l't'tl g6ral, "lot:
A special case is the expression bOq lwrfil in the Mamal of Discipline (lQS

10:6,8,11). According to Nauck, this phrase refers to the ordinances of the festal

calendar, "engraved" on heavenly tablets, and the associated forms ofpraise.
Ringgren

a7 See the notes in Hentschke, 7-10.
aE For the details, see Hentschke, 105-111.
4e Cf. Z. W Falk, " 'Belruqey hagoyim' in Damascus Document IX, 1," RevQ,6 ( 1969), 569.
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)Pl taw; 1f;I! ftzqer; lllQ mehqar

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. Etymology. II. Meaning.

l. l. Occurrences. The root ltqr, "explore, examine, test," exists only in Hebrew
and, to a limited extent, in Aramaic (the Thrgumim and Mandaic). In the post-OT
period, it is attested in Sirach (verb and substs. fiqr and mhqrwtm, "tbek m.," 44:4)
and in IQH (subst. /rqr). Middle Hebrew (tannaitic) restricts the verb and the nomen
actionis fiqird almost exclusively to legal terminology: for the (cross) examination of
witnesses and (much more rarely) for the examination of circumstances that have led
to an oath (for the purpose ofdissolving the obligation). In addition, the verb occurs
very rarely in elevated diction, in prayer,r and in consolation.2 Resort to Biblical
Hebrew is customary in prayer, and in the brief word of consolation lrqr stands along-
side lEbdb and nntib, two words not normally found in Middle Hebrew. Substantives
include bEqen3 ltaqrdnim,a and Middle Heb. l.tiqqfin "discrimination."s In Middle He-
brew and Aramaic, the usual root for "examine," etc., is bdq. ln the sense "examine
witnesses," it alternated originally (?) wrthbqr; but there is evidence of later increased
terminological precision.6 Thus ftqr is one of the cases in which Biblical Hebrew and
Aramaic agree against Middle Hebrew.

2. Etymology. KBZ3 without evidence gives "be deep" as the basic meaning;7 this
meaning was already suggested by S. P. Chajas in his 1913 Hebrew commentary on
the Psalmst on the basis of Job 38:16, a circular argument. It would be more likely,
after the example of Aram. Mq, to postulate a basic meaning of "divide." Since the
latter means both "examine" and "divide," it would be reasonable to assume that Heb.
llor, "examine," is likewise based on a meaning "divide." This hypothesis is as good
as proved by Arab. firq, "tear apart, divide," and is further support by semantic
overlaps of the same nature in Akkadian {,prasu) and Arabic (baqara).e

II. Meaning. The rcot bqr occurs 4O times in the OT: the verb is found 17 times
in poetry and l0 times in prose (correcting the data in vol. II, p. 70); the nounh4qer
appears 12 times and the invented form mefiqdr once (Ps. 95:4, pl.). A certain con-
centration in Job (6 occrurences ofthe verb and 7 ofthe substantive) does not derive,

1 Hag. l4b.
2 Kerub. 8b.
3 Mekilta; cf. conclusion.
a Sifre on Nu. 25:6; uncertain textual tradition.
s Aboth vi.l.
6 Cf. Mishnah Sanh. vi.l.
7 Cf. l. L. Palache, Semantic Not6 on the Hebrew lzxicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959), 34.
8 P.208.
e See J. C. Greenfield, "Lrxicographical Notes 1," HUCA,29 (1958), ?21, n.24.



as will be seen, primarily from the fact that the book of Job is concerned with

"examining" the problem of Job.

The verb appears pnmarily in the qal; its meaning is illuminated to some extent by

the following assignment of syntactic and semantic categories on the basis of subject

and direct object. (A) Subject: a human being; object: (1) a human being (or his

deeds and words). (a) Someone else: I S. 20:12 (Jonathan will "examine" his father

Saul, i.e., "sound out" his attitude toward David); Job 32:11 (examine words, i.e.,

get to the root of arguments); Prov. 18: 17 (the opponent in legal proceedings "fathoms"

or unmasks the one who appears to be in the right); Job 28: 11 (a poor man "exposes"

the rich man who is wise in his own eyes). (b) The subject himselt Lam. 3:40 ("Irt
us testlo and 'examine'our ways [i.e., ourselves] and return"). (2) An impersonal

object: Jgs. 18:2;2 S.l0:3 par. 1Ch. l9:3 ("spy out" [piel of rgl] and "examine" a

land or a city); Ezk. 39 14 ("search" the land to find corpses); Job 5:27 ("this we

have 'searched out' "; it is true); Job 28:3 (men "search" rock to its uttermost depth

to find iron and ore); Job 29|6 (Job has "searched out" the cause of one whom he

did not know and made it clear); Prov. 23:30 ("try" or taste mixed wine);Prov.25:2
(kings are to "search out" legal cases and get to the bottom of them); also Dt. 13:15

(Eng. v. 14) (hoddaw4, ..the matter," is implied; "you shall inquire ldnrail into the

matter and'make search'and ask diligently lid'alf"). (B) Subject: God; object: (1)

human beings: Jer. 17:10 (Yahweh "searches" the mind and triesll the heart); Ps.

44:22(21) (God .,searches" us and knows our hidden thoughts); Ps. 139:1,23 (God

"searches" and knows or tries lbhnl a person and his thoughts); Job l3:9 (when God

"searches out" someone, it is impossible to deceive him like another person' (2) An

impersonal object: Job 28:27 (God searches out wisdom, par. sippEr).

As synonyms, then, we find primarily bdltan, bAW, rigg?l, and ddrai; the o\t-
come can be expressed by means ofydda'.

Far more than the synoryms bftn, nsh, and srp,12 f;qr stands for a purely cognitive

and analyticall3 examination and testingi nsh and srp emphasize more the practical

aspect of testing or "trying out," and b|ln suggests intuitive comprehension. But bor-

deiline cases and frequent parallelism stand in the way of a uniform clear distinction'

Possibly this special sense of ttqr helps account for its comparatively infrequent reli-

gious use:14 God's knowledge is not so much progressive and analytic as instantaneous

and holistic; but human beings think and speak of God largely in anthropomorphic

terms, and so a certain terminological inconsistency is only natural. (Knowledge

gained through putting someone to the test, through leading into temptation, is some-

thing else again: here the object of knowledge, human conduct, is a successive

phenomenon.)
On the other hand, when a human being is the subject, the OT person does not

analyze the idea and understanding of God. The piel, which occurs only once (Eccl'

ro + VDn hdpai.
tr _> lft) bbn.
t2 -+ llll bhn, TDOT, ll, 69-71.
13 See I.2.
ra -+ Ihf bhn, TDOT, II, 69-71.
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l2:9) and then in a triplet of piel forms, probably means "scan (verse) ," as does the
qal in Sir. M;S.rs This explanation of the Sirach passage, and thus also of the Eccle-
siastes passage, is also supported by a marginal reading from the Genizah and by a
text from Masada that reads hwqry mvnwr 'l (h)qw, where gw app€ars to mean "mel-
ody" (see Ps. 19:5[4]).

The niphal serves exclusively to express a single notion: 'trnfathomable, immea-
surable," always in connection with a negative particle (I K. 7:47 par. 2 Ch. 4: 18: the
weight of the bronze furnished by Hiram was immeasurable; Jer. 46:23: m impene-
trable forest) or an unreal condition (let 3l:.37: ifthe heavens can be measured [mdd),
ifthe foundations ofthe earth can be "explored"). The force ofthis observation is not
diminished by the argument that the occurrence of just 3 or 4 forms cannot be expected
to provide information about general usage, because a similar situation exists with
respect to the substanlive ltEqen Of its 12 occumences, 7 are negated, with the sense
"unsearchable, immeasurable" (Job 5:9; 9:10; 34:71;36:,26; Ps. 145:3; Prov. 25:3;
Isa. 40:28), 2 are the object of rhetorical questions and thus indirectty negated (Job
11:7; 38:16), I occurs in a corrupt text (Prov. 25:27), 1 in an uncertain text (Jgs. 5: 16;
cf. v. 15), and only 1 in a clear positive assertion (Job 8:8: "consider what the fathers
have 'found' '). Similar remarks apply to the biblicizing Hymn Scroll, which supplies
2 instances of F'An ltEqer (lQH 3:20;6:3), and 2 passages where it is reasonably
certain that the same phrase should be supplied (8:17; 18:30), while lrqr is used
positively only once (1QH fr. 15:5). And finally we read in the Mekilta on Ex. 20:5:
F'An ltEqer we'An mispdx With respect to tbe OT negation of l.cEqea it is noteworthy
that 6 of the 9 certain passales refer to God or to his attributes and deeds (Job 5:9;
9:lO; 1l:7; 36:26; Ps. 145:3; Isa. 4O:28). If this use of hZqer as a kind of nomen

actionk is added to the usage of the qal already described, the number of religious
statements using the root ftqr rises from 5 to I l. All 6 verses of the second group are
hymnic; their denial that it is possible to say anything about the nature of God is
hymnic exaggeration and positive in the highest sense.

Tsevat

15 R. Smend, DieWeisheitdes.IesusSirach (Berlin, 1906),418f.;G. Rinaldi,'Alcunitermini
ebraici relativi alla letteratura," Bibl, ztO (1959), 268f.

))l ltarat l;))l harefi; )1il bOreb; illJl ltorb6; aJ)l ftara[A; *il]J! fird[6n

Contents: I. The Root. II. Dry: l. Usage and Occurrences; 2. Theological Usage. trI. Be
Desolate: l. Usage and Occurrences;2. Theological Usage.

I. The Root. GerB distinguishes the verb bimb l, "be dry, desiccated," and harab
II, "be desolated," alongside a third root rcpresented in hereb, "sword." According
to KBL23, no distinction should be made between the first two; we should distinguish
only two roots, l.trb I, with the true radicals SRB, and l.trb ll, with the radicals
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gRB. Heb. hdrab I accordingly bears both meanings, which have led to specialized

forms in other languages; cf. Akk. fiirdbu, "become a waste"'l Ugar. l1rb, "dry out";2

Arab. baraba, "destroy, lay waste"; and, for example, Ydud. hrb, *destroy."r Besides

the noun bereb, Heb. l.trb Il is represented by a verb barab attested in 2 K. 3:23; Jer.

5O:2!,27, corresponding to Arab. ftariba III, "make war on," IV, "wage war with

one another."
Despite this systematic insight, the two semantic fields of hiraA I will be examined

separately; the nominal deriratives, too, will be studied in two parts as necessary.

II. Dry.

l. Usage and Occunences. The verb birab occurs in the OT with the meaning "be

dry, desiccated" in the qal, with passive 69ani1g in the pual, and with causative or
resultative meaning in the hiphil. In addition, we find the nominal fotms ltdrZfi, "dry,"
l1drefu, "dtyness, drought, heat,* hirdbi, "d4l land," and*brdb6n, "dry heat."

The name borZb fu the mountain of God in E, Deuteronomy, and the Deuteron-

omistic history presents a separate problem. It may derive from this root' and be a

substitute meaning "desert"s for the name Sinai, which had become suspect on account

of its association with Edom. It may also, however, derive fuom lyb II,6 in which case

it would mean something like "sword-shaped." Since this problem is connected with
the question of its location, we may leave it unresolved.T

The distinction between \arab, "dry," and + !7f' ydfiZi, "become dry," is nicely

illustrated in Gen. 8:l3a and 14b (P). Here bdrab designates the process, yabei fip
result.t In order to avoid a contradiction, Gen. 8:13a must be translated "the waters

began to be dried from off the earth"; cf. Isa. 19:5f.; Job 14:11; Isa. 44:27. But the

distinction between ingressive hirab and resultative-stative yd@i vanishes in the pual

(cf. Jgs. l6:7f.) and hiphil (cf. Jer. 5l:36, wherebbfiti can be placed in parallelism

beforc hehrtb,' cf. also lsz. 4215; Hos. 13:15 conj.; Nah. 1:4 conj.;e also [sa. 50:2;

5l:10; 2 K. t9:24 par. Isa. 37:.25). The usage of the qal was not strictly ingressive,

as may possibly be seen from Gen. 8:13b (J) and certainly from Ps. 106:9.

The stative meaning is inherent in the nominal derivatives. The adj. harEb, for
example, characterizes an object as being dry, without any moisture (cf. Lev. 7:10;

Prov. 17:1). Of the substantiva, bdreb means "dr5/ness," e.g. , the dryness of the earth

or of an object in contrast to its moistness when the dew has frllen (Jgs. 6:37,39f.);
absolutely, it means "(dewless) drought" (Hag. l:11; Jer. 50:38 MT). As a phenom-

I AHw,l,322; CAD, VI (1956), 87f.
2 WUS, no. 1078.
3 D15O,95,43.
4 K8L3,336.
5 L. Perlitt, "Sinai und Hoteb," Beitriige ztr alttestannentlichen Tluol. Festschrift W. Zirnrnerli

(Giittingen, 197 7), 302-322.
6 E. Auerbach, Moses (Eng. trans., Detroit, 1975),29.
7 For earlier interpretations, see, for example, H. Holzinger, Exodus. KHC,ll (1900)' 10.
E Cf. also E. A. Speisea Genesis. AB,l(196/.),53.
e Also K. Elliger in BHS, in loc.
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enon of the day it means "heat," in contrast to qerak, the cold of the night 1Gen.
3l:4o; Jer. 36:30; sir. 14:27). Sir. 43:3 explicitly names the sun as the cause of this
heat, which can be ameliorated by the shade of clouds (Isa. 4:6; 25:4f.).In this sense
it corresponds to lfrdPdn,lo attested in ps. 32:4 as lpr\dno qayr!, ..summer heat.', As
a bodily phenomenon, fidrel means "fever" (Job 30:30; possibly also [with vulg.] in
Dt. 28:22). Finally, birdbirr refers to the dry land, in contrast to the sea, implicitly
(Gen.7:22 tIl; Ps. 78:1512) or explicitly (F-x. l4:2la Ul; Hag. 2:6), the waters of the
Jordan (Josh. 3:17; 4:18; 2 K. 2:8), or the branches of the Nile (Ezk. 30:12).

2. Theological Usage. The theological use of the verb and the derived nouns springs
from belief in Yahweh's dominion over nature and history understood ^ u ,iogi"
realm in which he is at work. At the exodus, for example, he turned the sea into ary
land, driving it back by a strong east wind (Ex. 14:21Ul; cf. ps. 106:9; Isa. 5l:10).
what took place then (Ps. 106:9) is a cosmic reflex of yahweh's appearing (Nah. l:4;
cf. Hag. 2:6), possible at any time and therefore the subject of eschatological expec-
tation; it is an aspect of his creative power ([sa. 4:27-Westermannl3 does not exciude
the possibility of an allusion to the Deluge Narrative), which Deutero-Isaiah identifies
characteristically with the act of deliverance at the Sea of Reeds (Isa. 5l:10). This
power is reflected in Yahweh's unexpected intervention in the natural order (Jostr. 3:17;
Jgs. 6:37ff.); it is a power shared by the prophet Elijah (2 K. 2:g). That which the
king of Assyria can only boast of presumptuously (2K. l9:vl par. Isa. 37:5), yahweh
can do in the face of his foes, drying up the branches of ttp Nile (Isa. l9:5f.; Ezk.
30:12) Iike the waters of Babylon (Jer. 50:38; 5l:36), or punishing his own guilty
peopb with a drought. The shocco, called tlre wind of yahweh, drying up the water-
courses of the land, can be used as a metaphor of the imminent onslaught of the
Assyrians against guilty Ephraim (Hos. 13:15). on the other hand, as the eschatolog-
ical deliverer Yahweh will be for his people "a shade from the heat" (Isa. 25.4_-a
metaphor related secondarily in 4ba and 5aobo to the blast of the ruthless); in the age
of salvation, he will create for Jerusalem a cloud to protect from the heat of the day
(Isa. 4:5f.).

III. Be Desolate.

l. usage and occurrences. In its second realm of use, too, the verb ldral I is
intransitive in the qal. Isa. 34:10 confirms its stative meaning: middir lfu!6r teherdb,
'from generation to generation (Edom) shall lie waste." But in Isa. 60:12; !er.26:9;
Ezk. 6:6; 12:20; Am.7:9; Sir. 16:4 an ingressive translation "be laid waste, be dev-
astated" is at least possible. The niphal, attested only in 2 participles (Ezk. 26:19;30:7
[29:12 conj.]), serves as a passive to the qal. The causative hiphil with the meaning

to Cf.8L,498c.tt Cf. BLe,54772.
12 For example, H. Gunkel, Die psalmen. GHK, tVz (lgzg),343 conj.; most recently dis-

cussed by M. Dahood, Psalms II. AB, XYII e1979),23O.tt Isaiah404. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 157. 
'
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"lay waste, deraastate" (Jgs. 16:24; 2K. 19 17 par. Isa. 37:18; Isa' 49:17;Ezk' l9:-7;

zygprr^. l:ortl and the equivalent passive hophal, 'be laid waste, be devastated" (Ezk.

ZOI.Z; Zg:tZ) round out the usage. The objects include not only structures, buildings,

cities,ls and lands, but also populations, in whole or in part (cf.2K. 19:17; Isa'

60:12; Sir. 16:4).
Among the denominatives, the most importantisttorb|, "desolate place, ruins" (cf.

Arab. tlirbat), with 42 occulrences, 26 in the plural.16 The following passages are only

representative: l*v. 26.31;Ezr. 9:9; Ps. 9:7(6); 109:10; Isa' 5:17; 51:3; 58:12; 64; l0(11);

Jir. 7:34; 22:5; 44:2; 49:13; Ezk- 5:14; 25:13; 33:24; 36:lO; 3812; Dnl' 9:2; Mal'

1:4. Next come the adj.ftnreb, "desolate, ruined" (Neh. 2:3,17; Jer. 33:10,12;Bzk.

36:35,38; Hag. 1:4,9), and the abstract noun h6reb, "devastation" (Isa. 61j4; Jer.

49:13;Ezk.29:10 MTl?). As parallel or supplementary terms, all the forms in this

semantic field prefer the verb imm with its derirnatives ianmA.andi"mitnh (cf', for

example, Lev.26:31; Jer. 33:10; Ezk.6:6;36'35; Am. 7:9; andJer' 25:.ll;44:22;
49:13 and Lnv.26:33; Isa. 49:19; 6l:4; Jer. 44:6;Ezk.29:10)' With respect to the

meaning of ftorb|, it should be noted that Job 3: 14 (pl.) can hardly refer to pyramids.lt

In figurative usage we find the clear metaphor of the "owl of the waste places" (fr6s

b%atfrt, Ps. 102:7[6]) representing the sufferer in a lament, the more obscure metaphor

of the "foxes among the ruins" (iu'dfrm bohordb^l, Bzk. l3:.4te) for the prophets of

Israel, the strange mention of the fiordbbl '6lAm (Ezk. 26:2O), clearly located in the

underworld and associated with those who dwell there,2o and the phrase borb6t'6lam,
used in Isa. 58:12;61:4 in the sense "ancient ruins" and in Jer. 25:9;49:13 in the

sense "everlasting ruins."2l These figUrative usages are distinct from ordinary usage,

defined primarily by occurrence in threats and promises.

2. Theotogical (Jsage. This latter usage brings us to the specifically theological

meaning of fiarab in this semantic field. Just as, in the OT view, the God who has at

his disposal the forces ofnature dries up the earth, sending dryness, heat' and drought

in the lnterests of his dominion over lsrael and the nations, so too it stands in his

power to punish a disobedient Israel (Iev. 26:14), Jerusalem, and Judah by laying

waste their land (Jer. 7:34 25:9ff.; 44:2,6,22), even a second time (Ezk. 33:?Aff.),

their sanctuaries (Am.7:9), their cities, especially Jerusalem (I*v. 26:3lff.; Isa. 5:17;

Jer.26:9;27:ll;Ezk.5:14;6:6; l2:2O), the king's palace (let' 22:5), and even the

temple (Hag. l:4,9; cf. also ler. 26:9). The neighboring nations can be included in

the same act of judgment (587: let.25:9).
But because the purpose of the punishment is the prevailing of the God who, in the

la Cf. also DISO,95,39tr.
ls Cf. also KAI, 215.4.
15 Cf. also D15O,95,43.
t7 For Znph. 2:14, see K. Elliger in BHS' in loc.
rs Most recently G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (l%3)' lll; the contrary view is

taken, for example, by M. Pope, Job. AB, XV (1%5)' 31.
le W. Zmmeih, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 293.
20 E. Jenni, "Das Wort 'dlim im AT," ZAW' 64 (1952),226.
2t lbid., 227 .
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OT view, is linked to the fate of Israel through his revelation of himself, after the
catastrophe it was promised in his name that the ruins would be rebuilt, especially tlrc
ruins of Jerusalem. lsa. 44:26 shows how the fulfilled prophecy of judgment deter-
mined the self-understanding of Deutero-Isaiatr, who thought he saw in cyms the
instrument throtgh which Yahweh would set free the exiles and rebuild Jerusalem
(44:28). After the capture of Babylon by the Persian king, the Israelites held fast to
the hope, now dependent solely on Yahweh, that the ruins of Jerusalem would overflow
with life (49:.19), so that, to the strains of a hymn of praise sung in anticipation of the
comfort to come (51:3), the ruins themselves could be called upon to greet yahweh
with rejoicing at his royal entry (52:9). The theme of the rebuilding of the 'dra fiorefu
(Isa. 6l:4), of tbe horbdt '6lan (lsa. 58:12;61:4), recurs in the prophecy of Tlito-
Isaiah. The book ofJeremiah, probably already in consequence oftheological reflec-
tion, prophesies of the new life that will fill these ruins (Jer. 33:10f. ,12f.).22 T:here
was hope that the ruins of the "mountains of Israel," i.e., the entire land,23 would be
rebuilt, at a time when a new heart would be given and a new spirit-whether this
hope was expressed by one of the prophet's contemporaries in exilda or by a redactor
of the book of Ezekiel who can hardly be dated before the middle of the fourth
century2s long after the problem of delayed salvation (explained concretely in Hag.
l:4,9 as being due to neglect of the temple ruins in frvor of private reconstruction)
was a thing of the past. How long the problem of reconstruction influenced the Jews
of the postexilic period is shown by the mission of Nehemiah (Neh. 2:3,17).

The Jews of the postexilic period expected God's judgment upon the nations and
an attack of the nations upon Jerusalem. These expectations are reflected in our se-
mantic field on the one hand in the expectation of the destruction of Edom (Isa. 34: l0;
Jer. 49:13;Ezk. 25:13;35:4; Mal. l:4), a special object of hatred on account of its
conduct in 587 (cf. ob. lof.), of commercially prosperous Tlre (Ezk. 26:20), and of
Egypt (Ezk. 29:9f.), and on the otheq strangely transformed, in the prophecy of the
punishment of Gog from Magog upon the long desolate mountains of Israel (Ezk.
38:8).6 [,ater, in Ezk. 38:10ff., it was explained on the basis of Gog's intention to
destroy the restored ruins.

Ezk.33:v1,27, with its prediction of a new destruction of the people left behind in
Israel, easts significant light on the tensions existing between them and the exiles,
either after 586 (Zmmerli2T) or in the fourth century (Garscha2t).

Kaiser

2 S. Herrmann, Die prophabchcn Heilserwartungen im AT. BWAI,IT,85 t5/51 (1965), lgg,
205.

23 Zimmerh, Ezekiel 1, 185.u ldem., Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 246.
25 J. Garscha, Studien am Ezechielbuch. EH, 23123 (191,4),2lg,3l}t.
26 G. Wanke, Die Ziowtheologie dcr Korachiun. BZAW, 97 (19(f),85ff; Zmmerh (Ezekiel

2 ' 302t.) considers the verse geruinely from Ezekiel; Garscha (237f. , 3lO) thinls it wtrs com-
posed after 5fi) n.c.

zt Ezekiel 2, 2@.
2t Pp. 199,294ff.
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))l.l bereb; ))l ltarab rr

Contents: I. I . The Word; 2. Sernantic Field. II. l. Uteral Usage: a. As a Weapon; b. Functions;

2. Metonymical Usage: a. As Subject; b. As Object; c. The Triad "Sword, Famine, Plague"

and its Origin; 3. Metaphorical Usage.

l. l. Thc Word. Heb. bereb has its reflexes in Akk. fiarbum, 'plow,"t in its Ugar-

itic,2 Ya'udic, Old and Imperial Ammaic,3 S5rnac,a and Mandaics coglates and equiv-

alents, in Arab. fuarbaf", which designates a kind of javelin,6 and in similar words of
other Semitic languages.T As a semantic equivalent, AlKk. patrw, (Sum. giri2), "dag-

ge! sword,"t should also be mentioned.
Heb. bereb can desigrate both (1) the two-edged dagger or short sword (Jgs.

3;16,21) and (2) the single-edged scimitar or long sword, from which may derive the

expression of pi-fiereb, "the edge of the sword" (cf. Josh. 6:21, for example;e the

expression as such does not with certainty prove the use of this weapon [cf., for

example, Dr. 13:16 (Eng. v. l5); 2 K. 10:25; Jer. 2l:71, which was rcplaced tlvard
the end of the tate Bronze Age by a daggerlike, long ttnusting sword with two edges,

the bereb p?p?ya or p?y6t [Ps. 149:6; Prov. 5:4; Isa. 41:15]).10 From the perspective

of military-and religious history tb filnn described in lQM 5:11-14 is of special

interest, because it represents a single-edged scimitar comparable to the Roman sr'ca,

bereb. G. Chenet, "tlrb de Ras Shamra Ugarit," Milanges Syictts fierts d monsieur Reni

Dussatd,I (Paris, 1939), 49-54; idem, I.trb de Ras Slwmra-Ugarit et leurs rapport! i,f ry!yr:-"
dcsorigines'ismilites (Bruges, 1939);G. R. Driver, TheJudaeanScrol/s (Oxfond' 1965)' 180tr;

O. gisifetOt, "schwerterschlagene bei Hesekiel," Studies in OT Prophccy. Fes*chrift T. H. Rob'

izson (Edinburgh,21957),73-81 : KlSchr, Itr (1966), 1-8; G. Fohrer, "Schwert," BHIIW,[I,
1750f.; H. Fredriksson, Jahwe als Krieger (Lund, 1945), 95ff.; H. Gressmann, Der Ursprwrg

der israelitisch-jiidischcn Eschatologie. FRIANT,6 (1905), 76ff.; H. Hirsch, Unterstrchwgen 7w
alnssyrischcn Religion. BAp, 1l:.Il4 OnD,6,64f-; W. Michaelis, "pd21cqa," TDNTTIV,

52a-i7; idem, "Qopqato,," TDNT, VI, 993-98; P. D: Miller, h., The Divilu Wanior in Early

Israel.'HSM, S tfSZil; A. M. Snodgrass, Arms and Armour of tlw Greeks (tondon, 1967);

T. Solyman, Die Entstehrary und Entwiiklwtg der Gdnerwaffen im alten Mqqotamien und ihte

Bedeutung (Beirut, 1968); F. Stolz, lahwes und Israels Kriege. AThAI'IT, 60 (1972);M. Weippert'
..Dolch ino s"t o,e.t," BRL2 , 57 -63; Y. Yadin, The Art s warfare in Biblical l,ands in the Light

of Archacologbal Study (Eng. trans., New York' 1963).

I AHw,r,325.
2 WUS, no. 963.
, DISO,95.
a J. Payne Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary (1903)' 156, col' 2'
s MdD,126.
6 Lane, 112,541.
7 KBL!,335f.
8 A. Salonen, Die Hausgeriite der alten Mesqoamier nach sumerisch-akl<adischm Qucllen I.

AnAcScFen, ser. B, 139 (1965), 25,29tr.,37ff.;cf' AHw, ll,8r',8'
e Yadin, 79; this type is also discussed by Snodgrass, 97f., and Driver, 185f.

ro Yadin,79.
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from which the sicarii or assassins derived their name.rl (3) The term can also be
applied in general to an iron tool (Ezk. 26:9), including a chisel (Ex.20:25). Finally,
the meaning "dagger" explains the phrase barbit surfiz, used for the stone knives
employed for circumcision (Jostr" 5:2f.).

we must also mention the verb ltirap rr, probably to be understood as a denomi-
native, which appears in the qal in Jer. 50:21,27 and in the niphal twice in2K.3:23;
in the qal it means "slay," and in the niphal ..fight together.,'r?

2. semantic Field. we shall follow Tnrellrs in dividing the approximately 410 or
occurrencesl4 into (l) literal, (2) metonymical, and (3) metaphorical usage, without
necessarily drawing a fne between secular and religious contexts, in accord with
Israel's self-understanding and the special nature of the literature comprehended in
the oT,

ll. l. Literal Usage.

a. As a weapon. The swmd or dagger 1ftereb) consists of a handle with a hilt
@b;ab, lgs. 3:22), and a blade (lalub, lgs. 3:22; Nah. 3:3) with either a single edge
(scimitar) ortwo edges (straight long sword; cf. p?-lterefi, e.g., Gen. 34:26;Ex.17:13;
Nu. 21:24; Josh. 8:Z; Jgs. 1:25rs or lterefi piptyit, ps. 149:6; also p?y61, prov. 5:4,
or i"fi p46t, l$s.3:16). The edges were sharpened (lAgi, ps.7:l3ll2)) or whetted
(iinnEn, Dt.32:41;lQH 5:13; cf. Ps. 6a:aBD so as to produce a sharp sword (bereb
baddA, Ps. 57:5[4]; Prov. 5:4; lsa. 49:2; Ezk. 5:1; or fuerefi twhfrftaddi}G Ezk.
2l:14-16[9-11]), polished by rubbing (tyrel merfrgi or mbralti,t1 Ezk. 2l:14-16,
33[9-11,28]). The sword was kept in a sheath (ta,ar, l S. 17:51; 2 S. 20:g; ter. 47:6;
Ezk. 21:8-10,35[3-5, 30]; IQH 5:15; also called, nndor, a persian loanword,* I ch.
2l:27). As a rule it was girded (bAgar, Jgs. 3:16; 1 S. 17:39; 25:13;2 S. 20:g; ps.
45:4{3.1; 'd,scr Neh.4:12[8]), fastened (palotpana/, 2 S. 20:8), orput (J]n, Ex.
32:27) over the left hip or the loins (cf. also Cant. 3:8).

According to IQM 5:Ll-14, the kidbn of the Roman period consisted of a blade
(beyen), sometimes adorned with gold as a mark of luxury, with trro lateral grooves
(sapp6i running to the point (r6'i). The blade in turn was inserted in a triit (:r,ad)
made of horn (qerenre).

A sword was made ('d36, Jgs.3:16; I S. 13:19) or, more precisely, forgedQ<fua|,

rr JosephusAnr. xx.186; Acts 21:38; Driver, 183ff.; also E. schiirer,The History of the Jewish
Peoplei1 thcaseofJesuschrist,r(Eng. trans.,Edinburgh, 1973),463tt.;o. Betz, "orrdgrog,"
TDNT, yIJ,278-282.

t2 cf. K8L3,335.
t3 LexHebAram, 265f.
t4 K8L3,335f.
rs Yadin, 79.
ro 66, gl26w.
t7 Blz, $9287,2;357.
rE T. Niildeke, GGA (1884), 1022.
re Driver, 183ff.
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Joel 4:10[3:10]). Stoebdo interprets 1 S. l3:19ff. as recalling not a deportation of
lsraelite smiths but a Philistine monopoly of iron goods, with the result that the average

Israelite could not afford imported weapons.
At the start of a battle the sword would be taken (laqa\, Gen. 34:25; I S. 17:51;

Ezk. 5:l) or grasped ('Ahaz, Cant. 3:8) or wielded (t"p^, Ezk. 38:4), then drawn

(h6;7 , Ezk.21:8[3]; cf. v. 9[4]) to smite Qnalck6, Est. 9:5; cf. Nu. 2l:24, etc.), thrust
(*madqErh, Prov. 12:18), cut (l K. l8:28; Ezk. 23:47), or slash (Ezk. 16:z10). This act

could be called drawing (idlap, Jgs. 8:20; 9:54; I S. 17:51; 3l:4; I Ch. l0:4),
unsheathing QertS, Ex. 15:9; l*v.26:33;Ezk. 12:14;28:7;30:ll), or opening @A!ab,
Ps. 37:14) the sword. A sword is accordingly described as being drawn (i'/4p6, Nu.
22:23,31; Josh. 5:13; 1Ch. 2l:16) or opened (p"fibA,Ezk.2l:331281; cf. also Isa.

2l:15). Warriors armed with swqds were called 'ii iolzp lyreb Qgs. 8:10;20:2,15,25;
2 S. Vl:9;2K. 3:26; I Ch. 2l:5), '"ltuzA lterel (Cant. 3:8),2r or tdpiA barab6t (Ezk.
38:4). After being used, the sword was replaced in its sheath (hdiib'el-ta'ar, Ezk.
2l:35[30]; cf. Matt. 26:52; also Jer. 47;6;'el neddndh, I Ch. 2l:27).

b. Functions. Three functions of a sword can be distinguished: butcher knife (at

least suggested in Isa. 34:5f.; Jer. 46:10), military weapon (e.9., 1S. 13:19; 17:45;

21:9[8]), and sword of justice (1K.3:24; Isa. 66:16); but as a glance at Isa. 34:5f.

shows, together with the consideration that war can be an instrument of divine pun-

ishment (Ex.22:23124);L.ev.26:25,33; [sa. 1:20; 3:25; Am. 7:ll,l7;9:10; etc.), the

distinction is often vague, especially in the theological language ofthe prophets.

(l) (a). A survey of the phraseology used in the military realm provides a vivid
impression of the various phases of a battle. Among the fixed idioms, combinations

of a verb with lepi-fiereQ clearly belong to an early linguistic stratum.22

First in frequency is hiklki lpi lterep, "slay with the edge of the sword" (Gen.

34:26; Nu. 2l:?A; h.20:13; Josh. 8:24; lO:28,30,32,39; ll:1lf.,14; Jgs. 1:8,25;

18.27;20:37,48;21:10; I5.22:19;2 S. 15:14; 2K. 10:25; Job l:15,17; Jet 2l:7);
irmong these passages there clearly appear secondary revisions conforming to an an-

cient context and archaizing usage. In later usage the idiom is replaced by simple

hilrli bahereb (Josh. ll:10; 2 S. l2:9;2K. 19,37 Isa. 37:38; ler.2O:4;26:23;41:2).
Similarly, nnpal Ppi fiere[, "fall by the edge of the sword" (Josh. 8:24; Jgs. 4:16),

was replaced by napal boltere[ (Nu. l4:3,43;2 S. l:12;3:29; Isa. 3:25; 13:15; 3l:8;
!er. 20:4;39:18; Ezk. 5:12;6:llf.; ll lO; 17:21; ?A:21;25:13; 30:5,17; 32:22-?tl;

33:27: 39:23; Hos. 7:16; 14:1[13:16]; Am. 7:17; Ps. 78:64; l-am. 2:21;2 Ch. 29:9;

 QpNah. 4:4 conj.) or ndpal ltterel (l*v. 26:7f.). while nothing replaced hefi"rim

lpi bereb, "put to the ban with the edge of the sword" (Dt. 13:16[15]; Josh. 6:21;

I S. 15:8), and hfilai lpi fiereQ, "mow down with the edge of the sword."23

Other available idioms included: hirag baf;ere[, "slay with the sword" (Ex.

20 Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT Vlllll (1973), 255f.
2r Cf. Gr(, $50f.
22 See also Yadin, 79.
23 For Jgs. 4:15 see, for example, BHK, in loc.
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22:23[M]; Nu. 3l:8; Josh. l0:ll; 13:22;2 S. l2:9; I K.2:32;19:1,10,14; 2K.8:12;
2Ch.2l:4;36:17;Ezk.23:lO;26:8,11;Am.4:lO;9:l;cf.alsoNu.22:29;Jer.47:6),
or neherag balvreb, "be slain with the sword" (Ezk. 26:6); hippil bafiereQ, ..cause

to fall by the sword" (2 K. l9:7; lsp,. 37:7; Jer l9:7 ; Ezk. 32:lZ; 2 Ch. 32:21); hEmit
baltereQ, "kill with the sword" (1 K. l:51; 2:8; 2 Ch. 23:21), with the equivalent
passives mfitbfuercb, "die by the swcd" (2 K. ll:15,20;2 Ch.23:14,21;!er. ll:22;
34:4;Ezk.7:15; Am. 7:ll; 9:10). Occasionally we also find'Abod babereb, .,perish

by the sword" (4QpPs 37 2:l), q nikful bel.tere|,'fall by the sword,, (Dnl. ll:33; cf.
also kv. 26:37).

More vivid pictures of battle are given by such expressions as: nilim 'el-tubereb
blad . . . , "put a swud in the hand of someone" (Bx. 5:21; Ezk. 30:24f .); hiWil ' et-
luhereb miWad . . ., "make the sword fall from the hand of someone,' (Ezk. 30:22);
Cim 'al . . . fultereb, "rise up against someone with the swotrd" (Am. 7:9); nddad
mipp"nb hrdb6t, "flee from swtrds" (Isa. 2l:15); nfis mipp"nA-ftereQ, ,,flee from the
sword" (Isa. 3l:8; cf. [rv. 26:36); rilq bllfuerab, "pursue with the sword" (Jer.
29:18; Am. l:11; CD l:4,21; cf. Irv. 26:8). ps. 37:15 speaks pregnantly of the heart
as the target of the sword's fatal blow (Ltarbdn fib6' bEibban), while 2s. 23:10
reports that the bloody hand of one of David's warriors clove to his sword after a long
battle.

when the battle cry sounds, which may have announced the total commitment of
the fighters and their leader to Yahweh (hereft leyHWH filgid,in, Jgs. 7:20), con-
fusion can overcome the night guard; Yatrweh can turn their sword against each other
(1im 'e1-fterel 'ti b"rE'1hfr, lgs. 7:22; hinnEh hdy"1i fterel 'ii bre'ehfi (l S. 14:20; cf.
Bzk. 38:2lu). Cuned is the one who keeps back enina,, Jer. 48:10) his sword from
bloodshed in the battle appointed by Yahweh. The vanquished warrior falls on his
sword after battle Qfipal 'al-bereb, I S. 3l:4f. par. I Ch. l0:4f.).25 When the at-
tackers have taken (hSal1, Gen. 48:22; cf. Josh. Vl:12; 2 K. 6:22, and on the same
subject Dt. 20:1G18,19f.26) a city by sword and bow from the hand of the enemy,
the l.taFb-ltcre| remain without and within the walls (Jer. 14:18; Lam. 2:21), while
the female captives, called Ybuyit bereb (Gen. 3l:26) , are carried off. Since the hapb-
Iterefr may, depending on the context, include those who are slain (Nu. 19:16; Dt.
2l:l-9; Jer. 4l:9), those slaughtered in the heat of battle (Isa. 34:lff.; l-am.2:21), the
fallen (e.g., lsa.22:2), or the executed (e.g., Ezk.32:17-32;cf. v.27), mechanical
identification with the last-named group is to be avoided. As Eissfeldt points out,27
the l.wFb-fierefi include at least inlsa.22:2; Jer. 14:18; Ezk. 35:g warriors who have
fallen in battb; in Lam. 4:9, it is debatable whetlrer they should be numbered among
the second group on the basis of l-am. 2:21.

In wisdom circles, it was noted that a horse will gallop undismayed into battle
without turning back (ln'-yaifiD, Job 39:22) from the sword. At the same time, there

z ForHag.2:22,s*K. Elligea DasBuchderu,6lf Kleinenpropheten,lI.ATD,2s(lg7s),
in loc.

25 See,L. Wdchter, Der Tod im AT. ArbT, Ztg (1967), 8gtr.
26 G. von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy. SaI 9(Eng. trans. 1953), 45ff.n Pe' ttt. 1: 5'1.
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was speculation about a fantastic monster against whom the sword does not aYad.l (bel?

taqtm, Job 4t:L26).2E
Those who survived the sword (cf. nimla mEhereb, 1 K. 19:17) were numbered

among the p"ftA bereb Qer. 44:28; Ezk. 6:8) ot s"rw bereb (ler- 31:2), "those who

escaped the sword," and constituted the potential nucleus for the reflorescence oftheir
people. And one day a land laid waste and depopulated by war might become 'ereg

m"i6bebelmEhereb, "a land restored from the sword," i.e', repopulated by returnees

(Ezk. 38:8). The need for caution not only in war but also in peace is shown by the

example of the man who did not observe the sword (niintar bahereb) concealed by his

rival, and fell victim to a treacherous stroke (2 S. 20:10).

(b). In the notion that God alone must be relied on for aid, we come upon a bit of
exitc and postexilic ideology. The nomad, as a hunter and brigand, had to "live by

his sword" (Gen. 27:4O);2e Israel, however, had been delivered by Yahweh from the

sword of Pharaoh (Ex. 18:4) and subsequently conquered the land without its own

sword, as Ps. 44:4(3), a lament, states in the context of an historical retrospect. It
must accordingly trust (bata\, Ps. 44:7161), not in its own sword, but in Yahweh, as

the confession of confidence states. Yahweh himself wielded the sword of Israel's

triumph (hereb ga'"wdteki, DL33:29; cf. 1 S. 17:47). Yahweh's failure to aid the king

in battle, instead turning back his sword before the oppressor, was reason to lament

(Ps. 89:44[43]); the suppliant, imitating the king's prayer, prayed to be rescued from

the cruel sword of the aliens (Ps. 144:10f.).3o In Wisdom Literature we find the

analogous expectation that the righteous one at least will be redeemed from the sword

inbattleby Yahweh (Job 5:20; cf. also Job27:14; Isa. 1:20; Am.9:10). Conversely,

whoever thinks he will be able to "stand" by means of his own sword will fall victim

to Yahweh's punishment (Ezk. 33:26).
A critical survey of the prophetic passages cited shows that all these oracles of

judgment against Israel, Jerusalem, and Judah or the nations, as well as the few

promises mentioned, are at least suspected by recent scholarship to represent either

contemporizing interpretation of the prophetic corpus during the exilic period or the

disputes of riraal postexilic factions within Judaism and their eschatological hopes.3l

(As exceptions I would cite in particular Hos. 7:16 and 14:1[13:16].)

(c). The eschatological and apocalyptic expectations of the postexilic period are

thought to be represented in the following promises: a new Assyria will fall "by a

2s Cf. v. 18; E. Ruprecht, "Das Nilpferd im Hiobbuch: Beobachtungen zu der sogenannten

zweiten Gottesrede," W, 2l (197 l), 223f.
2e R. de Yatx,The Early Hisary of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978)' 169'
30 Cf. H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. GHK,lll2 (41926)' in loc.
31 For a general discussion see H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Etg. trans. 1977);

O. Kaiser, tiian I -n. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983); idem,lsaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974);

W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redataion von Jeremia 1-25. WMANT, 4l (1973); G. Wanke'

Untersuchungen zur sogerumnten Baruchschrift. BZAW, 122 (1971); I. Garscha, Studien zwn Eze'

chid.buch. EH, XXII/.123 (1974); H. Schulz, Das Buch Nahwn. BZAW' 129 (1973)'
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sword, not of man" (Isa. 3l:8; cf. also Hos. l:7);32 the helpers of the Messiah will
rule Assyria with the sword (Mic. 5:5[6]);33 Yahweh will break the bow, the sword,
and war forever (Hos. 2:20;r Ps. 76:4[3]35); swords will be beaten into plowshares

(lsa.2:4; Mic. 4:3);s and finally, the devout will have the praises of God on their lips
and a two-edged sword in their hands to wreak vengeance on the nations (Ps. 149:6ff.).

Joel 4:10(3:10) appears as a remarkable inversion of Isa. 2:4 and Mic.4:3; the
contrary summons is issued to the nations with a view to the battles of the eschaton.

Finally, we may mention the enigmatic shepherd oracles Zec. ll:.17 and l3:7. To

round out the picture, it should also be recalled that a dagger could represent a

symbolic razor (cf. Ezk. 5:1ff.37).

(d). The use ofa dagger or sword to inflict wounds on oneselfin a state ofecstasy
as part of the Ba'al cult ( 1 K. 18:28)3t brings us into the realm of comparative religion.
We are taken even further back by the hereb milhappekel "the sword turning every
way," that guarded the way to the tree of life (Gen. 3:24). Gese3e sees in it the lightning
bolt of the Syro-Canaanite weather-god, in the form of a two-pronged fork or a (single
or double) trident.

The two remarkably awkward scenes of the two messengers of Yahweh who en-

counter Balaam with drawn sword (Nu. 22:21-35; cf. v. 31f and the "man" who
announces himself to Joshua as the commander of Yahweh's army (Josh. 5:13-15),a1
as well as the episode of David's vision of Yahweh's messenger standing with drarvn

sword between heaven and earth, having just visited pestilence upon Israel and on his
way to destroy Jerusalem (1 Ch. 21:16),42 remind Millera3 of the flaming messenger

with a sharpened sword fm a tongue (brb llit;a cf. also Rev. 1: 16) sent by the Ugaritic
sea-god Yamm to the assembly of the gods.

It shonld be noted, finally, that the apocalyptic prophecy lsa. 27:l transfers to
Yahweh the mythologem of Ba'al's victory over the sea monster Lotan:4s on Yahweh's

eschatological day of judgment, he will use his sword to punish lrviathan, presented

32 But see H. Barth, Isracl und das Assyreneich (diss., Hambury, 1974), 57ff.
33 But see A. Weiser, Das Buch der o+,61f Kleincn Propheten, II . ATD , XXIV (51974) , in loc .r But see W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XIIUI (1966), in loc.
35 But see J. Becker, Israel dcutet seine Psalmcn. SAS, 18 (1966), 34.
36 But see H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xll (1972), in loc.
37 But see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), in loc.
3E Cf. Luc., Syr. D. 50f.; also E. Wiirthwein, "Die Erziihlung vom Gottesurteil auf dem

Karmel," ThK, 59 (1962),131-14.r'.
3e H. Gese, "Der bewachte l,ebensbaum und die Heroen," Wort und Geschichte. Festschrift

K. Elliger. AOAT, 18 (1973),80f. : his Von Sinai zum Zion. BEvTh, 64 (1974), 104f.; cf. also
E. Speiser, Genesis. AB, I (196/.),24f.

a M. Noth, Nwnbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 179.
at ldem, Das Buch Josru. HAT, Yll (21953), 23t.
a2 See T. WilU, D,u Chronik als Auslegung. FRLANT, 106 (1972), 174, n. 247.
4t Pp.28tr.,128ff.
14 KTU, 1.2 t, 32t.
4s KTU, 1.5 I, l-3.



as the incarnation of all the powers that are hostile to God. It is noteworthy that

Ba'al6 slays Yamm with two double axes.47

(2). As a sword of judgment, hereQ appears in a secular context at least in I K.

3:?lt; it is used eschatologically in Isa. 66:16. tf we follow Eissfeldt's interpretation

of Ezk. 32:27,8 contrasting on the one hand the heroes of former days laid to rest

with their arms and the haf@-hereb on the other, we may see in these latter in Ezk.

32:17-32 those who have been executed; in this case the number of passages involving

the swmd of judgment increases significantly, to include Ezt. (30:11?);31 17f.;32:l%.;

35:8, as well as lsa. 22:2 (through its antithesis); zcph. 2;12;0 together with the

m"16,"nA hereb in Isa. 14:19; and the haFlA'dwen (lQM 6:3). The sinister sword in

the "song of the sword" (Ezk. 2l 13-2218-l7l), called hereb hldlim in 21:19(14),

may then be interpreted as a "sword of judgment."so

Jer. 47:6f. and 7*c. l3:7f. appear to allow us to equate the sword of Yahweh with

his sword of judgment, which we may then recognize not only in Ezk. 30:24;32:10f.,

but also in Ezk. 2l:I-8 (20:45-21:3);Dt.3241f.; I Ch.2l:12;lsa.27:l;34:5ff'; and

ler. 12:12. To support this hypothesis, we can point out first of all that the haPft 'dwen

of IQM 6:3 are to be devoured in God's judgment by a flaming swotd (fo1h6[elbereb);

cf. also lQM 12:11f.; l5.2f.; and 19:11. In the final stage ofthis development, in any

case, the identification of the sword of Yahweh with the sword of judgment is assured

(cf. also Rev. l:16; 2:12). For the beginning, besides Dt. 32:41f., Ps. 17:13 allows us

to postulate the connection: according to Beyerlin,sl the sword of Yahweh 14arb"ka,

in the language of prayer) to which the unjustly accused sup,pliant appeals is the sword

of judgment in a cultic judicial process (cf. also Ps. 22:2ll20); 63:10f.[9f.];lob 15:22;

19:29;27:14; and Ps. 37:14f.).

From here we may with some justification include in our discussion Am. 9:1-
presumably the earliest passage; 4:10; kv. 26:25; CD 19:13, although we must re-

member that in the case of a god, as in the case of a gteat king, it is hardly possible

to make a clean distinction between judicial execution and a punitive military expe-

dition. That the bereb YHWH cannot be derived from the ancient Israelite conception

of Yahweh as a warrior had already been recognized by Gressmanns2 on the basis of
its late appearance in the OT, although his own derivation via the ban of Yahweh from

the motif of the battle with the dragon supplemented with features borrowed from the

6 KTU,l.2IV [ff.
a7 On the problem of identifying l-tan/t eviathan with Yamm, see the bibliog. in O. Kaiser'

Isaiah t3-39,221, note c; now also Miller, 24.
4t Pp. 8of. (:7).
ae But see K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwblf Kleinen Propheten, II. ATD, XXV (1951); in /oc.
50 See Zimmerli, Ezekiel I , in loc.; also pp. 426tr. for literary criticism, and Garscha, 128ff.;

also Jer. 5:35-38; 47:6f.;7e*. l3:7f.
sr W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung der Bedriingten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelnen auf irctitutionelle

Ztsammenhitnge untersucht. FRLANT, 99 (1970)' lO7; cf. 146.
sz PP. 16ff.
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god Resheph, a deity who still remains something of a pluzzle,s3 must be considered
problematic.

(a). Although there are matry missing links in the chain of development, the evi-
dence of legal documents from Old Assyrian commercial colonies is not without
interest in this context. Phenomenologically, at least, it provides a certain parallel to
the language and perhaps also the institution of the bereb YHWH. Oath formulas speak

repeatedly, in what appear to be stereotyped phrases, of the "sword (patrum) of
Ashur," which is clearly to be interpreted as an emblem of the judicial system. For
example, one might swear by (or have another swear by) the sword of Ashur (ina

Wrim ia Aiiur tamd'wnltammu'um), gasp or have another grasp the sword of Ashur

Qtatrarn ia Aiiur ;abatwnlia;bfiunt), or cause the sword of Ashur to go forth Qtatram
ia Aiiur i4;u'um).Y From the evidence, Hirsch concludes that in the commercial
colonies various transactions were performed before the sword of Ashur, which, ac-

cording to [rwy,ss was brought from the local sanctuary to the place called the "gate
ofAshut''when legal business was at hand: evidence was taken and sealed, proceedings

were initiated, and documents were produced, while the parties swore by or "on" the

sword of the deity and, in the case of solemn oaths, grasped the sword.56 It may be
noted that Oppenheim5T interpreted patmm ia Aiiur ii;u'um as referring to an oath

inrolving an ordeal, in which the sacred dagger had to be drawn from its sheatlu
failure was considered evidence of perjury. His interpretation, howeve! appears not
to have found acceptance.sE

(b). Ezk. 23:46ff. (cf. 16:40f.) furnishes only problematical evidence for use of the

sword as an instrument of sacral execution, because in this passage the swords of the
qahnl arc not used until after s16ning. The idiom higgir 'al-y"84-ltere8, "give over to
the power of the sword" (Ps. 63:11[10]; Jer. 18:21; Ezk. 35:5; cf. Ps. 22:21120'l;

37:tlf.), probably allows us to conclude that in the judicial process, in which the
institution and the notion of the sword of Yahweh were rooted, the condemned criminal
was usually executed by sword. But at this point we are, at least temporarily, at the

limit of our knowledge.5e

2. Metonymical Uwge. The boundary line between literal and metorrymical usage

is debatable in detail. Where we sense an abstract generalization, the ancient Israelite,
at least in form of expression, clung to the specific and concrete. Only in Isa. 31:8

s3 As may be seen by comparing D. Conrad, "Der Gott Reschef," ZAW,83 (1971), 157-183,
with II. W. Helck, Betrachtungen tr grossen Gbttin wd den ihr verbunderwn Giittheiten (Munich,
r97r), l98ff.

sa For the citations, see Hirsch, 6 II, 64ff.
55 J. [rwy, "Studies in Old Assyrian Grammar and [rxicography," Or, 19 (1950), 23, n. l.
s5 Hirsch, 65 tr; cf. also M. San Nicol6, 'Eid," nlA, II (1938), 310; cf. also 312.
s7 A. L. Oppenheim, "Lrxikalische Untersuchungen zu den 'kappadokischen' Briefen,"

Ap, t2 (1937-39),346.
sE Bibliographical references kindly provided by Dr. E. von Weiher, Marburg.
5e See also the discussion in Anclsa 158ff.
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can the reference to a hereb l6':ii or ld'-'UAm be interpreted as evidence fm a
realization that the sword of Yahweh is being spoken of metonymically or symbolically,

at least to ttrc extent that we are not dealing here with deliberate linguistic mystifi-
cation. Leaving aside many instances of the bereb YHWH, we therefore include here

all [he occur€nces in which the sword appears as the subject of a statement that is
not literally applicable, or at least strikes us as being something other than a concrete

object.
In this type of usage, bereb meats war in contrast to idl6m, "peace"; this is shown

by the lament in Jer.4:10 and by the sequence l.terefu "war," iebi, "caPtivity," etc. in
Ezr'. 9:7. As a term for an irresistible attack we find bereb hawdni (ler. 46:16;50:16;
25:38 conj.).@ The phrase hereb hammdbdri "sword of the wilderness" (Lam. 5:9),
refers to an enemy attack. The danger of the foe's military superiority is the meaning

of Jeremiah's bereb P'6yEb Qer 6:25\. How the meaning 'wat''can merge into tbat

of a violent end is shown by the train of thought in Ezk. 11:8,10.

a. As Subject. If we examine the passages rn wlich llereb is the grammatical subject,

the idiom that speaks of the sword's "devouring" ('dkal), which recalls the ancient

expression Ppi-l.tereb, comes to the fore by virtue of its frequency. It refers to total

annihilation in battle, usually at Yahweh's behest (Dt. 32:42;2 S. 2:26; l1:25; 18:8;

Isa. 31:8; Ier. 2:30; 12:12; 46:1O,14; Hos. 1l:6; Nah. 2:14U3); 3:15; IQM 6:3;

13:1lf.;col.16;pualinlsa. l:20).Hos. ll:6istheonlyundisputedoccurrenceinthe
prophets.6l

The situation is similar in the case of the "comin€' (b6') of the sword (Jet.5:12;
Ezk. 30:4; 32:ll; 33:3f. ,6; 2 Ctr. ?-0:9; cf . Jer. 4: l0). All the (rccrurences refer to war

that is sent by Yahweh, or is in his power to send (2 C}l 2O:.9). Hete we find the

watchman passage Ezk. 33:l-20, a noteworthy instance of late postexilic theology of
the prophets.62

The sword or war leaves childless the women of a nation (1 S. 15:33), Jerusalem

(Lam. 1:20), or, borrowing from Lam. 1:20, Yahweh's sons and daughten (Dt. 32:25,

iik:l<el; cf..also Jer. 18:21). The sword goes through the land ('afun l*v.26:6;Ezk.
l4:t7), reaches its victims (hiiiig, Job 41:18[26); ler. 42:16), and, in order to carry

out Yahweh's punishment, does not depart from the house of sinful David (2 S. 12:10,

sir). In the last passage, we are probably dealing with an instance of exilic theology

of history.63

b. As Object. Among the passages with ltereb as object, the phrase bereb hEb? 'al,

"bring the sword or war upon someone," occupies first place; the subject is always

60 See GK, $126w.
6r On Nahum, see also J. Jeremias, Kultprophaie wd Geiclttsverkindigung in der spiiten

Kdnigszeit Israels. WMANT,35 (1970), in addition to the material cited in II.l.b(l)(b) above.
62 Garscha, 197ff.;butseeZmmerli, Ezekiel 2.Herm(Etg. trans. 1983), 184.
63 See W. Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte. FRLANT, 108 (1972), 127tr.;E. Vy'tirthwein,

Die ErziiWwg von der Thror{olge Davids-Theologbchc oder politische Gachichtsschreibung?

ThSt, lr5 (1974),24tr.
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Yahweh (l*v.26:25;Ezk.5:17;6:3; l1:8; 14:17:.29:8;33:2). As a parallel we find
theiillolr'alt"rAlblbEnl'al . . .'elhereb of thebookof Jeremiah(Jer.9:15[16);24:tO;
25:16,27;29:17;49:37); it is unlikely that any of the passages is pre-Deuteronomistic.s

It comes as no surprise that one can speak of Yahweh or 'El yiira'El summoning
(qdrd' , Jer. 25:29; IQM col. 16) a sword against the inhabitants of the eartl or all
nations. when Jeremiah prays to Yahweh (Jer. 18:21) to give the children of his
enemies over to the power of the sword (higgir), we are not dealing with the prophet's
personal history but with the history of the book that bears his name.6s

with the meaning "consign to total annihilation" we find nitan lakereb in Jer. 25:31;
Mic. 6:14 (cf. also Ezt. 9:7; CD 1:4) with Yahweh or El as subject. The idiom sdgar
lalereb, "give over to the sword," means "visit war upon" in Ps. 78:62 and CD 3:l l
(niphal); in CD 7:13 (hophal) it stands for total annihilation; and in CD 19:13 it means
execution, so that the precise nuance of the expression is heavily dependent on its
context. The synonymous phrase nimsar lakereb (CD 19:10) likewise suggests total
annihilation.

c. The Tiiad "Sword, Fanine, Plague" and its Origin. The so-called triad of amic-
tions is limited in its occurrences to the Deuteronomistic portions of Jeremiah, the
contimations of Ezekiel, and Chronicles. In its primary sequence, it envisions war as
a disaster from without and its effects upon those under siege, so that we find (1)
bereb, Q) rd'db, *famine," and (3) deber "plague, pestilence" (Ier. 14:12; 2l:9;
24:10;27:8,13;29:17f.;32:21,36;38:2; 42:17,22; 4:13; Ezk. 6:ll; 12:16; 4epps37
2:l). In Ezk. 14:21, the triad has been expanded by the insertion of hayyi ra,6,
"beasts of prey," after rd'db to emphasize the danger from without. In the sequence
(l) deben (2) l.tereb , Q) rA'Ab (Ier. 2l:7), the author envisions a plague preceding war,
then war itself with its consequences. When ler. 34:17 alters the classic formula to
(l) hereb, (2) deben (3) ra'Ab, the author gives primary emphasis to the more dan-
gerous of the punishments that affiict the besieged city from within, at the expense of
the usual causal sequence. Ezk. 7:15 is to be viewed from the same perspective: we
find the same sequence, with an explicit contrast between affiiction without (babfr{)
and within (mibbayi). The same formula lies behind 2 Ch. 2O:9: the iepol appended
to bereb is, in my opinion, to be considered a gloss that has found its way into the
text. The sequence (2) deQer, (3) rd'dQ, as comparison with I K. 8:37 shows, is based
on the same motivation as in ler. 34:17.

The most extreme transfmmation of the basic formula, with the sequence completely
inverted, is found in Ezk. 5:12: (l) debet Q) rA'Ab, G) bereb. Tthis sequence, too,
is quite deliberate: first, a third of the inhabitants of Jerusalem will die from pestilence
and famine; then, another third will perish by the sword outside the city.

An explicit variant appears in Ezk. 28:23, where the elements are (l) deben (2) datn,
"blood," and (3) l.tereU. Here, too, the sequence is logical. Pestilence will ravage

e Cf. Thiel, in loc.
65 A. H. J. Gunneweg, "Konfession oder Interpretation im Jeremiabuch,', ZTbK, 67 (1970),

4o8f.,412ff.; but cf. J. Bright, "Jeremiah's complaints: Liturgy, or Expressions of personal
Distress?" in Proclamation and Presence. Festschrift G. H. Davies (L,ondon, l97o), lB9-214.
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besieged Tlre; when the city is taken, there will be slaughter in the streets @Am),
while those who flee the city will perish without by the sword (cf. also Isa. 13:15).

It is at least dubious whether the sequence (l) fiereb, Q) i"b?, "captivity," (3) bizzi,
"plundering," (4) boiet, "shame" nEzr.9:7 and (l) l.terel, (2) khnbi, "flame" or
"fire,"(3)i"bi,(4)bizzdinDnl. 11:33shouldbeconsideredvariationsofthetriad.
Likewise, the sequence (l) l.tereb, Q) lfldbim, "dogs," (3) '6p, "birds," (q behemA,

"beasts" in Jer. l5:3 (cf. also Dt. 28:26; I K. 16:4; 2l:19; 2 K. 9:36), probably has

a different history.6 .

A search for precursors of the classic triad turns up the short form (l) l.tereb, Q)
ra'ab,likerise frequent in the book of Jeremiah (ler 5:12; 11.,22; l4:13,15f; 16:4;
18:21;42:16; 44:12ltwiceh Lam. 4:9) and the pair (l) deber, (2) bereb, which appears

as a punishment in J (Ex. 5:3). Cf. also I K. 8:37, where rd'db and deber introduce
a sequence of nine elements. Literarily, Jer. 5:12 probably constitutes the point of
origin for the occurrences ofthe pair in the book ofJeremiah; in substance, however,
the S,rz im Leben of such pairs and sequences is the lament (cf. Lam. 4:9 and Isa.
51:19).67 Consequently it is not impossible that the lament indirectly influenced the
numerous occlurences ofthe short and long sequences in the book ofJeremiah

3. Metaphoical Uwge. In comparison with the two types of usage just discussed,
metaphorical usage of fiere| proves to be very restricted. The point of departure is the
metaphorical speech of Wisdom Literature, which likens the words of the "strange
woman" to a two-edged sword (Prov. 5:4),6 rash words to sword thrusts (Prov. 12:18),
false witness in court to club, sword, or arrow (Prov. 25:18), and those who oppress
the poor to a generation whose teeth are swords (Prov. 30: l4). Similarly, a description
of the enemy in a lament can identify their lips (i.e., their words) with swords (Ps.

59:8[7]) u their tongues with sharp swords (Ps. 64:a[3]). In late narrative praise, the
worshipper proclaims that God has returned like a sword to its sheath the tongues of
his enemies, who are likened to young lions, their teeth like swords and their tongues
like sharp swords, thus averting the mortal danger that threatened (lQH 5:9-15). This
brings out the point of the sword metaphor, the danger of the weapon. At the same

time, we are reminded that Yahweh is and remains the lord of all war, battle, and

ambush with which nations and individuals'contest or embitter life.
Kaiser

66 On similar lists in curses contained in ancient Near Eastern texts, see F. C. Fensham,
"Common Tiends in Curses of the Near Eastern Tieaties and Kudurru-lnscriptions Compared
with the Maledictions of Amos and Isaiah," ZAW,75 (1963), 155-175.

57 C. Westermant, Isaiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),245.
6a On the identification of the "strange woman," see H. Ringgrcn, Sprilch. ATD, XVI

(t962),28.
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1Jl laraa; 1)l [are{; 4)4 bradA

Contents: I. l. Etymology; Ancient Near East; 2. Meaning and Occurrences. II. Secular
Usage; Panic: l. Bad News; 2. War. Itr. Religious Usage: Panic Associated with Theophanies.
IV.'An nahtU; Eschatological Peace or Total Security.

l. I. Etymology; Ancient Near East. The root fird appears in various Semitic lan-
guages; the distinction between h and h in some of these languages multiplies the
potential etymological relationships. There have been repeated attemptsl to find in the
OT all the meanings attested in the ancient Near East, but without convincing success.

Closest to OT usage is Syr. 'ellterZd, 'tremble" (cf. Middle Heb. hrd, "tremble,"
hiphil "cause to tremble, terrify"). Here belongs the designation of a god as b'l firdt,
"lord of terror," in a Neo-Punic inscription.2 The interpretation of Ugar. fird as "fear,"
"be upset" is uncertain.3 A ljrd, "vigilant, alert," occurs h KTU, 2.16, 13. There
may be some connection with /+kk. larddu IV,a 'wake, watch, set watch, keep awake,"
Arab. fiarida, "be ashamed, act shamefully," and l.tarida, "be angly," to the extent
that unusual emotional states (albeit of different smts) are described. AY,k. fiarddu ln,,
"put together," e.g. mats-rtrdu, "door mat" (cf. Syn'elltar(r)a/, "be skinned"?)-
might suggest in Ezk. 26:16 (the only occurrence of lt"rdli in the pl.) a homonym
meaning "mourning garments,"s but the argument is not compelling.6

The place names (which we shall not discuss) 'An brdd, brddi, and, ftard[i are
probably connected with Akk. bara&on I, "desert regiod?1," Arab. hdrada, "have
little rain."

None of the other possible homoryms-such as Akk. fuurdau, "crossbeam," "vuh,ra,

female pudenda," Arab. harada, "penetrate, separate oneself, set off in haste"-gives
sufficient points of contact for homonymous roots with corresponding meaning in the

bnrd. J. Becker, GottesfurchtimAT.AnBibl,25(1965),tof.,66-74;J. Blau, "Etymologische
Untersuchungen auf Grund des Paliistinischen Arabisch," yf, 5 (1955), 337-344, esp. 341; H. J.
van Dijk, Ezekiel's Prophecy on Tyre (Ez. 26,1 J8,19): A New Approach. Bietor, 20 (1968), 32;
G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Homonyms,"IlebriiischeWortforschung. FestschriftW. Bautngartner. SW,
16 (1967), 54-56; J. Gray, 1 & II Kings. OTL (21970),495; J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Ge-
schichte einer alttestamentlichen Gatung. WMANT, lO (21977), 102; N. Lohfink, "Enthielten die
im AT bezeugten Klageriten eine Phase des Schweigens'!" W, 12 (1962), 2@-277, esp. 270f.;
A. Oepke, "tzoucrorE, tsfiioa1pr," TDNT, Il, 449-4@, esp. ,t49f., 459f.; G. von Rad, Der
heilige Krieg im alten Israel (Gotnogen, 31958), 12; F. Stolz, "dDi1 hnun verwirren," THAT, l,
502-4;H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 104; W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng.
trans. 1983) on 26:16; 38:21.

I See esp. Driver.
2 KAI , 145.5.
3 WUS, no. 1079.
a AHw,1,322.
5 L,ohfink.
6 See II. I below.
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OT. We shall take the position tb^t brd and its derivatives in the OT have a single
basic meaning.

2. Meaning and Occurrences. The meaning of f;rd is frequently given as "tremble,
be frightened," but the pregnant sense does not appear to be fully realized unless the

element of panic is included. As a rule, {rrd is used to describe crippling teror, a state

of horror like that which often follows in the wake of bad news, an unpleasant surprise,
or a theophany. Here the meaning of the root comes very close to that of + EltrJil hmm,
albeit without sharing the latter's pnmarily religious usage. That fird often stands in
contrast to + l19f bagh lbagchl and other terms expressing a state of calm security
is additional evidence ttat ltrd is meant to suggest extreme insecurity.

There can, however, be different degrees of intensity. When panic and terror are at

their height, one can speak of lfrddi g"dilA @nl. 10:7) or even g"ildi 'ay'-me'6d

(Gen.27:33). It is possible that I S. 14:15 also belongs in this context: after we are

told how a panic (baradil arose among the Philistines, which gripe€d the individual
formations of their army (lfifflfr), we are fina[y told it became a "god-panic" (fuerdal

' "lbh?m). It is reasonable io take this as a summary expression of an extreme (sunething
like "colossal panic").7 This is the more likely in that 1 S. 14:20 describes the situation
as m"himi geddli me'6d. In any case, I S. 14:15 is meant to express the utrnost

intensity of panic. The pl. hrddbl (Ezk. 26:16) could also be taken as a superlative.

Intensity can be expressed verbally by wvyyel.terd m"'il (l S. 28:5) and probably also

by hafdfi lirgd'im (Ezk. 26:16;32:10).t
There are 54 occurrences of fird and its derivatives in the MT. The verb appears 23

times in the qal and 16 in the hiphil (of which 7s,. 2:4 [Eng. 1:21] should be

eliminated as a textual comrption, wlthLobaridl being conjectured in Hos. 5:8 on the

basis of the LXX). TWelve (rccurences are accounted fm by the fmmula 'An maha7f4.e

The noun lfirE! appears 6 times, and hrddi 9 times (plus the conjecture in Ezk.
38:21 on the basi6 of the LXX). It is noteworthy that the root never appars in the

Psalms, but occurs quite frequently in 1 Samuel, Isaiah, and Ezekiel, with 8 occur-
rences each.

The L)O( translates hrd and its derivatives primarily with existEmi or 6l<snsis (Vl
times), together with derivativa of phobhd (14 times, of which 6 are elqhibdn ft
nubrA). In other cases the translation depends on the context. These observations

confirm our conclusion that the semantic focus is on panic terrcr. Since this holds true
generally for fird and its derivatives, further discussion can apply universally.

II. Secular Usage: Panic.

l. Bod News. The use of ftrd is illustrated especially well in Gen. 27:33. When
Isaac realizes that he has been tricked into giving to another the blessing meant for

7 D. W. Thomas, 'A Consideration of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative
in Hebrew," W,3 (1953),2@-224; Becker, Tlf.

t See Zmmerli on 26:16.
e See IV below.
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Esau, he is completely beside himself (vuyyelt rad brddi g"d1li'ad-me'dl) with terror
and horror at what has happened. A somewhat less violent reaction of terror is exhib
ited by Boaz when he feels something at his feet in the middle of the night (Ruth
3:8). Total panic, however, breaks out at Adonijah's sacrificial feast when the news
arrives that Solomon has been anointed king (l K. l:49): everyone rushes out, and
Adonijah himself seeks asylum. The discovery that there is money in the sack of grain
terrifies all Joseph's brothers (Gen. 42:28). In these cases ftrd depicts the initial ter-
rified reaction to bad news; in the last two cases, the state following the initial reaction
is described by the verb + N']' ydr7' , *b, afraid" (1 K. l:50; Gen. 42:35).

Panic terror can also anticipate the event: the priest Eli keeps watching the road
because "his heart trembles" (li-hsya hbbi harEil for the fate of the ark, and when
he receives the dreaded news he falls dead from his seat (l S.4:13,18). We are
probably dealing with a similar situation when, at the unexpected arrival of Samuel
or David, the elders of Bethlehem and the priest Ahimelech "approach trembling":ro
Itrd liqra'l means "approach someone trembling, in expectation of bad news" (l S.
16:4;21:2).

The 3 occurrences in Ezk. 26:16,18 also involve reactions to news of a disaster, the
fall of rlre, on the part of the princes of the sea and among the "isles," that is, those
who dwell there. Since this is mentioned in the context of a funeral lament with
mourning rites, there is justification for Lohfink's attempt to find n lbi ltardSilt an
otherwise unattested expression for the donning of mourning garments.rl But meta-
phorical usage of /bJ is so common-cf. the very similar Ezk. 7:27, yilbai i"mami-
that it should also be assumed here.l2

In all these cases we are dealing with reactions that are possible under special
circumstances. They are not necessary, however. Job receives the worst series of
messages bearing bad news,. but nothing is said of any panic on his part (cf. Job
l:13-22). Why? In kov. 29:25 we find the maxim: herdat'dflim yittEn mbqei frbileob
bYHWH fiuggab, "The fear of man lays a snare, but he who trusts in yahweh is
safe."

2. war The root ltrd finds special use in the context of war and battle, simply
because unpleasant surprises and bad news are especially cornmon here. The very
alarm sounded by the + 'tD1!2 .i61dr creates panic (Am. 3:6; Hos. 5:8 conj.); the
same is true of the sudden appearance of the enemy, especially in superior strength
(1 S. l3:7; 28:5; Isa. 10:29).

Because such panic is all too common and p,revents decisive action, anyone who is
ItdrEQ, i.e., "fearful, prone to panic," must not enter into battle (Jgs. 7:3; the choice
of words may be a deliberate echo of the place named in v. l: ,An 

bar6d). A person
who is exhaus0ed and discouraged is more vulnerable to panic. This is the basis of
Ahithophel's plan in 2 s. l7:2: he plans to take David by surprise and slay him in the
ensuing panic, when everyone flees.

to KBL3.
rr See I.l above.
12 Zmmerk, van Dijk. On use as a superlative, see I.2 above.
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It is striking how rarely we find ftrd in accounts of battles when the subject is panic
among the enemy; here the root most often used is + EDil hmm (but cf. also -sri'd).
Only in Jgs. 8:12 and I S. 14:15 (3 times!) do we find it so used, in each case with
reference to the enemy camp, whose panic is contrasted with the confidence previously
exhibited by the foes (betfu, Jgs. 8:11).

III. Religious Usage: Panic Associated with Theophanies. The boundary be-
tween nontheological and theological usage is fluid, for undouhedly Yahweh is as-

sumed to be the instigator of brddi, especially in battle. It is true, however, that
Yahweh never appears as the subject of the verb, and only in I S. 14:15 is panic
termed berda!'"ldhim, 

*god panic"-if we are not dealing here simply with an expres-

sion of intensity.r3 This obserrnation- at least with respect to l.trd- casts some doubt
on the question of whether divine terror is as well-defined a phenomenon as is often
assumed.la In any case, ltrd designates a reaction of terror in the face of a surprising
event that can have a variety of causes, including an act of God.

One realm in which barddh is associated expressly with Yahweh's intervention is the
prophetic proclamation of judgment in the context of tlrc y6m YHWH, especially in
the late perid. In Isa. 19:16; Ezk. 30:9; 32:lO, the particular reference is to judgment

upon Egypt. This may occasion panic among the Egyptians themselves (Isa. 19:16),

or the news of Egypt's fall may bring terror upon its allias (Ezk. 30:9;32:10). The
same is true of the princes of the sea and the "isles" at the fill of T[e (Ezk. 26:16,18).
The late interpolation Isa. 4l:5, with its descri$ion of panic at the "ends of the earth,"
envisions similar reports. In Ezk. 38:21 conj., the panic is caused by the terriffing
judgment upon Gog and his army, depicted in terms of a theophauy.

It is noteworthy how rarcly l.trd appears in the discourses in which the prophets

proclaim judgment upon their own nation. It is found only in Isa. 32: l1 and Jer. 30:5,
in each case preceding a turning point at which salvation is announced (Isa. 32:15tr;
Jer. 30:7ff.). The insecurity of fira/i appears as a transition stage between a p,revious

sense of careless security and a later stage of peace. Jer. 30:5f. depicts the panic in
vivid terms: cries of terror are lr,afi (q6l hrddi), men appear clasping their loins
like women in labor, and faces are pale.

These occurrences keep within the realm ofwar and battle. Other occurrences, also
of early date, are found in the cont€xt of theophanies in the narrower sense. For
example, the people at the foot of the mountain of God are seized with terror when
thunder, lightning, cloud, and a loud trumpet blast come forth from Sinai (Ex. 19:16)

or when Yahweh descends in fire upon Sinai (Ex. 19:18, where hi'dm shoald be read

for hdhir; ltrd taks as its subject only persons [and occasionally animals]; where we

find geographical terms, as in Isa. 4l,,S;Ezk. 26:-16;30:9, the inhabitants are meant).

In Hos. ll:lof., too, it is the lion's roar (lNl? id'ag) of Yahweh that terrifies those
in exile- with the purpose of giving them once more a secure dwelling place. In Job

37:1, too, fird depicts the reaction to God's appearance with storm and thunder. In

13 See I.2 above.
ra Von Rad; more cautiously Becker, 66-74.
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Dnl. l0:7, the theophauy causes Daniel's companions to be gripped by panic terror
(hr4i g"ddh napeli'"blwm) and run and hide, while Daniel himself- pale with
fright and incapable of moving- receives the revelation.

Here, too, belongs the usage found in Ezra and riito-Isaiatr in which ltorEfim 'al-
*for (or bmi;*afl of God refers to a particular group of people. Here frrd is used in
a weakened sense to de.scribe the inward distress of those who are terrified at the
possible consequences of transgressing God's commandmen$, the very heart of the
postexilic community. Ezr.. 9:4 and 10:3 deal with the prohibition of mixed marriages;
the harz&m constitute the small circle of those who support Ezra and his measures.
lsa. 66:2,5 speak similarly of those who fear the consequences of idolatry.

The muchdebated passage 2 K.4:13 is also in the final analysis to be understood
from the viewpoint of reaction to a theophany. If the mere appearance of Samuel
occasions panic among the elders of Bethlehem (l S. 16:4), the extraordinary diligence
of the Shunammite woman toward Elisha and Gehazi is grounded pnmarily in her
recognition: 'ii '"ldhim sadni Q K. 4:9). In order to do justice to the holiness of the
name of God, she engages in activity that can be called hrdji because it recalls the
confusion caused by panic.

The appearance of God (or of his messenger) can certainly occasion tr4 but it is
aluays a human reaction, not the immediate action of God.

rv. '6n ma[arifl: Eschatological peace or Total security. The hiphil parti-
ciple found a peculiar use, attested only in the formula we'an ma$a7i4. The usage is
best illustrated in the two passages from the blessing and curse chapters of the Holiness
Code and Deuteronomy. In [,ev. 26:6, it stands in the context of a blessing, in parallel
with idlbm and b1ft, as a description of the state of peace characterized by the 

"bren""of danger from wild beasts and the sword, when one may sleep at ease ..and none
shall make you afraid." ln Dl.. 28:25. on the contraq/, the formula serves to illustrate
the effects of the curse: the corpses shall be food for the birds and the beasts, with
"no one to frighten them away."

In usage similar to [-ev. 26:6, ttrc formula appears also in Jer. 30:10 (: 46:Zl);
Ezk. 34:28;39:26;Mic.4:4; Natr. 2:12(ll);T*fir. 3:13, always with reference to the
nation. In Job 11:19, a late addition, it refers to the fate of the individual. what is
described is always the coming state of peaoe, of security from war and wild beasts,
of safe dwelling in the land, of idlim and beyal. usage similar to Dt. 2g:26 (Jer. 7:33
is a direct quotation) appears also in lsa. l7:,2 (with reference to Damascus) and in
Nah. 2:12(11) (Assyria). Here the beasts have taken the place of the people: they live
in careless security, in terrible contrast to the insecurity ofthe populace. 

Bawnann
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Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Distribution;3. Meaning;4.LXX;5. Qumran. IL Concrete
Usage in the OT. Itr. Usage in Theological Contexts: l Divine Anger; 2. Human Anger;
3. Humans Angry befoe God.

l. l. Etymology. The verbs ltnrd aadlyr tnve the basic meaning "burn." Both most
probably derive from a biliteral ftr in Old Heb,rew. Ugar. fin means "burn," "scorch,"
or "roast."l Akk. erZru and Arab. l.wna also mean "burn" (although Rabin2 takes

wabara to be the real Arabic cognate). The Aram. hn of the Targumim (Ps. 2:12;
102:4 [Eng. v. 3]; Ezk. 15:4f.) has the meaning "burn" or "be blackened, charred."
At Boghazktiy, re-e-fi is attested as a Canaanite loanword : *fir7, "angry."r

Freedrnan, Lundbom

2. Distribution The verbal rcot brh appears 93 times in the OT;a 82 of these

occurrences are in the qal, 3 in the niphal, 2 each in the hiphil and tiphal, and 4 in
the hithpael. The word is used primarily in narrative texts (33 times in the Pentateuch,

26 in the Deuteronomistic history 4 times each in Chronicbs and Nehemiah). It is
surprisingly rare in the Psalms (6 occurrences) and Wisdom Literature (6 occurrences

in Job, I each in Proverbs and Song of Solomon). It vanishes almost completely in
the language ofthe prophets (3 occurreases in.Isaiah, 2 in Jeremiah, I each in Hosea,

Habakkuk, and Zechariab but 4{!l in Jonah). 
Botterweck

3. Meaning. The verb lriri occtrs mainly in the qal wrth'ap as the expressed or
implied subject: hard'q, "(someorrc's) nose/anger burned hot." Apparerfily l.tdri
is more intense than + \W q;p, although 44sap substitutes for lnrd in P and the

Holiness Code.5 Anger directed towards another person is expnessed by lfir6'ap b
(except in Nu. 24:10, where 'el is used instead). Without 'ap, bdrd * /" means simply
"(he) was angry": ttuyyilwr leya'aq5Q, "aad Jacob was angry" (Gen. 3l:36). The niphal
appars with De in Cant. l:6; tsa. 41:11 and 45:71 and means "be angry (with)." The
piel does not appear in Biblical Hebrew, although it may have existed later. The form
l.tryty in llQPs' Sir. 51:19 (l.tryty npiy, 'I kindled my desire")6 is either pief or qal.

T\ro hiphil readings are pnoblematic. In Neh. 3:20, hehrd is left untranslated by

ftar6. G. Sauer, "i1'18, ftrft entbrennen," THAT, I, 633-35; W. H. Simpson, Divine Wrath in
tlw Eighth Cennry Prophets (diss., Boston, 1968).

I KTII, 1.5 [, 5; l:23, 41, 44, 48; cf. l:l2II, 38, 4l; W, no. %)2.
2 C. Rabin, "Etymological Miscellanea," Studies in the Bible- Soipn Hierosolymitana, 8

(r%l), 390f.
3 AHw, 11,976.
4 Cf. E. Johnson, "l)x 'dnap l'aruph)," TDOT, l, 355: 93 times.
s 8D8,354.
6 J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of QwnrinCatte 11 (IlQPsa). DlD,4 (1965),80,82.
7 KBL',337, under hiphil.
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m6st modern versions, but it could mean "burned with zeal,"E which would reflect

a meaning similar to the tiphet forms (Jer. I2:5;22:15; see below). Job 19:11 contains

a hiphil wayyaf;ar, but this should probably be repointed as a qal.e Causative meaning

in the sense of "provoke to anger" is expressed by the hiphil of+ Dll) ti'as (frequent

in Deuteronomy, Jeremiah, and the Deuteronomistic history). The hithpael of hrh has

intensive meaning: "fly into a passion" (Ps. 37:1,7f.[4QpPs 37:8 has tiftarrof;Ptov.

24:19). Jeremiah contains two rare t-formations: flohreh (Jer. 12:5) and m"lahreh
(22:15), which are most likely piel forms derived from a quadriliteral root rftrhrl But

the meaning in both cases is clear: "be in a heat (of a race)" or "compete." Jastrowl2

lists a talt"ril1 in Tirlmudic Hebrew meaning "heat, rivalry, contention." A cognate

noun l7ir6n means "anger" or "burning anger."l3

Freedman, Lundbom

4. Lnt. The LXX uses some 20 terms to represent f;nr6. T\e reason is not clear;

perhaps the root was felt to have too great an anthropopathic coloration. The most

frequent terms are thymortn (30 times), orgizein (27 times), lypein (5 times), paroxi'

nein, poner6n plwinesthai, allrd parazZloitn (each 3 times).

5. Qumran. In the Dead Sea scrolls, ltiri appeats 13 times; 9 occurrences are in
the Damascus document (CD), with the rest distributed ttnough the pesher literature.

The noun fudr6n has a similar distribupion. The absence of these words in the major

aumxan documents (in contrast to the frequent'aP) is striking. The use of the word

in the Damascus document may be connected with this document's late origin, when

the increasingly bitter opposition to the community evoked a harsher tone in its lit-
erature. The reference is almost always to the anger of God, which is kindled against

the horde of plotters, sinners, and transgressors of the Torah (CD l:21; 2:21; 19:26;

etc.).
Botterweck

II. Concrete Usage in the OT. In the OT, anger is frequently expressed when

someone has heard something-either firsthand or tlnough a report-that makes him
very displeased. It can also erupt quickly in conversation. It is a spontaneous response

to a threat of some sort directed at the individual or a group to which the individual

belongs. But threats to one's sense of justice, truth, or right behavior can also evoke

anger. Jacob becomes angry with Rachel because she has blamed him for her barren-

t 8D8,354.
e See for example G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 308.

ro H. Stegemann, "Der Pe5er Psalm 37 aus Htihle 4 von Qumran (a Qp Ps 37)'" RevQ, 4
(1963), 247.

11 For a different view, see J. Blau, "iiber die t-Form des Hif il im Bibelhebrfisch," W,7
(1957),385-88, esp. 387f.; according to Blau, we are dealing here with at-causative, a hitafel
formed from a triliteral root.

12 M. Jastrow, Diaionary of the Targutnim (1903; repr. Brooklyn, 1975)' ll, 1662.
13 --+ r,llN ,anap 

I'Anaph).
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ness (Gen. 30:2). An accusation by Ish-bosheth against Abner makes Abner angry
(2 S. 3:8). Balak's anger is kindled against Balaam for disregarding explicit instruc-
tions and invoking a blessing on Israel rather than a curse (Nu. 24: l0).

Anger is also expressed when someone has been insulted or degraded. Potiphar
becomes angry after hearing a report that Joseph has insulted (drq) his wife (Gen.
39:17-19; cf. v. 14, where she claims an insult to the entire household: "See, he has
brought among us a Hebrew to insult us"). Balaam became angry at his ass when the
ass refused to move (Nl. 22:27). Saul, too, was angry when the women sang that
David's exploits surpassed his own (1 S. 18:8). The lsraelite troops were angry with
Judah when Amaziah refused to let them join in the fight against the Edomites
(2 Ch. 25:10).

ln some instances, anger is expressed together with jealousy or in the heat of
competition. Saul's jealousy of David led to anger towards David and Jonathan (1 S.
2O:7,30). Jealousy also was behind Israel's anger at Judah when Judah took the lead
in escorting King David back to Jerusalem (2 S. 19:431421). Sanballat and his com-
rades were angry when they heard that Nehemiah was rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem
(Neh. 3:33[4: l]; 4:1[7]). Perhape , too, it was sibling rivalry (bnA 'imm? nikrfi-bi) tlnt
made the "sons of my mother" force the bride to be a keeper of vineyards (Cant. 1:6).

News of treachery or suspicion of deceit could also arouse anger. Jacob became
angry at l,aban for his persistent searching for the household gods, not knowing that
the real deceit lay with Rachel (Gen. 3l:36; cf. v. 32). Zebul the Shechemite became
angry when he heard of the plot against Abimelech (Jgs. 9:30). Eliab's anger towards
David (l S. 17:28) was prompted by his suspicion that David had ulterior motives in
coming to the battle front. Elihu was angry at Job because Job justified himself instead
of God; he also was angry at Job's three friends because despite their condemnation
of Job they were unable to refute him (Job 32:2f.).ra The anger of David in 2 S. l2:5
is over an injustice, although David is no doubt surprised to find out that the greedy
man in Nathan's parable is none other than himself. Nehemiah is likewise angry over
the injustice of the nobles in Israel forcing fellow Jews into slavery by exacting high
interest (Neh. 5:6).

In the elevated speech of the patriarchs we find polite circumlocutions intended to
avert another's anger. A request is prefaced with the polite formula'al-yilpr be'AnA
'"ddni, "let not (anger) burn in the eles of my lord" (Gen. 3l:35), or w"'al-yifiar
'app"kA b"'abdckA, "let not your anger burn against your servant" (Gen. 44:18). A
vestige of this remains in Ex. 32:22, where Aaron says to Moses: 'al-yil.tar'ap
'a86ni, "let not the anger of my lord burn hot."ls When Joseph has revealed himself,
he says to his brothers: w"'al-yihar be'AnAkem, "and do not be angry in your own eyes,"
i.e., at yourselves (Gen. 45:5); but in this instance we find words of genuine consolation.

III. Usage in Theological Contexts.

l. Divine Angen The verb hird occurs most commonly in the OT with Yahweh as
subject (cf. hnr6n, which is used only in reference to God). Yahweh becomes angry

ra For a different interpretation, see Fohrer, KAT, XV1,446; cf. III.I.
ts .--> fll'f ftnnan tl.2.b: ma;a'ti l.tEn b'dr"ykA.
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primarily because people's behavior displeases him; when his anger is kindled, it is
always directed at people, whether individuals, the people of Israel, or, less commonly,
the foreign nations. In Dt. 29:26(27) the phrase "against that land. means in the
rhetorical language of Deuteronomy "against the people of that land." Abraham and
Gideon seek to avert Yahweh's anger: ' al-nn' yilar la'dnnay (Gen. l g:30, 32); ' al-yitnr
'app"ka bi (Jgs. 6:39). This is more than mere politeness; both are making humble but
extraordinary requests of God.

Yahweh is not recorded as becoming angry in Genesis, despite his many judgments
in the primeval history. In the wilderness, however, a different situation obtains. Here
we often are told of Yahweh's anger, despite the idyllic picture the later prophets paint
of the wilderness period (Jer.2:2f.; Hos. 2:16f.[14f.]). yahweh is angry at Moses
because he resists being Yahweh's mouthpiece (Ex. 4:14); this may also explain why
Abraham and Gideon are cautious in presenting their arguments.

Many of the things that make humans angry make yahweh angry also. Jealousy
heads the list. Yahweh's anger with his people in the wilderness stems from their
apostasy: they build a golden calf (Ex. 32:lof.; cf. v. 19; Hos. g:5; see below). In
response, Yahweh threatens to consume the people with anger. This anger is repre-
sented here as a consuming fire. He will instead make a great nation of Moses. Moses
wisely rejects this idea and his intercession prevents disaster.

The consuming power of Yahweh's ,nger is also shown in the covenant code where
justice is at issue. The people are told they will be judged proportionately if they
wrong strangers or harm widows and orphans (Ex. 22:231?t4.1). The complaints of the
people in the wilderness can also be answered by God's anger. The people complain
in Yahweh's hearing that they lack food (Nu. ll:1,10,33). Here anger takes the form
of a fire that consumes parts of the camp (v. 1) and a plague that takes the lives of
numerous people (v. 33). Yahweh's anger also burns against Aaron and Miriam when
they challenge Moses'right to be the sole spokesman for God (Nu. l2:9; cf. Ex. 4).
Yahweh also becomes angry at Balaam for going to meet Balak (Nu. 22:22), but in
light of v. 20 the reason for his anger is not at all clear. At Shittim, Israel bowed down
before Ba'al of Peor, and Yahweh responds in anger with a plague that kills some
twenty-four thousand (Nu. 25:3,9).

Yahweh also becomes angry when his commands are not carried out. The timidity
of some in pursuing Yahweh's holy war evokes Yahweh's anger (Nu. 32:lo,l3 cf. Nu.
l4). The punishment on this occasion is the extension of the period of wandering to
forty years, so that the wicked generation would perish entirely before entering the
promised land. In Deuteronomy, Yahweh becomes angry when Israel goes after other
gods ('"ldhtm'"bertm, Dt. 6:14f.; 7:4; ll:16f.;29:26f.;'"lAhi ndkar-hA'drcg, Dt.3l:16f.).
Anger here results in famine (11:17) and ultimately death.

The Deuteronomistic history reflects darlier sources. yahweh becomes angry with
Israel when the Israelites seek other gods or in any way transgress the covenant ('dfcr
'el-beril Josh. 7:1,11; 23 16:' Jgs. 2:13f.,20; cf. 3:7f.; l0:6f.). This leads inevitably to
defeat in battle (cf. the defeat at Ai due to Achan's sin; Josh. z) or total subjection to
the surrounding enemy (Jgs. 2:14;3:8; l0:7). Failure to drive out all the canaanites
from the land is likewise traced to Israel's transgression ofthe covenant (Jgs. 2:20-23);
Yahweh's lack of support is regarded as being another manifestation of Yahweh's anger.
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During the monarchy, idolatry continues to be the most detestable offense against

Yahweh. Now, however, the kings receive the blame (2 K. l3:3;23:?5;2 Ch. 25: l5).
Even the great reform of Josiah could not prevent the anger of Yahweh from destroying
the nation (2 K.23:26).

A similar perspective appears in the historical summary of Ps. 106 (v. 40). Uzzah
apparently violates a command of Yahweh not to touch the ark and in so doing is the

victim of Yahweh's anger (2 S. 6:7 par. I Ch. 13:10), which in turn arouses the anger

of David (2 S. 6:8 par. I Ch. 13:11). Yahweh also becomes angry when David takes

a census (2 S. 24:l) and sends a plague. The background is unclear: 2 S. 24:1 states

that Yahweh himself incited David against Israel, whereas I Ch. 21:1 says that David
was incited by Satan.

The prophets use ltard sparingly, despite their message ofjudgment. But their usage

is consistent with that of the rest of the OT. Isaiah says that Yahweh's anger will burn
against Israel for rejecting t6rd (lsa. 5:Af.); the entire created order will suffer the

consequences. Hosea sharply reminds Israel of Yahweh's anger over the bull cult
sponsored by the government in Samaria: zanah 'eglek i6m"rbn luri 'apfi bdm

(Hos. 8:5;16 cf. also Ex. 32:10f.).7rr,hariah declares Yahweh's anger at unworthy
kings and their offrcials (7nc. lO:3).

Only twice in the OT is lard used to refer to Yahweh's anger towards other nations.

Here his jealousy manifests itself rn belwlf o/ Israel. Habakkuk asks rhetorically if
Yahweh's anger was against the rivers and the sea when he tramphd the nations (Hab.

3:8). This mythological language probably echoes Yahweh's primordial struggb against

the sea monster. In the royal psalm attributed to David (Ps. 18 : 2 S. 22), the poet

recounts the cosmic manifestations of Yahweh's anger against the enemy (v. 8[7]).
Finally, Job thinks Yahweh's anger is directed at him because of his lamentable plight
(Job 19: I 1), while the epilogue speaks of anger towards Job's ttnee friends for speaking

falsely concerning Yahweh (lob 42:7; cf. tI).

2. Human Anger In the early period, the ritah of God could descend upon an

individual, making him angry. Samson, whose pride was injured when the answer to

his riddle was discovered, went down to Ashkelon under the power of the spirit and

killed thirty men, taking their garments to gather payment for his opponents (Jgs.

14:19). Saul, too, becomes angry under the influence oftlrc rfioh, and responds to an

injustice about to be done to the men of Jabesh-gilead (l S. 11:6). As in the case of
Samson, Saul's anger leads to war.

People could also reflect divine anger when the Torah was broken. Moses' anger
burns hot at the sight of the golden calf (Ex. 32:19). Tbice the rape of one of Israel's

daughters occasioned bitter anger. David became very angry (truyyifiar 16 me'N)
when he heard of Amnon's rape of Tamar (2 S. 13:21). Shechem's rape of Dinah
(Gen. 34:7) is recalled as a similar event (cf. Gen. 38); here and elsewhere the Yahwist
finds in the patriarchal history certain prototypes illuminating the history of David.
But on the earlier occasion it was the sons of Jacob rather than Jacob himself who

16 J. R. Lundbom, "Double-duty Subject in Hosea VItr 5," W,25 (1975'),228-230.
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became very angry (wyyiftar ldhem me'dd). In both cases rhe fathers withhold judg-
ment while the sons mete it out to the offenders (e.g., Absalom avenges Tirmar).
Anger regularly leads to destructive actions, and such an action is usually carried out
by the one who is angry, though occasionally by another. David thus shows unusual
restraint in refraining from vengeance.

Certain Wisdom texts counsel against becoming angry, even against the wicked (Ps.
37:1,7f.; Prov. 24:19). But the exclusive use of the intensive form (hithpael) indicates
that the warning is against passionate anger: 'al-tifian: Passionate anger can only lead
to evil (Ps. 37:8); besides, the wicked have no future anyway (Prov. 24:19f.).

Israel occasionally incurs the anger oftheir enemies, but Deutero-Isaiah asserts that
Yahweh will frustrate the enemies' plans, and their anger will be of no arlail. On the
day of salvation they will all be shamed Oe@iA,Isa. 4l:11; 45:?1). Ps. 124 also
asserts that, had Yahweh not been on the side of Israel, their angry enemies would
surely have consumed them (w. 2f.).

3. Humarc Angry before God. 'Nhile the OT never speaks of anyone becoming
overtly angry touxards God, frequently someone expresses anger in God's presence or
in conversation with him. Occasionally one gets the impression that God is the real
object of the anger; but if this is so, it remains hidden hidden from view. On three
occasions such anger is associated with sacrifices. Cain is angry because Yahweh
accepts Abel's offering but rejects his own (Gen. 4:5f.). Moses angrily tells Yahweh
not to accept the offering of Korah and his rebellious pnests (Nu. 16: l5). And when
Saul violates the requirements of the ban (- Otn fiiratn), Yahweh refuses his sub.
sequent offering and rejects Saul himself from being king (cf. Achan, III.I above).
Saul's behavior arouses Samuel's anger and he cries to Yahweh all night (l S. 15:11).

Anger before Yahweh can also involve Yahweh's judgment, inflicted, postponed, or
omitted. When Uzzah is punished for touching the ark, David verges on anger toward
Yahweh (2 S. 6:7f. par. 1 Ch. 13:10f.); but he holds his peace, out of respect or fear.
Jonah becomes angry during his conversation with Yahweh because Yahweh withheld
punishment from Nineveh (Jon. 4:1,4); but he was also angry about the plant that
perished (Jon. 4:9); and according to the biblical author the latter anger should have
cancelled the former, since Jonah would understand Yahweh's mercy toward Nineveh
and share his attitude.

Freedman, Lundbom

EPID balom

Contents: I. Egyptian Background. II. Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic: l. General; 2. Dream
lnterpreter;3. Magician;4. Daniel. III. Middle Heb. hart6m.

ftar1om. Egyptian: H. Kees, "Der sog. oberste Vorlesepriester," ZlS, n 0962), ll9-139;
A. L. Oppenheim, The lilerpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East, With a Ti-anslation of
an Assyrian Dream-Book. TAPN, N.s. 4613 (1956), esp. 238b; K. Sethe, "Miszelle," ZAS,IO
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I. Egyptian Background. Heb. and Biblical Aram- hartdn derives from Dem.
hr-tb(i) < br-tp, "reciting priest, magician," in which the second element of Egyp.
bry-bb.(t) bryip, "chief bearer of the ritual scrolls," i.e., chief reciter or reciting
priest, has become independent. The isolation of the attributive element bry-tp, "chief,"
and its use in place of the entire expression appears in Egyptian as early as the magical
Papynrs Harris VI, 10.1 The chief reciting priest is not only a scholarly scribe but
also the leader of the rituals. In consequence of his familiarity with sacred documents
he is an expert in magic and healing; in the popular mind these arts naturally stood
in the foreground, as we see from the first two tales of Papyrus Westcaf and the figure
of [.Ior in the second Demotic narrative of Setna-fla-em-wese Y 3ff., As early as
the Old Kingdom, the title "chief reciting priest" became an additional title of other
officials, including those of lower rank.a The word was probably also borrowed into
Hebrew as a much degraded term.

In Akkadian (Neo-Assyrian), too, the Egyptian word appears in its Demotic form
as a loanword. The mention of three fiar-yi-bi with Egyptian namess shows that Egyp
tian magicians or mantics were consulted at the Assyrian court during or before the
time of Ashurbanipal. The term is closely connected with A.BA.MES mr-sur-a-a,
"Egyptian scribes," in a list following such priestly groups as maimiiu, "incantation
priests," bdit, "seers,"A.BA[. . . ]MES, ". . . scribes,- kalfr, "singers," anddigil
dggrTri, "augurs." A second occurence of the term is cited by Borgef in a list of booty
and prisoners brought back from Egypt by Esarhaddon.T

II. Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic.

l. General. Since the Demotic term was borrowed orally into Hebrew, the change
from t to , presents no difficulty. The change of blp to zr is due to nasalization.t
Volten finds Dem. l.try-tme for l.try+blp in the Instructions of Onchsheshonqy V 13.e

(1934), 134; W. Spiegelberg, "Die lrsung des Titels 'Vorlesepriester, Zauberer' in den de-
motischen Texten," inhis Demotica I. SBAW, Phil.-hist. Kl., 192516, +6.

Hebrew: J. M. A. Janssen, "Egyptological Remarks on The Story of loseph in Genesis,"
JEOL, 14 (1955/56), 65f.; T. O. Lambdin, "Egyptian [,oan Words in the OT," JAOS,73 (1953),
145-155, esp. 15ff.; B. H. Stricker, "Tiois 6tu{es de phon6tique et de morphologie copre,"
AcOr, 15 (1937), 6f., 2O J. Vergote, Joseph en Esyp*.brBiblnv,3 (1959), AAnl.-

I Stricker. For the hierarchical position of tlr- firy-tp, see RAR, 604, 860f.; illustrations will
be found in H. Haas, Bilderatlas atr Religionsgachichte,2.-4. Lieferung: Agyptische Religion, ed.
H. Bonnet (lripzig, 1921), no. 6, l3l.

2 S. Schott, Altiigyptische Liebeslieder (Zurich, 1950), 17C180.
3 F. L. Griffith, Storics of the High Priest of Memphr.r (Oxford, 1900), 182tr
a Kees.
s C. H. W. Johns, Assyrian Deeds and Docwnents (Cambridge, 21924),851, IV 2.
6 R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons Kdnigs von Assyrien. BAP,9 (1956), $80, I, 9,

where accordingto idem, AIO, 18 (1957-58), ll6b and CAD, Yl (1956), tt6btihar-ti-i(?)-bi
should probably be read following'TMAS.MAS(?). MES.

7 Both texts are discussed by Oppenheim.t Vergote.
e A. Volten, review of S. R. K. Glanville, Cualogue of Demotic Papyri in the British

Musewn. II: The Instructions of 'Onchsheshonqy [L,ondon, 19557, OIZ, 52 (1957), 127.
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The term is applied to Egyptian mantics and magicians in two narrative complexes,
Gen. 4l and Ex. 7f. lna third complex, Dnl. lf.;4f., which is patterned in many
ways on the prototype of Gen. 41, it stands for Babylonian mantics. The Demotic
word with the article pl appears in Greek transliteration in the forms PhritobailtAs,to
phfiAb, and phcrit [o ]b.rr

2. Drean Interpreter rbe ha\finmi misrayim or hanwnmim mentioned in Gen.
4L,,8,V4. (E) try in vain to "interpret" Pharaoh's dreams QtdIan v.8; ngd hiphil , v. 24).
The LXX specifies their role as dream int€rpreters by translating exigEtai, ..interpreters

(of prodigies)"; cf. the translation of the Vulg.: coniectores, "interpreters (of dreams)."
The Demotic Egyptian magician became a mantic specializing in dreams because magic
also served to prevent bad dreams of their fulfilment, and perhaps also because the
hr-tb dealt with dream books.

3. Magician. Ex. 7:L1,22;8:3f. (P) use ha$wtmA mismyim or fiartummim to refer
to the Egyptian magicians who attempt to emulate Moses and Aaron by performing
before Pharaoh the same wonders by which Moses and Aaron legitimate themselves,
an attempt that finally fails (Ex. 8:14[8]). The legendary motifs surrounding the
leaders of the exodus have incorporated a fragment of a tale recounting a contest of
rank between professional sages. In light of the different role represented, the LXX
here translates epooidoi, "singers of incantations," the vulg. (except at 7:ll) malefici,
"witches." As a synonym for harantmA mi;rayim, 7:ll uses (besides hkdmim) the
Akkadian loanword mEkaii"pim (from kaidpu[m ], G and D, ..bewitch"); the magico-
mantic terminology pervading P is international in nature. In all these passages, the
field of activity of ttrc ltarlummim is lAfm, lelwfm, "the secret arts."

The miracle of Ex. 4:4 (I) and the miracle at the sea of Reeds in Ex. 14 (*p) have
parallels in the wonders performed by the chief reciting priest in the first two tales of
Papyrus westcar. The magical acts performed by {or in the second tale of Setna-
fla-em-wese amount to a contest with the magicians of Ethiopia: one conjures up
fire for Pharao[ another produces water to put it out; one creates such a darkness that
no one can see his neighbor (cf. Ex. lo:23), until another makes it light again, etc.

4. Doniel. Interpretation of dreams and prodigies is also the subject of Dnl. lf.;
4f., where Daniel-like the anonymous Jewish gu of 4QorNab-plays the role of a
mantic sage before the Babylonian king.12 The term lw$am appears in l:20; 2:2,10,27;
4:4,6(7 ,9); 5:11. The powers of the hartwnminln and the other occultists mentioned
in the same breath are said to consist in the interpretation of the king's dreams (2:2;
a:aUD and, more generally, in "showing mysteries" (rd.zi phalfwdy|, 2:27; cf. a:6t91).
Dnl. 5:12 defines more precisely Daniel's powers as chief of the ha4tmnim and related

10 Josephus contra Apion. i.289, 295 (8. H. stricker, oudheidkundige Mededelingen, 24
(Lriden, 1943), 3U34.tl J. Vergote, "Vocalisation et origine du systdme verbal 6gyptien ,- Chrbg,3l (1956), 41.

12 For a discussion of canaanite background of this figure, see H.-p. Miitter, ..Magisch-
mantische Weisheit und die Gestalt Daniels," UF, I (1969),79-94.
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practitioners. According to 5:11, the pagan king claims that such abilities derive from
"the spirit of the holy gods" and "the wisdom of the gods"; cf. 4:5f.,15 (8f.,18).

It is noteworthy that the lwrlwnmtmln are mentioned along with magicians in ex-
haustive didactic lists of titles, despite the difference in function: most frequently we

find the 'aiiApinl'ai"pin (from Akk. [w]aiipu[m]), "enchanters" (l:20; 2:2,10

[sg.l],27;4:4Ul;5:11); we also find the magical m"kaiYpim, "sorcerers" (2:2), the
nonspecific kaSfrmlluidA'in, etc., "Chaldeans" (2:2,10;4:4Ul;5:11), and the mantic
gdz"rin, "prognosticators" (?), i.e., "seers" (2:27;4:4Uh 5:11). The distinctions be-

tween the terms already appear vague. The prevalence of magicians in the immediate
context explains why Theodotion renders fia1ulruninth uniformly as epaoidoi, as does

the LXX in2:2,27; the Vulg., on the contrary, mostly tses arioli, "soothsayers," only
in 5:11 translating princeps mogorwn, "chief of the magicians."

Daniel's interpretation of dreams in chap. 4 and especially in chap. 2legitimates
him as an apocalyptic visionary, the role he plays in chaps. 7-l2.lr is probably true
in general that mantic wisdom is one of the roots of apocalypticism.r3

III. Middle Heb. [rarfdm. Middle Heb. and Jewish Aratr. l.w4bmlhartttmn, *&ak

or mouth of an animal,"l4 is a variant otbdfimlbfiWn', "nose-ts (cf. Biblical Heb.
denominative ftiyam, "restrain oneself"); it has no etymological connection with ftr-
tb > hartdm, "magician." Both forms appear rather to be based on Akk. llugimmu,
"snout," or a corresponding Semitic form; the gemination was either replaced by a

sonantl6 or was lost with lengthening of the preceding vowel. In Arabic, too, we find

balm"", "nose, beak" (cf. fii1rtm, "nose rein"), andfurliltn, "(elephant's) trunk."
Milller

13 Cf. H.-P. Miiller, "Mantische Weisheit und apokalyptlk," Congress Volwne, Uppsala l9l.
sw, 22 (t972),268-293.

t4 wrM,II, 109f.
ts lbid.,39.
16 Cf. VG, I, $90; R. RfiZiEka, Konsonantischc Dissimilation in den semitischen Sprachm.

BAss,614 (1909), 168; and the Akkadian by-form bulfurunu.
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I. Usage, Meaning, Etymology.

l . OT Occunences. lf Jer. 25;9 is counted, l.trm hiphil occurs 48 times in the OT
(34 in narrative texts, 2 in legal texts, 8 in prophetic texts; 33 occurrences are in
Deuteronomy through 2 Kings). The hophal is attested 3 times (twice in legal texts,

once in a narrative text, but in the context of an official decree). The noun hErem I
occurs 29 times (16 in narrative texts, 9 in legal texts, 5 in prophetic texts; 18 oc-

curences are in Deuteronomy through 2 Kings); it appears only in the singular. It is
noteworthy that both the verb and the noun are concentrated in narrative texts, more

specifically in Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic passages. By contrast, bErern ll,
"net," appears only in poetic contexts (4 times in Ezekiel, once in Micah, 3 times in
Habakkuk, once in Ecclesiastes); 4 of its 9 occurrences are in the plural.

Ex. 22:19(Eng. v. 20) exhibits textual variants. The Samaritan Pentateuch and

LXX/ insert 'hrym before yhrm. Ttrc former lacks v. l9b of the MT. Most critics

assume some kind of haplography in the MT and follow LXX'{, but this theory does

not account for the Samaritan text. A better solution is to take the earliest form ofthe
texf to be zbl.t l'lhym ybrm (v. 19a of the MT). The additions of the MT and Samaritan
Pentateuch exhibit two different attempts to remove any misunderstanding ol l'lhym
(only alien gods are meant!). LXX/ is a "contamination" of both of these attempts.

The common hypothesis that yftrm (itself perhaps a misreading of an original 'brym)

has replaced an earlier mwt Wmtr is unlikely, because the punishments become in-
creasingly severe in the series 22:17-19(18-20). A more likely theory is that 22:17(18)
(f thyh), vocalized as qal or pual, originally read "she shall not live," if that is not

in fact the meaning of the present piel (cf. Ps. 22:3Ol29l).
In Josh. 6:18, the LXX enthymEthintes presupposes an original tl.trndw. The reading

of the MT is preferable, since tltrymw is the first element of an enumerative verbal

series. The LXX assimilates the text to Dt. 7:25 and Josh. 7:21.
The absence of a word corresponding to bbrm in the LXX of Josh. 7:15 does not

necessarily point to an original differing from the MT, since the LXX of Joshua

generally tends to abbreviate. The entire verse 8:26 is also absent in the LXX; here

we have a case of homoioteleuton (/r'y) or deliberate textual "improvement."
In Josh. 10:28-39, the LXX harmonizes the conquest of the southern Palestinian

towns not only through deletions but also through insertions. The latter include exd-

lhthreu.sn aut€n in 10:32, without which v. 35b might have seemed illogical'
The emendation of lml.trtm to lhbrymm in 1 S. 3O 172 is unnecessary.3 The same is

true of 2 K. 19 17 par. Isa. 37:18, where hltrybw has been emended to hhrymw since
Duhm.

In Isa. ll:15, the LXX, Thrgum, and Syriac appear to presuppose the reading
whltryb for MT whhrym, but this is not certain. The text is difficult. The ancient
versions may have been venturing an interpretation, with the LXX possibly choosing

a word similar in sound to the Hebrew original. But the MT is quite comprehensible.

The parallel hnyp ydw refers to an action annihilating an enemy; in any case the waters

I Most recently Schulz, 59.
2 First proposed by J. Wellhausen.
3 See H. l. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, Vlllll (1973), in toc.

l8t
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of Egypt and Mesopotamia are personified as enemies. The hiphil of ltrm h the

meaning "utterly destroy" fits the context precisely. The MT should therefore be

retained. Neither is it necessary to hypothesize a homonym.a

At first glance, the text-critical situation in Jer. 25:9 appears similar; the LXX and

Syriac suggest an original wh$rbtym instead of MT wlrltrmtym. But the MT' which is

generally more extensive than the Hebrew original of the LXX in Jeremiah, twice in

this passage inserts firbh_clearly with a conscious purpose-as an interpretation of

imh: in v. 1l (lhrbh) and in v. 9 (wlltrbwt), where the original wllyph attested by the

LXX has been altered. The starting point for this interpretation was probably the

reading uldtrbtyn still attested in the [XX, which was secondarily misread aswhfirmtym

in the textual tradition leading to the MT. In the context of "disglace" such a mis-

reading was natural; cf. Isa. 43:28.\t is therefore likely that hrmhiphrlnJer.25:9
is not original.

There is no qal of hrm. The reading wttrmty in Nu. 2l;2, attested in Samaritan

manuscripts, is a simplified writing adapted to Samaritan pronunciation (Macuch:

wArimti).
In Mic. 7:2, the LXX, Vulg., Tiargum, Synac, Aquila, and Symmachus find a

further occulrence of lErem I; but the metaphor of hunting and pursuit in v. 2b supports

lzrem II. Only the LXX is consistent, presupposing a totally legal text by reading

yryby for y'rbw andyswrw for ygwdw. But this Hebrew original for the LXX is probably

secondary with respect to the MT (assimilation to v. 3). Furthermore, if l.trm is here

a late gloss, as is often assumed metri causa, there is no evidence fot hErem tI before

the end of the seventh century.

2. LW Tianslaion. The translation of hErem I and hrm hiphil and hophal by the

LXX provides a good introduction to the semantic problems of this word group.

Whenever possible in the context, the LXX chose the words anithEmalanathema and

anathenwizA, some 35 times. These words are used exclusively to render our word

group. The starting point was probably the meaning of anathema, "votive offering

placed in the temple." It must remain an open question whether the earliest non-Jewish

occumence of the Greek word group in the sense of "curse" (1st or 2nd century C.r.f
provides evidence for a corresponding meaning of the words even before the LXX. In
any case, this group did not suffice for the IXX; apart fron aphorizein inl*v. 27:21

and aphfirisma in Ezk. 44:29, it made use of words meaning "destroy, slay, annihilate,"

"rp""iary 
exoletertein (25 times) and in the book of Isaiah apol$ein and apdleia.

T.hese words are all used frequently in the LXX, standing above all for forms of the

rats'M, b4 imd,.iftr, and yri. The number of times words for destruction are used

in translation slightly exceeds the number of times wo,rds for consecration or separation

are used (39 versus 37). The LXX thus succeeded only about half the time in using

a special group of Greek words to represent the Hebrew word group.

a Cf. Driver, JTS,32 (1931), 251.
5 Megara curse texts: IG, III App., XIv 6, 17.
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3. Contexts.

a. War and Extermination. T\e words deriving from the root firm I appar primarily

in the context of war and extermination. War is fOund in Nu. 2l:2f. , in all occurences

from Deuteronomy through 2Kings, in I Ch. 4:41;2C,r.2O:23;32:14; Isa' 11:15;

34:2,5;37:ll; !er. 50:21,26;51:3; Dnl. l1:4; Mic. 4:13; Mal. 3:24(4:6\' Josh' 11:14

almost furnishes a definition of the hehrtm '6tun in Josh. I 1: 12: ' et-kol'hA'AdAm hil,:kfi

lepi-hereb.ad-hiimidam'dam lo' hii'irfi kol-n"idmh. The context is the Deuteron-

ornirti" summary of the military conquest of the territory west of the Jordan under

Joshua.
The most frequent parallel to firm is the hiphil of nHt. The two words appear

together 22 nmes. Both verbs refer to the same act, but from different perspectives.

The additional phrase lpi-fiereb can appe,ar both with nkh (ll times6) and with hrm

(3 times: Dt. 13:16(15); Josh. 6:21; I S. 15:8). Besides Josh. ll:14, total annihilation

as the goal of the action in question is expressed by association with the hiphil of imd

inDg 1:Vl; Josh. 11:20; 2 Clr. 2O:23; Dnl. l1:zl4). other verbs for annihilation and

tiiting used in combination with the hiphil of frm include: + O'I ydrai (Dl7:17),
+ l1'1) kiral (!osh. ll.21),'dsap ("coller;t" in the sense of "destroy," 1S' 15:6),

+ ;r)) kila o s. 15:18), +'lfN 'afud l'abhadhl (Dt- 7:24)' + l'ltttr2 iahat QK.
l9:11f. par. Isa. 37:ltf.;2C}r.20:23), + t'llD miI (Josh. 1l:17; I S. l5:3), and+
)1ll hirab [I ("annihilate," or, as a denominative from l.terefu, "swotd," "slay with

the swmd," ler. 50:21,27).
The fact that no surivors were left is often emphasized in the context by other

formulaic expressions: h. 2:34;3:3; Josh. lO:28,37,39f.; ll:12,22;2 flr' 2O:24; let'
50:26; cf. 1 K. 9:21. Since the action is directed against the population of conquered

cities, the formulas of a war oracle often precede @&an bydd, etc., Nu. 2l:2f.; Dt.

2:24,30,33,36;3:2f.;7:2;2O13; Josh. 6:2,16; 8:18; l0:3O,32;2 K' 19:10 par' Isa'

37:10); first the city is taken (lkd, Dt. 2:34f.;3:4; Josh. 6:20; lO:1,28,35,37,39;

11:10,12; Jer.5O:24).In many cases the fate of the cattle and plundered goods (+
lD bdzaz) is more precisely specified. Often the city or booty is burned (+ t'l]i?

|drap, Dt. 7:5,25i 13:17[16]; Josh. 6:24; 7:15,25;8:28; ll:11,13; cf' 'Z'i in Jer'

50:32 with 50:21,26).
The citations show that the hiphil of frn belongs to the fixed framework of a

generally constant narrative schema found in fleuteronomistic texts. It appears regu-

larly in wars of conquest against enemy cities. The only weapon mentioned is the

sword. In poetical contexts the weapons vary: sword (Isa. 34:5-8), bow (Jer. 5l:3),
hand raised to strike (Isa. 11:15).

The negative is implied when anyone survives (see above), is delivered (+ )If
na$al,2K. l9:ll par. Isa. 37:lt;2 Ch. 32:13-15), is released (iillalt miwad, lK.
20:42), is shown mercy (Dt. 7:2; Josh. ll:.20; I S- 15:3,9,15), is saved alive (Dt'

20: l1; Josh. 2:13; 6:17 ,25; Jgs. 2l:11 [LXX8]; I S. l5:8), or even is allowed to make

6 Cf. Schtingel-Straumann, 69-71.
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a treaty (Dt.7:2; Josh. 1l:19f.; I K.2O:34,42) or enter into marriage (Dt. 7:3). The
taking of booty can also imply the negative (Dt. 7 :25; Josh. 6f. ; I S. l5).

Assonance establishes a special relationship with the sword (heref,, Dt. 13:l6u5l;
Josh. 6:21; I S. 15:8; Isa. 34:5; ler. 50,21,26) and total destruction (lma'an haimi- ,

dnm, Iosh. ll:20). Assonance likewise sets up the contrast with mercy toward the
enemy (Dt.7:2; I S. 15:8f.; Jer. 5l:3), desire for booty (Dt. 7:26), and the sparing
of the prostitute Rahab (Josh. 6:17). The verb can provide an etiology for ruins with
the name l.tormi (Nu. 2l:3; Jgs. 1:17).

b. The Sacred. Not as extensively but still quite clearly we find lrm I in the context
of the sacred, in the sense of something removed from the sphere of the profane and
set apart for Yahweh. This is shown by the very expressions hehrin IYHWH (l*v.
27:28;Mic. 4:13; cf. the Mesha inscription) and hErem IYHWH (Josh. 6:17; that the
expression is merely separated by h7 w"lsol-'"ier bh is shown by parallel constructions
such as Dt. 2:33; 3: l; cf. also'ii-hermi in I K. 2O:42 and 'otn fiermi in Isa. 34:5).

The occurrenca of hrm in kv. 27 and Nu. 18 appear in texts dominated by the
verbal phrase hiqfr IeYHWH and the nounqdflei. Ezk. 4:29, too, deals with offerings
to the sanctuary. The ltErem pronounced by Joshua over Jericho implies that the gold,
silver, and vessels of bronze and iron are qd/ci IYHWH and are therefore to be put
into the treasury ofthe house ofYahweh (Josh. 6:19,24). Lev. 27:28 states thai every

ItZrem is to be treated as q6y'ei-qo/iitm. In Joslr- 6f. and Mic. 4:13, the contexts of
war and sacred overlap. This is true also of Nu. 2l.'2f . , where the l.rErem is undertaken
in consequence of an oath (nefler). According to Jgs. 2l:5, the fiErem is the result of
a Ybfr'6 g"d6fi, which is tantamount to a vow.

A few texts appear to associate hrm wth sacrificial terminology: Dt. 13:16f.(15f.)
(ldttl IeYTIWH);lsa. 34,2 (l1rm par. tbb; cf. 34:6,1a[ah par. 7fuah); Jer. 50:27 (laV

lAbaD. But it is not certain whether kAm n Dt. 13: 17(16) was perceived as a sacrificial
term. In the Isaiah and Jeremiah passages, the common element of the comparison
is probably the killing and the abundance of blood and fat, not the cultic aspect.

The precise position of frrm in the context of the sacred does not become apparent
until the contrasts are noted. According to I S. 15:15-23, the offering as zebab of
animals taken as booty is the alternative, rejected by Samuel in the name of Yahweh,
to the killing of them as lpErem.In Isa. 43;28, we find in parallel to we'effnA hltErem
ya'aqdfithestatementnv'aballelSArAqMei. InthestoryofAchan,Joshuamust "sanctify"
Israel (Josh. 7:13) to be free of the hErem. The "sacred" is thus a kind of countersphere
to the hZrem. A cultic assembly helps avert the fiErem. lnDt.7:26;13:15f.(14f.);
20:17f., there is a relationship between l.trm and 6'ebA. The attitude toward the hErem
that is expected of Israel is expressed inDt. 7:26 by the verbs iq,s and t'b. lt general,
in the Hebrew semantic field of the sacred, the positions of the three roots qdi, hrm,
afi, l.tll are distributed differently than is the case with hardm and haldl in the corre-
sponding semantic field in Arabic.T

7 Cf. Chelhod.
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c. Punishmcnt and the First Commandmenr The hophal of hrm is associated with

the death sentence formula mbt yfimd it Ex. 22:19(20) (probably as an intensifier)

and in l*v. 27:29 (which may address the same situation as Ex. 22:19). The same

formula leads up to the l.t-erem upon Jabesh-gilead in Jgs. 2l:5. The fundamental crime

in Ex. 22:19(20) is apostasy from Yahweh. The same transgression, described in the

typical phrases of the first commandment of the Decalog, justifies the fiErem upon an

Israelite city in Dt. 13. In Jgs. 21, however, the point is that a city failed to obey the

summons for the tribes to assemble, even though the death penalty was involved. The

sin of Achan is described in Josh. 7;11,15 as transgression of the beril YHWH; bril
probably means the Decalog as the list of capital offenses in Israel. The prohibition

of theft might be recalled (cf. "+ ))\ gdnab fgdnabh] in Josh. 7:11), but it is also

possible that the reference is to the first commandment, in which case Achan's conduct

was viewed as apostasy from Yahweh (cf. + )yn ma'al in Josh. 7:t;22:20; t Clr.

2:7).
The Amalekites are punished by the llerem for the sins they committed against Israel

@aqodti, 1S. 15:2; 'et-lwl.tattd'im, 15:18). The root firm is also associated with &/
in Dt. 20:18 and Isa. 43:27, and with pqd trt let. 5O:27.In several late prophetic

passages, $rm appears in the context of statements promising punishment to the guilty.

Parallel terms in lsa. 34:2,5 are bemA, mfipA$ nnqdm, and iillurnim; nlsa. 43:28, hf
and p.i'; and Jer. 5l:3,'didm,'dwdn, n"qdmi, arld ilm. In Ezr. lO.8, l.tErem is the

substance of a threatened punishment.
Assonance links with firm the motifs of Yahweh's anger (Dt. 7:4; l3:l8UT; Josh.

7:1) and the word "sinners" (1 S. 15:18). The carrying out of the hErern is accom-

panied in Josh. 7:25 (Achan) and I S. l5:23f. by expressions typical of the lex talionis

(cf. also I K. 20:42).

4. Usage.

a. l.tErem 1. Brekelmanst sees it f;erem I an original noun expressing a qualiry like
qddei and [dl. He finds this character preserved in lrv. 27:21; Dt. 7:26; losh' 6:17;
lK. 2O:42; Isa. 34:5; and Mal. 3:24(4:6). But all these passages can be understood

with the word taken as a concrete noun or a noun expressing an action. The real reason

for Brekelmans' theory is the analogy of hErem, qilei, and bdl. But must this analogy

be pressed to the point of determining grammatical class? Examination of all occur-

rences of llErem I shows that interpretation as a concrete noun will suffice in all cases.

If so, I-ev. 27:21; I K- 2O:42; and Isa. 34:5 are epexegetic genitives, and Mal. 3:244:6)
is an abbreviated way of saying "lest I come and smite the land and make it hdrem."
It is more likely, however, that ltErem is an action noun in the "prophetic" passages

I K. 20:42; Isa. 34:5; 43:28;Zac. 14:11; Mal. 3:?A(4:6), and possibly also in the late

priastly passage l*v. 27:2l.In all other Passages it is a concrete noun.

The view that we have an action noun inttrc'ar7. lrermi of Isa. 34:5 is supported

by the preceding verbal phrase hett"rimin in 34:2, and in Isa. 43:28by the parallelism

185
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with giddfipin The usage in I K. 2O:A is to be understood analogously to that in
Isa. 34:5.

What does ltErem I refer to when it is a concrete noun? When we are dealing with
offerings made to the sanctuary, it can refer to human beings, cattle, and other property
(cf. Lrv. 27:28; other passages: Nu. 18:14; Ezk. 4:29).In l,ev. 27:,29, in the context
of punishmentby hErem, the noun refers to the victim. But this may be an exceptional
situation; normally in this context the statement would be expressed by means of a
verb. The preceding statement may have influenced the formulation.

In the context of war, only in Josh. 6:17 dws lErem (in the phrase lErem IeYHWH)
refer to both human beings and plunder. Elsewhere in the context of war the application
to human beings is always exp,ressed verbally. The noun is reserved for things or cattle:
DL 7:26; 13:18(17); Josh. 6:18; 7;t,tt-13,15;22:20:' I S. t5:21; I &. 2:7). Only as

a kind of marginal possibility, then, can it refer to human beings in this context. But
human beings, including Israelites, can become ltErem by a kind of contamination: Dt.
7:26; Josh. 6:18;7:12f. This usage could be summarized as follows: when human
beings are exterminated in war, narrative language (essentially Deuteronomistic lan-
guage) avoids labeling them with the noun l.tErem, although this seems to have been
possible originally (cf. Jostr" 6:17). To the extent that it was used as a concrete noun,

fiErem never lost its original cultic and sacral overtones. The verb is another matter.

b. ftrm hiphil. In several passages the hiphil of hrm clearly designates a special act
of consecration. Consecration for the sanctuary is involved in I-ev. 27:28 (persons or
things); Josh. 6:18 (objects, subject to the regulations in w. 19 andVl); Mic. 4:13
(things). Consecration for slaughter in battle may be intended in Isa. 34:2 (cf. ndlan
/e in the parallel). Josh. 6: 19 may reflect an ancient formula of consecration belonging
to this context.

At the other end of the scale we find those passages in which the hiphil of hrm is
a synonym for other verbs meaning "destroy, kill," without any kind of preceding
consecration. Here, for example, belong 2K. l9:.ll par. (no institution analogous to
the hErem being known among the Assyrians); 2 Ch. 2o:23;lsa. 1l:15; Jer. 50:21
(following bereb),26;51:3; Dnl. 11:zl4 (following the hiphil of imd).

The other occurences of the hiphil of ltrm stand somewhere between these two
extremes. Destruction and killing are meant, but the context does not make it entirely
clear whether a preceding consecration of the enemy is also thought of. The notion
of a consecration is most likely also involved in the ancient and compact texts Nu.
2l:l-3 and Jgs. l:17. In the more likely schematic accounts, which speak first of the
taking of a city and then use the hiphil of nkh todescribe the killing of the inhabitants,
the hiphil of hrm always appears as the last element. Doe.s it stand in parallelism with
nkh? Is it a summation? In any case, the emphasis is on the element of an action that
is radical and total, not on the notion of killing in consequence of a previous
consecration.

When the hiphil of ftrn refers to an act of consecration, objects as well as human
beings can be the object of the verb (cf. above). tn Nu. 2l:3, where the notion of a
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consecration to destruction appears likely, we rc.ad: wuyyaharEm 'elhcm tf'el:drAhem.
Not onty the population but also the cities of the Canaanites of Arad are destroyed.

In the other passages only living creatures are the object of the hiphil of l.trm.

Animals are mentioned expressly in Dt. 13:16(15); Josh. 6:21; I S. 15; several times

they are probably includedimplicitly, and sometimes they are excluded. The focus of
attention is nevertheless on the enemy population, often spoken of in summary. In Dt.
2:34; 3:6; Josh. 6:21; Jgs. 21:11 it is divided into groups (one of which is probably

meant by 'ir rnEfnl).The populace is also meant in passages that speak of kings
(Josh. 2:10; ll:12), lands (2 K. l9:ll par. Isa. 37:ll [but cf. 2 Ch. 32:14]), or cities
(Dt. 3:6; 13:16tl5l; Josh. l0:1,37; ll:12,20f.; Jgs. 1:17; Jer. 50:26). The expression

"the city and everything in it" or the like is often divided between the two verbs z/<ll

andfirm (Josh. 8:24,26; lO.35,37,39). In such cases we have synonymous parallelism,

in which "city" means the populace of the city. This is true also in Dt. 13:16(15) and

Josh. 10:37, where the whole expression is kept together. The only possible exception

is Josh. 6:17, where the verb firm dogs not, however, occw. It is therefore best to

translate Josh. 1l:21, 'im-'drAhem helt"rinfin, as "he destroyed them (i.e., the troops

of the Anakim) together with the population of their cities." The more the hiphil of
firm b*omes a synonym for verbs meaning "destroy, exterminate," the more it comes

to refer only to human beings. It never takes on the meaning "destroy something."

c. ltrm hophal. The occurrences of the hophal of ltrm have one thing in common:

they are associated with the semantic field of punishment. In Ex. 22:L9(2O), lig,th

crime and punishment are clear; apostasy calls for capital punishment in its most

extreme form. [n I*v. 27:29 the crime is not mentioned; probably the case of Ex.

22:t9(2O) is meant. In Ezr. 10:8, the crime consists in refusal to participate in the

great action of dissolving mixed marriages-a situation that Ex. 34l.16 and Dt. 7:3f.

associate with apostasy. The punishment designated by firm in this passage was once

clear, but is so no longer. hesumably confiscation of property was involved. In any

case, the word firm designates only a portion of the punishment. The punishment

inflicted on the guilty person himself consists in being banned (+ )TI bdl) from the

q"lwl lwgg6l6. In Lev. 27:29, the hophal of l.trm designates the judgment that deter-

mines the punishment or a preliminary element of the punishment, preceding the

execution proper. lnEx.22:19(20), it designates the punishment in its entirety. In Ezr.

10:8, the situation remains unclear.

5. Idioms with lErem f. Some fixed nominal idioms wfth hZrem I are immediately

comprehensible: i"dih lwhErem (l*v.27:21),ltZrem beyiSrd'?/ (Nu. l8:14; Ezk' 44:29),

ItErem IYHWH (Josh. 6:17), 'ff-hermi (l K. ?-O:.A; the suffix refers to Yahweh), 'arn

bermi (Isa. 34:5; likewise). The verbal idioms are rather more obscure. It seems that
hiyi lErem (Dt. 7:26; Josh. 6: l7) may replace the lacking qal of the verb. Both hdyd

ll.tZrem and iim lel.tErmt refer to the contaminating extension of |tErem to the entire
lsraelite camp. Unlike declarative l.t?rem, this "fiErem by contamination" can be re-
versed by appropriate measures (Josh. 6:18; 7:12). The expression nilan lahErem (Isa.
43:28) may be equirnalent to the hiphil of hrm ("consecrate to destruction").
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6. Meaning. on the basis of the preceding discussion, and taking into account
additional limitations imposed by particular contexts, we can defne the following
meanings. The hiphil of hrm means "consecrate something or someone as a permanent
and definitive offering for the sanctuary; in war, consecrate a city and its inhabitants
to destruction; carry out this destruction; totally annihilate a population in war; kill."
The hophal means "be condemned to capital punishment with certain additional con-
ditions; the execution of this punishment; confiscation (of property) (?)." The noun
ItErem I means "the object or person consecrated in the sense of the hiphil or con-
demned in the sense of the hophal or contaminated by entering into their deadly
sphere; the act of consecration or of extermination and killing." The usual translation,
"ban," is and always has been false and misleading. It was an appropriate rendering
of the medieval Jewish fiErem, corresponding to secular outlawry and ecclesiastical
excommunication, but is based on a later development of the word hErem tfulp1t is
unattested in the OT.

Our definition is essentially quite vague; much remains obscure. Did original usage
of the word group derive from an actual fiErem ritual involving the magical encircle-
ment of a city (cf. Josh. 6:3ff.) or the stretching forth of a spear (cf. Josh. g:1g)? what
originally instigated afiErem-a vow (cf. Nu. 2l:2) or the command of a military
leader (cf. Josh. 6: 17)? Was the critical element the renunciation of booty or the radical
extermination? Was the destruction and razing of a city considered a pafi of the hErem
or was it a further measure (cf. Josh. 6:y'1;8:28; l1:ll,l3e)? what distinguished the
punishment of hErem from the other forms of capital punishment? May we draw on
Jostr" 7:15,25 to interpret Ex.22:19(20)?

7. Etymology. Etymologically, the word group is usually traced to the common
Semitic root firm.Its reflexes in the West Semitic languages include words meaning
"separate," "forbid," or "consecrate." Tlpical are Arab. lpardm, "sactred precincts,,'
and larim, "harem." Ak}.. (UarartulerEmu on the other hand means "cover." An
original meaning "selmrate" for this root in Akkadian is attested only by ljarfunu n,
found in a list, and possibly by fiarimtu, "prostitulg."ro Brekelmans' monograph, for
example, shows no evidence of any probhm with respect to this generally accepted
etymology.

The coalescence of l.t and I in Hebrew, however, suggests caution. The fact is that
only in Hebrew and Moabite do we find in ftrm the idea of separation combined with
the idea of the destruction of what has been separated. In Arab. fiananw and tafiar-
ratna, "d6ttoy (a tribe)," the notion of destruction is associated with the root l1rm,
as Driver has pointed out. Tlre usual view is that the root firm is represented in Hebrew
only by fidrum, "having a divided nose" (Irv. 21:18), andhzrem II, "net." Driverll
would see in the hiphil of hrm two homonyms: "consecrate, separate," from ftrm, and
"destroy," from [rm. But the notn fiErem I combines in its earliest occurrences the
meanings "consecration" and *destruction." Even Driver, for example, is forced in

e Most recently Heintz, Le feu, 68f.
ro For furtlrer discussion, see Brckelmans, De herem; Chelhod; Fronzaroli, ?19f.il st4r, rc (J96't),56-59.
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lsa. 34:2,5 to think in terms of homonyms in the same context. It is therefore probably

best to stick with a single Hebrew verb. The question of the original root may never-

theless remain open. From the perspective of historical linguistics, one thing is clear:

the noun and verb combine semantic elements thit elsewhere are divided between the

two roots hrm and furm.
Heintzr2 on the other hand derives fi?rem fl, "net," from hrm, "separate," citing

the motif of the "golden net," which occurs primarily in the context of Mesopotamian
victory texts, entangling the enemy. Here he finds the origin of the ancient Israelite

It4rem: it is the ritual of destruction in the course of a victory celebration. We still
await his detailed argument.r3 In the 4 OT texts where the net motif appears together
with statements celeb,rating victory (Ezk. l7:19f. : l2:l3i 32:3; Hos. 7:12), the word

hZrem lI is used only once for "net." There is no trace of hErem I or the verb hrm in
these passages. At the very least, then, the awareness of the connection postulated by

Heintz is not fully developed in the.OT.
It remains unclear whether there is any etymological connection between our word

group and the mountain name fiermdn, the place narres ltorEm and hormi, and the

personal name ltdrim. [n the case of hormi some connection was perceived: cf. the

etiologies in Nu. 2l:l-3 and Jgs. l:17.

II. Ancient Parallels.

l. Mesha Stela. The hiphil of l.trm, "conse,crate to destruction," appears in the

Moabite Mesha inscriptionra of the ninth century:

Chemosh spoke to me: Go, take Nebo from Israel! Then (15) I went by night and fought
(w'ltl.tm) against it [Nebo] from daybrcak to noon. And (16) I took it (w'bzh) and toally
destroyed it (w'hrg k/prl): 7000 citizens and aliens, male and female (17) together with
female slaves; for I had consecrated it to Ashtar-Chemosh for destruction (b l'itr kmi
hhrmth). Then I took (w'ql.t) thence the (18) vessels of Yahweh and brought them before
Chemosh.

In its verbal structure the text follows a fixed schema: oracle-departure-battle-
capture of the city-slaying of the populace-l.tErem-taking of booty.rs This is the

same schema found in many texts of Deuteronomy and Joshua where l.trm appears,

although the neighbor language uses different roots in two instances ('bz for ll<d, hrg
for nkh). This suggests that this schema in the OT should not be viewed as a pattern

originating with the Deuteronomistic narrator. The slain populace is divided into cat-

egories. The suffix referring to Nebo probably means the populace. [n contrast to

almost all the OT accounts of the destruction of a conquered city, the verb hrm refers
here not to the actual destruction of the populace but to their preceding consecration

t2 sw, t7 (1969),136f.
13 To be published in CahRB.
t4 KAI, l8l.
15 Cf. Segert,238f.
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to destruction. The sentence coftaining firm is an inverted summary clausel6 inter-
rupting the series of clauses treginning with prefix forms. It has been debated whether
this was the only lrm consecration in Mesha's campaign, or whether, for instance, he

also exterminated the (Israelite) population of Ataroth on the basis of such a conse-
cration.rT The wmd hrm dcr;s not appear in the passage in question, but we read: "I
killed all the people from (?) (12) the city as a ryt (delight, satisfaction, propitiatory
sacrifice?) fm Chemosh and for Moab." Does H h'm here mean "all the warriors" or
"the whole population"? In the latter case, and if ryt is a sacrificial term,lE then
consecration to destruction during a war of conquest was thought of in ninth-century
Moab as a sacrifice to the deity.

lt is also noteworthy that, with the exception of Nebo, Mesha says something about
the later fate ofall the cities he conquered, telling how those he destroyed were rebuilt.
Was Nebo alone left in ruins? [f so, was the reason the exposed position of the city
on the northern boundary of the new Moabite territory? Or was there a consecration
to destruction only in the case of Nebo, making it out of the question that the city be

rebuilt?
Much rcmains obscurc, but we may conclude from this unique text that there was

in Israel and Moab, and perhaps also among other neighboring peoples, a common
practice of lt?rem in war and a common tradition for telling of it.

2. OSA ftrg. When a city is taken, OSA hrg can refer to the killing of the officers
and soldiers along with their wives and children on the basis of a vow made before
batle.re The statement in -+ llil hirag fhnragh) that Heb. hrg can mean "kill
enemies to carry out the ban" is probably not true.

3. a.wl,ht at Mari. Following up a suggestion made by L,andsberger, Malamat has
wmked out the relationship between the Akkadian term asaklu, "taboo,',' found pri-
marily at Mari, and the OT concept of l.t?rem. The similsl6es, however, are limited.
Appropriation of objects under taboo can bring guilt upon the violator of the taboo
(originally subjecting him to the death penalty). This recalls the story of Achan. More
specifically, a military commander could place booty under taboo. But at Mari this
taboo was only temporary, so that the booty could be distributed fairly later. The major
element of the biblical ltErem, extermination of the populace of conquered cities, is
far removed from this cont€xt. Besides the asaleku of a god, th€re was also an osaklat
of the king. "In Israel lterem clarly exceeded the semantic range of aulckwn in
Mari."m

4. More Distarx Paralkls. In order to find more precise parallels to the OT l.tErem,

parallels still having religious overtones, we must go beyond the geographical and

r5 Contra vanZyl, l4l.
17 Most recently Liver,Z4f.
It Grimme, Ryckmans, Segert, Rtillig.
le Ja 575, 5f.b Glock,207.
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chronological boundaries of the ancient Near East, and even then we shall never find
a parallel that is exact in all respects.

Aeschines2l tells of a war of the Delphic amphictyony against the Cirrheans, mem-
bers of the amphictyony who had failed to live up to their obligations. At the behest

of the $thian oracle war was declared against them, the population was sold, the city
was laid waste, and the land was left totally barren. This recalls Jgs. 21 .

At Rome there was a devotio of criminals. Criminals condemned to death were

consecrated to the gods of the underworld.22 This is reminiscent of l*v.27:29.
Among the Celts, gold that had been consecrated (anatetheimhnos) to the gods was

inviolable.23 Caesar records:

To Mars, when they have determined on a decisive battle, they dedicated as a rule whatever
spoil they may takl. After a victory they sacrifice such living things as they have taken,
and all the other effects they gather into one place. In many states heaps of such objects
are to be seen piled up in hallowed spots, and it has not often happened that a person, in
defiance of religious scruple, has dared to conceal such spoils in his house or to remove
them from their place, and the most grievous punishment, with torture, is ordained for
such an offense.z

There is no explicit statement that prisoners were killed, but since vi. 16 says that
human sacrifice was very common, it is not unlikely that prisonen were included in
the spoil dedicated to the god of war.

For Germanic tribes there is explicit evidence that prisoners of war were killed as

an offering to the gods. Strabo r€ports that this was the standing practice among the

Cimbri.2s Orosius, drawing on earlier soluces, describes what took place after the

battle of Arausio:

The enemy seemed driven by some strange and unusual animus. They completely destroyed
everything they had captured; clothing was cut to pieces and strewn about, gold and silver
were thrown into the river, the brcastplates of men were hacked to pieces, the trappings
of the horses were ruined, the horses themselves were drowned in whirlpools, and men,
with nooses fastened around their necks, were hanged from trees. Thus the conqueror
realized no booty, while the conquered obtained no mercy.x

Thcitus records the actions of the Hermunduri in battle with the Chatti: "Both sides

consecrated, in the event of victory the adverse host to Mars and Mercury, a vow
implying the extermination of horses, people, and all objects whatsoever."2T There is

evidence of the same practice among the Goths and Franks.
Among the Arabs, the Ghassanid prince Al-Harit ibn 'Amr is said to have burned

his enemies to a man while invoking the gods. The same was done under the aegis

of Islam by the Wahabi Ibn Saud.2t

2r Against Ctesiphon lO7-112.
22 Dionysius of Halicarnassts Roman Antiquities i.lO.
23 Diodorus Siculus Library of History v. 27.
2a Gallic War vi.l7.
2s Geography vii.2.3.
26 History v.16.5.
27 Annals xiii.57.
2E On all these parallels, see Schwally, 34-42; Junker, 77f.; Hofmann , 427; Stolz, 194f.
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5. Wars of Extermination Since the war fiZrem of Israel involved the total exter-
mination of a population, we may ask to what extent such an action may have been
carried out in the ancient Near East apart from religious consecration and taboo. At
least with respect to the Assyrians it has been suggested that their military goal was
the total destruction of the enemy.2e But this theory cannot be maintained.3o Wars
were fought to stabilize the establislrcd order that had been called into question by the
enemy or to destroy a neighbor's desire for independence and to incorporate into the
Assyrian power structure-but not to destroy it totally.

Realistically speaking, however, wars could be conducted with extreme cruelty
throughout the ancient Near East; entire cities could be destroyed, together with their
populace. T\vo letters from Mari illustrate how matter-of-factly such slaughter could
be described. I5me-dagan writes to Yasmatr-adad: "All the soldiers of the tribe of
Ya'ilanu assembled under the command of Mar-addu to wage war. We had a battle at
TUt.lwi and I won. Mar-addu and all the members of the tribe of Ya'ilanu were killed,
and all his slaves and soldiers were slain."3l On another occasion, Yasma[r-adad
showed mercy to a conquered city. On this occason his sovereign Sam5i-adad wrote
to him as follows: "You wrote to me that you took the city of Tillabnim but did not
[slay] the inhabitants of the place, but rather made peace with them and allowed them
to go free. What you did is highly commendable; it is worth . . . talents of gold. But
formerly when you captured a city, (this conduct) was not seen."32

The supposedly more merciful pharaohs could also wage wars of extermination
when they so desired. Of Thutmose I we read: "He hath overthrown the chief of the
Nubians; the Negro is helpless, defenceless in his grasp. . ., there is not aremnant
among the Curly-Haired, who come to attack him; there is not a single survivor among
them."33 Rom the Bible, 1 K. 9:16 may be cited by way of comparison.

There were mythological prototypes for total extermination, such as the story of
the Deluge. In the Erra epic iv.2G29 we read: "Into the city to which I send you, o
man, you shall not fear any god nor be afraid of any man, small and great kill together!
The infrnt, the child: let no one escap€!'44

Furthermore, accounts of extermination campaigns carried out by one's own army
and corresponding pictorial representations had a recognized function in the political
realm: they served as propaganda to arouse fear in enemies, former or potential. That
this propaganda technique was used by the Assyrians against Judah is shown by 2 K.
19 par. Isa. 37.

This encounter with the deliberate display of Assyrian military ideology was prob-
ably not without its influence on the development of the Deuteronomistic ltZrem theory.

2e Miiller, 13-26.
30 Cf. Hasel, 97f.; for the general case against the usual view of the Assyrians as an especially

brutal nation, see von Soden, with bibliog.
3r G. Dossin, Conespondance de Samii-Addu et de ses fils (suite). ARM,IV (1951), 33, 5-18.
12 ldem, Conespondance de Sanii-Addu et de ses fils. ARM, | (1949, repr. 1978), 10, 5-ll;

both texts are discussed by Glock, 177f.
33 J. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, II (Chicago, 1906), 30.
34 Cited by Hasel, 84.
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It is therefore noteworthy how often in the context of such wars we find the motif of
the remnant that is saved or not saved3s-just as in the context of most of the Deu-
teronomistic occurrences of hrm.

It is also worth noting that wars in the ancient Near East, even when they are betier
not termed "holy wars,"$ always had a religious dimension. War was an expression
of God's judgment.3T Thus both tlre. hErem of the Amalekites, a punitive expedition
ordained by God in the early period of Israel's history, and the late prophetic oracles
of salvation that speak of the divine hErem follow a widespread conceptual schema.

III. Diachronic Survey.

l. Pre-Deuteroromistic Events and Institutions. While the Mesha inscription certainly
records a military fuErem on the part of the Moabites against Israel in the ninth century,
the OT does not contain a single text from which we might derive trustworthy infor-
mation about an Israelite hZrem fot any period of Israel's history. Of the pre-Deuter-
onomistic material, the passages that speak of the extermination of the populace of
cities named Hormah (Nu. 21:2f.; Jgs. 1:17) are suspect as being secondary etiologies.
In the case of Jericho (Jostr" 6f.), where a pre-Deuteronomistic narrative has been
interwoven with several instances of h?rem that differ from the Deuteronomistic type,
the archeological evidence and literary considerations cast doubt on the historical
basis.

At best a certain probability attaches to the central facts of the narrative (deriving
from prophetic circles) that recounts Saul's half-hearted campaign of extermination
against the Amalekites. Even here, however, the narrative interest affects fundamental
points and detracts from the value of the sources. Probably the gripping account in
Josh. lOf. contains several early reports of hErem wars. It is probably not accidental
that the word ltrm is not used of all the cities. But just as the LXX has added this
term in Josh. 10:32 (L,achish), so too it is likely that the earliest form of the text
available to us has been subjected to systematization; it is no longer possible to say
what is a truly ancient account.

All the other Deuteronomistic accounts of fiErem \rxars may be suspected of deriving
from Deuteronomistic systematization. Jgs. 2l:ll probably belongs to a text formu-
lated at a very late date (note for example in the verse itself the P terminology of kol:
'iii6 ydda'at miilubziknr) and is therefore of dubious value as evidence. The repo,rt
in 1 Ch. 4:41 (extermination of the Hamites and me'finim [?] in the region of Gedor
by the Simeonites in ttte time of Hezekiah) could be an historically accurate special
account of the Chronicler. But does the hiphil of the verb lym still imply here the
ancient element of consecration to destruction? The account of 2 Ch. 20 is legendary
in character; here, too, the hiphil of hrm simply means "destroy." This completes our
survey of potential historical accounts in the OT, with negative results.

It does not follow that there were never any h?rem uars. The early narratives and

ts lbid.,5Gl34.
36 Weippert, Stolz.
37 Furlani.
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the use of the word h?rem by the prophets clearly presuppose such a practice at least
on occasion in the early perid of Israel's history. tt is likewise not impossible that
other texts describe hErem wars without using the word itself Jgs. 18:27 or 20:48 may
be examples. According to Josh. 10:35 (Deuteronomistic), Lachish had been subjected
to the barem, although w. 31f., which actually deal with lachish, do not use the
wmd.

It is nevertheless unlikely-in fact, impossible-that every war in the period of the
occupation in the time of the Judges was a l.tErem war. Nor is there any special
connection between fiErem and defensive war-quite the contrary. Tbe hErem as a
necessary element of a "holy war" in the sense suggested by G. von Rad stands or
falls with the theory itself. Neither is a tradition of a commandment of Yahweh re-
quiring Israel to impose a LtErem on certain nations demonstrable or even likely. On
the contrary, when a hErem was actually imposed, it seems to have been occasioned
by a vow taken in the specific case (cf. Nu. 21:2 and the tribal oath in Jgs. 2l:5), a
special order of the military commander (cf. Josh. 6:17), or the words of a prophet
(cf. 1 S. l5:3). Normally interest in spoliation probably prevented proclamation of a
hircm. The more extensive early lErem narratives have, in fact, more to do with a
taboo placed upon the booty and human violation of the taboo than with extermination
of the enemy population (Josh. 6f. and I S. l5).

But when there finally was a ltZrem, tlp result was an orgy of destruction. The
mood is perhaps best preserved in Isa. 34:l-15, a poem describing Yahweh's hZrem
against Edom.3t All were killed, both human beings and cattle, and the booty was
destroyed. On occasion the most valuable pieces were brought to a sanctuary (cf. Josh.
6:19,V1). The teatment of the booty reveals the contagious nature of tfu, h?rem taboo
(cf. the Achan narrative in Josh. 7). As evidence for the possibility of a l.tErem cam-
paign against Israelites, we have the law of Dt. 13:13-19(12-18) in its pre-Deutero-
nomic form, as well as the historically dubious campaign against Jabesh-gilead in Jgs.
2l:l-14 (and the similar campaign against Gibeah in Jgs. 20, where the wrid hrm,
however, does not appear). Even if Dt. 13:l6b(15b) (with brm) is not pre-Deutero-
nomic, the phenomenon itself may be suggested in 13:l6a,l7*(l5a,16*). In this case,
hErem was thought of as a punishment.

Besides the war l.tErem, asEx. 22:,19(20) shows, there was a punitive bErem (ontbe
dating of the Covenant Code and the significance of Ex. 22:1il201fm its definitive
stuctur€, see Halbe's discussion). Schmitt, citing the treatment of llse-majest6 (cf.
I S. 22:19; 2 K. 9:26), has theorized that such punishment differed from the simple
death penalty in that the children and property of the criminal were also destroyed.
It was based on apostasy from the worship of Yahweh.

The special hErem consecration of persons and objects to the temple (l*v. 27:21,28;
Nu. 18:14; Ezk. 44:29) is attested only in late texts; we can no longer determine
whether the institution goes back to the early perid of Israel's history. If so, it may
have been practiced only at certain sanctuaries, and possibly did not yet benefit the
priestly groups mentioned in the late texts. It was probably even then the case that

tE Cf. KTU, 1.3 IV for a Ugaritic parallel.
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exemption was not allowed. The practice probably developed out of tlrc ltZrem con-
secration of booty taken in battle (cf. Mic. 4:13).

2. Undergroun"d Prophetic Thcology furing thc Monarchy. With the coming of the
monarchy, l.tArem wars probably grew even less common than before. A situation had
developed in which there was abundant use for the labor forces captured during a
military campaign. Previously, even if there had been no law requiring the extermi-
nation of the populace dwelling in the land claimed by the Israelite tribes, there was
at least the tradition of Yahweh's promise to drive out "the inhabitants of the land"
(-.> Dil gdrai fudrash'1, + D.1' ydrai) and the commandment prohibiting the making
of any (vassal) treaty with them (Ex. 23:31b,32;34:12,15; cf. Jgs. 2;2).re Where the
balance of power permitted, the result was not necessarily the extermination of the
Canaanites, but at least their dispossession and expulsion.

The transition to a territorial state now made it appear more desirable to allow the
subject population to continue to dwell in the territory to which Israel laid claim,
subject to the obligation of forced labor (cf. Jgs. l;28,30,33,35). In more distant
regions independent kingdoms were allowed to exist, subject to payment of tribute.
A sense of brotherhood grew up between the heads of dynasties, regardless of the
momentary balance of power: sensibilities were not easily wounded. The worship of
Yahweh was expressed primarily in the full-blown sacrificial cult.

These tendencies appear to have aroused protesf in prophetic circles, especially in
the northern kingdom. In this context, reminiscences of the ancient lErem wars played
a role, as is attested by two narratives deriving from prophetic circles. The account in
1 S. 15 accounts fm the rejection of Saul on the grounds of his having spared the
legendary Amalekite king Agag and used the best animals taken as booty for sacrifice
instead of l.tErem. Samuel, the prototypical seer and king-maker, pronounces the ver-
dict. Of interest is the phrase rE itl lwhErem (l S. 15:21). The narrative is probably
intended as deliberate polemic against any attempt to make ltErem a sacrificial term.

The passage 1 K. 20:35-43 belongs to a narrative cycle dealing with an anonymous
Israelite king, perhaps intended originally as a prototype (l K. 20 and22).4 [n this
passage the positive picture ofthe king becomes negative. A prophet predicts disaster
for the king because he showed mercy to his enemy, the king of Damascus, who had
been defeated by Yahweh, and made a treaty with him (?-O:34), although this king had
been consecrated to Yahweh as ltZrem ('ii-bermi, 20:42).

An important aspect of this underground prophetic theology should be noted: in
both narratives it is external enemies (desert tribes and Arameans) who are considered

It?rem. This corresponds to the political situation during the monarchy. This theory
differs at this point from that of the Deuteronomistic fiErem, which is directed against
Palestinian cities; it resembles more closely the use of hdrem terminology in the oracles
against the nations found in the prophetic books.

3. The Deuteronomistic Theory and its Modifuation. It is no longer possible to de-

3e See Schmitt and Halbe for a more extended trcatrnent.{ Most recently J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTL (Fng. trans. 21970), 4l+16.
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termine whether the early recensions of the Deuteronomic law mentioned tbe hErem.
The early stages of Dt. 7 and 13 are possible instances.

The first version of the Deuteronomistic history, probably put together during the
triumphal years of Josiah,ar makes major use of the term ltrm, cteating the picture of
a horrible sacral war of extermination against the entire population of Palestine. The
modern reader finds the picture both vivid and oppressive, usually mistaking the real
irttentions of the Deuteronomistic history.

The Deuteronomistic historian found hErem narratives and accounts of llZrem wars
in his sources for the early history of Israel (still visible in Nu. 2l; Josh. 6f.,10f.; I S.
l5). tn addition, he had lists of nations that had ceased to exist. Finally, he was
farniliar with traditions enslrrining Yahweh's promise of the land as well as the promise
that Yahweh (or Israel with the help of Yahweh) would drive out or destroy (tfrd hiphil,
Ex. 23:23) the inhabitants of the promised land (still visible in Ex. 23,34; Jgs. 2;
perhaps already included in an early recension of Deuteronomy in the core of Dt. 7).
There is no evidence remaining of any pre-Deuteronomistic tradition of a command
to drive out the populace, but such a tradition may have existed (cf. Jgs. l). Dt. 20i17
contains a formula recalling a commandment of Yahweh to destroy all the nations in
the list of nations. Since such formulas in Deuteronomy are generally trustworthy, we
must at least think in terms of the promise in Ex. 34:12,15 interpreted as a com-
mandment (cf. Ex. 23:31b,32). Possibly the Deuteronomistic historian himself already
interpreted this promise as a commandment in Dt. 7:2 (using the verb hrm). In any
case, the Deuteronomistic historian frames a synthesis of the occupation according to
which all the nations dwelling in the promised land were exterminated at Yahweh's
command. The verb ltrm becomes a catchword, losing its specific meaning and be-
coming a general term for radical destruction (note in Josh. 10, in the context of the
Deuteronomistic redaction, the possibility of describing the same situation both with
and without ftrrz).

Yahweh's commandment, which is presupposed (Dt.20:17;Josh. 10:40; 11:12,15,20),
renders superfluous ar5/ vow taken before a particular campaign or any special edict
of a prophet or military commander. The verb now refers only to the killing of persons.
In the Deuteronomistic theory of the occupation, cities, houses, wells, and animals
remain unmolested. The Israelites simply take possession; there is only a change of
ownership. The general principle is stated in Dt. 6:10f.; Jostr" 24:13; for concrete
cases, see DL 2:34f.;3:L7.In the collection of laws governing war in Dt. 20:10-18,
v. 17 does not revoke v. l4b. In the case of Jericho, the tradition ran counter to the
Deuteronomistic rule and was simply kept as a special case. In the case of Ai, the
burning of the city could not be eliminated from the tradition; but at least a special
command from Yahweh was introduced permitting booty and cattle to be taken (Josh.
8:2,27). The lists in Josh. l0f. speak of the destruction of lal-(han)nepei
(10:28,[30,32),35,37,39; ll:11) or-when the law in Dt. 20:16f. is cited-of the
destruction of kol-(lwn)n"idmh (losh. 10:40; 11:llf.,l4f.), using the language of Dt.
20: 16. Josh. I l: 14 states explicitly that at least to the Deuteronomist these expressions

ar Cross, 274-289; Smend.
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refer only to human beings, not to animals. The burning of Hazor, clearly also a fixed
element of the tradition, is treated as exceptional (Josh. 1l:13). The point of the old
ItErem narratives, radical renunciation of booty, has been totally eliminated.

The killing of the populace, however, is justified. The first hErem war described in
the Deuteronomistic history served as a good example (cf. Nu. 2l:21-31): sihon of
Heshbon is offered a peaceful agreement (dibrA iabm, Dt. 2:26), which he rejects
(w"16'ab6,2:30). Only then does Israel begin tbe h?rem war. Of course, it is made
clear immediately that the rejection of peaceful compromise is itself occasioned by
Yahwelu hiqiA YHWH '"bhdkd'etrillt6 we'immEg'eilefubA lma'an tittb byddkA. ll
Josh. ll:18-20, which summarizes the entire occupation, precisely the same is said
of all the kings and cities west of the Jordan with the single exception of Gibeon. Josh.
ll:19 states: lA'-hay"tr6,'?r'"ier hiifimA'eLbnA yiird'El.It would have been possible
to subjugate them peacefully. But "it was Yahweh's doing to harden their hearts that
they should come against lsrael in battle, in order that they (the Israelites) might
consecrate them to destruction without showing them mercy" (Josh. ll:20).

The war law in Dt. 20:10-18 must also be understood from this perspective: Israel's
obligation to offer peaceful terms of surrender to the enemy before a war (w. lOf.)
holds not only for the cities that are "very far" (v. l5), but also for the cities that
Yahweh has designated as Israel's inheritance (v. 16). The other form of war, namely
firm (w. 16f.), is to be practiced only upon rejection of terms. That this took place,
according to the Deuteronomistic history with but a single exception, was quite an-
other matter. But only when terms had been rejected did the ancient commandment
against making any treaty come into force.

The war law Dt. 20:1G18 also limits tlrc h?rem strictly to the situation of the
occupation and the inhabitants of the promised land. For later periods and other
peoples, different rules apply. In principle, then, the very law that appears to demand
ttre hZrem in fact forbids it in the case of those to whom the law is actually addressed
(Josiah and his contemporaries). How deliberately this restriction of the fi?rem is
undertaken is shown by Dt. 25 17-19, where the destruction of the Amabkites is
demanded-undoubtedly a proleptic legitimation of the narrative in I S. 15. Here,
where the Deuteronomist can choose his own words, theterml.trm is avoided, although
it was a key word in the existing text of I S. 15.

In summary then: the h?rem tbeory of the preexilic Deuteronomistic history served
to systematize various ancient traditions concerning the occupation; at the same time,
however, it performed certain specific functions for the readers of the time of Josiah.
It was important to undergird their sense of religious and national identity. Assyrian
political hegemony and its concomitant cultural pressure had destroyed the plausibility
of a religiously and politically independent lsrael. Now, after the fashion of Assyrian
propaganda, bloody stories of war could spread terror through Israel, too. But at the
same time these stories belonged to a distant past; for its foreign policies of the present,
Israel could boast of highly civilized rules of warfare, on this point too rivaling the
best of the great powers.

It is important to note that the Deuteronomistic hzrem theory does not appear to
have been necessary to legitimize Josiah's campaigns of destruction against cultic
institutions in Judah and in the former northern kingdom. The ancient commandments
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requiring destruction of the Canaanite cults, now enshrined in Deuteronomy, sufficed
(Dt. 7:5; l2,2f.; cf. Ex. 23:?{;34:13).In any case, this purpose was served by the

law in Dt. 13:13-19(12-18) (apostasy of a city from the cult of Yahweh). Even here,
though, a restrictive interpretation is imposed on the ancient tradition. The law must
be read in comparison with Bx. 22:19(20) and in the context of the laws in Dt.
13.,2-6(l-5),7-12(6-ll); 17:2-7 . Formerly, the punishment of l.tZrem was imposed for
arry sacrifice to other gods. Now this punishment no longer applies to riarious ways

of inciting to worship of other gods or to the apostasy of individuals. Only in the case

of apostasy of an entire city is it prescribed.

The exilic revision of the Deuteronomistic history was faced with the task of ex-
plaining the catastrophe. An important technique used by retrospective historical inter-
pretation was the surrender of the notion that all the inhabitants of the land had been

exterminated during the occupation. Indeed, their seductive influence on Israel's faith
was a major cause of the great history of apostasy. The verb ltrm, which would have

had to appear with a negative in the context of such statements, is avoided, presumably

in order not to contradict blatantly the words of the preexilic stratum. The destruction
that should have taken place but did not is viewed as Yahweh's deliberate plan, pre-

vented by Israel's sin from being carried out. The verbs used include primarily yrJ

hiphil, .irzd hiphil, andkrt hiphil. Enough surviving peoples are obtained by assuming

for the promised land the wide boundaries of the later Davidic kingdom.
The word hrm still plays a role in Dt. 7, which auained its final form at this time

or possibly even later. In w. 3f. (cf. also the secondary interpolation in Ex. 34:.16),

the ancient law against making treaties is explicated by the law against mixed marriages
(hrm in7.,2 arrdT:25f.). The reason for the l.tErem stated in Dt. 20:18 ("that they may

not teach you to do according to aU their abominable practices which they have done
in the service of their gods, and so to sin against Yahweh your God") was undoubtedly
inserted into the war law at this time. In lK.9:21, we read that Solomon made a
forced levy of the inhabitants of the land who had not been destroyed by tlrc l.t?rem.

Thus the failure to carry out the f;drem is used by exilic Deuteronomist to account for
the catastrophe and make it intellectually assimilable. Through associative proximity,
the hErem motif in Dt. 7 extends its intransigence to the prohibition of mixed marriages

and the national isolation that become important in the postexilic period.

4. Postexilic Prophecy. The pre-Deuteronomistic tsage of hrm by the prophets reap-
peared occasionally in the postexilic period in oracles against foreign nations (Isa.

ll:15;34:2,5; ler. 5O:21,26; 5l:3; Dnl. l1:zl4; Mic. 4:13). What is new is that now
Yahweh himself sometimes carries out the lt?rem. Probably through the influence of
Deuteronomistic usage, the wud now frequently means simply "kill, destroy." In this
meaning it can appear in statements describing Yahweh's actions toward Israel (Isa.

43:28; Zr*. l4:ll; Mal. 3:24[4:6]).

5. Postexilic Priestly Law. ln postexilic p,nestly law, we fridl.tErem used as a term
for a special form of private dedication of things and persons to the sanctuary. Such

a dedication is qddei-qodniim and cannot be annulled by payment (cf. Lrv. 27:21,28;
Nu. 18:14; Ezk. 44:29). According to [.ev. 27:29, ltErem surived as a form of pun-
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ishment, although we are not told when it was imposed and there exists the suspicion
that the verse is just a theoretical legal harmonization referring toF-x.22:19(20), with
no basis in actual practice. This view would be supported by the observation that Ezr.
10:8 threatens a ltErem punishment that affects things, not persons. We are clearly
dealing with confiscation of property for the sanctuary, while the delinquent himself
is punished by exclusion from the trhal haggbk, described by a different terminology.

This context brings us in some proximity to the talmudic ft?rem, which, however,
is terminologically different. Isa. 43:28 may have provided a stimulus for this devel-
opment (brm in parallel with profanation and reviling; cf. the same combination of
motifs in ler. 25:9 MT, a text that has undergone late revision). See Behm for a
discussion of the semantically close anith?lema of the NT and the early Church.

Lnv. 27:29 was probably occasioned by the mentibn of persons in the preceding
verse as a possible pn\xate ltErem offeing to Yahweh. These dedicated individuals
remain alive, probably as slaves of the sanctuary. In l*v. 27:28, we find l.trm hiphi,
and the subject of the gift is specified: 'ii. lio distinguish this case clearly from the
killing of a person, v. 29, refering to the ancient ltZrem panishment, was appended.
The crucial point is that v. 29 uses the hophal, which shows that we are dealing with
a different and distinct case. In view of the function performed by v.29, it appears
risky to reconstruct earlier forms of the "lavt."42 The verse certainly has nothing to do
with Jephthah's vow: he sacrificed his daughter as'6li (Jgs. ll:30f.).

Inhfnk
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the Vocabulary of the OT, tr," -IIS, 32 (1931), 25O-57 ; idem, "Hebrcw Homonyms," Hebrdischc
Wortforschung. Fes*chriftW. Bawngartner. SUf, rc 0967),5064; F. Dunkel, "De Fischerei am
See Genesareth und das NT," aAl, 5 (l9U), 375-3Xl; K. Galling, "Fisch und Fischfang,"
BRL2,83f.; I. Gamer-Wallert, Fiscle urd Fischhtlte im alten Agypten. AgAtn,2l (197O); I. G.
Heintz, k filet divin (Jerusalem, 1965); iden, *Oracles proph6tiques et 'guerre sainte' selon les
archives royales de Mari et l'AI," Congras Volwte, Rorne 1!b8. SW, l7 (1969), 112-138;
P. Humbert, Probllmes du liwe dHabacuc. Mimoires de tUniversiti de Neuclfrtel, 18 (l9zl4);
J. Jeremias, Kultprqhaie ud Gericlttsverkiindigung in der syiten Khnigszeit Israels. WMANT, 35
(1970); O. Keel-[ru, The Symblism of thc Biblical World (Eng. trans., New York, 1978);
B. Meissner, Assyrische Jagden. AO , l3l2 (191 1); P. Montet, lzs scines de la ie privie daw lcs
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I. Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt. [n Egypt, the use of nets to catch fish can be traced back to the predynastic
period. The most important forms, on account of the abundant catch they supplied,
were the long spindle-shaped sack net and the triangular dragnet. The top cord of
these nets bore wooden floats; the bottom cord was weighted with sinkers, so that the
net hung vertically in the water. It was lowered into the water between two boats, and
drawn in to land by long ropes pulled by two crews on shore. There the fish were
taken from the net and gathered togeiher.

At the beginning of the Middle Kingdom, when the dead were thought to be changed
into fish, the Egyptian cult of the dead considered fishermen and nets to be loci of
danger for the departed. As several of the Coffin texts and the Book of the Dead 153

A(?),8 show, the one who was justified before Osiris could guard himself against these

dangers by knowing and speaking the names ofthe fishermen, the net, and its various
parts.

2. Mesopotatnra. In Mesopotamia, nets were used for fishing in the sea, although
in the early perid there is also evidence that they were used for freshwater fishing.
Among the saltwater fishermen, those who used nets seem at times to have constituted
a separate group, distinguished, for example, from those who fished for turtles. The
most important word for the fishnet is the general term oizs4 : .i?ra (also used for
fowling and hunting nets); there were more than thirty additional names for various
types of nets.r Nine each designate different forms of the two basic types, ttie movable
net and the the casting net m dragnet. In metonymous usage, the net symbolized
victory over enemies, as well as the judicial sovereignty of the deity and the king.2
In the later period, only gods are described as retiary warriors (cf. the Vulgate stela
of Eannatum3).

II. Etymology and Distribution. For the Hebrew root l.tm II niphal, "be split,"
and the subst. ltErem, "net," the common basic meaning is probably preserved only
in Arab. lgrana, "perforate," with its derivatives 'aSram, "having a perforated nasal
septum," amd taSfima, "point," "filigrep."l Contra Driver,s Al<k. $ardmu II, "set
apart," and fiarimtu, "prostitute," belong to l.crm 16 (cf. Arab. haruma, "be forbidden,"
"conse,crate," also attested with the meanings "take away," "exclude'z). The same is

tomfuaux hgyptiew de I'Ancien Empire. Publications de la Faatltb dcs lzures dc lUniversit| de
Strasbowg,2a Q925); A. Salonen, Die Fischerei im alten Maopotarnien nach sumeisch-akka-
disclwn Quelkn. AnAcScFen, B 166 (1970); A. S. van der Woude, Micha. PredOT (1976); +
n dag ldash); -+ D'111 l.riram 1.1,7.

I Salonen, 6l{9.
2 lbid.,7o;Heintz, sw, 17 (1969), 129tr.
3 ANEP, no. 298.
a Wehr (41968), 212f.; BDB, 356f.; GesB,2@; KBL3,34O.
s ITS,32 (1931), 251;SW, 16 (1967), 56.
6 KBD,3q.
7 Wetn, l7l.
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true of the Akkadian personal naffrc Uurruilru, derived fuom ljartunu II.t In Middle
and Modern Hebrew we find the verb l.tiran ll, "make nets," "fisttn" l.toram, "dock
(a nose)," the subst, l.tirdm, "fislrcr," and the substs. fierem, "net," 'fishpond," and
hermA' , "net.'4 kom Punic we have the word f;rm for the profession of netmaker.lo

Heintzll postulates a common semantic basis for hrm I and II; according to this
theory the nature of a net and the separation it expresses constitute the basis for the
biblical notion of the ban.

IIII. l. OT Occurrences. There are 1l occurrences of ftrm II in the OT: the qal pass.
ptcp- l.tnfim, "having a split nose" (Lev. 2l:18), the derived name firfrnap, "Split-
nose" (Neh. 3:10), and 9 occurrences of hErem, "(drag)net" (F*,cl.7:26 Ezk. 26:5,14;
32:3; 47:lO; Mic. 7:2; Hab. l: 15-17).

Many emendations have been proposed for the MT. In Hab. 1:17, following lQpHab.
6:8, it is usual to emend lt?rem to l1ere|, "sword,"l2 but hEiq $Ercm, "empty the net,"
makes good sense,l3 with the interpretation of the preceding verses not coming until
v. l7b. In Mic. 7:2, ltErem is either deletedra or emended to fidrim, "nobbs,"ls or
lErimtt, "lift the hands to do evil,'l5 and linked to v. 3. In light of Aquila, Symmachus,
the Syriac, the Thrgum, and CD 16:15, which also read l.t7rem-albrjrt with the mean-
ing "ban"-the MT should be retained. The rendering of w"hel.t"rim in Isa. ll:15 as

"he will split," proposed by DriverlT and KBL!, is based on the erroneous association
of Akk. fiardnu II with l.trm ll. Here we have a fotm of lrm I, "ban," or follow the
general emendation of hrm to brb l, "dry ou1."tt The emendation of l.tirudm in Prov.
l:111e is likewise to be rejected in view of Prov. l:17 and Ps. 35:7.20

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea scrolls, the only possible occurrence of fi?rem
II, "net," might be in the quotation from Mic. 7 :2b in CD 16: 15; but there is general
agreement that hErem here means "ban" or "vow"

t AHw, 1, 323; CAD , VI ( 1956), 89f.; contra Noth, /PN, 226 KBL! , 340 (mistranscribed:
Hururwnu\.

e wTM,Il, ll2.
to Dlso,96.
1r st4, 17 (1969), 136f.
t2 K. Elliger, Das Buch dcr ovdlf Kleinen Propheten, It. ATD, XXV (1951), 34; Jeremias,

79; W. Rudolph, Hatula*. KAT, )(llll3 (1975),2O9.
13 Humbert,42.
ra A. Weiser, Das Buch dcr oil)lf Kleinen Propheten, l. ATD, XXry (51967), 285; T. H.

Robinson, HAT,){IV (21954), 148.
rs Rudolph, Mbha. KAT, Xllll3, l2lf.
t6 KBL',340; R. Vuilleumier, Michie. CAT,Xlb (1971),80.tl JTS , 32 (1931), 251; SW, 16 ( 1967), 59.
tE H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, )d.ll OnD, 464.
te K8L3,340.
20 M. Dahood, Pslms l. AB, XVI (1966), 2llf.; W. A. van der Weiden, lz liwe de Pro-

verbes. BietOr, 23 (1970), 19-22.
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3. LJaL The LXX renders ftirfim as l<olobnin, *mutilated," and transcribes the
name firfinwp onomatopoetically as Heramaph. For fuErem,5 times we find sagine,
"(drag?)net" (Er,cl. 7:26; Ezk. 26:5,14; 47:lO; Hab. l:16), twice anphiblEston,
"(casting?) net" (Hab. l:15,17), and once ilngkistron,.'fishhook,' (Ezk.32:3).In Mic.
7:2, the LXX translates very freely: elahlibowin ebhtib6, "they oppressed through
oppression."

IV. Exegetical Conclusions.

l. l3nrfim. In the second law concerning priests (l*v. 2l:1623; Holiness Code),
l.taim stafis in a list of physical defects that exclude those who have them from
prrestly service. Elligeft interprets harum'6 fiarfia' (v. 18) as "abnomal development
of parts of the body," but the analogy of w. 1&20 suggests specific deformities-
here involving nose and ean'-, so that v. 18 deals with the realms of eyesight, gait,
speech, and hearing. The word lnrfin designates a speech impediment caused by a
perforated or twisted nasal septum, and perhaps also by a cleft palate, which lends
the voice a nasal quality.

2' h?rem. The noun hErem is a technical term of the fishing industry. Because of
its use wirh'lh hiphil, "raise" (Ezk.32:3'); grr, "drag" (Hab. l:15); andryq hiphil,
"empty" (Hab. 1:17), and because of the mention of drying places (miifiltlmiil6ag,
Ezk.26',5,14;47:lo), it is usually interpreted as a "dragnet" in contrasttothe mik-
mere1, "casting net," which is "spread" upon the water (Isa. l9:8) and used to ..gather"

fish (Hab. l:15).22
The relationship between hunting and fishing is shown by the parallelism of reie1,

"hunting net" (Edr. 32:3), andmtl,&m, "snares," and'"sfirim, "fetlers" (fu,cl.7:26),
with hZren (cf. also Jer. 16:16), and by the use of ptd, ..hunt,', in the context of
fishing (Mic.7:2).

The occurrences of ltErem are all metaphorical, and appear only in the prophets.

a. The "divine net" in the hand of Yahweh or used by others at his behest is a
symbol of power and sovereignty. In Ezk. 32:3 it illustrates Yahweh's superiuity to
Pharaotu who is depicted (v. 2) as a young lion and a crocodile (+ fln nnnin).
Yahweh himself-"with a host of many peoples," a seconda4r addition-undertakes
to punish and destroy Pharaoh by throwing his "hunting net" (reie!) over the lion and
hauling the crocodile out of the water with his hErem. The corpse Yahweh will cast
upon the ground and on the open field, so that all the beasts of the earth can gorge
themselves. This act of Yahweh's judgment will be so mighty that it will affect not
only the whole earth, but the very cosmos as well. (For Marduk's net as a possible
analog, cf. EnEl ry 95.)

According to Hab. l:,lLl7, the power of the Babylonians has become so great
(with Yahweh's ap,proval) that they can catch the men of other nations at will like fistu

2t lzvitictu. HAT, lY (196f),291t.
22 AuS, YI (1939), 361; Galling, 84; - lt dng ldngh), 136.
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withhal<ki, "hook," mibnere!, "casting net," and l.tZrem, without resistance. The high
value placed on such equipment is illustrated by the divinization of the nets (v. 16),
to which the Babylonians sacrifice.23

b. When a person or his actions are compared to a fiErem, the danger emanating
from such a person is expressed. According to Mic. 7:2,tbe comrption of Judah is
so great that each person is the enemy of his neighbor. As a hunter lies in wait for his
prey, and as a fisher goes after the fish with his net, so each goes after his brother
(cf. van der Woude, who interprets hZrem as the "destruction" ll.t4rem Il that all
pursue).

Eccl.7:26 uses similar terminology to describe the danger of the seductive woman,
comparing her to me;ofim, "snares." Her heart islike hrdntim, "&agnets," because
she is always out to befool and capture men; her hands are like'"sttrim, "fetters," so
that the victim cannot break loose.

c. The miilah hrdmim of Ezk. 26:5,14, in the prophecy of judgment against Tlre,
uses "a place of spreading nets to dry" as an image for the total destruction of this
flourishing commercial center; the island, now uninhabitable, will mean nothing except
to fishermen, who will spread their nets on its rocks to dry.

In Ezk. 47:lO, the miiyfoh lalfrdmim is used in a positive rather than negative
sense: the Dead Sea will be full of fish, from En-gedi to En-eglaim the drying places
for the fishermen's nets will proclaim the immeasurable wealth of fish provided by
what had once been a dead sea, now brought to life by the water flowing from the
temple spring.

Giesen

23 For additional instances of the "divine net" and ancient Near Eastern parallels, see Heintz,
Sw, l7 (1969), 129-138; Keel-t eu, 89-93, 235.

Contents: I. Philological History. n. firp l: l. Occurrcnces;2. l.t6rep and the Etymology
of hrp l;3. Verb; 4. Names; 5. Parallel Terms and Antonyms; 6. Versions.

lnpl.J.Barth,Wurzelunlersuchungenutnhebriiiscllenwdaratniiischenlzxicon (1902XG. R.
Driver, "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT. IV," -t"IS, 33 (1932),38-47;1. Eitan, ..The

Bearing of Ethiopic on Biblical Exegesis and Lexicography," IPOS,3 (1923),136-143;
G.Gerleman, StudiesintheSeptuagint. l.TheBookof lob. ZUi, N.s.,Avd. 1,4312(l9d+6);
S. Krauss, Talmudische Arcliiologie, tr (l9ll; repr. Hildesheim, 1966); B. L,andsberger,
"Schwierige akkadische Wiirter. 2. 'Riih'und 'spdt,'" AP,3 (1926), 164-172;I.eslau, Con-
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A. Schultens, Liber Jobi (Lriden, 1737); M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammatikalischen
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I. Philological History. There are two roots firp in Biblical Hebnew. From one
derives the substantive l.tdrep, usually translated "fall" or "winter";t from the other
derives herpd, which means "disgrace, shame." Despite the significant difference in
meaning, many scholars have attempted to derive the two substantives and their as-
sociated verbs from a single root. Gesenius2 takes krp to mean "carpsif," ..pluck,"

and thus arrives at the meaning "carpsit conviciis . . . probris affecit" ("pick at with
abuse . . . abuse"). For the Jewish Aram. hrap, on the basis of a (hypothetical)
basic meaning "be small, insignificant," f.evyl arrives at the meaning "direct sharp
words against someone, abuse, revile," as well as the meaning "be early, be young,',
from which comes firipfi1i', "youth" (Job 29l,4). And Dalmana notes for an Aramaic
rogt brp the meanings "sharpen, bring to a point" and 'tevile" (pael) and "be early"
(aphel).

Most scholars, however, find at least two roots ftrp. Even in this case, however,
many start with a root l.trp, "plncki' derived from Arab. fuarafa (cf. A*. llrp II, ..pull

off"s). In this etymology there are two basic approaches. In the first, a meaning "pick
at (with words)," "abuse (verbally)" is found in the root, and another ftrp is derived
(a) denominatively from ltorep (without ary etymology of its own)6 or (b) from a
sense "overflow," "be juicy, fresh," which leads in furn to h6rep, ,,alufiimn," as well
as "sap of life," "dew of youth.', In the second, more cofllmon approach, furp l.is
derived from Arabic in the sense of "pluck, pick," leading to b6rep as the "time of
picking," i.e., "autumn" (with its denominative verb in Isa. 18:6), together wfih hrp
II from Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic derivatives of a root firp il from Jewish
Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic derivatives of a root ftrp (Anb. bA, ube pointed or
sharp," from which we have "abuse," "revile.'a

In Ps. 57:4(Eng. v. 3), Driver and KBL2,3 find a third root l1rp.e The niphal ptcp.
nel.rerepe! in kv. l9:20ro is sometimes associated witlt hrp II, "abuse": ..abused by
the man" (among others, Luther and the Luther Bible until the 1964 revision) or "set
free by the man" (Fiirst;rr similarly l*vyt2 for the qal pass. ptcp. lt"rilpA, 

..lit. given
over to disgrace; i.e., belonging to a man"). It is also associated wth hrp I (ftOrep)

1 P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico: III. I fenomeni naturali," AANaR, N.s.
20 (196s), 142, 148.

2 F. Gesenius, Thesaurus philologicus criticus linguae hebraeae et chaldaeae Veterb Tbstamenti
(l*ipzig, 1829 - 1858), 522tr.

3 J.l*vy, Chaldiiischcs Wdrterbuch iiber die Targwnim und einen grossen Theil des rabbin-
ischen Schriftthums (I.eipag,3l88l), 1,283 cf. WTM,ll, ll3t.

a G. Dalman, Ararniiisch-neuhcbiiisches Handwbrterbuch zu Targum, Talnud wtd Midrash
(Frankfut, 2 1922), l6lb.

s AHw, l, 323.
5 C. F. A. Siegfried, Hebriiischcs Wbrterbuch zum AT (l*ip:zrg, l8g3), 225.
7 J. Fiirst, Hebriiisches und chaldiiisches Handwbrterbuch i)ber das AT (l*ipzig, 186l), 442f.

- 
j 9:t4, ?9!;g.Konig, Hebriiisches und aramiiisches W\rterbuch zwn AT (tnipzig,4.sl93l),

126; KBL2, 335f.; KBLl, 341.
r + !'1I hrp ll, l.l.

ro See II.3 below.
1r Handwbrterbuch, 442.
t2 wTM,II, l14.
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(Kiinig:r3 "as though plucked, i.e., betrothed"; KBLtl "intended [for another man]"14).
Still others derive it from a different root.rs

De facto, the occurrences involve two roots: ftrp I, associated with Akk. fiarapu{m),
"be early,"ro and hrp II, associated with Arab. harafu.r1

II. [rp I.
l. Occurrences. The occlurences associated with ltrp I include the verb in Isa. 18:6

(qal) and l*v. 19:20 (niphal), and the subst. ftbrep in Gen. 8:22; Job 29:4;Ps.74:17;
Prov. 20:4; Jer.36:22; Am. 3:15; Z,ec. 14:8. The assignment of the nanes h.drip
(Neh. 7:24; 10:20[9]) and ltnrEp (l Ch. 2:51) to this root is not certain; they are
more likely derived from hrp tr (like the gentilic rnme hripilfirfipi in I Ch.
l2:6[5]).

2. l.tdrep and the Etymology of brp 1. The subst. hdrep designates the winter-
for Palestine, the rainy season.lE Accordingly, fiOrep stands alongside qayi;, "sum-
mer" (Gen. 8:22;Ps. 74:17; Zec. l4:8; cf. Am. 3:15). The two together designate an
entire year (Ps. 74:17; Zec. l4:.8). The Israelite king Jeroboam II, and perhaps also
members of the upper class, had both a "winter house" and a "summer house" (Am.
3: l5). A winter house ofZedekiah, king ofJudah, was equipped with a brazier because
of the cold season (Jer. 36:22).

As Jer. 36:22 shows, the period designated by ltdrep includes the ninth month
(Chislev, November-December). This is the period when it rains (Ezr. 10:13; cf. 1

[Eth.] En. 2:3) and when people shiver on account of the rain (Ezr. l0:9).
Nowhere do we read that hdrep includes the time of harvest, which concludes

with the Feast of Booths, the feast of "ingathering" (hag hA'dsip, "at the end of
the year" [Ex. 23:16]) from threshing floor and winepress (Dt. 16:13), in the seventh
month (September-October). I (Eth.) En. 82:19 expressly includes the harvesting of
the fruits of the land and the produce of the field, together with the vintage, in the
season characterized by {great heat and drought," i.e., the summer, which the "as-
tronomical book" of I (Eth.) E;n.72-82 assigns to the fourth through sixth months,
the period between the summer solstice and the autumnal equinox (82:18; 72:15-20).

The period of heat and therefore of ingathering belongs to the summer (qoyis; cf.
also Prov. 6:8; 10:5; Jer. 8:20) rather than the winter g76rep), characterized by cold
(cf. Gen. 8:22 and, for example, B. Mes. lOTb).

That l.tdrep has nothing to do with the time of harvest is emphasized by the fact
that the rabbinic division of the year into six periods of two months each (zera',
"seedtime"; ltdrep, "winter"; qtn "cold"; qdsir, "cltling"; qqyt$, "fruit harvest";
hdm, "heat") assigns fidrep to the second position: "half of Chislev (the ninth

t3 Wdrterbuch, 126.
ra Citing Landsberger, 170.
rs GesB, 261 ("uncertain stem'l); KBL|, 342 (brp lY.
16 Landsberger; AHw,l, 323; CAD, VI (1956), 90.
t7 --+ |1lrl1 hrp 11.
18 See AaS, lll (1928), 34tt.
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month), Marcheshvan (the tenth), half of Shebat (the eleventh)," in other words,
December through January. le

Thus the common derivation of hdrep from Arab. tlarafa, "pluck,'zo and its inter-
pretation as "harvest time," "aufumn," is untenable.2l The meaning "autumn" for
OSA furp and Arab. barif is secondary.22 The subst. hdrep &rives in fact from a
toot brp, "be early." The root has this meaning in Akkadian, where the verb l.tardpu(m)
is used with the sun, rain, high water, etc., and the adj. fuarpu(m) is used with rain,
high water, sowing, harvest, the morning, etc.23 In Ugaritic (it fiprt is a metathesized
form of firpt, with the meaning "yearlings") we find the same etymology.2a This
meaning of the root firp, apart from the niphal in l*v. l9:2o and the associated qal
passive participle in the ThLnud, reappeius in Jewish Aramaic: lt"rap aphel, "do
something early"as hrdpd', "premature" (of the early rain and of lambs born in the
month of Adar, in contrast to 'late" l'"pil6il lambs born in Nisan);26 hripfua',
"youth, early manhood" (Job 29:47), with its probable derivative hu@' , simply
"lamb" (also in Syriac and Mandaic; cf. Arab. barnf, *lamb"); cf. Akk. tlurdpu,
"spring lamb."a Here belong also OSA brp nd Ethiop. ljan-$ "year,"2e where the
semantic development from "spring" to "year" is clearly similar to that of hddei ftom
"new moon" to "month."

Thus l.tbrep means the early season of the year (that is, of the agricultural year,
which begins in the fall), or "spring." Climatologically, this is "winter" in palestine.

This meaning is also present in hov. 2O:4.3o This is the basis on which we must
determine the meaning of hdrep in Job 29:4. lob recalls his former good fortune
(w. 2ff.): 'As I was bimA furpi, when God still 'guarded'9l my l,ent' Here fidrep
does not mean "autumn," as the period of a person's mature vigor (the view of most
interpreters since Schultens), but "spring," that is, youth and early adulthood (with
Symmachus, en hEmirais ne6tet6s mou, and v,rlg., in diebus adulescentiae meae).3z
Fohret'3 thinks here not of "youth" but of "earlier days," the days of prosperity. It is
not necessary to postulate a hapax legomenon.3a

te B. Me;. l06b; Tosefta Ta'an., i.7, ccxv.l5; cf. Krauss, II, 149.
20 Schultens, 80If.; Gesenius,Thesaurus; GesB; KBL2; cf. also Eitan, 142.
2r Cf. Landsberger, 170f.
22 Cf. also l-ane, I12,725tr.
23 AHw, l, 323, 326; CAD, Vl, 90, 105f.; cf. also fiarpu, "a:utttmn|'
24 KTU, 1.4 VI, 48; W, no. 992.
2s Sanh. 7Ob; WTM, II, I l4a.x Roi Hai.8a, etc.
27 See below.
2t AHw, 1,357t.
2e lrslau, Contributions, 22.
30 cf. Ad, ut (t928),36, tG.
3I BHK.
32 Barth, 23f.; N. Peters, Das Buch tob. EHAT, 2l (1928),314; G. Htilscher, Das Buch Hiob.

HAT, XVll (21952),70 (citing the derivatives of hbrep in Lrvy, Chaldiiisches Wbrterbuch, l,
284); KBLI; etc.

33 G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (l%3), N2, 405.
34 KBL2.
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3. Verb. In Isa. 18:6, the qal of hrp is a denominative verb from l.tdrep, meaning
"spend the winter" (like the qal of qys in the same verse from qayrs, "summer"; cf.
Gk. cluinin I cheimizi, lat. hiems I hiemare).

The niphal of hrp appears'in a legal dictum in [rv. l9:.2Ol. "lf a man lies carnally
with a woman who is a slave, neherepel l'ii, and not yet ransomed or given her
freedom, there shall be a biqqdre1.35 They shall not be put to death, because she was

not free." In this case we are dealing with a woman (slave) with whom a man (neither
her master nor her spouse) has had intercoune. She is described as "nelterepel to
a man." It is unlikely tbat nel.terepel means "already selected for marriage,"36 so that
the marriage has not yet taken place and the death penalty is not required: v. 20b
justifies the absence of the death penalty not on the grounds that there was no marriage,
but on the grounds that the woman was not free. Furthermore, if the woman, who is
(still) a slave, does not have the legal status of a wife, there would be no occasion for
capital punishment and no motivation for the express stipulation that the slave and the
man are not to be put to death.

The case in fact resembles that in DL22:23f.,25-27, which treats as a crime inter-
course of a man with a virgin who is m"'drd.3d /''i5, "espoused," i.e. "betrothed," to
a man. Through the act of 'ri the woman is "espoused" to her spouse (the term
"engaged" is commonly but imp,recisely used). kgally she is already his wife, even
if she is still living in her father's house and has not yet been "taken" in marriage (cf.
Dt. 20:7aa).It is this act of espousal that is referred toby nelterepel inl*v. l9;20.t7
Instead of the niphal participle, the Talmud later uses the qal pass. ptcp. hrfrfr,"
equated in Qidd. 6a with 'rsh (: Biblical Heb-'rih) with the qualification that the
latter was employed generally, the former specifically in fudea.3e

Intercourse with an espoused gid or woman was punishable by death for both parties
(cf. Dt. 22:23f. and the special case in vv. 25-27). The fact that this punishment is not
invoked in ttrc case described in Lev. 19:20 (cf. v. 20bct) is due to the woman's being
(still) a slave, neither (as is stressed) ransomed no given her freedom. The legal rights
of the slave's owner take precedence over those of the spouse of the "espoused"
woman. Semasiologically, nel.terepef means neither "rejected," "abandoned," nu
"plucked,'lo but rather "given early (to a man),"41 or better, "given an early stafus,"
a notion referring to her "premaital"42 stafus.43

15 K. Elliger, lzviticns. HAT, lV (1966), 243, 26O: "rebuke"; more likely: "liability for
damages" (KBL3, 145'r.

35 M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL (Fng. trars.21977), 142.
37 See also II.6 below.
3t Sabb.72a, etc.
te T1ne fuarilpu cited under hrp lY by KBL', 342 (E. Ebeling, Die babylonische Fabel und

ihre Bedeutung fiir die Litemturgeschichte. MAOG 213 U9271, 44, Ene 39) does not mean "fi-
anc6," but rather "carob"; cf. BWL, 216,39; AHw, l,329; CAD, VI, 120.

ao See I above.
ar Landsberger, 170.
a2 P. Koschaker, "Eheschliessung und Kauf nach alten Rechten," ArOr, 18 (1950), 228.
43 Cf. M. David, review of E. Jacob, Die altassyrischcn Gesetze IZVR Sond, 4l (1925)], in

orz, 30 (1927), to72t.
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4. Names. Assignment of the personal names l.tAfip (Neh. 7:24; 10:201191) and
l.rAr4p (l Ch. 2:51)a to furp I is supported by the observation that in the list of those
returning from exile recorded in Neh. 7 par. Ezr. 2, the name y6ri appears in Ezr.
2:18 for the name ltdrip in Neh. 7:24. The former is obviously associated withyireh,
"early rain," which suggests that for the Israelites the name ltdrip meant "early."
If so, the name would be explained as something like "the early one," early born, in
contrast to the Akkadian name Uppulti, "(late fruit :) the late one," "late born" (from
opalu, "belate")!s But see --+ t'l'll1 ltrp Il.

5. Parallel Tbrms and Antonyns. Corresponding to the Akkadian antonyms fa-
rdpulapdlu, "be early/be late,"46 the Hebrew of the OT has as an antonym to hrp I the
root'pl, found in the adj. 'dptl, "late" (Ex.9:32 fiate addition to J], applied to a
late harvest).

Additional parallels and antonyms are not derived etymologically but from the
concrete meaning of the noun formed from hrp I. For the period of hOrep the OT
uses the word seldw (Cant. 2:11), standing explicitly in parallel with "rain." The word
is borrowed from Old Aramaic (inscription of Barr6.kib, king of Sam'al, dating from
the second half of the eighth century B.c.);4? it appears also in Jewish Aramaic and
Syriac. It is related to Akk. iatil, "drirtk,"a and Arab. iita' , "rainy period," "winter.-o,
As an antonymto horep, "winter," we find qayi!, "summer" (Gen. 8:22;Ps.74:17;
Zrx. l4:8; cf. Am. 3:15); corresponding to the denominative qal firp, "spend the
winter," we fmd the qal of qy;, "spend the summer" (Isa. 18:6).

6. Versions. In Isa. 18:6, the verb firp I was misunderstood by the LXX (hixei);
the Targum $t'bdwn srlr') and Yulg. (hiemabant) understood it correctly. In Lrv. 19:20,
the LXX renders the meaning correctly (diapephylagmin?); this verb stands for imr
(14 times) and nsr (Dt. 32:10). Targum Yeru5almi I translates exactly (mt'rs', "es-
poused") and Targum Onqelos appropriately ('kyd' , "dedicated"), while Targum Neo-
fiti 1 with mi'bdh, "subjected to service," has in mind the status of the slave with
respect to her owner. The Vulg. (nubilis) thinks of her marriageability.

The original meaning of the subst. hdrep is reflected in the LXX in the rendering
i:ar, "sping," in Gen. 8:22;Ps.74 17;Zec. l4:8; the meaning "winter" appears in
the adj. cheimerin6s inJer.36:22. In Am. 3:15, the oil<os therin6s, "summer house,"
has as its counterpart tlrc oikos peripteros, a house surrounded by colonnades for
protection against the sun, but also against rain.

ln lob 29:4, the LXX translates fimA ltorpi as epibrithbn hodous (B) lhodois (AS2).
It is unlikely that this rendering represents a different consonantal text and that the

s For a Hebrew seal, see LidzEph, I (l9OO),274.
a5 Cf. L,andsberger, 168; for the form in compound names seeAN, 131, 155.6 Landsberger.
47 KAI,2t6.t8f.
a8 AHw, ll, 1202.
ae Cf. Wagner, no. 207.
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Greek translator has before him bmdah rdpeh (bmlt rph for bynry brpi).so There is no
obvious semantic development from "becoming weak in the marrow, drooping" to the
postulated meaning "when I sank down owing to corpulence" ) "when I walked
heavily on the roads." It is more likely that the LXX-unable to understand the MT-
derived its formulation from Job's description in w. 7ff.: "when I (weighing heavily
:) weightily (: commanding and receiving honor) (uxalkd) upon the roads."sl Jerome

followed this lead with florens in viis, while the Thrgum, Symmachus, and Vulg.
correctly render the MT.52 In Prov. 2O:4, oneidizomenos, "abused," is based (urongly)
on firp lI.

The Thrgum uses s(y)rw' 5 times to translate ltbrep (Ge* 8:22; Ps. 74:17; ler.
36:22; Am. 3:I5; Zec. l4:8).sr ln lob 294 it uses lt"ripfi1a', "springtimo," "you1[,'5+
and in Prov. 20:4-misunderstanding like the Lxx-mrf;sd, "abused."

The Vulg. uses for hdrep ver, "spring" (Ps. 74:17), hiems, "winter" (Gen.8:22;
Zec.l4:8) ortheadj. hiemalis (ler-36:22;Am.3:15); inJob29:4,adulescentia renders

the meaning correctly. [n Prov. 20:4, with propter frigu.s, the Vulg. also has in mind
"winter," but changes the meaning by substituting a cause ("on account of the cold")
for a statement of time ("in the winter").

Kutsch

50 Gerleman, 21.
51 Cf. Gerleman.
52 See II.2 above.
53 See II.5 above.
5a See II.2 above.

Contents: I. l. The Root frp U; 2. Statistics; 3. Semantic Field. II. 1. Verb; 2. Noun;
3. Theological Statements; 4. Names. III. 1. LXX, Targum, Vulg.; 2. Sirach, Qumran.

l. l. The Root ltrp 1/. The root represented by ltrp lI appears outside of Biblical
Hebrew in Middle Hebrew, in Jewish and Christian Palestinian Aramaic, in Syriac, in
Mandaic, and in Arabic, where it sometimes has the meaning "be sharp" or the like.
The details are as follows: The verb has the meaning (l) *be sharp" in Syriac (with
the pael "sharpen" and ethpael "be sharpened") and Mandaic; (2) "stimulate, incite"
in Christian Palestinian Aramaic (aphel) and Syriac (pael, aphel); and (3) "abuse,
mock, belittle" in Biblical Hebrew, Middle Hebrew, and Jewish Aramaic. (According

hrpll. G. R. Driver, "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT. IV," .ITS,33 (1932),38-a7;
J. Schneider, "6ver,6oE," TDNT, V,238-242; R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Siraclr (Berlin,
1906); Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll {rom Masada (Jerusalem, 1965).
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to von soden, it is questionable whether a stative verb like "be sharp,, can belong
together with the transitive "abuse.")

The nouns mean (1) "sharpness," with the corresponding adj. "sharp," in Jewish
Aramaic, in Syriac, and (adj. only) in christian palestinian Aramaic and Mandaic.
(Middle Heb. hdr6p, "graving tool," presupposes this meaning; Arab. larf means
"edge.") In Syriac, two nouns and an adjective developed the meaning "speed(y),"
which also lies behind Jewish Arulrr^. hipfr1i', "swift current," as well as ..sharp(ness)

(of intellect)" in Jewish Aramaic and Syriac. Here probably belong personal names
and one geographical name from Biblical Hebrew, and personal names from Jewish
Aramaic.r In Christian Palestinian Aramaic we find a noun with the meaning "incite-
ment." (2) On the other hand, Heb. berpa, Jewish Aram. herp"1d,, hOrfrpd, mean
"abuse, slander, insult."

The variety of meanings exhibit a semantic development. The meaning "sharp',
develops into "speedy" (cf. BiblicalKeb. Md: hophal [Ezk. z1r4-16(Eng. w. 9-ll)]
"be sharpened"; qd [Hab. 1:8] "be speedy" par. qil qal). "Make sharp" develops into
"incite," "abuse." This shows clearly that-as is generally assumed today-we are
dealing with a single root in these cases. That this root has nothing to do with ftrp p
can be seen from the absence of any convincing semantic connection, and from the
fact that in Arabic the two roots differ in their initial consonant (baruf, ,,larnb,, lhardfa,
"strarpness";.3

The basic meaning of the root brp lr, "be sharp," piel "make sharp, sharpen," may
appear in proper names in Biblical Hebrew,a but cannot be seen in the verb or noun
(kerpd).The meaning "incite," attested in Christian Palestinian Aramaic and Syriac,
does appear in Sir. 43:16: "His (Yahweh's) word impels the south wind" (hiphil of hrp
in M,s piel in 86).

2. statistics. The verb hrp ll appars 39 times in the or: 4 times in the qal, 34
times (plus Ps. 57:4[3]) in the piel. It is especially frequent in the context of 1 s. 17
(5 occurrences, plus 25.21:21;23:9 [gloss]; also llep$ 28:14) and 2K. 19 par.
Isa. 37 (4 occurrences each). It occurs 11 times in the psalter (plus ps. 57:4[3]), as
well as in Jgs. 5:18 (the earliest occurrence);8:15; I Ch.2O:7;2Ch. 32:17; Neh.
6:13; Job 27:6; Prov. 14.,31; l7.5;27:lt; tsa. 65:7; Zrph_ 2:g,10. The ncttrn herp6
appears 73 times, most frequently in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Lamentations (12, 7, and
3 times, respectively) and in the Psalter (20 times). The 3l additional occurrences
range from I S. ll:2 to Nehemiah and Daniel (4 occurrences each).

3. Semantic Field. Together with and parallel to hrp II we find + i1\ gddap
lsadhoph) piel,'"revile" (2K. 19:6 [with v.4f,22 par. Isa. 37:6 [with v.4],23; ps-.

I See II.4 below-
u --+ tt.T.t l.trp l.l.

_3 See F. Rundgren, 'Arabisches xarif 'Herbst, und xaruf- .Lamm,' ,, OrSuec, lg (1969),
137-141.

a See II.4 below.
s Yadin, 32.
6 Smend,46.
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44:1716l; UQpHab. l0:l3l); hllllJpolel,'deride" (Ps. 102:9[8]); /'g, "mock" (Prov.

l7:5;n'; piel, "blaspheme" (Ps. 74:10,18);'mr'l, "speak against someone" (2 Ch.

32:17); ft's hiphil, *provoke" ([sa. 65:3, with v. 7). The semantic field also includes

bfiz and -+ ;1ll bdzi lbAzph), "despise" (Prov. l:7; Nu. 15:31; etc.); bsd I piel, "bring
shame upon" (Prov. 25:10; Sir. l4:2);Hm hiphil, "reproach" (Ruth 2:15; 1 S. 20:34;

etc.); mfrq hiphil, "scoff" (Ps. 73:87); nqb qal (l-ev. ?A:ll,16a,l6b) in the sense

"blaspheme"; qll piel, "curse" (L*v. 24:.ll, etc.; rendered by some of the Targumim
with the piel of bril;i't, "despise" (Ezk. 16.,57;,28;24,26); and b6J hiphil in the

sense "bring shame" (Prov. l0:5; etc.). The opposite is expressed by the piel of kbd,
"treat as important," *honor" (Prov. 14:31).

Corresponding to the nounherpi we find bfiz, bfrzh, "contempt" (Ps. 119:22; Neh.

3:3614:41); bdie!, "slnme" (Isa. 3O:5); giddfipim and giddfipi, reviling" (Znph. 2:8;
Ezk. 5:15); dErd'6n, "contempt" (DnL l2:2); besed I, "defamation" (Str. 4l:22),
"reproach" (l*v.2O:17; Prov. 14:34); la'ag, "deision" (Ps. aa:14[3l); qeleslqallnsi,
"derision" (Jer. 20:8; Ezk. 22:4); nega'-w"qal6n, "wounds. and dishonor" (Prov.

6:33); and above all lfliruni andlflimmfil, "dishonor" (Jer. 5l:51; "originally physical
in contrast to verbal lberpdl abuse"'t Jer. 23:.40). In expressions like *make/become

areproach," lterpi appearswith'ali andq"ldli, "curse" (Jer. 42:18); za'ow6, "horror"
(Jer.24:9);iamtnklm"iammi, "wasta" (Jer. 25:18; Ezk. 5:15); YrZq6, "whistling" (to
ward off demons) (Jer. 29:18); naial, "byword," and i"nini, "tarrnt" (Jer. 24:9). T\e
etymology of this last from.inz, "sharpen" (a sword: Dt. 32:.41; a tonguer Ps. 64:4[3]),
illustrates the connection of l.trp piel and fierpd with brp, "be sharp." Cf. also .ie'd.t,

"malice" (Ezk. 25:6). On the vse of herpd in parallel with'erw6, "shame" (Isa. 47:3),
see II.2 below.

ll. l. Verb. In Biblical Hebrew, hrp il means "abuse (verbally)," "blaspheme,"
"scoff": "How long, O God, is the foe to scoff (hrp piel)? Is the enemy to revile (n'p

piel) thy name forever?" (Ps. 74:lO). The immediate context lends various nuances.

The one who scoffs at another seeks to denigrate the latter in significance, worth, and
ability; he makes clear that he scorns and despises the other.

The leaders of the city of Succoth refuse Gideon and his party the provisions they
request, and underline their scorn by asking whether Gideon already has in his hand
ttre Midianite "kings" he has been pursuing (Jgs. 8:15; cf. v. 6). The victorious
enemies taunt the beaten Davidides (Ps. 89:52[51]). The enemies of Nehemiah would
"taunt" him if he had taken refuge in the temple in the face of attack (Neh. 6:13).
Such "taunting" in the sense of contempt is the oprposite of kM piel, "treat as im-
portant," "honor": one who oppresses a poor person or mocks (/'g) him insults his
maker (Prov. l4:3la; l7:5a), but one who is kind to the needy honors him (14:31b).

Frequently the taunts are accompanied by emphasis on one's own greatness and
abilities. For example, Sennacherib, king of Assyria, "mocks" Yahweh, "the living
God" (2 K. l9:4,16,22f. par.Isa.37:4,16,23f.;2 Ch.32:17), by denying that he has

7 GesB, KBL2 s.v.
E KBL2,440,b.
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the power to intervene on behalf of Jerusalem; at the same time he boasts of himself
and his victories (2 K. 18:30,32b-35; l9:10-13 par. Isa. 36:15,18-20;37:10-13;2 Ch.
32:ll-19). Likewise according to I S. 17 the Philistine Goliath "defies" the "ranks
oflsrael" (v. l0) by challenging them to send forth a representative to engage in single
combat to decide the issue; he considers himself invincible, assuming that no Israelite
would have a chance against him, even if one were prepared to accept the challenge
(vv. ll ,71). The Philistine "disdains" (bzh) the youth David who comes to meet him
(v. 42) and "curses" him (qll piel, v. 43). The Philistine mocks not only Israel (w.
10,25) but "the armies of the living God" (w. 26,36; cf. llQPso 28:14), and thus
ultimately Yahweh himself. With his victory over the Philistine, David takes the "re-
proach" from Israel (cf. v. 26a). For ltrp in such contexts see also 2 S. 2l:21 par.
I Ch. 2O:7;2 S. 23:9.e

The boasting that goes hand in hand with "scoffing" finds terminological expnession
in the use of gdl (hiphil) '/, "claim to be greater or better than someone," in parallel
withltrp both enemy and friend boast their superiority to the psalmist in Ps. 55: 13( l2);
Moab and Ammon boast before the people of God (ZEph. 2:8,10), whose downfall is
announced by Yahweh because oftheir own "pride" (ga'6n, v. 10).

If the subject of the taunts is mightier, they incite him to action: he will take
vengeance on those who would humiliate him; he will punish them. So Gideon deals
with the inhabitanti of Succoth (Jgs. 8:15f.); so Yahweh takes vengeance on the
Israelites for the blasphemy of their illegitimate cults (Isa. 65:6f.; cf. &'s [hiphil] 'al-
pdnim, "provoke me to my face," in v. 3). The military and political catastrophe of
lsrael in 587 B.c. caused the nations to ask maliciously, "Where is their God?" (Ps.
79:lO); but a faith grounded in hope encourages the humiliated Israelites to pray to
Yahweh that he will avenge their disgrace sevenfold (v. 12; cf. also Ps.74:1O,18,22).
This same question can also be addressed to an individual as a taunt by his enemies
(Ps. 74:10; cf. v. 4) when he is suffering from an otherwise undefined affliction (cf.
also Ps. 102:9[8]). On the other hand, the psalmist can be supported by God's steadfast
love, by the coming of God's promised salvation, so that he can "answer" those who
taunt him (Ps. 119:41f. [qal]), just as a father can "answer" reproaches if his son is
wise and thus makes his heart glad (Prov. 27:ll lqal)).

In two passages, Jgs. 5:18 and Job 27;6, the eiement of "slander" or the like is
very much secondary to the meaning "despise." In Jgs. 5:18, the exgession hZrZp
nApi6 lmrfrl means literally: "He (the tribe of Zebulun) despised his life to (/,, 'in
the dtection o;'to; death." In other words, the members of the tribe preferred to
sacrifice their own lives rather than lose the battle. One could also translate: "They
sacrificed themselves." lob 27:6 also yields perfectly good sense: "I hold fast my
righteousness, and will not let it go; my heart (: conscience) does not (despise :;
regret any of my days (ld'-yefirap P[dQi miyydmay);' This is true whether one
follows the MT reading the qal (cf. Ps. 69:10[9]; ll9.42; Prov. 27:11) or, following
Budde, replaces it with the piel.ll

e See F. Willesen, "The Philistine Corps of the Scimitar from Gath," "/SS, 3 (1958), 327-335.
10 See GrK, S 114m.
rr K. Budde, Das Buch Hiob. GHK,II/l el9l3), 156.
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In Ps. 57:4(3)-"He (Yahweh) will send from heaven and save me, herep

;o'api"_.it is probably best to follow most interpreters in reading the participle as

a construct plural.l2 The subject is probably not Yahweh (LXX; cf' II.3 below) but

the i6'"ptm, whether the singular is retainedr3 or replaced by the pl. ltEr"pfi. "T\ey
taunt who trample upon me" is an asyndetic clause motivating the petition in v.

4aa(3aa); cf. Gen. 17:14 arrd GK, $158a, as well as the "reproach of the daughters

of Edom . . . who despise [ptcp.] you" (Ezk. 16:57). It is therefore unnecessary to

postulate another root l.trp with the meaning "frustrate, disappoint,"la whose semantic

derivation from Arab. banfa, "be feeble-minded" > "drivel" (cf. Syr. hraf, "mix";
Tigr6 "babble"), is unconvincing, or an emendation such as yafip"rtt, "let them be

confounded."l5

2. Noun. The meaning of the noun herpd vaies with the sense of the context. It
means o'slander" or "the act of slanderingl'(Neh. 5:9; Job 16:10; Isa. 5l:7; Dnl.

1l:18; Mic. 6:1616) in the sense of "speech against someone" (cf. 2 Ch. 32:17),the
reproach that one "takes up" (n.i', Ps. 15:3) or "hears" (Jer. 51:51; lany;^. 3:61;Znph.

2:8). It can also mean (one's own) reproachful behavior (Hos. 12:15[14], of Israel's

conduct toward God, par. damtm, "bloodguilt") together with its consequences (Jer.

3l:19: ndid'ti berpal n"'firdy). Above all, herpi designates the disgrace that one party

can "put" on another (1 S. 11:2; Ps. 78:66; ler.23:.4O), the reproach that rests on an

individual (Gen. 30:23; 1S. 25:39; Ps. 69:8[7]; Prov. 6:33; Jer. 15:15; Lam. 3:30),

a group (tsa. 4:l), or a nation (1 S. 17:26; Isa. 25:8; Jer. 3l:19; Lam. 5:1; Ezk. 36:30;

Znph. 3:18). We also find the idiom "become" (l) herpi or (2) lberp6, or "be made"

(ntn, iym) (3) berpi or (4) lherpi applied to (a) an object, (b) an individual, (c) a
city, (d) a nation, or the like (1.b: the psalmist, Ps. 3l:12[11);109:25; a descendant

of David, Ps. 89:42[41]; Lc: Jerusalem, Ezk. 5:15; l.d: Israelites or Judeans, Ps.

79:4; Neh. 2:I7;2.a: the word of Yahweh for the inhabitants of Jerusalem, Jer. 6:10

[they scorn it] or for Jeremiah, Jer. 20:8 [he is reproached]; 2.c: Bozrah, Jer. 49:'13;

2.d: the Judeans, Jer. 42:18;44:8,12;3.b: the psalmist, Ps. 39:9[8]; 3.c: Jerusalem,

Ezk. 22:4;3.d: the Israelites, Ps. zl4:14[13]; 4.c: Jerusalem, Ezk. 5:14; 4.d: the king
and inhabitants of Jerusalem after 597 8.c., Jer.24:9;29:18; the lsraelites, loel 2:17;

cf. v. l9). In these passages, herpi_-likr, the terms 'Ali, zs'"w0 (Q), mdidl, qeldl6,

iamm| , i"nind , and i"rEqi used in parallel or in similar constructions (see I.3 above)-
becomes as it were a term for those on whom "reproach" rests, who find themselves

scorned.
In Isa. 47:3, where herpi appears in parallel with'erw6, both words probably refer

to the female pudenda (cf. Jer. 13:.26).

Various situations are considered by the OT to be a "reproach": thinking of David

t2 On napii at the beginning of v. 5(4), see BIIS.
13 GK, $ 1451.
ra Driver, KBL2'3.
15 H.-J. Kraus, Die Psalmen. BK,)KYll (41972),411, following H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen.

GHK, LLl2 (41926),245 (with additional suggestions).
t6 See BHK, BHS.
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as a runaway slave (1 S. 25:39 [cf. w. l0f.]), celibacy (Isa. 4:l), widowhood (Isa.
54:4), childlessness (Gen. 30:23; cf- Luke l:25), ano quite g"n"oiiy any suffering or
humiliation (Ps. 22:716);3lt2ut);39:9[8]). self-humitiation befori yahweh can also
be a "reproach" to the psalmist (ps. 69:ll[10]). Adultery (prov. 6:33) and wickedness
(Prov. l8:3) are a "disgrace" to those who commit them. It is a disgrace for a family
to give a woman in marriage to an uncircumcised male (Gen. 34:r4). slur"ry in Egyp
was a "reproach" to the people of Israel (Josh. 5:9;17 possibly uncircumcisionrr;-,-u,
was maiming members of the populace (l s. ll:2). other examples include Goliath's
contempt (ls. 17:26; see II.l above), famine (Ezk. 36:30; cf. the Targum on Joel
2:19), political humiliation (Isa. 25:g; 30:5; Babylon in 47:3), the result of attack by
the apocalyptic army in Joel 2:r9,ts scattering in defeat (ps. ,r4:r4[r3]), the capture
and destruction of Jerusalem and the temple (ps. z9:4; lei. st:st;, ioss of the nagol|
(Lam. 5:1f.), and the defenseless situation of those left behind after 5g7 (Neh. l:3)_
the rebuilding of the walls puts an end to this "disgrace', (2:r7).

3' Theological Statements. Human abuse can be inflicted on God as well as on other
human beings. Foreign enemies mock yahweh with their arroganc e (2 K. r9:4, etc.),
by destroying his sanctuary @s. 74:10,1g,22),by asking ..wu]ere is ineir God?. (Joei
2:17);but even his own people insult him (ps. 69:l0t9J), aspecially by participation
in alien cults (Isa. 65:7).

Yahweh is never the subject of hrp (qar and piel) as a reprehensible action (on Sir.
43:16, see I.1 above). But as part of yahweh's judgment he can ..disgrace,, the guilty
(Ephraim, Hos. 12:15[14]; the Judeans, ys. u:t+1tll; Jer. 24:9;2ti:rg; [42:rg]; Je-
rusalem, [Ezk. 5: l4f.] ; 22:4; Bonah, Jer. 49: 13; his enemies, ps. 7g:66; cf. the confes_
sion of faith in Dnl. 9:16). The people plead with yahweh to remember the disgrace
inflicted on his anointed (ps. g9:51[50]), to behold the disgrace of the peopb (Lam.
5:1), to turn back the taunts of their enemies on their own tr-eaas (Neh. 3:36[4:4]); the
psalmist prays to be delivered fuom lerp6 @s. ll9:22,39) and from the ..scorn of thefool" (39:9[8]). For a new future, yahweh proclaims the deliverance of Israel from
the reproach of the nations (Ezk. 36: 15; cf. Taph- 3:lg;also Joel 2: 19) and the removal
of "the reproach of his people from all the earth" (Isa. 25:g). And according to Dnl.l2:2f., "some shall awake to everlasting life, and some .to shame, (gloss?) and
everlasting contempt."

!: \yo. The personal.narnes bAfip (Neh. 7:24; tO:20[ t9]) and ftArep e Cf,r.

7.:-51),20 
derived from hrp, (originally) -..be 

sha4r,- mean ..sharp, fresh,,,zr or morelikely "sharp-witted" rpp h this sense appears in the frrgo. on Job il:12;
Thrgum Yeruialmi I on Nu. r3:3; Hon laa).1n Gen. 25:15, i"rgo* yerusalmi I
substitutes kri*' for the name of Ishmael's son hadad, identiffing it wrth Md, *&

t7 O. Eissfeldt , Heraterchsytopse (Darmstadt,21922; repr. 1973), 32.tt KBL3, 342.

l: H. W. 'V,Iolff, Joel and Anos. Herm (Eng. tans. 1977),62.20 LidzEph, | (l9OO), 274.2t IPN,22g.
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sharp, quick," and interpreting the name bripa' as deriving fuom ltrp II. The ad-

ditional evidence and more likely meaning make this etymology preferable to deri-

vation from |rp I.
The name of Solomon's Egyptian scibe'"lihdrep (l K. 4:3) has not been satis-

factorily explained.22 The element l.tdrep does not convey any appropriate meaning,

and derivation from an Egyptian name (*'r-lp : *'"nbap, 'Apis is my god"23) is

uncertain,
The gentilic r:rime firfipi (Q)l bfipi (r() (l Ch. 12:6) suggests an unidentified

place named Tarirlip; this name, likewise derived from l.trp II, probably reflects a

geographical term meaning "crag" or the like; cf. the use of the noun .iEn with the

same meaninC (1 S. l4:4f.; Job 39:28) and Middle Heb. YnitniP from .inn, "be

sharp."

IIII. I . L)C{ , Targwn , Vulg. Ttrc versions usually render brp Sal and piel and lterpi
appropriately. The L)O( uses oneidizein, "insult," for the verb (34 times; Jgs. 5:18,

etc.),6neido.s, "insult, disgrace" (24 times; Gen.341.14, etc.), and oneidism6s, "act

of insulting" (44 times; 1 S. 25:39, etc.), for the noun. The Targumim render the verb

with fzsd, "suffer disgrace," pael "insult, disgrace" (30 times; Jgs. 8:15, etc.; also Ps.

57:4[3)), the noun withftsd (l and 2 Samuel) andqln, "shame, disgrace" (l0times
plus Isa. 47:3 and Lam. 3:30). The Vulg. renders the verb with exprobrare, "cast
aspersions" (26 times; Jgs. 8:15, erc.), the noun with opprobriwn (65 times; Gen.

30:23, etc.). That the translators of the L)O( were also familiar with the meaning

"be sharp" ft lrp is shown by the use of parorynein, "make sharp," "incite," "make

bitter,'for the verb (Prov. 14:31; t7:5) and the adi. oxys, *sharp," for the substantive

(Job 16:10).

2. Sirach, Qumran. In Sirach and the Dead Sea scrolls, apart from Sir. 43:16 (see

I. I above), the verb and noun are used as they are in the OT. The verb has the meaning

"insult": Sir. 34:31 Bm (a friend, LXX exouthqoitn);4t:22 M (after an act of charity,

LXX oneittzern); lQpHab. 10:13 (with gdp; the deceived insult the elect of God);

llQPs" 28:14 (see the discussion of 1S. 17 in tr. 1 above); it can also mean "act
disgracefully" (Sir. 42:14, a daughter; cf. Hos. 12:15[14], discussed in tr.2 abve,
LXX lanischfnein). T\e noun means "disgrace": in Sirach as a consequence (5:14

A, par. bdiet, LXX katdgnDsk; 6:1 A, with qal6n, LXX 6neidos; 34:2 B, not in the

LXX; 41:6 M, LXX 6neidos; 42l.14 Bm, LXX oneidism6s), and as a qualifier for
words (34:2c) or a quarrel (6:9 A, LXX oneidism6s [twice])' In the Dead Sea scrolls,

the noun appears in the idiom "become/make (l)herp6" (lQS 4:12, par. za'"w6; IQH
2:9, par. qeles; 2:34, par. bfiz;4QpHoso 2:13, par. qdl6n; cf. lQ34 3:1.3, where the

context is unclear)' 
Kutsch

22 M. Noth, Kbnige. BK,lxll (l%8), 56.
23 KBL3, 54a.
24 wrM,IV 586b.
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- contents: I. l. Etymology;2._Meaning; 3. LXX;4. eumran. II. concrete usage in the or:
1: shurp cutting Instruments; 2. The Sharp Individual; 3. Decisive speech. Itr. usage in
Theological Contexts: l.hdrli{ as a Divine Punitive Instrument; 2. Decisive Speech and A-ction
in Holy War; 3. Divinely Decrced Ends.

r. 1. Etymology. In Hebrew, the root frrg has the basic meaning ..cut,', as can be
seen from Lev. 22:22, where the qal pass. ptcp. lafia denotes ..*t lnut*ully muti-
lated?) animals." The verb tfira; has a range of meanings closely comparable to those
of its Akkadian cognate bor4u, which means (l) "cut down, cut off,'; (2) ..set,
determine" (cf. pardsu); (3) "cut in (deeply), dig a furrow"; (4) ..make clear, clarify,,;
(5) "become ready, treat, consider"; and (6) "deduct, correspond.',r In Ugaritic, ihe
noun frrp2 may mean "threshing sled"3 or "wrinkle, furrow."o The meaning of a
related verb in KTU,l.l9I, l0 is obscure. The text KTU,l.l7 vr,37 is esfcially
unclear; several alternative translations have been proposed.s Of special interest are
occurrences of l.trp, perhaps also with the meaning ..threshing sled,,'together with
pmd(m) (biblical ;emed) in several texts.6 The noun ;md can mean ..stick, war club,'
or "yoke of oxen," or possibly a land measure related to the area a yoke of oxen can
plow or ttnesh in some limited amount of time.7 ln KTU, 4.145, g, ii appears in a list
of military supplies, and it is similarly associated with horse-drawn chariotry in KTU,
4.363,9. The meaning "graven" has been proposed for the phoen. 'adj. 

ltr;,E but all
its occurrences seem to admit of the meaning ..golden,,, so we must suspend judgment.
onKAI ,145.10, see the discussion below; KAI , gl.z is obscure. rnine rargumim,
Midrashic literature, and the Talmud, hara; means..dig a cavity, cut a trench" and
"decree, designate."o The noun f"ris means "moat, canal, incisiion,', as it does also
in 3Ql5 8ro (cf. hn ilt in Dnl. 9:25) and in Old Arunaic.lr

2. Meaning. a. In the or, the usual verb meaning "cut" is -> lr.r)i idran is also
displaced by ltarai, which denotes the cutting done by an engraver or sculptor. Like
its Arabic cognate [ara1a, l.rdrai can also mean "plow.,' The verb ftirag and its sub-

Y7l barox Y'nD harfu; r,7q bari{

I AHw,I,323f.; CAD, Vl (1956), 9Z-gS.
2 WUS, no.97l.
3 KTI/ , l.l9 I, 8.
4 KTU, t.t1 V(,37.
s Cf.W, no.900,andSupplement,543;J.A.Sasson,inRSp, I, Itr,56a.b; ANET,,l5l.5 KTU, 4.145, 8; 4.t69, 4, 7f.; 4.384, tt; 4.377, 5, 6.7 W, nos.900; 2168.t KAI, 10.4,5,121; lt;38.1;60.3, 5.
e M. Jastrow, A Diaionary of the Targumim, the Tatmud Babli and Yerushatmi, and the Mid-

rashic Literarure (lX)3; repr. Brooklyn, 1975), I, 505.r0 M. Baillet, J. T. Milik, and R. de vaux, I,es 'petites groftes' de ewnr6n. DJD,3 (r%z),
244.

tt KAI , 202.A lO; cf. Akk. fiartsu, AHw, l, 326.
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stantives occur a total of 28 times in the OT, including I instance of a proper name

(2K.21 19). This and comparable Ugaritic namesr2 may reflect the Egyptian idiom

dm rn discussed below. There are 7 occurrences in the qal.

Apart from l-ev. 22;22, the idea of cutting or sharpening appears only in the idiom

haraq lii6n le, "cut or sharpen the tongue." This refers to a forceful way of speaking,

but it is not clear whether it means decisive speaking or speaking that is sharp, i.e.,
meant to inflict injury upon one at whom words are directed (as we speak of a "cutting

remark" or "sharp words"). Several considerations suggest the former: (1) talmudic

usage (possibly influenced by the late fust-millennium practice of engraving decrees;

but the sense "engrave" is not clearly attested); (2) Akkadian usage; and (3) the

Egyptian idiom dm rn, "pronounce (lit', 'cut'; cf. dm.t, 'kntfe') someone's name,"

normally in a context involving joy or favor.r3 Sharpness of mouth or tongue is men-

tioned in Ps. 52:4(Eng . v. 2); 140:4(3); Isa. 49:2; Jer. 9;7(8)' In fact, the secondary

meaning "decide, determine" is more common in the OT. tn the niphal we find only

the ptcp. nebrd;6lnebre{e! (5 occurrences), meaning "decisive" or "determined."

b. Originally, hAfi.$ may have been an adjective meaning "sharp"; but in the OT

it appears only as a substantive (Isa. 41:15 is a glossra), referring primarily to a sharp

threshing sled or a sharp individual. (The noun hafiS meafing "gold" is a different

root; + a||r zahab tzphabhl.) The noun harfrs is the indigenous Hebrew word for

"threshing sled." The synonymous m6rdg may be a loanword from Sumerian;ls it
occurs only 3 times in the OT: 2 5.24:22 (par. I Ch.2l:23) and Isa. 4l:15. In 2 S.

24:22 par., mbrdg is used by a foreigner, Araunah the Hittite Jebusite, who is
speaking to David. In Isa. 4l:15, mbrdg has intruded as a late gloss.

The m6rdg is a sled made of wood (2 s. 24:22). It is slightly upturned in front;

underneath are sharp stones or pieces of iron to rip up the stalks of grain. The sled

is pulled by a yoke of oxen, while someone stands on it to supply weight.l6 T\el.tdrit;
was a similar instrument. Job gives us an impression of the underside of the bafi{
when he describes lrviathan the sea monster: "His underparts are like sharp pof
sherds; he spreads himself like a threshing sled on the mire" (Job 4l:221301). Although
modern sleds in the Near East make use of basalt or other hard stones (cf. Driver),

the ancient Hebrew hdrfi; appears to have contained sharp pieces of iron, at least

occasionally. Am. 1:3 refers to hru$6t habbarzel (the qualifier suggesting that other

materials were sometimes used), and the Targumim render bAfi; in lsa. 28:27 by

m6i5a barz"ld' (cf. nebrd;6 in Isa. 28:22). The underside was thus comparable to

a mouth filled with sharp teeth (cf. Isa. 4l:15 and KTa, l.l9 I, 8: kltr;'bn Ph, "ag

a threshing sled with stones is its mouth"l7).

12 PNU, 136.
B WbAS, V, 449-459.
ra I. Reider, "Etymologicaf Studies in Biblical Hebrew," W' 2 (1952\, I l6f.; cf. B. Duhm,

Das Buch Jesaia. HKAT (s1968, a1922 : GHK,lllll), 306.
15 Reider.
15 S. R. Drlver, The Boolcs of Joel and Atnos. CBSC (1915), 227f; AuS' Itr (1933)' 78-85.
t7 wUS, no. 971.
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In the book of Proverbs, l.tdni; generally refers to the sharp individual (kov. 12:27;
2l:5; and passim). Herc bAfi{ is usually rendered "dilit"ofl or the like,lE but it may
in fact mean something more like "alert, discerning, thoughtful." Since lrdl2s is often
contrasted with + iltDl' remiyyd (Prov. l0:4; 12:71,27), it may signify an ambitious
person. In Prov. 2l.,5 bAiq may designate an abstract quality and not an individual.
In Joel 4:14 (3:14) (2 occurrences), it is a nounle meaning "decision" in the phrase
'Emeq hhdrfrs, "valley of decision." In Dnl. 9:2s, hdrfis is a noun meaning "cut
placer" i.e., a "moat" or "street.'zo

c. The noun izris means either "something cut" or "a sharp (cutting) instrument.',
The phrase hrisa hghilif, "pieces of cheese," in I S. 17:18 refers to several small
whole cheeses or slices of cheese. In 2 s. 12:31 (par. I ch. 20:3), hfua fubbarzel
are "iron picks."

- Freedman, Lundbom

3. DO(. The LXX uses five different words to translate the verb, with a certain
preference for synt4mnein (4 times) Md grizein (3 times). In rendering bafi{ it exhibits
complete uncertainty (eleven different words) in the passages where "gold" is meant
(chrys6s lchrysion).

4. Qumran.In the Dead Sea scrolls, frir4s occurs 7 times, almost exclusively in
eschatological contexts, where it refers to the "appointed" time (1eS 4:20,25; leM
15:6), the *determined" end (1QH 3:36). But the concrete meaning is still preserved
in IQM 5:9, which refers to the grooves on a lance head. In 3el5 5,8, hii; means
"Solomon's canal."2r

Botterweck

II. Concrete Usage in the OT.

I . sharp cuuing Instrwrgnts. The pick (hnrip) was a common laboring tool and the
threshing sled @ant+) a farm tool. we find the pick used in construction work in 2 S.
12:31 (par. I ch. 20:3), where David has the Ammonites put to forced labor. The
threshing sled is properly the possession of a farmer, used during harvest to thresh
grain. But we also find it used in wartime as an instrument of torture.22 Amos bitterly
criticizes the Arameans (i.e., Hazael?) for viciously threshing the people of Gilead
with these sleds (Am. l:3).

2. The Sharp Individwl. The OT contains five proverbs exalting the person who is
hdriu. one who is hdfis has complete control over his own life, along with some
degree of control over the lives of others. The fiari; attains power and will rule, while

I8 BDB, RSV KBT,.
te gLe,5472x.
20 See I.l above.
2r See Baillet, Milik, and de Vaux, DJD, 3 (1962),2M.
22 W. R. H*p"., Antos and Hosea. ICC (1905; repr. 1953), l7f.
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the slothful (r"miWi) will be put to forced labor (Prov. 12:24). He also accumulates

great wealth, whereas the slothful person ('dsel) is reduced to poverty (Prov. l0:4; cf.

also 12,27, where hin:4dn is obscure; l3:4). Cf. the modern proverb "The early

bird catches the worm"; a similar idea appears in Prov. 12:27: "A slothful man will
not catch his prey, but the diligent man (hdit$) will get precious wealth." But to be

barfi; does not always imply acting quickly. It refers rather to the carefully calculated

move that succeeds. Tlrc hAfi$ is not like the hasty or precipitate Person ('ds), whose

haste brings poverty (Prov. 2l:5).

3. Decisive Speech. In Hebrew psychology, the act of speaking can be compared to

a cutting operation. Not only can the tongue be sharp,23 but words uttered by the

tongue are also likened to fragments, which, once cut, have a kind of finality. They

cannot be recalled. King Ahab considers the judgment ofthe disguised prophet final,

since the prophet himself has cited the (presumably fictitious) order he received and

failed to carry out. Therefore the king claims he has no voice in the matter when he

tells the prophet: "You yourself have decided it" (1 K. 2O:40).

III. Usage in Theological contexts. with the exception,of l-ev.22:22, all usages

of the verb and substantives that are in any way theological occur in contexts of
judgment and war. I.ev. 22:22 prohibits the use of mutilated animals as an offering to

Yahweh.

l. hArfi; as a Divinc Punitive Instrument. The threshing sled appears twice in ttp
Isaiah tradition as a metaphor of divine punishment. Yahweh does not use it against

Israel, however, for it does too much damage. Israel to him is like dill and cumin and

must be beaten with a rod or stick (ka. 28.27). But Yahweh will use the ltAialrnbrAg
at the restoration of Israel, when Israel itself will be Yahweh's threshing sled, which

he will use to cut up the mountains and hills-and perhaps the foreign enemy as well
(Isa.4l:15).

2. Decisive Speech and Action in Holy Wax ln holy war-as in any war-decisive-
ness or its absence determines the outcome. During the Philistine wars, the sound of
marching in the tops of the balsam trees is to be the signal fm engaging the enemy,

and Yahweh tells David to "act decisively" ('dzteftrd;), i.e., attack, when he hears

the signal (2 S. 5:24). This idiom also occurs in the Neo-Punic Great Mactar lintel:24

'q;b fib'rt ifir; drlot, "He cut off the tribes (tbrr) who attacked our roads (drlu)i2s
Equally important in holy war is the enemy's inability to speak out sharply or

decisively in opposition to Israel. At the exodus, Yahweh assures his people that "not
even a dog shall cut his tongue" (lb' yefiraq-keleb FiAnb) against them; a fortiori, no

person will speak either (Ex. l1:7). During the conquest likewise there was no op.

position to Joshua and his army when they fought the Canaanites near Mal&edah

(Josh. 10:21). Joel refers alternately to a "rnalley of decision" ('Emeq heltdits, J*l

23 See I.2.a above.
24 KAI,145.10.
2s C. R. Krahmalkov, "T!vo Neo-Punic Poems in Rhymed Verse," RSf, 3 (1975)' 196.
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4:14[3:14]) and a "valley of Jehoshaphat." This is probably where an earlier \rxar-
unknown to us-was decided; but Joel has the site in mind because Yahweh will there
win a future victory against the Gentiles.

3. Divinely Decreed Ends. Certan things are "pre-cut" by yahweh, i.e., they are
determined well in advance of ihe time when they are to take place. According to Job
14:5 (cf. Dnl. 9:27), the number of a person's days has been deterrnined by God, who
thereby sets up a boundary the individual cannot pass. The number ofa nation's days
is likewise decreed by Yahweh. Isaiah tells the people that Jerusalemt destruction has
been determined beforehand (Isa. 28:22), as has the destruction of Assyria (lo:22f.).
Daniel echoes Isaiah, saying that although the desolation of Jerusalem by Antiochus
was similarly decreed (Dnl. 9:26; 11:36), so is the end of the one who carries out this
desolation (9:27). Cf. the discussion of the Dead Sea scrolls in I.4 above.

Freedman, Lundbom

W)l panx I; uJF hnrdi; d,gi71 ftrdi?m

Contents: l. Cut, Plow, Engrave; 2. Plow : Prepare; 3. Craftsmen; Magicians;4. LXX.

l. Cut, Plow, Engrave. The root ftrJ is assigned several meanings by I(BL,,': (l)
plow, (2) engrave, (3) prepare, (4) (ptcp.) craftsman. The series appears to reflect a
logical semantic development based on the common meaning "cut (ints;."t But there
is no evidence for the general meaning "cut" in the ancient Semitic languages. The
specific meaning "plow"' (A*. erEiu, "plow"'r canaanite alillriiua) is already found
in Ugar. hrt, whrch is clearly distinct from ftrJ, "craftsman."5 Arab. harala, ..plow,',

is likewise distinct from fiarls, "careful." Miillef and Delcor,? following Loewen-
stamm, are therefore correct in postulating separate roots.

The meaning "engrave" could constifute a bridge between "plow" and "fashion,"
but it appears only in Jer l7:1, and there only in a metaphorical sense: the sin of

l.tdrai l. G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Poetic Diction," Congress Volume, Copenhagen 1953. SW,
I (1953), 26-39, esp. 27; s. E. [-oewenstamm, "The Hebrew root u'rn in the light of Ugaritic
texts," "us, l0 (1959), 63-65; H.-P. Miiller, "Magisch-mantische weisheit und die Gestalt
Daniels," UF, | (1969),79-94;M. Wagner, Die texikolischenund grammatikalischen Aramaismen
im alttestamentlichcn Hebrdisch. BZ,A$1, 96 (196),59: no. l l0.

I Cf. also GesB , BDB , and lzxHebAramz , s.v.
2 cf. KBL!.
3 CAD,IY 285fr.; AHw,l,238f.
4 EA226,1.
s WUS, nos.976,980.
6 See below.
7 M. Delcor, "Ui:n 4ri schweigen," THAT, l, 639.
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Judah is "engraved" (par. "written") on the tablet ofthe heart. Loewenstamm connects

this sg. frJ totally with Ugar. brt and postulates for this pair alone the basic Proto-

Semitic meaning "cut." Thus the llri in Jer. l7:1 is a by-form of the semantically

identical ftdritl, "engnved (writing)," in Ex. 32:16 (E), as well as Sir.45:ll; IQS

10:6,8,11; cf. lQM 12:3; lQH l:24,8 which is entirely separate from "plow" in the

OT and represents more than just an Aramaic form. "Arab.llarata,'dig,'alongside

barata, 'plow,' and Pun. ftrt, 'engrave, write' . . casts doubt on the theory that the

form is an aramaism.'e Sznycerlo discusses the meaning "artisan, specialized worker"

for Pun. frJ. The Thrgumim never translate ftrJ as firt, but usually as rd; the Syriac,

too, uses periphrastic expressions like "guide the plow" (paddAru'). The verb f;rr
occurs only twice in the Targumim; as expected, it means "scratch, engrave" (Lev.

19:28 [marks of mourning] and Jer. 17: l, our passage). Loewenstamm emphasizes the

close relationship between "plow" and "incise" in Ugaritic, citing the sentence: "He

plows his breast like a garden."lr Finally, there may be a distant connection with the

similar root -+ Y1n bdra+; cf. also fiere1, "stylus," in Isa. 8:1; IQM l2:3;bnthere!

in IQH l:24.r2
Hamp

The meaning "plow" occurs pnmarily in the concrete sense. According to the law

of the king in I S. 8:11ff., the Israelites will have to plow and harvest and do other

work for the king (v. l2). Elijah found Elisha plowing when he called him to be his

successor (1 K. 19:19). The oxen were plowing when the enemy attacked (Job 1:14).

The sluggard does not plow and therefme cannot expect a harvest (Prov. 20:4). The

law prohibits plowing with an ass and ox together (Dt.22:10)'
But plowing is also used in various contexts as a metaphor or illustration. The

prophetic threat in Mic. 3:12, cited in Jer. 26:18, is still reasonably concrete: Zion

shall be plowed and Jerusalem turned into a heap of ruins. lnIsa.28:24, Nlok ( "open,

break up the ground") and idd ("harrow") refer to two different kinds of ftr,i, which,

together with sowing, constitute the skilled labor of the farmer: God will so deal with

his people. Am. 6:12 asks whether one plows the sea with oxen,r3 expressing an

absurdity (par. "Do horses run upon rocks?"; on Am. 9:13, see 2 below). As a

punishment, Hosea threatens Judah with plowing, i.e., hard labor (Hos. 10:11; on

10:13, see 2 below). tn Ps. 129:3, the statement "The plowers plowed upon my back"

refers to enemy oppression. Finally, Samson says, "[f you had not plowed with my

heifer," referring to how his wife was exploited to guess his riddle (Jgs. 14:18).

Ringgren

s On the meaning of /rri in the Dead Sea scrolls, see S. H. Levey, "The Rub of the

Community lll,2," RevQ, 5 (19@165),239-243.
e Wagner, 59.

10 M. Sznycer, "Une inscription punique trouv6e a Monte Sirai (Sardaigne\," Sem, 15 (1965),

35-43, esp. 38ff.
tt KTU,1.5 VI,2Of.; cf. IYUS, no.980, and KfU,1.6 1,4.
t2 Ser- KBL3.
13 Conj. BHK and BHS.
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2. Plow : Prepare. For the semantic development of the root l.tri \, KBL! gives as

the third meaning "process, prepare." The word "process" is undoubtedly meant to
lead to the fourth meaning, "technician." Loewenstamml4 more reasonably associates

it with "plow," citing Rashi's explanation that "plowing" is preparation for sowing.
The meaning "pre1mre" appears only in metaphorical and ethical usage: to prepare
(i.e., plan) good deeds, evil deeds, schemes (l S. 23:9; Prov. 3:29; 6:14,18; 12.,20;

14:22; Sir. 7:12;8:2). The fundamental point of contact with 'plow" is suggested by
Hos. 10:13 ("You have plowed iniquity, reaped injustice, and eaten the fruit of lies")
and Job 4:8 (*Those who plow iniquity and sow trouble reap the same"). Dalmanls
describes how closely related sowing is to plowing in the Near East, since the seed
grain is plowed into the ground. Messianic fertility is illustrated by a harvest lasting
until fall plowing (Am. 9:13). In the metaphms cited, GaB leaves open the question
of derivation from *plow' or from "process." In Ezk. 2l:36(Eng. v. 3l) we find the
expression lnrAiA naihit, "smiths of destruction," if the vocalization is correct. The
Hebrew could hear both meanings in ftri simultaneously.

Hamp

3. Craftsmen; Magicians. a. The OT speaks of hirdiim, "craftsmen," 3l times.
The kind of l.tardi can be further specified by the addition of 'Es or'eben:2 S. 5:11;
I Ch.22:15 (both); Ex. 28:11 ('eben);2K. L212(ll); Isa. 4:13 ('a;); cf. 1 Ch. 14:1
(qir instead of 'eQen); Dl 27:151' lsa. 4l:7; 45:16 (;in "idol"). The hirdiim,are
mentioned together with bdnim (2K. 22:6;2 C}n.. 34:ll), ftdpepim, "masons" (Ezr.
3:7;2 &.24:12), hAieb nardqEm @x. 35:35;38:23), rmasgEn "smith" (2K.24:14,16;
ler. 24:l; 29:2, all referring to the deportation under Jehoiachin), and with sdr?p
(lsa. 41:7; Jer. 10:9). Albright has a different interpretation,r6 deriving hri from Arab.
llaris, "watchman," and taking hirdi tteharunasg?r as "guardian of the prison." The

ItAraiim can thus be workers of stone, wood, or metal (weaponsmiths, I S. 13:19;
Isa. 54:16).

The lfirdiim are mentioned above all in connection with the building or ornamen-
tation of the t€mple (or tent of meeting, Ex. 35:35; 38:23):2 S. 5:ll par. I Ch. 14:l;
2 K. 22:6; I Ch. 29:5; 2 Ch. ?.,,1:12; 34 ll Ezr. 3:'7, and as makers of idols: Isa.
4O:19:41:7;44:13;45:16; Jer. l0:3; Hos. l3:2. The theological point is that idols are
ma'"SA y"dA harai, the work of human hands (Dt. 27:15), or as Hos. 8:6 says, ftird.i
'didhfr w"ld' '"ldlim hit': tbey are not gods.

Ringgren

b. KBL' lists an frrJ trI, "practice magic." In fact we appear once more to have a

different root. The only likely OT occurrence is hrdihn, "charms," in Isa. 3:3.17
Elsewhere a variety of words is avaifable for magic (ki, ,*i, lcip, 'nn). This meaning

14 P. 65.
ts AuS, ll (1932), 179-185.
16 W' F. Albright, review of J. A. Montgomuy, The Bool<s { Kings gCC (l95lr, JBL, 7l

(19s2),2s3.
17 See the comms. , most recently H. Wildberger, Jeuja. BK, Xll (1972), in loc.



of ftrJ is reasonably well attested in Ugaritic (wice) as well as in Jewish Aramaic,

Syriac, Samaritan, and Ethiopic, but not in Akkadian and Arabic.r8

On the basis of the identical spelling, H.-P. Miiller proposes an intimate connection

between artistic craftsmanship and magic. 'The root IIRS Iil . . . illustrates a way of
thinking in which technical craftsmanship is pointless without accompanying magic'"le

Heb. lnrai, "craftsman," he derives from this root. "To HRS III probably also belong

the verb forms in Gen. 4:22; I K.7:14, "work iron," and Prov. 3:29;6:14 (with the

obj. ra'[d]), "work black magic (?)."

Undoubtedly such thought and activity were widespread in the ancient Near East,

including Israel. But it must not be overemphasized, and in the case of the OT it must

be remembered that Yahwism strictly forbade occult practices (Ex. 22:l7|l8) [Cove-
nant Codel; l*v. 19:26;20:27;Dt. l8:9-14; I S. 28:3),20 albeit without being able to

eradicate them completely, as the goups mentioned in Isa. 3:3 illustrate (similarly Jer.

27:9). Inthe person ofthe sage,2l and in part also ofthe prophet and the oracle priest

(as Mtiller and others show in detail), superstition could be disarmed and incorporated

into Yahwism. This is shown particularly in P, where the artistic craftsmanship em-

ployed in fabricating the tent of meeting and the pnestly vestments is ascribed to a

charisma imparted by God (Ex. 28:3; 3l:3,6;35:26;36:lf.). Hiram of Tlre was also

"full of wisdom" (1 K. 7:14). The principle of theocentric causality even ascribes the

practical lore of the farmer to special instruction on the part of God (Isa. 28:23-29).

All of this is quite in line with OT religion. But it is unlikely that the term l.tdrdi

applied to such persons included the notion of "magician I' T\e 2 occurrences of l.tri,
"practice magic," in Ugaritic and the evidence of the late Semitic languages do not

provide sufficient basis for such a conclusion. In the early use ofthe noun "craftsman"

and the adj. "skilled" outside the Bible in Ugariticz and Phoenician23 there is no

recognizable connection with magic. More likely, as is so often true in the Semitic

languages, we are dealing with a different root. The derivation from Neo-Bab. lprdiu,
-bind, tie on,"2t it uncertain.

Hamp

4. lX(. The IXX renders iri I by aretidn (12 times), tektaineinltiktdn (11 times),

therizein, and linurgibs (rwice each); akchinein (Prov. 2O:4), aloEt6s (Am. 9: l3), and

hamartdlis (Ps. 128:3) probably come from misreadings.

The LXX clearly places the hirdi in the technological realm: tiktdn (19 times;

Vattioni discusses this equivalenceB), technitEs (5 times), chalkeus (3 times), oikod6mos

(twice), and archithktdn (once).
Fabry

uilq narai II --+ ilD'I lllE/Dl damA [damnh]ldmm

It See the lexica, esp. rKBI3.
re P. 90.
20 Cf. P. van Imschoot, "Magie," 8L2,1074f.; "Tiaum," ibid-,1781.
zt ---> Et)ll hdkan lchAkhaml.
22 WUS, no.976; UT,no.9O3.
2t DISO, 97.
2a AHw, 1,324.
25 F. Vattioni, "Il mestiere di Gesi," Strtdi Sociali, 2 (1962), lO7-129-
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Contents: I. Meaning; occurrences. u. with Human Subject. III. with God as Subject.

I. Meaningl Occurrences. The rcot hik appears in the OT only as a verb; it
means "hold back, spare." This meaning is confirmed by the comparable use of t13kl

ftslr in Middle Hebrew and of bsk in Aramaic, with no significant shift of meaning.
The South Semitic cognates, Arab. lwiaka, i'knock in, fill in," OSA l.ikt, ,,wife,
consort," and rnhila, "ambassador," exhibit a more distant semantic connection. The
latter appear to refer to persons who are "prohibited, inviolable," and thus members
of a harem.l A cognate verb fait appears in Ugaritic.2 The identification of this verb,
however, is disputed by whitakea3 who discounts any occurrences of a verb fiik in
Ugaritic, finding instead forms of ft.i, "hurq/," followed by the prep. /r. The uncertainty
in Ugaritic, however, in no way affects the clarity with which the meaning is attested
in OT usage.

The verb ti.ia& occurs 28 times,2 of 
'which 

are almost certainly due to errors in
the textual tradition. In Ezk. 30:18, fibitl.tapn"ltes ltasaft hoyybm, the verb is certainly
a mispointing for hnJo&, "b€come darki'4 Is Ear. 9-.11, \diatgA pna#A n&,awdn?ttir,
"you have held back from our sins," is awkward, and.should probably be corrected
to bdiafuA, "you reckoned less than our sins (against us).,'s Of the remaining 26
occurrences, 13 appear in the Wisdom books of Job and proverbs.

II. with Human subject. In 19 occurrences of basak, a human being is the
subject of the action, with the meaning *hold back, restrain." The object of this
restraining activity is either a human being in the fulness of his personality or some
physical faculty such as speech or movement. This gives rise to an extended or met-
aphorical meaning ofdesisting from certain types ofactivity, so that the verb acquires
a moral connotation with respect to refraining from doing or saying certain things.

The more concrete meaning, "hold back, restrain," is well illustrated by 2 s. lg:16,
where the soldiers of Joab are called off by a trumpet from pursuing the supporters
of Absalom. The verb ltasaft designates the act of "calling off" or "holding back" the
pursuing troops. Isa. 14:6 describes the opposite situation: a victorious commander
refuses to hold back his soldiers from pursuing a defeated enemy. In this satirical
poem on the downfall of a tyrannical emperor, identified in v. 4 as the king of Babylon,

hos"f. C. R. Driver, "Problems in 'hoverbs,' " ZAW,50 (1932), l4l-4g; idem, ,,ptoblems
in the Hebrew Text of Proverbs," Bibl,32 (1951), 173-197; F. v. winnett, .A Monotheistic
Himyarite Inscription," BASOR, 83 (1941), 22-25.

I Winnett, 24.
2 KTU,l.3III, 18; IY ll; l.l II,21; Itr, t0; cf. CML, 138;WUS, no. 983; G. Rinaldi,

"Ebr. t$k," BiOr, 8 (1966), 126.
3 Whitaker, 266.
4 Cf. LXX, Vulg., Targum, Syriac.
s cf. KBL3.
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the scope of his power is shown by his pursuit of his enemies, "without desisting"
(m"raddEp blt bASAk).6

OT usage frequently extends metaphorically this direct meaning of "hold back" by

a signal or word of command. Hence bniak appears in injunctions urging others to

perform or refrain from certain types of action. In Prov. 13:24, the wise father is
urged not to hold back the rod with which he beats his son to teach him discipline.

A similar appeal to the human will is found in Isa. 54;2, where the survivors of the

Babylonian exile, who are to repopulate Jerusalem and the land of Judah, are urged

not to refrain from pirching their tents in order to reclaim their homeland. This par-

ticular image is part of an exhortation addressed to the exiles, preparing them to return

to Judah to reestablish Israel as a nation. Similarly in Isa. 58:1 God urges the prophet

not to restrain his voice in proclaiming to his people the severity of their sins. Job

tells his friends (Job 16:5) that if their respective positions were reversed-if they and

not he were in pain-he, too, would find it easy to emulate them in alleviating @Jt)
pain with comforting words. He insists, however, that his speaking in no way lessens

(v. 6,ltik, "holds back") his pain.
The notion of restraining one's speech occurs in Jot 7:11: "[ will not restrain my

mouth," because life is so brief and Job's sufferings so bitter. We may compare Prov.

10:19, where the one who restrains his lips is counted prudent. This theme of economy

of speech is popular with the Wisdom teachers and appears in various contexts. The

underlying notion is that the talkative person readily falls into any of a number of sins

by revealing thoughts and feelings that are best concealed. Speech, like emotions,

must be controlled; failure to do so quickly arouses hostility and resentment. This idea

appears again in Prcv. 17.27, where the one who "holds back" (baiak) his words

shows himself to have knowledge. By controlling his feelings and not putting them

into words, the wise person avoids the enmity and bitterness that words spoken hastily

or in anger would provoke. The underlying reason for enjoining such caution and self-
control in speech is the need to keep in check emotions that too much speaking would

betray.
The notion of restraining certain parts of the body is used metaphorically for de-

sisting from particular types of action. This usage is exemplified in Jer. 14:10, where
Israel is accused of turning aside from Yahweh. Here it is simply said that they have

not restrained their feet from wandering away from him. By resorting to other forms
and traditions of worship than those approved by Yahweh and by indulging in actions

contravening the morality he has disclosed, Israel has failed to display the obedience

Yahweh demands. Another situation in which refusal to hold something back takes on

extended metaphorical meaning appears in Job 30:10, where Job complains that his

friends and neighbors have not withheld spitting (rqq) from him, thus displaying their
contemptuous disregard for him and his sufferings. Several passages speak of with-
holding property or possessions. Prov. l1:24 draws a paradoxical contrast between the

generous person, whose liberality makes him richel and the miser, who refrains from
giving to others. His refusal to give what he should (hiiek miW1ier) only makes him

6 BHS.
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poorer. This may mean that one who refuses to give becomes spiritually impoverished;
more likely a direct economic penalty is envisaged. Refusal to be generous and give
gifts results in a failure to make friends and to build up relationships of trust with
others. This paradoxical idea finds eloquent expression in Prov. 2l,26: "All day long
he covets greedily" (hitawwd !a'aw6; LXX asebis suggests the reading ftay1d' for
la'avff,7 but the more neutral MT is probably correct as it stands), "but the righteous
gives and does not hold back." The Wisdom teacher notes the paradoxical and con-
trasting results that follow from the two different types of behavior. Whoever shows
by his attitude that he is out to make a profit and get what he can is disliked and
distrusted; he receives no gifts and is not trusted in business. In contrast, one who
gives generously makes friends and establishes relationships that ultimately redound
to his advantage.

In 2 K. 5:2O, we find a much more subtle expression of the Israelite conception of
honor and privilege as they relate to the giving and receiving of gifts. The Aramean
leper Naaman is described as seeking out the prophet Elisha in order to be healed of
his disease; he brings an enormous gift of silver, gold, and lavish garments (2 K. 5:5).
After showing Naaman how to be healed, Elisha refuses to accept any of the gift,
thereby "sparing Naaman" (bnsak . . na'am.dn, v. 20). Since the spiritual wealth of
Elisha is regarded as greater than the material wealth of the Aramean commander, it
is the privilege of the truly great to give to the less privileged. Elisha's senxant Gehazi,
however, covets at least a part of the proposed gift, and is punished for his greed by
being afflicted with Naaman's leprosy.

The great religious and ethical importance attaching to willingness to give of one's
material possessions is illustrated by two stories of the Hebrew patriarchs. In the
Joseph saga, Joseph's success and his favor in the house of Pharaoh's officer Potiphar
are shown by Potiphar's allowing Joseph full use of all his possessions. He withholds
nothing in his house from Joseph's use (Gen. 39:9 [E], vfld'-Wk . . . m"'fimi).
Only his wife is excluded from this generosity, because of the special ties created by
marriage.

An even more striking illustration of the total commitment and trust expressed by
refusal to withhold anything, even one's most precious possession, is Abraham's readi-
ness to give his son Isaac to God. Abraham's willingness to give to God is the central
point of the narrative of Gen. 22:l-19 (E). T\rice it is affirmed that Abraham's obe-
dience to God is wholehearted because he is prepared not to withhold (bniak, w.
12,16) Isaac, his only son, from God. This willingness displays Abraham's regard for
God, for which he is richly blessed (w. 16-18).

In Prov. 24:ll, in a context with marked Egyptian affinities, the verb bd.iak occtxs
in an admonition whose precise meaning is obscure in a number of details. The second
hemistich rcads finifm lahereg'im-toltio*, which may be rendered "hold back [as-
severative use of izsl those who are stumbling to the slaughter.' If the text is pointed
to read ionulrtm hhereg'ol-tEbasek @ophal ptcp. of nghe), it may be rendered "do

7 Cf. BHK3,
8 cK, $149.
e cf. BHI(.
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not hold yourself back from those who are being taken to slaughter," i.e., execution.
The admonition would then enjoin help for those who are wrongly sentenced to death.

Driverlo would see here an extended sense of failc in line with Syr. isl<, "preserved,
kept safe." The NEB, following this suggestion, translates, "and save those being
hurried away to their death."ll This rendering does not specify the kind of misforttrne
described as hereg, "slaughter, execution." Most probably the reference is to capital
punishment, very probably based on a miscarriage of justice. Setting aside Driver's
suggestion, we would bear in mind the possibility that the admonition urges compas-
sion on those under sentence of death, without any reflection on the justice of the
sentence.

IIII. With God as Subject. In the other uses of the verb ltik in the OT, God is the
subject, either directly or indirectly (when the verb is passive). In Job 2l:30, for
example, the wicked man is spared or held back in the day of calamity, a sign of the
great mercy of God, who does not punish people as they deserve. Job 33:18 affirms
a similar idea: as an expression of his mercy, God keeps people back from the pit; in
other words, he spares them from the death they deserve on account oftheir misdeeds.
In Ps. 78:50, God's refusal to act thus for the rebellious Egyptians is stated quite
simply: he does not hold back their lives from death, but allows them to succumb to
the plague he inflicts upon Egypt. The same general idea of God's holding back trouble
and calamity for mankind is expressed more poetically in Job 38:23, where Job is
shown the heavenly storehouses in which God keeps the snow and hail, holding them
back for use in time of trouble and war.

In three other instances God appears as the subject of hniak with reference to his
power to control human actions. This striking usage has its counterpart in the belief
that God can harden (--+ l1I2p qAi6) people's hearts, inciting them to rebel and disobey
his will. In Gen. 20:6 (E), God reveals in a dream to Abimelech, king of Gerar, that
Sarah, who had been introduced to him as Abraham's sister, was in fuct Abraham's
wife. Since he had taken her to be his wife, the fact that he had not had intercourse
with her is revealed as an overruling act of God, who had kept Abimelech from
touching Sarah to prevent him from committing an unwitting sin.

A similar understanding of God's power to control human actions is found in 1 S.
25:39. Nabal has incurred David's anger and hostility by insulting him and refusing
to give him or his men any material assistance. David therefore threatens and plans
to kill him, until Nabal's wife Abigail intervenes to dissuade David from such an act
of murder. Within a shot time Nabal dies suddenly, which is interpreted as a divine
punishment. David can therefore thank God for having saved him for incurring blood
guilt through an act of murder (w"'e1-'aQdb hnink mErd'6). God has overmled David's
plans to prevent him from sinning.

Most likely the same idea is expressed in Ps. 19:14 (Eng. v. 13), where the meaning,
however, is somewhat uncertain. The psalmist prays to God to keep him back from

to Bibt,32 (1951), 188f.
rr W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970), 400,402.



zZdm. The simplest interpretation is to regard this as a reference to "arrogant actions."
But z?d refers more usually to arrogant and insolent persons, which may be the

meaning here. The LXX translates the noun as allotrion, apparently misreading it as

zdrtm. It is quite possible to take the psalmist's plea as a request to be spared the

unpleasantness of being confronted with and mled by arrogant people. [n view, how-

ever, of the markedly inward and spiritual tenor of Ps. l9B, it is more likely that we

should interpret the request as an indication that the psalmist is so conscious of his
weakness and proneness to sin that he asks God to control his thoughts and actions,
to prevent him from committing such actions.

Clements

ItiD naaO; aUiil hoizb; lilpt] heib6n; *tilpn hiiiabbn; nIPED mahiepel

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. Semantics. tr. General Usage: l Fixed Idioms with Qal and

Niphal;2.Piel;3. Negation;4. Nouns;5. Literary Use;6. Linguistic Strata. III. Theological
Usage: l. Anthropological Statements; 2. Theological Confrontations; 3. Planning; 4. "Cred-
iting"; 5. Names; 6. Gen. 15:.6;7. Ps. 32:2;8. Er,cl.7:23ff.

I. l. Occurrences. a. The r@t hib appears in OT Hebrew in various forms. First
is the verb in qal, piel, and hithpael, with the nominalized qal act. ptcp. l.tdidl des-

ignating the profession of "fabric worker, embroiderer" (Bx. 25-31;35-40 [P]) or
"technician" (2 Ch. 26:15). The subst. mabiebe!, a feminine verbal noun with the

prefix ma-, sometimes appearing as malfid[A, is a term for an action or its result, a

hdab. H. Z. Dimitrovsky, "Notes Concerning the Term 'Ilfun,' " Tarbiz, 39 (1969170),
317 [Hebrew]; G. R. Driver, "Technical terms in the Pentateuch," WO, 2 (1954-59), 254-263;
M. D. Goldman, "lrxical Notes on Exegesis: 'Thinking' in Hebrew," ABR, | (1951), 135-37;
F. Hahn, "Genesis l5o im NT," Probkmc biblischerTheologie. Festschrift G. von Rad (Munich,
l97l), 9{-|UT; H. W. Heidland, Die Anreclmng des Glnuberx ar Gerutuigl<cit. BWAI'IT, 7ll4l18)
(1936); idem, "Loyi"lopor,," TDNT, [Y,284-292; E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Ztrich, 1968),
226-28; K..Koch, "Tempeleinlassliturgien und Dekaloge," Studien zur Thcologie der alttesta-
mentlichen Oberlicferungen. Festschrift G. von Rad (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 196l), 45-60; N. Loh-
fi*, Die Landverheissung als Eid. SBS, 28 (1967); F. Niitscher, Zur theologischcnTbrminologie
der Qumran-Texte. BBB, lO (1956), 52f .; G. von Rad, "Faith Reckoned as Righteousness," in
hisTheProblemof theHexateuchandOther Essays(Eng.trans.,NewYork, 1966), 125-130;
R. Rendtorff, Die Gesetze in der Priesterschrift. FRLANT, N.s. 44 [62) C1963); idem, "Piester-
liche Kulttheologie und prophetische Kultpolemik," ThIZ, 8l (1956), 339-342; G. Rinaldi,
"Ebr. bib, sn. hfub, arab. l.tasaba 'contare' e hasifu 'pensare, ritenere,' etiop. ftassdD 'com-
puto,"' BeO, 5 (1963), l4lf., 169; W. Schottroff, *)uin bib denken," THAT, l, 641-46
D. Sperber, "On the Term l]f0l1," Tarbiz, 39 (1969170),96f. [Hebrew], VI [English]; rdem,

"Calculo-L,ogistes-Hasban," Ckusical Quarterly, l9 (1969), 374-78; E. Wiirthwein, 'Amos
5,21-27,"Th12,72(1947), 143-152:hisWortundExistenz (Gtittingen, 1970),55-67;idem,
"Kultpolemik oder Kultbescheid?" Tiadition und Siaaxion. Festschrift A. rileiser (Gdningen, 1963),
I l5-l3l : his Wort und Existenz, 144160; + 719 ;dq.
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"plan," hence "invention," "piece of work" (with the technical term bdie\. T\vo nouns

appear only in later strata (Ecclesiastes, Chronicles, Sirach): fieibdn, an abstract for-
mation meaning "accounting, investigation,"r and *fiiiidbdn (pl. only), "invention,
construction" (2 Ch. 26:15, referring to catapults and similar weapons).2 For beieb,
"girdle," see Rinaldi,3 KBL|'4, and SchottrofF (from bbi by metathesis); a different

etymology is proposed by Drivef (from fr.ib, "bring together''). The root is also used

to form masculine personal names: f o.iz 
bd , naXay ,|iabyahQil , biabfi , andfiofufun"yi.t

There is no demonstrable relationship with either of the roots 3p, "collect," or ftp|,
"seek."e The hypothesis of a homonymous root, possibly aftested in Arabic, for the

hithpael passages Nu. 23:9; lQS 3:1,4 ("form an alliance, join together 'th"lo) is

superfluous.ll

b. Outside of Hebrew, the root appears in Ugaritic (btbn, a noun meaning "ac-
count"l2) and Phoenician-Punic (qal ptcp. hibr3 md piel ptcp. ml.tibm,ta a term for an

official, "quaestor," or the like). The qal participle also appears in the expression {r.ib

n'm, "benevolent."15

The root appears in Biblical Aramaic as a verb with the meaning "account (as)"

(Dnl- 4:32 [Eng. v. 35], peal). As a noun, "account," it appears in Egyptian Aramaic

(ftibn, const. sg.16), Jewish Aramaic (bdffinA', "accounting"rT), Palmyrene (in the

formula lllibn, "on account of,"ta *O the ipael inf. "be accounted"re), Nabatean (k/'

nkib byny lbynyk, probably a hebraism, "be accounted as nothing," in the context of
an agreement canceling debts2o), and the Hatra inscriptions (ilz,ibn' dbyt b'imn, atitle:

1 See I.2 below; on the place name lteib6n, "Heshbon," see KBL3, 346f.
2 See II.4 below.
3 Pp.142,169.
4 P.346.
s P.642.
6 Pp.255ff.
7 See L2.a below.
8 See III.5 below.
e Rinaldi, l4l.

ro Goldman, 136f.
rr Rinaldi, l4l; also Driver, 258f.
12 H. Donner, review of C. Virolleaud, lz Palak royal dUgarit, II [Paris, 1957], BiOr, 17

(1960), l8l; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography, II," Bibl, 45 (l9g), 409 Ugaritic-
Hebrew Philoktgy. BietOr, l7 (1965), 58f.; IVUS, no. 990.

13 c1s, 1,74,4.
t4 DISO, 97.
ts KAI, 160.5; 161.2.
16 AP,8l, l.
t7 KBL3.
18 c/s, II, 3913 II,75, l15.
te DISO, 97f.
20 J. Starcky, "Un contrat Nabat6en sur papyrus," RB,6l (1954), 16l-l8l; J. J. Rabinowitz,

'A Clue to the Nabatean Contract from the Dead Sea Region," BASOR, 139 (1955), ll-14.
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"chief accountant of the B. temple'at). In syriac and Mandaic we also find the verb
with the meaning "credit (to), plan,'22 and the noun with the meaning ..account.',23

In South Semitic, the root appears in the Arabic verb basafu, "count, account,,'
and its deririatives, especially busban, "account,"2r and in Ethiop. ha+(a)fu, ..think,
account.'2s

The only possible Akkadian cognate suggested to date is epEiu, ..make, do." But
any relationships with epZiu atd its deriraatives,26 which have a very broad semantic
ratge,z7 can hardly be defined.28

In Egyptian, from the Sramid texts on we find the loanword hib, wththe meaning
"account, calculate.'2g

2. Semantics. a. The Heb,rew verb hib exhibits two basic semantic elements. The
first is the element of calculation, with its modifications "account, compute, charge,
settle (accounts)," thus "count, value, calculate." The second is the element of plan-
ning: "think out, conceive, invent." Both elements appear in the derived nouns, and
can also be recognized in part in non-Hebrew cognates. According to Rinaldi,3o they
are the deposit of a semantic development from "think, account', to an ..attiviti 

es-
terna," something like "frame plans."

whether we can go on to hypothesize a basic meaning "weave" for fuib is dubious.
Starting with hdieb, "embroiderer," one who embroiders patterns on linen (in contrast
to '6rEg, "linen weaver," and r6qZm, "tapestry weaver"),3l and heieb, ..girdle.
(Egyp. hib, "wrappet''; hsb.t, "pulled in"), Driver, like Goldman, comes to the fol-
lowing conclusion:32

Primarily f Ol't means 'drew, put together'; and this, the literal sense, appears in fphllil
'was banded together' (Num. xxiii 9). In a secondary sense fDti is used olputting together
fi€ures' l.e. calculating or reckoning, and plans, j.e. scheming, so that itiomd to-mea,
al-so .'reckoned' and 'planned' just as "lo! 'wove' means .planned, schemed' (Is. xxxi l).
If this reasoning is correct, the meaning of f?Lt 'band, must be referred to the primary

_ .21 DIS!, 97f.; A. caquot, "Nouvelles inscriptions aram6ens de Hatra (Itr),' syr, 32 (r9s5),
54, no. 49, 3.

22 MdD, l54a;F. Rosenthal, d.,Aramaic Handbook. pzo, N.s. ro (1972),\12,72;cf. also
ll l, 7; rl2, 3 (cf. KAI, 215); Il2, 6t.

23 o. Eissfeldt, Neue keilalphabetische Texte aus Ras-schamra. sDAw, 196516, 34, line z;
MdD, 138b.

2a Wehr, 175.
2s TigrWb,73a.
26 Cf. GesB, KBL r'2.
27 Cf. AHw, CAD.
2E Rinaldi, l4l; see I.2.b below.
2e Wb;lS , III, 166f. ; W. V1c_ichl, "Grundlagen der iigyptisch-semitischen Wortvergleichung,"

Fes*chrift H. Junker. MDN, 16 (1958), 325.
30 Pp. l4lf.
3t cf. D. larth6lemy and J. T. Milik, Qronran cave I. DlD,l (1955), l8-3g, pts. IV-\,rr.32 Pp.258f.
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sense of the root, as denoting binding or drawing tight, while that of :9n 'embroiderer'
will come from the secondary sense importing a specialized skill in designing patterns.

KBL3 also gives "weave" as the primary meaning.33 It is difficult to explain, how-
ever, why both l.teieb and bdieb in its technical meaning belong to the same late

stratum P. Nu. 23:9 (reflexive, "reckon oneselfamong") does not provide evidence of
such an original meaning. But the semantic development outlined above is not inher-
ently impossible.

If the verb exhibits a semantic development parallel to that of the noun derivatives
("embroiderer," "account," "plan";,'o it is important to take note of the two semantic
focuses "calculate" and "plan." In this context one may speak of "thought"35 or
"thinking,"ro although we are dealing in general with an act of ratiocination3T that is

not made epistemologically distinct by use of ltib.

b. The semantic focus "calculate," especially common in the piel forms, substan-

tive, and economic contexts (also outside of Heb,rew), can be understood as the center

of a semantic field that comprises primarily the verbs of counting (+ lDD spr and
+ ;]lD mnh\, as well as the rare rkss, "count off" (mifu6, "number, total";Bx. l2:4;
L,ev.27:23).

But frib goes beyond the meaning of reckoning with numbers and quantities, refer-
ring rather to values and factors in general: weighing, evaluating, calculating, rational
assignment of place and rank, the technical accounting of a merchant. This special

sense of !.iD is underlined by the occasional parallel use of verbs like + 7!11 bp; or
+ i13'1 rgh, "be pleased with," -> illf bzh, "despise," + oND mb, "tejert," and +
Nt l ni' or + il0) ksh piel, "forgive ('dw6n, 'sin')."

The second semantic element, "plan," often ap,pearing with undefined object as in
the use of the cognate acc. maltaieDe, seems likewise to be dominated by this internal
nucleus of calculated accounting. In contrast to + TIt y!, "advise, determine, in-
tend," and + llDl vntn, "devise, think," as well as the nouns 'Egd-truf;iebct-
m"zimmi (zimmi1, or in comparison with other terms in the semantic field of "plan-
ning," such as + ;lD'I dmh piel, "liken, devise," -+ '1)t ztr, "remernber," + ;ll;1
}gft, "murmur, consider," and + 9'l' yd' , "know," the element of rational calculation
shines through; when dirccted toward persons, it conveys the often noted "negative
intention behind such 'plans,"'3t an intention not so evident in technical contexts.3e

The notion of rational, scientific calculation is inherent in t.i}. Along with tss, it

t3 P. 346.
s Rinaldi, l4lf.
35 Heidland, von Rad.
36 Schottroff.
37 Jewi,226.
3t Schottroff, 644.
3e But see III.I below.
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is the only known Hebrew verb that refers to arithmetical calculation beyond mere
counting, an observation supported by the late derivatives fieibbn and hiiiabbn From
this perspective-to return to the question of Akkadian equivalents-it appears to be
the case that Heb. ftJb corresponds to the following Akkadian verbs: kapddu, ..devise,

plan, intend"; ljasdsu, *think, remember, plan"; manil, ..count, account, pay,,'{ and
probably also epEiu, "do, make," which is etymologically closest to Heb. hib, and
exhibits a partial analogy in its specialized use in mathematical texts (nipiiu, "[math-
ematical] calculation'r).ar

c. The same semantic structure is reflected in the translations of the LXX. In three
quarters of all the |.ib passages, the verb is representedby togizesthai and its com-
pounds-reserved almost exclusively for ftib-used as a technical term for "mercan-
tile accounting": "calculate the value, account, calculate with reference to person and
amount," more rarely "consider to be," not in the sense of classical Greek philosophy.
The noun logismhs, "account(ing)," is used similarly, albeit in only about a half of all
the occurrences of derivatives of hib. Here, too, the classical meaning ..arithmetic,,

is possible only in the latest ft.ib passages.
The LXX exhibits great variety in its treatment of the other |.iD passages. This

applies above all to the passages that express the element of constructive planning
(aside from special preferences, such as poiein in Est. 8:3, dokcin in Gen. 3g:15,
hEgeisthai in Job, and mnZsikakein inZpchariah), which obviously cannot be expressed
by logizesthai (cf. architektonein, Ex. 35:32; mEchani, mEclnneilesthai, 2 ctr. i6:t5;,
or where the translators attach more importance to the emotional or subjective nature
of the statement (e.g., bouleirein throughout Genesis; dianoeisthai in Gen. 6:5, etc.;
dihnoia in Isa. 55:9; etc.). This distribution of emphasis agrees by and large with the
semantic tange of l*b. Heidland claims a2 that the Hebrew term influenced the Greek
above all by bringing out the "subjective, emotional, or even voluntary nature" ofthe
"thinking" referred to, emphasizing emotion and choice in personal and emotional
value judgments in a manner foreign to the thinking of the Greeks. This claim cannot
be supported, however, because the meaning of lib cannot be qualified as being
fundamentally "emotional" or "voluntaristic," although it has to do with ..planning,

thinking, accounting."

II. General Usage.

l. Fixed ldioms with Qal and Niphal. The usage of hib may be characterized as
follows:

a. The active verbal forms and the verbal noun occur only with personal subject.

a See III.5.
ar See W von Soden, "Lristung und Grenze sumerischer und babylonischer Wissenschaft,"

Die welt ak Geschichte, 2 (1936),509-557, esp. 531 : Libelli, 142 (lg6s),75-123, esp. 97;
citations will be found in CAD, XI/l (1981), 248f.

42 TDNT, tV,28+292.
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Apparent exceptions like Job 4l:19,24 (27,32) (Irviathan); Ps. 52:4(2) (tongue); Prov.
16:9 (heart) are easily explained as metaphors (possibly also Jon. 1:4, "the ship
threatened to break up'43). The activity designated is thus typically and exclusively
human. This probably accounts for the absence of causative forms: with /rJb it is
impossible to conceive of an external cause or a dependent secondary subject.

b. The natural and almost instinctive element of such reckoning and planning makes

itself felt in a substantial number of passages in which /rib is associated in a stereotyped
phrase with mabiebet, expressing in general terms the repeated and repeatable activity
(pl.:2 S. 14:14; Jer. 1l:19; 18:18;29:11; 49:20;50:45; Dnl. ll:24f;cf.7*c.8:17;
sg.: 2 Ch. 26:15; Est. 8:3;9:25; Jer. 18:11; 49:30; Ezk. 38:10).

c. The personal and subjective element is emphasized in various passages by the
addition of bl?b, "in the heart," stressing in these passages that the reckoning and
planning is to be interpreted subjectively as an internal thought pr(rcess (Ps. 140:3[2];
Isa. 10:7; 32:6lQ, LXXI; 7**.7:10;8:17; also Gen. 6:5; I Ch. 29:18; Prov. 16:9;
19:21; Jer. 4:14; Ezk. 38:10).

d. The activity is nonevaluative when faib refers to a material object. Isa. 13:17
says of the Medes that they "have no regard for silver and do not delight (bp;) in
gold," i.e., do not reckon monetary value. According to I K. 10:21 par.2 At 9.:20,
in the days of Solomon silver "was not considered as anything" (lo' nel.tiAfu); it trLd
lost its value. The notion of weighing and counting is also recognizable in Isa. 4O:15,17,
where we read: "Behold, the nations are like a drop from a bucket, and are accounted
as the dust on the scales," and in the bitter statement of Job 6:26f.: "To reprove
words-do you count on that? . . . You would even cast lots over the fatherless, and
bargain over your friend" (cf. also l-am. 4:2; Dnl. 4:32[35]).

Besides taking account of quantities and values (which includes the passages using
the piel, the niphal in 2 K. 22:7 , and some usages outside Hebreuy'a), it is invention
(Ex. 31:4; 35:32;2 Ch. 2:l3[4h Am. 6:5) and categorization that appear in neutral
formulations, for example: "Beeroth also is reckoned to Benjamin" (2 S. 4:2); "it is
reckoned as Canaanite" (Josh. l3:3); "that also is known as a land of Rephaim" (Dt.
2:20; cf . Dt. 2:ll; l,ev. 25:31; Isa. 29:.17; 32:t5).

e. The negative overtones previously mentionedas appear when the verb has a per-
sonal object. More is involved than just "taking someone to be such-and-such," with-
out further consequenoes, when Judah thinks the woman sitting by the wayside is a
prostitute (Gen. 38:15), when Eli take,s Hannah to be drunk (1 S. 1:13), or when Job's
maidservants count him as a stranger (zdr, Job 19:15), as we can see from Gen. 31:15:
"Are we (Rachel and lrah) not regarded by him (taban) as foreigners, for he has

a3 Jenni, 2281' ft a different interpretation, see D. N. Freedman, "Jonah I 4b," JBL, 77
(1958), 16lf.

e I.l.b; II.l.b.
a5 See the discussion of Job 6:26 above.
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sold (rz&r) us. . . ." what is expressed is a personal devaluation, a categorization
defining a personal and general assessment (/'). The depreciative comparison is often
expressed by a noun with the particle l(, "lke": clay, earthenware, a speck of dust,
nothing, zero, dross (conj.), cattle, sheep to be slaughtered, foreigners, an enemy,
etc., but a double accusative is also found ("we esteemed him stricken," [sa. 53:4).
It seems that this negative element was not sensed as merely the result of a given set
ofcircumstances; it was obviously experienced and looked upon as an injury an evil,
similar to a curse in its effect. The negative connotation can also be seen in expressions
of purpose (e.9., I S. 18:25; Neh. 6:2,6; Est. 9:24f.).

In many cases, the verb for reckoning and planning, calculating and classifying, has
a negative object, most often rd'6 (Gen. 50:20; ps. 3S:4; 4l:8171; 140:3[2]; prov.
l6:30; Ezk. 38:lO;Zec.7:lO;8:17; cf. Ezk. 11:2; Mic. 2:l;$ ps.36:5[4]; lelso 32:6;
Ps.52:4[2); Isa. 53:3f. Positive expressions are almost totally lacking.q Mal.3:16
Nff (baYba i"mb, "those who value his name") is not without its textual problems,
but could possibly be interpreted within this general framework (to reckon with the
presence of Yahweh : to fear Yahweh). Prov. 17:28, 'A silent fool is deemed intel-
ligent," comments ironically on the deceptiveness of such esteem (cf. Neh. 13:13).

our general observations are supported, finally, by the appearance of enemies as
the subject of hib in about a quarter of its occurrences. The frequent use of the
preposition 'al, "against," indicates the meaning.

f. The construction with an impersonal accusative object (sometimes double) and
a dative of the person involved, introduced by /", appears to be a fixed idiom meaning
"reckon something (as something) to someone's account," pass. "be reckoned (as
something) to someone's account." An example that is also theologically significancs
is shimei's prostrate plea to David in 2 s.l9.,20(19): "I-et not my Lord reckon to me
('al-yahai0b-li) my guilt ('dwdn), or remember (zh) how your servant did wrong (.wft
hiphil) on the day my lord the king left Jerusalem; let not the king bear it in mind
(ifrm 'el-libbb)." Variants and analogies include Gen. 15:6; 50:20; Job 35:2; ps. 32:2;
Ezx. 9:13 (mss.). The association with 'dw6n ntght suggest a connection with the law
of debts, or at least its terminology (opposite of s"ilnqd). Among occurrences of the
passive, we may single out l*v. L7:4: 'As blood guih @ad it shall be imputed to
that man" (cf. I*v. 7:18; Nu. 18:27; Prov. 27:14, "fHis hypocritical blessingl will be
reckoned to him as cursing"ae).

2. Piel. The piel of hib shifts the semantic emphasis to the result of the thought
process.so Attention is directed to planning that issues in action ('A man's mind plans
his way," Prov. 16:9), effective strategy ("He shall devise plans against strongholds,"
Dnl. ll:71), purposeful undertakings ('what do you plot against yahweh?" Nah. l:9;

6 See J. T. Willis, "On the Text of Micah 2,laa-p," Bibl,48 (1967), 53+541.
a7 The theologically relevant passages are discussed in Itr below.
4E m.6.
4e Cf. I. l.b.
so Resultative ; Jerni, 226ff-
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"They devise evillra') against me," Hos. 7:15), absorbed calculation leading to the
final outcome ("to understand this," Ps. 73:16; "the days of old," Ps. 77:6[5]; "thy
ways," Ps. 119:59; "the son of man," Ps.l44:3-probably in the sense of "discover,
find out" lpar. yd'l: *What is the son of man? You found out"), the concrete result of
calculated planning.sl

From here it is but a step to the technical use of the piel in a mathematical or
commercial sense: 'And they did not ask an accounting from the men into whose
hand they delivered the money to pay out to the workmen" (2 K. 12:16[15]); cf. Lev.
25:27,50,52;27:18,23 (instructions for settling accounts), as well as the Aramaic
passages with the same meanind, and the substantives.s3

The hithpael in Nu. 23:9 is unique: "I,a, a people dwelling alone, and not reckoning
itself among the nations" (cf. mnh, "count," and mispdr, "number," in v. 10 of the
MT). Here, too, the notion of ranking hovers in the background. We are dealing with
graspable quantities that can be counted and compared; this fact makes it possible to
single out this one people from all the nations.

3. Negation. Negated usage is important because it directs attention to the frustra-
tion and disappointment of expectations that f.ib normally raises. It is an extraordinary
situation when people like the Medes have no regard for money (silver, Isa. 13:17),
when silver is reckoned as nothing in the days of Solomon (l K. 10:21 par.), when
no accounting is required for expenditures for labor (2 K. 12: 16[15] piel : the money
is not accounted for;2K.22:7 niphal). The failure to take any notice of the servant
of God (Isa. 53:3; cf. v. 4) and the lack of regard for human life (Isa. 33:8) reveal a
lamentable state of desolation. According to Nu. 23:9, Israel's assessment of itself is
quite extraordinary and in fact paradoxical. The element of calculation inherent in the
verb appears particularly where the negation ("not to account") takes on a mathe-
matical sense ("account as nothing"), as in the condensed formulation of I K. 10:21:
'An kesep lo' neltiab . . . limnAna (cf. 2 Ch. 9:20), "there was no silver-it was
reckoned as nothing." Isa. 4o:17 is similar: "They are accounted by him as less than
nothing (mE'epes) and emptiness QAhit)," as is Dnl. 4:32(35): "All the inhabitants
of the earth are accounted as nothing (Aram. FIA)." Cf. also the expression H' nhib
in the Nabatean contract mentioned in I.l.b. The same idea lies behind 2 S. 19:20( l9);
Ps.32:2; and Irv. 7:18, which deal with the question of whether something (guilt,
sacrifice) is to be accounted and put down as a quantity in being. The yes/no alternative
points to an act of decision.

4. Nourx. The nouns ntalt"fobi and mahaielel, usually in the plural and without
the definite article, are also used in combination with lrJb. They are strongly dependent
on the meaning of the verb. Since this meaning is not restricted by the presence of an
object, there is an emphasis on "creative calculation," i.e., "purposes, plans," with

51 On Eccl. 7:23ff., see III.8 below.
52 I. l.b.
53 tr.1.d.
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more stress on the technical element in late passages, as we see in the context of Ex.
3l:4;35:32ff.;2 Ch.2:13(14);26:15 (cf. the use of the verb in Am. 6:5).sa

The noun fieiffin I is not found in Hebrew until late. Ecclesiastes and Sirach use
it in the sense of "calculated result," "practical outcome," ..the sum achieved by
'adding one thing to another'" (Eccl. 7:27), "total"-a resultative sense already
visible in the usage of the piel ("investigation," sir. 27:5f.; 42:3). The reference in
lQH 1:29 is to sacred song; it is possible ttat heibbn here means artistic rhythmic
performance, as in Am. 6:5.5s

The situation is similar in the case of the pl. biii"bonilt (no sg.), which appears
twice. It is not a technical term, as the differing contexts that determine its meaning
show. In 2 ch. 26:15_an anempted description using iib 3 times: biiiebondt mabi
iebetb6seb, "engines, the invention of a skillful person," i.e., ..a technological mir-
acle"-the reference is to catapults and ballistae shooting arrows in defense of
Jerusalem, for which there was no tecrinical term.s6 In Eccl. 7:29, in the context of
tbe fieibdn maxim developed in 7:23ff., it refers to a fundamental anthropological
observation: "They seek out many devices" (i.e., ideas and strategies for self-
realization).57

5. Literary (Jse. a. Forms of the root fiib arc used with conscious repetition (i.e.,
more than once and apart from etymological figures) in the following texts or textual
strata and complexes: JE, Gen. 50:20; p, Ex. 25_39: L.ev. 25,27; Nu. lg:27,30; Dt.
2:ll,20; only sporadically in the Deuteronomistic corpus and the Chronicler's history
(2 S. l4:13f.;2Ch.26:15; Neh. 6:2,6); more frequently in the prophetic writings,
lsa.29:16f.; Isa. 40:15ff.; 53:3f.; 55:7ff.; Jer. l8:gff.; 29:tl;Mic. Z:t,:; Natr. l:9,i1;
in Job 19:ll ,15; 41:19,21(27,29); ps. 33:10f.; 35:4,20; 4O:6,1g(5,17); 140:3,5(2,4);
Lam. 3:60f.; Dnl. ll:24f.; and finally Eccr.7:25tr.In most passages the repetition can
be ascribed to deliberate usage; in a few it derives from the cont"*tout material (lists,
instructions, etc.).

b. The root appears most often in wisdom aphorisms (prov. 6:lg; l2:5; 15:22,26;
16:3,9,30; 17:28; 19:21; ZO:18; 2l:5;24:g;27:14; lsa. 2:22?) and Wisdom poetry
(Job 5:12; 6:26; 13:21; l8:3; t9:ll,l5;21.27;33:tO;35:2;4t:t9,2t,VtlZl,ig,ZZi;
F*cL 7:23ff.; cf. sir. 9:15;27:sf.; 42:3). rt also appears with great frequency in the
preaching of the prophets (Hos. 7:r5;8:12; [Am. 6:5]; Mic.2:t,3;4:li;rsa. [2:22'];
5:28; lO:7; U3l7l; 29:16f.; [32:15;33:8]; Nah. t:9,11; Jer. 4:t4;6:19; ll:19;
l8:8,11f.,18; 23:27; 26:3; 29:tl; 36:3; 48:2; 49;20,30; 50:45; 5l:29; Ezk. lt:2;
38:10;Isa.40:15,17;53:3f.;55:7ff.;59:7;65:2;66:18;Zec.7:tO;8:17;Mal.3:16;
cf. Dnl. 4:32[35]; ll:?tf.). There is no discernible affinity for any specific literary
geme. Although they are not bound to a specific genre, words deriving from this root

s Rinaldi, 142.
ss lbid.
56 See P' Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarctellung in den Chronikbiichern. WMANT, 42(1973), llttr
57 III.g.
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appear frequently in connection with enemies in the Psalms (Ps. 10:2; 2l:l2[ll;
33:lO;35:4,20; 36:5[4]; 41:8[7]; 4:23122); 52:412);56:6[5]; 88:5[4]; l4O:3,5[2,4];
also 32:2; 33 : 1 I ; 40:6, 1 8[5, I 7] ; 7 3 : 16; 7 7 :6L51; 92:6[5); 94: I I ; 1 I 9:5 9 ; 144:3). T\e
root is used technically (piel and niphal ptcp.) in priestly instruction (Ex. 31,35; Lev.
25,27; Nu. 18), and also occurs in passing remarks (e.g., Josh. l3:.3;2 S. 4:2; I K.
10:21 par. 2 Ch. 9:20;2 K. 22:7). But it appears as well in various key positions, in
part redactional (Gen. 6:5; 15:6; 50:20; Nu. 23:9; I S. 18:25; 2 S. t4:t3f.; l9:20ll9);
2 Ch. 26:15;kcl.7:?3-29; Jer. 18:8ff.).

6. Linguistic Strata. The question whether |l.ib belongs to specific linguistic strata
or groups can be answered only in part. Its casual use in narrative and descriptive
texts, in brief notices, in passages from the Psalms, in prophetic oracles, in priestly
instruction appears to indicate that in the OT period l.tib and mabiebe!-as well as

l.teibbn, to judge from extrabiblical evidence (Ugaritic, Ararnaic, Sirach)-were every-
day colloquial words. Passages like Gen. 31:15 and 2 S. 19:20(19) confrm this con-
clusion. The root fr.ib was the common term for the process of reckoning and planning,
as well as matters having to do with commerce (money, debt), government records
(persons and places), and the technical planning of certain enterprises (siege tech-
nology, inventions). It is therefore hardly surprising that Wisdom teachers above all
made extensive use of the root-they must at least have been concerned with training
and education in the fields just mentioned. That they then also took a theoretical
interest in the nature and performance ofthese ftJb actions is attested by the passages

from Proverbs (e.9., Prov. 15:22;20:18), and especially by the discussion ofheibdn
in Eccl. 7:23ff. But this term for calculation and planning was also needed by prophets
and priests for theological statements, as well as for anthropological and technological
statements. Only in late texts (R Ecclesiastes) and then only in part (ptcp., piel) does

it appear to have taken on specialized meaning (cf. 2 Ch. 26:15).

III. Theological Usage.

l. Anthropological Statemenfs. The act of calculating or planning designated by ltib
is dealt with by the OT fundamentally from an anthropological perspective. In Prov.

15:22 ("Without counsel [sfo] plans go wrong, but with many advisers they succeed")
and 20:18 ("Plans are established by counsel l'?gdl, and [only] by wise guidance wage
war") we are still dealing with the consequences of faulty political planning, i.e., with
the necessary conditions for the successful planning and execution of an enterprise,
and in 21:5 ("The plans of the diligent lead surely to abundance, but every one who
is hasty comes only to want") with commercial calculation and its effectiveness, but

!.ib quickly becomes the mark of how human nature expresses itself. Thus the first
part of Prov. 16:9 makes the fundamental observation that the human vurll (ldb'ddam1
plans or calculates (piel) the course of each individual life; Prov. 19:21 goes on to
state that such plans are many. Both statements already suggest that these plans are

subject to a fundamental appraisal. Whether they will endure is not just a matter of
careful preparation and skillful execution. They have their own inherent qualifications,
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which can also be brought to light: "The plans ofthe righteous are just; the counsels
of the wicked are treacherous" (Prov. 12:5).

The nbgative overtones of passages where one human being reckons with another
have already been mentioned.sE The statements about enemies in the Psalms follow
this lead. [n the Psalms that speak of the enemies of the king or of the community
(Ps. 2l:12[11];33:10; 44:231221;56:6[5]) the concrete political background is visi-
ble-not so in the case of the enemies of the individual. It may be asked whether the
use of l.tib here suggests an economic setting (cf. Gen. 3l:15). The general and
formulaic phraseology precludes analysis in terms of specific situations. The image
of the political enemy appears to have influenced these passages. But their clear
purpose is merely to express the destructiveness and danger of such people-against
a background of fear when one is faced with being "totaled" (cf. 2 S . 24 par.).

The appraisal is more radical in passages dominated by the theology of creation,
which voice a fundamentally negative judgment on all human planning. cf. Gen. 6:5f.
(J): "Yahweh saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart (kdl-yE;er mabi,bdl libbb) was only evil con-
tinually, and Yahweh was sorry . . ." and Gen. 8:21: "The imagination of man,s heart
is evil from his youth," at the beginning and the end of the Deluge pericope. The
plural suggests an uninterrupted chain of human schemes producing the most varied
results-understood here as a fundamental human phenomenon and appraised theo-
logically as marking the beginning of a movement to create an independent world in
opposition to God.

Eccl. 7:29 reads like a commentary on Gen. 6:5 and 8:21: ..Behold, this alone I
found, that God made man upright Qaiar), but they have sought out many devices
(biiYbAnil rabb?tn)," in the sense of calculated technological activity that is neverthe-
less contrary to God's purpose for mankind, superfluous, and purposeless.se ps. 94:ll
likewise-again in the context of creation (w. 9ff.)-states that yahweh looks upon
the plans of humans as -- h;t heful lhebhell, "a breath" (cf. Ecclesiastes), something
insubstantial and ephemeral, worthless.

2. Theological Confrontations. Especially illuminating are the passages where ft.ib
with a human subject is contrasted to frJD with God as subject. Thus Gen. 50:20 states
climactically the quintessence of the Joseph story: "You planned (&.ib) evil against me,
but God planned (lr.ib) it for good." The verb fr.ib is used twice, once with the accusative
plus 'al (in the sense of free creative planning and calculating with and against a
person), once with the accusative plus /" (in the sense of appraisal and evaluation of
an existing situation, with overtones of fiscal accounting for a person). In other words,
a cruelly calculated plan became when carried out a factor in a higher and more
comprehensive plan whose purpose was good. so taken, Gen. 50:20 is merely an
application, albeit unusual, of the experience enshrined in Prov. 16:3,9;19:21, which

58 II. l.e.
5e See IIL8.
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have as their theme the confrontation of two sets of plans. The most p,regnant for-
mulation is Prov. 16:9: 'A man's mind plans his way, but Yahweh directs his steps.'m

The same confrontation determines the structure of Mic. 2:l-5.lt 2:3 ("Therefore
thus says Yahweh: Behold, against this family I am devising evil") Yahweh reacts with
a kind of recompense to the actions castigated in v. I (*Woe to those who devise
wickedness . . . upon their beds"). It is the logic of offsetting accounts; contrary to
Gen. 50:20, Yahweh appears as punitive judge.

Ps. 33:10f. extols Yahweh as creator and lord of the world, bringing his policies to
fruition, who "brings the counsel of the nations to nought; he frustrates the plans of
the peoples." His plan "stands for ever, the thoughts of his heart to all generations"
(cf. Job 5:12).

Isa. 55:7ff. seeks reconciliation through appeal to forsake unrighteous plans and
return to Yahweh's mercy and forgiveness. But this means acknowledgment of higher
plans and preparations that are not identical with human goals: "For my plans are not
your plans, neither are your ways my ways, says Yahweh. For as the heavens are
higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my plans than your
plans" (w. 8f.). Conversion and submission-culticly realized in the presence of God
(w. 6f.)-are the correct attitude, since God's plans have come to term (w. 10f.).

In several passages fixed idioms are manifestly applied to the relationship between
mankind and God: Hos. 8:12; Job l3:V4; l9:ll (cited in 33:10); Nah. 1:9 (piel),l1.
The first two exhibit reciprocal usage. Yahweh's laws are accounted like those of a
stranger (l(m6-zdr) (for the idiom cf. Gen. 3l:15; Job 19:15); Yahweh himself alleg-
edly counts Job "as his adversaries" (Job 19: l1 MT), rates him "as an enemy" (13:24;
cf. Gen. 38:15; 1S. 1:13; Job 18:3; Ps.44:23[22]).Nah. 1:9,11 are singular state-
ments describing a l.tib that does not cease even in the face of Yahweh ("What do you
plot [piel] before ['eI Yahweh," 1:9) and becomes Yahweh's declared enemy ("one
plots evil against Yahweh," l:11).61

3. Planning. If faiD and its derivatives are used for human planning and calculating,
it is conceivable that they could be applied in this function to the person of the deity
as well. We do in fact find statements that speak of Yahweh's plan in history and the
world. This concept appears to have become a theologoumenon above all in the Jer-
emiah tradition, especially in such secondary passages as Jer. 18:8,11; 26:3;36:3;
49:20,3O;50:45. Usually the reference is to concrete plans and purposes with respect
to Babylon (51:29), Edom (49:20), and even the city of Jerusalem (I-am. 2:8). The
concept is then extended to abstract planning and general purpose: [sa. 55:8f. ("high
plans"); Jer. 29:ll ("plans for welfare and not for evil"); Mic. 4:l2.In hymnic texts,
God's plans become the subject of praise (Ps. 33:11) and worship (Ps. 92:6[5]: "How
great are thy works, O Yahweh! Thy plans are very deep!"; Ps. 40:6[5]; 144:3). Ps.
210:18(17) is textually uncertain (cf. Ps. 70:6[5], which reads l.tuiiJli, "hasten to me").
If the MT is correct Oakidb /i), we have here evidence for Yahweh's concern for the

0 On Gen. 15:6, see III.6 below.
bt On the enemies in the Psalms, see III. l; otPs.32:2, see III.7.
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individual ("the [.ord plans on my behalf")-a theological statement in its own right
alongside 4O:6(5).62

4. "crediting." In the corpus of priestly traditions, ftJb appears to have developed
a third use as a technical term, in addition to the use of the participle ( "embroiderer")
in Ex. 25ff. and the piel ("settle accounts") in l-ev. 25 and 27. This third usage appears
in the niphal passages trv. 7:18; l7:4; Nu. l8:2j,30.

Ever since von Rad's study of "Faith Reckoned as Righteousness" and Rendtorff's
analysis of the declaratory formulas in the laws of R it has been assumed that the
expression belongs to the "conventional phrases of the cultus" and refers to a ..de-

claratory act" in which the priest accepts or rejects the sacrifice.ol "To acknowledge
that a sacrifice has been properly performed, however, is of course nothing -or" no,
less than to 'reckon' it to the worshipper.'8 This priestly declaration is accordingly an
expression and manifestation of a cultic "credit theology" that is also presupposed by
decisions concerning what is clean and other cultic qualifications (entrance liturgies).6;
It is possible, however, to express some doubts.

a. The small number of occurrences (4, leaving aside Gen. 15:6 and ps. 106:31 for
the moment) is itself suspicious. Furthermore, Nu. 18:27,30 (which states that the
tithe of the tithe of all offerings, which belongs to the Levites, is reckoned as the
portion they themselves owe the priests: it "shall be reckoned to the l,evites as produce
of the threshing floor, and as produce of the wine press") is a general rather than a
technical usage (niphal of hib with /'t", as in rsa. 40:17;Prov.27:14 or Isa. 5:2g;
29:16; and Job 4l:21[29]). Thus r*v. l7:4 with its uniquely harsh condemnation of
secular animal slaughter ("bloodguilt ldaml s}r.ll be imputed to that man; he has shed
blood") and the explanatory interpolation in Lrv. 7:18 about eating sacrificial flesh on
the third day after the sacrifice ("neither shall it be credited to him; it is piggfil,,)
remain the only evidence for such a priestly "credit theology." Closer examination
shows that even these passages do not support the hypothesis.

b. In the context of kv. 7:,ll-21, v. 18ay is clearly parenthetical. If there is any
technical priestly terminology here, it is clearly in the crucial statement of v. lgap:
"he who offers it shall not be accepted" (niphal of r;h; cf. Rendtorff and wiirthwein).
What follows are explanatory clauses stating that on account of this breach of regu-
lations the whole sacrifice is rendered unacceptable and cannot be credited.

Examination of the basic text Lev. 19:5-8 shows that l9:7 refers only to the rslr
declaration ar,d piggfil qualification; the fib clause should be considered a secondary
interpretative addition, expressing in cold economic terms the invalidity of such a
sacrifice. The same is true of lrv. l7:4. Here, too, the ftJD clause of this ..verdict,,

together with its justification belong to a later stage of interpretation.*

62 See III.5 below; on IQM 14:14, see Rinaldi, 142.
63 Von Rad, 126.e lbid., 127.
6s See Koch, 45ff.; Schottrotr, &4t.6 K. Elliger, l,eviticus. HAT, lY (1966),222tr.
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c. It is far from clear that these niphal passages have any theological relevance. The

context in each case deals with acknowledgment and acceptance of sacrificial offerings,

but nowhere is there any special emphasis on the lr.ib statement. On the contrary it
appears-in harmony with usage elsewhere-to refer parenthetically to a specific

regulation applying to the priests (Irv.7:18; Nu. 18:30) or the persons concerned

(l*v. l7:4; Nu. 18:27), indicating that the matter is regulated in a particular way. Of
course, theological implications are not precluded. But the passive formulation itself

shows that no specifically theological statements can be made beyond the general

determination of validity or evaluation (cf. Lev. 25:.31).

As the passages cited show, the fiib idioms and the ideas associated with them found

a place in priestly theory and practice, where they met with an organized mode of
thought (reckoning, planning) that was highly valued. In 2 passagx, l.tib entered into

the language used to rule on the validity of sacrifice, where it added the precision of
"accounting" terminology (Irv. 7:l8; 17:4). But these isolated passages do not support

the hypothesis of a "credit theology.'67

5. Natnes. The following names are derived from {"rJb; l.t"iub6, hfuWa, biabyahi,
biabnA, hfubn"y6, and lwiifib.$ All are masculine. Some 20 bearers of such names

can be distinguished in the OT. The great majority are known to be Levites (about

two-thirds being explicitly so identified). About half belong to the time of Nehemiah,

appearing exclusively in Chronicles, Nehemiah, and Ezra. The names thus appear to

be traditional lrvite names. Their basic structure is the perfect of ltib plus a theo-

phorous element, which constitutes the subject even in the passive forms (the presence

of the nasal being unexplained), so that the name may be interpreted as a confessional

statement: "Yah(weh) planned" or "planned by Yah(weh)." The suggestion that these

"thanksgiving names" imply that 'uprlght conduct was rewarded with the gift of a

child"6e is only one possibility among many, and not the most probable (Gen. 15:6;

but cf. Ps. 106:31). There is a possible connection with Ps. a0:6(5) ("be concerned

about-7o), and especially the reference to Yahweh's wondrously kind disposition, ex-

perienced in the gift of a child-in other words, lib is used in the sense of beneficent

planning, probably in the context of creation theology as in Ps. 33:ll; 92:6(5); 144:3;

lQM 14:14. The unexplained Akkadian thanksgiving names derived from the verb

manit, "corJrtt," may offer an analogy.Tl

6. Gen.15;6. Unquestionably ft.ib attained its greatest theological significance and

influence in the context of Gen. 15.6:72 "He (Abram) believed Yahweh, and he reck-

oned it to him as righteousness." The verse has been assigned to various literary

67 On Gen. 15:6, see III.6.
n Onfteib6n,s.J1-KBLt;ontheformationof thesenames, see IPN,aot.,33' 38, 188t.,244.
5e /PN, 188.
70 See III.3 above; cf. Rinaldi, 142.
7t AN, 192f.: cf. L2.b.
72 Heidland, Hahn.
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strata: E,73 1,74 lg,n,ts etc. There is more agreement concerning its function. It refers
back to l5:l-5, summarizes from a distance, interprets, and states the conclusion. It
is a "solemn statement" and "almost has the quality of a general theological tenet."76

This conclusion is in agreement with the syntactic structure. The narrative consec-
utive imperfect (wawahi"beha) still dominates, but it is introduced by a perfect with
w' (w"he'"min), which-whether categorized as temporal (..and when . . .',) or fre_
quentative ("and repeatedly . . .")-is in turn subordinate to the consecutive imper-
fect.z The verbal suffix appended to ftJb transforms the perfect clause into an object
clause ("and the fact that Abram believed yahweh"), thus establishing the dependency
of the introductory clause on the main clause. Here w" does not function as a tense
marker; it serves instead to interrupt the narrative and establish distance; at the same
time, in the manner of clauses linked by means of we (often with the effect of sur-
priseT8), it marks the transition to a conclusion introduced by a confirming perfect.

Gen. 15:6 makes use of three semantic elements: the phrase hc'"min b1 ..trust in,
believe in"; the term s"{dq6, "righteousness" (i.e., being in proper order); and the
phrase faib with accusative suffix pius /" and an accusative object, iaccount something
to someone as something." Various interpretations base themselves on the origin of
these three elements and the way they are combined.

von Rad looked for the origin of the latter two elements (i.e., v. 6b) in ..the

conventional phrases ofthe cultus." on the basis ofthe lrJb niphal passages, he arrives
at a "process which results in a cultic judgment" occupying an important place in the
cultus, a "declaratory act" performed by the priest in the namJ of yahweh, using
"declaratory formulae"Te to state the cultic acceptance of the sacrifice. Considering
the term $"daSA and its use in the cult, he arrived at a "quite different aspect of thi
Yahwistic cultus": the "temple-gate liturgies."

In the central statement of these liturgies (in the form of some such declaratory
formula as "He is righteous; he shall have his life" [Ezk. lg:9]) he thought to find once
again a "cultic reckoning," although as he admits the verb lrJD doe.s not occur in these
texts. In these two areas of the cult-sacrifice and entrance liturgy-he identified the
traditio-historical roots of Gen. 15:6b, although he describes the passage itself as
"polemical and revolutionary," breaking the cultic dependence on an act of sacrifice
and transferring the "reckoning" to the "sphere of a free and wholly personal rela-
tionship between God and Abraham"-in other words, spiritualizing it.

lrhfinkto criticizes von Rad's explanation on three points: (l) the iraditio-historical
setting is not clearly defined, i.e., the context of Gen. l5:6a and l5:l-5 is not taken
into account; (2) the passage does not in fact represent a spiritualization of cultic acts

73 Since Wellhausen.
7a Cf. l,ohfink.
75 Identified as the Deuteronomist by R. Smend, ..Zur Geschichte von I!DN;1,', Hebriiische

Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Bawngartner. SW, 16 (1967), 294_290.
76 G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans. 21973), lg5; cf. Lohfink, 32, n. 2.77 W. Schneider, Grammatik des biblischen Hebriiisch (Munich, 1974), S4g.7E cK, $154.
7e See Rendtorff.
Eo Lohfink,58ff.
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but rather an interpretation of the promise to Abraham on the basis of cultic experi-

ences and ideas; and (3) the term ;"Qiq6, "righteousness," does not occur in the

context of "cultic reckoning," at least when sacrifice is offered (cf. Irv. 7:18; l7:4).
Lohfink, following Kaisefr and others, thinks that the "oracle of salvation" was the

realm of experience "that was drawn upon to interpret the ancient Abraham tradition,"
and that the interpretative elements of Gen. 15:6 all fit within this framework: con-

fidence in the acceptance of the divine oracle, "perhaps in the form of a hymn of
praise"; "correctness" ({"daSa, !t*. kittu) in the oracular ritual; and the crediting or

reckoning, consisting (as in the case of von Rad) in a "declaration of correctness made

by the priest" ("cultic use oflrJb").
Both discussions are imprecise at one crucial point: the meaning of the hib phrase.

Von Rad observes that hib occurs only in the fust of his cultic contexts (sacrifice),

and focuses precisely on its use there as an interpretative element, reflecting cultic
acts: "The difference between the declaratory formulae and the occurrences of the

cultic term )in is simply that the latter are found in directions to the priests, instructing

them in the kind of tests they are to apply. The former prescribe the exact form of
words on the declaration to be made to the worshipper."t2 But he is unable to explain

the relationship of these very late and secondarya instructions dealing with peripheral

cultic themes to Gen. 15:6. The entrance liturgy is the setting for ;"Qiqh and the oracle

of salvation may well be the setting for he'emin, but neither is the setting for frJD. We

can only conclude that in the use of /r.ib in Gen. 15:6 we are dealing with a situation

independent ofthe P passages but parallel to them and to Gen. 50:20 and Ps.32:2 x
well, where f.ib has been employed ad hoc to interpret a cultic and theological

circumstance.

The specific contribution of this element to the total statement made by Gen. 15:6

may be described in two ways:

a. The summary nature of the passage is underlined. The act(s) of accepting faith
is finally reckoned as a deciding factor in the relationship with Yahweh. The expression,

probably shaped by notions associated with the law of debts (cf. 2 S. 19:20[19]),&
calls the outcome of the events depicted a settlement of accounts in a theological

sense, deliberately echoing commercial language-as the context shows. The inter-

pretation of the promise to Abraham found in Gen. 15:1-6 uses such expressions and

ideas throughout. Note the promise of great reward (v. l), the question of how it is
to be paid (v. 2), the negotiations about property and inheritance (3 occurences ofyr.i
in vv. 3f.), and the demonstration of numbers (v. 5). All of this leads up to !ib. The

reckoning of belief as ;"fldqi documents the conclusion of the transaction. (On the

8r O. Kaiser, "Tiaditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung von Genesis 15," ZAW,70 (1958),

107-t26.
e Von Rad, 129.
83 III.4.
84 H. H. Schmid, Gerechtigkeit als Weltordnung. BI{TL,40 (1968), 108, n. 139.
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commercial style of the pericope [cf. also Gen. 31:25ff. and esp. l8;20ff.] as an

interpretative element, see the discussion by von Rad.s)

b. Since the verb in its origin exhibits a personal and rational semantic structure
in its usual subject, its use in Gen. 15:6 evokes a sense of what has been termed
"inwardness, subjectivity, spiritualization," a transfer "to the sphere of a free and
wholly personal relationship." The term that appears primarily in Wisdom Literature
is here used uniquely to designate an extraordinary occurrence. Together with the
(cultic?) notion of tdaqh it serves to define Yahweh's momentary reaction theologically
as an act of conscious judgment.

7. Ps.32:2. Ps.32.2 is structurally parallel to the macarism in v. l, paraphrasing

and explicating the cultic formulas appearing there; these in turn refer to the ceremony
of absolution described in v. 5. The explication makes use of the phrase l.tib l:
"Blessed is the man to whom Yahweh imputes no iniquity, and in whose spirit there
is no deceit." As in Gen. 15:6, the interpretative use of |Jb conveys the idea that the
act of absolution-active in v. 5, passive in v. l-has personal consequences for both
Yahweh and the person ('adAn) concerned. Yahweh waives his inherent rights and
refuses to impute iniquity (i.e., he drclares it null and void); the person renounces his
deceit. The point is therefore a theological subjectivization, involving the attitude of
both Yahweh and his human counterpart. Once again, f.iD is suggested by the context
and its basic ideas of thinking and planning (cf. the close association of lr.ib and'j,h
f miyyi in Ps. 52:4121), and from it the authorship of the Wisdom Psalms took root
here.e Once again, fib is used to give cultic acts a personalistic theological interpre-
tation; their effect is traced to the inward mind of God (par. rfialt).

8. Eccl. 7:23ff, The nouns freib6z and hii*bAnfu play an aspecially important
role in Er,cl.7:23(26)-29, an aphoristic passage devoted to an anthropological theme.
For the method of coirducting his inquiries (dr)-from the seeking to the finding of
wisdom and knowledge-Ecclesiastes borrows the term fueibbn, "reckoning," with its
fiscal overtones and with its double meaning: in the constructive sense of "plan"-as
in 9:10, in the series listing the marks of life not found in Sheol, between "work" and
"knowledge, wisdom"-and in the mathematical sense of "result, total, formula," as

in7.,25,27, where it refers to the humanly unattainable goal of his intellectual labors.
In this context it is impossible to arrive at a calculable result, a sum or a formula; the
findings are negative (cf. the results of investigating relationships between the sexes

in 7 :26 and 7:28-quantified!).
The f.ib terms serve several purposes for the Preacher: (a) They underline the failure

of the wise person to arrive at a tangible result in his anthropological investigations,
despite his adding one thing to another, i.e., proceeding methodically (Prov.7:27),

6 Theol. des ATs, 16, 390ff., 4O7f.;ll (s1968), 4${; Heidland takes a different line.
e For an attempt at a general interpretation, see K. Seybold, Das Gebet des Krankin im AT.

BWANT, 99[5/ 19] (1973), r59tr
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although this would normally be expected (9:10)' (b) Drawing on Gen. 6:5,E7 they

relate these very efforts self-critically and pessimistically to the OT doctrine of crea-

tion. (c) In this passage they constitute a theological verdict, formulating a generalized

anthropological insight on the basis of the corrupted relationship between man and

woman: the human ('Adam1 striving after "many arts"s-inventions, devices, tech-

nologies, methods of self-realization-twists a world that was created upright. The

subjection of his own work to this verdict typifies the thought of the Preacher.

On the Dead Sea scrolls, see Niitscher; on the NT, see Heidland and Hahn.
Seybold

t7 See III.I above.
88 M. Claudius.

;lpl baia --+ i'ID't tr / ED', damk [damah] II I dmm

Wl Ua;"ts; \uin hdiek; it?vln bieka; ryiF baidk; \YtlD mahiak

Contents: I. Etymology, Distribution, Semantic Field. IL Ancient Near East: l..Egypt;
2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit. trI. Literal Meaning: l. Darkness and Creation; 2. Darkness in
Israel's History; 3. Other Literal Uses. IV. Metaphorical Usage: 1. Darkness as Evil; 2. Darkness

as lgnorance; 3. Darkness as Disaster;4. Darkness as Death;5. Darkness in Curses;6. Darkness

as Punishment. V. LXX. VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology, Distribution, Semantic Field. The Hebrew root ftJ& has cognates

in Phoenician and Punic, biblical and extrabiblical Aramaic, and later Semitic lan-

guages. The root does not appear in Ugaritic or Akkadian texts. In the MT the verb

occurs only in the qal ("be/become dark") and hiphil ("make dark, darken"). The

noun ftd.ie& means "darkness, gloom, blackness." Derivatives include hieka, "dark-

ness," mahia(, "dark/secret place," and the adi. ltaiAk, "dark, obscure."

The root (rccrus 112 times in the Hebrew of the MT, once in Aramaic (DnL2:22).
The verb occurs 17 times (11 in the qal, 6 in the hiphil). The subst. b1iek occursT9

times, hiZkh 8 times, mabiAk 7 times, and the adj. bAiok only once (Prcv. 22:29).

hAiak. S. Aalen, Die Begriffe "Lichf' und "Finsternb" im AT, im Sphtjudentun und im Rab-

binismus. SNVAO (1951); H. Conzelmann, "ox6toE B., C.," TDNT, Vll,426-433; E. Hornung,
..Licht und Finsternis in der vorstellungswelt Altiigyptens," studGen, 18 (1965), 73-83; idem,

Nacht und Finsternis im Weltbild der alten Agypter (1956); F. Niitscher, Zur theologischen Ter-

minologie der Qumran-Texte. BBB, lO (1956),73-83; H. Ringgren, "Light and Darkness in
Ancient Egyptian Religion," Liber Amicorutn. Festschrift C. J. Bleeker (triden, 1969), 140-150;

W. H. Schmidt , Die Schbpfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT, l7 (31973); W. von Soden,

"Licht und Finsternis in der sumerischen und babylonisch-assyrischen Religion," StudGen, 13

(1960), 647-653; D. W. Thomas, "nlPB in the OT," JSS, 7 (1962), l9l-200; N. J. Tromp,

Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the OT. BietOr, 2l (1969); J. 7,andee,

Death as an Enemy according to Ancient Egyptian Conceptions. Numen,5 (1960).

t--
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The semantic field of hik includes the following:'"pzl6,..darkness',; kEha, knhh
(--; ,'l;i)), "dim"; layl6 (-+ )r);, ..night,,; neiep, .i*ilight,'; .?Pd, ..obscurity,,;
'ald1d, *darkness";'dnin (--+ l!g), ..cloud,,; ,Arab (+ 119), ..be/be,iome dark,,; .ta_
pel, "darkness"; gEl (+ ))t;, *shade, shadow"; ;dlat, *belbe*ome dark,'; galmdwey
(-, nlDh), "darkn€ss"; Sdrfil,'darkening.. Antonymns include: '6r (+ ilN), .lighf,;
y6m (+ 51r;, "day"i nngA, ndgd (+ ill), ..shine, shining,,; nEn nir, ..Ifrp,,,
sohorayim, "noon"; iemei (+ UiDV), ..sun',; cf. also hdlat, ..shine," 

and zdhar, ,,&,
bright."

The root is relatively infrequent in the pentateuch (ll occurrences), but appears
more frequently in the Prophets (34 occurrences, 20 of which are in Isaiah). In the
Writings, more than three quarters of the 62 occurences are in Job (26) and psalms (21).

II. Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt. The concepts of light and darkness (Egyp. k/cwl) occupy an important
place in the religion of Egypt.2 According to the creation myth of Hermopolis, two
of the eight primeval deities, Kuk (ttw) and Kauket (kwk.t), represent darkness. All
eight originally emerged from chaos and darkness in the primewl ocean (Nun). These
eight gods created light. Sometimes the roles of Kuk and Kauket are divided: Kuk
brings light and sunrise, Kauket brings night.

The great hymn to the sun of Akhenaten3 calls night the time of darkness, when
thieves and beasts of prey go about undetected. Enshrouded in darkness, the earth is
still. At dawn, however, the darkness is driven back and a seemingly dead world
recovers its normal rhythm and vitality.

This daily alternation of darkness and light is understood as a daily renewal of the
creative struggle of light against darkness, with each sunrise a reenactment of the
primeval victory of light. Apophis, dragon of darkness, is defeated by Re and his
company.a

The Egyptian netherworld is described as a place of darkness. Akhenaten's death
is described in terms of sundown and darkness, and Amon's rise to power after him
in terms of light.s one of the cof6n texts6 refers to the deceased u, gnt"rirg the dark
realm of Nun confident in the help of Hu and Sia.

Light and darkness also become metaphors for health and suffering. The sun-god
gives light and life both to the living and to the dead in the netherworld, through
which the sun boat makes its nightly journey toward the dawn.

According to Hornung,T darkness was considered an outward sign of disaster, and

I Wblrs, Y, 142tr.
2 Ringgren; Hornung; 7anden,, 88-94.
3 ANETT,369-71.
a Ringgren, 144f.
s lba., A7f.
6 CT, II, spell 80.
7 E. Hornung, "Dunkelheit," l*rAe,I, ll53f.
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from the Amarna period on served as a metaphor for affliction and separation from

the gods' 
Mitchel

2. Mesopotamia. Akkadian has several terms for darkness, essentially synonymous

in their metaphorical meaning: (l) eHetu(m)t and (2) uHu(m), from the verb eHu(m),

"be/become dark," both appearing only in Babylonian; (3) elun (Late Babylonian and

Assyrian), from a verb efi,likewise meaning 'be/become dark"; and (4) dq'unnatu{m)

(only Babylonian), from da'dmu(m) I, "be dusky." [n Sumerian, the word for darkness

is kul*it; it is represented by a double writing of the sign GI6, which by itself means

'black- and "night." For other terms, often obscure, see the lexicons' discussion of
entries in lexical lists; for gonZir, "entrance to the netherworld, darkness," see CAD,

v (1956), 43b.

In Babylonian and Assyrian, darkness is always seen as negative and threatening to

humans; only in Sumerian do we find the association "dark : cool" in a positive

description of a temple chamber.e In omen interpretations hunger and darkness are

closely connected; "he will walk in constant darkness" stands in contrast to "he will
be rich." Darkness surrounds the sick person or afflicts his body; he prays that a god

"may pluck out his darkness."

The face is often said to darken in threatening situations. Curses contain the wish

that the person cursed "wander in perpetual darkness" or that "bright day become for

him deep darkness." The bright light of day is contrasted to the darkness of death.

Special note should be taken of the historical omens associated with King Sargon of
Akkad, where we read: "The sacrificial liver of Sargon, who entered into darkness,

and for whom then light shone forth," and: " . . . who wandered through darkness

and then saw light."ro In his journey to UtnaPishtim, Gilgamesh conquered an obstacle

never before conquered by a human being: he traveled for twelve double hours through

the absolute darkness within the mountains until he "emerged before the dawn'"rr

Incantation texts contain numerous statements indicating that darkness is the pre-

ferred realm of demons. They "sit in the darkness" and "fly like birds of night in the

place of darkness." Demons are compared to dense clouds or dust storms; even in

bright daylight they bring darkness, especially for any sick person they attack. Demons

travel quick as lightning in the darkness; they are said to be halted in the tomb.

We gain the impression that demons are intimately associated with the realm of
darkness proper, the netherworld, which is often called the "house ofdarkness." There

the spirits of the dead (elemmu) dwell in darkness and see no light. On the other hand,

in Sumerian hymns to the sun-god Utu or his son Gibil we find the statement that he

brings light to the netherworld, the place of darkness; he is also called the torch of

Arallu, the netherworld. These statements probably derive from the idea that, after
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s Entered as iHetu in CAD, VII (1960), 60f.
q A. w Sjiiberg, The Collection of the Sumerian Temple Hymns. TCS, 3 (l%9\, 57 '
t0 V. Scheii, ..Nouveaux pr6sages tir6s du Foie," RA, 27 (1928), l5l; W. G. Shileico, "Ein

Omentext Sargons von Akkad und sein Nachklang bei rirmischen Dichtern," AP,5 (1928)'

216.
rr Gilg. IX.



setting in the evening, the sun-god passes through the netherworld; this idea is probably
also connected with the epithets "lord of the spirits of the dead" and ..lord of the dead
and the living."

Illumination of darkness in the context of establishing order and justice on the earth
is also ascribed to a series of other gods such as Nusku, Nabu, Ninurta, and Adad.
In particular the moon-god Sin is extolled as illuminator of the darkness. Was the
relatively weak light of the moon-god of such great importance to the Babylonians
because it kept the darkness of night from turning into the darkness of the netherworld,
and thus becoming the unimpeded domain of demons, which are often termed un-

lesting lemya (spiri6 of the deadx In any event, light is the enemy of demons, and
Samas is said to keep them at a distance. This woulJ also explain tie peril perceived
in the night of the new moon and especially in eclipses of the sun or moon, during
which everyone was exposed to arbitrary attack on the part of demons, which could
not be influenced by magic in advance. This would account for the intense concern
with eclipses, totally absent in the OT, which would be directly related to the religious
world of Sumerian and Babylonian cosmology.

Lutzmann

3' Ugarit. There is no certain mention of darkness in the Ugaritic texts. In KTU,
1.4 vII, 54f.' the messenger of the gods Gpn-w' ugr is called ui gtmt and bn {mt. rfthese are not proper names, they might be translated ..son of seclusion,, (cf. Heb.'dlan) and "son of darkness" (cf. Heb. salmiwel), referring to the double deity as the
offspring of the god of the netherworld.r2

Ringgren

III. Literal Meaning.

l ' Darknzss an'd Creation a. Any theological discussion of the concept of darkness
must begin with Gen. I (P), where v. 2 presumes darkness to be one of the constitutive
elements of chaos: " . . and darkness was upon the face of fh6m.,'Although theprior existence of darkness is assumed, so that it is not a part of God,s creation (in
apparent contrast to Isa. 45:7, 'r form light and create darkness,', although here the
context clearly argues against a dualistic view that would see darkness as an alien
power in the universe), it is more than the absence of light (although passages such
as Am. 5:18,20 describe it as the absence of light). Itpossesses a q-uality of its own
that unmitigated makes it inimical to life. Therefore something *uri b" done with it
before the earth can be habitable.

According to Gen. l:3f., God created light and ..separated 
1-_+ ):: Ddl hiphil) the

light from the darkness." The separation is conceived in spatial terms, at least in Job
26:10 and 38:19f. In the former verse, Job (or Bildad?) says that God ..described 

a
circle upon the face of the waters at the boundary between iiglrt *a darkness.,, This
circle must be the horizon (cf. prov. g:27, + \1n fufig tchfrShi.In the latter passage,

12 J. c. de Moor, The seasonal pattern in the ugaritic Myth of Ba,aru. A1AT, 16 (rgir), r72.
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Yahweh personifies light and darkness, asking Job whether he knows the abode of

each, whence they return after completing their work. Thus the fust day of creation

not only separated light from darkness but also assigned each its own dwelling place.

gut itre ior""pt is obviously temporal as well. At daybreak darkness returns to its

abode while light comes forth from its home; at night the process is reversed. At

creation, therefore, darkness was not abolished but subordinated. It was not called into

being or seen as "good," but the act of separation gave it a place in the ordering of
the cosmos.

Gen. l:5 goes on to say that God "called the darkness night." This naming is more

than an act of identification; by naming darkness, God characteized it, expressed its

nature and even indicated his control over it. Only by naming darkness does God

endow it with complete existence (cf. again Isa. 45:7), as comparison with EnEl I, lf.
shows. Having made light and darkness separate entities, on the fourth day of creation

he put them under the "ruIe" of the heavenly bodies, which were "to separate the light

from the darkness" (Gen. 1:18). The function of darkness in the cosmos finds further

expression in such texts as Ps. 1(X:20, where it is the function of light and darkness

to mark time for the daily routine of man and beast.

b. The association of darkness with creation naturally has a bearing on its nature.

But beyond that, darkness is spoken of as "falling" (napal, Gen. 15:12) upon Abram

and as ..silen cing" (gmt, lob 23 17); one may be "thrust" (Mp, Job 18:18) or "perish"

(brun, I S. 2:9) in it. Darkness "covers" (kAs6, [s.60:2) things and thus can serve

as a place of escape (Ps. 139:11); therefore the wicked work in darkness (Job 24: 16)'

People are spoken of as "walkinE" @Alak, Ps' 82:5; E/;cl.2:14; Isa' 9:l[Eng' v' 2];

50:10), "sitting" OAiab, Ps. 107:10; 143:3; Isa. 427;Miic' 7:8), and "groping" (m'i'i'

Job 12:25) in darkness. Darkness is often caused by "clouds" (2 S. 22:12 par. Ps.

18:l2n1l; Isa. 5:30), and so the two words are frequently associated in the OT. It can

also be caused by a swarm of locusts (Ex. 10:15) or by the extinguishing of a lamp

(Job 18:6; 29:3). Though darkness can be dispelled by a human being (Job 28:3), the

sun (Ps. ll2:4), or simply "light" (Isa. 58:10), it is primarily and finally under the

control of God (2s.22:29 par. Ps. 18:291281; Job l9:8; lsa. 42l6i Jer. 13:16).13

Darkness is inferior when compared to light (Eccl. 2:13).

c. The OT is emphatic that darkness is under God's control; this has been so from

the very first, when God stripped it of its arbitrariness by including it in his work of

creation.la As mentioned above, he separated it, named it, and placed it under the

rule of the heavenly bodies (Gen. l:4f.,18). Am. 5:8 ("he darkens the day into night")

also presupposes God's direct control over the alternation of day and night. An illus-

tration of God's power over darkness is provided by the ninth of the Egyptian plagues

(Ex. 10:21f.): at God's command, Moses stretched out his hand toward heaven, and
..there was thick darkness (fdiek:"pEl6) in all the land of Egypt three days." This

was all the more astonishing because PharaotU the son and representative of the sun-

13 For further discussion, see below.
14 H. W. Huppenbauer' "Finsternis"' BHHW' l' 482'
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god, was considered the illuminator of his land.rs Before the God of Israel, pharaoh
and Re were powerless. Ps. 105:28 recalls this episode along with other events fun-
damental to the creation of the nation of Israel.

Even in the wilderness, God demonstrated his power over darkness by using it toprotect his people (Ex. 14:20; cf. Josh. 2A:7). Aciording to Deutero_Isaiah, the samephenomenon would be repeated in Israel's second exodus, from Babylon: ,.I will turnthe darkness (mahia*) before them into right" (rsa. 42:16). pr.-ii,zgrzs) par. says:'My God lightens (ngh) my darkness"; and elsewhere in the psalms the same confes_
sion is repeated: "Thou makest darkness, and it is night" (ps. ro4:2o). In fact, in thepresence of Yahweh darkness loses its essence: "EverLthe darkness is not dark to thee,
the night is as bright as the day" (ps. 139:12). Job, too, confesses God,s control over
darkness: "He uncovers the deeps ('"muq6Dout ofdarkness, and brings deep darkness
to light" (Job 12:22); "He has set darkness upon my paths,' (Job r9:E; cf. 26:10).

Three prophetic texts are important in this connection. Isa. 45:7 (see above) asserts
the universality of God's creative and controlling power; not even darkness lies outsidehis dominion. offering a-last chance for repentance, Jeremiah says to Judah: ..Give
glory to Yahweh your God before he brings darkness . . . and while you Iook for light
he turns it into gloom and makes it deep darkness,, (Jer. 13:16).

The sole occurence of the term for darkness in Biblical Aramaic (hi6kn,) states
that God has all wisdom and reveals everything that is hidden: ..He knows what is in
the darkness, and the light dwells with him', 6>nt. z:221. what is dark to mankind isknown to God; in truth darkness does not exist for him, because he controls it.

2. Darknzss in Israerb Hisnry. Darkness in the literal sense plays an important role
in several crucial events in the national history of Israel. The first is yahweh,s covenantwith Abraham, recorded in Gen. 15. The age-old ritual was accompanied by great
.aarkness_!&iieka {dara, v. l2). This prototype rvas followed in the later covenants
between Yahweh and his people described in Ex. 20 and Dt. 5. The darkness apparentry
represented the "terror of yahweh," prefiguring the symbolic darkness into which the
covenant breaker would be cast.

_ Darkness also played a key rore in the plagues preceding the deliverance of the
Israelites from Egyptian servitude. The Egyptians considered darkness the realm ofevil, a fact that made the last three plagues aspecialy effective. rne eignn phgue wasa swarm of locusts that "covered the face of the whole land, so that the land wasdarkened" (watteltiak, Ex. 10:15). The plague of locusts in Joel 2:2 withits accom_
panying darkness clearly recalls this passagi. The ninth plague was even more severe:it was a darkness *to be felt- (rfyatnzi baiek, Ex. to:zi),-a -thick darkness,, (fd.ieft-'"pda) J*liry three days (Ex. ro:22). This darkness struck directly against the great
sun-god of Egypt. It also furnishes the background for 

" 
prop"i understandin! of

Ezekiel's lament over pharaoh (Ezk. 32:r-16), an incantation designed to send Egypt
and all it represents to the netherworld. Ezk. 32:g states 

""p.oJly, 
..All the bright

lights of heaven will I make dark over you, and put darkness'upon you, rand.,, Thus

ts ANEI3, 431.
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darkness and other portents become harbingers of judgment. The same elements ap-

pear together in Joel 3:4(2:31), describing the day of Yahweh.

Just before Israel's miraculous crossing of the Sea of Reeds, God again used darkness

in Israel's behall this time to protect the people from the pursuing Egyptians (Ex.

14:20;cf. Josh. V1:7).

Just as darkness was part of the covenant ceremony between God and Abraham, it
also played an important role in the Sinai theophany associated with the giving of the

law. Dt. 4:ll summarizes what took place: "And you came near and stood at the foot

of the mountain, while the mountain burned with fire to the heart of heaven, wrapped

in darkness (bdiek), cloud, and gloom" (cf. Dt. 5:23). Ex. 20:21 uses the word 'ord-

pel. Collocation of terms for "darkness" is characteristic of theophanies.l6

Darkness is mentioned again on one occasion during the conquest. Rahab, speaking

of the tsraelite spies, says to the king of Jericho: "When the gate was to be closed,

at dark (baboiek), the men went out" (Josh. 2:5). Although the expression is used here

only in its literal sense, it is worth noting that once again darkness protected the

Israelites before a crucial battle.

3. Other Literal Uses. The derived novnmahidk is best translated "dark place." It
usually refers to a place that is literally dark. In Ps. 74:20, for example, we read that

'the dark places of the land (mahaialck2-'eres) are full of the habitations of violence,"
probably as hiding places for the violent (or their victims?). Ps. 143:3 says, "The
enemy . . . has made me sit in darkness (mafiiaH<im) like those long dead," an

expression probably quoted directly in L,am. 3:6. The term may refer to actual im-
prisonment or symbolically to the realm of the dead as a place of darkness.

That bDiek, too, could be thought of as a dark place may be deduced from the

parallelism in Isa. 45:3: "l will give you the treasures of darkness thdieD and the

hoards in secret places (mistdim)," i.e., treasures hidden in dark places (cf. Job 3:21;

Prov. 2:4). When the psalmist exclaims, *trt only darkness cover me" (Ps. 139:11),

he must also have been thinking of darkness as a place of escape or concealment.

b. Darkness is the sphere of the wicked. Prov. 2:13 speaks of the wicked who

forsake the paths of uprightness "to walk in the ways of darkness (da*a-b0iek)." It is
obviously quite natural for evil to seek the concealment of darkness. Job ?/t:13-17

elaborates on this theme with specific examples: murderers kill in the dark, thieves

steal at night, adulterers disguise themselves at twilight, and people break into houses

in the dark thdiek), "for deep darkness (slrniweD is morning to all of them; for they

are friends with the terrors of deep darkness (Salmiwel)." Another example appears

in Isa. 29:15, where the prophet describes the conspirators planning a revolt against

Assyria: "Woe to those who hide deep from Yahweh their counsel, whose deeds are

in the dark (ma$dk)." Ezk. 8:12 reports the prophet's vision in which he saw the

elders of Israel practicing their abominations "in the dark" (bahdie&). In Job 34:22,

251

16 See below



Elihu says of such deeds: "There is no gloom 1fuaieb or deep darkness (;almdwel)
where evildoers may hide themselves"-all must appear before God's judgment.

c. Interestingly enough, darkness describes not only the sphere of the wicked but
also the abode of God, especially when he reveals himself in a theophany. The locus
classicus is 2 s. 22:8-16 par. Ps. 18:8-16(7-15). After a description of God's appear-
ance in smoke, fire, and lightning, v. 12(ll) states: "He made darkness (taie&) around
him his canopy, thick clouds, a gathering of water." Despite minor textual problems,
it is clear that the darkness of the clouds is the tent in which God shrouds hii majesty.
This darkness conceals God from human sight. As was mentioned above, when the
law was given at Sinai the majesty of Yahweh was veiled in darkness (several syno-
nyms) and clouds (Dt. 4:11; 5:23; cf. Ex. 2D:lg,2l). At the dedication of the temple,
Solomon reminded the people that Yahweh had said he would dwell in darkness
('ardpel) (l K. 8:12 pan 2 ch.6:t). Both Eliphaz (Iob 22:r3f) and ps. 97:2 describe
God as being wrapped in thick clouds and darkness.

IV. Metaphorical Usage.

l. Darlcness as Evil. In the prophets, darkness is sometimes used as a symbol of
evil. But here light and darkness are more than images or symbols; one has the sense
that there is an inherent relationship between light and darkness on the one hand, good
and evil on the other.l7 An illustration appears in Isa. 5:20: ..woe to those who call
evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness, who put
bitter fm sweet and sweet for bitter!' These are people who confirse ethical distinctions.

The image can also suggest false worship, as in Isa. 45:lgf.: "I am yahweh, and
there is no other. I did not speak in secret, in a land ofdarkness (bimeq6m,ere; bdiek);
I did not say to the offspnng of Jacob, 'seek me in chaos (tohfi) [or: in vain].' ,, The
point seems to be that Yahweh's revelation did not take place in secret; it is open and
accessible. It is unnecessary to take refuge in magic or, as v. 20 suggests, worship
wooden idols. Above all the verse probably refers to yahweh's open appearance, in
contrast to working in secret. Ezk. 8:12 combines the notion of deeds done in secret
with the idea of idolatrous evil: "Have you seen what the elders of the house of Israel
are doing in the dark, every man in his room of pictures?,'

2. Darlorcss as lgrwronce. Especially in wisdom Literature, darkness appears as a
symbol of ignorance, in contrast to enlightened wisdom. Dahood even suggests a
semantic relationship between darkness and ignorance in the verb ,dlan, ..conceal; 

be
dark, be ignoranl"ta (e.g., Job 22;15, ,,the path of ignorance',; Job 42:3,..he who
obscures counsel"; Eccl. 3:11, "darkness/ignorance"; Jer. lg:r5, "bypaths of dark-
ness/ignorance"). In any case, such a semantic relationship is likely in Job 37:19,
where Elihu says, "Teach us what we shall say to him; we cannot draw up our case

f] f. O-elitzlctr,The Prophecies of Isaiah. KD,Vil(1877;repr. tg54),1, t77.rE SeeM. Dahood, psalmsI.AB,y^Vl(19f6), 162 psalmitt.en,XVll (1968), 30t.,270.
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because of darkness th\ie)." Pope translates: "We cannot argue from ignorance."re

In Job 38:2, Yahweh says, "who is this that darkens lmafiiik) counsel by words

without knowledge?" The question implies that Job has spoken out of ignorance and

has thus obscured what was otherwise plain. In lob l2:24f., Job himself says of God:

"He takes away understanding from the chiefs of the people of the earth, and makes

them wander in a pathless waste; they grope in the dark without light; and he makes

them stagger like a drunken man." The difficulty of finding the right way in the dark

becomes an image for the situation of the ignorant. Ps. 82:5 speaks similarly of the

wicked: "They have neither knowledge nor understanding (/d' yAd'it w"lO' ydbinfi),

they walk about (hithpael of hlk) in darkness (bieki)." Here the context gives igno-

rance a clearly ethical sense. Eccl. 2:13f. contrasts wisdom and light with folly and

darkness: the former surpass the latter, "the wise man has his eyes in his head, but

the fool walks in darkness." Isa. 60:2, "Darkness thdieD shall cover the earth, and

thick darkness ('"rdpel) the peoples," may refer to lack of knowledge of God; in any

case, it stands in contrast to the appearance of the light and gloty GnbM) of Yahweh.

In several passages in the prophets and in Wisdom Literature, darkness is associated

with blindness or captivity. Blindness may be brought on by old age, as in Eccl. 12:3

("those that look through the windows [i.e., the eyes] are dimmed lbai"kil)"), ot by

traumatic events, as in [.am. 5:17 ("for these things [the fall of Jerusalem] our eyes

have grown dim lhai"kitl"). The plight of the blind is described graphically: "they

meet with darkness by day and grope at noonday as in the night" (Job 5:14); "they

grope in the dark without light" (Job 12.25; cf . Gen. 19:11; Dt. 28:29:'2 K. 6: 18; Isa.

59:10). Ps.69:24(23) contains a curse on the psalmist's enemies: "kt their eyes be

darkened (tehiafu6), so that they cannot see." There are several extrabiblical parallels

to such curses, e.g., in the oath taken by Hittite soldiers2o and in Ba'al's oath.2l

By contrast, tsa. 29:18 promises restoration of sight to the blind: "In that day

. . . out of their gloom and darkness (mZ'6pel frnel.t\ieD the eyes of the blind shall

see." 'We read similarly in Deutero-Isaiah: "I will lead the blind in a way that they

know not, in paths that they have not known I will guide them. I will turn the darkness

@okiab before them into light, the rough places into level ground" (Isa. 42:16). This

passage deals with the return of the exiles from Babylon, brought about by the ap-

pearance of Yahweh.
The gloom of a prison makes darkness an aPt metaphor for imprisonment or cap-

tivity. Initial examples include three passages from the Servant Songs in Deutero-

Isaiah. The first is Isa. 42:6f.: "[ have given you as a covenant to the people, a light

to the nations, to open the eyes that are blind, to bring out the prisoners from the

dungeon, from the prison those who sit in darkness." The blind and the prisoners here

represent peoples who lack the right knowledge of God. Separation from God, who

is light, means darkness.22 The second is Isa. 49:9: "Say to the prisoners, 'Come

re M. H. Pope, Job. AB, XV (1965), 24O.
20 ANET3,353f.
2t KTU, l.l4 IV 5.
22 For a different interpretation, see K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, l(ll I (1970), 235f .; El-

liger finds reference to the freeing of prisoners.
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forth,' to those who are in darkness, Appear."' Freedom and light go together. The
third passage, Isa. 50:10, is not entirely clear: "Who among you fears Yahweh, let
him obey the voice of his servant; who walks in darkness (hiE6m) . , let him trust
in the name of Yahweh and rely upon his God." whether these words are meant as
a description of the Servant, as rhetorical questions with the answer "no one," or as

directives to those whom the Servant will free,23 the connection between darkness and
captivity is plain.

The same image probably lies behind Mic. 7:8: "\ilhen I sit in darkness, Yahweh
will be a light to me"; in any case, the verse alludes to the distress in which Zion
finds itself. Ps. 107:10,14 speaks plainly ofthose who "sat in darkness and in gloom
(hbiek w"salmiwel), prisoners in affliction and in irons," who, however, have been
freed by Yahweh. In a taunt song against Babylon, Deutero-Isaiah promises the tyrant
the same fate he has inflicted on lsrael: "Sit in silence, and go into darkness" (Isa.
47:5);here there are probably also overtones ofdarkness as disaster and punishment.

Here, too, belongs the symbolic use of darkness with reference to the Babylonian
capture of Jerusalem. Lam. 4:7f. states that the princes of Jerusalem, who had been
"purer than snow, whiter than milk," have become "blacker than soot" (hAiak miitrb6r).
This is consonant with Jeremiah's warning: "Give glory to Yahweh your God before
he brings darkness (whii), before your feet stumble on the twilight mountains (ftdrO
naiep), and while you look for light he turns it into gloom (;almnwei and makes it
deep darkness ('ardpel)" (Jer. 13:16). Thus darkness becomes a symbol of captivity,
where prisoners are incarcerated. The term is used in this sense in Ps. 107:10,14;2
Isa. 9:l(2); 42:7;49:9; Mic. 7:8.

3. Darbuss as Disaster The OT often links both imprisonment and disaster in general
with Sheol, the realm of the dead, as a place of darkness. In specific cases it is often
impossible to decide the exact meaning of a metaphorical expression.

The book of Job often uses darkness as an image for the fate of the wicked. Eliphaz
employs it several times: "They meet with darkness by day and grope at noonday as
in the night" (Job 5:14); "He does not believe that he will return out of darkness"
(15:22; the preceding verses describe the terror of the wicked); "He knows that a day
of darkness is ready at his hand" (15:23); because of Job's sin he is suddenly over-
whelmed with terror, "your light is darkened, so that you cannot see" (22:ll). Bildad
says: "The light of the wrcked is put out, and the flame of his fire does not shine. The
light grows dark (bAfub in his tent, and his lamp is put out" (18:5f.). A burning lamp
often symbolizes intact fortune, while a light going out suggests disaster. Bildad may
also be alluding to the feeling of horror when a family dies out (cf. 18:18). This may
also be the point of 20:26, where Zophar says, "utter darkness is laid up for him."2s

But darkness can also represent the lot of the upright. Thus Job can say, "He has
walled up my way, so that I cannot pass, and he has set darkness upon my paths" (Job
l9:8), or, "By his light I walked through darkness" (29:3). Here we should also

23 See the comms.
z See above.
25 Text emended, following BIIF.
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mention the difficult passage Job 23:17:. "I perish [or: I am struck dumb; smt niphal]
through darkness, and thick darkness covers my face." This translation omits the

negative /D',' otherwise the passage would read: "I was not struck dumb before the

darkness," which also yields acceptable sense.6 In Ps. 18:29(28) (par. 2 S. 22:29),
the psalmist speaks of God's help in distress: "'You are my lamp, O Yahweh, and my
God lightens my darkness (boiki)." Eccl. 5:16(17) describes the common lot of man-

kind: 'All his days he spends in darkness." Darkness is here an image of joyless life.
Eccl. 12:lf. speaks of the burdens brought on by old agei ". . . before the sun and

the light and the moon and the stars are. darkened @aia$, and the clouds return after
the rain."

In the prophets, too, light signifies prosperity and darkness adversity. This explains
Isa. 58:10: "Then shall your light rise in the darkness @aieb and your gloom('"pEl6)
be as the noonday." The darkness represents chaos, and the break of day Yahweh's

victory over the dark forces of chaos.2? A similar contrast appears in Isa. 59:9: "We

look for light, and behold, darkness (bOiek), and for brightness, but we walk in gloom
('"p4h)" (cf. Isa. 9:ll2);50:10;60:2). According to Muilenburg,2t this contrast is
characteristic of Israel's reflgction about beginning and end.

God himself sometimes brings adversity. In Jer. l3l.16,2e it is likened to a mountain
traveler being overtaken by darkness. Lam.3:2 expresses the same thought: "He has

driven and brought me into darkness but not into light (hdiek weld':6r)." But God also

delivers: "When I sit in darkness, Yahweh will be a light to me" (Mic. 7:8).

4. Darkness as Death. The ultimate calamity to befall mankind is death. The abode

of the dead, J"'dl, is a realm of darkness and gloom. "Darkness" thus becomes a
poetic name for Sheol. The context argues for such a meaning, for example, in I S.

2:9: "He will guard the feet of his faithful ones; but the wicked will perish in darkness
(baltiiek yiddammfi);' Other passages that may refer to Sheol include: Job 15:30, "He
will not escape from darkness"; Job ll:l3, "lf I look for Sheol as my house, if I
spread my couch in darkness"; Job 18:18, "He (the wicked) is thrust from light into
darkness, and driven out of the world OeteD"t Job 22:ll, "Your light [LXX] is
darkened, so that you cannot see, and a flood of water covers you"; Ps. 35:6, an

imprecation, "kt their way be darkness and slipperiness (lt"laqlaqq6r)"; Ps. 88:13(12),
'Are thy wonders known in the darkness, or thy saving help in the land of forgetful-
ness?" (v. 1l[10] speaks of the dead and the repf im; v. 12[l] calls the realm of
the dead the grave and'"badd6n); Ps. 88:19(18), "My companions are in darkness

@abiAb"; Ps. 143:3, "The enemy . . . has made me sit in darkness like those long
dead" (cf. the similar statement in [-am. 3:6, "He has made me dwell in darkness like
the dead of long ago"); Eccl. 6:4, with reference to a stillborn child, "For it comes

into vanity and goes into darkness (hdiek), and in darkness (ftD.ie&) its name is covered"
(unnamed, it never achieves full reality and has no guarantee of life beyond the

26 See the comms.
27 E. Jacob,TheolOT (Eng. trans., New York, 1958), 265.
2E "Isaiah 40-66: Introd. and Exegesis," IB, V,6m.
2e See above.
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grave3o); Eccl. l1:8, "For if a man lives many years. , let him remember that the
days of darkness (baieb will be many"; Nah. l:g, ..He (yahweh) will pursue his
enemies into darkness."

Other passages, too, associate darkness with death, but without directly identifying
it with Sheol. Such passages include: Job 3:4ff., where Job curses the day of his birttu"Irt that day be darkness (hoieDl May God above not seek it, nor light shine upon
it. Let gloom @aieb and deep darkness (;armdweD claim it. Let clouds dwell upon
it; let the blackness of the day terrify it. That night-let thick darkness seize it. . . .

I-et the stars of its dawn be dark (yehi"kD" ; Job lo:20-22: ..[.et me alone, that I may
find a little comfort before I go whence I shall not return, to the land of gloom @aiei)
and deep darkness (;atmdwefi, the land as gloomy as black night 1,ei .6pa1i 

t<"m6
'dpel salmiwey), the land of chaos, where light is as darkness lrwtt\ia; km6-
'6pel)"'tt Job l5:22f.: "He (the wicked) does not believe that he will return out of
darkness....Heknowsthatadayofdarknessisreadyathishand";32Job17:12(text
obscure): "They make night into day; 'The light,' they say, .is near to the darkness,
('6r qdr6! mipnA-bdieD"; Job lg:6: 'The light (of the wicked) is dark (t .iz&) in his
tent, and his lamp above him is put out"; Job 2o:26, again of the wicked: ..Uffer
darkness is laid up for his treasures"; Job 23 17: ..I was not silenced in the face of
darkness"'33 Ps. 88:7(6): "Thou hast put me in the depths of the pit, in the regions
dark (mahiakkin) and deep"; Prov.2o:20: "If one curses his father or his mothei his
lamp will be put out in utter darkness,'; cf. Isa. 45:19.3a

5. Darkness in curses. since darkness often symbolizes disaster and death, the
expression is often used in curses. The passages in question have already been cited:
Job 3:4ff. (Job's cursing the day of his birth); ps. 35:6; ps. 69:24(23) (curses against
enemies); lsa. 47:5 (against Babylon); Prov. 2O:?_O (against parents).

6. Darlotess as Punishment As was noted above, darkness often appears as the fate
of sinners. In such cases the calamity suggested can be considered ju'dgment or pun-
ishment. This is especially true in the prophets. Isaiah, for example,-describes the fate
of his people in terms of darkness: "If one look to the land, uetrota, darkness (boiek)
and distress; and the light is darkened (baiab by its clouds,, (Isa. 5:30). Isa. g:22
describes the situation of the land after the Assyrian conquest in similar terms: ..They
will look to the earth, but behold, distress and darkness (bieka), the gloom 1m,,fi[)of anguislr; and they will be thrust into thick darkness ('"pzlk).,, If this verse gois
with 9:l(2), it depicts the situation on which the light suddenly shines. In Isa. 47:5
it is Babylon, the enemy of Israel, that is punistred: ..Go into iarkness, o daughter
of the chaldeans." Jeremiah uses expressions like ..bring darkness,' and ..turn light

30 See W. Zmmerli, Prediger. ATD, XVlll (1962), lgg.
31 Here the various words for darkness are amassed in order to depict the deep darkness ofthe realm of the dead; see the comms.
32 See above.
33 See above.
3a See IV.l above.
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into gloom" when he threatens Jerusalem with punishment (Jer. 13:16).3s Micah cas-

tigates the prophets of Israel on account of social injustice: "Therefore it shall be

night to you, without vision, and darkness to you, without divination. The sun shall

go down upon the prophets, and the day shall be black over them" (Mic. 3:6). Here

darkness symbolizes the failure of the prophets' powers and the end of their work, as

well as general disaster (and possibly death). Nahum speaks of Yahweh's vengeance

upon Nineveh "He will make a full end of his adversaries, and will pursue his enemies

into darkness" (Nah. 1:8).

God's anger also expresses itself in the natural world. The judgment of Yahweh is

accordingly often pictured as a return to chaos. One of the primary characteristics of
the day of Yahweh is darkness, perhaps even primordial darkness. Am. 5:18-20 shows

that tha day of Yahweh was generally considered a day of light and happiness, when

the enemies of Israel would be judged. Quite the contrary says Amos: "It is darkness

and not light; . . . gloom ('Apal) with no brightness in it."
A century later, Zephaniah echoes the same warning: 'A day of wrath is that day,

a day of distress and anguish, a day of ruin and devastation, a day of darkness thdiek)
and gloom ('"pEt6'1, a day of clouds ('dnan) and thick darkness ('arap?l)" (Zeph.

1:15). The sequence of synonyms summarizes everything that is symbolized by the

word hbiek. The imagery was developed within the theophany tradition; here it is
applied to Yahweh's app€arance as judge. Similar expressions reappear in Joel 2:lf.,
where we once more find the terms hOiek, '"pEli, 'dnin, arld 'ardpZl. Three of
these are used in Dt. 4:11 with reference to the appearance of God on Sinai. Both

passages are probably dependent on the ancient theophany tradition. There may also

be an allusion to the plague of locusts in Ex. 10:15. Joel 2:10 continues: "The earth

quakes before them, the heavens tremble. The sun and the moon are darkened, and

the stars withdraw their shining." Features that may derive from a concrete description

of a swarm of locusts take on an almost mythological character, becoming harbingers

of the eschatological day of Yahweh. The theme is developed further in 3:3f.(2:30f.):

"I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of
smoke. The sun shall be turned to darkness, and the moon to blood, before the great

and terrible day of Yahweh comes."

Isa. 13 applies the notion of the day of Yahweh to Babylon. Here we read once

more: "The stars of the heavens and their constellations will not give their light; the

sun will be dark at its rising and the moon will not shed its light" (v. 10). Thus at the

end the earth returns to its primordial condition, as it was before light was created.

Ezekiel, too, without explicitly mentioning the day of Yahweh, speaks of darkness

as a punishment upon the enemies oflsrael. In a prophecy threatening Egypt, he says:
.At Tehaphnehes the day shall be dark, when I break there the dominion of Egypt

. . . she shall be covered by a cloud . . ." (Ezk. 30:18). Here features of the ninth

plague are combined with those of the day of Yahweh. And again: "When I blot you

out, I will cover the heavens, and make their stars dark; I will cover the sun with a

35 See above.
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cloud, and the moon shall not give its tight. Atl the bright lights of heaven will I make
dark (hiqdarii) over you, and put darkness 1fiaiei upon your land" (32:7f.).

Ringgren

v. Lxx. In the vast majority of cases, the Lxx translates Heb. hoiek and mahidk
with sft6ros or skotein6s (9 times). once (Job 17 13) a rarer synonym gn6phos is used
to render bdiek, and once (Ps. 74:20[LXX73:2}]) mahiatki is tianslated by eskotis-
minoi.In 3 passages fi1ieft is not translated (l s. 2:9;lsa.5:30b; Ezk. g:12). once(4. 5:23) the LXX follows a text affested only in a few Hebrew manuscripts, and
once (Job 37:19) it appears to follow a different tradition enrirely. Five times the LXX
gives its own interpretation of the term for darkness: Job 34:22, t6pos; Job 3g:2,
krjtptbn; Ps. 88:19(l8xrxx 87:19), talaip1ria; ps. 102:14(IXX 106:14), sk6tos; proy.
22:29 (translating ltdidfi, n6thr6s. The verb lniag is translated by skotizd, *sysl<ot6zd,

ot skofiA. Once the LXX presupposes a different textual tradition (Ex. 10:15, phtheir6).
Geraty

vI. Dead sea Scrolls. The contrast between light 1+ iiN '6r) and darkness
(hoiek) is of fundamental importance for the dualistic theology of the eumran com-
munity. God created an "angel (spirit) of light" and an ..angel (spiriO of darkness"
(or "injustice," - )]y 'dwl6 or 'Awefi (lQS 3:18f.,25), and everyone walks under the
dominion of one or the other (tQS 3:19tr ). The generations of the unjust spring forth
from the fountain of darkness (m,q6r &aie&, leS 3:19). Those outside the community
are "sons of darkness" (lQS 1:10; cf. leM l:1,7,10,16;3:6,9; 13:16;14:17), and
the members of the community should "hate" them (leS l:10). They do ..works of
darkness" (lQS 2:7; cf. IQM 15:9) or "walk in the ways of darkness" (les 3:21;
4:11) or follow the "laws" (buqqim) of darkness (1eM 13:12). Their ultimate fate is
'the fire of darkness" ('Ei mahaialdim. les 4:13), also called ..the darkness of fire',
(apElal'zJ). Here we obviously have a confusion of two different places of punish-
ment, one characterized by darkness, the other by fire.

The War scroll envisions an eschatological battle between the sons of light and the
sons of darkness (1QM l:l and passim). It will last until the end of the ..times of
darkness" (m6'"da baiek, IQM l:8), and when it ends the sons of darkness will be
destroyed (1QM 1:16; l3:16).

In the Thanksgiving scroll there are notably few occurrenca of b6iek; the primary
emphasis is on the victory of the light. God "caused a light @a'6r) to shine out of
the darkness" (lQH 9:26) and freed the human race from "the dwelling place of
darkness" (lQH 12:26). Darkness and gloom (qadrfit, ,rihrr, Wlmiwel) are used in
iQH 5:31-33 as images for the distress of the psalmist. Here we also find ftd.ie& in its
literal sense: according to lQH 12:6, "the beginning of the dominion of darkness',
marks one of the times for communal prayer.

we also frrnd ltlielg in some fragmentary texts. In the so-called Book of Mysteries,
we read: "Injustice will vanish before justice, as darkness vanishes (gdl6, ,go into
exile') before the light" (1Q27 5f.). In an astrological text (4elg6 lf.,7f.) we find the
statement w"idldi bebdr lwhdiek "and three (parts) in the pit of darkness.', Here the
"pit of darkness" is obviously the opposite of the bd hi'6r, "house of light.', The
exact meaning is obscure, but the text clearly concerns the relationship of human
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beings to the twin principles of good and evil.s In 4Q184 1,6, "darkness" appears to
be associated with a "prostitute" {z6ni) wno dwells in darkness (b1iek'"pEl6) and
has some connection with the netherworld; probably, however, something else is
meant, perhaps Rome or its Jewish collaborators.

An Aramaic text recording the visions of Amran3T contains references to the contrast
between n"hbra' , "light," and bi6kn' , "darkness," as well as to the "sons of light."

Ringgren, Mitchcl

36 See M. Delcor, "Recherches sur un horoscope en langue h6braique provenant de Qumran,"
RevQ, 5 (1966), 531.

37 J. T. Milik, "4Q visions de Amram et une citation d'Origine," RB, 79 (1972), 77-97.

Contents: I. Occurrcnces; Etymology. U. Cultural Development and Theological Signifi-
cance: l. Oracle Pouch; 2. Breastpiece; 3. Symbolism.

I. Occurrences; Etymology. The noun hdien-apart from Sir. 45:10f.-occurs
25 times in P. It is found in texts that discuss the fashioning of the priestly vestments
(Ex. 25:7; 28:4,15-30;35:9,27;39:8-21) or the investiture of Aaron (Ex. 29:5; I*v.
8:8), and refers to the pectoral ornament of the high priest. A formal extrabiblical
parallel is the breastpiece of the Egyptian highpriast of Memphis.l In a Middle Bronze
tomb at Byblos has been found the pectoral ornament of a king: an approximately
rectangular plate of gold, encrusted with jewels and suspended from a golden chain
(cf. Ezk. 28:13).2

The etymology of hdien is obscure. The suggested derivations have not been un-
influenced by the currently accepted interpretations of the biblical passages. Arab.
l.tasuna, "be beautiful," suggests especially the elaborate decoration of the h1ien. The

fi1ien. H. Bonnet, nAn, OSf.; K. Elliger, "Ephod und Choschen: Ein Beitrag zur Entwick-
lungsgeschichte des hohepriesterlichen Ornats," W,8 (1958), 19-35 : Erlanger Forschungen,
ser. A, 10. Festschrift F. Baungiirtel (1959), 9-23;1. Friedrich, Ephod und Choschen im Lichte
des Aben Orients. Wiener Beitiige zw Theologie, 20 (l!)68); J. Gabriel, Llntersuchungen iiber das
alttestamentliche Hohepriestertum mit besonderer Berilcl<sichtigung des lohepriesterlichen Ornates
(Vienna, 1933); J. S. Harris, "The Stones of the High Priest's Breastplate," ALIIOS,5 (1966),
40-62; J. Maier, "Urim und Thmmim: Recht und Bund in der Spannung zwischen Kiinigtum
und Priestertum im alten Israel," Kairos, N.s. I I (1969) , 22-38; O. Nussbaum, Das Brustkreuz
des Bischofs (Mainz, 1964),1tr.; E. Sellin, "Noch einmal der alttestamentliche Efod," JPOS,
l7 (1937),236-251; H. Thiersch, Ependytes und Ephod (Stuttgart, 1936).

I See illustrations in K. Koc,h, "Hoherpriester," BHHW, 11,739.
2 Cf. P. Montet, Byblos et lEgypte (Paris, 1929), pl. 94.
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derivation from ftsn, "hide, keep, preserve," as in Aram. 'assdnd', "provisions," is
an attempt to establish the meaning "container, pouch."

II. Cultural Development and Theological Significance.

l. Oracle Porch. The development of the hdien can be traced in the two literary
strata that can be distinguished in Ex. 28.3 Ex..28:15f.,22,30 show thatthe h1ien,
together with the 'epbd Uqd (a kind of leather apron), was a separate item in the
priestly vestments.4 It had the form of a square pouch about 23 centimenters (9 inches)
on a side, made of a piece of cloth folded and sewed along two edges; the opening
was at the top. It was worn over the breast, held by two cords fastened at the neck.
The name ltdien (ham)miipdy in w. 15 and 30 indicates the original purpose of this
pouch: it held the oracle stones Urim and Thummim (+ hD g6rdl; the fidien may
even be implicit when the ephod is mentioned in 1 S. l4.3;21:10[Eng. v. 9);23:9;
30:7). In the case of the high priest as chief steward of rhe oracle (Exod. 28:15, par.
39:8), the hdien was made of the same precious cloth as the ephod, a blend of four
fabrics. Lrv. 8:8 reflects roughly the same stage of tradition.

2. Breastpiece. In the second stratum (Ex.28:17-21,23-28 par. 39:10-14,16-21),
the hAien has become a stiffened breastpiece encrusted with precious stones. At the
same time it was incorporated into the ephod. The jewels were arranged in four rows
of three stones each, "set in gold that was spirally inoerwoven with the fabric, so that
they could not fall out.'f The significance of the names given the individual jewels by
the MT is totally obscure; the first interpretation was ventured by the LXX. The names
ofthe twelve tribes were engraved on the stones, but there is no discernible connection
between the names of the tribes and the names of the stones. A similar collection of
precious stones appears in Ezk. 28:-13 (cf- Rev. 21:19f.). According to Ex. 25:7 and
35:9, the jewels were an offering of the communiry The decoration may have been
copied from the ornamentation ofthe royal breastpiece.

The increased weight of the breastpiece led to a different way of attaching it. Four
rings were sewn to it, two to the upper corners and two to the lower. From the upper
rings, two golden cords led up to the shoulder-pieces of the ephod, where they were
attached to rosettes. Through the lower rings, which were fastened to the rear of the
hoim, a blue lace was passed; attached to two additional rings on the lower portion
of the shoulder-pieces of the ephod, it bound the two vestments tightly together,
preventing the hdien from shifting.

3. Symbolism. Each of the two traditions concludes with a symbolic interpretation
of the hAien. Ex. 28:30 has Aaron "bear the judgment of the people of Israel before
Yahweh continually" as he wears the hDien containing the Urim and Thummim. This
interpretation shows "how the significance of the hoien was reinterpreted at an early

3 Cf. also Elliger.
a See ---> \:'tl g6ral 1u.2.
5 Josephus Ant. idli.l.5.
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date, probably in the preexilic period. The Urim and Thummim are no longer brought
forth to determine God's 'decision' when a disjunctive question is asked in a dubious

situation; they remain upon Aaron's heart.'6 The directive that Aaron is "continually"
to bear Israel's judgment before Yahweh may derive from the tendency to link juris-
prudence totally to the judicial power of the high priest.T

Ex. 28:29 connects its interpretation with the precious stones. By the hdien, the
high priest is continually to bring the twelve tribes of Israel into remembrance before

Yahweh. This central element of the high priest's regalia thus functions as a visible
symbol of the intercessory role of its bearer. This reinterpretation takes from the empty

Itdien the last trace of its original mantic significance. Sir. 45:10f., with its rapturous

glorification of Aaronb priestly {ignity, unites these two traditions once more.
The Greek translations peristEtion, podirEs, logeionll6gion, and docheionld6chion

(Symmachus) reflect various interpretations, in part contradictory.
Dommershausen

6 Elliger, 30.
7 Maier, 31.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology; Meaning;2. Use in Original Sense. II. Metaphorical Meaning:
l. Secular; 2. Theological.

l. l. Etymology; Meaning. The root &Jq with the prep. br or l plus the infinitive
construct occurs 8 times in the OT and once in Sirach in the qal; once in Sirach in the

niphal; once in the OT in the piel; and twice in the OT in the pual. On the basis of
other Semitic idioms such as Alrk. eiEqu, "be united,"z and possibly also Tirareg asef ,

"unite," we may posfulate for the Hebrew root the basic meaning "adhere to, be

united."3 The relationship to Arab. 'aiiqal'asiqa, "love passionately," proposed by
KBL' 4 has more to do with the metaphorical meaning.

2. Use in Original Sense. The original meaning occurs in the OT only in the tech-

hniaq.H. J. Franken, The Mystical Communion with JIIWH in the Book of Psalms (teiden,
1954), 36; I. Husik, "Joseph Albo, the [:st of the Medieval Jewish Philosophers," PAAJR, l
(1930), 70f.; G. Quell, " hyondo," TDNT,l,2l-35.

t Synr. $106a.
2 AHw, l, 249; O. Riissler, "Der semitische Charakter der lybischen Sprache," ZA, 50

(1952), 13l.
3 Franken.
a See also A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lrxicography," Abr-Nahrain, I (1959/60

ll%11; repr. Leiden, 1965),25.
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nical terminology of P's account of the construction of the tabernacle: piel (Ex. 38:28),
'Join," and pual (Ex. 27:17; 38:17), ..be joined.,, The word hfiuq (Ex. 27:10t.;
38:10-12,17,19) refers to a connecting pole or beam;s this explains l.tiiiuq,..spoke
(of a wheel)," as a rod connecting the felly of a wheel with ths hub (l K. 7:33).

II. Metaphorical Meaning.

l. secular The association of the root hiq with the subject -+ lrDl nepei allows
it to be applied to individual human bonds: between a man and a woman (Gen. 34:g,
LXX prosairdomai), between a wise man and wisdom (Sir. 5l:19, dianilchonni, ,,be

zealous for"). The context equates the meaning wtth dafuq b6 (Gen. 34:3) arrd lo,
hApa& panim min (Str. 5l:19). Unlike ddfoq,, fiiiaq always has a positive sense,
never a hostile sense like "stick to in pursuit." Dt.2l:ll (LXX enthymid) takes account
of such human bonds, permitting marriage eaqar, r'iiia) with a foreign captive to
whom one is attracted in this way. sir. 40:19 praises a woman of loving devotion
(niphal; ilmdnos, "irreproachable").

The segholate noun hEieq deiving from this root means inward devotion to or
pleasure in a project, for example solomon's pleasure in his public works (l K. 9:19,
LXX pragmateia) in parallel with l K. 9:l (hnpE; la'"i6t); 2 ch. 7:lr (kor-habbd,
'al-lEb ieldmoh lo'"s6D. Finally, the word designates the prophet,s longing for twilight
(neiep hiiqi, lsa. 2l:4; the LXX has a variant reading).

The root is not used to refer to friendship between men.8

2. Theological. The OT quite naturally applies this term for devotion to the rela-
tionship between God and mankind. Ps. 9l: 14 characteristically places its description
of mankind's devotion to Yahweh in yahweh's own mouth (bt bafuq, LXX ep, em6
6tlx"y> and equating this attitude with yiqra'Eni, yddo'i"zi. ihe psalmist thus depicts
this devotion not as an emotional bond but as a firm and deliberatl attestation of tmst.

This mode of expression is strongly reminiscent of Deuteronomistic style. It is
therefore not surprising to find that the root hiq (rccurs in Deuteronomy, albeit not
very frequently. Dt. 10:15 connects the bond between Yahweh and the patriarchs of
Israel with his love for them (te'alhabA '66ay and his choosing of their descendants
(wa\yiblsar bezar'drn); the LXX is therefore correct in translating proeilaro. The same
situation is also found in DL7:7f., where the parallelism of ,ahb6 

and bdftar is
extended by iomr6'.t-lwiiebu'6 (v. 8). Thus the bond of love between yahweh and
his own people does not spring from any qualities inherent in the latter, but from his
own past decision, incomprehensible to mankind.lo

5 M. Noth, Exodus. orL (Eng. trans. 1962), 217;E. Jenni,Das hebriiische pi,el (zwch,
1968), 163.

6 -+ i2l1 ddfuq tdnbhaql ILl(a).
7 lba., [.](b).
s --+ f ;'lN 'Ahab I'Ahabh) 11.3.
e lbid., tv.2.

ro Husik.
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Theological usage, like secular usage, does not suggest a sudden surge ofemotion;
it presupposes not just an unconditional erotic attraction but also a reasoned and
unconditional decision. Just as Shechem longed for Dinah so much that he asked his
father to request her in marriage (Gen. 34:3,8),just as the warrior determines to take
a foreign slave as his wife (Dt. 2l: l1),11 just as Solomon pursues his building projects
(1 K. 9:19), so the psalmist knows Yahweh's name and calls to him in his distress,
whereupon Yahweh grants him an oracle expressing his favor. In the same way, Yahweh
knows his people and feels bound to the promises he has given. This adherence
presupposes an already established bond between God and mankind, which remains
unbroken. In this sense the textually problematical passage Isa. 38:17 can be inter-
preted as expressing the worshipper's confidence that Yahweh will preserve (LXX
heilou fimpv.l) his life and not surrender it to destruction. The root fiiq thus refers
neither to a mystical union between God and mankind nor to an emotional certainty,
but rather to a conscious attitude of devotion on the part of an individual and fidelity
on the part of God, maintained even under stress. 

Wa,is

ll See above.
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Contents: I. Etymology; Occurrences. II. Archeological Evidence. III. Context. IV. Second-
ary Meanings of the Verb. V. The Verb in Prophetic and Apocalyptic Tiadition. VI. Metaphorical
Usage of the Noun.

I. Etymologyl Occurrences. The root hfin is found in West and South Semitic.
The verb may mean either "afflx a seal" or "seal shut." The noun everywhere has the

l.td1am. D. Diringer, lz isoizioni antico-ebraici palesrinesi (Florence, 1934); L. Fischer, "Die
Urkunden in ler. 32,11-l4nach den Ausgrabungen und dem Talmud," ZAW,30 (1910), 136-142;
K. Galling, "Beschriftete Bildsiegel des ersten Jahrtausends v. Chr. vornehmlich aus Syrien
und Paliistina," 7DPV, @ (1941), l2l-202; A. H. J. Gunneweg, Miindliclu wd schriftliche
Tiadition der vorexilischcn Prophetenbiichcr als Problcm der neueren Prophetenforschntrg. FRLANT,
N.s. 55[73] (1959); D. Jones, "The Traditio of the Oracles of Isaiah on Jerusalem," ZAW, 67
(1955), 226-246; T. O. Lambdin, "Egyptian loan Words in the OT," "/AOS,73 (1953), 145-155;
S. Moscati, "I sigilli nell'Al: Studio esegetico-filologico," Bibl, 30 (1949), 314-338; idem,
Ilepigrafw ebraica antica 1935-1950. BieOr, 15 (1951); H. H. von der Osten, Altorientalische
Siegelsteilu der Sarunlung Haru Silvius wn Aulock (Uppsala, 1957) (bibliog. , pp. l8G8 ); S. Scho$,
"Wirrter fiir Rollsiegel und Ring," WZKM,54 (1957), 177-185; F. Vattioni, "I sigilli ebraici,"
Bibl, 50 (1969), 357-388; P. Welten, Die Kbnigs-Stempel. ADPV (1969).
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meaning "seal" and "seal ring." The root does not appear in East semitic, where we
find instead the noun kunukku and the verb kaniku.r

The absence of the root in East Semitic raises the question whether the root itself
is Semitic or represents a loanword in West and South Semitic. The latter conclusion
is supported by the fact that the Hebrew noun form qtual, on which the nounft61am
must be based, is extremely rare. It is therefore commonly assumed that the Semites
borrowed the noun from Egyptian and that the Semitic verb is denominative; in Egyp-
tian, the nounfitm, "seal," is found as early as the old Kingdom.2 In the old Kingdom
the noun referred only to a cylinder seal; later it could also mean a seal ring.3 It
probably derived from the verb meaning "affix a seal," found from the early period
on.a The meaning "seal shut" for the verb is probably secondary both in Egyptian
and in the Semitic languages.s

The Hebrew noun occurs 15 times in the or (once in the byform h6lemei. of these
15 occurrences, however, almost half appear in the phrase pittfifua b6fim, "seal en-
graving" (Ex. 28 and 39, describing the priestty vestments). Seals found in Palestine
use lrtrn 27 times. The corresponding Aramaic verb is found in Dnl. 6:lg(Eng. v. l7).
The piel and hiphil have the secondary meaning "seal shut." It is also worth noting
that the verb appears most commonly in later documents, more than half its occur-
rences being in Nehemiah, Esther, Job, and Daniel.

Besides bbtam, OT Hebrew has another noun labba'a!, also deriving from Egyptian
(db' .t, "seal [ring]";.0 In Egyptian, this word occurs most often in ritual texts, fitm in
magical texts.T The word has taken on an extended meaning in Hebrew, designating
the rings used to carry the ark of the covenant or forming part of the priestly regalia,
etc. (Ex. 25-29), or ornamental rings in general (8x.35:22; Nu. 3l:50; Isa. 3:21).
only in the book of Esther does it refer clearly to seal rings (Est. 3:lo,l2; g:2,g,10)-
and probably also Gen. 4l:42.8

Ir. Archeological Evidence. Four main types of seals have been found in exca-
vations in Palestine.

(l) Scarabs. These include both genuine Egyptian scarabs and indigenous imita-
tions. They are quite plentiful, probably numbering several thousand (about 1000 at

1 For a survey, see Moscati, Bibl,30 (1949),326f.

-- ' !"9, for example, VG, t,342, n. 1; most recent lexicons and grammars; Moscati, BrDl,
30 (1949), 329f.; t-ambdin, l5l.

3 Schoft, l8lf.
4lbid.,.l83.
5 Moscati, Bibl, 30 (1949), 330; GesB differs.
6 Moscati, Bibl,30 (1949),331-34; Lambdin, l5l; Schott, 178-181.
7 Schott, 183.t Moscati, Bibl, 30 (1949), 324.
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Tell el-Ajj0l near Gaza, some 550 at l,achish, about 4O0 at Gezer, etc.).e Their
hieroglyphic inscriptions show that most of them date from the Middle or Late Bronze
Age. In the early period they were usually made of steatite (soapstone); later harder
stones were used, as well as gemstones, faience, bone, etc.10

(2) Cylinder Seals. These include genuine Mesopotamian seals and indigenous im-
itations. They are less common: about 200 were known in 1949;tr later 20 were

discovered atHazor and a very few others elsewhere.l2 Some date from the Chalco-
lithic period; most date from the Middle and Late Bronze Age, and quite a few can

be assigned to the preexilic period of Israel's history. They are made of stones like
steatite and hematite, as well as ftience, glass, and similar plastic materials. Their
decoration consists of formalized human and animal figures. They do not contain
inscriptions.

Scarabs and cylinder seals did not bear the name of their owner and probably
served as both amulets and seals. They generally had a hole bored through them so

that they could be worn on a cord around the neck.13

(3) Israelite Name Seals. More than 200 of these seals (often called prirate seals)

have been discovered. In addition there are about 100 impressions of such seals on
pottery.t4 In outward form they often resemble Egyptian scarabs, being made out of
harder types of stoners and often having a hole tlrough them; they were rarely made

into rings.r6 They exhibit a reasonably regular fmm: about half of them have illustra-
tions (human or animal forms, stylized figures, usually borrowed from foreign seals);

nearly all have a proper name preceded by a lamedh of possession, often followed by
a patronymic or an appellative such as "servant of N." or "servant of the king," or on

occasion "son of the king." A very few bear feminine names with the qualification
"wife of N." or "daughter of N." Almost all of these date from the late period of the

monarchy. There are a few from the postexilic period, mostly pictorial, though often
bearing an Aramaic inscription.rT

e F. Petrie, AncientGazn,l-lY (London, l93l-34); O. TUfuell, l,achish, III (Lnndon, 1953),

368-373; IV (tondon, 1958), l13-126; R. A. S. Macalister, The Excavation of Gezer (tondon,
l9l2), ll, 314330; also A. Rowe, A Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, Scaraboids, Seals, and

Amulets in the Palestine Archaeological Musewn (Cairo, 1936).
10 K. Galling, 'Amulett," BRL2, l0f.; S. Morenz, "Skarabiius," BHIIW, ru, l8l2f.
rl B. Parker, "Cylinder Seals from Palestine," Iraq, ll (1949), l'43:, cf. J. Nougayrol,

Cylindres-sceaux et empreintes de cylindres trouvis en Palestiru (Paris, 1939), v-vi.
12 Y. Yadin, Hazor, lll-lY (plates) (Jerusalem, 196l), cccxix-cccxxii; G. E. Wright, "Se-

lected Seals from the Excavations at BalAtah (Shechem)," BASOR, 167 (1962),5-13; etc.
13 For further details, see Galling, BRL2, lDf .; P. Welten, "Siegel und Stempel," 8RL2,299.
ta Diringer, ll9-127, 159-261; Galling, 7-DPV, 64 (1941), 172-198; Moscati, Lepigrafw,

47-65,72-82; Vattioni, 37G385. It is impossible to determine the ratio of actual seals to seal

impressions, since several excanation reports do not make a distinction; see Vattioni, 359.
15 Cf. Job 4l:1(Eng. v. 15) LXX; E;x.28:.11,21,36l 39:6,14,30.
16 For further details, see Welten, BRL2, 299-307; and G. Sauer, "Siegel," BHHW, lll,

1786-1790.
17 See, for example, F. M. Cross, "Judean Stamps," Eretz-Israel, 9 (1969),20-27.
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(4) Royal Seals. These seals are known only from their impressions on jar handles.
Jhev 1e heavily represented: more than g0o in all, of which more than 300 comefrom l,achish alone, and some r50 from Ramat Ralrel.re They ail bear a symbolshowing two or four wings together with the caption rmrk, ,,betonging to the king,,,
and one of four Judean city names. The jars were probably intendeJfor delivering oiland wine from the crown properties of Judah to loa"- iarrisons, during the reignsof Hezekiah and Josiah.re

III' Context' The archeological evidence suggests that seals with Hebrew inscrip-tions were far from common in ancient Israel. The situation almost certainly differed
To-^,P, in Mesopotamia, where, according to Herodotus, each man had his seal. Inthe or-especiafly in late and imaginativJ texts-those who possess sears are pri_marily kings and officiars. Sears appear to haye symborized royal and official dignity.The or passages that speak concretely of affixing a sea at#ys o"pi"t it as a regaract' usually performed by a king or queen: lezebelseals the letters containing charges
against Naboth with the seal of the king (l K. 2l:g). The letters of Haman that wereto destroy the Jews are likewise sealed with the king,s seal (Est. 3:r2); rater Esther
and Mordecai are permitted to countermand Haman'Jord"r. ir,roogi Ietters that like-wise bear the royal seal, "for an edict written in the name or trre ti'ng and sealed withthe king's ring cannot be revoked" (Est. g:7tr ). Similarry, when Dan]er had been castinto the den of lions a stone was laid upon the mouth of ihe den, ..and the king sealedit with his own signet ('kq6) and with the signet of his lords,, (Dnl. 6:1g[17]). Here,too, affixing a seal is an official act. At the covenant renewar presided over by Ezra,the fust to set his sear on the document was Nehemiah the governor; a series ofofficials follow suit (Neh. r0:l-2g[9:3g -ro:27]). Those with lowlr social rank did not
take part in the ceremonial sealing, but joined ..their noble brethren,, (r0:29f.[2gf.]).
The whole ceremony is depicted u. un offi"iul act.2o This same varuation of affixing
a seal is evident in one ofthe patriarchal narratives: when Judah c; gtr" his daughter_inJaw Thmar his seal and cord (Gen. 3g:1g,25), it is because he is iot just a randompasserby; he makes his appearance as the head of a tribe ras in resi. Judah l5:3, aIate Jewish retelling of the story in which Judah is presented as designated king andthe seal has been transformed into a royal diadem). 

- (

when Jeremiah buys the field at Anathoth (rer. 32), the point is precisery that heconducts the transaction as offrcially as possible. This is why ttrere are so many tegaldetails in the account, and the sealing of th" do"u*"nts is mentioned several times(w' lof',14,4). We are clearly dealing with a private transaction that-even withoutparticipation of appropriate officials-is made r"g"uy binding trrough ;rrect procedure.
Fischer and Jones2t 

fisc,uss the purely technical details of hoi leather or papyrus
documents were sealed in their treatmeni of the special ..double,, 

document in Jer. 32:

It Details in Welten.
re welten; a different interpretation in cross, Eretz-lsraer, g (1969),20-22, etc.20 on rhe problems of textual and literary c.iiicism^ruised uyihis Jiii".,,*, for example,W.-Rudolph, Esra und Nehemio. HAT, xxAsiii,llZ_le .2t Pp.227f.
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the document was tied with a cord secured by a small lump of clay (cf. Job 38:14),
on which an impression of the seal was left.22

The OT view of sealing as being pnmarily an offlcial legal action is in remarkable
agreement with the obseruation that comparatively many of the Hebrew name seals
discovered in Palestine belonged to royal officials: lgdlyhw ( )ir 'l ltby(t),.23 four persons
called'bd hmlk;A and four persons called bn hmlk.x Finally, six persons are referred
to as "servants" or "officials" ('bd, n'r) of 'brm or yrb'm, 'zytv, ywla, and 'fzz.26 These
names could refer to the corresponding kings oflsrael and Judah.27 At best, then, 15
seals belonged to royal officials (16 if the Jotham on the seal from Elath is not the
king but a high officiala).

That officials were naturally assumed to have seals is clear from a letter found on
an ostracon at Arad: Nahum, an official (probably military), is ordered to get a jug
of oil; the letter continues: "Send it to me quickly and seal it with your seal (btm lh
bl.ttmk).ze The royal seals mentioned above also attest to the official character of the
act of affixing a seal, as do (if they are interpreted correctly) the so-called "satrap
seals," a dozen seal impressions from the Persian period with the inscriptionpftw',
"satrap, governor."3o

IV. secondary Meanings of the verb. The less precise meaning of the verb
hatan, "seal shut," occurs in various contexts. In the symbolic language of the Song
of Solomon, we read that the unattainable beloved is like "a fountain sealed" (Cant.
4:12). T\e wicked are said to shut themselves up during the day for fear of the light
(Job 24:.16; piel, "seal for themselves"). In medico-legal terminology, venereal disease
can affect the male organ so that it is "stopped from discharge" (btm hiphil), making
the person unclean (Lrv. l5:3). There are also two passages in Job that use the verb
in describing Yahweh as lord of the forces of nature: during the storms of winter he
keeps people from going outside ("seals shut for tlem," Job 37:7, emended on the
basis of 9:731), and he has the power to darken the stars ("seal shut for them," 9:7).

There are several interesting passages where Yahweh is still the active subject but
the verb has the meaning "store up, preserve." In his fourth speech, Job expresses his
desire to hide in Sheol until God's wrath is past, but his desire is not granted: Yahweh

22 Cf. ANEP, no. 265.
23 Moscati, I)epigrafw, 6lf.z Diringer, 229-231; Moscati, llepigrafa,52.
2s Diringer, 127,232t; vattioni,381,385. "Sonof theking"maybeanofficialtitle;see

Welten, BRLZ,3M.
% Diringer, 22+28,221-24, 126; Moscati, L epigrafu, 59.
27 Welten, 8RL2,303f.
2E N. Avigad, "The Jotham Seal from Elath," BASOR, 163 (1961),21.
2e Y. Aharoni, "The Use of Hieratic Numerals in Hebrew Ostraca and the Shekel Weights,"

BASOR, r84 (1966), t+16.
'o ldem, Excavations at Ramat Raltel, vol. l: Seasorc 1959 and 1!150 (Rome, 1962),5-lO,

29-34; vol. 2: seasorc 1961 and l!x2 (Rome, 196/'), 19-22, 43-45; a different interpretation in
Cross, Eretz-Isracl, 9 (1969), 24-26.

3r G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hbb. KAT, XVI (1963), 481.
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preserves Job's sins sealed up in a bag, so that the punishment can last forever (Job
l4:13-l77.tz The idea has close parallels inDt. 32:34f. and Hos. 13:12.33 Dl32:34
likewise uses the verb ltttn, but states that the wickedness of Yahweh's enemies is sealed
up in his treasuries until his day of vengeance. As we have seen above, sealing was
considered a legally binding action; both passages thus express the notion that Yahweh's
storing up of sin is an act of divine justice and hence irrevocable.

Characteristically, the idea reappears with modifications in apocalyptic literature.
The "sealing of sin" in Dnl. 9:24 (K) does not look forward to a punishment in the
distant future, but means that the sin is forgiven. In this passage the angel Gabriel
comes to Daniel and announces to him that the seventy years spoken of by Jeremiah
must be understood as seventy weeks of years. At the end of this period, sin will be
"sealed" and iniquity atoned for.s Then will come the time of glory with "everlasting
righteousness" and "sealing of vision and prophet."3s

v. The verb in Prophetic and Apocalyptic Tradition. The verb fttm occurs in
2 passages from Isaiah that appear similar in meaning at first glance but are shown
by closer inspection to be antithetical. Isaiah gives command to "bind up the testimony
ff'frdi; + 'rly 'wd)" and "seal the teaching (+ nttn tbrd)" (lsa. 8:16-20;.1 11

remains unresolved whether these expressions refer to the oral preaching of Isaiah or
to a written message (as the parallel in Jer. 36 might suggest).37 The appended belim-
muiay, "among my disciples," does not settle the question; the whole verse can be
taken literally (the binding and sealing of a scroll) or figuratively (the transmission of
a message to Isaiah's disciples). The literal interpretation is supported by the obser-
\xa.tion that the terminology used to describe what is happening derives from the legal
rEalm, i.e., the binding and sealing are viewed as a legal act similar to the drawing
up of a will. This action on the part of the prophet will not succeed unless it is carried
out to the letter. Isaiah's purpose is the same as in 8:l-4, where witness€s are sum-
moned: it must be possible at a later date to determine whether the message really
agrees with what has come to pass.3t

In the other passage, the prophet's message is compared to "the words of a book
that is sealed" (Isa. 29:llf.). The short prose passage is probably to be explained as
a postexilic extension of the oracle in w. 9f., and can be understood only in the light
of these verses.3e The subject matter is the hardness of heart introduced in Isa. 6:9f.:
the prophet is convinced that the inhabitants of Judah are not only unwilling to hear
his message, but-according to the will of God-unable to hear and understand. In

32 For the structure of the passage, see ibid., 257-2fi.
33 Fohrer.
r The text is usually emended from ltttm to lhm on the basis of the qere; see O. Pliiger,

Das Brch Daniel. KAT, I{VUI (1965), 134.
35 See below.
ro On the form of the verb, see H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xll (1972), 342f., and Jones,

232.
17 Gunneweg, 32-34, 45f.
3t See Jones, 235f., and O. Kaiser, tsaiah t -12. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972), 120; a somewhat

different interpretation is offered by Gunneweg, 45-49.
3e O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 269-271.
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contrast to the first passage, the content is here entirely negative; Isaiah's message will
not succeed.a

The notion that the prophetic message might be sealed so that later the prophet
might be proved to have truly predicted what was to come took on great importance
in late Jewish apocalyptic. Now, however, great weight is placed on the notion that
what takes place in the last times follows the divine plan that had been revealed in
earlier times. Dnl. 9:24 states that at the end of the ages "vision and prophet" will be
sealed. This could mean simply that prophetic vision and preaching are superfluous
when all is consummated. More likely, however, it means that the revelation received
earlier by the prophets is confirmed by being fulfilled at the eschaton. In this sense
the ministry of the prophets is past, it is "closed" and no longer has any purpose.ar
The two passages in Dnl. 12 where Daniel is commanded to shut up the words and
seal the book until the time of the end (w. 4,9) are to be interpreted in the technical
apocalyptic sense. The entire fiction that Daniel received the message some five hundred
years before the end is preserved by the notion that all was kept hidden until the period
just before the end.a2

VI. Metaphorical Usage of the Noun. It has already been emphasized3 that
seals may be considered tokens of royal and official dignity. Therefore a seal or seal

ring can also be used to symbolize a person one values. The loving bride says to her
beloved, "Set me as a seal upon your heart, as a seal upon your arm" (Cant. 8:6).
The image includes both the seal worn on a cord about the neck and the seal ring
worn on one's finger (or are we to imagine an armlet with a seal,4 despite the absence
of archeological evidence?). The image also occurs in Egyptian love songs.as

The same image can express the special relationship between God and the king. At
his enthronement, the king takes on the function of "attesting" and instantiating the
dominion of God.6 h ler. 22:?A, Jehoiachin is described as the signet ring on Yahweh's

right hand-which will still be 'ltorn off." It is probably this passage from which
Haggai borrowed his image when he describes Yahweh's choosing of Zerubbabel with
the words: "I will make you like a signet ring" (Hag. 2:Vl). Just as Jehoiachin was

"torn off" as a signet ring at the beginning of the exile, at the end of the exile
Zerubbabel is chosen anew and placed as a signet ring on Yahweh's finger.a?

The text of Ezk. 28:12 is obscure.4 It is possible that in the original text the king
of Tlre was likened to a seal.ae 

Otzen

{ R. Kilian, "Der Verstockungsauftrag Jesajas," inBausteine biblischerTheologie. Festschrift
G. J. Botterweck. BBB, 50 (1977),2@-225.

ar N. Porteous, Daniel. OTL (1965), l4o.
42 lbid.,l7l.
a3 See III above.
a Moscati, Bibl, 30 (1949),319.
as E. Wiirthwein, Das fi)rf Megilloth. HAT, XVm C1969), 68.
6 A. Weiser, Das BuchJeremia 1-25:14. ATD,XX (61969), 194.
a7 F. Horst, Die zwblf Kleinen Propheten. HAT, x,IY (!1964), 2O9.
4 W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (1983).
4e Cf. LXX.
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Contents: I. l. Ancient Near East;2. Etymology. II. l. Meanings and Occurrences;
2. Distribution; 3. Related Terms; 4. Versions. III. Ex. 4:2426.

l. t. Ancicnt Near East. Therootbtn has.to do with a relationship of affinity, in
contrast to consanguinity. This relationship is brought into being by marriage between
one spouse (or by extension the spouse's family) and the blood relatives (cognates) of
the other spouse. It occurs primarily in West Semitic languages and also in Akkadian,
although it may represent a West Semitic loanword there.r We will start with the nouns
that designate p€rsons, then go on to abstract nouns and verbs, most of which are
probably denominative.

In each case the most important noun is a form corresponding to Biblical Heb.

bdtdn. Everywhere it refers primarily to a son-in-law: lJgar. batnu;2 Middle Heb.

htn. F.Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neucn hebriibch-araniischen Wbrterbuchs zum AT
(l*ipzig, 1886); A. Goetze, "Short or long a? (Notes on Some Akkadian Words)," Oa 16
(1947), 239-250; J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Aranwic Tbxts from Deir 'Alla. DMOA, 19
(1976); A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions from Mal.tratn Bilqis (Mhrib) (Baltimore, 1962); J. D.
Michaelis, Supplementa ad lexica hebraica, tr (Giiuingen, 1785), 988f.; T. C. Mitchell, "The
Meaning of the Noun l.tn n the OT," W, 19 (1969), 93-ll2; W. W. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische
Beitrflge zum hebriiischen lexikon," ZAW,75 (1963), 3O4316; T. Niildeke, Mandiiische Gram-
ntatik (1875; repr. Darmstadt, 1964); J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentwns (21897); A. J.
Wensinck, "Khitan," lrnhrs Handwbrterbuch des Islam (lciden, l94l),31+17; H. von Wiss-
malorn, Zur Geschichte und landeskunde von Alt-Sildarobien. SAW, Phil.-hist. K1., 26 (1964).

On trI (besides the comms.): W. Beltz, "Religionsgeschichtliche Marginalie zu Ex 4 z+26,"
ZAW, 87 (197 5), 2@-2ll; Y. Blau, "T\e fl ann Danim (Ex. lY :24-26)," Tbrbiz, 26 (1956 1 57),
1-3 [Hebrew], I [English]; B. S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the OT. SBT, 27 (1960); J. Coppens,
"[,a pr6tendue agression nocturne de Jahv6 contre Moise, S6phorah et leur fi1s," EIL, 18
(1941\,68-73; W. Dumbrell, "Exodus 4:2L26: A Textual Re-Examination," HT\R,65 (1972),
285-29O; G. Fohrer, ilUeAieftr""g urd Geschichte dcs Exodus. BZAW, gl (lg(/),45tr (bibliog.);
J. de Groot, "The Story of the Bloody Husband (Exodus fV 24-26)," OTS, 2 (19a3), 10-17;
J. Hehn, "Der 'Blutbriiutigam' W 4 2+26," AW, 50 (1932), l-8; H. Junker, "Der Blutbriiu-
tigam: Eine textkritische und exegetische Studie zu Ex 4 u-2a," Alttesnmentliche Sndien Fried-
rich Ndtscher. BBB, | (1950), l2O-28; H. Kosmala, "The 'Bloody Husband,' " W, 12 (1962),
14-28; P. Middlekoop, "The Sigaificance of the Story of the 'Bloody Husband' (Ex 4:2426),"
Sowheast Asia Journal of Theolog, 8 (1966167),3*38; J. Morgenstern, "The 'Bloody Husband'
(?) (Exod. 4:2426) Once Again," I/UCA,34 (1963), 35-70; G. Richter, "Zwei alttestamentliche
Studien. I. Der Blutbriiutigam," ZAW,39 (1921), 123-28; L. F. Rivera, "El 'esposo sangriento'
(Ex a,2426)," Rev Bibl,25 (1963), 129-136; H. Schmid, "Mose, der Blutbriiutigam: Erwi-
gungen at Ex 4,2{26," Jud, 22 (1966), l13-18; S. Talmon, "The Bloody Husband," Ererz-
Israel, 3 (1954), 93-96 [Hebrew], IV [English]; G. Vermds, Scripture and Tradition in ludaism.
StPb, 4 (1961), 178-192 ("Circumcision and Exodus l\l 2+26).

I Goetze,247.
2 W 77,25 : KTU, l.Vl,25; PRU,lll,233.
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bdldn; Iewish Aram.,3 Syr., Christian Palestinian Aram., S*. l-no' , usually repre-
senting Heb. bdlAn; Nabatean bn;a Mand. hana;s Arab. ljatan; /+kk. fiatanu(m),
lJatnu;6 OSA frnT (not "relative"t but "son-in-law,"e possibly also "brother-in-law").

Besides "son-in-law," the meaning "brother-in-law" is found in Syriac ("sister's
husband"), Mandaic (fem. lwtnan, "sister-in-law"l0), and Akkadian.rl The meaning
"bridegroom" (the nonconsanguineous male married to a woman) is found in Old
Aramaic,r2 Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, Christian Palestinian Aramaic (pnmarily repre-
senting Heb. hngn in these last three), Mandaic, Arabic, and possibly once in Ak-
kadian, if in Gilg. VI, 7 (Ishar to Gilgamestr "You shall be my spouse") a Late
Babylonian variantl3 has fiatanu instead of ljn'iru, "spouss."tl [.ane15 also records for
Arab. batan the meanings "father-in-law" and "husband of an aunt (paternal or ma-

ternal)." The meaning "father-in-law" is also given for Mand. lutna.r6 In a Hittite
letter, Akk. fiadanu refers to an affine relationship of the second degree, designating
the son-in-law of a woman in relationship to the woman's brother.lT

In Ugaritic, ftn appears as a personal name;rE at Mari (early 2nd millennium) it is
an element of West Semitic personal names.le

Various abstract nouns have the meaning "affinity": Jewish Aram. ltittfinn', Syr.
melpttnilld, huttnA (also "marriage"); or "marriage," "wedding": Middle Heb.ltittttn,
Syr. haUata (Cant. 3:1120). In AlJradian, too, if we are not dealing with a Canaanite

loanword, batnfrtu means "wedding" (in the idiom fiatniltan epAiu, "celebrate a mar-
riage," "marr!," in a letter from Tell Th'annak2l). An occurrence of lttn in Imperial
AramaiC2 is uncertain both in reading and meaning ("marriage"?).4 Also obscure

3 Also Bab. Yebam. 52a; CIJ, l, 29O, l.
4 C/S, tI, 2O9,7; see Mitchell, llof.
s MdD, t28b.
6 CAD, VI (1956), 148; AHw,I, 335b.
7 RES 4878,2.
8 Miiller, 309.
e Von Wissmann, 398.

to MdD, 128b.

" 8.9., G. Boyer, Textes juridiques et adninistrutifs. ARM, Vm (1958), 68, 6, referring to
several men.

12 Deir 'allE, combination II, 7; Hoftijzer-van der Kooij, 173ff.
13 tri{R, 115, 8.
t4 CAD, VI, l48b; but AHw, I, 335b suggests a possible error.
ts 1,704.
t6 MdD, 128b, and Niildeke, 107, 2; neither includes a citation.
t1 KUB, XX[I,85,8;CAD, VI, 148b.
tB W 1099, 20, 23, 27 : KIU, 4.269, 20, 23, 27.
te APNM, 101 and 205f.
a See II.l.d below.
2r W. F. Albright,'APrinceof TaanachintheFifteenthCenturyB.C.,"AASOR,94(lg4),

23, including n.73; CAD, VI, l50a; AHw, 1,336a.
22 RES, 1785, G.
23 cf. DISO,98.
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are the etymology and meaning of OSA mlStn: "ceremonial place,'za "cultic site?"25
"house of cAcumcision.'26

Except for Arabic, all verbal forms of htn are denominbtive; they are mostly re-
flexive with the meaning "become related by marriage": Middle Hebrew (hithpael),
Jewish Aramaic (ithpael), and Syriac (ethpael). Middle Hebrew, like Biblical Hebrew,
uses the qal participle with the meaning "father-in-law." Up to this point, the usage
of the verb is dependent on Biblical Hebrew. In addition, Late Rabbinic Hebrew has
a pual ptcp. meltuttdn, "related by marriage," applied to both fathers-inJaw, the father
of the husband and the father of the wife.27 syr. l.tn paal stands in Gen. 38:8 for
gambreuestlwi, "mary": here it does not represent Heb. fitn but rather the piel of ybm,
"marry a (dead) brother's wife" (+ d), ybm).In Ugaritic, frn means "marry,"28 in
OSA, 'Join (two famites) through rrarriage."2e In Mandaic, the paal of fttn means
'Join (a man and a woman) in marriage."ro

Arabic exhibits a unique and important development: in stem III, the verb lgatana,
denominative from fratan, has the meaning "become related by marriage."3l In stems
I and vItr (pass.), the verb also means "circumcise," hence the derived nours l1atn,
Sitdn, " circumcision."32

2. Etymology. There are two possibilities to be considered for the semasiological
development of bAIAn, etc.

a. Besides the noun [atanu{m), Akkadian has a verb batdnu with the meaning
"protect."" Delitzschx had already suggested that the two are related.3s Therefore
KBL! expluns Heb. hildn as follows: "one who through marriage (as son-in-law or
brother-in-law) is related to someone else and his family, and enjoys their protection.'a6
This explanation assumes that the hildtt ("son-in-law"; the meaning "brother-in-law"
does not occur in Hebrew3T) joins the household of his father-in-law and thus receives
his protection.38 Such an occrurence was possible, for example, in the case of an
errzbu mariage,3e but it was certainly not the rule. Normally the wife becomes part
of her husband's family. Since it is hardly appropriate to derive the basic meaning of

z Jamme, 55f.
25 Miiller, 309.x lzxsyr, 264b; cf. Arab. fiatana, "circumcise."
27 wrM, il, 129b.
28 KnJ,1.24,32; also LrI no. 1025; butMitchell, ll0, n. l, reads ..marriage.,,
2e Ia651,14; Jamme, 155f.n MdD, 155.
3r Lane, I, 703.
32 See I.2.b below.
33 cAD, VI, 148f.; AHw, 1,335f.t Pp. 90f.
35 See also Goetze,247.
36 P.350b.
37 See II.l.a below.
38 Delitzsch, 91.
3e E. Ebeling, "Ehe," RLA,II (1938), 283; F. Horst, "Ehe im AT," RGG3, II, 316.
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a word from a secondary usage, we may conclude that hfudn, "son-in-law," does not
derive from AYk. bdAnu, "prote€t."

b. The fact that Arab. fianna can (also) mean "circumcise" has led scholars to
posit for Heb. fim an association involving circumcision, the bridegroom, and marriage
in general.4 l*vt'' even postulates for Heb. ltildn the basic meaning "the child on
whom circumcision is performed," from which in turn the meanings "bridegroom"
and "son-in-law" are derived. The only OT text exhibiting a connection betweenhdldn
and circumcision is Ex. 4:26b; but this very passage shows that reference of the root
frn'to circumcision is here unique.a2

ll. l. Meanings and Occurrences. a. In OT Hebrew, the noun bAlan is the basic
word. It means primarily a (young) man in relationship to his father-in-law, then also
in relationship to the young woman to whom he is espoused before their marriage, his
"bride"; thvs hAlAn means "son-in-law" or "b,ridegroom." Thus the OT speaks of Lot's
sons-in-law (Gen. 19:12 [or delete hAfin it4t),14), calls Samson the son-in-law of an
anonymous Timnite (Jgs. 15:6), calls the Levite from the hill country of Ephraim the
son-in-law of a man from Bethlehem (Jgs. l9:5), speaks of David as the son-in-law
of KingSaul(l S. 18:18;24:l2fBng. v. lll),callsTobiah,theopponentofNehemiah,
the son-in-law ofShecaniah (Neh. 6:18), and refers to one ofthe sons ofJehoiada the
high priest as the son-in-law of Sanballat the Horonite (Neh. 13:28).

Whenever bildn mearc "bridegroom" in the OT, it never refers to a specific indi-
vidual. lnstead, the "bridegroom"-like the 'bride" (l@ilil who is usually associated
with him-almost always appears as the typical representative of a person who is
especially happy. A bridegroom's rejoicing over his bride is like God's rejoicing over
Jerusalem in the day of salvation (Isa. 62:5); the author of the short hymn of p,raise

in Isa. 6l:10 likens his rejoicing in God to that of a bridegroom and bride adorning
therxelves for their wedding. As the typical expression of happiness, the joyous voice
of bridegroom and bride will b€ silenced when the threatened disaster comes to pass

(let 7:34;16:9;25:10), just as it will be heard again when God's frvor is restored
(Jer. 33:11). The rising sun is compared to a bridegroom leaving his chamber (Ps.

19:6[5]). And even the bride and bridegroom are surnmoned from their chambers to
participate in the penitential liturgy (Joel 2:16). The meaning "bridegroom" is usually
also posited in the phrase htan dAnim (Ex. 4:,25f.), which is accordingly translated
"bridegroom of blood."a

Finally, the noun Wdn can be used in a general sense for someone related through
marriage. The marriage of Jehoram, king of Judah, to Athaliah, the sister of Ahab,
king of Israel (she was the "daughter of Omri" l2K.8:261, not the "daughter of

{ Wellhausen, 175, etc.
1t wTM,ll, l2%.
a2 See III below.
4t KBL!, 350b.
e See III below.

i
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Ahab"[v. l8]a5)meansthathissonAhaziah washlanbAl_,ab,Ab, an..affineof the
house of Ahab" (2 K. t:Z7.as

b. The verb ltn is a denominative from the subst. halan.q The qal is represented
only by the participle.4 The hithpael means "enter into a relationship of affinity.,' The
Israelites would enter into such a relationship with the previous inhabitants of the land
(of Canaan) if they gave their daughters to (the .onr og the Canaanites and took for
themselves or their sons daughters of the Canaanites-a cormse of action desired by
the Shechemites (Gen. 34:9) but forbidden the Israelites in Dt. 7:3 and threatened witir
punishment in Josh. 23:12.

Ezra is forced to learn that the Israelites, including the priests and Levites, have
entered into a relationship with "abominable people" by iniermarrying with women
of foreign ancestry (E,".9, esp. v. l4). And Jehoshaphat, king ofludah, had made
a marriage alliance with the Israelite king Ahab (2 ch. lg:li by allowing his son
Jehoram to marry Athaliah, Ahab's sister.ae A special case arises when through mar-
riage a man becomes the son-in-law of the bride's father, as in the case of David and
Saul (1 S. l8:21-23,26f.), as well as Solomon and pharaoh (l K. 3:1).

c. The qal ptcp. l.td1En, "one who has a son-in-law,,, ..father_in_law,,,so 
refers to the

father of a bride or wife. Examples include the father-in-law of the 6vite from the
hill country of Ephraim (!gs. 19.4,7,9); the father-in-raw of Moses, who has different
names in different traditions: Jethro (Ex. 3: r; 4: rg flteler-l; lg: rf.,5-g, 12 ab,r4f.,r1 ,
24,27), priest of Midian (3:l; lg:l), or Hobab, son of Reuel the Midianite (Nu. 20:29)
or Kenite (Jgs. I:16[LXX]; 4:ll), also Reuel, priesr of Midian (Ex.2:21; cf. w.
16,18). The corresponding feminine form hilencr refers to the mother of a bride or
wife as mother-in-law: "cursed be he who lies with his mother-in-law (fibtrene1,Dt.
27:23)"; cf. Lev. 2o:14: "lf a man takes a wife and her mother also, it is wickedness
QtmmA);'

d. From the denominative verb irn is derived the subst. blunnal which occurs
in the or only in cant. 3:ll: "Go forth, o daughters of 

'Zion, 
and behold King

Solomon, with the crown with which his mother crowned him on the day of his
Afunna, on the day of the gladness of his heart." Usually btunnh is translated ..wed-
ding"'sz more precisely-as the association of halund with bafin in the sense of
"bridegroom" shows and the parallerism with *day of the gladness of his heart,'

._45 J. Begrich, 'Atalja, die Tochter omris," zAw, s3 (1935), 78f.; cf. w. Rudolph, cftror-
iAbilcher. HAT, ){)XI (1955),264.6 Cf. the discussion of 2 Ch. l8:l in the next section.ai GesB, 269a; K8L3,350b.4 See the next section.

ae See the discussion of 2 K. B:27 in II.l.a above.
so KBL3, 350b.
5r On the form, see BIz, E 467r
s2 KBL3,35la; also "marriage.',
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suggests-what is here expressed is the significance of this day from Solomon's per-

spective: it is the day on which he becomes a bridegroom.

2. Distibution. The noun hOldn occurs 20 times in the OT. The occurrences with
the meaning "son-in-law" (9 times) and "related by marriage" (once) are found in the

"historical books"; those with the meaning "bridegroom" appear in the prophetic

books (7 times) and the Psalter (once). The other 2 occurrences are in Ex. 4:25f. The
hithpael of ftrz occurs 11 times, bAEn, "father-in-law," 2l times, andhblenet, "mother-

in-law," and btumi, "marriage," "bridegrooming," once each.

3. RelntedTbrms. When the root htn does not refer to relationship through marriage

in general-hildn "related by marriage" (2K.8:27); btn hithpael, "enter ihto an

affine relationship" (Gen. 34:9; Dt.7:3; Josh.23:12:'2 Ch. 18:l; Ezr. 9:14)-it has

to do with the relationship of a man to his wife's family. He is hhtdn, "son-in-law,"
tohis bdtEn, "father-in-law," andhdlene!, "mother-in-law"; he is l.td1dn, "MdeEroom,"
to his kalld, "bride"; he "becomes the son-in-law" (htn hithpael) of a man (1 S.

18:21-23,26f.; I K. 3:1).
On the other hand, lall6 rcferc to a girl or woman not only in her relationship as

"bride" to her "bridegroom" (Isa. 49:18; 6l:10;62:5; ler. 7:34; 16:9;25:10;33:ll;
Joel 2:16 cf. Cant. 4:8-12;5:l; also 25. l7:3 conj.:s3 "as a bride turns to her

husband" [on Jib, "turn to," see, for example, Ps. 9:18(17); ll9:.79; Isa' 19:22]), but

also as daughter-in-law to her husband's father (Gen. l1:31; 38:11,16,24;l*v. 18:15;

20:12; I S. 4:19; lCh.2:4;Ezk.22:ll; Hos.4:13f.) or mother (Ruth 1:6-8,22;

2:20,22; 4: 15; Mic. 7:6).
Biblical Hebrew has separate words for the wife's in-laws: hirn, "hvsband's father"

(Gen. 38:13,25; I S. 4:19,21);ham6t, "husband's mother" (Ruth 1:14; 2:11,18f.,23;
3:1,6,16f.; Mic.7:6).

Just as blunnh refers to the relationship of a bridegroom to his bride from the

groom's perspective, "bridegrooming" (Cant. 3:11), so lflAW refers to the "bride
time" (ler. 2:2).

The terminological differentiation between the parents of the husband and the par-

ents of the wife is eliminated in Middle Hebrew: bAtn and htun6t refer to the father-

inJaw and mother-in-law of both the husband and the wife,s just as in late Rabbinic

Hebrew the pual ficp. mefuuttdn refers to both fathers-in-law.55

On the special case of a brother-in-law, the brother of a man who has died without
offspring, who is required to take the widow Q"frni1in levirate marriage Qbm piel),
+ d), ybm.

4. Versions. The Targumim and Syriac keep the root fitn.n T\e LXX and Vulg.

make a distinction in translating haldn. When it means "son-in-law," they use gara-

s3 Sen BHK,8I1S, and the comms.
s4 wrM,II, 68b.
ss lbid.,II, 129b.
s6 See I.l above.
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br6slgener (Gen. l9:l2,l4a,l4b [LXX only]; Jgs. 15:6; 19:5; I S. 18:18 [w. 17-19
are absent in LXXBI;22:14; Neh. 6:18; 13:28 [not LX{; [cf. l Macc. 16:12]), as
well as in 2 K. 8:27 (origen, Lucian), where the meaning is "related through mar-
riage." when it means "bridegroom," they luse nymphioslsponsus (ps. 19:6[5]; Isa.
6l:10; 62:5; Jer. 7;34; 16:9; 25lO;33:11; Joel 2:16). Sometimes there is uncertainry:
in Jgs. 15:6 and 19:5, LXXB rlr,es nymphios for bafin, "son-in-law," as does the entire
LXX tradition in Neh. 13:28. Ex. 4:25f. is discussed below.

The LXX distinguishes the fathers-inJaw, translating ba@n, '.husband's father-in-
law," as gambr6s (20 times; in Ex. 18:14, bo@n is not translated), and fiirn, *uife's
father-inJaw," as penther6s (Gen. 38:13,25; I S. 4:19,21); for fid1ene1(and 12 times
for ham6i it uses pentherd (Dt. 27:23 [A; B instead curses intercourse with the njmph7 ,
"bride"l). The vulg. distinguishes for bdtEn between socer (!gs. 19:4,7,9, and 4 times
for ltnrn), corresponding to socrus for bOlenel and cognatus (Ex. 3:1; 4:lg;
l8:1,5-8,12a,14,27; Nu. 10:29; Jgs. l:16; 4:ll). For btttnilA we find the unusual
njt mphe us is I des ponatio .

The hithpael of l.ttn is rendered by the LXX without distinction as ganbreuein (Dt,
7:3;8zr.9:la [B]) or epigonbrertein (Gen.34:9; I S. l8:21 [except B],22f.,26f.;2 Ch.
18: l; Ezr. 9: 14 [A]; [cf. I Macc. 10:54,56]), as well as epiganian poicin (Josh. 23:12).
In I s. 18:21-23,27, the vulg. appropriately uses gener esse (or generfrei, v.26);
elsewhere it uses various expressions for entering into an affine relationshrp: affuitate
coniungi (l K. 3:1;2 ch. l8:1), connubiaiungere (Gen. 34:9) ormiscere (Josh.23:12),
matrimonia iungere (En.9:14), coniugia sociare (Dt. 7:3).

III. Ex. 4224-26. The phrase blan dtunim poses a special problem. It occurs in
only a single passage, Ex. 4:25f., and is usually translated ..bridegroom of blood."
The complete passage (w. 21-26) reads as follows:

At a lodging place on the way Yahweh met him and sought to kill him.
(25) Then Zipporah took a flint and cut off her son's foreskin, and touched Moses' feet

with it, and said, "Surcly you are a flan-dddmim to me!"
(26) So he let him alone. Then it was that she said, "you are a blan dfuntm,. because

of the circumcision.

Among the versions, the LXX and rirgumim (except for the samaritan), not under-
standing the Hebrew text, have instead of hayan ddmim *blood of circumcision."
symmachus and rheodotion (and Aquila?), with nynphios twimiton, follow the MT,
as does the Samaritan Targum, withltmwy mdmym, "my father-in-law (for Heb. hdtEn)
by blood." The Syriac paraphrases: "By bond of blood you are my bridegroom.',

The question of what blan dfuntm means involves other difficulties deriving from
the text. It is as inappropriate here as in Gen. 32:25;38:7;2 s. 2,4:t to inquiri after
a reason for Yahweh's hostility.sT That the object of the attack was not the childst but
Moses himself (as the Syriac already saw) is clear from the observation that there is

t' E.8., Wellhausen, 175: Moses was uncircumcised.tt E.9., Molgenstern, 4,66t.
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no mention of the son until v. 25aa,se as well as the original connection of v. 24 to

v.2Ox, whichinitiallyspokeonlyof asinglesonof MosesandZipporah (cf.2:22),
not two sons (MT, following l8:3). In addition, Zipporuh touches the foreskin of her

son not to the "feet" (i.e., the genitals) of her son@-which would bleed automatically

because of the circumcision-but to those of Moses. That Yahweh leaves him alone

(v. 26a)-not because of the circumcision6l but because the blood was applied to

Moses-shows that this blood ritual (like that nEx. l2.,22f.) was considered apotropaic.

The observation that the blood for this ritual was obtained through circumcision

leads us to the purpose of the brief narrative. The point is not to justify the circumcision

of young children instead of adults,62 but to explain the phrase hlan dimim,63 as the

concluding clause of v. 26b underlines. Ex. 4:25f. is the only text we have from

Northwest Semitic that connects the root fitn with circumcision. It is commonly as-

sumed that circumcision played a role here with the use of bdldn, etc., but this as-

sumption is improbable. If so, the phrase l.t"1an dimim, deriving from another linguistic

background (Midianite bedouin?-cf. Gen. 25:2), would need to be explained for

Israelites. If we assume a semantic connection with Arab. fiatana, "circumcise," blan
dtunim can be interpreted as "blood-circumcised (person),"s at least in v. 26. In v.

25, however, the "to me" suggests a reinterpretation for Israelites: "You are a blood-

relative (by marriage) to me." The translation "bridegroom of blood" is inappropriate

for Moses, who is already long married; the assumption of a connection between

circumcision and marriage65 is superfluous.
Kutsch

se Fohrer, 47.
@ For a different interpretdtion, see Kosmala, 24; Fofuer, 47,
6r M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 4ff.
62 Wellhausen, 175; Childs, 60; Fohrer, 47f.
53 Schmid, 115.
s Kosmala, 27; Fohrer, 47 .

t' E.9., Junker, 123; Noth, 35f.

IIDD haw nD hat tf;n ttitt6; n'inn bittit; nDD htat I and II;
-T . _

E'nDfD hathatiim; illllp m"lrittd

Contents: I. Semitic. II. OT.

I. Semitic. Ak}.. batfr(m) II means "strike down" (the land of the enemy by dis-

ease); philologically, we would expect the Hebrew equivalent to be ht , but the ety-
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mological relationship is obvious. closer to rt"u. fui is Akk. batu@), battu(m) r,"terror, panic."l
In Ugaritic we find &r I, "broken," in the Keret epic.2 The close connection witha root ending wfth aleph is evidenced by Arab. t*n,i VITI, *be broken,,; Anb. fiatnmeans "wear down or away," "destroy' "break"; fiattwt means..death,,, ..destruction,,;

ftatatun is disease affecting trees.3 As Arabic paranels Gesg cites batatun,,.lack ofvigor," fiatit, "slight contemptibre,- gatta rv wittr *;,;;;;"i"a,. an with 6.rAran' bw, "btreak,'T 1h:Tui.-.r sy.i* also borrows the Hebrew word. whetherSyr. l.tatftet, "lead astray," baflA, ..preciie,,, 
and their associated substantives are as_sociated with the Hebrew word is dubious.6 In Middle Hebrew such analogical formsas hty' hl , and fith are common. Derived substantives incrude ttittity, *breakng,,, 

ltittitl,bitfu, "terror.'' There are three nominal hapax Iegomena in itre or qrirra, holal and
fall.tatfrm) that are cornmon in Modern Hebrlw, as well as l.ta1 art' m"fiittd.Eln Ethiopicwe find bafit, *b torn to pieces.'o

In the Dead Sea scrolls, the word occurs in the war scroll, the Thanksgiving scron,and the Isaiah commentary. In 
lhe first, it appears in the biblicizing exhortation ..do

not be afraid and do not be terrified- (leM ts:s [re,storea]1, twice in"trre Thanksgivingscroll in the sense of "lose courage" (reH 2:35; 7:g;, ani'in oqr,r, in the expressionwlttw wnms I [b..] (onlsa. 10:Zf.), t 
"ortut"a 

by Allegro: ..And they will be dismayed,and will melt the he[art of . .]..r0

II. OT.

1' The prophetic books contain 37 of the 56 occurrences, the pentateuch only 2(Dt. 1:21; 3l:8). Apart from the derived substantives, the root does not occur inPsatns and proverbs. Th9-baslc msaning of the passive stems is . be terrified,,, thatof the active stems, "terrify." Jenni go"Jioto more detail: .be filred with terror (notsimply 'be afraid')," and oiel, *te;fy (fill with terror).-rl Joiion lists the.rarioustranslations and notes that the meaning of the root is in iact,"tt", uugr". Dependingon the context, the root can stand forlear, confusion, - *ukn"aa.ri'

I AHw,1,336.
2 WUS, no. ltOt.

,rirr?fii.'r!1i"fflijr1' 
o*'' supptimcnt aux dictionnaires arabes, r (Iriden, 21e27; rcpr.

4 P.269.
5 G' Dalman, Aramdisch-neuhebriiisches Handwbrterbuch zu Targum, Talmud und Midrasch(Frankfort, 21922), l5S.
6 LexSyr,263f.
7 WM,IT, 125f.
E See below.
e TigrWb, Bl.

ro J. M. Allegro, "Further Messianic References in eumran Literature,,, JBL, 75 (1956),174-187; Document Itr, Fragment C, l7g.
ll E. Jenni, Das hcbriiisclhe pi,et (Ztrich,l!)68). 67f.

oli_Ertlo., 
.Notes de rexicographietr;;;;. rtr. Racine nnn;, M,sJ, s (tsrlt2),
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T\vo usages stand out in the OT. On the one hand, the word is used to depict the

terror evoked when Yahweh comes to punish. On the other, the root has a firm place

in the Deuteronomistic exhortation "Fear not." In the OT it appears in company with
'dzflr, "gnd," + !21f b6i lb6sh), b't, + l9l zd'aq, hdfrt (-'+ \)'yll1, + Nl! yEr?',

+ t1'1) lat, -+ D, hkad, -+ filt'dras, -+ WD paSqd, + yy'l r", aftd + 11V idd.

It is noteworthy that the root is not paired with -> 1nD phd. When the cause of the

terror is mentioned, it is linked with the verb by means of min ot mipp"nA.

2. Isa. 8:9 uses the plural qal imperative 3 times in poetic language: when God

comes, the peoples are to gird themselves and be "dismayed."r3 The verse has been

the subject of several special investigations;ra its provenance is disputed. Wildberge/s

considers it Isaianic, calling lttt a "favorite expression" on the part of Isaiah and

finding in the "ironic imperatives" an exact parallel to Isa. 6:9b. In fact the word

occgrs 10 times in Isaiah I (21 timas in Jeremiah), although the genuineness of most

ofthe Isaiah passages is disputed. There can hardly be any doubts about Isa. 20:5: the

inhabitants of Judah will be "dismayed" (par. D6.i) when Yahweh takes Egypt and

Ethiopia captive through the agency of the king of Assyria. But even the officers of
Assyria will desert their standards in panic (Isa. 31:9). lsa.37:27 (p*.2K. 19:.26)

announces to the Asspians that they will be dismayed and confounded (baj) (perfect

tense). Jeremiah, too, takes aim at both the Israelites and their enemiest the wise men

(Jer. 8:9, fitt together with the hiphil of D6.i and the niphal of ll<d), Moab (48:l

[sg.],20,39 [frar], alongside the pual of idd, the hiphil of b6i, the niphal of lkd, hAfi,

and zi'aq), Babylon (50:2 [twice], alongside the niphal of ll<d and the hiphil of D6i),

and its diviners (50:36).
Jer. l4.4, 1r6'"4anh fiatt|, *the ground is dismayed," is usually emended, although

it can be supported, aspecially on the basis of Arabic parallels; Rudolph reads hebdrd

and cites other proposals.l6 Ob. 9 tells the mighty men of Teman that they will be

dismayed (wefiattfi) because the inhabitants of Mt. Esau will be slaughtered (niphal of
frrr). These passages can all be interpreted as looking forward to God's eschatological
judgment. Whoever takes them in this sense while denying the existence of a preexilic

eschatology must date them in the exilic or postexilic period.l7 Job 32:15 has nothing

to do with eschatology; Elihu takes Job's friends to task for being discomfited (battfi)

and having no word to say.

3. The niphal is the stem most frequently found in the OT. All attempts to make

a clear semantic distinction between the qal and niphal remain problematical. There

is a preponderance of noneschatological occurrences of the niphal, but it occurs also

in clearly eschatological contexts.

13 On the problems of the text, esp. the first word r6'tt, see H. V/ildberger, Jesaja. BK,

xlt (1972),329.
ra K. Budde, H. Schmidt, M. Saeb$.
ts BK, Xlt,33l.
t6 Jeremia. HAT,Xll (31968),98.
17 G. Fohrer, "Die Struktur der alttestamentlichen Eschatologie," TltI-Z,, 85 (1960)' 416.
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The niphar, too, ocjyrs most frequently in Jeremiah; its appearances wilr be taliedhere. The accounr of Jeremiah,s 
"uti-urJo"i"ro trre niprrai'inJ-ilpnil in a punningsense: "Do not be dismayed ('ar4eba!) br theL]esr I;*;;;;'oefore them,, (Jer.l:17)' For the hiphil f:.T, t" lxx-*"r ptoEtte\. That rhe repetition of the verb isan intentionar poetic,device-is- shown uv rrr" prayer in Jer. tz:t+-ts (..Heal me, oYahweh, and I shan be heared . '); ii u. rcu, both b6j -a trre niphar of r.ttt arerepeated: " ' ' let thel be dismayed, but lei me not u" oir-"y"..,, Here we haveantithetical parallelism. 

ln other praces (rin" ,. r4a), the second verb form indicatesthe result of the action descriuea uy n" n .t.* AIso contrastive (arthough not fromJeremiah) is the warning against idolatry in lO:2: ,,.,. . do roi i" dismayed at thesigas of the heavens uecause to trr" outioos a.e airmuyed at them-,, (borh with mrn ).rn 23:4, we read that under the righteous irurr"tr of David and his good shepherds thepeople will fear (ydre') no -ot", nor be dismayed (weld,-y?ltatttt), nor be afflicted@asoo' Like the whole pericope (23:r-4),this verse i; in prosq ;e messianic proph-ecy immediately following tw.tr.j i. ir;hyth"ric form. rrr.ir*rri ive niphal is alsoused in Jer. 30:10, styristically reiated to'Deutero-Isaialu ..Then fear not QtdrE,), oJacob my ser\ant,....i* gr dismayed {**rrulrory, O Israel.....r, The versereappears word for *:,rd 
1r_f:2?, yd is probably u ,"au"tioruiuaaiUon in the MT.The parallelism with ydrE' foundin 

"iGr" Jeremiah passages reappears in I S.17:11, as wefl as in a, the passages in o"u,"roro-y, Joshua, anichronicles, arthoughthey lack the eschatologicar e[ment. rrr"-"*rr*iation noi ,"-r"- or be dismayedobviously found stereotyped expression ir-rh" 
"n"ouraging 

exhortations of the Deu_teronomisric school. y:..?ggT-*s all the people tOt. fiZf l and Joshua (Dt. 3l:8):"Do not fear or be dismayed"; l:21 uses the negated imperative with ,aland 
the shortaorist' 31:8 uses /d' and the rong aorist. rn-trr" purauet text Josh. r:g,zo,ar-tEhdt ispreceded by'al-ta'ards. The DeuieronomiJ" expression reappears ;il *#;ffi;:tiors in.Josh' 8:l Gg') and 10:25 rpiir iLricres also incorporates it in David,sexhortation to Solomon (1.91.- zzrti't ii,ioi,Jahaziel,s 

"rtortuii- to Judah (2 ch.20:15,17 [pl.]), ana Hezekiah's 
"*hort"ti*'to the inhabitants oi Lrusatem (2 ch.32:7)' Ezeker is exhorted not to be 

"t"iJ "r or dismayed at the ..reberious 
house,,(Ezk.2:6;3:9); in the fo_rmer p^^c"-;;,-is const*"d with min, inthe laner withthe accusative, while tabat a*i.*ipiinbin"^), a, in Jer. t:t7 and Mal. 2;5.The two verbs also appear i*LporJ ii'early prose. In ,h"16 of David andGoliath, the rsraerites' fiar oitrre br,,irri*.:riJffi;;ii""'i;0, 

wayyErattittwyyif'fi m"'dd (r S. r7:rl). only in rtaJ. z,s is the pair of synonyms used for thefear of God: yahweh's covenant with *vi con{.ste! 
_in 

giving him riie and peace, andcausing him to fear God and be in awe <"rf"ry, of his name.22In a different sense, the verb i, urr*i"t'lJ witr, yarrwet twice in proto-Isaiah the

It M' Held, "The Acdon-Result (Factitive-Passive) sequence of Identical verbs in BiblicalHebrew and Ugaritic,', JBL, 84 Agisf,-iii_zil"''- un me backsround of chaps._30 and 31, see Rudolph, HAT, Xll, lgg_2f)l.20 Niphal or qa-i accordirg rov. N*ir, blt"i*n Josua. HAT, vfi (rgs3),22.:: 9_q" vocilization, see GK, g67u.,, S. plath, Furcht Goues. ArbT, r/2 .|i962), 39, 45.
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Assyrians will be terror-stricken at the voice of Yahweh (Isa. 30:31); just as a lion is

not terrified (yeboi by the shouting ofthe shepherds, so Yahweh will not be daunted

from punishing Assyria (31:4). In Isa. 7:8, yEbal predicts the destruction of Ephraim

as a people.
There are 2 occurrences of the verb side by side in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 51:6f.):

although heaven and earth will pass away, Yahweh's deliverance will never waver (/d'

8h40, and (again par. ydrE') those who know righteousness are notto be dismayed

(al-fth^ttfi) at the revilings of those who do not. In 5l:6, tabat was obviously read

differently in the ancient versions; the LXX t1'pis eHipE (for tehdal?). The Song of
Hannah ends (1 S. 2:10) with a vision of Yahweh's universal judgment and the exal-

tation of the Messialu "Yahweh-his adversaries will be dismayed" (there is no need

for the proposed emendation of the 3rd person pl. niphal impf. yZlattfi to the 3rd

person sg. impf. yail.t4123). Job 39:22 describes the fearlessness of a warhorse (w€ld'

yEbA\.Job 21 describes the unadulterated happiness of the wicked. V. 13b appears

inappropriate: "fn a moment they go down in dismay to Sheol"; but rega' can be

interpreted to mean "peacs,'Qt and y?lwtfil can be read as yebfufr (qal impf. of nltt\,

following most of the ancient versions.2s

4. The piel appears intransitively in Jer. 5l:56. This construction is considered

possible,26 but both the IXX and Syriac read a variant text here; the text is suspect

and probably incorrect. JobT:14 is an apodosis beginning with the consecutive perf.

piel weltittattani.' "Thou dost scare me with dreams and terrify me with visions." The

consecutive perfect here is a frequentative relating to previous experiences, following

conditional clauses with &i.27

5. There are 5 occurrences of the hiphil in Isaiah, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, and Job.

lts causative function is hard to distinguish from that of the piel. In the messianic

prophecy of Isa. 9:3(Eng. v. 4), the imagery appears to be interrupted by the hiphil

of ftn, 
*terify"t " . . . the rod of his oppressq hahifiila"; as in I S. 2:4, the smooth

translation "thou hast broken' has been adopted. ler. 49.37 uses the rare uncontracted

form wetwfttatfr.zt Ttrc hiphil form in Jer. 1:17 was discussed above.

Hab. 2:17 threatens that the beasts will terrify the wicked on account of their

violence and deadly destruction {g"ltitan2e).The Qumran commentary reads yl.tth or

wllth, the LXX paisei; the text is usually emended to yebittelsfr.'o But the MT form

can also be explained as a quantitative metathesis between consonant and vowel, often

observed in later Hebrew, or as a form derived by analogy to the hollow verbs.3l Job

23 H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Satnuelis. KAT, Ylfl'll (1973), 102.
2a GesB,746.
25 G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hbb. KAT, XVI (1963), 337f.
26 cr(, $52k.
27 tbid., $ll2hh.
2t lbid., g67aa; Rudolph, HAT, l(ll, 272, eliminates the /r.
2e On the connecting vowel a, see GrK, $60d.
30 BHS.
3r cr(, s2h.
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asserts that he did not stand in fear ('e'"r6;) of the multitude or allow the contempt
of families to terrify {st"ltitten) him (31:34).

This complete list of or occurrences could be added to by emendations. In Jer.
2l:13, ydhet (hiphrl of hu) is often read for y?lw1 (fuom nlzr), following the IXX; in
Prov. fJ:10, tatkel (Jl,iptul of htt) is similarly read for ftbI (fuom nht), again with the
LX){.!2 But the Masoretic derivation from nht has been strongly defended in both
cases.33

6. The adj. bor appears in I S. 2:4 and Jer. 46:5; it has also been explained as a
qal participle. In the Song of Hannah it refers to the bows of the mighty (cf. Isa.
9314J). The plural should not be emended to the singular;v it appears regularly
following the genitive of the construct phrase.3s Jer. 46:5 describes ine night-or th!
vanquished Egyptians; lrutfrm is best taken here as meaning ..dismayed" (Roootpt,
"shocked"). In Gen. 9:2 (P), the word occurs again in conjunction with the rootya;p, :
"The fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast. . .',36 Job +t:is(zz)
calls the crocodile a creature fibn-hol; here Fohrer, following Hiilscher, reads the noun
b!at,37 while earlier the emendation lba'al W6l was proposed.3r In Modern Hebrew,
fibn-hal is commonly used in the sense ..undismayed.,'

Another derivative (also used in Modern Hebrew) is hitt6, which appears only once
in the ol in Gen. 35:5 (E): when Jacob sets out for Bethel, a ..terror from God,,
(l1ilta1'"lahim) falls upon the neighboring cities, preventing them from pursuing Jacob's
family on account of their crime against Shechem.

The noun ltitfr1, "terror," appears onry in two places in Ezekiel: 32:23-32 (7 times)
and 26:17. In the description of Egypt's descent into the netherworld, there is a list
of those slain and fallen by the sword who once spread terror (nifnfr brtfulam],
32:23f., 26; of \!re n 26:17; with nittan in 32:25; with nn@fr n 32:32). rn 32:27 we
find the construct phrase bitfrt sibb6im, in 32:30 the questionable bekittildm
migg"bfiralam.3e

The noun fi1a1 appears only in Job 6:2r, where fear is spoken of as a consequence
of seeing calamity: "You see my calamity, and are afraid.'i

A pl. hallrattim (Modern Heb. "dangers") is found in Eccl. l2:5; Hertzbrg trans-
lates "terrors."a

The later sections of Proverbs use the noun m"fiitta (also found in Modern Hebrew)
in the sense of "ruin." It provides the link between prov. 10:14 and 15: ..The babbling

n0l habl

32 O. Riissler' "Die Priifixkonjugation Qal der Verba Iae NOn im althebriiischen und das
Problem der sogenannten Tempora," ZAW, 74 (1962), 127.

33 Rudolph, HAT, XU., 138; B. Gemser, Spriich Salomos. HAT, XVI (1963),73.
34 BHK.
rs GK, $146a; Stoebe, KAT, Vmtl, tOZ.
36 The formula is discussed by C. Westermann, Genesis l_lt (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,

1984),62t.
37 KAT, XVt, 527.
3E BHK.
3e W. Zimmerh, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng trans. l9g3), 169.a H. Hertzberg, Der Prediger. KAf, X.yIJl4 (1963), in loc.
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of afoolbringsruinnear"(cf. 13:3;18:7),and "Thepovertyof thepooristheirruin."
Lack of people means ruin for a prince (14:28). Both the doing of justice (Prov. 2l:15)
and Yahweh himself (10:29) are m"hitth to evildoers. Jeremiah prays that Yahweh will
not be m"ltittd to him, but a refuge in the day of trouble (Ier. 17:17), and Deutero-

Isaiah promises safety from fear and terror (Isa. 54:14). Moab will become a terror
(or horror) to all its neighbors (Jer. 48:39). The only passage from the Psalms to use

the root is Ps. 89:41(40): "Thou hast breached all his walls; thou hast made his

strongholds am"bittd"i here the context suggests the meaning "destruction."
Finally, there is a proper natne derived ftom htt: btat 0 Ch. 4:13), which may

contain an echo of the pal.tad yt$bAS (Gen. 31:42,53).
Maass

aiEY tabbitr + 1,1har,lll,437f.

l1)Y otoh; nty pbbah; nlp ptub; al?P tbbh; DIYD matbeah

Contents: I. Etymology and Semantics: l. Ancient Near East; 2. OT Statistics; 3. labbAh:
4. Secular Usage; 5. Versions. tr. Ethical and Theological Usage: l Humans as Subject; 2. God

as Subject.

I. Etymology and Semantics.

l. Ancimt Near East. The root pf; is well represented in all the Semitic languages;

its reflexes are semantically homogeneous.r Akk. fibabu and OSA 1b[ mean "slaugh-

ter." In Ugaritic, only verbal forms of rb| are known to occur.2 The specialized mean-

ing "cook" is found in the (damaged) passage "They cooked a kid in milk"3 (+ !'Il
g"fr lg"dhil, + :)It batab lchalabhl); elsewhere it is not always possible to make a

clear distinction between "slaughter" and "cook," e.g., "slaughter/cook a lamb that

I may eat it."a The basic meaning "slaughter" refers primarily to the preparation of
festal banquets, but also to the slaughter of sacrificial animals (funerary sacrifice to

Ba'als or sacrifice to El6). Of frequent occulrence is the root dblt, "sacifice"'7 less

frequent is .ilt, "slaughter."
In Aramaic, Syriac, Mandaic, and Punic the root also can mean either "slaughter"

@bah. l.Behm, "06o," TDNT, trI, 180-190; G' Dalman, AtrS' VI (1939), 70-103; S. Grill'
"Der Schlachttag Jahwes," BZ, x.s. 2 (1958), 278-283; O. Michel, "oqd[to," TDNT, YIJ',
925-938.

I cf. KBL!.
2 Citations in [./"I no. lO29; WUS, no. 1l I l.
t KTU, 1.23,14.
4 KTU, l.16 VI, 17; see Michel, 93O, n. 27.
s KTU, 1.6I, 18-28.
6 KTU. 1.l IV,30.
7 -> trft zebab lzabhachl.



or "cook," as in Hebrew. In Arabic, however, @afu means only ..cook," while
dobafuo (ot salnya) is used for ..slaughter', or ..sacrifice."

2. or statistics. The verb occurs 1r times, always in the qal. There are 2 occur_
rences of the noun tabbal, "(male) cook" (1 S. 9:23f.), I of the fem. pl. tabbahbt,
"(female) cooks" (1 S. 8:13), 31 occurrences of the masc. pl. latoa4im', "body-
guards," 13 of tebah, *slaughter," including Ezk.2l:20b conj., : of the synonymous
tibhh, and I of motb?alu "place of slaughter" (lsa. 14:21; cf. miTbeap, -altar,'). There
are 3 occurrences of the cognate acc. lbb gegaft, ,,slaaghter 

a slaughter (: * animal),,
(Gen. 43:16 ul; Prov. 9:2;Ezk.2l:15 [Eng. v. r0]). The similar 16p libba is also
found (l S. 25:ll). Finally, there is the personal name Tebah (Gen.22:?.A) and the
toponym Tebah (2 S. 8:8 conj. : Tibhat of I Ch. lg:g).

3. fubbab. There is no discernible development in usage and meaning except in the
case of gbaltim, "bodyguards" of the king, a meaning that appears only in the or.
By etymology, they were (at least originally) involved with slau-ghtering and cooking
(cf. the "chief butler" and "chief baker" in Gen. 4o:2). They may-also have functioned
as executioners.t The nl,Je sar twlyabbdlt?m is given the Egyptian potiphar 6 times
(Gen. 37:36; 39:1;40:3f.;4r:ro,r2). The passages are usually assigned to the Elohirt;
the use of the technical term cannot be dated. The Babylonian coirmander Nebuzar-
adan is likewise titled rab-tabbdhim (7 times in z K. z5:g-20, 17 times in Jer. 39:9_
52.,30). As late as Dnl. 2:14, Arioch is still called "captain of the bodyguard', (Aram.
rafu-labbal.tayya'). The somewhat narrower meaning ..-ook,-probably identical with
"slaughterer" in earlier days-appears in I s. g:13 and 9:23f.s Slaughtering was thejob of men (Gen. l8:7; Jgs. 6:19; 1 S. 25:ll;.ro

4. secular uwge. only in the or do we find the limitation of ybh to the ordinary
nonreligious slaughter of domestic animals to provide for a banquet iGen. 43: 16; Ex.
2l:37122:l) [covenant code]; Dt. 28:3r; prov. 9:2; cf. Mt. 2i:4; rf'. 15:23). It is
thelefore comparatively infrequent, and remaias distinct from the root -+ n)l zbh,
undoubtedly related in Proto-Semitic, which occasionally refers to secular slaughtir(l s. 28:?1;Ezk. 34:3tt), but in the vast majority of occurrences means cultic slaugh-
ter for sacrifice.

The same is true of the much more common root --+ ptn?i iAlq, which focuses on
the actual process of slaughtering and is usually-although not exclusively-used for
cultic slaughtering. It became a technical term in p.r2

Especially before Josiah's centralization of the cult in 621 s.c., secular slaughtering
was probably joined with quasi-sacrificial ritual; in any case, consumption of blood had
always been prohibited in Israel, and animals were always slaughtered by having their

I

E H. Gunk ', GHK,I/l (31910), 4lO.
e See abovc.
to Cf. AuS, VI,74, lO2.tt Cf. KBL3, s.v.
12 N. H. Snaith, "The Yefts zAbab and idl.ra1,,, W 25 (1975), 2M.
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throats slit. For example, sheepshearing was a harvest festival celebrated with ban-

queting and wine by the owners of the flocks (2 S. 13:23); the festivities probably

included religious sacrifices.l3 But in 1S. 25:11, Nabal lists only the provisions of
"bread, water, and the meat that I have killed for my shearers"-nothing more than

normal slaughtering for food.
Following the usage of the OT, the rabbis also distinguish secular slaughtering

without any ritual element (!bb, ot the basis of Ex. 2l:37[22:l]) andritual slaughtering
in a context either cultic or secular (.i&l); the professional slaughter is called labbab.r4

5.'.Versions. a. To render lbb, the LXX uses both sphizein and thi'ein, both of which
can mean "slaughter" for either cultic or secular purposes, "which is from the very

first very close to ancient concepts."ls The verb thiein, with the fundamental meaning

"sacrifice," is regularly used for zbll @nly 4 times for the root 1bl.rr6). The usual

translation of Jft1 and tbh is sphhzein, in each case with appropriate derivatives.

The desire for variation and specification appears especially in the 4 instances of
the cognate acc. lbh lebab or tibbi. Gen.43:16 reads sphixon thimata, but thyman
hardly suggests sacrificial animals, especially in the context of a hastily prepared meal

for Joseph's brothers in Egypt. Prov. 9:2 uses the same expression to describe the meal

provided by personified Wisdom. In I S. 25:ll thymata ha tithyl<a is even used for
Nabal's preserved meat;r7 Ezk. 2l:15(10), on the other hand, tses sphix?s sphigia.

In Jer. 1l:19, the LXX may be seeking to state explicitly that the prophet is like an

innocent lamb led to its slaughter (ag6menon tofi thjesthai); in Jer. 25:34(LXX 32:34)
and 51:4O(LXX28:4O, and so probably translated by the same hand as chap. l1), the

same word lttbdob is rendered eis sphagCn.

The slaughter of human beings is expressed only by spltizein or sphagE (Ps.

37:l4lLXX 36:14l; Isa. 14:21; 34:2; 6512; ler. 2134LLXX 32:34);48:15[3]:15];

150:27(27:27!). The "lamb for the slaughter" is also rendered by the common formula
epileis sphagdn (Prov. 7:22; Isa. 53:7; Jer. l2:3); pr6bata splwgds is used in Zt*.
ll:4,7 for ;6'n hahrEgd (cf. Ps. 44:23122, LXX 43.,231). The LXX rendering in
Lam. 2:21 is totally unique: "Thou hast slain them, cooked (emageireuus) them, not
spared them." The translator was obviously familiar with the meaning "cook" and

used it literally, probably having in mind the slaughtering and dismemberment of a
sacrifice.

In the Vulg., too, immolare (Dt. 28:31; hov. 9:2) and victima (Gen. 43:16; Prov.

9:2; Jer. ll:19 l2.3;51:40; Ezk. 2l:15[0]) need not refer to cultic slaughteting."
Both the LXX and Vulg. show through their choice of words that they, like the classic

authors, could use cultic terminology in a secular sense.

13 A. Wendel, Das Opfer in der altisraelitischen Religion (l*ipzig, 1927) (cited in Michel,
930, r. 27).

la M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targwnim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Mid-
rashic Literature (1903; repr. Brooklyn, 1975), 516, 1546f.; Michel, 933.

t5 Behm, l8l.
16 See below.
17 See above.
18 H. Georges, ed., Ausfiihrliches Lateinisch-Deutsches Handwbrterbucft (Basel, el95l), s.u.
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b. The Targumim and Syriac usually render verbal .tbfi by means of the common
verb n/cs (with the subst. ni&seri'),te which means ..slaughter" in general, without
being limited-like or tblt-to secular slaughtering; for ..sacrifice', they have the
common term dbh. From the pael of lblt therc is derived the ptcp. melabbehewa,
(Targum YeruSalmi on [-ev. l:5; Ezk. o:43). The Targumim and syriac also have the
nouatabbdhi', "slaughterer" (kv. l:5,11),2o as well as ..cook" (i s. s:tr; 9:23f.),
aad f wia' , "slaughter" (prov. 7:22). Especially when human beings are involved
(Isa. 14:21; 34:2;65:12; Jer. 25:A;48:15;50:27; 5l:40; Ezk. 2t:15,3i1t0,2511, qatn,
often appears as a noun. This typically Aramaic root2l often represents other Hebrew
equivalents. For "bodyguards" we find the pl. qdgillayyd,, corresponding to Syr. dahia, ,* satellites, lictores."22

II. Ethical and Theological Usage.

, l. Hwnarc as subject. The victims of slaughter-real or metaphorical-can also
be human beings. The root tbh, as well as .iil. is more expressive of bloody massacre
than more general expressions such as the hiphil of - ntA mfil and -+ ;l): nkh or+ l''li] hnmg lhnrashl. The wicked slaughrer the upright ps. lz:t+;. The young
men of Moab go down to slaughter (Jer. 4g:15). In poetic texts the ..slaughter" oi
human beings is often associated with the simile ..like a lamb', or ..like sheep for
slaughter."23 The simir: suggests unsuspecting innocence (Jer. ll:19) or the gintle
submissiveness of the servant of yahweh (Isa. 53:7). The last passage is cited in the
NT as a messianic prophecy (Acts g:32); the Targum, however, is it often does,
reverses the meaning of the bitter passage: ..The mighty of the nations he will hand
over Iike a larnb to the slaughter.'u Here the comparison erpresse, the ruthless ease
of the killing, like Akk. Ems immeri itbutJiu;B cf. Jer. l2:3; prov. 7:22: ,,. . as an
ox goes to the slaughter"; Ps. 44:23(22): "we an€ accounted as sheep for the slaughter,'
(E;d'n libbi; v. lz1l), Esd'n ma,"kat). ps. 44:23(22) is citetin tire Xf 1nom. S:t6;
and in rabbinic texts as an example of martyrdom.h

2. God as Subiect.In descriptions of judgment, God himself can function as subject
of !ur, directly or indirectly, either slaying the enemies of his people or appearing as
an executioner in the midst of his own people. The shepherds are staugtrtered and
dispersed (Jer. 25:34); the apostate must bow down to the slaughter (Isa. 65:12).
similar statements appear in the "song of the sword- (Ezk. 2111s,20,33U0,15,2g1)

re WM, s.v.

:: WfM, s.v.,. Jastrow, Dbtionary of the Targwnim, s.v.; IzxSyr, s.v.

lt M Wagner, Die lexikalischen ura gr"rrrrrotit lischen Aramaismcn im alttesnmcntlichen He-
briiisch. BZAW,96 (1966), 100f.

22 l*xSyr, s.v.
23 See I.5 above; cf. Michel, 936.

li l.I:g*l-n, tewja 53 in Hexafla, Targwn und peschitta. BFChTh, 2156 (1954).5 F. .Delitzlch, Assyisches Handwbiterbuch-(1g96; repr. 196g), 299.26 Michel, 937f.
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alnd 7*c. ll:4,7 , with the phrase sd'n hahrZgd; Jer. l2:3: "Pull them out like sheep

for the slaughter (l(;d'n ltibhh), and set them apart for the day of slaughter."

The apocalyptic and eschatological extension of such statements is the notion of
Yahweh's "day of slaughter," which appears during the exilic period, especially in
Jeremiah;27 here the prophetic "day of Yahweh" is described in more detail as a "day

of wrath" (Prov. l1:4; Isa. 13:13; l-am. l:12;2:l,2lf.;Ezk.7:19;7*ph. l:15,18;2:3)
and "day of vengeance" (Isa. 34:8;63:4; Jer.46:10). The term zebah appars often

in these pronouncements of judgment, but now it refers only analogically and sar-

castically to a "sacrifice" to which the birds and wild beasts are invited (Ezk. 39:.17-20).

The basic meaning "slaughter" is everywhere apparent here (cf. y6m hereglhr?gh,
Isa. 30:25; Jer. l2:3;ybm zebab, Zeph. 1:8). Note the parallelism in Isa. 34:6: Yahweh

has a sacrifice (zefub) in Bozrah, a great slaughter (tebah sad6l); he has given all the

nations over for slaughter (34:2). According to Jer. 46:10, the sword of Yahweh will
be drunk with blood when he holds a sacrifice (zefuD in the north country.2s In Jer.

5O:27, the Babylonians are compared to bulls: "Slay all her bulls, let them go down

to the slaughter." According to Jer. 5l:39f., Yahweh holds a figurative revel(miiteh)
and brings the Babylonians down "like lambs to the'slaughter" (Wkniim litb6ok). Even
lsrael was slain by Yahweh on the day of his wrath and slaughtered without mercy

(l-am. 2:212e). But even here this harsh understanding of God is accepted without

criticism or objection.
Hamp

27 Grill.
28 Gill,279.
2e For the LXX, see I.5.a above.

A'lp pnar; 11i1p ydh6r; t,1b tdhar; it),lp .tohori
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I. Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt. Egyp. w'br means both "purify" and ..be or become pure,,; it is also used
as an adjective, "pure." In its transitive sense, the verb is sometimes used concretely,
"wash," "make clean" (e.g., clothing), sometimes figuratively, *purify. (e.g., the
king, priests, a temple, or an altar), i.e., make free from impurity or evil. In the sense
"be pure" it is used ofpersons, parts ofthe body, clothing, buildings, sacrifices, etc.,
as well as the cloudless sky. Especially common is the phrase w'b 'wy, "with pure
hands," describing priests in the presence ofa god or attendants in the presence ofthe
king. In the context of ritual purity it is often used in the formulas w'b w,b, ,,ptme,

pure (is) ' .," and (iw w'b, "it is pure," when sacrifice is offered, during purification
ceremonies, or upon entering a temple. The one who offers the sacrifice says (iw.y
w'b.kwy, "I am pure." As an adjective, w'b exhibits a semantic shift from "pure" :*clean" to "pure" : "consecrated, sacred,,' and to ..pure', : ..unused.', It is applied
to persons, objects of all kinds, buildings, localities, etc.2

Purity plays a highly important role in worship and in the cult of the dead.3 It is an
absolute precondition for any cultic act. The temple, the cultic vessels, and above all
the one who performs the act must be pure. The word w'b even becomes the ordinary
term for "priest." "Whoever enters the temple, let him be pure',;a but also: ..Everyone

who enters this tomb, after he has purified himself as he purifies himself for the temple
of the great god. . . ."s

Purification is accomplished by means of water (washing the body or clothing) or
soda, but it also includes avoidance ofeverything repugnant to the deity (abstinence,
dietary prohibitions, intercourse with impure persons).

The purification of the king at his coronation is depicted in many scenes that show
Horus and Thoth purifying the king with libation flasks. From the flasks instead of
water pour the hieroglyphs "life" and "happiness."6 The purification of the king thus
not only removes his impurity but endues him with new life. There may be an echo
here ofthe purification ofthe sun-god in the heavenry ocean before his rising.T In like
manner the purification of the dead not only effects ritual purity but also brings life.E

A ritual for purification of the pharaoh has been discussed by Schott.e This ritual
also involves remonal of everything evil and abominable. It is also stated that the

I wbAS, t,280-82.
2 For citations, see WDA^S.
3 &ax, 631-33.
a Urk.,IV 831.
s lbid., t, 174.

1 A. H. Gardiner, "The Baptism of pharaoh,,' JEA, 36 (1950), 3-12., A... M. Blackman, R?i N.s. 39, 44tr.; ct. njtn, Ag+.t &,iR, 635.

-^_'_.q Schott, Die Reinigung Pharaos in einem memphitischenTempel. NAfiG, phil.-hist. Kl.,
t957 t3.
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purity of the king resembles the purity of the gods of the four corners of the earth, so

that it fills the whole world.ro

2. Mesopotamia. The Akkadian word for "pure" is ebburr or ellu;r2 the two are

largely synonymous, but each has certain special nuances. The former (equi\xalent to

Sum. dadag) means "gleaming" (metals, gold, precious stones, wood), "clean" (cloth-

ing), "sacred" or "pure" (objects, materials, or animals for cultic use; also rituals and

divine beings), and "trustworthy." The latter (equimlent to Sum. ka, sikil) can also

mean "gleaming" (precious stones, light, a face; cf. expressions like "pure as the

heavens," "as the sun," "as milk"l3); it can also mean "pure" (: "unmixed" ?; gold,

naphtha, oil, etc.), but it never refers to physical cleanness. It is often applied to
objects, materials, or animals used in the cult; it indicates the ritual purity of a person,

and it has a meaning that comes close to the concept "holy,"tr as applied to gods,

kings, priests, their acts, dwelling places, etc. Incantations, for example, may be called

"pure" or "holy." Finally, it can also mean "free."
The verb ebEburs and elElur6 are likewise largely synonymous and often appear

together. In the D stem, with the meaning *purify," they are often associated with
verbs meaning "wash." Water often serves as a means of purification; for example:

"sanctify, ptify (ullulu, ubbubu) this man with holy (ellu) water from Apsu"l7-
showing that the water of purification is mythologically equivalent to Apsu; "[ washed

my hands, I purified @bbubu) my body in the pure (ellu) water of the spring."lt
Gilgamesh washes his hair and cleanses @bbubu) his weapons.le Shalmanezer cleanses

his weapons in the sea.2o Even the gods cleanse themselves in the pure water of the

bit rimki (washhouse).2r The tamarisk and other plants are also used for purification
("May the tamarisk free knidruf me;z note here the "freeing" from impurity and

sin). Also of interest is the association with htppuru: "You shall pvrrfy (tukappr) the

king with holy (ebbu) rites of purification (takpirdte)."2'

10 Cf. K. I. A. Engnell, The Call of Isaiah. UUA, lg4gt4,36f.; the purity of the king is also

discussed by E. Omo, Gott und Mensch rwch den iigyptischen Tbmpelinschriften der griechisch-

rbmischen Zeit. AHAW, Phil.-Hist. Kl., l9&11,67f.
tt AHw,I, 180; CAD, IV (1958), l-4.
t2 AHw,l,2O4f.; CAD, lY, 102-106.I' CAD,IV, 8I.
14 A. O. Haldar, Associatioru of Cult Prophets among the Ancient Semites (Uppsala, 1945),

202-206.
ls AHw, I, l80f.; CAD,lV,+8.
t6 AHw, I, 197f.; CAD, IV, 80-83.
t7 cr 17,5 ItI, lf.
It Maql0 VII, ll9.
" Gilg. VI, I.l, probably used in the literal sense.
20 IQ\H 2, ll3 I,10.
2r V R 51, no. 3, 38f.
22 Maql0 I, 23.
23 H. Zimmern, Beitrbge atr Kennmis der babylonischen Religion. Assyriologische Bibliothek,

12 (l*ipzig, 19Ol), no. 26ll, 2.



Temples, princes, and the people are purified.u The king is ..purified',2s for his
throne. Lepers are purified so that they can reenter theh house.6 Sacrifices are to be
"kept pure" so that no error (biftu) is committed.2T

The verb ullulu also means "consecrate": Nabonidus consecrated and gave his
daughter to the moon-god.2t

II. Etymology; Semantic Field; or occurrences. The root thr appears in Bib-
lical and later Hebrew as well as Jewish Aramaic; it is also found in Arabic Qahara,
yahura, "bepure," "be upright"), OSA Qlv, "pttity";ze cf. Soq. tahin..pure"), and
in Ethiopic Qalwra, "be pure"; similarly Tigr6n0). In Ugaritic, yhr (var.lr) is used
of precious stones, probably with the meaning "gleaming.'a1 Syriac uses zr&i or dki(- ;r>t zpkn kakhail).

certain Hebrew p$sages suggest "gleaming" as a fundamental meaning .Ex. vl:lo,
for example, says that Moses, Aaron, and the elders of Israel saw the God of Israel,
with a sapphire pavement under his feet gleaming like the clear heaven (t('esem hai-
idmayim l@dhar). Ps. 89:45(Eng. v. 44) says of the king hiifutta mi1fhor6, possibly
to be amendedto mithir6, meaning that he was robbed of his royal splendor; cf. Iran.
xvafnah and Akk. melarntnu as terms for the divine splendor of the king.r2 The same
is true of Mal. 3:3, where the piel of thr and srp are used with reference to the refining
of silver, and Job 37:21, where the wind clears (piel of rDr) the skies.

This basic meaning is supported in part by a survey of the semantic field. Synonyms
include + ''l'''l] bn, *be pure, be clear"; + i:Dl zd&i lzdkhah),..be pure,,, ..be upright,,;
and occasionally + F, lbn, "be white." In association with lhr we also find verbs
meaning "purify" such as zqq and. Srp, as well as the root + ;lp: naq6, which rep_
resents the same idea transferred to the ethical realm. The use of + .lDf kipper in
combination with thr is discussed below.33 There are also points of contact with ->
uilv qai, "holy.' The antonym is provided by + NDD tdnd andits various snyonyms.

The verb tdhar occurs 29 times in the qal, 4o times in the piel, and 20 times in the
hithpael. There are 2 possible occurences of the pual: ls.2o:26 conj. in place of
the second ydhbr, and (less certainly) Ezk. 22:vl, where hrangdr| might be read for

u KAV 218 A, lI, 22; CAD, IY,7 .
2s cAD,IV A:.
26 lbid., ly, 7 .

- 
27 A. T. Clay, Miscellaneow lracriptioru in the Yale Babylonian Collection. VOSBT, l, 45 ll,

24; CAD,IV 82.
2E YOSBT, I, 45 II, 10.
2e ContiRossini, 159.
30 TigrWb,606; possibly also borrowed from Hebrew: T. Ntildeke, Neue Beitriige zur semi-

tischen Sprachwissewch$t (Strasbourg, 1910), 36; E. Ullendof, Ethiopia and thc BrDle. Schweich
lectures, 1967 (London, 1968), 123.

3r Cazelles.
32 G. widengren, Die Religionen lraw. RdM, 14 (1965), 58f.; E. cassin, La splendeur divine.

Civilisation et soci6tis,8 (The Hague, 1968).
33 Cf. Paschen, 37-42.
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meldhdrL. Derivatives include 1dh6r, "pute," ldhar, "purity, purification," tohorA, "ptJ-

rity, purification," and possibly milhhnY

III. OT Usage. Most occurrencex of thr in the OT refer to cultic purity. There are

also some figurative occr[rences: some with the meaning of "moral purity" and others

where ldhbr seems to mean "pure, unadulterated." These latter will be considered

first.

l. Pure Gold, etc. Some cultic utensils are to be made of zihAb fih6t In the

regulations governing the making of the tabernacle (Ex. 25;3O:3) and the account of
its construction (Ex. 37), the term "pure gold" alternates with simple zahAb, "gold."
The ark is to be overlaid with "pure gold" (25: I I ; 37 :2); the kapporel is to be fashioned

of "pure gold" (25:17; 37.6), as is the table (25:?A,'d36; 37:ll,;ph piel, "overlaid").
Cultic vessels are also to be made of "pure gold" (25:29;37:16). Several Passages

speak of "pure gold" as the material of the lampstand (25:31,39 3717,22,V1). Finally,

the snuffers and trays are of "pure gold" (25:38; 37:23), and the incense altar is
overlaid with it (30:3;37:26). There are other references to "pufe gold" in the context

of the priestly vestments and their fashioning (Ex. 28, 39): two chains for the ephod

(28:t4), two chains for the breastpiece (28:22; 39;15,17), bells on the skirts of the

outer robe (28:33, zdftnh; 39:25, zdhnb fih\r), and a plate with the inscription qdleJ

fYilWH (28:36;39:30, with the addition of nEzer'haqq0dei).

It is uncertain whether there is any real difference between the most contmon

expression zdhab and the more precise zihhb tAhbr The Chronicler occasionally uses

other terms. We read in I Ch. 28:15f. that the lampstands and the table for the

showbread were made of zdhAb, while according to 28:17 the forks, basins, and cups

were made of zihnb tnhir; I K. 7:50 use,s zdhib sdgttr. According to 1Ch. 28:18,

the altar of incense was made of zahAb m"suqqAq. According to 2 Ch. 3:4, the inside

of the vestibule of Solomon's temple was covered with zdlrfub .tah6n while zahAb fib
was used for the nave and most holy place (3:5,8; v. 7 mentions only znhAb). According

to 2 Ch. 9:17, finally, the king's ivory throne was overlaid with "pure gold" (1 K.
l0:18 has zAhAb mupAz).

These synonyms suggest that the phrase refers to pure, unalloyed gold. Since,

however, almost all the passages deal with cultic objects, it is undeniable that there

may be overtones of "cultic purity." Job 28: 19 ases kelem ldhbr, "pute gold," meta-

phorically for the value of wisdom. Similar is Ps. 12:7(6): the promises of Yahweh

arc lAhbr, comparable to purified QArfip, m"atqqdq) silvet.

2. Cuhic Purity. a. Most frequently, 1dh6r is a cultic term, with -> NDD ldtnZ' as

its antonym. It is the function of the priests to distinguish (hibfrl l--+ fil mil) between

the unclean and the clean (L,ev. 10: l0; cf. 20:25;Ezk. 4:23). Ezk. 22:26 asserts that

the priests have not been doing theirjob. The law governing clean and unclean animals

is intended to distinguish ltunZ' ftom ldhbn those that may be eaten from those that

3a See above.
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may not be eaten (L-ev. ll:47). The law of leprosy shows how to tell when one is clean
and when one is unclean (I*v. 14:57). The general principle that something unclean
does not produce something clean finds figurative application in Job l4:4: the unclean
human race cannot bring forth a single inaiviaua wno is clean in the eyes of God.

b. only those who are clean may take part in the cult. All who are clean may eat
the flesh of the Pldmtm sacrifice; whoever eats of it while unclean shall be cut off
from the community (Lev. 7:19f.). According to Deuteronomy, on the other hand, the
flesh ofanimals that are not slaughtered for sacrifice may be eaten by clean and unclean
alike (Dt. 12:15,22; cf. also 15:22). when David absents himself from Saul's table on
the day of the new moon, gsul thinks it is because he is unclean (l S. 20:26).

Everyone who is clean must keep the passover (Nu. 9:13); those who are not clean
or have not sanctified themselves are forbidden to eat the passover lamb (2 Ch. 30:17f.;
E,". 6:20). Some cultic acts can be performed only by an ,ii 1dh6r (Nu. r9:9,lgf.).

A priest who is clean may eat of the uave offering 1Nu. ig:lt; Lv. 10:14 adds:"in a clean place"rs; and of the frstfruits (Nu. lg:r31. l*v.22:4states that a priest
may eat of the holy tlmgs (qoddiim) of the Israelites only when he is clean.36

A special purification ceremony associated with the consecration of the Levites is
described in Nu. 8:5-22. They are sprinkred with the water of expiation (mo baga't);they shave themselves3T and wash their clothes (v. 7); propitiatory sacrifice is offered
(ktpper, w- 12,21). Finally the Levites are brought u"ror" yut*"h. Thus they are
separated (hiw) from the people, and now belong to yahweh (ufhayfi D, v. l4).
Then they can perform the sacred rites.

According to Neh. 12:30, the priests and Levites purified themselves before puri_
fying the people, the ga0es, and the wall.

c. cultic ceremonies are to be performed at a clean prac,e (nfiq6m pdh6r). The
remains of the bull sacrificed as a sin offering are burned in a clean place outside the
camp (trv. 4:12); the ashes are convelcd to a clean place outside the camp (Irv.6:4[1]); a man who is clean is to deposit the ashes of the heife, in a clean place
outside the camp (Nu. 19:9). The breast that is waved and the thigh that is offered are
eaten by the priests in any clean place (Lev. 10:14; cf. Lxxtwsioi;compare the cereal
offering, which is to be eaten beside the altar, in a holy ptacJ 1rrr. r0:12f.), as welr
as the goat of the sin offering (kv. l0:16tr ).

d. There are cban and unclean animals (r*v. fl:47;20:25, ydh6r-1dtnE,,. cf. Gen.
7:2,8 111, clean versus not clean); they are listed in lrv. 1r. ihe clean animals maybe eaten, the unclean may not be eaten (r*v. rr:47; Dt. r4:rr,20). Noah offered
sacrifice of every clean animal and bird (Gen. g:20[J]). For-further discussion+ XD9 ldmE'.

35 See below.x K. Flligea teviticus. HAT, ty (lg(f),2g2.
37 + nh giltah fuillach).
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e. Certain cultic objects are referred to expressly as-"clean" m "pure." These

include the table for the showbread (l*v. 24:6;2 C},. l3:ll-possibly an abbreviated

way of saying "table of pure gold," cf. Ex.25:23f.;37:10f.;38 the things set on the

table include pure incense,lbonA zakkA and the lampstand (Ex. 3l:8; 39:.37;l*v.
24:4-also a possible abbreviation; cf. Ex. 25:3t;37:.173e). According to Ex. 30:35,
the incense is to be both tdh6r arrd qddei; its constituents include lbdnA zekkA $. 34;
Ex. 37:29 speaks only of qeydre! hassmm?m fihbr). According to Isa. 66:20, cereal
offerings are presented in clean vessels. Mal. 1:11 speaks of "pure offerings" through-
out the world; in contrast to the unacceptable sacrifices offered by the priests oflsrael;
but here there are echoes of the notion of proper intention.

f. Another group of passages refers to the cleansing of cultic objects so that they
may be used in the cult. Noteworthy here is the association withqidd?i, "sanctify,"
and kippea "propitiate," as well as the mention of what the objects are to be purified
of. According to L€v. 16:19, the altar is to be sprinkled on the Day of Atonement
with blood "to cleanse Qhr piel) it and hallow (qdi piel) it from the uncleannesses

Qwn'60 of the people of Israel." According to v. 16, the ceremony pertains to lurn'61,
peid'im, and hattd't The cultic terminology of uncleanness is here linked with the idea

of sin. Ezk. 43:26 states that for seven days the altar shall be atoned for (kpr piel),
purified Qlv piel), and consecrated (millE' yAdl\; n the preceding verses we also find
the verb fui118' , "cleanse from sin." According to 2 A\ 29, during the reformation of
Hezekiah the priests sanctified themselves (hilqaddZi) in order to cleanse Qhr) the
temple (v. l5). They cleansed the inside of the temple and removed all the uncleanness

(twl6, v. 16); they sanctified (qdi) the temple for eight days (v. 17) and then reported
to Hezekiah: "We have cleansed Qhr, v. 18; cf. hEbn, hiqdi, v. 19) all the house of
Yahweh." Such terminology is not used in the parallel, 2 K. 18:4. The reformation of
Josiah is described as follows in 2 Ch. 34: Josiah began to purge (1ha v. 3) Judah and

Jerusalem of high places, Asherim, and idols; the cleansing included the burning of
the bones of the idolatrous priests (v. 5). The whole is summarized in v. 8 in the words
"he purged the land and the temple." The parallel text in 2K.23 uses instead the

verb timmE', "defile" (w 8,10,13), i.e., make unclean through contact with the bones

of the dead.
According to Neh. 12:30, the priests and Levites purify themselves (rftr hithpael)

and then purify (piel) the people, the gates, and the wall of Jerusalem. Neh. 13:9

states that Nehemiah cleansed the chambers in the temple court and brought thither
the cultic vessels. The function of the Lrvites is described summarily n I Ch. 23:28
as "cleansing all that is holy" $ohoral lkol-qdei); cf. Neh. 12:45: priests and kvites
are obligated to perform the service ofpurification as well as the service oftheir God.

g. A large number of the occurrences of ydhbr and the verb thr (qal, piel, and

hithpael) appear in the ritual laws dealing with uncleanness and purification from
uncleanness.

38 See above.
3e See above.
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The law of leprosy contains several examples of the declaratory formula fih6r hfi,
(I*v. 13:13,17,39-41; also ll:37, with reference to seed that a carcass falls upon).
The piel is used for the priest's declaration of cleanness (l*v. 13:17,23,2g,34f.,37);
the qal appears in 13:6,34; l4:8f.,20; the hithpael participle designates the person to
be cleansed (r-ev. l4.4,7f.,11,14,17-19). The cleansing includes sprinkling with water
(lnv. l4:7); the final cleansing involves akipper act (Lrv. l4:l}-20).

A concrete example is provided by the story of Naaman in 2 K. 5: he is advised
to bathe in the Jordan in order to become clean (w. 10,13); although he does not
understand the meaning ofthe order (v. l2), he is cleansed (v. l4).

other references to purification refer to genital discharge (l*v. l27f., qal; kipper
appears in the same passage). Uncleanness is removed by bathing (*bathe in water
... and be clean," l*v. 17:15;22:7;Nu. 19:19 [also hitt€,]; Nu. 3l:24; washing
clothes, I*v. ll,32; l3:58; 17:15; Nu. 3l:23). In Nu. 19:12 we find ..cleanse oneself
(hil@le') and become clean."

Ezk. 39 speaks of cleansing the land defiled by rhe corpses of Gog (vv. 12,14,16).

3. Figurative Meaning. Just as the boundary line between uncleanness and sin is
fluid,4 cleanness or purity is closely related to what is ethically and religiously good.
Frcl.9:2lists a contrasting series: righteous/wicked (;addqlrdia,), goodtevit-Qibt
ra' , if we may assume that one element has been dropped), clean/unclean eah6rl
!amE'); all are treated the same, claims the author. of course it is possible that the
reference here is to cultic purity, but the context suggests ethical judgment. The same
is true of Job l4;4, aheady cited above: the (ethically) unclean human race cannot
produce an individual who is (ethically) clean in the eyes of God. Three variations on
the same theme occur elsewhere in the book of Job: "can mortal man be righteous
(gadas) before God? can a man be pure eatrur) before his Maker?" (4:17); "what is
man, that he can be clean Qa.ki)? or he that is born of a woman, that he can be
righteous (sdas)?" (15:14); "How then can man be righteous $adad before God?
How can he who is born of woman be clean (zakh)t' (25:4). Here we see that tdhar,
zdkh, and ;ddaq are closely related in meaning.

The boundary between literal and figurative meaning is also fluid in z,ee. 3:5. The
high priest Joshua has his filthy (sd'irz) garments removed and is given a ..clean"

turban, which also signifies that his iniquity ('aw6n) has been taken away (v. 4).
'Filthy" here clearly symbolizes sin or iniquity; the clean garments are ..not filthy"'
in the literal sense, but also symbolize ethical purity. A similar association appears
in Prov. 30:12: "There are those who are pure in their own eyes, but are not cleansed
of their filth (sd'6)." The context shows that the reference is to ethical qualities.

In Job l7:9, fhor-yd/oyim, "charr of hands," stands in parallel wth sadfrq; in the
preceding verse, niqt andyaidr zue synonymous. prov. 22:ll praises the one who
loves purity ofheart and speaks graciously eten);theprecise meaning is not clear, but
Prov. 15:26 states that pleasant (no'an) words are pure, while wicked thoughts are an
abomination. According to Ps. 12:7(6), the promise.s ('imr6, pl.) of yahweh are pure,

4 ---+ llDD ldnd'
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like silver that is refined and purified (;ArfiP, m"arqqdq).Since the preceding verses

speak of the false speech of the wicked, the meaning "true" or "trustworthy" suggests

itself. Ps. 19:8-11(7-10) contains a series of predicates describing the word (law,

commandment, etc.) of Yahweh; these include lnhbr (dacibing the "fear" of Yahweh,

perhaps read mistakenly for limr6, "promise") and bar (+ 11) bdrar); synonyms

include ne'emfin, ydidr,'eme1, and sddaq. The purpose of the psalm appears primarily

to be the praise of God's word as being true and trustworthy; there may also be echoes

of the clarity of God's commands. According to Hab. 1:13, Yahweh is too Pure to

behold ra' atd'dmil; nevertheless, laments the prophet, he lets the faithless hold sway.

Sometimes the subject is purification from idolatry, for example Gen. 35:2, "Put
away the foreign gods . . . and purify yourselves"; Josh.22:17 , where the congregation

is not 1et cleansed from the 'dw6n of Ba'al-Peor; Jer. 13:.27, "I have seen your

abominations (itqqfr;).. . . How long will it be before you are made clean?";Ezk.
36;25, "1 will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean from all your

uncleannesses, and from all your idols I will cleanse you" (cf. Ezk.37:23 withiiqqfis,
gillfil, and pe,ia'); cf. also Neh. 13:30: "Thus I cleansed them from everything foreign

(nEkir)l'
"Cleanse" can also refer to forgiveness of sins in general. In Jer. 33:8, "cleanse

fuom 'dwbn" stands in parallel with s dl$; ct. Ezk. 36:33 , where we find only "cleanse

from ' dwdn." Bzk. ?ll:13 speaks of the impossibility of cleansing from filthiness caused

by "lewdness," i.e., idolatry. t-ev. 16:30 links cleansing from sns (battd'!) with the

notion of atonement (kipper). Prov. 20:9 speals of the impossibility of purifying

oneself from sin (or keeping oneself pure) and having a clean (zikkil heart. In Ps.

5l:4(2), the psalmist prays that God wiU cleanse him from his sin (hatta'0; the parallel

clause, "wash me from my 'dwdn," alludes to purification ceremonies. V. 9(7) asso-

ciates the purification with washing and with hyssop as a means of purification (cf.

l*v. 14:46f. in the case of leprosy and Nu. 19:18 in the case of cultic uncleanness).

The result is given in v. 12(10): a clean heart. Mal. 3:3 promises that the sons of kvi
will be purified like the refining of silver and gold (;rp, zqq piel); as a result they will
present offerings in righteousnes (;einqd).

IV. LXX. The LXX usually uses kathar6s and katlurizein to translate 1ftr and its

derivatives. Sometimes other words are picked: lwgrws,Ps. 12:7(6, DO( 11:7); 19:10(9,

LXX 18:10); hbsios, Prov. 22:Il; dilcaios, Prov. 30:12; ddkimos, 2 Clr. 9:L7; higios,

L,ev. 10:14 (assimilation to v. l3?); hagnizein, 2 C}r. 29:16,18; 30:18; hagnism6s, Nu.
8:7; aplagnizein, Nu. 8:6,2I.In Ezk. 22:2[, brichcin presupPoses a reading mumldr

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The statements concerning purification in the Dead Sea

scrolls can be divided into two groups. On the one hand, the Manual of Discipline
and sometimes the Damascus Document speak of "the purity of the many" Qohora7

hirabbim, 1QS 6:16,25;7:3,16,19) or "the purity of the holy men" Qohoora!'ani?
haqqadei, lQS 5:13; 8:17), or simply toh'ri (lQS 6:22;7:25;8:24; CD 9:21,23) as

something that outsiders are forbidden to touch. It is not clear whether these passages
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refer to the ritual washing, the common meals, or something else.al In any case, the
exclusivity of the Qumran community in its separation from all outsiders.is clearly
expressed.

On the other hand, the Hodayoth contain several occurrences of the verb yhr, mostty
in the piel, with reference to cleansing from sin and iniquity ('dw6n, leH l:32; peia,,
3:21;7:30; ll:10;'ainfi, 4:37;6:8). One passage (15:16) compares cleansing to the
refining (zqq) of silver; another (6:8) uses zqq without mentioning silver. According
to 3:21, the result of this cleansing is incorporation into the community. Finally, 16:li
states that the cleansing takes place through the holy spirit of God. The Temple scroll
(published in 1977) contains many additional occurrences.

Ringgren

ar Paschen,94ff.
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the vocalization is based on a Prroto-semitic secondary infix -ai-l-au- that was assim-
ilated to stressed i. This changed to 6 in Canaanite (and in part back to d at a later
time) and was sometimes lowered to i.6

In ugaritic we find the noun 1bn, "harmony,'7 and !bt; the meaning "goodness,'for
the latter is strongly contested on account of the fragmentary nature of the text.E We
also find the adj. 1b, pl. 1bm, "good, pleasant, sweet.'D No corresponding verb appears
in Ugaritic. Elsewhere in Northwest Semitic the following forms occur, with a variety
of semantic nuances: noun, Old Aram. ybt, Syr. /D or 1wb,; verb, Old AlrLm. tyblf b
andyfu, Syl {b; adjective, Old Aram., Syr., Nab., palmyr. rD, Biblical Ararn. /b,
Hatra, Thrg., Pun. rD'; and adverb, Tary. yb, palmyr. 

1byt.
In East Semitic, of special importance is the Akkadian noun labtu, "good deed,

favor," alongside labtuu or !ilbtu, "ffiendship, good will." we also find the adj. tdbu,
"good," with tabii, "good," tfibu, ,,that which is good.,' As in other languages_
similar to Egyp. nfi-tdne verb tidbunltibu appears here with the meaning ..be-

come/make good, beautiful."
of disputed etymology is the word {wb that appears in Aramaic and North Arabic

with the meaning "rumor, report," frequently with the negative qualification ..slander.,'

Here we are dealing with an independent homonym, a monosyllabic form that could
easily develop. It belongs with tbblzbb, a by-form of dbb.ro

2. UsageOutsidctheBible. Examinationof theroot lbatitsveryearlieststageof
usage reveals a variety of applications that did not develop out of a single conceptual
meaning to which they could be traced etymologically. The meanings coexist syn-
chronically (polysemy), and must be classified according to the particular situation
and application at hand. No real semantic innovation for yb appexs at any time. we
are always dealing with semantic extensions and specializations of the term in specific
areas.

a. The basic meaning of .rb and its derivatives refers in general to the qualities that
make an object desirable. Here the emphasis is an originally pure utilitarianism, both
qualitative and quantitative. when used in this way, 1b canbecome a fixed element in
thedefinitionof anobject,e.g.,ugar. tqll<sprb, "ashekelof finesilver"rl(cf.Gen.
2:12; losh.7:21; I S. 25:8; 2 K. 3:19,25; Z C}t.3:5,8; Est. g:17; Eccl. 7:14;Isa. 5:9;

_ 6 BLe,_l2i, l4j; Gray, $45f, 93,96f; for a different approach, see Christian, 109; G. J.
Botterweck, Der Trilitemlismus im semitischen erliiutert * a"" wurzeln GL KL I<I . BBB, 3
(1952\,48.

7 KTU, 1.19,4.
8 KTU,l.82, vo. 34;cf.WUS, no. lll0.
1 mU, 1.43, 12, 15; 1.3 I,2O;4.2t3 passim.

to KBL', 352; J. Barr, Comryrative phiology and the Tbxt of the or (oxford, 196g), l6f.;
R. Gordis, "The Text and Meaning of Hosea XM,. 14 5 (1i55), 88-90 : htsThe Word and
the Book (New York, 1976), 347-49; uiw, 154f.; M. wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammati-
kalischen Aramaismen im alttestarnentlichen Hebriiisch. BZAW, 96 (l9(f), 59;E. 7nlli, ,.flD II,-
Bibt, 34 (1953), r2t-23.

tt KTll,l.43, 12, 15.
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etc.) or yn lbrz alongside yn d I !b,r3 n the sense of variously flavored wines such
as honeyed wine or spiced winela (cf. Ps. 34:9[Eng. v. 8]; 133:lf.; Cant. l:2f.;7:lDl9l;
Isa. 5:20; Virolleaudls takes the meaning instead to be "wine that is good" and "wine
that is not good"). The element of sweetness appears in Arab. liyAb, whtch is used by
metonymy for a kind of date, as well as in Akk. libu, "swetmeat."

Oil had a wide range of uses in the ancient Near East: it was an essential addition
to food, it provided a source of illumination, it was used for medicinal purposes, and
it was used for anointing when sacrifice was offered.r6 This fact explains the numerous
references to great quantities of imn gb, *fine oil," as a gift or commodity (the ref-
erence is to crushed oil, purified of all foreign elementslT). In Arabic usage, imn 1b
refers only to spiced oil for secular use, not the oil used for cultic anointingrt (cf.
2 K. 20:13; but in Jer. 6:20 qdneh lwy16b appars together with "frankincense from
Sheba" in a sacral context, synonymous with ryD).

As a designation of the purest quality, 1D is also used with eru, "copper,-re eqla,
"field," etc.

The Akkadian fem. noun ldbtu (sumerqgram MUN), "salt," is not connected with
the root .tb, 

*gooil'Here we are dealing with an "qtymological homonym," which is
the product of phonetic oonvergence and was fnally associated by metonymy withtb,
"good," and fem. 1dbtu, 

*goodness," because salt was looked upon as an indispensable
product. We are clearly dealing with a.semantic transference based on homonymy.

A true example of synecdoche, by contrast, is Neo-Bab. tyb, "fragrance,"20 and
Min. tyb, which designates a substance producing this fragrance, probably a resin
used with other aromatics when incense was offered.2l

b. In all the Semitic languages, rb is used in the context of everyday life to designate
the practical utility of an object, an action, or a situation, with reference to its being
"useful" or "advantageous." The particular purpose in each case lends the word its
specific meaning.

ln Assyrian, this usage appears only in the use of the D stem of the verb to mean

t2 KTU, 4.2t3, t, 4,6,9, ll, 14, 16,20,22.
t3 KTU, 4.213, 2, 5, 7, 10, 12f., 15, 17, 19, 23; cf. lne 3: ljtq.
t4 Cf. AuS,IV (1935), 375; M. Dahood, ugaritic-Hebrew Philolog. BietOr, 17 (1965), 59,

no. 1028; O. Eissfeldt, "The Alphabetical Cuneiform Texts from Ras Shamra Published in 'L.e
Palais Royal d'Ugarit,'vol. II, 1957,"JSS, 5 (1960) : KlSchr, tr (1953), 389;W, no. 1028;
IVUS, no. lll0; J. Aistleitner, "kxikalische,s zu den ugaritischen Texten,"AcAASH, ll (1960),
29-34.

ts PRU, ll, 94.
16 S. H. Langdon, Die rcufubylonischcn Kbnigsinschriften. VAB, 4 (1912),62,52.
t1 Cf . AuS , Iy, 247 , 256; EA 14 l, 32; II 50; trI 3445; 17 , 44; etc.
18 H. Gunkel, "Psalm 133," Beitiige tr alttestarnentliclwnWissenschaft. Fes*chrift K. Budde.

BZAW, 34 (t92O),73f.
te EA 40, 13.
20 [,angdon, 256, 5.
2t ClH,308, 4 (meaning disputed);681;686; nbS Zllt,4f.;2778, t2;2839,..pleasant odor

of God"; etc. Cf. W. W. Miiller, Die Wurzeln med. und tertiae YIW im Altsildarabischen (diss.,
Tiibingen, 1962),72.
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"prepare, make ready.',, Ug*. yblybn ql2, probably suggests less the "pleasantness"
than the "power" of a voice.23 DelitzsctPa interprets muli-ib-twr,25 a synonym for dn-
al-tun26 and applied to a door as a poetic epithet, in the sense "making glad (the one
returning home)." Akk. L ilnw ittlbu means for the sailor "good (i.e., favorable)
weather.'47 Aram. m'n yb is a "seaworthy ship.'a It is important fm a speaker to find
the right words, i.e., to have the gift of eloquence and use it in appropriate situations:
"May your lips be friendly (iapfila lu tAbil when you wish them to be. ."2e

c. The relationship between human beings and the gods is also defined in part in
terms of "right" words and deeds,3o i.e., those that serve to fulfill the will of the gods
and are therefore rewarded by the gods: "The great gods look with joy upon my good
(danqdte) works, and at their exalted command I sit .rnDrl upon the throne of my
frther. . . ."31 The word ldbii, *in good fashion, well," can also be interpreted as
"with frvorable auspices." In the annals of Ashurbanipal,32 the pleasure of the gods
is coupled with the rainfall of Adad, i.e., with the fertility of the land and its associated
prosperity. In response to human beings the gods speak favorable and propitious words,
not least in oracles.33 Every important undertaking is dependent on the favorable
interpretation of such oracles in order to determine the days best suited to the project
(iltti fibtui;v ina arfii !.Abi, 

*n a favorable month"35).
In the Babylonian hymns, the king frequently prays to the gods for iiru !dbu;!6 this

prayer may express the desire for physical health, but it may also indicate the desire
for a ftvorable omen. Juxtaposition with a prayer fu "protection of the soul"37 or 'Joy
of heart"3t supports the meaning "health of body," but the texts often associate this
prayer with a prayer for an oracle (cf. esp. the highly poetic prayer of Nebuchadnez?ar
to the goddess Ninkarrak3e).

In Neo-Babylonian letters from the king to his inferiors, the stereotyped salutation

2 Prism of Tiglath-pileser I, IY 70; cf. II, 10.
23 KTU, 1.3 l,2O;1.19,45f. For a different view, see C. Virolleaud, La daesse ,Anat (pais,

1938), in loc. Cf. I Danel 46.z F. Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handwiirterbuch (1896; repr. Iaipzig, 1968), 300.
2s AHw, II, 691b.
26 AHw, I, 154.
27 EA7,59.
a Ahikar, 109.
2e c't 29.
30 [angdon, Neb. 86 l, 15-23.
3r M. Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten assyischen Kbnige bis atm Utergang Ninivehb.

uAB,7 (19t6',), L4, II, lof.
32 lbid., Rm I, rt4ff.
tt IbA. , 34446; K 1285, ll , 13 , 26.r H. Hunger, Babylonische und assyrische Kolophone . AOAT, 2 (1968), 179a.
35 Streck, 640.
36 [:ngdon, 130, 53; Streck, l],21 52, 42; 53, 7l; Col. n, 12; etc.
37 [angdon, 78,6.
3t Streck, Cyl. L2, 2Of.; cf. Langdon, ll2, 56.
3e langdon, 76,38-78, 52.
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was a wish for the recipient's welfare: libbaka ltt !atbl@, "may your heart be lrappy,"
i.e., "may you prosper." Well-being in the sense of peace and contentment in the land
is to extend to subjects, especially recently subjugated peoples, thanks to the generous

and upright government of their (new) ruler. Thus despite variations in wording one

could speak of a "pacification formula."a

d. According to Assyrian and Babylonian texts, the king's gracious will is mani-
fested in his Jaru 1obu, his "good breath.'al This places him on a plane with gods such

as Marduk, the il idri tdbi,a "whose good breath we breathe when in terrible dis-
tress."43 Tlle iaru ydbu of the king makes itself known in a positive response for anyone
who calls on him for support (usually military), as well as in material aid. Cf. the

related passages in the Amarna letters: idru baldli-ia,a ia-ri-ia.as Here we may be

dealing with a personalized synecdoche representing the king. T'he idru designates a

totally positive element. lts refusal means punishment, denial of material aid, dis-
pleasure on the part of the ruler, depriving the person concerned of "peace of heart,"
his personal security,6 making him helpless in the face of his enemies.aT

e. From the Old Assyrian period until at least the sixth century B.c., in suzerainty
treaties as well as in "official" leffers and communications between individual rulers,
the making, keeping, and breaking of political alliances are often discussed. Besides
Al*. abburuli, "b,rotherhood," a central role is played in these contexts by the active
verb (present Wbliliblitibbu,'permansive tAb) and the noun tatbutu (tilbtultubu, andthe
collective pl. tub[b]ati), "benevolence, friendship."4 The lof,alty of the parties man-
ifests itself in various ways. The phrase lttbtu u sulwtmtt is a term for peace resulting
from a treaty. Used with irn ("with, under") and blri ("between"), pbrttuli designates

those relationships between two states that are defined by formal treaty. A eommon
variant is juxtaposition of covenant friendship Qitbituli) and brotherhood (abbhnli).4e

These terms can stand side by side or be used as synonyms for each other. The
relationship is especially close when the subst. albiltu appears with the attributive adj.

lAbtu.so These terms suggest less a lord/vassal relationship than ties between equal or
'almost equal sovereigns defined by mutual treaty obligations in the realm of com-
mercesl or matrimonial politics.s2

4 lbid., 172,35-37; cf. lO2, ll-16; M. Schorr, Urkundcn des altbabylonischcn Zivil- und
Prozessrechts. VAB, 5 (1913; repr. 1971), ll0, 17; KAI ,2228.6.

4t EA 297, 18.
42 EnEl, VII, 20.
a3 EnEl, VII,23.
4 EAt4t,2.
45 EA 281, 3.
6 EA 297, t7f.
47 EA t37, 67-80.
4 -> h''lf billbtithl,lll.2,258t.
4e EA 4, 15, l7; 17,51; ll vo., 22; etc.
so EA 1,64.
sr EA ll vo.,22f.;16,32.
s2 EA 4, 15-18; cf. l, 64.
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As early as the Amarna letters we find as parallel terms for making a treaty the
expressions iabru (for sadnwsr) efiiu,labilta epEiu, and kitta(m) ep?iu.s The contrary
'break a treaty" or "offend against a tteaty," has a prominent place especially in the
annals of Ashurbahipal. The terms adfi and libtu appear here with the same verbs,
but are not Qnce Lamadrid and Moran) synonymous and interchangeable.

The term adtt has in the two parties who together conclude a treaty two reference
points on the same plane; tdbtu starts explicitly from the perspective of the sovereign
and describes the obligations of the vassal. In this latter case the parties are anything
but equal; in expressions using ldbtu we are always dealing with vassal treaties, as is
also shovm by the statement in certain texts that the traitor has refused homage and
tribute.s5 The onesidedness of this relationship is further underscored by the frct that
treaties with the Assyrian king involve the gods of Assyria themselves, and are con-
firmed by oath in their presence, but not in the presence ofthe gods ofthe other party
(unlike the Sefire treaty), so that the treaty can be broken only by the vassal.s6

f. The use of t6b in the administration of justice is particularly well attested in
Ammaic.57 Of particular impdance in the realm of word formation is the distinction
between the passive and active uses of the verb, which are in part characteristic of
specific types of cases.

In all linguistic usage, rD in combination q/ith lbb is to be considered a term
belonging to the law of personal property. In civil and forensic law it applies to
collmerce and the transfer of ownership through purchase or inheritance (not through
gifQ. It is a fixed technical term for "satisfaction"; in the concluding clauses of a
contract or protocol it documents the fulfilment of obligations and makes the associated
renunciation of further claims legally binding.

The connection between the notion of satisfaction and that of fulfilment of obliga-
tions is made clear in quitclaims and conveyances by the active form hwlbt lbby b
. . . , "you have satisfied my heart with. . . ."sE This expression combines two aspects
that the passive fmm expresses by means of two terms: (1) yhbt ly dmwylym't Iy, "you
have given me its price"/"you have sworn me an oath"; (2) wlyb lbby bgw, "andmy
heart is satisfied thereby." From this perspective the passive form is the direct result
of the active. Fulfilment of the required conditions and "satisfaction of heart" are
identical.

g. As an attribute applied to persons, Ugar. yb (pl. tbm) may appear with the
meaning "happy."se

s' Cf. AHw, IU, ll49b
s4 EA 136, 8-13,217-32;138, 53; cf. Lama&id, EstBib, 28 (1969),61-77.
55 Streck, Rm VII, 89f.; B 7, 95; Rm [X,9, ll7-19; cf. also Rm VIII, 66, ld fuAsis .tAbti n

its context; etc.
56 For details, see Johag.
s7 See Y. Muffs, Srndier in thc Aramaic lzgal Papyri from Elephantine. SrDI, 8 (1969).
sE IbA., 46f.,70f.; AP, 6, 12;20,8.
se Cf. F. B. Knutson, in RSP II, 158; KTU, 1.108, 4f. re,ads 7.bm.
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The Aramaic miidl sayings from Elephantine exhibit an ethical component. They
use concrete terms by metonymy as images for abstract concepts.@ A large number
of these proverbs are general maxims pertaining to daily life in society; they bear on
ethical conduct and furnish concrete guidelines: "Good eyes ('ynyn rDn) should not be

darkened and good earc ('dnyn fDn) should not be stopped, and a good mouth (pm tb)
will love the truth and speak it.'61

h. In Palmyrene and Nabatean gxaffiti, some as late as the Christian era, lb appears

in combination with various fmms of the root -+ 1)l zd*ar lzil<]wrl; these are memorial
and dedication inscriptions. The expression often appears in parallel with + oll?
ilm62 arrd bryt63 with a personal name. Schottroffa distinguishes between secular and

sacral usage in Palmyrene and Nabatean, and points ouf the OT correspondences in
Neh. 5:19 and 13:31 (with t€, "according to"). The devout worshipper is confident
that God will remernber him and vouchsafe his lasting blessing on account of his
actions. The act of remembering assures salvation (hWn); thus .tb takes on a religious
sense: dkrn 1b, "devout remembrance.'6 On memorial tablets, the exclamatory formula
dlqr llb1b, "be it remembered for/as Bood,"oz requests "good remembrance" not only
for the person of the departed, but also for his "good name" (im tb) or for the "beauty"
and "excellence" of a woman: "So excellent and beautiful was she that no one was

like her in excellence.'6 Some texts@ invoke a curse on anyone who ignores this
request; whoever obeys it will receive the same "good remembrance" as the departed.To

ll. l. OT Occurrences. Forms of t6b are found in all the OT books except Obadiah,

Habakkuk, and Haggai: 738 occurrences are Hebrew and 3 are Aramaic (Eu. 5:171,

Dnl. 2:32; 6:71); it also occurs 13 times in names. Beside.s the perfective root lwb
there are 123 occurrences of the imperfective by-fmm ylb (M in the qal, 73 in the

hiphil [there are only 3 occurrences ofthe hiphil of !wbf,6 in the form ofthe superlative
subst. mA{ab). In many passages it is difficult to determine whether the form f6b
represents the adjective (masc. sg.) or the verb (qal stative, ptcp., or inf.); Lisowsky
and Mandelkern differ in 70 cases.Tr The adj. tdbl6 is frequently nominalized. We

also find an abstract noun tfp (32 occurrences) formed from 16b after the analogy of
qul abstracts. When we investigate diachronic and geographical distribution, we find

0o Ahikar, 86, 109, 15 lf., 159; cf. I 15, 123, 163-65.
61 Ahikar, 86.
62 CIS,ll,228I'XES 1106, l-4; 1116 A2 (?); 1136 A, CP; etc.
6' KAI,224.lf., etc.
fl W. Schottroff, "Gedenkcn" im Alten Orient und im AT. WMANT, 15 (21967).
5s lbid., 219.
6 lbid.,80.
67 KAI, 238.8f.; 24.2f., 5;246.3;251.3;256.3 with ,",' RES ll37 A; 1171, l; 1192, ll;

1383; 1389; etc. with De.
6 KAI, 226.3;276.9, ll.
6e lbid.,245.l-3.
70 (bA.,240.2f.
1t Sen KBL!, 354-56.
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that the root is used throughout the whole of lsrael from the early period down to the
latest period ofthe OT canon, albeit partially restricted to certain areas oflife.

The following is a survey of OT occurrences. l6b gerb or adj.; note the caveat

above) occurs in J 31 times; E, 14; R 15; Dt. 1-11 ard 27-34, 24; Dt. 12-26, 6;
Josh., 8; Jgs., 14; Ruth, 3; 1 S., 39; 2 5., 26; I K., 24; 2 K., 12; I Ch., 8; 2 Ch., 23;
Ez,r.,7; Neh., 12;Bst.,23;lob, 12; Ps.,69;Prov.,62;fucl.,52iCant.,4;Isa.,9;
Deutero-Isa., 3; Thito-Isa., 2; Jer., 37; lam.,7; Ezk.,9; Dnl., 4; Hos., 5; Joel, l;
Am.,4; Jon.,2; Mic.,4; Nah., 2; Zec.,4; Mal., l. Occurrences of 16D hiphil are
1 K., 1; 2K., l;2 C)t., l. 1iD is found in J 2 times; E,2;P, 1; Dt., 2;2K., l;Ezl,
l; Neh.,4; Job,2; Ps.,7; Prov., l; Isa., l; Thito-Isa., 2;ler.,3; Hos., 2;Zac.,l.yyb
qal occurs in J 3 times;8,2;P,2;Dt. l-ll and27-34,6;Dt. 12-26,3; Josh.,2;
Jgs., 3; Ruth,2; I S., 2;25.,2;1K.,2;2K.,1; Neh.,2; Est.,5; Ps., 1; Eccl., 1;

let,4; Nah., 1. yp hiphil is found in J 9 times; E, 1; R 2;D. l-ll and27-34,6;
Dt. 12-26,4; Josh., l; Jgs., 2; Ruth, 1; I S., 4; I K., l;2K.,2;lob, 1; Ps.,6;
Prov;,5; Eccl., l; Isa.,2; Deutero-Isa., l; Jer., 14;Ezk.,2; Hos., 1; Jon.,3; Mic.,
2; Nah., 1;7nph., l. mdfi[ occurs in P 4 times and in I S. twice.

The root is especially frequent in the southern kingdom from the eighth to the sixth
centuries and after the exile. It is very common in the Deuteronomistic history; in a
special portion of the Psalms, where it takes on a refined, although not totally abstract,
meaning; in Wisdom Literature, where it usually has no religious overtones; and in
Jeremiah.

The by-formyrb is most common in the hiphil, with a causative meaning; it describes
active intervention rather than durative possession of a characteristic or the result of
an action in the past. But the hiphil of yp is not totally distinct in usage from the qal
or from the qal of ybb.

2. Utilitarian Meaning in Secular Usage. The most common meaning of r6b in the
OT is utilitarian. From the perspective of the suitability of an object or person, the
focus is on the functional aspect, as being in proper order or suited for the job. We
are thus dealing with "goodness for something," with a very concrete and tangible
meaning in the background.

The approval formula of the Creation Narrative is a parade example: haryar' '"ldhim
ki tbb (Gen. l:1,4,10,12,18,21,25,31). Essential to the interpretation of 16| is its use
with + i'lN'1 rd'6, which means "see" in the sense of "regard," "examine," or even
"think proper," so as to arrive at the conclusion: '"firuly, it is good." In this way the
functionality of the work is emphasized, the fact that the world God has created is
"in good order." Mesopotamian parallels indicate that the expression "see that some-
thing is good" or "see how good something is" was used by craftsmen on completion
of their work.72 The utilitarian interpretation is underscored by indicating the functions
served by the works of creation. They are good for the purpose for which they were
fashioned, without any suggestion of objective evaluation.T3

72 Schmidt, 62.
73 Westermann, 61.
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The adj. OD takes on an active sense when applied to counsel (2 S. 17:14) that
serves to accomplish a project, as well as to favorable interpretation of a dream (Gen.
40:16). The hiphil of yp is also used for conduct appropriate to a situation (Gen. 4:7;
Jon. 4:4,9). In OT secular usage, the same form can have the active meaning "prepare
for use" (Ex. 30:7) or more specifically "reach a decision" (l S. 20:13) or "adorn
one's head" (2 K. 9:30); the result of an action is used to express its cause. The hiphil
ofyrb also serves to express the special excellence of some action (1 S. 16:17; Ps.

33:3; Isa. 23:16; Jer. l:12; Ezk. 33:32) when the finite form of yp is constructed with
the infinitive of a second verb or with a substantive. Jer. 2:33 describes cunning and
shrewd behavior (cf. Mic. 7:3 with the oxymoron 'al-hira' . . . FhAfb); the same

idiom can characterize special love and kindness (Ruth 3:10). As an infinitive absolute
with a finite verb or participle it provides elative or superlative meaning. The action
is intensified to the ultimate degree: "seek diligently" (Dt. l3:15ll4l; l7:4; 19:18);

"gnnd to dust" (idols; Dt. 9:21;,2 K. 1l:18; etc.)..
In the context of agriculture, there is emphasis on the element of fertility. Plump

ears of grain of the highest quality are iibbolin t6bbt @t. Gen. 4t:5,22,24,26). Cows
(Gen. 41:26; 1 S. 8:16) or asses (l S. 8:16) calTed tbb are well-nourished, well-built,
strong beasts of burden or fat stock.

In secular usage, the noun lirp or ybbd designates not so much a quality as the cause

or source of that quality. Both words are general terms for the produce of the land
(Bn. 9:12; Neh. 9:25; ler. 2:7). In Jer. 17:6, l6b has by metonymy the specialized
meaning "rain," i.e., the good that occasions the fertility of the soil (cf. v. 8, where
l.tdm is the opposite of tbb).In the farewell discourse of Moses (Dt. 28:12), rain is
spoken of as a good from the "rich treasury" (6;drb hattAD of God, a blessing on
human labor, in parallel with abundant prosperity *in the fruit of your body, and in
the fruit of your cattle, and in the fruit of your gfound" (v. 1l; cf. Neh. 9:36; Ps.

65:12[11]; 68:10f.[9f.]; Isa. 4:2;30:23f.; ler.3l:12-14;Hos. 2:23f.12tf.)).74
In Solomon's prayer of dedication (1 K. 8), there is a clear connection between the

lack of rain and the sins of the people (w. 35f.). Prayer for the forgiveness of sins is
linked with prayer for rain (cf. Jer. 3:3; 5:25). Both Jer. 3l:12 and Ps. 85:13(12)
associate ran (tbb) and fertility with the coming age of salvation.

Of particular importance is the phrase 'ere{ !6ba (Ex. 3:8; Nu. 14:7; Dl l:25,35;
3:25;4:21f.;6:18;8:7,10;9:6;ll:17; Josh. 23:16; Jgs. 18:9; 1Ch. 28:8; Hos. 10:1)
or hi'"dinA hafbbi (Josh. 23:13,15; I K. 14:15). As the land promised to the Isra-
elites, it is viewed from a twofold perspective. Fhst, tbbG) comprehends here all the
positive material elements that make the land desirable to the Israelites during the
exodus from Egypt and the period ofwandering in the desert. Second, in the context
of the blessings the land is to receive from Yahweh, y6l appears as a term of promise
in a series of terms describing the promise of the land. The element of promise in the
description of the land as God's gracious gift and Israel's heritage finds particular
expression in the "confessional" statement !6bd hi'dres 'aier-YHWH 'ebhAnfr ndlEn

7a See M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography, II," Bibl, 45 (1964), 393-412, esp.
4tt.
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lanit (A.. L25;4:21;8:10; etc.), in which Pliige/s claims (probably correctly) to find
a cultic responsory.

when applied to persons, 16[ emphasizes a special ability, excellence, or positive
quality: a newborn child is called 96l if it is strong and handsome (Ex. 2:2); marriage-
able girls are ldbd (Gen. 6:2; cf. Egyp. nfr.t76). The construct phrase t6bal-iekcl refers
to the ability to think in practical terms, to show a particular skill (1 s. 25:3; 2 ch.
30:22). Inthecase of an'ii-tbb, thequalityof anactionistransferredtotheperson
who performs it (2 S. 18:27; I K. 2:32): "a worthy man brings good news" (l K.
l:42). Here is clear evidence of the esteem a reliable messenger enjoyed; in Egypt,
the instruction of a messenger was even a formal subject of study.T

Contrary to the opinion of numerous exegetes, the messenger in Isa. 52:7 is riot in
the narrower sense to be taken as a messianic bearer of tidings of salvation; the context
(w. 1-12) makes it clear that the author is not thinking of a distant future but of Israel's
deliverance from exile. It is not univenally true that the piel of Dir has positive
meaning, but it tends in this direction. In v. 7b, t6b is to be construed as a noun in
synthetic parallelism with idl6m and yeifr'6, which are connected with nwimia'. All
three terms look beyond present deliverance to the proclamation of God's reign.

It is especially required of the king rhat he be good and upright (2 K. l0:3, t6b par.
yJr); this refers not to his political abilities as a ruler, but to his keeping ofthe covenant
(cf. 1 s. 15:26-28), an allusion to the king's position in religious history and in the
political history oflsrael. This applies equally to the princes andjudges ofthe people,
over whom the prophet Micah delivers a devastating judgment: in terms of social
justice, 'the best of them is like a brier, the most upnght of them a thorn hedge"
(Mic.7:4).

In semitic thought and usage, a person is valued less for his appearance than for
his abilities. For the Greeks, the abstract intellectual notion of beauty is paramount;
for the Semites, it is sensuous beauty that matters. That which is beautiful is pleasing
and serviceable. Aesthetic beauty in the ancient Near Eastern sense is never charac-
teized in the or by the use of 16fr alone, which always appears in this sense in
combination with a substantive, usually in a construct phrase with mar'eh (Gen. 24:16;
26:7;2 S. 11:2; Est.2:2f.,7; Dnl. 1:4), td'ar (l K. l:6), or rO,i (l S. 16:12), i.e.,
always in combination with the root r'h ot lr "see," or more accurately ..observe,,,

so that this "beauty" is not objective, but resides in the subjective viewpoint of the
observer. There is always an emphasis on being materially "desirable" or "useful.',7t
The "beauty" of the promised land finds expression primarily in its fertility. Persons
demonstrate their excellence through special characteristics: Saul surpasses the rest of
his people in stature (l S. 9:2, tAb Wr. bdfifir), David in his vivacity, musical skill,
and bravery (1 S. 16:12,18).

75 J. G. Pl6ger, Literarkritische,formgeschictrtliche und stilbitische lJntersuchungen zum Deu-
teronomium. BBB, 26 (1967),51, 88.

76 wbAs, fi,258.
77 SeeB. Gemser,SprilchSalomos.HAT,XYl(1963),59;A. Erman, TheAncientEgyptiaru:

A Sourcebook of TheirWritings (Eng. trans., New York, 21966),58, 68.
7E Boman, 84f.
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3. y6P l Expressing Benefit. In impersonal nominal constructions with the particles /e,

b , and ' el , together with a pronominal suffix, .16| expresses the benefit someone gains

through another person, a thing, or an action. The playing of the lyre is intended to
have a beneficial effect on Saul's sick sotil, so that the "evil spirit" will leave him (1 S.

t6:16,23). [n combination with dbr, the meaning is to speak favorably of someone,
for instance on account of the \a.lue of his previous actions (l S. l9:4; cf.20:12;27:l;
2 S. l8:3). In the midst of the perils of the wilderness, it appears better to the Israelites

to return to Egypt than to go forward (Nu. l1: 18; l4:3), because there they had enough

to eat. Similarly a freed slave might stay with his master if he fared well there (Dt.
15:16; 23:l7tl6l). In all these cases, the emphasis is on securing the necessary or
accustomed conditions of life, either in strictly economic terms or with political over-
tones having to do with peace and prosperity (Jgs. 9:2; cf .2 Ch. l0:7). All the passages

involve subjective personal advantage.Te

When construed personally as a statement concerning Yahweh's good deeds toward

someone QAb YIIWH l), tbb takes on historico-theological significance, deriving from

the contrast between the upright and the wicked and conveying the notion of hope in
the midst of misfortune (Ps. 73:l; 145:9; Lam. 3:25f.; but cf. Ps. 39:3[2]). Yahweh

is good to the y"idrim afi ;addiqim. In addition, !6b is found in synonymy or paral-

lelism with tdaqi (+ pl3 tdaq) as a term for the faithtulness of Yahweh.

4. tAbleb.Tbephrase tibleb appearsasthevehicleof emotionsinthesense "being

of good cheer." [t is especially common in secular usage in the context of festivals

and banquets (Jgs. 16:25; I S. 25:36, with the addition "he was very drunk"; 2 S.

13:28; Est. 1:10; cf. Jgs. 19:6,9; Ruth 3:7; Prov. 15:15). Here !6b lEb refers to a state

in which one is incapable of perception, decision, or action, without any negative

connotations. The expression alludes not only to the outward consequences of indul-

gence, but also in part to an inward attitude; this is especially clear in Eccl. 9:7, where

the summons to eat with enjoyment and drink wine with a merry heart is grounded

on the notion that such conduct is pleasing to God.
Another nuance appears in the meaning "be of good cheer" or (ingressively) *take

heart" (1 K.2l:7; Est. 5:9; Ercl.7:3; cf. Prov. 15:13; 17:22, where the hiphil of y1b

expresses the possibility of becoming cheerful). The inward feelings are expressed by

the facial mien: 'A glad heart makes a cheerful countenance, but by sorrow of heart

the spirit is broken" (Prov. 15:13; cf. 17:22; Eccl. 7:3).
The people of Israel are threatened with disaster because in their abundance they

forgot to serve Yahweh with joyfulness and gladness of heart (btfrb rcbab, Dt. 28:47).
This (postexilic) verse implies the charge of breaking the covenant. Not to serve

Yahweh with gladness of heart means to turn away from him, to reject his law, to turn

to other gods (v. 45). In the postexilic period, /Eb in combination with.rfD takes on

the meaning of "felicity" in the positive theological sense (Isa. 65:14).

7e On the use of the expression in the language of treaties, see Johag.
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5. tbb in Ethical and Theological Usage. a. Alongside -+ ''lD! ydfur, + lDn fiApe;,
and -+ ;t3l/l't3'] rd;6lrd;6n, the semantically passive phrase tdb b'AnO (42 occur-
rences; with lipnA or 'al in late texts), "be/seem good in the eyes of someone," o
its active equivalent ytb qal (16 occurrencess), "prove good," frequently in combi-
nation with the action verb 'did, is often translated "please" without consideration of
its various nuances. This usage is found primarily in the context of everyday life; it
points to something that appears beneficial to someone for the purposes of his own
life, by a kind of "visual estimate."tr In this totally subjective estimate an independent
expression of will is heard: *Do what you please" (Gen. 20:15; 1 Ch. 21:23; Est.
1:19; 3:9,11; 5:4,8,14;7:3; 8:5,8; 9:13; cf. ler. 4O:4Unb par yirl; I S. 14:36,zlo; 2 S.
19:19[8];24:22;2 K. l0:5;7*c. ll:12).In such cases we may be dealing with a
formula of approbation or approval, with reference, say, to good news (Gen. 45:16),
sagacious words (Gen. 34:18;41:37; kv. 10:20; Josh. 22:30,33;2 S. 18:4; Est. 1:21),
or a decision (Dt. l:23;2 S. 3:19). Someone's general conduct can be found good if
it is in accord with the "proper estimate" (l S. l8:5; 29:6,9;2 S. 3:36; cf. 22:26),
since the eye discloses the inward disposition (cf. Sir. 3l:13;'Aboth ii.9; v.l9).

From another perspective, the expression 16fu b'AnA can indicate conscious submis-
sion to someone else's authority on the basis of formal status (Gen. 16:6; Josh. 9:25;
1 S. 24:5[4]; ler. 26:14). In Jgs. l0:15, the Israelites submit to the will and judgment
of Yahweh in consequence of their sins against the covenant (cf. I S. 1l:10; 2 S.
15:26; 19:28[27]). Just as the relationship between a king and his subjects is defined
by what the king commands (cf. Dnl. 6:V1l?3);Ezt.5:17; Neh. 2:5-7), so the wor-
shipper submits in prayer to the objective will of God. Obedience to the covenant is
met with the promise that all will go well Siyab lnk). But Israel can only choose to
accept or reject the laws of the covenant, which Yahweh created and is therefore "just"
and "good" (Dt.6:18; 12:28;2 K. 10:30;2Clr. A:l[2] [t6bpar.yir];cf. 1S. 3:18;
Mic. 6:8).

The use of the phrase t6p be'dni or fib lipni as bgal terminology associated with
the covenant can be seen clearly in the contrast between the one who is pleasing to
God and the sinner, who must come to judgment (fucl. 2:26;7:26; cf. Lev. 10:19;
Mal. 2:17). God demands absolute obedience of human beings even when they lack
the necessary knowledge on which to act, as in the case of Balaam, who was compelled
to bless Israel contrary to his own will and original plan (Nu. 24:l).In 2 K. 2O:3 (par.
Isa. 38:3; cf. 2 Ch. 3l:2O), "doing what is good in God's sight" involves walking
before Yahweh in faithfulness and with a whole heart. Yahweh will hear the prayer of
one whose conduct is good (2K.20:3-5; cf. 1 S. 3:18;2 S. 10:12 par. I Ch. 19:13).
Also dependent on the pleasure of Yahweh is the successful completion of a project
involving the entire nation (l Ch. l3:2).

If + 1I2! ydfur takes the place of 16b, the "objective criterion of critical evalua-
tion'82 is being applied-usually by God, rarely by a human being (Ex. 15,,26; Dt.

to For Aramaic, see AP, 27, 19,zlt.
Er Ungern-Stemberg, 62.
82 lbid., @.
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6:18: 12:25;13:19u81; 2l:9; I S. 18:20,26; 2 S. 17:4; etc.). ln this case the "proper
estimate" of an action lies outside human judgment.

On the other hand, --+ fDB l.tdpEp, "delight," embodies an affective judgment
(which can also be negative). It is therefore used primarily of human beings and their
desires,t3 just like j ill/n3l ra;6lra+6n, "be pleased" (Gen. 33:10; DL 33:?lt;

2 Ch. l0:7), usually with an element of arbitrariness (Prov. 14:.35; 16:13,15; 19:12;

Dnl. 8:4; etc.).

b. With 79 occurrences, the juxtaposition of 160 with its antonym ra' (+ 991 rd'a')
is quite frequent, especially in Jeremiah (15 times). The antithesis appears almost as

a formula in several expressions. In the first instance it has no ethical or theological

overtones, meaning simply "pleasant" and "unpleasant" to the taste and other senses

(Gen. 3:6; 2 S. 19:36[35]), then *salutary"/"harmful" with various nuances, and fi-
nally "good"/"evil' in the ethical sense.e In combination with yd' or da'a! (+ 91r

yada') (Gen.2:9,17;3:5,22; Dt. 1:39) the expression refers to "functional knowledge"

of what is helpful or hurtful for mankind.s In Gen. 3:6, l"haikil demonstrates an

intellectual interpretation of the expression (cf. 2 S. 14 17,20; Ps. 36:4[3]; Eccl.

4:13). The ability to make the ethical distinction between what is "good" and what

is "evil" will give mankind autonomous mastery over life. To eat of the "forbidden

tree" is to impugn the authority of God, to seek to be like God; for he "knows the

opposites of being, . . . he has direct intercourse with them fyd': be in direct contact

withl. . . . He who is above all opposites has intercourse with the opposites of good

and evil that are of His own making."s Here the expression takes on preeminent

theological meaning as characterizing the gulf between creature and creator.

The ability to distinguish between l6b afi ra' is not found in young children, who

are not yet responsible for their actions and are therefore innocent (Dt. 1:39; Isa.

7:15f.; cf. Nu. 14:31). An ethical element also appears in the antithesis "spurn"/ "choose"

(Ps. 36:5[4]; Jon. 4:ll). In I K. 3:7-12, Solomon's prayer for the ability to discern

between good and evil is identical with the desire to be able to judge justly (w. llf.;
cf. 2 S. t4:17). According to ler. 4:22, stupidity is the inability to do good rather

than evil, i.e., to fulfill the requirements of the covenant. The people described are

"stupid children," who have no accurate estimate of important matters. An aged man

may also claim inability to distinguish between tbb and ra' (2 S. 19:36[35]). Like

Gen. 3:5, Isa. 7:15 sees a connection between food and the knowledge of good and

evil: "to nourish judgment."tT

"Discerning good and evil" (2 S. 14:17: idma' ha176| tfhdrd'; I K. 3:9: bin bAn-

t6b FrA') appears as a synonym for "distinguishing right from wrong," and thus also

has a place in legal terminology. It is characteristic of a good king to hear both truth

E3 See G. Gerleman, "?ln hps Gefallen haben," THAT, 1,624f-
e Fischer,323-25.
t5 C. Westermann,Genesis 1-ll (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984),241.
86 Buber, 20f.
87 H. W Wolff, Frieden ohnc Ende. aSr, 35 (1962),45.
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Qbb) and falsehood (ra') andto distinguish correctly between them through the wisdom
of God that is within him.

Also ethical in meaning is the exp,ression iillan rd,6 nhq t6b6 (Gen. M:4; I S.
25:21;Ps.35:12;38:21[20]; 109:5; Prov. 17:13; cf. I S. ?t:t8f.lt7f.l; Jer. 18:20) or
fra'A w"b' ltdbh wrth the directional particle l (!er. 2l:10;39:16; e:27; Am. 9:4;
etc.). The complaint "someone has requited me evil for good" derives from a forensic
context; it is an indictment or a pleading of innocence (ps. 35:12; 3g:21[20]; 109:5;
etc.). In individual laments the innocent accused brings his case before God to counter
the wicked lies of false witnesses. To requite good with evil is a great injustice, which
will be punished with constant misfortune (prov. 17:13). But a reward will be given
to anyone who repays good even to his enemy m lets him go away safe (cf. 1 S.
71:18'2oll7-l9l). In several passages we find the contrast between fortune and mis-
fortune in material terms but with theological and ethical overtones (l K. 22:g,lg par.
2 Ch. l8:7,17; ler. 21:10;39:.16; 4:27; Am.9:4). yahweh is described as watching
over Israel for evil and not for good, punishing Israel for transgressing the covenant
and eradicating the Israelites from the land he had given them (Jer. M:27).

In some instances the phrases 161 wdrd' or 'im-tbb vf im-rd' (with min-'ad in prep-
ositional constructions) are viewed as a polar merism expressing totality: positivAy
"ever5rthing," neutrally "something," negatively "nothing,';84 this interpretation holds
for Nu. 24:13; Prov. 15:3; Isa. 4l:23; Jer. l0:5. But most of the passages in question
deserve a more nuanced examination. As a declarative phrase, the expression expresses
the dependence of a decision on the judgment of someone having authority, e.g. when
a priest declares a sacrificial animal to be cban or unclean (l*v.27:12).In combination
with + 1)1 dnbar lddbharl the idiom belongs in a forensic context (Gen.3l:v1,29;
2 S. t3:22).

of course Laban is not to say "nothing- to Jacob, as the merism theory might
suggest; he is simply not to charge him with any crime. Absalom similarly takes no
legal action against Amnon. Judgment is not a matter of human decision, only its
execution (cf. Gen. ?A:So;Lev.5:4; L,am. 3:38; zaph. l:12). The Israelites who want
to flee to Egypt look for Yahweh's judgment (ler. 42:6; cf. Eccl. l214).In this context
the idiom does not reflect the desire for an oracle, favorable or unfavorable; it is a
technical term for a specific yes-or-no judgment.

of special import is the exhortation of the prophet Amos: "seek good, and not evil,
that you may live; and so Yahweh, the God of hosts, will be with you" (Am. 5:14,
alluding to the oracle in 5:4). The conditional assurance of sahation lrna'an tilyit
(v. 14) 'frlay yehenan (v. 15) is the direct consequence of dirifi-tilb we'al-rd', which is
identical with diriiut wr].t"yfr (v. 4) and dirifi'et-yHWH wifteyfi (v. 6), so that yahweh
md' gbQ appear synonymous. The "good" with which Amos is concerned has nothing
to do with the cult (v. 5), but rather with return to the eternally valid law of Yahweh,

Et A. M. Honeyman, "Merismus in Biblical Hebreq" tBL, 7l (1952), l l-lg; p. p. Boccac_
cio, "I termini contrari come espressioni della totaliti in ebraico," Bibl, 33 (1952), 173-lx);
Buchanan, ll4l20; Hillers_, 46f.;H. A. Brongers, "Merismus, Synekdoch6 und Hendiadys in
derbibel-hebriiischen sprache," iD 1940-1!x5. ors,14 (l%5), tm-tt+; clark,266-27g; irox,
4tt.
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with the establishment of justice and with rejection of falsehood, evil, and indifferent
cultic ceremonial (v. 15; cf. Ps. 34:11,14f.F0,13f.1;36:4{3);37:3; Prov. 1l:27; Mic.
3:2; etc.). Establishment of justice in the gate is for Amos the "fundamental requte-
ment of obedience."s It is the purpose of his theological statements and his social

criticism (cf. also Neh. 9:13; Ps. 119:39,112; Prov. 2O:23; V4:23,25). The identifi-
cation of tbb with --.> UDUD miipdl is based on the requirements of social solidarity;
tbb inthe active sense means "social fidelity" (cf. 2 Ch. 24:16l'Ps. l4:1,3;Prov.3:27;
Mic. 3:2). "In Israel, evil is always evil because it offends against the idea of com-

munity; similarly, the good is good only by virtue of being in accord with the principle
of community.'e.

c. Conduct in accordance with the law of Yahweh's covenant can be termeA derek

ha$6bA, "the right way of life," "the way of salvation." It involves corresponding

social and ethical demands (Jer. 7:5), as a rule norms governing the life of the bom-

munity. Jeremiah links walking in the fear of God with the right to dwell in the

promised land. Tiito-Isaiah, on the other hand, points out the special mercy of God:

he does not desert his people even when they walk in a way that is not good (Isa.

65:2). This notion bears the mark of Israel's experience of deliverance from the exile.

The direct opposite of dcrek hottdfr is derek la'$b (Ps. 36:5[4]; Prov' 16:29; Isa.

65:2); the first is a nominal phrase, the second verbal. This "not good" way is further
characterized as being "wicked" (ri', Ezk. 3:18f.); more often the more general term
ra'is used (l K. 13:33; 2K. 17:13;2Ch.7:14 Ps. 119:101; Prov.2:12;8:13; Jer.

l8 ll; 23:22; 25:5; Ezk. 13:22; 33: I 1; etc.). As ' Arafi miipd! (Isa. 40: 14; Prov. 2:8;

17,23; etc.), the derek hafi^bA or derek tbbim or derek'hsW"idrim also includes the

element of secular prosperiry of "living securely" (l S. 24:201191; 1 K. 8:36 par.

2 Ch. 6:27f.; Prov. 2:7f.; 12:15; 15:19).el

d. The term tib plays an important role in covenantal and legal terminology.% The

hiphil ofylb serves to express God's act ofsalvation as an offer and guarantee oflater
intervention (Gen. 32:l0,l3l9,l2f; Ex. l:20; Dt. 8:16; 28:63; Josh. 24:20; Jgs. 17:13;

Ps. 51:20[18]; Jer. 18:10; Ezk. 36:11; etc.). In combination with the noandibdr or

the piel of the verb dbr, which is especially frequent in the historical books and

Jeremiah, before the establishment of the monarchy and urbanization we find expressed

the legal authority of the head of the clan or family, and later that of priestly, royal,
or prophetic functionaries; the combination comes very close to the meaning of 16Q

b'AnA @f. Dt. 1:14; 5:28; 18:17; losh.22:33;1 S. 9:10).
When inquiry is made through an oracle or prophet, the response dbr t6b means

"yes," i.e., a positive outcome (2 Ch. 10:7), dbr ra' a negative (1 K. 22:8,18 par.

2 Ch. I8:l ,17). To do what all Israel thinks good to do (2 S. 3:19) or (synonymously)

8e Fey, 36.
s Fahlgren, 106.
er Ndtscher, Gotteswege und Mercchenwege, 50.
e Johag.
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to speak good words (l K. l2:7) is the necessary condition for a covenant between
David or Rehoboam and the northern tribes; a specific set of obligations is implied
(cf. 1 S. 3:12f.,21). *Good words" (debdrim tbbim) or ..good things,' Q6bAb6bt)
appears in some passages together with + .tOl1 hesed, + Ot)O idl6m , or , ahw6 (Znc.
1 l: l4)-frequently in pairs-as a synonym for the "covenant" (+ hr1! brit [brithl)
itself or a designation of its substance.

The phrase idl6m wetbb (cf. Gen. 26:29;Dl 23:7;En.9:12; Isa. 52:7; Jer. g:15;
etc.) designates in the first instance material prosperity, security, and harmony.e3 In
Gen. 26:29 it is a technical term for the covenant between Abraham and Abimelech
(cf. Gen. 2l:22-34;31:44-53; Ps. 34:15[14]). conditions are set down that must be
fulfilled by whoever desires life and wishes to enjoy "goods" e6bl$bil. From the
accommodation of differing interests, the meaning of 160 is extended into the ethical
realm (often with the qal of ytb used factitively or the hiphil used statively with active
meaning).

For Jeremiah,Ezekiel, and Micah, the touchstone that distinguishes true from false
prophets is idl6m (Ier.6:14;8:ll; Ezk. 13:10,16; Mic. 3:5); for Micaiah ben Imlah
it is t6b (l K. 22:8,13,18 par. 2 ch. l87,12,17). Both idl6m and l6b stand as anto-
nyms to rd'd.

In 2 S. 7:28, tdba refers to the covenant of yahweh with the house of David (cf. v.
29; 1 S. 25:3O;2 Ch. ?l:16; Alrk. dabdbu ldbilta : Heb. dabbEr r6f). Some kind of
formal treaty is probably also involved in 2 K. 25:2g (par. Jer. 52:32). Ez.. 9:12
discusses the negative attitude of the Torah touard mixed marriages, the prohibition
of which is presented as part of Yahweh's covenant, as is also apparent from the
context of Ezr. 9, 'the biblical document par excellence of the covenant.'q

In Jer. 12:6, yeSabbrfi y6[61 is used in antithesis to bag"dfi (v. 6a), ,.deal treach-
erously." Here we are dealing with the informal offer of friendly relations, not an
established treaty, so that there is no need to guarantee observance ofthe conditions.s

Above all, lwddifudr lwttd| reyresents covenant terminology in connection with the
promise of the land and the frrlfilment of that promise (Josh. 2l:43-45;23:14-16).
Yahweh kept his part of the agreement: "Not one of all the good promises which
Yahweh had made to the house of Israel had failed; all came to pass', (Josh. 2l:45; cf.
I K. 8:56). The polarity of lndddbdr lruttilb and tnddnbar hird, leaves open not only
the gift of the land, but also the possibility of judgment and the destruction of Israel,
if the people do not in turn fulfill their covenant obligations (Josh. 23 : l5f. ; cf. Neh.
5:9; 16' -t6b luddnbdr means to 'act wickedly; I S. 26:16; I K. 14: 13; Jer. 29:32; Hos.
8:l-3; 14:3121; Mic. 1:12). As a term for God's benevolence, dibber 161is used in
parallel withdibbEr Jdl62 (Nu. tO:29; I S. 25:30; cf. ps. g5;9tgl).

A new theological element appears in the Deuteronomistic redaction of Jeremiah:
announcement of salvation without prior performance on the part of the people (Jer.

Yi lamadrid, EstBib,28 (1969), 63.q Moran, CBQ,25 (1963), 82; cf. Hillers, 47.
es Fox, 42.
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32:42; cf. 24:5-7;29:10; erc.). Association withl|b in Ps. 45:2(l), a prophetical song

in praise of the king, suggests that dibdr !6b refers to a message of joy or salvation.s
In 2 S. l5:3, the plural of dafur t6b is used to indicate that someone is legally in

the right. The statement t6b lwddnbar is an expression of approval (1K. 2:18,38,42;

l8:?A).In informal contexts, aabAr fib can also mean a "friendly word" (Prov. 12:25);

dibber t6bd means "speak on someone's behalf" (Jer. 18:20) or find the right word in
season (Prov. 15:23). The expression can also refer to appropriate behavior (Ex. 18:17

[negated]; Est. 7:9).

e. Tlpical of Wisdom Literature, especially Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, is the tdb
min formula. Here we find antithetical couplets in mdidl form; their original setting

was ethical instruction for family and clan, with the aim of practical mastery of life
measured in terms of ability and resistance (cf. Prov. l2:9; l5:.16f.; 18:22;21:9,19;
25:7; 27:5,10;n fucl. 4:6,9;', 5:4{5);7:lO; etc.). They reply to the anthropocentric
question mi tbblyitrbn la'Uan (Eccl. l:3; 2:3,22;3:9; 5:15bll6bl; 6:8,12; 10:10f.;
etc.).

Ecclesiastes, Proverbs, and Job use the neutral terrn'adam,et which ignores the

element of covenant relationship with Yahweh.

In prose we find similar rhetorical questions or statements of alternatives that admit

only a single answer Ex. 14:12; Jgs. 8:2; 11:25; 18:19; 1 S. 1:8; 15:28; 1 K. l9:4;
2K.5:12; Am.6:2; Jon. 4:3,8; Nah. 3:8. The question remains open in Gen.29:.191'

Jgs. l5:2; 1 S. 9:2; 21,:2[11; Isa. 56:5.
In terms of intent, there is a distinction between comparative ("better than") and

adversative (*what is good is . . . and not . . .") forms.e The first applies only to
cases involving human norms, determining what is good or evil, advantageous or
disadvantageous, on the basis of human preferences; the ethical claim is not ethical

but pragmatic (cf. 2 K. l0:3). In this context we may speak of a scale of values within
Wisdom Literature. The situation is different when the statement is based on the

antithesis obedience/disobedience, thus invading the theological realm, where nothing

is relative; here we face unconditional obligations (l S. l5:.22;Ps.69:3213ll; cf. Prov.

l7:t).
T\e 16b min farmexhibits variations. The antithetical statements may be distributed

over two hemistichs, or they may be embedded in a single hemistich, coupled with a

second that provides theil motivation; they may also themselves serve to justify a
previous statement.lm All share the purpose of pointing the way to human happiness.

Thus alongside t6b we find such terms as byhlhayyim (+ i1'B hayi [chnyAh)), 'dier
(+ 1OI 'diar),l<nffi (+ 1)) kAbad), ydtnim (-+ Etl' ybm),'dref,, etc.

5 For a differcnt view, see H.-J. Kraus, Psolmen. BK, XYll (s1978), in loc.; but see also

R.-J. Tournay, "Irs affinit6s du Ps. xlv avec le Cantique des Cantiques et leur interpr6tation
messianique," Congress Volwne, Bonn 1962. Sl4, 9 (1963), 168-212.

' Aramaic: Ahikar, 57; Egyptian: Ptatr-hotep, 13 (Erman, 59f.).
s Zmmerli, 179.
e Schmid, n. 61 for a different vieq see Kntse, 391f., 397.
rm Zmmerli, 192.
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Here belong the wisdom sayings that in a congratulatory stylelol call something
tbb, especially when emphasized by the exclamation mi fib, sometimes strengthened
by a deictic hinnEh or affirmative ti (Ps. 127:3ff.;133:l; sir. 25.4f.). such sayings
reflect a life rooted n S"ddqi and, miipdt (ps. l l2:5; Isa. 3:10; I-am. 3:25), as well
as harmonious communal life (Gen. 2:lB;2K. 2:19).

one of the major themes of the 16b nin sayings is the evaluation of poverty and
riches (Ps. 37:16; Prov. 15:16; 16:8,19; 19:1,22; 28.6; etc.). The antithesis ..up-

right/wicked" often appears as equivalent to "poor/rich.' wealth as such is not con-
demned, but only the unjustly acquired possessions of the wicked (but cf. ps. 49). The
striving for the worldly good of joy and contentment is much discussed in Frclesiastes
(fucl. 2:24;3:22; 5:17[18]; 8:15; cf. 3:12), where tbb can stand for the ..naive enjoy-
ment of life."r@ The meaning of earthly life is found in enjoyment of human goods;
in light of the discrepancy between righleousness and prosperity, wickedness and
misfortune, attention is focused on the reward and punishment nexus (kcl. 2:l;3:13;
4:8;5:l7F8l;6:3,6;8:12f.,15). ButitisclearthatdespitetheseculartoneEcclesiastes
views worldly goods as gifts of God's grace. Ecclesiastes deals in its pessimistic
passages with the irresponsibility of human wickedness, calling the dead and the
unborn happier than the living-not only because the latter must behold the works of
the wicked, but also because they can themselves become involved (Eccl. 4:3; cf.
7:2f.; Prov. 17:20).

The possession of life and good fornrne above all material goods and power is
assured by wisdom (bolsmi; + EDll bA*an lclfiktwnl) and knowledge (da,al; + 9J'
yAda') in the full range of their meanings (prov. 3:14;8:10f.,19; 16:16; l9:g; Eccl.
4:13;7:5,11;9:16,18; etc.). Together with the fear of God and trust in God, they
represent the highest good. In them the force ofthe coverunt relationship is expressed,
and they occur frequently in confessional statements (ps. 63:4[3]; g4:ll[10]; llg:gf.;
ll9:72; cf. Prov. 16:20 with'aira; in Ps. lll:10, Dahood takes I6a as an objective
genitive depending on iEM, interpreting it in a personal sense as "the good man,'
related through chiasmus to yir'q YHWH in the first colon of the verse).

f. As "the good" par excellence, the noun tfib or tbbi (as well as the neuter use of
the adj. t6b) has two senses in religious contexts, related as cause and effect, as an
abstract concept and its (collective) concrete manifestation.lB As an abstraction,
ttrblt6b@), that which is good in itself, refers to Yahweh it is personified and identified
with him, no longer meaning "the good" but rather "the good one" (ps. 16:2; ll9:122;
cf. lM:28; Prov. 13:21; as a negative counterpart, ps. 36:2[l]). In this sense ri] in
Ex. 33:19 should be taken as a theophanic term parallel to the + OIJD pdnim, knb6d
(+ TI) knfud), or n6'atn (- Oy: nn'an ) of Yahweh. The notion of yahweh as the
source of human well-being and prosperity is developed most extensively in the thanks-
giving and historical psalms , as well as Jeremiah (Jer. 15: I I ; 17 :6; 33:ll; 44:17 ; etc .) .

The brief hymn in imperative form h6dfi teyHWH ld-t6b ki l,6hm fiasd| (t Ch.

ro1 Kraus, BK, l(Ylz, on Ps. ll2:5.
r@ F. Ellermeier, I)ntersuchwtgen zum Buchc eohclet,I (Herzberg amHarz, 1967), g7
103 Mannati.
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16:34; Ps. 106:1; 107:1; ll8:1,29; etc.; cf. Ps. 52:11[9];54:8[6], withti-16[ as an

abbreviated formula) is the central confessional statement of the OT, based on Israel's

concept of an historical and personal God. Its Sirz im Leben is the communal thanks-

giving as an expansion of the Song of Moses and the Song of Miriam (Ex. 15; cf. Ps'

Og'Sf.t+f.l). Yahweh's concrete acts of salvation are encompassed by the term !6b;

despite its historical references, the formula thus achieves generality (cf. Isa' 63:7).

The imperative summons to praise and the mention of those addressed is followed by

a /<i clause recounting the praise; ti is therefore affirmative and proclitic, not causative.

The hymnic form, the mention of instrumental accompaniment and sacrifice, as well

as mention of the bd YHWH, point in the direction of the temple liturgy. The benefit

of God's presence, which the upright experience even before entering the temple (Ps.

23:6;65:514);73:28;84:11[10]; cf. 100:5), finds expression in the thanksgiving hymns

of the communlty and in individual laments and thanksgivings (Ps. 54:8[6]; 86:5;

It9:122:etc.). The notion of God's goodness, manifested in concrete acts, runs parallel

to his righteousness as the supreme norm by which actions are judges, as one of the

fundamental themes of the OT (in the late period of Israel's history, the formula is

used to praise God at the end of a battle [1 Macc. 4:Vl)).
In Jeremiah, 16b frequently appears in the context of Heilsgeschichte, referring to

the future well-being of both nation and individual (Jer. 8:15; l4:ll,l9; 17:6;etc.).

It take.s on special importance as the substance of the new covenant, the brit '6lant

(Jer. 32:40-42; cf. 33:9,11,14). The $b YHWH is his response to active human r6b

(cf. Job 2l:13;36:ll; Ps. 23:6; Jer. 8:15). Thus FoxrB sees ttpfrfi@fi'el-YHWH

w"'el-!fib6 (Hos. 3:5) in combination with the verbs ifib atdbiqqei as expressing a

covenantal quality, synonymous withydr7' YHWH (Ps. 31:20[19);34:3,9-t512,8-14];

68: 10f.[9f.]; Nah. 1:7).

Human beings experience God's goodness in the form of good things, which' how-

ever, as gifts of God's grace, are not absolutely at human disposal (Job 2:10). The

reference is to material goods that make for a happy life (Ps. 34:9,1318,121), without

regard to moral qualities (for example, a good harvest, prosperity, power, the blessing

of children; cf. Dt. 26:ll;28:ll; 30:9; Job 2:10; 9:25; etc.). Gifts already received

are for the devout a guarantee of further demonstations of 16b, not only for the devout

themselves but also for their descendants (Ps. 25:13; kov. 13.'22).

The consequence of God's active doing of good 1'da ybbl6)) is passive human well-

being (yrD qal and hiphil). Both are conditional upon obedience or repentance (Gen.

32:lo,l3l9,l2l), and are therefore often introduced by conditional wow or l"ma'an.

The well-being that results from frithful adherence to the covenant takes the form, for

example, of long life and possession of the promised land (Dt. 4:40; 5:16,29; cf. Ex.

18:9; Nu. 10:32; etc.), signs of a specific quality of life (cf. esp. I ch. 29:28). From

the human perspective, 'ai| fib in the Psahns and Wisdom Literature takes on the

meaning ..righteousness," "fear of God"; 'aia b' !6b as a reference to "wicked"

actions (lob 24:21 Ps. 14:1,3; 53:2,4{1,3f;fu,c|.7:2O; etc.) can become a general

315
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term for "sin."ros The antithesis is the positive expression 'di6 tbb: total realization
of goodness and uprightness in human life (ps. ll:l}; Zl:l; SZ:+I1D.

6. Nanws. We find tbb or tfib as part of a name in the OT h,"bthb (t S. 22:9) and'"uititb (l ch. 8:11). There are corresponding old Babylonian names abu-ydbu md afiu_yibu, whrch suggest that the twb ebment iJan aajectivat component of an attributive
name.r* There may 

ryssibly be a lowering otan originat a 6 a, frequently observed
in Phoenician. From a later period comes the nane $-Ufya4il or tAb,d (Neh. 6:19; Isa.
7:6), with 16f as its first element combined with a ttreojhorous yalri or ,El; herewe are
dealing with a name expressing confidence.r@

A toponym .16! is found in Jgs. l l:3,5; 2 S. 10:6, g. It is frrequently identified with
modern erThiyibeh, northeast of the Jordan. According to Abel,im 16p corresponds to
tlrc twby found in the Palestine list of Thutmose ffd and the du-bu of the Amarna
tablets.lr, Nothrrr in particularhas disagreed. tt t6b in the phrase 'ii t6b is interpreted
geographically, "a man from !6b,- the expression 

"orr.^pooa, 
to Atl. ,,anElu of the

city N," which designates a ruler of low rank.lr2

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the texts from Cave I (plus CD), y6p appears 33 times.u3
twice as a verb, 15 times as a noun, and 16.times as an ao3ective. The meaning is
usually ethical or moral. There are 15 additional occurrences from 4e, lle, and
Murabba'dt.

The Hodayoth in particular extol God's goodness as ..the only source of grace under
the larry,"ttr in paratlel with such terms as fteseQ, raftant, s"nhA, nd fclnqd. God\
"goodness" and 'tighteousness" are interchangeable (leH 7:30; ll:9,31: leS I l:14).
Like faithfulness to the covenant and to the laut, 1wb is required for the way of salvation(lQS l:2;cf. 1:5;4:3;tO:12,18: leH t4:17; 15:18;cf. tiZA;rc:B;17:Vt).Goodness
is an expression of the aid that God gives his covenant people against the enemy (leM
l8:8); it is the highest good and a source of delight foithe -righteous (leri lo:i6;ll:6; 12:21; l8:14).

Essential to the definition of "good" and "evil,, is the conflict with dualism under
the headings of truth vs. falsehood, light vs. darkness, good vs. evil. Here mankind

ros W. Zmmerh, Ezekiel I. Herm (Fng. trans. 1979), p. 3g5.16 For a differcnt view, see H. Ringgren, --+ fN ,dD (a04, fOOt, t, tO.to7 lPN, 147;H. Bauer, "Di-e hebrEi-schen Eigennamen ali sprachtiche Erkenntnisquelle,,,
zAw_,_48 (1930), 73-80, esp..75; 

-Stamm; 
Vogt,btot, ll (1956); 263; Atbright, BASOR, t4O(1955); A. Alt, "Menschenohne Namen,,, tbr, tS 1LSSO1, Sii,-"rp.'if.'

:: I-M, Ab"l, Ghographie de la palestine, II (paris, 31967), lO. 'rD No. 22.
r10 EA 205, 3.
rrr M. Noth, "De Nachbarn der israelitischen Stiimme im Ostjordanlande ,. 7-DpV,6g (1949),

l--5-0 
: his Aufsii,tze ur biblbchen Landes- und Alerntmskunde-(Neukirchen-Muyn, lnD, r,438, n. 6.

ttz EA l4l, 4; 162,2; 174, 4; etc.

lli K. G. Kuln, Konkordanz at den ewnranterten (Giittingen, 1960).rla Becker, 16l.
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is both subject and object.rrs Called to rule over the world, they have been assigned
the task of choosing between good and evil, and deciding in favor of the good (lQS
3:17f.; 4:26). Tlrc division that splits the human world extends to the "spirits of truth
and wickedness" in the human heart (lQS 4:26; cf. 4:3; IQH 14:12).It is the duty of
the individual within the community to practice "good humility" ('nwt !wb, par.'hbt
fisd and ml.ibt ;dq, IQS 2:24), and to repay evil with good in recognition of God as

the only righteous judge (lQS 10:18). In the priestly blessing he is therefore armed
with the gifts of wisdom and understanding (lQS 2:3; cf. Nu. 6:24-26).

IV. LXX. The LXX uses many nuances in its affempt to reproduce the semantic

richness of t6b.Inorderof frequency,thecommonestwordgloups are;agath6s,lal6s,
chr?st6s, eri (in combination with gignesthai, einai, poiein, and chrosthai), kreittdn,
ariskein, orthbs, sph6dra, dokein, and chiris. Most frequent (416 occurrences) are
forms of ogath6s, the majority in Wisdom Literature. It is typical of Greek and
Hellenistic thought that when !6b refers to God it is translated by the neuter agqth6n.

The noun agathdsine (15 occurrences), unlike chrEst6t?s, refers not only to the
goodness of God but also to material goods and human actions. The verb ogathopoiein
(together withagathortn andagathjnein)translatqhifb, expressing "realization ofthe
good through action."lr5

The translation kal6s or kal1t can mean "useful," but more frequently means

"ethically good."lr7 In most casu, kal6s and agalds are used synonymously (cf. Nu.
24:l;DL6:18; 12:28;2Ch. l4:l; hov.3:4; Isa. l:17; Am.5:14f.; etc.).rrE The use
of kal6s in Gen. I to translate .16| is indicative of the Greek notion of beauty. Unlike
t6b, lul6s is here "perceived in objective terms; a specific fimction is fulfilled.'lre

Also of interest is the use of chrEst6s not only for the excellence or value of an
object (Jer. 24:2f.,5;Dnl.2:32) but also and more often to characterize persons. As
a title of honor and as an epithet applied to rulers, chrEst6s is well suited to describe
persons who make "beneficent use'r2o of their power and influence (cf. Ps. 112:5[LXX
111:51; Jer 52:32). Primarily, however, it is used for the wealth of Yahweh's goodness.

What is noteworthy in this usage, especially in the Psalms and in prophetic texts, is
the use of additional terms to illuminate or specify the meaning , especially 6leos,

corresponding to Heb. bsd.'z'The noun chrEst6t-es is used almost exclusively in praise
of Yahweh, primarily in the Psalms.

The adj. eri, in combination with gignesthai, einai, poiein, and chrastlwi, refers to
good deeds done by both God and humans, as well as to well-bing in general. In the
stereotyped formula hina efi soi ginEtai it appears primarily in the parenetic sections
of Deuteronomy (cf. Dt.4:N) 6:18; l0:13; 12:25,28;etc.).

Hbver-Johag

1r5 Niitscher, Terminologie, 79.
116 Grundmann, TDNT, l, 17.
r17 Grundmanu TDNT, III, 545.
rr8 Beyreuther, 103.
tre Schmidt, l5l.
120 Weiss, 485.
t2t lbid.
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!9n19n1s: I. l. Etymology, occurrences; 2. Meaning. II. secular usage. Itr. use in cultic
and Religious Texts: r. Legar rexts; 2. prophetic texts] :. Job and psarris (1146r).

l. l. Etymalogy, occurrencq. The root ru,rr, which probably had a by-form tbh @t.
Isa. 44:18), is found outside of Hebrew in Ugaritic, uiaoe rtlurew, Jewish Aramaic,
Punic, Arabic, and Ethiopic. It is used as a verb in the qal and niphal, and as a noun
in the derivativa ltag (Ezk. 13:12) and (probably) tuk-a @s. 5i:8[Eng. v. 6]; Job
38:36).

2. Meaning. All the passages suggest the fundamental meaning ..plaster', for this
group of words (I*v. 14:42; Ezk. 13:10). The verb then took on such specialized
meanings as "paint over (with whitewash)" (Ezk.22:2g) and ..overlay- 0 ah. 2g:4),
as well as "be covered" or "be stuck togethet', (Isa. M:lg), whiie the noun tiah
acquired the meaning "coating," "whitewash" (Ezk. 13:12). The noun t46r, *dark-
ness," "obscurity," reflects the concrete result of being plastered or covered over.l

rr. secular Usage. The verb is typically used with nouns meaning plaster, mud,
or whiteuash (7 of ll occurrences). This usage is also reflected in the postexilic
period by a separate noan falt from ywft with the meaning ..plaster,,, ..whitewash.,z
Thus ry{z means pnmarily the purely secular process of plastering the wall of a house
(l*v. l4:42f.,48) or covering a wall with mud or whitewash 1ezt. t::to- l2,l4f.). By
analogy, it comes to mean the process of overlaying interior walls with gold or silver(l Ch. 29:4).

similarly, lwh or tfilt used with reference to human eyes means their being covered
over or stuck together, i.e. , blind (Isa. 44:lg, where 1alfi from fig should be read,3
or tdfi fuom twh, which would follow the consonantal text and obviate the hypothesis
of a by-form ri&).

III. Use in Cuttic and Religious Ibxts.

l. lzgal Terrs. Within the laws dealing with clean and unclean things, the section
pertaining to "diseased" houses uses.rwiz for the replastering of walls wiih fresh plaster

tfoh. s. Mowinckel, "rTriD und rr>ir: Eine studie zur Astrologie des ATs," Acoa g (1929),t-4.
I H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. GHK, rrt2 (41926),227, and H.-J. Kraus, psarmen. BK, xvtr

(4197-2),382, following the LXX, which translates ti ideb in ps. 5l:8(Lii so,a). a different
translation and derivation, based solely on Job 38:36 and irreconcilable with ps. 5t:g, will be
found in G. Htilscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT, xw (21952), 95-97, and c. romer, Das Buch
Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 508-9.

2 See W. Zmmerli, Ezekiet I. Herm (Ftrg. trans. 1979),296.3 Following B. Duhm, Jesaja. GHK, tItIt lttSZZy, llO.
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after the affected stones and the old plaster have been removed (Lnv. l4:.42f.,48). The

application of fresh plaster indicates that the house is clean, although this cleanness

can itself turn unclean ([,ev. 14:43f.).4

2. Prophetic Texrs. Among the prophets, only Ezekiel and Deutero-Isaiah use de-

rivatives of ywfi. Like the law governing "diseased" houses, Ezekiel is concerned in
the first instance with coating a wall-although in this case the coating is whitewash,

which, unlike plaster, does not bond the stones it covers but merely improves their
appearance. Ezekiel uses this image of a thin, deceptive coat of whitewash to illustrate

his attack on the false prophets: their words and actions are like the work of a person

who whitewashes a wall to give it an appearance of solidity and thus imbues those

who live in the house with a false sense of security (Ezk. 13:10,14;22:28 lEzk.
13: l lf.,15 are additions made by later redactorssl). Here ryft symbolizes false prom-

ises of deliverance.
The verb is also used symbolically in Isa. 44:18, a later interpolation in Deutero-

Isaiah:6 the covered eyes (i.e., blindness) of those who make and worship idols stands

for their lack of knowledge and understanding.

3. Job and Psalms 0il.160.The meaning and translation of tuk6! is a difficult problem

and is still disputed.T If the most probable meaning, "darkness, obscurity," is correct,t
both Ps. 5l:8(6) and Job 38:36 associate darkness or obscurity with the truth and

wisdom imparted by Yahweh in secret. Thus lul.tdl stands for the darkness provided

by Yahweh, a notion typical of Wisdom Literature; it is of a piece with the hidden

secrecy of wisdom in I C-or. 2:7.
Schunck

a See K. Elligea lziticus. HAT, lY (1966), 176f.
5 See G. Fohrer, Ezechicl. HAT,)(Iil (1955), 7l-73;Zimmerh, Ezekiel 1,296.
6 C. Westermann, Isaiah,10-6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), l5l.
7 See Gunkel, GHK,lll2,227;Fohrer, KAI, XVI,508-9.
E See I.2.

hDUIP tbtdodt
?"t-

Contents: I. Ornament. II. Symbolism.

tfuApol. M. Caloz, "Exode, XIII, 3-16 et son raPport au Deut6ronome," R8,75 (1968),

5-62,;H. Grimme, "Hebr. nipu und !tb, zwei khnwihteraus dem Agyptischen," OlZ,4l
(1938), 148-152; C. A. Keller, Das Wort OTH als "affenturwtgszeichen Gottes" (Basel, 1946),

esp. 65f.; G. Klein, "Die Totaphot nach Bibel und Tiadition," lPTh,7 (1881), 666-689;

E. Kiinig, Das Deuterottomiutn. KAT, 3 (1917); R. RfrZiEka, Konsonantische Dissimilation in
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. I. ornament. Apart from the Egyptian uraeusl and horns,2 there is considerable
iconographic evidence for forehead ornaments ("between the eyes,', Ex. l3:9,16; Dt.
6:8; ll:18).3 There is also literary evidence fon related ideas: ;Upon my belly, upon
my back, I bear the word of the king m/ lord";a ..Behold, I have told you the best
that is within me, let it stand as a firm rule before /our eyes."s But there is no
extrabiblical evidence 

\or fitapol itself. That the word refers to an apotropaic amulet
is purely hypothetical.6 what may be the same root in Arabic and Mandaic has no
obvious connection with the OT.7 A material or historical connection between yfuapa1
and phylacteries (Mt. 23:5; cf . the Thrgum on 2 S. I : l0 and Middle Hebrew) is 

-not

to be assumed.E

rI. Symbotism. The uniformly defective Masoretic spelling tfu)tpt (Ex. 13:16; Dt.
6:8; ll:18), the use of a corresponding singular in Ex. l3:9, *a m" Greek (as6leu-
ton),e Syiac, and Vulg. suggest the possible assimilation of a segholate singular ending
to thepreceding'61. Th9 1ou l6yapa1is always qualified by the phrase-ban,a"ryt"
or 'Andkem; it is preceded by'b1;a1-yi4,g7 or yay'ftem.In Ex. 13:16, t\fuapi{is
used as a second predicate noun alongside l'6t dependent onw"h.dy6, while in Dt.
6:8; 1l:18 it alone depends onwehiyfi andle'6t ii the inoirect ouject ofthe verb
fiqefurtdmlfiqefortem. The scanty evidence, itself formulaic and 

"ont"^t 
ully homo-

geneous, does not support the existence, form, or function of a material objectlo on
the basis of cultural or religious origins.

There remains the question of the word's function and meaning in its literary context.
In its earliest occlurence, Ex. 13:16, which dates from the 

"urf 
D"ut"ronomic or pre-

Deuteronomic period,lr t6yap4 is determined semantically by ,6r, as we would

den semitischcn sprachen. BAss, 614 (1909), r29;E. A. Speiser, .'Twrpr,', JeR, 4g (1957),
208-217; idem, "pdtit 

Tg-_9*-g-"1"-rl: A Sampling of apotoiui.'Sy,nU"fr,; reischrift
B. landsberger. /4s, 16 (1965), 389-394; g. stade, --Beitriige ,ui p"ntolt"u.hkritik. 1) DasKainszeichen," zAw, 14 (1894),250-3rg, esp. 308-318; J. Swetnam, .wtry w^ Jeremiah,sNew covenant New?" studiq o1 prophecy. svi, zo (1974),1I l-15; M.'wei;feld, Deuteronorny
and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972),299_303.

I See Grimme.
2 See ANEP, index under ..horn."

' E.g', ANEP, nos. 37,74-75,F.,464;AoB, nos.2g3f; cf. various symbols at eye levelof the_persons depicted, !p. on cylinder seals: e.g., ANEp, nos. 6g7 , 6XJ: 69& 700f., etc.a EA 147; ANET3,484.
5 The Instruction of King Merikare, 143f., ANEIi, 4lg.6 Speiser, AS, 16 (1965); 389-393.7 cf. K8L3,357.
E L. I. Rabinowitz, ..Tefillin,- 

EncJud, Xy g9g_904.
e O. Betz, "or{ypo," TDNT, V11,659, n. 20.ro Cf. Speiser, AS, 16 (1965), esp. 392f.

_ 
tr caloz; weinfeld, 179-rm,30r; cf. N. t ohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibr, 20 (1963), r2r-24;

-";_*tlyr:--T" sogerumnten deuteronomischen ErementJin Gen.-Num.: Ein Beitrag zurvorgescl[chte des l)euteronomiums," volune de Congis, Genive lg6s. sw, 15 (1966), fr_96;
idem' "El'ments deut6ronomiques dans le pentateuque,,, Aux grands 

"oo"fo*, 
de la r6v6lation

et de l'exigise dc fAT. Recherches bibliques, g (1967i, 77_gl. 
"
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expect from the syntax and from the sequence of a very common wordl2 followed by

what is almost a hapax legomenon. The later redactor of Ex. 13:3-10 therefore replaced

it with the clearer zildrir6n.r'
Literarily, the occasion or subject matter in Ex. 13:11-16 is specifically the law of

the first-born; but the rhetorical situation (the child's question in Ex. 13:14; cf. v. 8)

involves the exodus and the law in their entirety (cf. v. 9, the only occurrence in the

Pentateuch of t6ralYIIWH), as is stated explicitly in Dt. 6:8; 1l:18 (6:7; 11:19). Com-

parison (esp. of Dt. 11:18a) with figurative language in Prov. 1-9 (Prov. l:9;3:21f.;
4:4,9; 6;2lf .; cf. Isa. 49: 18) shows that the context and style, especially the figurative

use of qdiar (Prov. 3:3; 6:21;7:3), are typical of Wisdom Literature; but the combi-

nation of qdiar'al with /" and the sequence qAiar-hoyi /'are unique. A sage thus

expands on a pregnant phrase (Ex. 13:16) in order to clarify it. He does nothing with
the word $fipdl even leaving it with the neutral verb hiyd /" (as in Ex. 13:16; cf.

v. 9), presumably because it suggested nothing specific and there was no alternative

in common usage for this barely comprehensible word, so that he did not dare to

express himself in clear, concrete terms (cf. the more graphic treatment of the me-

nrzoth in Dt. 6:9; ll:20; see also [sa. 57:8 as an illustration of the religious back-

ground). Instead, he made do with vague parenetic references, since the word fuapat
was a fixed element of the traditional form.

This may have been only a pis aller, but it made a degree of sense: it appears that

with the passage of time it became increasingly easy to find religious meaning, his-

torical or symbolic, in extant materials, which could be interpreted on the basis of
specific ideas. Religious or cultic symbols could even be woven together on the basis

of a conscious plan (see, for example, the treatment of the priestly vestments in Ex.

28 and 39, and of the tassels in Nu. 15:37-41). Such symbols enhanced the value and

importance of what they symbolized. The "signet on the hand," for example (Jer.

22:24; cf. Cant. 8:6; Hag. 2:23), can signify a special intimacy. Similarly the $fiPAt
"between the eyes" had a very personal meaning, reminding the individual of deliv-
erance and the law, just as stelae, inscribed (Dt.27:l-8; Josh. 8:30-35) or uninscribed
(Ex. 24:3-8; Josh. 4:47; 24:26f.), served as reminders for the nation.

A later age found in the tfuapil the tefillin or phylacteries to be worn on the

forehead; this identification is probably due to the tendency to bring Scripture and

religious observance into total agreement.ra
Gamberoni

12 Cf. W. Schottroff, *1)l zkr gedenken," THAT, l, 5O9.
tr -+'1)l zAkar lzdkhar).
ra Cf. Speiser, AS, 16 (1965), 391-93; F. J. Helfrneyer, "h]x '6t ['6th]," TDOT, l,
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Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning. II. l. OT Usage;2. Figurative Usage.

I. EtymologS Meaning. Hauptr proposed to find in lt a word connected with
Aram. rtna' . The original form would then have bercn tint, giving rise to the later form
dr through partial assimilation of the fem. ending ,. But in Arabic we find the forms
malilat and yinnun with the meaning "mud," and in Akkadian the forms Flu, !eW,
and li.tu with the meaning "mud, clay, muck." Since .ri.r has this same meaning in
Hebrew, it is reasonable to conclude that the word came to Canaan from Mesopotamia,
especially because it was clearly in constant use in Assyria and Babylonia. The term
does not seem to have reached Ugarit. From Hebrew it has been incorporated into
Modern Hebnew.

ll. l. OT Uwge. The word.ti.t nas a common term for muck and mire in the streets
and alleys of the ancient world, similar to the dust of the earth (2 S. 22:43 par. Ps.
18:43[Eng. v. 42); Mic. 7:10). It can also be used for the silt stirred up by the raging
sea (Isa. 57:20). In Ps. 69:15(14), too, rir is associated with the depths of the sea;
here we read of sinking in riL The word is likewise associated with the depths in Job
4l:22(30). The passage describes the monster Leviathan in a series of images illus-
trating how dangerous the beast is. The image is not totally clear, and translations
vary. There may be confusion between the imagery and the thing represented. Weiser
translates: "He has sharp potsherds beneath, he pushes a threshing sledge in the mire.'2

The word is also used for the mud on the bosom of wells and cisterns. Jer. 38:6
speaks of the prophet Jeremiah sinking in such mire. As in Akkadian, the word also
means potter's clay (Isa. 41:25; Nah. 3:14).

2. Figurative Usage. The word rir is used figuratively in Isa. 4l:25, a prophetic
oracle. The one who comes from the north, from the rising of the sun, will trample
all rulers as a potter treads his clay with his feet. The word is used in a similar way
in 2 S. 22:43 and Ps. 18:43(42).

The image of a dark, mucky pit is used to depict the deep despair from which
Yahweh has rescued his worshippers: "He drew me up from the desolate pit, out of
the miry bog" (Ps. aO3[2)). The worshipper could cry out, "Rescue me from sinking
in the mird' (Ps. 69:15[14]), in a context that is clearly figurative. The worshipper in
his need brings his prayer before God, to be rescued "from the desolate pit."

Kapelrud

fr. J. Barth, Wurzelunterstrchungen aun hebriiischcn und aramiiischen Lexicon (l,eipzig, l%2),
25; G. Dalman, ArrS, II (1932); J. L. Kelso, Thc Ceranic Vocabulary of the OT. BASORSup,
516 (1948); A. $y'. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Tbrminologie im Hebriiischen des ATs
(Leiden, 1954).

I P. Haupt, "The Book of Nahum," JBL,26 (1907), l-53, esp. 32.
2 A. Weiser, Das Brch Hiab. ATD, Xm (D74),253.
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Contents: I. Etymology. tr. Meteorology. Itr. Wisdom Literaturc. IV. Blessings and Curses.
V. Figurative Usage. VI. Mythological Ideas in the Ugaritic Texts and the OT.

I. Etymology. The word lal is found in the West and South Semitic languages, in
all of which it has the meaning "dew" or *light rain." The root is 1ll,' denominative
verbs meaning "be moist," "moisten," "cause dew to fall," etg.l occur in most of the
languages but not in Hebrew. There is clearly no original connection with the hom-
onymous Aramaic root,2 which is related to Heb. .s//, "overshadow" (basic meaning
"be dark"3).

II. Meteorology. It is only the dew that provides a certain amount of moisture for
plants during the long, dry Palestinian summer.4 The summer dew is thus as necessary
for life as the winter rain;s in the OT, a time of famine can be called simply a time
"without dew or rain" (l K. 17:1). The pairing of dew and rain occurs several times
(Dt. 3212; 2 S. l:21; Job 38:28). Dew is therefore of great importance, and several
passages in the OF show that the Israelites made observations concerning the dew as

a meteorological phenomenon. The dew "falls" (ydrd or nnpnl; Nu. l1:9; 2 S.
l7:12;Ps. 133:3). It comes from the heavens (Gen.27:28,39;Dt. 33:13; cf.Dt.33:28;
Prov. 3:20; and Sir. 43:22, according to which the heavens or the clouds "drop" f'rpf
dew, and the parallel Ugaritic idiom / irun7). It falls during the night (Nu. I l:9; Jgs.
6:36-40; Cant. 5:2; cf. Dnl. 4:12,20,22,30[Eng. w. 15,23,25,33); 5:21, where the
repeated statement *let him be wet with the dew of heaven" indicates that Nebuchad-

tal. D. Ashbel, "On the Importance of Dew in Palestine," JPOS, 16 (1936), 316-321;
A. Bentzen, Messias, Moses redivivus, Mercchensolm. AThANT, 17 (1948); G. Dalman, AuS, I
(1928); P. Humbert, "[a ros6e tombe en IsraEl: A propos d'Esaie 26, 19," TlrZ, 13 (1957),
487-493; J. C. de Moor, Tlw Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT, 16 (1971);
P. Reymond, L eau, sa vie, et sa signiftcation dans f AT. Sl12i 6 (1958); R. B. Y. Scott, "Meteo-
rological Phenomena and Terminology in the OT," ZAW, @ (1952), ll-25; F. Vattioni, "La
rugiada nell'AT," RiuBibl, 6 (1958), 147-165; G. Widengren, Psalm I l0 och det sabala kun-
gadbmet i Israel. UUA, l94ll7:l [available in German it Zur ruueren Psalmenforschms 0976),
l8s-2161.

I Cf. the lexica.
2 Contra K8L2,352f. and KBL,,358f.; but *e GesB, 276; BDB,378; and Baumgartner,

KBL2, 1079, which find two distinct roots; cf. also Dnl. 4:9 and Neh. 3:15, the latter aramaizing
Hebrew.

3 Basic meaning "be dark"; see B. Halper, "The Participial Formations of the Geminate
Verbs," ZAW, 30 (1910), 216.

a For meteorological and statistical information about dew, see ArlS, I, 89-96, 310-14,
514-19; Ashbel, 316-321; M. Gilead and N. Rosenan, "Ten Years of Dew Observations in
Israel," IN,4 (1954), 120-23; Scott, 2lf.; Reymond, 25-27;Yattioni, 147f.

s -+ :'ED mfildr.
6 Cf. Humbert, 487f.
7 KTU, 1.3 II, 39f.
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nezzar is to spend the night in the open like the animals8) and vanishes quickly in the
morning (Ex. 16:13f.; Hos. 6:4; l3:3). The dew "lies" on the ground (nx. io:trr.)
and appears in large concentrations on uneven surfaces, as the sign given to Gideon
presupposes (Jgs. 6:36-40). The expression "like a cloud ofdew in the heat ofharvest"
in Isa. l8:4 may be based on the observation that dew increases in quantity as summer
progresses.e A similar observation appears in Sir. lg:16 (not found in the Hebrew
fragments): "can the dew not bring to an end the burning heat?" (cf. Sir. 43:22, where
the Hebrew text is obscure).

The or considers hoarfrost (ltp6r) to be frozen dew (l(pdr idmayim, Job
38:2910); it is also mentioned in Ex. 16:14; ps. 147:16; Sir. 3:15;-43:19.

rII. wisdom Literature. Behind nearly all the mentions of dew in the or (some
30 in all) stands the conviction that the dew is a gift of Yahweh,ll just as in the religion
of Ugarit it is a gift of Ba'a1.12 Yahweh is the giver of fertility, and without dew tLere
is no fertility. The dew is thus an expression of yahweh's blessing, belonging as it
were to the order of creation. This can be seen above all in Wisdom texts. Charac-
teristic of the doctrine of creation in Wisdom Literature is the listing of examples of
Yahweh's creative power. such lists often include dew alongside other natural
phenomena.

The words spoken by God in the book of Job make use of rhetorical questions to
depict the creation, ordering, and preservation of the created world, including ttre
question "Has the rain a father, or who has begotten the drops of dew?,'-with the
implied answer "None but Yahweh" (Job 38:28; Fohrerr3 is probably wrong in seeing
this verse as a gloss on v. 29, which asks a similar question conceroing the hoarfrost).
Likewise typical of wisdom is the shorter statement in prov. 3:19f.: by wisdom yahweh
founded the earth and the heavens; by his knowledge the deeps are opened and the
clouds drop down the dew (cf. Job 2B:25f; prov. 8:28; Jer. l0:12f.;ra also ps. 147:16
ttQorl).

This notion of creation is extended in later Wisdom Literature, with some shift of
emphasis: Yahweh is at work in all periods of history, ordering and preserving his
creation. The great hymn in praise of the created order in Sirach mentions a series of
natural phenomena including the dew, which brings refreshment in the burning heat
(str. 43:22;ts cf. also 43:19). The basic idea of this passage (that natural phenomena
are a revelation of Yahweh's lcnpg4rcl reappears in different form in the LXX additions
to Dnl. 3: here the natural phenomena share in the praise of yahweh. The dew is
mentioned several times in this connection (LXX Dnl. 3:64,6g).17

t Cf. Reymond, 26f.

_] lee aaS, 1,93, 3ll; but cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 95.10 Cf. Reymond, 28; Scott, 17.rr Cf. Humbert, 488-490.
12 Cf. Reymond, 4l-48; also KTU, l.19 I, 38-46.
r3 G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 492.la B. Gemser, Spriich Salomos. HAT, )/.yl (1937), 30.ls On the difficulty of the Hebrew text, see Vattioni, 165f.
16 See J. Martriick, Weisheit imWandel. BBB,37 (lg7l),145-151.
17 Cf. C. Kuhl, Dr€ drei Miinrcr im Feuer. BZAW, 55 (1930), ll4f., llg.
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It is thus to be expected that a natural phenomenon like the dew should be mentioned
in theological contexts, especially in the creation texts of Wisdom Literature. It is in
the Wisdom doctrine of creation above all that a truly theological view of nature is
developed.rt This doctrine plays a certain role in later apocalyptic cosmological spec-
ulations. In such a context, for instance, Enoch receives instruction concerning the
chambers containing the various natural phenomena, including those for dew (1 [Eth.]
En. 34: lf. ; 36:l;6O:2O;7 5:5).

IV. Blessings and Curses. The dew is thus linked indissolubly with the order of
creation, with fertility and God's blessings. It is therefore natural for the promise of
dew to be included in blessing formulas, and conversely for absence of dew to be
threatened in curse and punishment formulas. Such formulas probably originated in
cultic ritual, but they can also appear apart from this setting. A typical contrast
between blessing and curse is found in Gen. 27. Through cunning, Jacob receives his
father's blessing: "May God give you of the dew of heaven, and of the fatness of the
earth, and plenty of grain and wine" (Gen. 27:28). Esau receives a "negative" blessing
resembling a curse: "Far away from the fatness of the earth shall your dwelling be,
and away from the dew of heaven on high" (Gen. 27 :39 ; cf. in Ugaritic the juxtapo-
sition of r/ imm and imn 'ar;te). Although in Gen. 27 the two formulas are embedded
in one of the stereotyped narratives of the farewell discourse of a dying father, and
are furthermore intended in their final recension to illuminate the relationship between
Israel and Edom, they can be considered sayings that originally circulated indepen-
dently, referring to the relationship between pastoral tribes and hunters in Palestine
and east of the Jordan.2o

Curses can also be pronounced against inanimate objects. There is a lament over
Saul and Jonathan that has been interpolated into the Deuteronomistic history (2 S.
l:17-27).2r Verse 2l states that the mountains of Gilboa, where the warriors fell, shall
never again receive dew or rain, but remain barren. The idea is either that the place
is to remain in eternal or that it is to suffer punishment for having received
innocent blood.22

The word lal appears in another punishment described in the Deuteronomistic his-
tory this time upon Israel, which thinks that Ba'al, not Yahweh, is the giver of fertility;
the punishment will be deprivation of "dew and rain" for many years (1 K. 17:l). The
passage provides a deep insight into this religious crisis; in the Ugaritic Aqhat epic
almost the identical words are used to state that Ba'al will withhold fertility for seven

18 See G. von Rad, OTTheology, I (Eng. trans., New York, 1962), 463;cf. W. Eichrodt,
TheolOT, ll. OTL (Eng. trans. 1967),489-495.

te KTU, 1.3 II, 39; CML,85; Vaftioni, l5lf.
20 M. Noth,A History of PennteuchalTiaditions (Eng. trans. 1972;repr. Chico, Calif., 1981),

110f.; cf. V. Maag, "Jakob-Esau-Edom," ThZ, 13 (1957), 418-429.
2t More details on the position of the poem in the historical narrative in R. A. Carlson,

David the Chosen King (Eng. trans., Stockholm, 196/.),47-49; J. H. Grfnbaek, Die Geschichte
vom Aufstieg Davids. Acta theologica danica, 10 (Ger. trans., Copenhagen, l9fl),221f.

22 Cf. Vattioni, 155f.; H. L. GinsberginANET3,l53, n. 34.
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or eight years, "without dew, without rain" (bl tl bl rbb)]! Because the dew is a divine
gift, its absence is subject to religious interpretation, both at Ugarit and in Israel.

Rather more specialized blessing fo,rmulas are found in the tribal sayings of Gen.
49 and Dt. 33, which go back to the premonarchic period, at least in their original
form. Their most likely sitz im l*ben was the amphictyonic cult.u Some of them
promise fertility or success in battle. A pnme example is the long passage devoted to
Joseph in Dt. 33:13-17, in which his land is to be blessed *with the choicest gifts of
heaven, of dew, and ofthe deep that couches beneath" (v. l3). The syntax is somewhat
labored, and most scholars, following the Targum, Peshitta, and Gen. 49:25, substitute
mE'dl, "above," for mittdl; this emendation also improves the parallelism.25 But the
juxtaposition of tal and fh6m in Job 38:28-30; Prov. 3:2o can be cited in supporr of
the text. The theophany that provides the framework for the tribal sayings (Dt.
33:2-5,26-29) betrays the cultic background of both the individual sayings and the
composition as a whole.b Here, too, we find a blessing (v. 28) that promises all Israel
dew, grain, and wine.

Elements of these ancient blessings reappar quite naturally in the eschatologizing
words of the prophets. znc. 8:9-15 speaks of the happy time to come when the temple
will be rebuilt and Israel will no longer be a curse, but a blessing.2T [n concrete terms,
this means the return of fertility (the fruit of the vine, the increase of the ground, and
the dew of the heavens). Like the blessing of Jacob in Gen. 27, this promise of blessing
has a negative equivalent; Hag. l:2-ll (a passage related to the verses from Zechariah
through the shared theme of rebuilding the templdE) ascribes the failure of the land's
fertility to the failure of the people to restore the temple and describes the conse-
quences: the heavens have withheld the dew and the earth its produce; drought has hit
the grain and wine and oil (w. l0f.). ln the Aramaic Balaam prophecy from Tell Deir
'alle, il and .ir (rain?) appear together in an obscure context.2e

In apocalyptic literature, the prophetic notion of naturc3 extraordinary abundance in
the last days is taken even higher: all the normal natural phenomena-dew included-
will vanish, leaving only the radiance of the glory of the Most High (4 Esd.7:39-M).

V. Figurative Usage. In the figurative language of the OT, dew appears in two
different usages: it can stand for the meteorological phenomenon, or serve as a met-

21 KTU, l.l9 l, 44; cf. CML, f8f.; Ginsberg n ANEIt, 153.z see A. H. J. Gunneweg, "iJber den sitz im Lrben der sog. Stammesspriiche (Gen. 49
Dtn. 33 Jdc. 5)," ZAW, 76 Qg64.),245-255, esp. 254; cf. J. Scharbert, ...ltf brk," TDOT, il,
306f.

2s Cf. Vattioni, 154.
26 Cf. A. Weiser, "Zw Frage nach den Beziehungen der Psalmen zur Kult: Die Darstellung

der Theophanie in den Psalmen und im Festkult," in Festschift A. Bertholet (Tiibingen, 1950),
518; Gunneweg, ZAW,76 (196/.),254.

27 Scharbert, TDOT, 11, 299.
2t See K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwblf Kleinen Propheten, II. ATD, XXV (41963), 140.
2e combination II, 35f.; see J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Aramaic Tbxtsfrom Deir 'Alld.

DMOA, t9 (1976), t1s, trt,25tf.
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aphor to express Yahweh's blessing. In the former case, the image is mostly used

negatively; in the latter, of course, it is always used positively. The attack of an

overwhelming army can be likened to the dew that falls everywhere and covers every-
thing (2 S. 17:12, with reference to Absalom's plan to attack David; cf. a similar usage

in lQM 12:9). Hosea makes frequent use of the dew in his irnagery sometimes in a

negative sense. Observing how quickly dew ranishes in the morning, he describes the

covenant love of Israel, which is "like a morning cloud, like the dew that goes early
away" (Hos. 6:4; cf. Sir. 3:15: your sins will vanish as the frost [frozen dew] vanishes

before the heat.of the day). The same imagery is used as a threat in Hos. l3:3: the

nation will be "like the morning mist or like the dew that goes early away."

Elsewhere dew can symbolize a favorable state or event. If the people will return

to him, Yahweh will *be as the dew to Israel; he shall blossom as the lily" (Hos.

14:6[5]). Yahweh is the life-giving and life-preseiving power for the Israel of the

future.3o Mic. 5:6(7), if it is not postexilic, refers to the exile of the northern kingdom;
it speaks of "the remnant of Jacob that shall be in the midst of many peoples like the

dew from Yahweh," i.e., it will mediate the blessing that is granted to the nations.3l

The image in Isa. 18:4 is obscure: Yahweh waits quietly "like a cloud of dew at harvest

time (on in the heat of harvest)," until he destroys the enemy.32

Finally, dew can symbolize various human relationships. A king's favor can be

compared to dew upon the grass (Prov. 19:12). The righteous Job likens his situation
to that of a tree whose roots spread out to the waters and whose branches are wet with
dew (Job 29:19).In the Song of Moses (U. 32:2\,3'the "didactic invocation," which
is based on Wisdom tradition, likens Moses' words to the rain and dew on grass and

herb. In Ps. 133:3, a somewhat exaggerated metaphor extols unity amongst the breth-
ren as being comparable to the beneficial effects of oil upon the head or dew upon
Mt. Hermon.Y

VI. Mythological Ideas in the Ugaritic Texts and the OT. In two or three OT
passages, mythological ideas appear in connection with the dew. The meaning of these

texts (Job 38:28; Ps. 110:3; Isa. 26:19) is not entirely clear. Comparison with analogous

ideas in the religion of Ugarit, however, strongly suggests allusion to ancierit myths.

Some of the Ugaritic passages have been cited in sections Itr and IV above. These
passages demonstrate above all that the dew is understood as the gift of Ba'al. But
several female figures also appear to be associated with the dew:

a. After her great battle with the enemies of Ba'al, 'Anat draws water and washes

"with the dew of the heavens, with the oil of the earth, with the rain of the cloud-

30 A. Weiser, DasBuchderzwiilf KleircnProplwten, I.ATD, XXIVe1959), 103.
tt |bid.,275.
32 See Reymond, 3ff.
33 See G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 196.
r See H.-J. Kraus,Prulmen BK, XV (41972),889-891.
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rider-dew, which the heavens pour; rain, which the stars pour.'as It is possible that
we are dealing here with a magical ritual intended to produce rain and dew.31

b. of Danel's daughter Pugat we read: "you bear water upon your shoulders, you
pour dew upon the barley, you know the path ofthe stars."37 It is possible to interpret
this statement as meaning that Pu$at recites the rain and dew ritual of Anat.3s

c. At most, however, these two rituals show that magical means were used in the
ugaritic cult to cause rain and dew, and that the dew also played some role in the
myths of the gods. More important is the fact that among the daughters (or wives?)
of Ba'al we find the name lhllai, "Bedewed."3e she is almost always mentioned in
stereotyped expressions that speak ofher and her two sisters in conjunction with Ba.al:
"Pidrai, daughter of the honey-dew . . . Thllai, daughter of the mist . . 'Arqai,
daughter of full bloom" (the meanings of the epithets have been the subject of much
discussion).{ The three figures appear together in several texts;ar only in one does
Jhllai appear alone:42 "lirllai made his (Ba'al's) head beautiful between his eyes,,'
which probably means she ornamented his hair with drops of dew; cf. Cant. 5:2.
Although much remains obscure, it is clear that the dew appears in the ugaritic pan-
theon as one of Ba'al's daughters, although she does not pray a major role.a3

This may cast some light on three OT passages:

a. Job 38:28 might be a veiled polemic against the notion that someone other than
Yahweh-namely Ba'al-begot the dew.

b. Isa. 26:19 speaks of the resurrection of the dead, and adds: ki lal 
,6161 

tallekn,
"for thy dew is a dew of lights.'44 The passage is undoubtedly quite late, and 26:19
may only be trying to say that Yahweh "in his world of light disposes of a miraculous
and miracle-working dew, which is able to bring to life the shades in the underworld.,,a5

ls KTIJ, 1.3 II, 38-41; cf.IY,42-44.
'u E.p.clear in KTU, 1.3 IY;CMt,89; see de Moor, gg-100, 104f.; cf. A. S. Kapelrud,

The Violent Goddess (Oslo, 1969), 100-103.
37 KTU, l.l9II, 5-7; cf. l0f. and Iy 28tr
38 De Moor, l0O.
3e Cf. M. H. Pope, "T"tj," WbMyth, t,312.
i I"* following de Moor, 8l-84, where many other proposed interpretations are cited.4t KT|J, t.3r,23-25; trI,5-7; (M a9_st); t.q\ fi_tsi ry ss_57;1.5 V, t0f. (first two

only).
42 KTIJ , l.l0l 

' 5 (see J. C. de Moor, "Studies in the New Alphabetic Texts from Ras Shamra
r," uF, I u9691, 180f.).

a3 See de Moor, Seasonal Pattern, Sl-84, 188, 317 (s.v. dew).a Recent studies of the many problems surrounding this verse include: Humbert, 4%-93;
M'-L. Henry, Glaubenkrise und Gtaubensbewiihrung ii den Dichtungen der Jesajaapokalypse.
BWANT, 516 (1967), 10G108; Kaiser,2t5-220: F. J. Helfmeyer, ...Deine Toten-meine t eichen':
Heilszusage und Annahme in Jes 26, 19," in Bausteine iiblitrh* Theologie. Festschrift G. J.
Botterweck. BBB, 50 (1977),245-258, esp. 255ff.

a5 Kaiser, 218; cf. Reymond, 215f.
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But a closer connection with mythological ideas is also possible: de Moor connects
lal'6rdt with the epithet of Ba'al's first daughter, Pidrai, bt'n and translates, "daughter
of the honey-dew," a special kind of dew that is clearly also used by Anat in her
fertflity rites. Perhaps, then, the puzzling lat'6rdt has a specialized meaning here:
Yahweh's dew, which can bring about the resurrection of the dead, is of a special kind,
i.e., it is identical with the age-old life-giving honey-dew.6

c. The text of Ps. ll0:3a7 is undoubtedly corrupt and requires emendation. Here
we shall discuss the reference to dew. The passage in question can be rcad; mEreltem
iabar lek l*al y"ldfrkn, "go forth from the womb of the dawn, I have given birth to
you like the dew"4 This statement is addressed to the king of Judah, probably at his
enthronement and speaks of his birth-understood from the perspective of cultic
ideology-in mythological language. The question is how the king, the dew, and the
dawn are related. Widengren makes a radical proposal: the royal ceremony reflected
in Ps. 110 dates from the Canaanite period of Jerusalem. Citing the Ugaritic text SS,
he interprets v. 3 as follows: tn KTU, 1.23,4e El begets the two deities Sahar ana
Salem; the former (fem. according to widengrenso) can be identified with the dawn,
the latter with sunset and also with El Elyon of Jerusalem. Thus the Jerusalem king
was thought of as the child of these two divine figures and himself identified with the
dew (Widengren translates: "From the womb of the dawn, an dew I have begotten
you"st;. Bentzen has a different interpretation of the prepositional phrase: "On holy
mountains I have begotten him, from the womb, before the morning star and the
dew."s2 It is probably best to take k'1al as nothing more than a simile, so that in its
originalj"canaanite") form the passage means that the Jerusalem king is the child of
El and Satrar, just as the dew islne aaugnter of Ba'al (and the dawn-Sahar?). In the
royal cult oflsrael and in Ps. I 10, these mythological notions are quite veiled (although
lsa. 14:12 can be very direct in saying much the same thing about the Babylonian
kirg).

{ De Moor, Seasonal Pattern, 82-84; 104f.; also Widengren, I lf. (: 195f.); H. Riesenfeld,
The Reswrection in Ezekiel xxxwl and in the Dura-Europos paintings. uuA, l94}lll, 10-13;
Vaftioni, 157-160. For a different approach, see G. Schwarz Tau der Lichter. . .'? Eine
Emendation," zAw, 88 (19J6),280f.; Schwarz proposes the reasonable emendation yal'6Wt,
"dew of the spirits of the dead." On the later Jewish notion of the "dew of resurrection," see
Riesenfeld, 10, and St.:B., IY 1177.

a7 For earlier studies, see Kraus, BK, xY,752;mcr:e recent discussions include: J. coppens,
"[.es appots du Psaume cX (vulg. cIX) a I'ideologie royale isra6lite," The saaal Kingship.
SNwnen,4 (1959), 337-343; R.-J. Tournay, "[.e Psaume CX," Ra, 67 (19(0), lGl8; G. Cooke,
"The Israelite King as Son of God," ZAW, 73 (1961), 2W-224, esp. 218-224.{ See above all Widengren, 9-ll (: 193-96); Bentzen, l4f.; the cornms.; and the studies
by Coppens, Tournay, and Cooke mentioned above.

ae Lines 5l-53; CML, ll2f.
to Pp. lOf.; cf. Coppens, 338, n. 10.
5r See his Sakrales Kbnigrum im AT und im Judentwt (Stuttgan, 1955), 4-47; cf. psalm I10,

9-t2 (: 193-97).
52 Bentzen, 15; cf. his Fortollaing til de ganmeltestamcntlige salmer (copnhagen, 1939),

557-560.
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The names of two Judahite queens, Abital and Hamutal (cf. the masc. nameyhwyls3),
may contain the element !al, "devt.usa usually, however, they are taken as aramaizing
forms (r/ : d, "shadow").ss

Otzen

53 AP, nos. 22,57;23,4.s See the lexica.
55 See H. Bauer, "De hebrflischen Eigennamen als sprachlighe Erkenntnisquelle,. ZAW, 4g(1930), 76, 80; A. vincent, La Religion tles tud1o-Aranwens dEliphantine (paris, 1937), 4o2f.;

lPN, 39; further discussion in Vattioni, l4g-150.

tll)p gne'; itgep 1um'6

_ contents: I. Etymology, semantic Field, occurrences. II. Ritual uncleanness in the or:l. General; 2. Unclean Animals; 3. The Dead; 4. t eprosy; 5. other Forms of Human unclean-
ness; 6. cultic Unfitness. Itr. Metaphorical Usage: tootatry and sin. Iv. Lxx. v. Dead sea
Scrolls.

I. Etymology, semantic Fietd, occurrences. The root that appears in tdm?',
"be unclean," appears with the same meaning in Jewish Aramaic, s5mac, and Middle
Hebrew. It is not attested in classical Arabic, but Iater Arabic has a verb tuma, *b
choked with mud," and a noun tarnmay, "mud of the Nile.', paschen proposes ..wet
dirt" as the basic meaning.r

The verb (qal, piel, and hithpael) occurs 155 times in the or, the noun lwn,a,
"uncleanness," 136 times. The semantic field includes + ??ui iqs (verb; substs. .IeqeE
and iiqqfis), with the meaning ..abominate," ..abomination,,; + illJ niddh, which
refers to sexual uncleanness; + ilf!,lll t6,ebd, ..abomination,'; 

and piggfrl, -sacrificial
flesh not fit to eat." Uncleanness often appears in the same context as giilulim,
"idols," and the various words for ..sin', and ..guilt.-,

!an'z' ' l ' Ddller, Die Reinheits- und Speisegesetu des ATs in religionsgeschichtlicher Beleuchtung.
ATA' 712-3 (1917); w. H. Gispen, "Thebistinction betweericle"a,n and Unclean,,' orsjs(1948)' 190-96; F. Hauck,-"rcg9"q6s," TDNT, \t,4r+r7, 427-29; K. Koch, ..Haggais un-
lein_es Jolk," zAw,79 (1967), 52-66;tN. Kornfeld, "Reine und orreine Tiere im xjrroiror,
7 (1965), l3Ll47; F. Maass, "NDu rtl' unrein sein," THAT, r,6@-67;M. Noth, The r-aws in
the Pentateuch and other studies (Eng. trans., philadelphia, l9aq, qs-@;w. paschen, Rein und
unrein: untersuchung zhr biblis-chcn wortgeschichte. sart, zl (tslo); G. von Rad, or rheology,
!-(E1q. trans., New York, 1962),272-7i; L. E. Toombs, "clean anii unde;,- IDB, r,64r-i4b;K. Wigand, "Die altisraelitische Vorstellung von unreinen Tieren," /trlW, ii <tSl4),'413_$6;R. K. Yerkes, "The Unclean Animals of Lrviticus ll and Deuieronomy 14,', "loi, N.s. ri(1923124), l-29;W. Zimmerli, OTTheology inOutline (Eng. trans.,,lttanta, tglq,sl , tZW.;
J. K. zink, "uncleanness and Sin: e stuay of Job XIV I and psalm l-r i,- w, 17 (1967i,
354-361.

I P.27.
2 See below.
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II. Ritual Uncleanness in the OT.

l. General. In the or, one of the duties of a priest is to distinguish (bdl hiphil;
e.9., kv. 10:10; Ezk. 22:26;44:23) the unclean from the clean, the sacred from the
profane. What matters is ritual uncleanness, which cannot be reconciled with the
holiness of Yahweh.

Things that are unclean include certain animals and groups of animals, serious
diseases, sexual discharges and aberrations, death, and (metaphorically) certain activ-
ities, especially all those associated with the alien cult.

The OT does not explain why certain things lead to uncleanness and others do not.
But animals that were "sacred" to Israel's neighbors or played a role in the alien cult
are unclean in Israel. The combination of sexual uncleanness with polemic against all
forms of alien cult suggests that the laws concerning sexual uncleanness might be
based on a refusal to divinize any aspect of sexuality.

Ritual uncleanness is often linked with the sphere of death. The distinction between
clean and unclean animals applies only to those used for sacrifice, offering ofthe first-
born, or food, for all of which only t's1"*" animals are permitted. A leper was kept
apart like a corpse. The sexual discharge of a male and the menstruation of a female
are life that is never realized and therefore have an aspect of death about them. Sexual
intercourse, ejaculation, and parnrrition all contribute to the emergence of life, but
they are also felt to be unclean and require purification.

Instances of outward uncleanness require purification through water, but sometimes
a ceremony ofexpiation is also needed because the uncleanness can be understood as
sin and guilt.

Andri

The religio-historical similarity between uncleanness and taboo has often been pointed
out. In fact there are many contexts, especially those involving sex or death, in which
the Israelite laws governing uncleanness are probably connected with ancient taboos;
in other cases, uncleanness is more likely rooted in the rejection of alien cultic p,ra.ctices.

In an earlier day, under the influence ofevolutionary thought, the history ofreligions
viewed holiness and uncleanness as differentiated aspects of what had once been a
single notion of taboo: the "good" divine taboo became holiness, the "evil" demonic
taboo, which could be destructive, became uncleanness. Within the context of histor-
ical Israel and the oT, this interpretation is without any support. In the o! holiness
and uncleanness are absolutely antithetical (e.g., Isa. 6:3f.; 35:8; 52:l,ll).3 The only
evidence for a connection between uncleanness and holiness is a passage from the
Mishnaha stating that the scriptures "make the hands unclean" (meyamme'in 'el-howa-
dayim).But this expression probably means only that the scriptures are so holy that
the hands must seem unclean in comparison.s

li<k. ikkibu (sum. emgeb) has often been called an expression of taboo.6 The

3 Cf. H. Ringgren, Israclite Religion (Eng. trans., philadelphia, 1966), l4lt.; R. Dussaud,
bs origines cananiennes du sacrifue israilite (Paris, 2l94l), 30ff.

a Yad. 3:2f.
5 H. Ringgren, The Prophaical Conception of Holiness. UUA, lg4gl12, 16.
6 CAD, VII (1960), 55-57; AHw, I, 368f.
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primary meaning of the word is "something forbidden": an object, pliace, or action
barred by divine prohibition. Hemerologies mention certain animals that must not be
eaten or taken because they are ikkibu; often the God who issues the prohibition is
named and a punishment is threatened. To cross a river is an ikkibu of Ea, which
connotes both *forbidden by Ea" and "sin against Ea." The verb al<ilu, ..eat," often
is used for transgression of the prohibition, not necessarily in its literal sense. In later
texts, ikkibu is used imprecisely as a synonym for "sin" or "punishment.', [n certain
cases it also suggests that something is reserved to a god or to the king. The cAD
uses the translation "sacred, reserved," but the meaning could also be "protected by
divine prohibition." Much the same applies to the (near) synonym asakku,t except that
it refers to what is sacrosanct to a god or to the king, whereas r'lr*lDz usually refers
to something terrible that causes human pain or disease.e

Both il*ibu and, asal<ku therefore mean something other than a mechanical taboo;
they presuppose a divine prohibition. In certain cases, however, they come close to
the meaning "sacred, sacrosanct (to someone)." They are therefore hardly comparable
to the Israelite term lAn? .

The OT occasionally treats uncleanness and sin as more or less identical. Both are
damaging to the community as a whole, and can be viewed "as expressions of the
hostile reality that permeates life, attempting again and again to penetrate the sphere
of what is divine and good. There is, so to speak, a sphere of evil and death that
continually threatens man's life: it is called uncleanness, siD, chxss."lo

Ringgren

2. Unclean Animals. Except for Hos. 9:4 and Ezk. 4:14, unclean animals are men-
tioned only in the laws, above all in lrv. 1l (34 occurrences; cf. Dt. l4). The detailed
list in [rv. 1l:48 (cf. Dt. 14:7f.) names as unclean animals the camel, the rock badger,
the hare, and the (wild) swine. They are defined as being quadrupeds that chew the
cud or part the hoof, but not both. According to [,ev. 1l:3, the only clean quadrupeds
are those that both chew the cud and part the hoof. Lrv. ll,?1-26 states that all
quadrupeds that do not part the hoof as well as those that do not chew the cud are
unclean. The same is true of all quadrupeds with paws (11:27f.) and certain small
creeping animals, not defined more precisely (ll,29-31). Dt. 14:10 calls all marine
animals without fins and scales gm7, while l*v. ll:.9-12 terms the same animals
ieqe;. Likewise according to Dt. 14:19 all flying insects are 1tunZ', while being de-
scribed as ieqeg in [.ev. ll:20,23. T\e findlAh6r passage inDt. 14:420 is prefaced
by the general statement "You shall not eat any t6'eQ6" (v. 3), whereas the corre-
sponding section in I*v. I I ends with the prohibition against eating ieqes (v. 43).1t

An unclean animal renders unclean everything and everyone that comes in contact

7 cAD, VU, 57.
8 AHw,1,79; CAD, ll2 (1964),326f.

- 
e B. Landsberger, "lrxikalisches Archiv. 2. asakhtll: ,tabu,,,, ZA, N.s. 4l (1933),2lgt.;

cf._also F. Thureau-Dangin, 'Asakku," RA, 38 (1941), 4l-43; --+ dan firm l,Il.3.ro Ringgren, Israclite Religian, 142.rl Cf. G. J. Botterweck, "'t'tn birlchzirl," TDOT, Ly,297ff.;K. Elliger, l,evitictu. HAT,
lY (196), in loc.
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with it. It must not be eaten (kv. Ll:47; Jgs. 13:47). Anyone who picks it up or
touches @nga') it is unclean until evening QAne' 'ad-ho'ere8). Anything upon which
any of them falls when they are dead is unclean until evening (Irv. 1l:32). An earthen
vessel, an oven, or a stove that is made unclean in this way must be destroyed (w. 33,
35). Any food prepared with water from an unclean vessel and any beverage in an
unclean vessel are unclean (v. 34). Hthe body ofa dead animal falls on dry seed, the
seed is not unclean QAhbr hfi') unless it has previously been wet by water (v. 38).

Clean quadrupeds that die or are torn render unclean until evening anyone who eats,
picks up, or touches them (Irv. ll:39f.;22:8; cf. Ezk. 4:14). According to Dt. 14:21,
such animals should be given to an alien (gZr) or sold to a fmeigner (no&ri), since
they are not governed by the holiness laws. But according to [rv. 17:15, both the
aative ('ezrdlt) and the sojourner are unclean until evening if they eat of it. The
instructions about clean and unclean animals in I-ev. I I end with a prohibition against
defiling oneself with any swarming thing that crawls upon the earth, concluding with
and underlined by the holiness formula: "I am Yahweh your God; therefore keep
yourselves holy (hilqadde,i) and be holy, for I am holy" (v. 44), "for I arn Yahweh who
brought you up out of the land of Egypt . . ." (v. 45).

If someone discovers afterwards that he has come into contact with an unclean
animal (trv. 5:1-13) and has therefore not been able to carry out the required puri-
fication, he has brought guilt upon himself QdnE' we'diEm, y.2); he is to confess his
error (hagd'1) and offer a guilt offering. The priest is to make atonement (kipper) for
him for his error.

Animals for sacrifice must be clean; when they are sacrificed to Yahweh, they
become holy (q@si, I,ev.27:9). Unclean animals must not be sacrificed; they are to
be redeemed or sold (Lnv. 27:ll-13,27; Nu. 18:15). The flesh of a sacrificial animal
that has come in contact with anything unclean must be burned (l*v.7:19; cf. Hag.
2:14).

Water for impurity (mA niddi, Nu. 19) contains the ashes of a heifer sacrificed as

a sin offering (v. 9). The priest (v. 7) in whose presence the animal is sacrificed, the
man who burns it (v. 8), and the clean QAhbr) man who gathers the ashes (v. 10) are
all unclean until evening, as is everyone who touches the water (v. 21). Clearly the
uncleanness that the ashes are meant to remove is associated with them proleptically.

According to Hos. 9:4, the exiles who eat of the sacrifice (zebaltl become unclean.
This means either that no sacrifice is possible in an alien land without the temple, as

is suggested by the addition of "it shall not come into the house of Yahweh," or that
the uncleanness is brought about through eating the holy sacrifice, which should instead
be offered to Yahweh (cf. "for their hunger only," i.e., it is used fm secular purposes).l2

Flesh that is not sacrificial may be eaten by anyone, clean or unclean (A. 12:15,22;
15:22).

3. The Dead. Anyone who comes in contact with a corpse, regardless of the cause
of death, with human remains, or with a grave is unclean for seven days (Nu. l9l.ll-22;

12 Cf. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 155; W. Rudolph, Hosea. I(AT, Xllll
l (1966), 176.
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16 occurrences). T\vo versions of the law appear: ll-13 and 14-22. rn both cases
purification with water takes place on the third day and on the seventh day. The results
of omitting this purification differ somewhat in the two versions: the first states (v. 13)
that whoever does not cleanse himself (lit. *free himself from sin," hi1fta11z') defiles
the tabernacle (miil@n) of Yahweh and shall be cut off (nilsai from Israel; the second
(v. 20) speaks of the sanctuary (miqdng of Yahweh and being cut offfrom the assembly
(mitt6k haqqaha\. Purification involves cleansing with "water for impurity"
(w. l2f.,l7-20), after which the lerson affected must wash his clothes and bathe
himself. All the vessels in the vicinity of the corpse (w. 15,18) are also unclean and
must be sprinkled with the water. Whoever comes into contact with someone who has
become unclean in this way becomes unclean in trrn until evening (v. 22; cf. l*v. 22:4).

Anyone who is unclean must stay outside the camp in whose midst Yahweh dwells,
lest it be defiled (Nu. 5:2f.). Corpses in the courts of the temple defile the house of
Yahweh (Ezk.9:7).

During the period of his separation, a Nazirite must not even go near a dead body
(Nu. 6:6-12) because he is holy to Yahweh (qdol leyHwH).If someone dies in his
presence, he must be purified: he must shave his head on the seventh day, and have
the priest offer a sin offering and a burnt offering and make atonement for him on the
eighth day. The high priest must not go near a dead body (not even that of a blood
relative), because he is holy (I'ev.Zl:ll). If this does happen, he is unclean for
fourteen days. His purification concludes with a sin offering. According tol*v.21,9,
a priest is defiled by his daughter's unchastity.

Anyone who is unclean through contact with a dead body shall keep the Passover
as provided by the law, but in the second month rather than in the first (Nu. 9:414).
Someone who has been crucified must be buried before nightfall, because he is ac-
cursed of God. The corpse defiles the land given by yahweh for an inheritance (Dt.
2l:23). That uncleanness (especially when death is involved) is contagious, unlike
holiness, can also be seen from Hag. 2:13f. The prophet considers his own people,
himself included, to be unclean because the temple has not been rebuilt, so that
complete purification is impossible. 13

4. l,eprosy. A person or object afflicted with or suspected of leprosyra is unclean.
The occurrences are found in I-ev. 13 (24 times) , r*v. 14 (8 times), and Nu. 5:3. The
term + 1i19 lhr appears 19 times in lrv. 13 and z times in Lrev. vl.ln addition, thr
appears 4 times in 2 K. 5:10-14.

The regulations deal with "lep,rosy" affecting human beings (I*v. 13:2-46; 14.2-32),
garments (13:47-59), and houses (14:34-53,57). A person suspected of leprosy must
be brought to the priest, who decides whether or not it is a case of true leprosy
(I-ev. l3). If it is, the priest declares the person unclean QtuunE' , v. 3). The leper must
go about with torn clothes, let his hair hang loose, and cover his beard; he must warn
others by crying fime' fime'. He must dwell apart (bodail outside the camp (13:45f.),
because the camp, in whose midst Yahweh dwells, must not be defiled (Nu. 5:3).

r3 On hi'dn-haaeh, see Koch, contra Rothstein, et al.
1r ---+ !i!']3 gdra'a1.
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A person with the symptoms of leprosy (a white spot on the skin, raw flesh in a

swelling, a boil, a burn scar, an itch, or baldness) must be kept in isolation for seven
days. After being examined by the priest, he is kept in isolation an additional seven
days. If the priest then finds that he is not leprous, he is to declare him clean Qihar
hakkdhZn). The sick person must then wash his garments.

The color white plays an important role in the diagnosis. If a white spot on the skin
fades, raw flesh becomes white, or white or reddish-white swellings or burns fade or
fail to spread, the person is clean. But if the hair of the affected area turns white, the
person is to be declared unclean. Strangely, someone who has turned white all over
because the leprosy has covered his whole body is clean (kv. l3:12f.)t Cf. 2 K. 5:27 ,

where the s€rvant of Elisha turns white as snow with leprosy as a punishment (megdrd'

kaiidleg).
A leprous garment is to be kept in isolation for seven days (Lev. 13:47-58). If the

spot spreads, the garment is infected with malignant leprosy gdra'al man'erel w. 51f.)
and must be burned. If the garment remains unchanged, it is washed and kept in
isolation another seven days. If the priest determines that the spot is worse, the garment
must be burned. If it has faded, it is torn out of the garment. If it disappears through
washing, the garment is to be washed again; then it is clean. The section 13:47-58
does not use the formulas gimmE' lral:kbhEn and lihar lwkkdhEn, but it concludes: "This
is the law for a leprous disease . , to decide whether it is clean or unclean (llaharb
'6ltarnm"'6)."

A house having yellowish or reddish spots on its walls deeper than the surface has
a leprous disease; it must be shut up for seven days (l*v. 14,34-53). If the spot has
then spread, the affected stones must be taken out and thrown away in an unclean
place outside the crry If the disease breaks out again after the wall has been replas-
tered, the house must be torn down. If the leprosy is gone, the priest is to pronounce
the house clean. Nothing that was in the house but was removed before the priast's
inspection is unclean (v. 36). Anyone who enters the house while it is shut up is
unclean (w. 46f.).

The purification of a leper who has been healed takes place in two stages (Lrv.
14:2-32). The priest meets the person to be purified (hithpael ptcp. of yhr) outside the
camp and sprinkles him with the blood of a bird that has been killed. A living bird
that has been dipped in the same blood is released. After he has washed his clothes,
shaved off his hair, and bathed, the cured leper is clean (v. 8) and may enter the camp;
but he must repeat the procedure seven days later. The second part ofthe purification
takes place before Yahweh at the door of the tent of meeting (w. 11,23). It is carried
out by the priest, and comprises a cereal offering, a guilt offering, and a burnt offering.
The blood ofthe guilt offering is applied to the right earlobe ofthe one tobe purified,
to the thumb of his right hand, and to the great toe of his right foot. The same places
are then touched with oil. The prie,st sprinkles some of the same oil seven times before
Yahweh and pours the rest on the head ofthe person to be purified. Vv. 18-20 and29
state explicitly that this portion of the purification makes atonement (kipper 'dlAyw
lwkkbhEn). The purification of a house that has been affected with leprosy also cul-
minates in a ceremony of atonement involving the sprinkling of blood (14:49-53).
According to 2 K. 5:10-14, Elisha orders the Aramaean Naaman to wash seven times
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in the Jordan to be cleansed of his leprosy. After washing, Naaman is clean, that is,
his flesh "returns" (iriD) and is like the flesh of a little child. Elisha had said that only
Yahweh can cure leprosy (v. 7); Naaman's cure convinces him and he becomes a
worshipper of Yahweh (v. l5).

5. Other Forms of Human (Jncleannes.s. Ritual uncleanness (other than leprosy) can
occur in five forms: a discharge or an emission of semen in the case of a man,
menstruation or parturition in the case of a woman, and sexual intercourse. The
relevant passages are found primarily in Lrv. 15, where 1funE, occurs 36 times and
lilnr 6 trmes.

A discharge QaD g*v. 15:3-15) makes the man himself unclean (v. 3), anything
on which he sits or lies (w. 4,9), and anyone who comes in contact with such an
object (w. 5f.,10) or with the man (v. 7). If the man spits on someone (v. g) or touches
a person or a vessel without having rinsed his hands in water (w. llf.), they are
unclean. Anyone who comes into direct or indirect contact with him is unclean until
evening Oame' 'ad-ha'ereb). when the man has been cleansed of his emission, i.e.,
when it ceases, a two-stage purification ceremony is performed seven days later (cf.
leprosy): first he washes his clothes and bathes in running water (v. l3); then follows
atonement (kipper'aldyw hakknhEn)beforc Yahweh at the doqr of the tent of meeting,
with sin offering and burnt offering (w. l4f.).

The law concerning emission of semen (iikLnl-zera, , Lev. 15:16_1g,32) applies to
the man himself (v. 16), anything with which the semen comes in contact (v. l7), and
the woman with whom he has had intercourse (v. lg). The stereotype d formula tdm?,
'ad'hi'ereb applies to both, as well as to garments; but ttre regulations governing
purification involve the bathing of the man and the washing of the garments, with no
mention of an atonement ceremony.

In the case of a woman, the same regulations govern both normal menstruation
(niddi,l*v. l5:19-v1,33; 18:19) and prolonged or irregular menstruation (15:25-27).
The woman herself is unclean for seven days, but every person or object that comes
in direct or indirect contact with her is unclean until evening. If, however, any of her
blood is left on the man during sexual intercourse, he is also unclean for seven days
(v.24; cf. Ezk. 22:lo). The regulations governing purification (15:2g-30), which in-
volves bathing and an atonement ceremony, are identical with those that apply to a
man with an emission.

when a woman gives birth to a son (l-nv. 12) she is unclean for seven days, but
fourteen days in the case of a daughter. During her days of purification gf mO ioti,"ril,
33 for a son, 66 for a daughter, she must remain at home, not touching anything
sacred or entering the sanctuary. The regulations governing purification .uy nltninl
about washing or bathing; the woman is clean when she has offered a.guilt otrerin!
and a burnt offering and the priest makes atonement for her before Yahweh at the door
of the tent of meeting.

In the case of sexual intercourse with an emission of semen (Lev. 15:lg; cf. above),
both parties are unclean until evening. The man is unclean for seven days if he gets
any of the wornan's blood on him (trv. 15:24; cf. above). The man is also unclean if
he has intercourse with another man's wife (kv. lg:20) or an animal (lg:23). For the
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two latter events, [rv. 20:10,15 prescribes the death penalty, as does v. 18 for inter-
course with a woman during menstruation.

David saw Uriah's wife Bathsheba bathing on the roof (2 S. 1l:2-4) and had inter-
course with her "after she had purified herself from her uncleanness" (qd.i hithpael);
this suggests that the bath was part of her purification. Although an atonement cere-
mony is not mentioned, the text frees David from the suspicion of having defiled
himself with an unclean woman. He did, however, defile himself through intercourse
with another man's wife, but the text does not mention this uncleanness!

If a wife is unfaithful to her husband (Nu. 5: I 1-31) or he is jealous of her, he is to
take her to the priest and offer a jealousy offering (minhat qinn'dl, minhal zikkirin
mazl<crel 'dwdn) for her. The question is whether or not she has defiled herself (rm'
niphal, vv. 13f.,20,27,29;piel, l9). The priest brings her before Yahweh, makes her
swear an oath against herself, and makes her drink the water of bitterness that brings
the curse. If her body swells and her thighs fall in (v. 27), she is guilty and must bear
her iniquity (v. 31). If she is innocent, the water will not harm her; she is clean (ria
v. 28) and may conceive children.

A divorced woman who remarries and then is divorced or becomes a widow may
not be taken back by her first husband, for she has defiled herself (hothpael) through
her second marriage (Dt. V4:4). To take her back would be an abomination (t6'Ebd)
before Yahweh and a sin (|raI).

6. Cultic Unfiness. A person who is unclean is excluded from the cult. No one who
is unclean may enter the temple (2 Ch. 23:19). Thansgression of the laws governing
cleanness brings death, because it defiles the dwelling place of Yahweh (trv. 15:31).
The penal regulations for transgression of these laws lead into a general parenesis
directed aspecially against defilement through animals (l*v.20..25f.); the passage has
been intruded into a chapter comprising penal regulations for sins of unchastity that
carry the death penalty.ls lrv. 7:20f. states clearly that whoever has been defiled
through contact with an unclean animal and nevertheless eats of the ieldmin sacrifice
is to be put to death. A priest who eats of the sacrifice before purifying himself of
such uncleanness is to be put to death away from the presence of Yahweh, because he
has brought guilt upon himself by bringing what is unclean in contact with what is
holy (Lrv. 22:3-9). Someone who is unclean must not remove any of the sacred tithe
(Dt.26:A).

III. Metaphorical Usage: Idolatry and Sin. Metaphorically firne' is used of
unclean conditions and actions. Often apostasy from Yahweh is involved, including
pagan practices and the cult of other gods, sometimes in the form of unchastity.
Frequently the uncleanness is explicitly called sin, guilt, and wickedness.

The collection of laws in Lev. 18l.6-23 contains regulations prohibiting sexual
transgressions, with an intrusive prohibition against sacrificing children to Molech
(v. 21). A man is unclean if he has intercourse with a woman during her period (v. l9),

15 Cf. Elliger, HAT, lY, in loc.
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with the wife of another man (v. 2o), or with an animal (v.23; see above). The
sununary in vv. 71-30 (where tam7' apryars 6 times) refers to all the sexual contacts
mentioned in the collection as unclean. With such practices the nations have defiled
themselves (v.24, niphal), so that the land became defiled (w.25,27, qal). These
6'ebA brought gailt ('aw6n), so that the land vomited out (4y') its inhabitants through
the visitation (pqd) of Yahweh. An Israelite who defiles himself through any of these
buqqot twni'ebfu (v. 30) is to be cut off from among his people. These sexual aber-
rations, then, are condemned as unclean pagan practices and are considered sinful.

l*v. 19:2-37 is a collection of miscellaneous holiness laws, roughly half of which
conclude with ''ni YHWH',"lahakem. In v.31, tdmE' is used of defilement through
consultation of departed spirits ('Abal) and "wizards" $tidde,dnim). All forms of spir-
itualism and divination are punishable by death (r*v. 20:6,27; cf. zr*. 13:2-6).
Divination is alien to the nature of Yahweh.

Ezekiel often associates uncleanness with idols (gillfilim): Ezk. l4ll; 2o:7,18,31;
22:3f .; 23:7 ,13-17 , 30,38; 36:18,25; 37 :23 . As an example of the Israelites' obstinacy,
Ezk. 20 speaks of their refusal to forsake (i/r hiphil) the idols of Egypt before the
exodus (v. 8). Through these idols, they are defiled themselves (v. 7). This disobe-
dience is repeated in the desert (w. 18-21) and continues in Ezekiel's day (w. 30-32).
Yv. 23-26 blame the exile on the apostasy of the desert generation, which caused
Yahweh himself to defile the people through their offerings and child sacifice etunE'
hiphil), so that he might punish them later. when the long-postponed punishment (w.
9,14,17 ,22) has been carried out through the exile, Israel will worship Yahweh instead
of the idols on Mt. zion (v. 40), and abhor the evil things through which it has defiled
itself (v. 43) and profaned the holy name of Yahweh (v. 39).

Ezk. 23 also states that Israel has defiled itself through idols since it was in Egypt.
Apostasy from Yahweh is pictured as the harlotry of two women with their lovers (cf.
Hos. 5:3;6:10). Oholah (: Samaria) defiled herself with the idols of Assyria (Ezk.
23:7), and Oholibah (: Jerusalem) with Assyria (v. l3), Babylon (v. l7), and the
nations (v. 30). Because they also took part in the cult of yahweh, they defiled and
profaned his temple (w. 38f.). These abominations are summarized in v. 49 as sin
(ltey'). The Israelites have taken their idols into their hearts (he'elfi gilfilahem 'al-
libbdrr) and "set the snrmbling block of their iniquity before their faces" (Ezk. l4:3f.,7),
and have defiled themselves through their transgressions (pe.ia', v. 1l). Those who act
thus will be cut off from the people, as the law requires (/crr hiphil, v. 8). The list of
Jerusalem's sins (Ezk. 22:3-12) that have defiled her name includes among its abom-
inations (t6'efi0 uncleanness through idolatry (w. 3f.), sexual intercourse with a
woman during her period (time of uncleanness, v. l0), and intercourse with a daughter-
in-law (v. 11; cf. Ezk. 33:26). This uncleanness will be punished by dispersal (v. l5).
In Ezk. 36, conversely, purification is associated with deliverance. The iniquities and
abominations (v. 31) of which Israel is to be cleansed by being sprinkled with water
include unclean conduct and idolatry (w. 17f.,25,29; cf. Ezk. 37:23). By cleansing
Israel, Yahweh vindicates the holiness of his profaned name. In similar fashion, Ps.
106:34-39 states that Israel has become unclean through its idolatry, which has polluted
1lAnep) the land and made the people of Yahweh abhorred (tb piel, v. 40).

Uncleanness is sometimes equated explicitly with sin, transgression, and iniquity
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(Lrv. 16:16,19; 18:25;22:9;F*cl.9:2;lsa.6:5;64:5[EnB. v.6]; t-am. 1:8f.;4:15;
Ezk. l4:ll; 18:6,11,15; 37'23;39:?A; Zec. l3:lf.). The uncleanness of Isaiah and the
people stands in sharp contrast with the holiness of Yahweh. When the prophet's lips
are purified, his sin is forgiven (lqr pual,Isa. 6:7) so that he can proclaim the word
of the Holy One. The purification of the prophet also symbolizes Yahweh's purification
of his people (6:3-13).

A priast who is unclean and eats of the sacrificial gifts has sinned through contact
with what is holy and must be put to death (I-ev. 22:2-9). On the Day of Atonement,
the sanctuary and altar are to be cleansed from all uncleannesses (lum'6D, transgres-
sions (p"Jd'im), and sins (lwtto'D ([rv. 16:16,19). The purification involves sprinkling
with the blood of the goat of the sin offering or daubing and sprinkling with the blood
of the goat and of the bull that is also offered as a sin offering (cf. the ceremony of
purification in the case of leprosy).

Lam. 4:15 calls the priests in their bloodstained garments unclean; their sin and
iniquity (ha$A't,'dwdn) consists in having shed the blood of the righteous (v. 13; cf.
Ezk.24:ll,l3). The combination of unclean persons, polluted garments, and iniquities
is also found in Isa. 64:5(6), where Israel confesses its guilt ('dw6n) before Yahweh.
"Defiling QimmE ) a neighbor's wife" is mentioned 3 times in lists of sins (Ezk.
18:6,11,15), together with "eating with its blood" (text emendedl6), "lifting up one's

eyes to idols (gillfilim)," "approaching a woman in her time of impurity (niddh)," etc.
All of these are called sin, iniquity, and transgression, and are punishable by death.
Their opposite is miipdl and ;"flnqi, which bring life. According to Ezk. 37:23,
Yahweh will save the dispersed of Israel from all their backslidings (reading m"ifibdt1)
through which they have defiled themselves by sinning in idolatry detestable things
(iiqqfi4?m), and transgressions (cf. Ezk. 39:23f., where the dispersion of Israel is
depicted as a consequence of uncleanness and transgression peia'l).

The land of Israel's inheritance must not be defiled, because it is the dwelling place
of Yahweh (Nu. 35:34). The land is polluted (l.rnp htphrl, v. 33) by blood 1: murder)
and expiation can only be made by blood (v. 33b). To defile the land means to profane
the holy God. Jeremiah accuses Israel of having defiled the land immediately after the
occupation through idolatry, making Yahweh's heritage an abomination (Jer. 2:7); the
people deny the accusation (v. 23), but their guilt is a stain (/crz niphal) before Yahweh
(v.22). When Israel defiled the sanctuary wrth iiqqA$im and t6'Zb6t (Ezk. 5:11; cf.
2 Ch. 29:16), their conduct was worse than that of the nations (Ezk. 5:6), for they
rejected the miipdrtm and ltuqq6t of Yahweh. In the time of 7*dekiah, the priests and
leaders of the people defiled with the fi'ebA of the nations the temple that Yahweh
had hallowed (qdJ hiphil, 2 Ch. 36:14), thus incurring the punishment of exile. Ezk.
43:7f. speaks of profanatiol (hll) of the temple through the burial of kings and the
alien cult, also defiling the holy name of Yahweh. With references to holiness, there-
fore, "profane" and "defile" are almost synonymous. An Israelite or sojourner who
offers any of his children to Molech defiles the sanctuary and profanes (ltll piel) the

15 see gIlK3.
t7 S@ BHK, .t
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holy name of Yahweh, and is to be stoned to di:ath (I*v. 2o:2f.). sacrifice to Molech
in the valley of Hinnom and iiqqfi;im in the temple defiie the name of yahweh, because
they are contrary to his will (Jer. 7:30f.; 32:34f.).

According to 2K.23, Josiah defiled the sanctuaries of the pagan cult in his ref-
ormation. on the high places (2K.23:8,13) and at Topheth (v. 10), the altars, mas-
seboth, and asherahs were broken down, and the sites were filled with human bones.
The altar at Bethel was defiled (v. 16) by having the bones from the tombs burned
upon it. In 2 ch. 34:3,5,8, the verb .,ir is used to refer to these actions. The Jeremiah
passages thus stress defilement through contact with human remains, whereas Chron-
icles stresses purification from pagan practices.

Non-Israelites are rarely the subject of tdmE'. The sexual aberrations that are for-
bidden Israel (Irv. 18:6-23) had been practiced by the nations, who had thus defiled
themselves and the land and been vomited out (qy' , vv. 24f.) of the land. Ezr. 9:10-15

lfer1 to the passage when it warns the returning Israelites not to intermarry with non-
Israelites. Some of the latter, however, appear to have separated themselves from their
uncleanness and joined the worshippers of yahweh (En. 6:21). Although ps. 79:l
speaks of the ruins of Jerusalem, the defilement of the holy temple does not necessarily
refer to the destruction of the sanctuary. More likely is the profanation of yahweht
holiness by the appearance of unclean non-Israelites in the tempie (cf. Dt. 23:l-5122:30_
23:4);l-am- l:10). This same idea that the uncleanness of idolators is irreconcilable
with holiness appears in Isa. 35:8-10, which states that the unclean shall not go on the
holy way to Zion, but only the redeemed people. No one who is uncircumcised or
unclean may enter the holy city of Jerusalem (Isa. 52:l). Anyone on the road who is
carrying an idol of silver or gold must see that it is unclean and cast it aside (Isa.
3O:22).

As a narrative tale, Gen. 34 differs from the other texts that speak of defilement
through unchastity. The rape of Dinah by the uncircumcised Shechem (34:5,13,27)
causes her brothers to take vengeance on Shechem and his family, who defiled (v. 27,
tm') hel

If Mic. 2:10 is meant to summarize the preceding section, the use of tum,6 is
peculiar: nowhere else is oppression termed uncleanness. Sellin therefore suggests the
emendation m"'at m"'frtni ta+befi bobal, 

*For the sake of a tiny amount you take an
inhuman pledge," which fits the context better.tt

Residence in an alien land makes it difficult or impossible to observe the purity
laws. In contrast to the land where yahweh's sanctuary is found, an alien territory can
be considered unclean (Josh. 22:19; Isa.52:ll; Am. z:17). Among the Gentiles it is
impossible to follow the dietary laws (Ezk. 4:13f.; Hos. 9:3).

For Job, the distance between God and mankind is as great as the distance between
clean and unclean (Job l4:4).

lt For another interprctation, see W. Rudolph, Micta. KAT, Xmt3 (1975), 56tr
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ginesthai (qal, Lev. 14.36). For the qal, we also find eloniainesthai (I*v. 18:20,23,25;

19:31), and for the piel miansis (l*v. 13:44).In addition, for the piel we frnd beb?lortn,

for profaning the holy name of God (Ezk. 43:7f.); exairein, with reference to the silver

and gold of idols (Isa. 30:22); for the adjective: apokathEmin?, an unclean woman

(Irv. 15:33); hfipos, "Can a l<athar\s come from ahrlpos'\" (Job 14:4); tum'6: ha-

martia, in the context of making atonement for the uncleanness of leprosy (kv. 14: 19).

I

I V. Dead Sea Scrolls. When the Dead Sea scrolls speak of separating the clean

I no- the unclean, the sacred from the profane (CD 6:17; L2:20), the emphasis is on

I tt 
" 

difference between the full members of the community and those who are willing

I ,o repent. Sometimes several terms for uncleanness occur togeth er niddal W'6 ( l QpHab

I S,tfl, dark7 niddd ba'"bddat twn'6 (lQS 4:lO),'"bddat niddat !um'dtam (lQM 13:5).

I In the purity catechesis leS 5:13-20 (cf. CD l0:10-13; ll18-12:2; 12:8-20), the

I members of the community ('aniA hayyatlad) are forbidden to admit those desiring to

I r"p"nt to the bath of purification on the grounds that all who transgress God's word

I *" unclean (leS 5:13f.). Such people one must keep apart (Ddl hiphil, 5:10). No one

I touche d (m"nuggd') by any human uncleanness may enter the assembly of God or have

I u position in the community (1QSa 2:3-5). No one who is uncircumcised, unclean,

I o, violent may go on the way of holiness (lQH 6:20f.). As long as they reject the

I ordinances of God, they may not cleanse themselves with the water of purification (mA

I niddd), sea water or river water, or any kind of wash water (mA raftas, lQS 3:L6).

I fn"i, works are filth (ma'"ilAhem lniddh) and their possessions are unclean (lQS

I 5:19f.; CD 6:15). The water of a tiny pool, insufficient to cover someone, is defiled

I when someone unclean touches it (CD 10:13). The same is true of trees, sand and

I stones, tools, nails, and pegs (cD 12:15-18). Anyone who blasphemes by saying that

I the ordinances of God's covenant are not firmly fixed defiles his holy spnrt (rfialt

I qo1iehem), the spirit of truth (cD 5:11; 7:3; cf . 1QS 4:2-8). To the spirit of wickedness

t Qfiah 'awl6) belong ways of filth in the service of uncleanness (lQS 4:10).

I The sanctuary can be profined in various ways. In lQpHab 1215-9 (onHab.2:17),

I we find middm| qiry6 for midtrmA 'AdAm, interpreted with reference to the wicked

I priest, who has done abominable deeds (ma'"iA t6'"b6D and defiled the sanctuary of

I God. When sacrifice is offered it must not be brought by someone who is unclean,

I which would defile the altar; the sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination (t6'-efr,

I CD 11:18-21). No one may enter a house of prayer (bA1 hiitafiw61) in a state of

I uncleanness requiring cleansing; when the trumpets of the community sound, he must

I do so before or afterwards (CD 11:21-23). Intercourse with a woman who is men-

I sffuating defiles the sanctuary (CD 5:6). According to CD 12:lf., a man must not have

I intercourse with a woman in Jerusalem, so as not to defile the city of the sanctuary

I with their uncleanness (niddh). Whether or not this is a universal prohibition depends

I on the gap in the final word in 11:23. Lohse suggests UrJDlr, limiting the prohibition

I to the Sabbath. A pesher on Isa. 24:17f. (CD 4:14ff.; cf. IQM 13:5) speaks of three

L-J',::1il,:Tlt'i:t#:H:;tLTlTxT::*:ffi 

ffr;,H?"J:;ffi,;:
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aPPears also in lQpHab 8:12f., where the wicked priest is said to have acted faithlessly
against the commandments for the sake of riches.

A peculiar interpretation appears in cD 2o:23, where "defile the sanctuary" stands
in contrast to "rely on God" and "return to God." The interpretation of the parallel
verbs i'z niphal, "rely on God,," tm' piel, "defile" or "declare to be defiled" (with the
sanctuary as object), andifib, 'return to God,. is uncertain.re

Anyone who has an infirmity or is touched by uncleanness (menuggd, belum,a!
bidr6) must not go forth to war (leM 7:4), since war is a holy enterprise. The priests
must not pollute themselves (gd'al hithpael) with the unclean blood of the slain, for
they are holy (lQM 9:9).

AndrA

l?p w*"; fingtl ma1rn6n

Contents: I. l. Etyrnologl;2. gq Occurrences. tr. OT Usage. lII. maymbn.

l. l. Etymology. The Hebrew root lmn is a dissimilated form of ytr, as the occur-
rences of 1mr it other Semitic languages suggest. It appears in Akk. lltanaru,..bury,,;
osA tmrm,t "something kept secure"; Arab. tanwra, "bury"; and probably also Mehri
|amdn "hide, conceal," which differs too much in meaning from Arab. lanara tobe
considered a loanword. In Aramaic, rrzr is widely attested: Jewish Aramaic ..hide,
preserve," christian Palestinian "hide," Syriac "bury, hide," and Mand. ..preserve.,'

Ethiop. lafara, "cover, arch over," and 1$ar, "roof, vault (of the heavens),,' also have
meanings that can be associated with the root W

The Arabic noun molmilra, "subterranean cellar for storing grain," does not require
a verb gnr with the meaning "store, pleserve',;2 it can be derived easily from the basic
meaning of the root ymr, "hideJ' This also settles the question of associatin g tmn with
Arab, ilma'onna, "bend, come to l€st," and tanmana,..calm,', which (as their vastly
different meaning shows) can hardly have any connection with Heb. pzn.3

It is hardly possiblC to see in tnn the original consonants and take the forms of rnr
as exhibiting dissimilation (n to r). The opposite dissimilation proposed here from rrnr

I

l

I RES,3gt},7.
2 S. Friinkel, Die Aramdischen Fremdwbrter im Arabischen (kiden, lgg6), 137.3 Contra T. Niildeke, Zur Grammatik dcs classischen Arabisch (1897; repr.'Darmstadt, 1963;

DKAW, Phil.-hist. KI , 45 12), 8.
a R. RfiSidka, Kouonantischc Dissimilation in den semitischcn Sprachen. BAss,4l4 (1909),

100.

re cf. the translations and comms. by J. Maiea A. Dupont-Sommer, E. L,ohse, L. Moraldi, etc.
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to Heb. lrnn may be explained as a case of phonetic assimilation to the verb {Apan,
which also means "hide."s

2- OT Occurrences. The qal of tmn occrus 28 times in the OT (3 in the Pentateuch,

3 in Joshua, 7 in Jeremiah, 7 in the psalms, 6 in Job, and 2 in Proverbs); the niphal
in Isa. 2:10 (the entire verse is lacking in 1QIs") has the expected reflexive meaning
"hide oneself."

The hiphil, which occurs twice in 2K.7:8, has been challenged,6 but is in fact a
"diect causative'' with the meaning "they hid for themselves a secret treasure." The

existence of the hiphil is confirmed by the marginal reading (Ms. B) of Sir. 41:15'
where the hiphil of rzn takes the place of the hiphil of spn.

II. OT Usage. In the OT, lAnwn atpryars with the meaning "hide by burying." In
Gen. 35:4, Jacob buries all the foreign gods under the '?/6 at Shechem.t In Ex.2:t2,
when Moses covers the body of the Egyptian with sand, his purpose is not to bury the

corpse but to hide it. The same is true in Job 3:16, where Job wishes he were like a

n?pel 1dnfin; again, the miscarriage is not so much buried as hidden in shame. Only
in Job 4O:13, where Job is commanded, if he would be like God, to btxy QomnEm)
the proud and the wicked in the dust, to enclose them in the lhnfin, do we find the

meaning 'burial" and the notion of the underworld as a place of enclosure.

In Jer. 13:4.'1 , also, ldnan is used in the sense "hide by burying" in the account

of Jeremiah's symbolic act (whether it is interpreted realistically, allegorically, or as

a vision): Jeremiah is to hide a linen waistcloth in a cleft of the rock by the Euphrates.

According to Jer. 43:9f., Jeremiah bwies QAnan) stones in the pavement at Thhpanhes

as a hidden foundation for the throne of Nebuchadnezzar.

In Josh. 7:2lf ., in the story of Achan, a beautiful mantle and silver are buried, just

as in 2 K. 7:8 (hiphil), in the story of the Aramean war, the lepers bury silver, gold,
and clothing. The hidden QAmfin) treasures ofthe sand to be received by Issachar (and

Zebulun?) according to Dt. 33:19 are probably purple snails, sponges, and glass.e

Besides earth or sand, stalks of flax can also be used as a cover; cf. Josh. 2:6, which
tells how Rahab hides the spies under such stalks.

Inthelanguageof thePsalms, ldmancanmeanthestealthyrigging of anet(reie!,
Ps. 9:16[Eng. v. 15]; 31:5[4]; 35:7f.) or laying of a snare (pafi, Ps. 14O:6[5]; 142:t*tl3b);
pahim, Jer. l8:22b; tQH2:29; m6q"iim, Ps. 64:6[5]; beful, Iob 18:10). These images

from the hunt describe the situation of the psalmist: his enemies lie in wait for him,
but their own foot can be caught in the net that they have hidden (Ps. 9:16[15]; cf.

5 Oral communication from W. W. Miiller, Marburg.
6 Cf. GesB; also BDB and lzxHebAmm,' according to J. Barth, "Vergleichende Studien.

IIL," Z-DMG,43 (1889), 180, a qal i-imperfect.
7 E. Kiinig, Hebriiisches und ararniiisches Wbrterbuch atm AT (Leipzig, 6'71937), 136; cf.

idem, Historisch-kritisches l*hrgebiiude der hebriiischen Sprache,III (Leipzig, 1897), Slgld-f.
E Cf. O. Keel, "Das Vergraben der 'fremden Giitter'in Genesis XXXV 4b," W,23 Onr,

30s-336.
e C. Steuernagel, GHK, ll3ll (1923), 179; for a differcnt interpretation (associated with

caravan trade) see H.-J. Znbel, Stammcsspruch und Geschichte. BZAW,95 (1965), 39.

L-_
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also 35:8). In this context, lbnan emphasizes the secrecy and hence the maliciousness
of the snare. Perhaps lob 2o:26 also belongs here: Zophar's second reply describes
how the wicked cannot escape judgment, ruying ttut ior-boiek @nffn,..all darkness
is hidden (for him),' so that darkness becomes a snare for him.

The term is also used metaphorically in Isa. 2: r0 (variant of 2:r9), a command to
hide in the dust on the day of yahweh before the terror of yahweh *a tn" gl;rt;i
his majesty (cf. Rev. 6:15).

-In 
an ironic description of the awful indolence of the sluggard who can only do half

of anything (normally even the laziest person will eat with enthusiasm), prov. 19:24
(variant of 2615) states that the sluggard bvria ednan) his hand in the dish but does
not bring it back to his-mouth. sir. 41:14f. points out that buried wisdom is useless,
and that someone who hides his folly is better than someone who hides his wisdom.

when Job tries to prove his innocence, he can point out in Job 3l:33 that he never
concealed his transgressions before(!) mankind uy hiaing Qdman) his iniquity in his
bosom' CD 5:4 states that the book of the Torah was hidden from the days of Eleazar
and Joshua to the day of Zadok.

The LXX almost invariably uses fonms of krjptein to translate tannn, the vulg.
forms of aDscondere, the Tirrgumim for the most fart forms of ,rar aiongside kmn a,,d
!mn', and the Syriac, as would be expected, forms of rmr

lrl, ma1m6n The noun nupnin (rccurs only once in the singular (Gen. 43:23), 4
times in the plural (Job 3:2r; P'ov. 2:4; Isa. 45:3; Jer. 4l:g; also sir. 42:9). The
meaning ranges from "storage pit" to "buried treasure.', According to Jer. 4l:g, ten
of the samaritan pilgrims promise Ishmael, the murderer of Gedaliaf,, stores (cf. Arab.
malmilra) of wheat, barley, oil, and honey from their storage pits in the field if he wilr
spare them.

In Isa. 45:3, in the context of the cyrus oracle, yahweh promises his anointed
treasures of darkness ('6g"rbt baie) and hoards in secret ptaces 1ma1-una mistdrim),
that he may know Yahweh. According to prov. 2:4, theonty way to 

""rri"r" 
knowledge

of God is to search out wisdom like hidden treasures (karnmayn6nim). Job, however,
knows that those who are miserable and bitter seek for deatrr ..as the greedy dig for
buried treasur€s" (Job 3:21).ro Gen. 43:23 uses the singular as a general term for
treasure, in this case referring to the money paid for the grain, wiich Joseph has
replaced in the sacks. According to Sir. 42:9, a daughter is i treasure that keeps her
father awake (lXX) because worry about her prevents him from sleeping.

The association of mapnbn wfih mamilntmamdnas, stir suggested iy KBL,, cannot
be maintained.ll

Kellermann

r0 G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiab. KAT, XVI (1963), 125.rr Cf. H. P. Rtger, ..Mop<ovog," ZNW, f4O}lll, 127_131.
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Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning. II. OT Usage. III. Usage in Theological Contexts.

I. Etymology, Meaning. The root 1'rn is attested not only in the West Semitic

languages (Hebrew, Modern Hebrew, Biblical Aramaic, other dialects of Aramaic)l

uut aso in East Semitic (Akk. fimuz) and south Semitic (Amb. ta'm, ta'ima;r Ethiop.

f'ma, 1a'maa).
The basic meaning of the verb is "taste" (both solid and liquid foods), i.e., "Per-

ceive with the sense of taste," and hence also "enjoy, eat" (Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic,

Ethiopic) and by extension 'perceive" (Hebrew). The derived nouns refer usually to

"tasty food" or the "taste (of food)," with extensions of meaning through "discern-

ment, understanding, judgment" to "command, decree, report" (cf. Akk. fimu as well

as Heb. 1a'atn and Biblical Aram. f'Em).

II. OT Usage. In the oT, we find the verb f m 10 times in the qal; the derived

1o1tln la'cun occurs 13 times, rna|anmim 8 times. In the Aramaic of the OT, we find

the verb 3 times in the pael and the derived now f'-em 28 times, as well as 2

occurrences of 1a'an.
The original meaning of the verb, "taste, perceive with the sense of taste," which

is located in the gums (Job 12:11; 34:3) and atrophies with increasing age (2 S.

19:36[Eng. v. 35]), is clearly attested in Hebrew. since what is involved is the per-

ception and distinction of the specific taste of various foods and drinks, the verb with

accusative object-like 'dkal and idlh or ldlwm-can also mean the objective process

of tasting, the ingestion of nourishment with the intent of tasting it, so that !'m can

best be translated "enjoy" or "eat" (l S. 14:24; 2 S. 3:35; 19:36; Jon' 3:7), or, in

conjunction with me'a1, "take a taste of" (1 S. 14:29, 43). In Biblical Aramaic, the

verb in the pael with an accusative object is used in parallel with 'dkol with the

meaning "feed" (Dnl. 4:22,29125,327; 5 :21 ; cf . a: 30[ 33] )'
In addition, the accent of 1'm can lie on the careful tasting and test of a food,

controlled by the gums, so that the verb with an accusative object, like the parallel

termbdlpn (-+ llll bfin), can mean "test by tasting" (Job 12:11; 34:3 conj. b'Akel).
In the OT, 1'm followed by a /<i clause as a way of expressing perception appears only

in the figurative sense of "take note that" (Prov. 31:18; Ps. 34:9[8] par' rd'6)'
The derived novn ma{ctmmim means "tasty food" (Gen. 27:4,9,14,17,3t) or "del-

icacies" (Prov. 23:3,6), but the novr' la'ortt exhibits a broad spectrum of meanings.

First, it can be used in the original sense of "taste" (of food or drink); with reference

I BDB; KBL,; lzxLingAram.
2 W Muss-Arnolt, i Concise Dictionary of the Assyrian Language (Berlin, 1905), 355f.;

BDB,380t.
3 Lane, 1853f.
a TigrWb, 619; LexLingAeth, 1241ff.
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to wine, it can be qualified as unchanged (Jer. 4g:ll, applied figuratively to Moab),
or it can be further defined by comparison (t"-) to otherloods (gi. to:st; Nu. ll:g).
It can also be used in the positive sense of ..tastiness', (Job 6:6).

When used figuratively the noun can also mean subjective taste or the perception
of taste on the paft of individuals, and thus the gift of discrimination, so that la,am
can be used for the "good judgment" of the devout believer (ps. 119:66) or of elders
(lob 12:20), the "discretion" of a wise (l S. 25:33) orbeautiful (prov.ll:22)woman.
The phrase hEiib ta'an therefore means "answer discreetly', (prov. 26: 16) , and iinn6
la'qm means "feign madness" (l S. 2l:l4ll3l; ps. 34:l[superscription]; lit., ..disar-
range the sense of judgment"; cf. Akk. tEma ianfi;s aso Sir. is,lg, beld, ta,an,
"involuntarily"). In addition, ya'arn can be used as an aramaism in the sense of the
result of critical examination, hence .Judgment, 

decree,, (Jon. 3:7).
The common nolurl' f 'Em in Biblical Aramaic also exhibits the original meaning

"taste" (of food or drink) in the phrase bi{Em l.amrd,, ..under the influence of wine"
(Dnl. 5:2; lit., "[influenced] by the taste of wine"6). Elsewhere, however, it appears
only in its later meanings. In the figurative sense of careful perception it appiars in
the idiom 3?m f'em'al, "dtect attention to someone," i.e., ..payLeed to someone,,
(Dnl. 3:12; 6:14; cf. iim bdl /,-, Dnl. 6:15); and, like Heb. ieib p,o*, it appears
with the same meaning in the phrase hfb t"'Em, ..answer someone wisely"-[Dn.
2:14).

In the most cases, however, the noun in Biblical Aramaic has the meaning ..instruc_
tion, decree, command" (Ezr.6:14;7:23;the vocalization !a,am, found only here, is
obviously patterned on the Hebrew noun to underline the fact that it is a ,.divine,,
command?), above all in the phrase fiim f'-em, "give command" (Ezr. 4:19,21; 5:3,
9,13,17;6:1,3,8,1lf.; 7:13,21; Dr.l. 3:10,29; 4:3161; 6:27126.1), but atso in the con_
struct phrase be'zl-f'zm, "commander- (Ezr. 4:gf.,l7; possibly the designation of an
official, the "chancellor"; cf. Al*.. bat ftmiE). Finally, f,Em can have the further
nuance of "report" (Ezr. 5:5), which also appears in the idiom y,tw! f,Em, ,,give
account" (Dnl. 6:3[2]; cf. also Akk. nrru 1Amu, 

,,report,).

IIr. usage in Theological contexts. In theological contexts , 1,m is used in its
original meaning where it is_ forbidden by required fasting, whether occasioned by an
oath taken before a war of Yahweh (r s. 14:24,29,43) or by an edict ordaining puuti"
penance (Jon. 3:7). Thc root also has theological overtones occasioned by wisdom
influence, in the figurative sense of careful discrimination and discretion, characteristic
p,rimarily of those who are old and wise, and desirable in a beautiful woman. Human
discretion and judgment are thus thought of as a divine gift, which yahweh can bestow
to carry out his purpose (1 S. 25:33), but which he can also take away from the wise
(Job 12:20). or it can refer to the knowledge that belongs specifically to the devout,
to the sense of Yahweh's saving goodness QilD that is given io the beiiever in distress

s gWL,325.
6 See KBL2; cf. BDB, LcxLingAram.
7 Cf. BIE, $$228f.I KBL2, l07g.
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(Ps. 34:9[8]), or to the good judgment concerning Yahweh's statutes and command-
ments that is the prayer of those devoted to the Torah, which can be learned only
through Yahweh's help (Ps. 119:66). Finally the noun la'an in Biblical Aramaic,
which is both analogous to and distinct from the human command.t''?la, designates

the command given by the God of heaven through the prophetic word (Ezr. 6:14;7:23).
Schilpphaus

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Meaning: l. General;2. Household; 3. Dependents; 4. Children.
III. Theological Usage: l. Totality; 2. Election of the Lowly.

I. Etymology. The etymology and Semitic background of tap are disputed. The
word is often associatedl with Ethiop. 1ffi "rnfant!' Others cite Arab. lanifa, "be
uneasy, be suspicious,"z nlplypp, *drip," or lppll (: Arab. 1affa), "collect, amass."3

Also uncertain is the association of lap with the verb tpp, foutd only in Isa. 3:16,
which is usually translated (on the assumption that it is related to lap : "infant")
"walk tike a small child, trip,"a but sometimess "go quickly" or "dance, leap, jump."

II. Meaning.

l. General. Overemphasis on the possible connection with Ethiop. laffhas favored

the still current assumption tha;t tap refers exclusively to infants or young children.
This restricted range of meanings6 does not do justice to the 42 OT occurrences of
1ap. The interpretation "those belonging to a wandering trib who are unable to
keep 'rp,"z based on cultural history is also too narrow (although appropriate in a few
passages where the lap remain behind during military campaigns: Nu. 32:16f.,?A,26;
Dt. 3:19; Josh. 1:14; cf. Gen. 50:8) and too dependent on the uncertain etymological
association wth 1pp or !np.Deuteronomy at least (cf. Dt. 25: 18) has another term
(neheidhm) for those who lag behind.

1qp. L. Koehler, "Tapp : Nicht oder wenig MarschfAhige," Tlrz,6 (1950)' 387f'; J. A. L.
Lee, "AfIOXKEYH in the Sepruagint," ITS, N.s. 23 OnD,430-37; P. Weigandt, 'Zur so-
genannten 'Oikosformel,' " NwT, 6 (l%3), 49-14, esp. 53-63 afi 7l-74.

I LexLingAeth,1251.
2 KBL2.
3 J. Fiirst, Hebriiisches und Chaldiiisches Handworterbuch ilber des AT, I (tripzig, 31876).
4 Cf. KBL3 and even F. Gesenius, Thesaurus philologicus criticus linguae hebraeae et chal-

dneae Veteri s Tb stamcnti (l*ipzig,'z I 835- I 85 8 ).
s LexHebAram, with Arabic parallels.
6 Accepted, for example, by H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia,

1974), t20.
7 Kiihler n KBL2 arrd KBL'.



Apart from Dt. 2o:r4, the collective noun ,aI, appears onry in narrative texts of
the or. It appears frequently in series with othei oooor, 

"rp""iaty 
ndiim (24out of

42 passages),'onii?m, m"fn, frd g"wrim, as well as various terms (always clearly
distinguished 

-from 
tap) for domestic animals, caffle, or possessions. The word does

not always refer to the-same concrete group, but there is probably no semantic devel-
opment observable in the or. The basic meaning is probably something like ..hangers_
on," i.e., those who are "dependent," the "remainder,, (cf. Jer. 4g:16 LXX tal:16MTl ta loip6, which is not, as is commonry suggested, a mistake fu ta;ip;o,-,:,;;t
so important" (often with pejorative connotations, as in Bx. lO:10,24: Dt. l:39). Bothlinguistically and semantically, then, tuo has a ..complementary- 

function: only the
context shows what lap refers to, when the groups mentioned before or after yap
have been subtracted.

2. Household. In its most generar sense-usually in isolation-.rap probably means
something like "hangers-on, family, household," inctuong ,"oo,"r, 

"it 
iior"r, tire aged,

slaves, etc. (Gen. 43:B;47:r2 [see below],24;50.g,2r; p*. torto,z+ [with pejorative
overtonesl; 12:37; Nu. 3l:17f. [see below]; 3216f.,?t; Jgs. lg:2i [see below]; 2 S.15:22;Ezr.8:21).

In 2 ch. 20:13 and 3l:r8, this usage is defined more precisely by an expranatory
gloss:E "their tup, i.e., their wives and their sons (ana'*reir iaughters).,^, It may
remain an open question whether the gloss 'their wives and sons,, in iO:t: is a correct
gloss and "their wives and sons and daughters" in 31:18 incorrect (because it contra-dicts 31:16);e the meaning of yap is noi affected. In any case, these two passages
show that the general meaning of tap was rargely unfamiliar at an earry date and
needed further explanation.

The translation of the..nique phrase lp? hapfip in Gen. 47:12 as..according to
the size of the household" explains the pasisage completely. The translation ..down to
the youngest"lo is forced. The derivation from a t@t lpp II, ..drip,,,rr 

suggested by
9dy:l' and accepred, for insrance , by KBL, (as tqp II), which yierds thimeanini
"within a drop," i.e., "in full measure," contradicts the close association of Gen.
47:12 vdtth 45:11 and 50:2r in both style and content (cf. also the analogous functionof the formulas "you gd lour horrse"-e.g., in Gen. 45:il-and ..you and your
lap," Gen. 50:21, translated as oikia by the iXXl.

The distinctions made by Nu, 3r:r7f., against the background of this general mean-
Tg- 9f w, do not support the conclusion that lap iloert means .Just the male
children" in v. 17 and ..only the female children. in v. tg.u

The conjecture of 'e1-rwnniiim w"e1-rwgapt instead of ,etrawp in Jgs. rg:2rra

t W Rudolph, Chronil:bilcher. HAT, XXI (3196g), in loc.e lbid.

l: ! A. Speiser, Genesis. AB,l (3lg7g), in loc., among others.rr See I above.
12 G' R' Driver, "T!vo hoblems in the or Examined in the ught of Assyriology ,- syr, 33(1956),70-78, esp. 73.
13 Weigandt, 54, following KBLz.
ra K. Budde, Das Buch dir Rictuer. KHC, Vn (1g97), in loc., arrd BHK).
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is inappropriate and superfluous if the general meaning of 1ry is taken into account.

This interpretation is confirmed by LXXA and Theodotiot (En panoikian).rs

3. Dependens. A more restricted meaning-something like "dependents, those

unfit for military service" (i.e.,'children, the elderly, slaves, etc.)-is exhibited by
pp in the following passages, where it stands in contrast to the males/warriors

mentioned explicitly or implicitly and to the women spoken of either directly before

or after: Gen. 45:19; 46:5; Nu. 16:27:32:26; A. 2:34; 3:6,19;29:lO;31:t2; Josh.

l:14; 8:35; Jgs. 21:10; Est. 8:ll; Jer.4O:7;41:16;43:6 (cf. lQSa l:4 and possibly

l:8 emended). This usage is especially common in descriptions of booty (cf. + lll
bu)taken or to be taken: Gen. 34:29; Nu. 14:3 (cf. 14:31 and Dt. 1:39);31:9; Dt.
2O:14.

Comparison of Nu. 32:26, where 1ap is distinguished from ndiim, with 32:16f.,24,

where tap appears by itself (cf. Gen. 50:8), speaks quite clearly for distinguishing

a general meaning of 1ap, including women, and a restricted meaning excluding

women. Women can be included in tap, but whether they are in a particular instance

must be determined from the context rather than from the meaning of the word alone.

In Deuteronomy and Jeremiah we find a uniform usage that amounts to a cliche:

all the passages in these books exhibit the narrower meaning of 1ap. Note especially

the formulas m"fm w"hanniiim w"halldp (DL 2:34; 3:6) and '"ndiim w"hannfriim

w"ha1lap (Dt. 3l:12; Jer. 4O:7; cf. also Jer. 4l:16 and 43:6)'
The occurrence of zdqEn in Dt. 29:9(Eng. v. l0); Est. 3:13; Ezk. 9:6 appears to

contradict the statement that lap could also include the elderly. In Dt. 29:9(lO),
however, ziqnAkem means "elders," i.e., officials. In Est. 3:13, two pairs of comple-

mentary terms (minna'ar we'a/-7fiqEn and tap wenfriim) are conjoined with some

overlap. In Ezk. 9:6 we either find the same situation (zdqEn bdhitr fibtuli and w'tap

w"nditm) or zdqZn refers to the idolatrous elders of Ezk. 8:11, who are the first to be

slain.

4. Children. The context of Nu. 14:31 and Dt. l:39 (w"tapp'ftem par. irfr'nAftem

'"ier ld'-ydd'fi haybm 16[ wdrd')-and possibly also Dt. 29:10(11); 3l:12; Josh.

8:35-suggests the meaning "children" in these passages, which is often taken to be

the basic meaning of 1ap (cf. also lQpHab. 6:ll).

III. Theological Usage. No specifically theological usage of tap is found, but

two aspects are of interest.

l. Totality. The noun often appears in contexts that emphasize inclusive totality: cf.

the formulaic language of Deuteronomy and Jeremiahr6 and the descriptions of booty,rT

and also Est. 3:13; 8:11. In this usage, rap indicates the completeness of God's
judgment or total annihilation (Nu. 16:27; 3l:.ll; Ezk. 9:6; for the same idea but

15 See lre for a general discussion of the LXX equivalents for 1ap.
16 See II.3 above.
17 See above.



without !ap, cf. Josh. 6:21; I s. l5:3; 22:19). In a similar fashion, 2 ch. 2o:13
emphasizes by mentioning the 1ap that 'all Judah stood before yahweh,, (the unity
and totality of Israel being a majoitheme of the Chronicler's theology) and that worship
no longer involves just the adult males. Finally, in the Deuteroro-i" and Deuteron-
omistic passages Dt. 29:10(ll);31:12 Josh. g:35,Iqp corroborates the fact that the
making of the covenant and the reading of the Tbrah involve the entire people-even
the coming generations, "those who are not here with us this day" (ot. zq:t+ttsl).

2. Election of the Lowly. The use of tao n Deuteronomy has overtones of the
biblical (and specifically Deuteronomic) theme of ..election of the lowly." The promise
of the land will not be fulfilled for the rebellious generation of the desert, bui specif-
ically fq the tap, the little ones, the weak and unimportant, who can easily fall prey
to enemies and "have no knowledge of good or evil,, (Dt. l:39; cf. Nu.t+:rt). it is
therefore also fitting that the tap-together with the gErim,tt likewise a group need-
ing protection-should take part in the cultic assernbly (Dt. 29:10[ll]; jt:12; Josh.
8:35;. tr

I
I

Lochcr

It D. Kellermann, "1ll gffr," TDOT, ll, U5.le See III.I above.

17p n*p \)P terep itp)p.frep6; \p firap

contents: I. Root: l. Etymology; 2. occurrcnces; 3. Meaning. II. General usage: l. Literal
Meaning; 2. Secular and Sacral Ordinances; 3. Human Nourishment. III. Theolo=gical Usage:l. Figurative Applications to Historical Entities with Pejorative Meaning; 2. Figu;tive Ap;li-
cations to Historical Entities with positive Meaning; 3. usage with yahieh as Subject.

I. Root.

l. Etymology. The root rrp has not been found in Ugaritic or Akkadian; it is attested
only in Hebrew, Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and coptic, with the meaning ..tear
(to pieces), tear away, steal." Undoubtedly the Syriac equivalent with the meaning
"slay" and the Arabic word for "gra7& bare" are related to this Semitic root.

2. Occwrence*s. Forms of lrp occur 56 time,s in the OT, together with 2 occurrences
(Gen. 8:ll ul and Ezk. l7:9), which must be derived from a ,,outfirdp, with the
meaning "freshly plucked" (off a plant). It is not necessary to postulate a different
root for this meaning; the extension of meaning is well within the semantic range of
lrp: rt is noteworthy that in the or the verbal forms are in the minority; the nouns
frEpa and terep, with a variety of meanings, predominate. of the verbal stems we
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find the qal with the meaning "tear, steal," the niphal and pual as the equivalent
passives, and a single occurrence of the hiphil (Prov. 30:8) as the causative of the qal,
with the weakened meaning "cause to enjoy."r lnstances of this root appear in only
16 of the books of the OT; it is noteworthy that there is not a single occurrence in the
narrative sections (r? does not appear at all in the Deuteronomistic history or in the

Chronicler's history). Neither does it appear in the Five Scrolls, Deutero-Isaiah, Dan-
iel, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, or Zechariah. Since the

only occurrence in Deuteronomy is found in the Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33:20) and

the passage in Numbers (23:24 [E]) belongs to one of the sayings of Balaam-in other
words, both occurrences must be assigned to earlier material that has been incorporated

into the books-it is actually true to say that rrp is not found in extensive portions of
the Pentateuch. The 4 occurrences in Exodus (all in Ex. 22) are in the Covenant Code;

in Genesis, the story of Joseph (chaps. 37 and 44) includes 4 of the 8 occurrences
(including a single instance of ydrdp, as noted above). The root occurs once in
Jeremiah, Micah, and Malachi, and twice in Proverbs, lsaiah, Hosea, and Amos (the

form in Am. l:11 is disputed). Most of the occurrences are found in Nahum (5),

Ezekiel (ll, including I instance of !arap), the Psalms (8), and Job (6). The 3

occrurences in lrviticus are in the law governing the priesthood. The various forms
of trp clearly appear in highly specialized and limited literary contexts, which depend

on the semantic range of the root. Because it is used in tribal sayings (Gen. 49:9,27;
Dt. 33:20), the Balaam cycle, and eighth-century prophetic texts, we must conclude

that the root was in use at a very early date; it was not retrojected into the early period
on the basis of late prophetic and Wisdom texts.

3. Meaning. The basic meaning is "tear (to pieces)," especially with large beasts

of prey as the subject; in the OT, it is above all the lion (lionness, cub:. 'aryeh, '"ri
[-> 'iN '"ri), labi, l{pin layii, iabal) and wolf (+ )$ {'eb lz"'Ebh]1 that are

associated with the term. Occasionally the panther or leopard (nnmEn Jer. 5:6) is

mentioned, or an unspecified wild beast (lWyd rd'6, Gen. 37:33). A beast of prey
must get food by "tearing to pieces" if it is not to starve; this natural quest for nour-
ishment, however, involves an element of violence, which can be exploited in figurative
usage. It is easy to see how 1rp in its various forms can take on the meaning "(de)spoil,
prey, booty."

In some cases it is possible to take the noun lerep, apart from the modalities of
the quest for food, in the neutral or even positive sense of 'food" (Ps. lll:5; Prov.

31:15; Mal. 3:10). The association with the basic meaning is still clear. In this sense,

Job Vl:5 states that the zebras (p"rd'tmf seek 1erep, i.e., food. Even here, the tearing
off of the grass that grows on the steppes may furnish a connection with the basic
meaning. The same notion of tearing a leaf or twig from a plant has led to the meaning
"fresh, freshly plucked" (Gen. 8:11 [I]; Ezk. l7:9). This extension of meaning led in
turn to a separate Masoretic substantive form, 1drdp. The other substantive derived

I KBL.
2 "Wild asses" according to P. Humbert; see KBL.
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from ydrap, frep6, always means "something torn," usually a domestic or sacri-
ficial animal attacked by a beast of prey.

The OT often uses ldrap metaphorically with historical entities as subject or object.
People, nations, kings, and social classes can act like beasts ofprey; and individuals,
grouPs' or entire populations can be the target of such actions. Finally, it is possible
to apply the functional characteristics of ydrap to God's active intervention: in judg-
ment and in sahation he will be like a lion towards his people.

II. General Usage.

l. Literal Meaning. The many early passages in which ldrap is used figuratively3
demonstrate indirectly what is also proven by the less frequent 

-instances 
of the literal

meaning: "tearing" or "spoliation" goes naturally with beasts of prey. The point is
made by one of the rhetorical questions in Amos (Am. 3:4): ..Does a lion roar in the
forest, when he has no prey?" A lion's behavior is common knowledge; no judgment
is passed. A lion would perish without prey (Job 4: I I ; cf. 24:5). rt is part of the order
of creation, according to which it is Yahweh himself who provides lerep (hunts) for
the lioness (Job 38:39). The young lions roar for prey and seek their food (,okldm, ps.
lM:21) from God. Human beings as well as animals can fall victim to beasts of prey.
A passage in the story of Joseph uses this possibility as a motif. Joseph's brothers
attempt to make their father Jacob think that Joseph has not returned because a wild
beast has torn and devoured him (Gen. 37:33: tdrop ldrap y6sEp, with'dkal in
parallelism; cf. M:28; the qal infinitive absolute precedes itre pual perfect as an
intensifier).

2. Secular and Sacral Ordinances. Occurrences like those just described can involve
questions of property law, teading in the ancient Near East and in the oT to specific
regulations governing compensation. If the person to whom domestic animals have
been entrusted can show the owner the torn carcass or parts of it (according to Am.
3:12, two legs or a piece of an ear are sufficient evidence l'Edl), there is no obtgation
to make resriturion (Ex. 22:12[Eng. v. l3]: 'im-ydrDp yittdrEp). The yahwist, too,
in the story of Jacob and Laban (Gen. 3l:39) is awaie of thi-s law contained in the
Covenant code. Jacob did not, however, take advantage of the law, although he had
the oppornrnity and right to do so. In both instances, frzpfr is a legal tlrm. The
passage from the Joseph story mentioned in the preceding section also shows that
bloody garments were considered evidence that someone had been killed by a wild
beast (Gen. 37:33).

The noun fr?pfr also plays a role in the ordinances of sacral law. Ezekiel claims
not to have eaten flesh torn by beasts from his youth to the time Yahweh requires him
to eat unclean food (Ezk. 4:14).a He has accepted the obligation of observing certain
prlestly laws governing purity, such as are still mentioned in Leviticus. Unfoitunately

3 See below.
a See W Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 170f.
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it is impossible to date the ordinances in Lrviticus precisely, so that Ezk. 4:14 may
be the earliest evidence for such "laws of the priesthood." l*v. 17:15 (Holiness Code)
gives the impression of being earlier, however. It does not forbid absolutely the eating
of an animal that has died or been torn, but declares that anyone-native or sojourn-
er-who eats such flesh is unclean until evening. He must bathe and wash his gar-
ments (cf. Lev. l1:40a). This ordinance must be observed by all.

In its present context, Lev. 22:8 (Holiness Code) states that priests must not eat
n"b?16 frfrEpd, which would render them unclean; but in this context the verse is
secondary.s Ex. 22:3O(3I) is also thought not to be a part of the Covenant Code; it
is out ofplace in both form and content, presupposing an ideal ofpurity and holiness
that is not developed until lrviticus.6 [rv. 7:2, likewise secondary, forbids Israelites
to eat the fat of an animal that die.s or is torn by beasts, although they are free to use
it for other purposes (v. 24 intemtpts the continuity of vv. 23 and 257). Therefore the
ordinance in Ez,k. 44:31, in Ezekiel's description of the ideal temple, which forbids
the priests to eat anything that has died or is torn, is probably also not authentic, since
it is clearly borrowed from Lev. 22:8.E

On the basis of the evidence cited, we may conclude that, according to the sacral
law of the preexilic period, the eating of fr?pfr was not forbidden; it did, however,
render the eater unclean and necessitated certain acts of purification. In the exilic and
postexilic period, the priests and eventually the laity were forbidden to eat frEp6.

3. Hurnan Nowishmcnt. The sense of "human nourishment" that developed from
the basic meaning of terep took on positive overtones in the OT. Prov. 31:15 is a
familiar passage praising the virtuous woman who provides lerep for her entre bayi1.

According to Ps. l1l:5, one of Yahweh's wonderful works is his provision of lerep
for those who fear him. In Mal. 3:10, the term lerep is even used for the tithes of
the people that are stored in the second (postexilic) temple, "provisioning" the house
of God. Proper observance of the regulations governing the tithes will lead to economic
prosperity throughout the land. The needful food that the wise one requests from God
is also caliid lerep (Prov. 30:8): halrtpent kltem ltuqqi, "let me 'tear' the bread
that I need."

III. Theological Usage.

l. Figurative Applications to Histoical Entities with Pejorative Meaning: a. The harsh
policias of conquest and oppression practiced by the Assyrians in the eighth century
B.c. are likened to the behavior of a beast of prey, especially a lion. The earliest
passage is Isa. 5:29, in an oracle of doom addressed to the entire nation. The lion's
actions are described in detail: he roars, then growls and seizes his prey 00'bez
lerep), carrying it off so that none can rescue (tf'An nwssil). The context (w. 26-28)

5 Cf. M. Noth, Zzviricar. OTL (Fng. trans. l!)65), 160.
6 Cf. idem, Exadus. OTL (Fne. trans. 1962), 188.
7 See Noth, lzviticus, in loc.
t Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Fng. trans. 1983), $3,468.
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speaks of various military actions, such as might also be seen inv. 29,e either described
figuratively in a simile inrroduced by the particle t(- or (on the assumption that lab?
refers to a military unit) mentioned explicitly. Probably the image and the reality are
intertwined.

A little more than a ccntury later, Nahum uses the image of a lion for Assyria and
Nineveh in his prophecy of disaster. The city of Nineveh is a lion's cave, in which
dwells a pride of lions (lionesses and whelps); they have filled (uuy"nnllz') the cave
with lerep and frZp6. This is undoubtedly a reference to the booty collected during
various military campaigns. For both the action and its result, Nahum uses the verb
ldrap and the nouns lerep ard frEp6, which describe the violence and brutality
of the events (Nah. 2: 13[ l2]). The image is carried over in 3: I , although the centrai
term of the comparison, the lion, is not mentioned. The lament over Nineveh calls
the Assyrian city 'ir dimtm, which /d' ydtnii 1drep, "does not cease from plunder',
(or "plundering," since yerep has strong verbal overtones; the imperfect tense, im-
plying incomplete action, is used as a frequentative). But Assyria-Nineveh will perish
through the actions of Yahweh, through which the sword will devour the young lions
(irtrfirayik to'kal bareb) and the prey will be cut off from the earth (w"hibatfr ie,erep
prpek) (Nah. 2:14[13]). once again there is an immediate juxtaposition of image and
reality: the prophet speaks explicitly of the chariots, which will be burned and destroyed.

The prophecy of disaster in Isa. 31:4 goes even further: Yahweh himself is likened
to an.angry growling lion, or a young lion with its prey (lw'aier yehgeh lfi'aryeh
wehalcl(pir 'al-1arp6), which cannot be restrained from its gruesome work of destruc-
tion. Assyria will b€ destroyed in the same lay as it brought destruction on others.

In the great poetic oracle of Amos against the nations, the guilt of Edom is ex-
emplified by the statement that "his anger tore perpetually e+uyyitrop la,ad)- (Am.
l:11). Here again the image is used without explicit mention of a beast of prey.ro In
Jer. 5:6, on the other hand, lion, wolf, and leopard are mentioned, together with their
characteristic actions @nfti htphrl, Wad, iasail. They lie in wait fm Jerusalem, and
everyone who goes out will be torn in pieces (lal-trawo*' m?hEnnh yigarefl. T\is
prophecy of disaster looks for destruction through the agency of an historical entity,
which is not named explicitly.

b. In a sermon addressed to the various classes (Ezk. 22:23-31), Ezekiel castigates
the social conduct of various groups among his people: the princes, the priests, the
officials, the prophets, and the rural gentry ('an hi'dres). specifically, ih" prin"o
(Ezk. 22:25, reading '"ier n"fi7eyhi with the LXX instead of qeier nep?eyhi) are

e cf. B. Mazar, "The _Milirary Erite of King David," w, 13 (1963), 3r2; H. wildberger,
Jesaja. BK, Xll (1972), 225.

'o F9I]!" argument against Amos' authorship, see H. w. woltr, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng.
trans. 1977), 160; for a more nuanced discussion, see w. Rudolph, Amos. KAT, xllllz, 126,
134f.; both comms. rightly reject the emendation of r+ayyitr6p-to $ryyyifiar (from ndyar) on
the basis of the syriac and Vulg., which was popular at one tirie; see also'S. wagner, i.Ut"r-
lgellsen zur Frage nach den Beziehungen des hopheten Amos zum siidreich," Thlz, 96
(t971), 663tr.
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described as roaring lions, tearing the prey QdrEp larep). The parallels in the

context clearly suggest social oppression and exploitation (nepei 'aftnlfi ltOsen wiqdr

yiqqahit . . .). The Sareyha, the officials of the land (probably judges), are depicted

as wolves tearing the prey (kiz'Z6m tdfpA firep); their activity is likewise char-

acteiz,ed as "shedding blood, destroying lives,' for the sake of dishonest gun (22:27;

cf- 7*ph.3:3f.).11 In this passage, firap aad lereP are terms for social injustice.

Ezk. 19:3,6, in a lament for the "princes of Israel," appear to refer to the last

representatives of the Davidic monarchy.l2 It is not quite clear whether the comparison

of the monarchy and these representatives to a lioness and her young lions has these

negative overtones. In the first instance, only the natural behavior oftons is described:

the lioness brings up her whelps, and they learn to catch prey (ttuyyilma/ liqrap-

terep)- But the next clause, 'AdAn'akal, is striking. If it is meant to refer to the

general nature of royal conduct, a certain antimonarchical element is implied. The

lament looks back on the destruction of the Judahite monarchy, described in part by

means of the metaphor of a lion hunt (Ezk. 19:2-9).

c. In the individual laments or prayers of those who are unjustly persecuted, the

personal enemy is sometimes depicted as a tearing lion. The supplicant turns to

Yahweh for help, lest the pursuer tilep,Ps. 7:2[1]t3) rend like (l(-) a lion and there

be none to rescue (w"'en rw;pil). It has been suggested that in napii as the object

of pen-yitdp we find the original meaning of nepei : "throat" (v. 3[2]).
The same idea appears in Ps. 17:12: personal persecutions are like (dfrmd) akon

eager to tear Qiksdp lilrbp). The parallel expressions suggest not only physical

violence (w. 9,11) but also slander or false accusation (v. 10b).

Ps. 22, an individual lament, speaks of a ravening QOr?p, v. l4tl3l) and roaring

lion (w. 14,22U3,211), as well as bulls (v. l3U2)), dogs (v. 17[16]), and wild oxen

(v.22[2])), albeit without using yirap in connection with these other animals. Thus

the tearing of prey by a wild beast (usually a lion) can be used as a metaphor to

describe the various ways in which one person can be threatened by another.

If Yahweh has come to the supplicant's aid, the hymn of thanksgiving often mentions

his former peril, as in Ps. 124:6: "Blessed be Yahweh, who has not given us as prey

Qerep) to thefu teeth!" The action is that of a beast of prey, but the subject is stated

to be other people (dAm) (w. 2f.,6). In his protestations of innocence, Job states

with pride that in earlier days when he was highly esteemed he espoused the cause of
the poor and downtrodden, tearing the prey from the fangs of the unrighteous (Job

29:17, wherc lerep stands for property unlawfully seized by the "fangs" of the

unrighteous). Once again the question of social justice is in the background (cf. the

context). In another passage (16:9), Job describes his own persecution by an enemy,

whose wrath has torn him: this adversary is God himself. All the disasters that have

fallen upon Job are a consequence of devastation wrought by God, who tears like a

beast of prey in his wrath ('appb yarap). Bildad's charge that Job is tearing himself

rr Zmmerli, Ezekiel 1,469.
12 See the discussion in ibid.,395f.
13 Probably to be read as a singular; see H.-J. Krans, Psalmen. BK, XYll (41972), 53.
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in lris anger Qorep napi6 beapp6, lg:4) sounds like a direct response to Job,s
audacious charge against God.ra

2' Figurative Applications to Historical Entities with Positive Meaning. The metaphor
of the tearing lion can also be applied to Israel, individual tribes, or the ..remnant of
Jacob." In these cases, however, it is understood positively as an image of strength
and power, of irresistibilig and victory. The points of comparison are the same as in
pejorative usage. [n the second oracle of Balaam (Nu. 23:-24 [E]), Israel is glorified
in the simile (with the particle &"-) of a lion that rises up arrO ao"s-not lie down untilit has devoured its terep and drunk the blood of the siain. In the tribal sayings of
Gen' 49, Judah is singled out for special praise: it is from prey that he rises for further
action (minerep ... 'Afuil. He is depicted as a lion (gir ,aryEh y"hffi, v. 9),
strong, powerful, successful, irre.sistible. The image of a tearing wolf similarly depicts
Benjamin (binyamin z"'eb yitrdp, v- 27) as mighty ana victorious in baftle; both
morning and evening he has prey to devour. The saying about Gad in Dt. 33:20 is
much later. The image of a lion again depicts his success; the verb ldrap is used in
the sense of "dismember." The sayings can be interpreted historicaly.rs 

-

This imagery is still used in the postexilic period to describe Israel's ascendancy
over the nations. The "remnant of Jacob" in the midst of many peoples is like (r-)
a lion that treads down and tears to pieces unimpeded (,"ier,i ,dfur werdnas we-
ldrap we'an ma;sil, Mic. 5:7[8]). In all these descriptions, the imagery is meant to
express the special blessing possessed by Israel, its might and speciJ position among
the nations.

3. usage with Yahweh as subject. In a few passages, larap is used as a metaphor
for Yahweh's actions in judgment and salvation. The clearest inrt*"" is Hosea,s oracle
of disaster addressed to "Ephraim" (Hos. 5:14 and context). Here it is yahweh himself
who attacks Israel with violence, not some other power like the Assyrians. The Syro_
Ephraimite war is lost, "for," says the threat, with yahweh speatcingin the lst p".ron,*I will be like a lion to Ephraim, and like a young lion to ttre noui of Judah. I, evenI, will rend and go away, I will carry off, and none shall rescue.,, The prayer of
repentance in Hos. 6:1 refers to this image by calling for return to the one who has
torn, since he alone can heal. The image of a lion depicts yahweh in his destructive
power.16

The oracle concerning Assyria in Isa. 3l:4 draws on the same set of ideas. This
time, however, Yahweh takes the part of Jerusalem and Judah against those who afflict
the people of God. We may also recall Job's audacious descripiion of the violence he
sees inflicted on him by God, in which yahweh in his wrath acts like a tearing beast
ofprey (Job 16:9).

14 Cf. A. Weiser, Das lych Hiob. ATD, XIU (61974), in loc.; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob.KAI) xYl (1963), 296f., deletes the ?assage as an explanato.y gio.r, prouJty mistakenly.15 See H.-J. znbel, stammesspruci undbeschichte. BzAw,95 (1965); K.-D. Schunck, Ber-jamin. BZAW,86 (1963).
16 Cf. H. W. Woltr, Hosea. Herm (Eng. rrans. lg74), ll7.
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That this imagery also found its way into cultic and liturgical documents is shown
by Ps. 50:22, in the context of a prophetic judgment Hturgy that is probably postexilic.tT
A warning is addressed to those who would forget God, citing a lst-person divine
oracle: pen: elrdp w"'An ma;;il, "lest I rend, and there be none to deliver." The
terrible acts that Yahweh is capable of inflicting on the wicked and negligent are
depicted appropriately by this harsh term ldrap. Yahweh is not explicitly called a

lion, but the verb inevitably brings to mind a beast of prey. The occurrence in Ps.

76:5(4), in a hymn to the might of the God of Zion, is unfortunately in a corrupt
passage.rs It is barely possible to extract the following sense from the MT: "Terrible
art thou [emendation based on the Syriac and Thrgum], mightier than one who makes

[or: has] mountains of spoil." Of course, this reading itself presupposes an interpre-
tation of 'addir mElwr'rA-tirep.

Wagner

17 Kraus, BK, )(Yll, in loc.; see also G. Fohrer, IntrodOT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968).
rE See the apparatus in BHIO and BIIS for the attempts at reconstruction, which have a long

history; see also the discussion in the comms.

Contents: I. Etymology and Grammar. II. Meaning and Use. III. Denominative.

I. Etymology and Grammar. The verb y'I has been the subject of much ety-
mological speculation, as though this could penetrate to the heart of the word. Like
many other words, it has been associated with the root'wl, of which Buhl says: "This
root is the basis of a great number of words, whose meanings are so diverse that it
must represent the coalescenoe of a variety of originally independent roots." The
derivation from'wl, proposed by llaupt,l is based on an analogy suggested by de
Lagarde, who pointed out the similarity to Arab. 'dwrwl; Haupt related the root to
vn'ala. Pedersen2 preferred to focus on the use of the verb instead of a dubious
etymology. He called y'l averb that, by virtue of its meaning, has the character of an

auxiliary, such as "begin," "stop," "do again," etc. The syntax of these verbs often
involves a main verb in the infinitive @nstruct, with or without l'-, for example,
h6'alti ldabbEn'I have taken upon myself to speak" (Gen. 18:27). But the syntax
can also involve a main verb in the same form as the auxiliary without any connective

y'1. P. Haupt, "The Etymology of Mohel, Circumciser," NSL, 22 (1905/1906), 249-256;
P. A. de lagarde, Ubersicht ilber die im aramiiischen, arabischen und hebriiischen ilbliche Bildung
der Nomina (Giittingen, 1889).

I P.255.
2 J. P. E. Pedersen, Hebraeisk granmatik (Copenhagen, 21933;repr. 1950),234.
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particle, for example, hi'alnfi vnnnEieb, "would that we had been content to dwell
beyond the Jordan" (Josh. 7:7). The two examples show that the translation must 1rary
with the context.

II. Meaning and Use. The meaning varies with the situation. If one takes the
basic meaning of the Arabic as the point of departure, it may be possible to postulate
a meaning "be first," as Kiihler does, but this meaning is hardly appropriate in actual
contexts. The most frequent use suggests that the verb refers to a beginning that is
not easy, a beginning made difficult by a sense of modesty, politeness, or some other
obstacle. But this meaning can be extended to "undertake" or "decide to do" some-
thing. The phrase h6'altt ledabbEr (Gen. 18:21,31) cited above can also be translated:
"Only with difficulty have I decidgd to speak."

The occurrences of the verb are therefore open to a variety of translations. In Ex.
2:21 , we read: vnyy6'el mDieh lniebet 'ethn'ii, which Noth translates: "Moses found
himself ready to stay with the man."3 The RSV reads: "And Moses was content to
dwell with the man"; the NEB: "so it came about that Moses agreed to live with the
man." one might say simply: "Moses decided to stay with the man." The difficult
beginning is clear in Jgs. l:27 ,35, but there is no beginning involved in Josh. 17:12:
"The canaanites persisted in dwelling in that land." The two imperatives in Jgs. 19:6,
h6' el-nn' w"lin, are usually translated: "Do me the favor of spending the night." In Dt.
1:5, the author may also be suggesting a difficult beginning: "Moses began to explain."
Jgs. 17:11 may involve an element of consent, but the most likely translation is: "He
decided." It is possible that I S. 12:22 exhibits a similar meaning: "It has pleased
Yahweh to make you a people for himself"; but it is also possible to translate: "Yahweh
had already begun to make you a people for himself." The same problem seems to be
present also in I ch. 17:27; here, too, the first translation is usually preferred: ..Now

therefore may it please thee to bless the house of thy servant, that it may continue for
ever."

The notion of "being pleased" is found also in 2 S . 7 :29; 2 K. 5:23:6:3; Job 6:9,29;
Hos. 5:ll; this is doubtless the situation in many instances. But the "pleasure', often
appears to be more forced that joyous, involving an element of concession, although
this is not always the case.

III. Denominative. There is a second verb y'1, deriving from + )'lN ,,wil f,"vill,
"fool";it is used in the niphal with the meaning "be a fool, act foolishly" (Nu. 12:ll;
Jer. 5:4) or "prove oneself a fool" (Isa. 19:13; Jer. 50:36; Sir. 37:19). This verb is
restricted in both use and meaning.

Kapehud

3 M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 28.
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Contents: I. Occurrences and Etymology. tr. Egyptian Background. III. Yahweh and the
Nile. IV. Mythology. V. The Nile in Sirach.

I. Occurrences and Etymology. The noun y"'0rly"'6r (plene 6 times) occws 45
times in the OT in the singular as a term for the Nile;r there are 3 additional passages
in Sirach (Sir,. 39:22;47: 14; also 24:27 conj-2). The plural occurs 16 times, designating
the delta branches or channels of the Nile. In Dnl. 12:5-7 y"'6r refers to the Tigris,
in Job 28:10 to a water tunnel.

The noun derives from Egyp. irrw lwritten irw from the eighteenth dynasty on).3
When it was borrowed by Hebrew, it was probably pronounced ya'ru{w); in the Amarna
period the a became o, leading to the Hebrew pronunciation yOr.a

The OT also uses the word Jift6r "Pool of Horus," for the Nile (Josh. l3:3; I Ch.
l3:5; Isa. 23:3; Jer.2:18).

Despite its foreign etymology, ye'dr does not seem to have been taken as a proper
name; it is usually used with the article (always in Genesis, Exodus, and Daniel). Only
in Job 28:10; Isa. 19:7; Ezk- 30:12 is it used absolutely. In Isa. 7:18; Am. 8:8; 9:5
mqrdyim is added, and in 2K. l9:?A; Isa. 19:6; 37:25 mnqbn as though the term
needs further definition.

The same conclusion is suggested by the LXX, which uses potnl,6s not only for
nihir bnt also for ye'Ar (50 times, as against 4tor di6ryx). This interpretation also
allows Daniel to use ye'6r for the Tigris. In a few cases, nihbr is also used for the
Nile (Isa. 19:5; Jer. 46:7f.; Ezk. 32:2); in addition, n"hiim in Isa. 18:2,7 probably
refers to the Blue Nile and the White Nile. It is also noteworthy that the LXX uses

Ce6n in Jer. 2: 18 (for ifo6r) and Sir. ?A:27 , identifying the Nile with the second of
the rivers of Paradise.s

Eising

y"'6r.D. Bonneau, LacrueduNil,divinit|6gyptiennc (Paris, 1964);A.deBuck, "Onthe
Meaning of the Name H'pj," Orientalia Neerlandica, 1948, l-22; J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis
Apocryphon of Qumran Cwe I. BietOr, 18A (21971), 108-110,152f.; A. Hermann, "Der Nil und
die Christen," JAC, 2 (1959), 3G69; T. O. Lambdin, "Egyptian L,oan Words in the OT," "/AOS,
73 (1953), 145-155; S. Morenz, Die Geschichte von Joseph dcm Zimmermann. TIJ, 56 (1951),
29-34; idem, Egptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N. Y., 1973); C. H. A. Palanque, I-e Nr7
i l'Zporye pluraoni4te, son rile et son cuhe en Egypte. Bibliothirye de l'6cole des twwes 6tudcs,
144 (1903); K. H. Rengstorf, "rotapr6g," TDNT, VI, 595-607; P. Reymond, L eau, sa vie, et
n signiftcation darrs f AT. SfZ 6 (1958); A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie im
Hebriiischcn des ATs (lridgn, 1954), 64t.; B. H. Stricker, De overstruming van de Nijl. MEOL,
ll (1956); W. Vycichl, "Agyptische Ortsnamen in der Bibel," ZlS, lO iSq), D-Sl.

t Cf. also the conjecture in Isa. 33:2lb by H. Gunkel, "Jesaia 33, eine prophetische Litur-
gie;'AW, 42 (t924), t79.

2 Cf. N. Peters,EHAT, XXV(1913),204.t wbAS, t, 14f..
a Vycichl, 82.
r + lttl'l gi{r6n.
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II. Egyptian Background. The use of the Egyptian name for the Nile in the OT
raises the question whether we may also find Egyptian ideas concerning the Nile.6
With respect to religious ideas and cultic practices, the answer is negative.

The Egyptians worshipped the Nile-or rather its annual inundation-as a god,
with the name Hapi (b'py).1 The Nile was commonly associated with the primal sea
Nun,E and both were termed "father of the gods." The Nile was thought to rise from
the depths of the earth as two springs; these were originally located in the vicinity of
Silsile,e later in the vicinity of the first cataract, at Elephantine.ro

The Nile was considered primordial, and could be addressed accordingly as "the
only one who has called himself into being." At Elephantine, the chief god Khnum
was protector of the sources of the Nile and thus also giver of the inundation. Other
deities also appear in the same role, e.g., Amon-Re, Aten, Sobk, and Isis (often as
Isis-Sothis). Osiris is well attested as lord of the Nile's inundation; indeed, he is often
identified with the water of the Nile. The identification of the Nile with Osiris gave
rise to the late belief that death in the Nile effects deification. There is also a pair of
Nile deities, interpreted as the Nile-gods of Upper and Lower Egypt. In addition, the
late temples contain illustrations depicting long processions of Nile-gods presenting
to the chief god of the temple the offerings of the nomes they represent. These deities
have characteristic fat bodies and pendulous breasts.

Special feasts were observed to celebrate the Nile, which was extolled as "the great
Nile, bringing life to the whole land through its foodstuffs." several hymns to the Nile
have been preserved.ll Kings and princes can boast that they atre "the Nile to their
PeoPle'"I2 

Bergman

III. Yahweh and the NiIe. In Genesis and Exodus the Nile is not deified; in the
Joseph narrative it amounts to little more than a large river. In Pharaoh's dream, the
fat cows and the thin cows come out of the Nile (Gen. 4l:l-3,17ff.), which might
suggest that the land depends on it for fertility or famine. But it should be noted that
the full ears and withered ear's are not explicitly associated with the Nile. The emer-
gence of the cows from the Nile could also be due to their being pastured near the
river. [n any case, there is considerable evidence that the Israelites were familiar with
the Nile and its surroundings. The volume of the Nile and its rising made a deep
impression. A city surrounded by such a wide river enjoys special protection (Nah.
3:8). tt provides drinking water (Ex. 7:18f.) and brings fertility to the land. Fishing
and farming depend on it, including the growing of flax, on which weavers and rope
makers depend for their livelihood (Isa. 19:5-9). Vessels of papyrus are used for traffic
on the Nile (Isa. 18:2). But when the river dries up, its canals become foul (Isa. l9:6f.)

6 Cf. &,iR, 525ff.; Palanque, Bonneau.
7 wbAS, lll, 42; de Buck.t wbAs, Bel. II,215,9f.
e The Nile stela found there (nineteenth dynasty): P. Barguet, BIFAO, 50 (1952),49-63.

ro Cf. Herodotus ii.28.
tt ANET1,372f.
t2 H. Grapow, Die bildlichen Ausdrilcke des Agyptischen (l*ipzig, 1924),62.
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and swarms of flies can appear, which can syrnbolize the Egyptian army (Isa. 7:18).
Modern biology can connect the third of the Egyptian plagues, the plague of gnats,

with the Nile; but Ex. 8:12(Eng. v. 16) and Wis. 19:10 think that the gnats were
brought forth from the sand by God's power.

The plague narratives of Exodus frequently connect the Nile with acts of God. God
hrrns its water into blood and causes frogs to infest the land. Ex. 4:9 already assigns

Moses a sigrr making use of water from the Nile, which will turn into blood when
Moses pours it on the ground. In the first plague, this takes place when Moses stretches
out his staffover the river (Ex. 7:18,20). Initially ye'dr is used here in the singular
(Ex. 4:9;7:15,17f.,20f.,25,28;8:5,7[9,11]; l7:5); in 7:19, however, the plural and
three additional terms for bodies of water express the universality of the punishment.
But it is also possible that 'the Niles" refers to the several branches of the river at its
mouth; cf. Ex. 8:1(5) in the case of the plague of frogs, as well as Ps. 78:44. Despite
the similarity of these events to natural phenomena like the fertile mud that clouds the
water and the frogs that are always present in the Nile, Exodus is concerned to point
out that everything is at God's behest.

Am. 8:8 and 9:5 refer in the first instance to an earthquake brought about by God,
but it is likened to the rising and falling of the Nile. We may therefore conclude that
these movements of the Nile also depend on God's power. God can even cause the

mighty Nile to dry up (Isa. 19:5-9), so that it becomes foul and all who depend on
it must suffer.

IV. Mythology. In these passages, God uses the Nile to demonstrate his power;
there are other passages in the prophets that appear to associate mythological concep-
tions with the Nile.

In Ezk. 29:3-5, ye'dr occurs 6 times; the king of Egypt boasts that the Niles (i.e.,
the branches of the Niler3) belong to him, that he has even made them. In Egyptian
texts, Amon-Re is the lord and creator of the Nile; Pharaoh thus proclaims himself
lond of the Nile and therefore divine, placing himself in conflict with the true God of
Israel. The latter responds to Pharaoh's boast, addressing him three times, speaking
of "your Nile" and calling him "the great crocodile that lies between the arms of the
Nile" (29:3). That Yahweh is the true lord of the Nile and of the Nile-god Pharaoh he
demonstrates by catching the crocodile, drawing it up with dl the fish out of the
stream, and casting it forth into the wilderness (29:4f.).

This passage should be compared with the lament over Pharaoh in Ezk. 32; lrcre
the word ye'6r does not appear, but its waters and those of the sea are called mayim
and n'lfirdl. As in chap. 29, however, the crocodile is captured in a net and cast forth
upon the dry land (32:3-6). The destruction of Pharaoh and all the foes of Israel
described here (w. l3f.) is coupled with a promise to the now subject nations; when
it is fulfilled, "then they will know that I am Yahweh" (v. 15). An important element
here is the accusation against the crocodile: "You have bubbled with your nostrils,
clouded the waters with your feet, and muddied their rivers" (v. 2).'o What seems at

13 Cf. W Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), ll0.
t1 lbid., 154.
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first glance to be the natural behavior of a crocodile in the Nile may be an echo of
"the mythological background of political hegemony,"r5 because the rising of the Nile
and the fertile mud that clouds it appear to be understood as the work of the crocodile.
we may think of the crocodile-god Sobk, the lord and giver of the Nile at Fayyum,
where he had a temple at Crocodilopolis; here the inundation of the Nile was also
celebrated.l6 It is of course strange that the crocodile-god was worshipped in Egypt
while at the same time the crocodile was an object of fear, against which magical
spells were employed. t7

Job 40:25f.(41:1f.) provides additional evidence of a mythological background. In
order to demonstrate his power in contrast to human impotence, God asks Job: "can
you draw out the crocodile with a fishhook, or . . . put a rope in his nose?" "Crocodile"
here translates -+ fl'ltl) liwydldn, which Yahweh will kill along with the "dragon in
the sea" (rsa. 27:l). This triumph of Yahweh is also extolled in ps. 74: 14: "Thou didst
crush the heads of lrviathan, thou didst give him as food, as fodder for the jackals."lt
All this is in agreement with ourye'6r passages Ezk.29:4f. and32:3-5. Job 3:g also
alludes to a mythological dawn of time, and Ps. 104:26 says that God created kviathan
"for the sport of it."

The mythological Rahab (-+ Iil.l rhb) also belongs in this context. In passages like
Ps' 87:4(3) and Isa. 30:7, Rahab is only a poetic term fon Egypt, but all other passages
involve more. Ps. 89:10f.(9f.) speaks of a raging of the sea that is stilled by God and
of a crushed Rahab; the verses occur in a context describing God's creation of the
world and his dominion over it. Isa. 51:9 also mentions the primal age explicitly. The
sea and Rahab are also mentioned together in Isa. 5l:9; ps. 89:10f.(9f.); Job 26:12f.
All these passages, as well as Job 9:l3,te share a common subject: God's victory in
battle over the primeval waters.

The fact that God shows his power by drying up the sea or the great waters is in
harmony with his ability to dry up the Nile (Isa. l9:6f.). The drying up of the Nile
as a sign of power is also mentioned in 2 K. 19,24 par. rsa. 37:25; Zec. l0:ll. It is
Sennacherib who boasts that he "dried up all the streams of Egypt," thus claiming
divine power. He has not stopped to consider that what he claims to have done was
planned by God "from the days of old" (2 K. 19:25 par. Isa. 37:26). In the face of
Sennacherib's arrogance, God asserts his superiority by "putting a ring through his
nose" and "placing a bit in his mouth" (2K. l9:z8 par. Isa. 37:29). This is similar
to what befalls the crocodile in Job 4o:25(41:l) and Ezk. 29:4, but it could also
describe the fate of other kings taken captive by the king of Assyria.2o

ler. 46:7-9 compares the pharaoh Necho and his army to the Nile. The rising of the
Nile represents the mighty army of Egypt; pharaoh boasts that his power is like the

ts lbid., 159.
16 RriR, 394,75sf.
t7 RAR,392-94.
18 H. Gunkel, Einleitung in die Psalmen. HAT, lll2 (1933), 321; R. Kittel, Die psalmen. KAT,

xilt (s61929), 249.
re Cf. F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVI (1968), 147t.
20 vAB,7, 80; 9, lo7 AoB, no. 144.
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inundation of the land, destroying the cities and their inhabitants (v. g). Here, too,
God triumphs over such arrogance; his "day of vengeance" is coming (v. l0), al-
though this time not represented by the drying up of the Nile.

According to7*c. 10:10-12, God will smite the waves of the sea on behalf of his
people and cause the Nile to dry up. The statement that Assyria will also be laid low
is probably unconnected with the fate of the crocodile in Ezk. 29'3.

In both Isa. 33:21 and Nah. 3:8, a wide river brings security and blessing to a city.
since "broad rivers and streams" are promised Jerusalem in Isa. 33:21, the much
debated passage probably refers to an act of God involving the water of salvation and
fertility, assuming that the name of Yahweh or the mention of him in , adar is re-
tained.2l whether one finds here a statement that God will be a mighty protection
"in place of" broad rivers depends on the interpretation of maq6m; Kiinigzi proposes
that in the eschaton God himself will personally take over the protection of hii pe-ople.
In the case of the sun's light, an eschatological promise assumes that God himself,
rather than sun and moon, will be the everlasting sun of Zion (Isa. 60:19f.). But to
use our passage by itself to suggest this "in place of" also for the river and its life-
giving water is risky, even though it is not uncornmon to find a spring and streams of
water in association with zon as an eschatological motif (ps. 36:9f.[gf.]; 46:5[4);
65:10[9]; Ezk. 47:l-12: Joel 4:18[3:18]).23 In Jer. 17:13, yahweh is even called .,the

fountain of living wat€r" (cf. also Isa. 8:6; ll9; l2:3).

v. The Nile in sirach. The 3 passages in sirach are based on the notion of the
Nile as a symbol of fertility and the wellspring of God's salvation. In Sir. 39:22, ..His
(God's) blessing overflows like the Nile" refers to the fertility of the land, vouchsafed
by God, since the antithesis in v. 23 states that Yahweh's wrath creates a salt desert.
Sir. 24:27 says of the book of God's covenant, "It overflows with instruction like the
Nile,"zr an image for the overflowing riches of the law.

sir. 47:14 states that Solomon "overflows with knowledge like the Nile.,, The author
uses the simile of the Nile to say how rich and abounding in wisdom this idealized
king is.

Eising

'l ! 9"-, for example: B. Duhm, Jesaja. GHK,Itr/l f 196g), 246; O. procksch, Jenja I.
KAT, lxll (1930),421;clargetoyihyeh, forexample: J.ziegler,DasBuchIsaias.EB,lll
(1958), 108; O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Fng. trans. 1974), in loc.

22 E. Kiinig, Das Buch tenja (Gitersloh, 1916), 2Bg.
23 Cf. H.-J. l(,aus, Psalmen. BK, XV (41972),343f.; W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 510.
24 Cf. N. Peters, EHAT, XXV, 205.
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contents: I. Etymology. II. Ancient Near East: l. Akkadian; 2. Ugaritic; 3. Aramaic; 4.

Phoenician and Punic. III. The Yerb ybt. IV. The Noun yefil.

I. Etymology. west Semitic ybl (found in Hebrew, Aramaic, Ugaritic, and phoe-
nician/Punic) corresponds to wbl in the other Semitic languages.r

In old Babylonian and old Akkadian, the first radical w is represented by the sign
PI, which stands for vw, wi, wu, and occasionally b (cf . bdbilu). In Middle Babylonian,
Middle Assyrian, and later, the w is either not represented at all orthographically or
is rep,resented by signs that normally stand for rz followed by a vowel.2 A secondary
root tabdlu also came into existence in Akkadian, expressing movement away from a
given point of reference: "carry away, take away.',

Other verbs with a weak first radical have given rise to secondary roots beginning
with r in Akkadian: awil (*hwy?) and tawlmff, "speak, swear"; abdkil and tabaki,
"turn upside down, pour out"'3 wukk-lu (D stem of wH) and nl<iru, "(en)trust";a ruri
and tartt, "bring, lead."s Like other roots beginning with w, wbllybt exhibits some
forms (primarily imperatives of the G stem and certain verbal nouns) that do not have
the initial syllable of w followed by a vowel, as though we were dealing with an
originally biliteral root bl.6

The Akkadian noun biltu, "burden, talent, yield, tribute," derives from the shorter
root bl, as may bulibbulu, "inundation, flood," and bibiltu, "decimation, destruction."
since an emphatic / is sometimes represented orthographically in hieroglyphic Egyp-
tian by n or r, Egyp. bnbn, "flow (as a river)," and bnn, ..overflow, beget," could Ue
considered related. All the verbs associated with this root share the notion of linear
motion, with the emphasis sometimes on appearance O"bfrl, "produce, yield," Egyp.
bnn, "beget"), sometimes on disappearance (Akk. bulibbulu, "inundation, flood,"
bibihu, "destruction," Heb. mabbfil, "flood."

II. Ancient Near East.

| . Al&.adian. The Akkadian verb wubdru has several meanings: '.present (offerings),
surrender (animals) for use, prepare (a tablet or letter), transport (goods), carry (a
load), wash away (by water), accompany or guide (penons)."

yDl. R. Dussaud, Les origines cananiennes du uoiftce isra4lite (paris, 21941); H. A. Hoffner,
Nimenta Hethaeorun: Food Production in Hittite Asia Minor. Aos, s5 e974D; M._J. Lagrange,
Etudes sur les religions stmitiques. EtB (lX)5); S. Moscati, An Introdrrction'io *i Co^f,arat-iue
Grammar of the Semitic Languages. PLO, N.S. 6 (21969).

I Moscati, no. 8, 64f.
2 Cf. GaG,92l.
3 Cf. CAD,lll (l9g),8f., abaku B.
a Cf. von Soden, Ergiarutngsheft um GAG. AnOr, 47 (1969), $ 103d..5 Cf. GaG, $$102m, 103d.
5 Moscati, no. 16, ll9; GaG, $103; Uli $9.a8.
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The related nouns are: babbilulMbilu, "bearer, tenant"; bulibbulu; bibiltu;1 bibil
libbi, "desbe"; biblu, "dowry, yield, flood"; bibil pdni, "reconciliation"; biltu;t mu-
babbilu, "bearer"; ielubdtuliilbrTru, "shipment, transport"; iutabultu, "mixture"; ta-
bdlu, "carry away."

2. Ugaritic. In Ugaritic texts, the verb ybl, "bring, expedite," is used in the simple
stem, in contrast to Biblical Hebrew, where it occurs only in the hiphil or hophal. It
is found with the following objects: tribute ('rgmn, mnh), gift or payment (rr&,

"bride-price"; ksp, "paf'; ts, "gift"; q,i, "present"; ,lqry [a kind of stone]; qit,
"bow"), message (rgm, birt). The verb has the msaning "furnish with" in conjunction
with straps (qblbl). The noun ybl (vocahzrl \nbul, the passive of the simple stem)
is found in the phrase ybl'rg (cf. Heb. y"Qfrl hi'dreS), "produce of the earth, that
which the earth brings forth.''

3. Aramaic.In Ya'udic and Imperial Aramaic, yDt occurs with the meaning "b[iDg,
transport."lo According to DISO, the verb occurs only in the qal or simple stem,
whereas r(Alll postulates the D stem for Ya'udic. A noun ybl, "iacome, revenue," is
found in the fragmentary conlext of Panammuwa 21.12

4. Plwenician and Pwtic. In the Amarna tablets,r3 the Canaanite substrate has

occasioned frbil (for ydbil?), the active participle of the G stem, instead of the expected
bAbil. ln ttre Marseilles sacrificial taritr (Punic),ta ybl refers to a sacrificisl 31imal,
probably a sheep or ram. The vocalization ydbil md the meaning are confirmed by
ltkk. ydbilu, "sheep, ram,"15 a Neo-Assyrian loanword from West Semitic -r )flt
ybbel. According to Dussaud,t6 ybl designates a castrated animal, 'yI an uncastrated
animal.

III. The Verb ybl. In the OT, the verb hbUil and its pass. hirful are used for the
escorting of important persons, often in ceremonial contexts. In Ps. 45:15f.(Fng. w.
l4f.), for example, the foreiga princess (fut-mdeb, who has been sehcted to be the
bride of the Judahite king, is led to him with her escort of virgins (Ffrl6D. Ps.
60:11(9) and 108:ll(10) dascribe the retinue God provides for the victorious Judahite
king in the conquered enemy city ('ir mA+6r); the attendance of Yahweh provides not
only glory but security (cf. the following verses in each Psalm). According to Isa.

7 See above.
E See above.
e W, no. lO64.;WUS, no. ll29; cf. IV below.

to Dtso, 103.
tt \,229.
12 lagrange, 497,andG. A. Cooke,A Text-BookafNorthSemiticlwcriptions (Oxford, 1903),

180; cf. KAI,2l5.2l, which does not recognize such a noun.
t3 EA287,55.
t4 CIS,l,165:'KN,69.7.
ts AHw, l, 4ll; CAD, Vtr (1960), 321.
16 Pp. 139f.
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55:12, the accompanying presence of Yahweh furnishes security (b,idl6m), happiness,
and rejoicing (yiptbfi . . . rinni) when the exiled Jews depart from Babylon and
return to their homeland. The mountains, the hills, and the trees of the field will sing
and clap their hands. A corpse is also escorted ceremoniously to the grave (Job 10:19;
2t:32).

A second major semantic component of the verb is the offering of gifts or tribute
to a superior in order to obtain his favor. Tiibute (.i4y, Ps. 68:30[29];76:12[ll]; Isa.
l8:7 or minlrh, Hos. 10:6; Znph. 3:lOt7) is brought ro kings throughout the OT and
offered to them (Hos. 10:6; miffi is also used as the object of the hiphil of + Nlf
b6' lGen. 4:3;43:26;l*v. 2:8;1 S. 10:27; I K. 10:25; etc.], the hiphit of qrb lt*v.
2:14;9:17; Jgs. 3:18; etc.l, and ialalt Ugs.3:15, etc.l). But just as in the political
sphere the inferior king (the vassal) brings tribute to the superior king (cf. Ugar. dybl
lipi mlk rb) so Ps. 68:30(29) expects that kings will bring their tribute to Yahweh:
lka ybbiltr m"ldbm Jdy. Israel is Yahweh's people and the Israelites are his subjects.
As such, they bring him their gifts and offerings as a kind of tribute. Therefore the
verb hbbil is also used for the bringing of a sacrificial animal to the temple for slaughter
(Isa. 53:7, kaiSeh lattefult; Jer. ll:19,I(kebei . . .lWAaD.In Job 2l:30, we appear
to have the same vse of y6btlff as in the Akkadian idiom pdnt vnbdlu, "forgive, spare,
show favor";tE cf. ltilli frnimrg and Akk. bibil pdni, "reconciliation."

IV. The Noun fbtl. The noun y"!fi|, formally a passive participle, confirms
the use ofthe qal in the early perid ofthe language. Although it is possible that the
hiphil and hophal replaced the original use of the qal in early Hebrew, it is more likely
tlnt yebfil was borrowed from a Canaanite dialect in which the qal of ybl rvas the
normal form of the verb. This was the case in Ugaritic and Punic;2o in Ugaritic we
even find the phrase ybl'r;. As a passive, ye[fr] refers to the produce of the land 0"bfi1
hi'dreslhi'"ddmh) or of the vine Q"Ifr] bagg"pdnim, Hab.3:17). Since practically
all plants are dependent on the soil, the semantic range of y"bfit is very broad and
deliberately vague, although (in contrast to peri) it never refers explicitly to the fruit
of trees.

The Vulg. translates ye[fr] as frrctus (Ps. 78:46[Vulg. 77:6]; 85:13[12, Vulg.
84:131) germen (l*v.26:4,20; Dt. 11:16;32:22;Ezk.34:27; Hab. 3:17; Hag. l:10;
Znc. 8:12), in herbis cuncta (Jgs. 6:4), and proventus (Ps. 78:46). The LXX usually
translate's it as karp6s (Dt. 11:17; Jgs. 6:4; Ps. 78:216[LXX77:46];85:13[12, LXX
84:13]), less frequently as genrEmata (l*v.26:4;Dt.32:22; Hab. 3:17), ischls (Ezk.
34:27), ekphhria (Hag. l:10), or sp6ros (Lnv. 26:2O). From the versions we would
conclude that this word was not found originally in Job 20:28.

In terms of the immediate sense of the word, it is not Yahweh who gives y"birl; it
is the land (hd'dre; or lfi'"ddmi) that gives (rfitan, l*v.26:4,20;Dt- 11:17; ps.

t7 Cf . lI.2 above, Ugar. 'rgmn arrd mnh.
rE CAD,I/1, l8;A. Goetze, "FiftyOld-BabylonianLettersfromHarmal,,,Swner, 14(1958),

28tr.
rc -+ ;t)n hath lchabfil.
20 See above.
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67 :7 16); 8 5 : I 3 [ I 2] ; Ezk. 34 :27 ; 7:*. 8 : 12; cf . with p" ri lt*v. 25 : t9 ; 26:4,20 ; ps. I : 3 ;

Ezk. 34:27; 7*c. 8:12; etc.l) or withholds its produce, through human agency. Of
course Yahweh is always presupposed as the ultimate causality. T\e y"frfi| of the land
depends on Yahweh's favor towards his people. If he is angry, the earth withholds its
ye[fi] (Hag. 1:10), or the fire of Yahweh's wrath ('?J . . . b,'appi) devours the earth
and its y"!frI (Dt. 32:22). A similar fate overtakes the enemies of Yahweh. He inflicts
his wrath upon Egypt by giving its yebfil to the caterpillar gAqil, Ps. 78:46).

The noun is not used metaphorically for human actions, li*le p"ri and its Greek
translation karp6s.2r

The OT has many synonyms for y,lfil: digdn, ieber, karmel,'"bfir, qd;ia p"r?,
fba'i, bar. lt cannot be determined with certainty thaty"bfil was the preferred term
for agricultural produce in any of the major source documents of the or. In the
Hexateuch, it is used by both D (Dt. ll 17; 32:22; Jgs. 6:4) and p (Lrv. 26:4,20; cf .
Ezk. 34:27).It is also used by Habakkuk (Hab. 3:17) and the postexilic prophets
(Hag. 1:10; Znc. 8:12). Even though there is no undisputed occurrence of the term
in the early biblical sources, the Ugaritic evidence suggests that it was used in Hebrew
at an early date.

Hoflner

2r Cf. F. Hauck, "roqn6E," TDNT, lII,6l4f.

d)) ybm; ElJl yaSam; itQli y"[anh

contents: I. l. Meanings and occurrences;2. statistics;3. The Root in other Semitic
Languages; 4. Etymology; 5. versions. tr. The Institution of L,evirate Marriage: l. Israel; 2.
Ancient Near East.

ybm. s. Belkin, "L,evirate and Agnate Marriage in Rabbinic and cognate Literattre," teR,
N.s. 60 (196911970),775-329; M. Burrows, "Lrvirate Marriage in Israel," JBL,59 (l94tr),
23-33; idem, "The Marriage of Boaz and Ruth," JBL, 59 (lg,t0), 45-454; idem, *T\e Ancient
Oriental Background of Hebrew Lrvirate Marriage," BASOR, TT (19,m), 2-15;E. Chtera, Mbed
Tixts. Publicatiots of thc Baghdad school, 5 (193a); G. R. Driver and H. c. Mrles, The Assyrian
raws (oxford, 1935),24otr; H. Gese, M. Hiifner, and w. Rudolph, Die Religionen Absyriens,
Altarabiens und der Mandiicr. RdM, l0l2 (1970), l-232; S. D. F. Goitein, ..Zur heutigen praxis
der Leviratsehe bei orienthlischen Juden," JPos, 13 (1933), 159-166 c. H. Gorclon, IJgaritic
Literaure. SPIB, 98 (1949); J. Gray, The l,egacy of Canaan. SW, 5 (21965); F. Horst, ..Levi-
ratsehe," RGGr, rv, 338f.; P. Koschaker, 'zum l*vir.at nach hethitischem Recht," R.Ida,
2 (l%3),77-89;D. A. Lrggett, Thc lzvirate and Goel Instiutiow in tlw OT (Cherry Hill,
N.J., 1974) (with bibliog.); J. IU. Mittelmann, Der altisraelitisclu Leviru (Leipzig, 1934);
J. Morgenstern, '"The Book of the Covenant, Part II," HUCA, j (1930), 19-258, esp. 159ff.;
A. F. Puukko, "Die leviratsehe in den altorientalischen Gesetzen," ArOr, l7l2 (l%9),
296-99; L. I. Rabinowitz, "Levirate Marriage and galigah," EncJud, Xl, 122-l3l; K. H.
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l. l. Meanings and Occurrences. The rootybm refers to a special kind of relation-
ship by marriage,r i.e., the relationship between members of two families that has
come into being through the marriage of persons belonging to these families. The
crux of the relationship is defined by the directives in Dt. 25:5-10. Herc ybm relates
the brother Oabam) of a man who has died without a son to the latter,s widow, who
is termed y"[dmh* (or ydbemel*) in relationship to "her" yatran.It is implicit in the
term that the ydMm is obligated to take "his" yefimi in levirate marriage (piel of
ybm).ln the narrative in Gen. 38, Judah asks his second son onan to consummate a
levirate marriage with his brother's widow (weyabbEm'o@h) and..raise up" offspring
for his brother (v. 8). Almost everywhere in the OT and in later Jewish literature, the
root ybm has this specialized meaning, referring to the obligation of a yd[dm to hts
y"Wma. An exception is found in Ruth l:15,2 where aye[tuna is associated with a
woman, Ruth, referring to the widow of the deceased brother of her likewise deceased
husband, and in Bab. ieb. lo2apar.,Iw. r. 20, 163\, where Moses is referred to as
the ydfim of Elizabeth, the wife of his (still living!) brother Aaron.

2. statistics. The noun yafum occurs twice in the or (Dt. 2s:5,7); the fem. equiv-
alenty"[dmh* (orydpemel*) occun 5 times (Dt.25:7a,b.9; Ruth l:lSa,b). The piel
of ybm (a denominative verb from ydfrm3) occun 3 times (Gen. 3g:g; Dr. 25:5,7).
The suggestion of a Hebrew verbybm, meaning "create," in ps. 6g:lg (Eng. v. l7f
is not as convincing as the usual emendation b' msyny (for MT bm syny),..(yahweh)
'came from' Sinai (to the sanctuary)."

3. The Root in other semitic l,anguages. Both nouns, fibdm andy"fudmh, are found
also in Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and Syriac, as is the verb (in the piel or
pael). Middle Hebrew has two additional nouns, yibbfim, "levirate marriage,"s and
y"bd.mitt, "consummation of levirate marriage." It also uses the hithpael and nithpael
of the verb ybm, with the fbamh rather than ttrc ydbdn as subject: ..be taken in
levirate marriage.'6 Syriac also has yabmfrfi, , ..levirate.,'

Rengstorf, 
"/ebamot. Die Mischna, III/l (Giessen ,1929);H. H. Rowley, ..The Marriage of Ruth,',

HThR,40Q947),77-gg:hrsThesemantofthelord(oxford,11963), l6g-lg4(wittrbibliogJ;w Rudolph, Das Buch Rry.!ar,xvll/l (1962),60ff.; J. scheftelowitz, ..Die tevhatsehi,';
ARw, 18 (1915), 25o-56; T. Thompson and D. Thompson, "Some trgal problems in the Book
of Ruth," 14 18 (1968),79-99; M. Tsevat, "Maniage and Monarchiial Lrgitimacy in ugarit
and Israel,""Iss, 3 (1958), 237-243; B. N. wambacq, "Lr mariage deRuth,; Mabigo n"iii
Tisserant, I. Studi e Testi, 231 (Rome, l9&), 4/;9459.

I Cf. + fin hfi.
2 As in Yebam. ii.3; iii.3; xv.4a; cf. Rengstorf, 17.
3 Rengstorf, 3*, n. l; K8L3,367a.
4 M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography III,- Bibt,6 (1965), 313f., on the basis of

Ugaritic (see I.3).
5 Rengstorf, 3*, n. l
6 Cf. Rengstorf on Yebam. i.2b and 4b.
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According to KBL3,7 Arabic has a verb rwbama, "beget," but such a verb does not
appear in the standard lexica.t

The meaning of ybm andybmt in Ugaritic is disputed. On the basis of Heb. ydfudtn,

ybme has been translated "brother-in-law,"to but the fragmentary texts give no further
information about the person so designated. More important is the discussion of the

epithet ybmt l3mm applied to Anat, which frequently stands in parallel with btlt 'nt,

"virgin Anat."tl Initially, the translation "sister-in-law" was preferred on the basis of
Heb. y"bdmh.'l2 more recently, the meaning "progenitress" has found increasing ac-
ceptance. It was fust proposed by Albright on the basis of ydrnim* , "progenitor,"r3
then in connection with the root wbm (cf. Arab. twbama [?]).'4 If /.3m means "peo-
ple"ls (cf. Heb. le'dm) or "prince,"16 we have four possible translations: "sister-in-
law of peoples,"17 "sister-in-law of princes,"lt "progenitress of peoples,"le or "pro-
genitress of princ6s."zo "Sister-in-law" could be meant only in a general and atypical
sense, especially if l3run is considered a singular referring to "Prince" Ba'al, so that
ybmt lSmm is translated "sister of Ba'al.'2r lf ybmt, however, means "progenitress,"
then ybm must be interpreted similarly if it is not to be separated from ybmt, and
translated "progenitor." In at least one passage, however,22 this interpretation is prob-
lematic: "progenitor for (?) the gods (or: for El)." In yet another passage,2s lSmm

appears wfihout ybmt in parallel with btlt; Gesez considers it a special name for Anat,
"while ybmt ctaracterizes her status as an independent woman." This leaves open the
question of what ybmt means in combination with l3run. ln view of these problems,
it is not surprising that Aistleitner terms the root 1,brn "obscure."2s

7 P.367a.
E [.ane; Lisdn al-'arab; M. al-Murtada al-Zabidi, Td! al-'arils (1888; repr. 1965); G. W. F.

Freytag, Lcxicon ambico-latinwn (Halle, 1830-37); A. al-BustEni, Fdkihat al-Bustan (Beirut,
1927-1930; repr. 1930); Muhlt al-Muhit; R. P. A. Dozy, Supplhment aut dictionnaires arabes
(21977 ; repr. lriden, l98l).

e KTA , l .6 I, 31; Ll6 ll, 32.
ro Gordon, 43,79;CML, l66;b.
tt KIA, 1.4 II, 15; l.lO m, 3; 1.3 II, 33; also l.l7 VI, 25 and in line 19 as Anat's epithet

for herself; cf. also KTU, 1.3 lII, 12.
12 Gordon, 29,50, 18, 90; also 19; CML, l66b ("rclative by marriage").
r3 W. F. Albright, "Recent Progress in North-Canaanite Research," BASOR,70 (1938), 19,

n. 6.
' la [n a letter to M. Burrows; cf. Burrows, 6f.; cf. UT, no. 1065.

ts W, no. l3t+6;WUS, no. 1433.
t6 cML, 158b.
17 Gordon.
IE CML.
te Albright.
20 UI, no. 1065.

" Goy,43, n.8.
22 KTU, 1.6 I, 31.
23 KTU,l.l3,20.
2a Gese, 157.
2s wUS, no. 1130.
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4' Etymology. what. does this evidence suggest for the etymorogy of Heb. fibd.m?
Jf lhe trms ybm andybmr designate in-laws ii ug*iti", ..brother-in-law,, 

and ..sister_
in-laq" then this wourd 

-be 
the primary meaning. The interpretation of ydgdm asdesignating the brother of a man who nL aiea without a son, having the obrigationof entering into levirate -1-lg" (pier of ybm), would then represent a special devel-opment within Hebrew and other ranguages depending on HJbrew for this-meaning.The original (broader) meaning wouto stitiue visibre in Ruth r;15 and Bab. seb. ro2a.But it is in this broader meaning thatydfidn cannot be associated with Arab. ywbama,

"beget," assuming that there iJsuch a root. A brother-in-law has ,o*ring inherent todo with-the begetting of children. But if Ugar. ybmt means..progenitresr,,, then it canhardly have anything to-do with geA. yipn and related *orir. The begetting ofchildren is the purpose of-eve1v marriage, notlust revirate marriage; the speciar featureof such a marriage, the fact that the trt ro, i, reckoned u, trr"-roo of the deceasedhusband, is not brought o:!_uy the term "beget." There is thus no evidence for anetymological connection of Heb. yAWn with iJgaritic or Arabic.

.5.' vysions. Among the versions, the Ti*gumim and syriac use nouns and verbs

*:::1 j,:t-,*'f: r!?* ! y:p,.is ".[-'i,,; ;ffi i;;,"" # #il:
\\:lil::^:",Il3_.013:1s,2.1ii,r,r,#;;;;;r,*,*',,1!,;U#:,XTl:25,4 (Pseudo-Jonathan; cf. Bab. yeban. 4a); ybm pael in Ruth 4:5.

i;1f::^: ::f:^:ry*l'. fg:1 n#','ii iri';;'i";'ydwn riterauy as

#3,(:":::^"3:::1*?l*"1::,::"1*r,*li"-,,"','I,;ff ;dff ,'#
T:?:,"r:y:r^i!?_yg:2um?)(Dt.zs,zupj.r",;;;;;:;:';r;;;ffi ffil,Y;
_?"f ::^o*,.*:11il-;;1;,;",",;;"*r;Ii;;;;';'i.'|;i.TiJ:f 1Tfl 'J#'.:.Lu r. r J, wlltifc,lK!::,1T.-:"::,g"I-:t 

3e1ins "siJter-inJaw,'27 it uses the word sj,nnynphos,

lllf , ::*:r,e appositely, sambre ilein rc"r. Ia;ii ;^;: . \;', ft,.[. fi ;ffi .",;for fin hithpaet).

of this marriage is accounted the son of the deceaseJ:ffi;;;:;H:X,Tfi;
26 See I.3 above.
27 See I.l above.
28 See I.l above.

- l* 
yaba*, the vurg. does not use revir (which is attested, though rare, from the3rd century on) butfrater viri (Dt. 25:7ba) orfrater eius (v.5ba); for y"wma it usesuxor fratris (Dt. 25:7a) or simply murier (w. 7bo,9), and in Ruth l:l5a cognata,representedinv. l5bbyea.For theverb, itusessociare (Gen.3g:g) orinconiugiwnsu'nere (4" 25:7bB), while in v. 5b it paraphrases w"yibb,mh with et suscitabit semcnfratis sui (cf. v. 7bc).

II. The Institution of Levirate Marriage.
l. Israel. The institution of revirate marriage in the strict sense is presupposed inIsrael and Judaism when a man dies without a son (LXX in Dt. 25:5: without off-

:r.iL?:111'^"^*'_* 1\ yiaou his sister_in_laq to wife, and the firsr_born son
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this situation are brother-in-law and sister-in-law called ydfum and yebdni, with the

relationship itself (from the perspective of the male) being called yibb?m. It is disputed
whether the relevant OT texts in Gen. 38; Dt. 25:5-lO; Ruth 4 reflect various stages
(five according to Morgenstern) in the development of the institution, itself possibly
Canaanite in origin,2e or whether the narratives in Gen. 38 and Ruth 4 and the leg-
islation in Dt. 25:5-10 presuppose the same idea of a widow's remarriage within the
family of her deceased husband.3o That the piel of ybm refers to a permanent mqrriage,
not just the begetting of a son for the deceased brother, can be seen from DL 25:6
("first-born") and from Gen. 38:14b (the widow becomes the 'rIJ6 of her brother-in-
law), in what is probably the earliest passage (J).

According to Gen. 38, the brothers of the deceased are obligated to enter into
levirate marriage with his widow. The obligation passes in order of birth (w. 7f. , I I )-
here for narrative reasons, but probably in agreement with actual practice.3l The theory
that the father of the deceased also has this obligation32 is contrary to the narrative:
Judah sees that he should have given his grown son Shelah to Tirmar (v.26a); the sons

she has borne him belong to him, not to the deceased 8r.33 Voluntary levirate marriage
on the part of a distant relative is not presupposed in Ruth 4; it is therefore highly
unlikely in Gen. 38, although not totally out of the question.s Dt. 25:5-10 also speaks

of a levirate obligation only on the part of the brothers of the deceased. V. 5a states

explicitly that they "dwell together," either in their father's house or without dividing
their inheritance. This is also assumed in Gen. 38:8, where the father urges his son

Onan to fulfill his levirate obligation, while refusing to give his third son to his
daughter-in-law; both sons are therefore still under his authority. Dt. 25:7 -10 provides
the ydbdtn the right to refuse levirate marriage, even though the refusal involves public
defamation on the part of the y"bdrni, who pulls (bh) a sandal off his foot and spits
in his face (v. 9). Whether the narrator of Gen. 38 was aware of this possibility remains
unknown; in any case the plot ofhis story precludes it: Onan cannot escape his levirate
obligation, but can only prevent the begetting of a son that would not belong to him.

Many legal and historical problems are raised by Ruth 4. There is no question of
levirate marriage, either in word (the rcotybm does not occur, nor is there any reason

for it to) or in fact: the marriage in question is not that of a brother but of a distant
relative of Elimelech (to whom the first "redeemer" is more closely related than Boaz),
and not to his widow Naomi, but to her (likewise widowed) daughter-in-law. The point
of the narrative in Ruth 4 is that Boaz marries Ruth; but the legal institution involved
is not levirate marriage but g"'ull6, "redemption," the right or obligation of close
relatives to buy (or buy back) real property that an Israelite is forced to sell (cf. Lev.
25:25ff . ; Jer. 32:6tr.;-- )xl gd' al). According to Ruth 4:5, 10, the "redeemer" (96' El),

a distant (!) relative-the practice of the period or (more likely?) a special feature of

2e Burrows, 30.
30 Thompson.
3r Cf. later Yebam. iv.Sf.
32 Among others, Morgenstern, 180; for the ancient Near East, see II.2 below.
33 Rengstorf, l6*f.; Rudolph, 63.
3a Rudolph, 62f.
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this particular narrative-must "buy" Ruth as well as the property. only the stated
purpose, restoring the name of the dead (Elimelech? Mahlon?) (w. 5,10), recalls Dt.
25:5-lo; neither is it stated that the son to be born belongs to the ..deceased.,'

The purpose of levirate marriage is to "raise up" offspring (Gen. 3g:g; cf. v. 9), a
"name" (Dt.25:7; cf. w. 6,9), for a man who has died without a son, to preserve his
"lineage" in the clan or "in Israel" (Dt.25:7; cf. v.6). protection and economic
security for the widow3s are not mentioned in Gen. 3g or Dt. 25:5-lo (for Ruth 4, see
the paragraph above), but are achieved by levirate marriage; the widow, however, is
prevented from marrying anyone outside the fumily of her deceased husband (D.
25:5aB)' There would be no need to fear the loss of family property in such a situation,
since the woman herself does not represent such property36 and as a widow has no
right of inheritance.3T

Lev. 18:16 and,20:21 deal only with illegal intercourse between a man and his
sister-in-law. Later Judaism devoted much discussion to problems of family law grow-
ing out of levirate marriage, as well as the possibility of refusal (bat$a).cf. also Mk.
12:18-27 pal

2. Ancient Near East. In the ancient Near East, something comparable to levirate
marriage in Israel with respect to the parties and purposes involved is discussed to
varying degrees in the Hittite and Middle Assyrian laws (not in the code of Ham-
murabi), and in one text each from Nuzi and Ugarit.

According to Hittite law,3t a widow is taken in marriage by a relative of her deceased
husband in the sequence brother-father; if the latter dies, she may be taken in marriage
by a brother of the father or a brother (in this case probably already married) of the
deceased, or by a brother's son. The absence ofa son or offspring is not specified, but
may be presupposed3e when the widow is given economic security through inheritance
of her husband's property.{

According to Driver-Miles, $33 (fragmentary), if a widow living in her father's
house has sons, she remains with them. If she has no sons, her father-in-law gives her
as wife to another of his sons.ar If there is no brother of her deceased husband
available, her frther can give her as wife to her father-inJaw If there is no surviving
brother-in-law or father-in-law, the woman is a "widow,, and legally free. Accordinl
to $43, if a son for whom his ftther has "anointed,, a girl to be his brideo or givei
nuptial gifts to her father dies or runs away, the son's father may give the girt as wife
to another of his sons, provided the latter is at least ten years old. If the only son is
less than ten years old, the bride's father can either agree to the marriage or return the

3s Thompson, Leggett.
36 Contra Puukko, 298f.
37 Thompson disagrees.

'E HG, II, $79*; cf. l*ggett, Zlf.
3e Cf. Koschaker,80.
4 HG,II, $II, 78*.
ar Cf. also Driver-Miles, $30.
a2 Cf. also E. Kutsch, Salbung als Rechtsakt im AT und im alten Orient. BAW,87 (1963),

29tr.
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nuptial gifts; if there is no other son, the nuptial gifts are returned. According to $31,
on the other hand, if a man's wife dies and he does not wish to take back the nuptial
gifts, he can, with the consent of his father-inJaw, marry a sister of his deceased

wife.
There is a parallel to Driver-Miles, $43 at Nuzi: according to one text,43 a man who

has purchased a wife for his son can give her to another of his sons if the first dies.
At Ugarit, there is a texta presupposing that the widow of a king, presumably son-

less,as will be married by his brother. At Nuzi-in contrast to Israel-the existence
of children is presupposed.6

This survey shows clear differences from the Israelite institution reflected in the

root ybm. Among both the Hittites and the Assyrians, the obligation to marry a man's

widow extends beyond his brothers; in Driver-Miles, however, it is limited to a woman,
married ($33) or espoused ($43), living in her father's house. There are substantial
differences in $31. Since by Hittite law a widow inherits her husband's property,aT the
regulation of her remarriage appears intended to keep this property in the (deceased)

husband's family if possible. The Assyrian laws, on the contrary, protect the rights of
the husband and his family, which exist by virtue of gifts given to the bride's father
($$30f., 43); for this purpose they expand the possibilities for exercising these rights
before the final recourse, the reclaiming ($$gOf.) or return ($a3) of the gifts. The
motif of guaranteeing the "name," the hereditary lineage of a man who has died
sonless, through levirate marriage does not appear elsewhere in the ancient Near East,
except possibly at Ugarit.

Kutsch

a3 Chiera, no. 441.
44 RS 16.144 (PRU,lrr,76).
a5 Tsevat, 239.
6 l*ggett,24.
47 HG,II, S78*.

Vi)l yaOet; i1pl2 yabbaih; npfl yabbeier

Contents: I. Occurrences and Meaning: l. Root; 2. Verb; 3. Derivatives; 4. Toponym. II.
Usage: 1. General; Negative; 2. Sayings Concerning Judgment and Salvation; 3. "Dry tand"
at the Exodus; 4. Dry Land and Sea.

I. Occurrences and Meaning.

l. Root- The root yDi, which is found also in other Semitic languages,r is found in
Hebrew primarily as a verb; it also appears as a qolil adjective and in the derived

I Cf. KBL' , s.v.
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nouns yabbdii and yabbeiel. since the verb, adjective, and nouns appear in similar
semantic contexts and in similar types of texts, not rarely in combination, it is both
appropriate and necessary to treat them together.

All the forms have something to do with ..(being or becoming) dry" (cf. _+ I-ln
fidra[ l, which also appears in combination with yd[Ei: rsa. 42:15; 44:27; Jer. 5l:36;
Nah. l:4), usually in the literal sense, more rarery (but more significantly) in a met-
aphorical sense. Phenomena of daily life may be involved, such as dry bread or dried
grapes. In texts of more theological importance, apart from the group of texts that
describes the route of Israel through the sea when they were delivered out of Egypt2
as a path on dry land in the midst of the sea,3 dryness is viewed as something n"gutiu",
something to be avoided.a It is something that is or should be overcome, especially
when metaphorical usage is involved.s

It is also a negative counterpart to positive concepts (cf. its frequent contrast with
lab), and in combination with such positive terms it can mean something like ..every-

thing, everywhere.'6 It is especially common to speak of "dryness,' in pejorative
descriptions, as in announcements of judgment.T

It may be seen already that within the OT ybi and its derivatives, despite their
occasional association with the exodus that is also reflected in statements about Yahweh,s
power over the dry land and the sea, have no special theological significance and
certainly no positive overtones; what they express never has any connection with a
beneficial act of God or with human prosperity.

2. verb. According to the usual count, the verb occurs 3g times in the qal; in this
stem it usually means "be dry" or more rarely "become dry" (Gen. g:7,14; Josh.
9:5,12;1 K. l3:4; 17:7; lob 8:12; l2:I5; 14:ll; 18:16 ps. 22:l6lEng. v. l5l; 90:6;
l02:5,12f4,11); 129:6; Isa. 15:6; t9;5,7;27:tl; 4O:7f.,24; Jer. l2:4;23:10; 5O:3g;
Lam. 4:8; Ezk. 17:9f. [3 time.s]; 19:12;37:Il; Hos. 9:16; loel t:12,20; Am. l:2;4:7;
Jon. 4:7; zr*. 1l:17).Isa. 50:2 should be added to these passages, where tibai should
be read, following the LXX and lQIs. In Gen. 8:7 and rsa.27:ll,the form y"g6i(e1)
should be interpreted as the qal infinitive construct, rather than being derived from
the noun yabbeiel.t

The piel appears only in Job 15:30 and prov. 17:22 (bth times metaphorically) in
the sense of "make dry" (as in Akkadian) or "d4r" (transitive). In Nah. 1:4 the hiphil
should probably be read.e According to Jenni, the piel is used for statements about
universal human experience (cf. Prov. 17:22: lA downcast spirit dries up the bones"),
where the subject is emphasized and the resulting condition is considered in isolation.

2 -> NIr yA;A, afi _-+ ;t)y ,Ah.
3 + dt ydm.
a See II.3.
5 See II.l.
6 See II.4.
7 11.2.
t Gr, S70a l, n.2.
e Cf. BLe, $382, and E. Jenni, Das hebriiischc pi,el (Zrtrich, 196g), 104.
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There are 12 occurrences of the hiphil (Josh. 2:lO;4:23 [twice];5:1; Ps. 74:15; Isa.

42:15 [twice);44:27; Jer. 51:36; Ezk. 17,24;19:12) with the meaning "cause to dry

out" (with the accusative), plus Znc. lo:ll with the intransitive meaning "dry out"

(internally transitive).ro Nah. 1:4rr should be added to this list. The hiphil is used for

"processes involving special circumstances; the emphasis is on the process itself, which

is brought into relationship with other processes."l2 When the piel or hiphil is used,

Yahweh is always the subject, directly or indirectly; even the east wind inBzk. 19:12

is under his control and comes from him.13

The LXX use6 apoxErainein for the qal and piel, xErainein for the qal, piel, and

hiphil; it also uses xEr6s gignesthai for the qal (Ezk. 37:ll) ar,d exairein for the hiphil
(Jer. 51:36[LXX 28:36]). We also flrlrd kotoxErainein and marainein.

3. Derivatives. There are 9 occurrences of the adj. ydfi€i. Besides the meaning
*dry,' it is frequently used metaphorically (often in contrast to lqk) in the sense of
..decaying" or something similarly negative and undesirable (Nu. 6:3; l1:6; Job 13:25;

Isa. 56:3; Ezk. 17:24 21:3(2O:47); 37;2,4; Nah. l:10). To these occurrences should

be added Sir. 6:2; 14:10 (metaphorical usage; also cf. Sir. 14:9 conj.) and IQH 3:30;

8: 19 (LXX: x?r6s, latdxEros).
The noun yabbdi| occurs 14 times. It can mean "dry ground" (Isa. 4:3), "dry

land" (Ex. 14:16,22,29;15:19; Josh. 4:22; Neh. 9:11 [possibly "dryshod"?]), or simply

"land" in contrast to "sea" (+ E'ydm) (Gen' 1:9f.; Ex. 4;9; Jon. 1:9,13;2:11; Ps'

66:6). This last meaning is also found in 1QH 3:31; 8:4; in IQH l7:4 the meaning

is unclear. In Palmyrene, also, the hendiadys blm' wbybi' means something like

"everywhere."14 The LXX uses 6nydros, xEr6s, and sometimes simply 97.

Finally, the noun yabbeiet o€curs twice (Ex. 4:9 [in combination wirhyabbdi6);Ps.
95:5). Here the Lxx reads x?r6s and p. For discussion of Gen. 8:7 and Isa. 2',|:ll,
see I.2 above.

In the Dead Sea scrolls, besides IQH 3:30f. (the fire of Belial destroys both the

green and the dry, as well as the land; cf. Ezk. 2l:3f2o:47lrs), lQH 8 is of special

importance: the community is compared to a sacred colony living beside brooks and

springs in the midst of a dry land, for which it praises Yahweh. In IQH 8:4,19f., the

noun, adjective, and verb appear together. The meaning of 8:19f., however, is obscure.

On 8:4, cf. Isa. 44:3.

4. Tbponym. The village Jabesh (in) Gilead is mentioned in Jgs. 21:8f.; I S. ll;
3l:11,13 and Wssim; I Ch. 10:11f. It has not been definitely identified, despite the

ro Cf. Jenni, 46, lO4.
11 On the close relationship of this hiphil to similar forms of b6.i, as well as the deliberate

play on the meanings "dry up" and "perish," see H. Seebass, "tr21f ttbi lb6sh)," TDOT, ll, 57,
-5ff.; 

also M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography III," Bibl, 6 (1965), 314f.
12 Jenni, 104.
13 Contra Jenni, 104.
t4 DISO, lo3.
15 The subject is discussed in F. Lang, "rrtQ," TDNT, Yl' 939.
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common references to w6di (el)yabis and (possibly) rhe yabisi of the Amarna let_
ters'r6 whether "Jabesh" in2K. l5:10,13f. is a peisonal name or a toponym (of a
different village) is a matter of debate.

II. Usage.

l' General; Negative. Used in a general sense and without particular theological
televance, ybi or one of its deriraatives first appears in Nu. 6:3 (the Nazirites must eat
neither fresh [/al,] nor dried [LXX: snphis) crapes) and Josh. 9:5,12 (the Gibeonites
take hard, dry bread along as part oftheir stratagem). Both these occurrences involve
the adjective. In the passages mentioned below, the verb in the qal is used unless
otherwise mentioned.

Human death is like the drying up of a river (Job l4:ll1.rt
During their desert wanderings, the people complain that their throats are dry (Nu.

l1:6 Ul; adj.); v. 5a describes the contrasting posiiive in detail.
As these @curences already suggest, yDJ and its derivatives are frequently found

in contexts where "dryness" (literal or figurative) is looked on as something negative
to be overcome, to be changed into something positive.

Thus the psalmist inps.22:16(15) lamens: ..My palate [conj. bikr6) is dried up
like a potsherd," possibly describing a fever that grips him (ci. v.-titt+l). This motif
rcappears in similar descriptions of distress in individual and community laments: ps.
N:6; lu2:12(ll) (cf. Isa. 15:6). ps. 90:6 comparcs human beings to the grass, which
soon "withers"; this is a common motif in other passages (ps. 129:6; Isa. 40:7f.; Ezk.l7:lo; 19:12), where it is the hot wind that causes the sudden change (cf. Ezk. 19:12;
hiphil).

In Ezk. 37:ll, the peopre likewise rarnent, "our bones are dried up," ramenting
their distress in exile; the whole vision of Ezekiel, which describes the situation of the
exilic community, grows out of this motif. V. llb characteristically interprets ..dried
up" as meaning "without hope." Ezk.37:2,4 (adj.) describe the bones emphatically
as being "very d4r"; but they can and must hear the word of yahweh spoken to them
through the mouth of Ezekiel. Here again the interp,retation of v. l l given above may
be cited: Ezk. 37:rff. repeatedry states the prophet's paft in ..revivini', the peopre!

li*tty- Job complains to yahweh that he is like dry (adj.) chatrieforahim (Job
13:25; cf. Nah. l:10),rt so that yahweh's power as judje is totally disproportionate to
Job's impotence and meaninglessness.

2' Sayings Concerning Judgment and Salvation Since it is Yahweh who holds sway

, 16 EA 256,28; but cf. J. A. Knudtzen, ed., Die Et-Anwrna-Tafeln. VAB, Z (2lg(r'l), 1320, n.See M' Noth, "Jabes-Gilead: Ein Beitrag zur Methode der alnestamentiicher Topographie,,,
7,DpV, 69 (1953), 2g_41 : his Aufsiiae zi btbtischen Landes- und Altertunskunde (Neukirchen_vluyn' l97l), I, 47G488; K. Euiger, *Jabes,' BHHV,II, 290f. Noth and Elliger identify the.lg yl! ttt el-Maql0b. cf. also l. l. simori, rhc ceographicit 

""irds*pnicar rbxts of theoT. stFS,2 (1959), 9671.
17 Cf. F. Horst, Hiob. BK, Xyltl (1968), in loc.t8 AuS, III (1933), 137.
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over the sea and the dry land, the waters dry up when he withholds them (Job 12:15)

and the waters of the Deluge dry up (Gen. 8:7 [P]; cf. the dating of this event in v.

14 tPl). Yahweh causes streams to dry up (Ps. 74:15; hiphil) and Jonah's castor bean

plant withers when Yahweh sends a worm to attack it (Jon. 4:7).

Yahweh's causing something to dry up or causing something grcen to wither as a

sign or consequence of his judgment is therefore an especially common motif in
proclamations or descriptions of this divine judgment (cf. + )an ltnrab I), charac-

terizing it as imminent. The passages discussed in II. I therefore have some relationship
with those to be discussed here inll.2, which may indicate that the use of ybJ and its

derivatives in these two semantic clusters is the earliest.
That God's judgment brings or consists in dryness is also stated by not a few

important ancient Near Eastern texts from outside Israel. Before punishing them with
the flood, Enlil sends a drought to decimate raging (rebelling?) humanity.le

Never in the OT is a drought associated with the (or a) "death" of Yahweh, as such

a drought is associated in a Ugaritic text with the death of Ba'a1.20 Similar passages

appear in the Ugaritic epics of Aqhat2l and Keret.22 There it was also the god Mot
who was the god of drought.

According to the OT, the brook Cherith dries up because Yahweh withholds the

rain, which is to be understood as a punishment (l K. t77;cf. Am' 4:7). At Yahweh's

rebuke the fish dry up, since they are without water (Isa. 50:2 conj.23). The hand that

the king stretches forth against the prophet dries up (1 K. 13:4). It is also Yahweh

who dries up the green tree (Ezk. l7:?t1; hiphil). Misfortune comes upon the city of
Nineveh, since it is consumed like dry (adj.) stubble in Yahweh's judgment (Nah. l:10;
cf. Job 13:25); misfortune likewise befalls the worthless shepherd, whose arm will
wither (Zec. 1l:17). The lament over Moab speaks of the grass that is withered (Isa.

15:6). The Nile, too, dries up and all the adjacent farmland with it (Isa. 19:5,7), when

Yahweh so desires and decrees. Yahweh's fire will consume every green tree and every

dry (adj.) tree (Ezk. 2l:3120:471). The judgment upon Babylon that leads to the freeing

of the exiles will have as one of its consequences the drying up of the canals there

(Jer. 50:38; cf. 51:36 thiphill). Drying up or withering as an element of judgment is
also found in Ezk. l7:9; Hos. 9:16; Joel t:12,20. The exiled community, having

experienced God's judgment themselves, lament that the daughter of Zion and her

youths have become as dry as wood (Lam. 4:8); Isa. 27:11 shows that the dry branches

of Eees were broken off for firewood. And those who hate Zion are like grass that

withers (when it is pulled up? Ps. 129:6).

In Nah. l:4, the fact that Yahweh dries up (hiphiD the rivers is an element and

consequence of his coming as judge; it is part of the theophany of judgment. The

re Atra[asis, n, l, 15. On dryness as a divine punishment, cf. also the entries under
"Diirre" in WbMyth,I, 574; also H. Gese in Gese, M. Hiifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen

Altstriens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier. RdM, l0l2 (1970), 79, 85, 89f', 136, 184.
m KTU, 1.3 V, 17tr
2t KTU, l.l9 l, 30.
22 KTU, l.16III, 12ff.
23 See above, I.2,

tt
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same idea is also present in Am. l:2, where ydbEi should not be emended to y"bai
(on the basis of Isa. l9:g; 33:9). parallelism with + :?lx ,afut t,in"q is also foundin ler. l2:4; 23:lo, both of which are probabry later additionr.. sir"" Amos also
speaks of drought as an act of Yahweh,s judgment in Am. 4:7,2s there is no reason onthat account to deny Amos' authorship oi r,2.ru The passage sf"ars of yahweh,s
coming and its results (cf. Nah. r:4). His coming in a iormlor earthquake?) is not
beneficial but destructive. It will move from south to north, i.e., it will be directed
against the northern kingdom. Here, as elsewhere in Amos, judgment is proclaimed
against northern Israel; carmel2T is singled out as a particular symbol of fertility,
because it, too, will fall victim to the destruction of this th*prr-yi*ewhat altered
in 

_form 
because only its effects are described) of yahweh come to judgmenl.za

wisdom texts also rryuk 9l "drying up' or- "withering" as a punishment and judg-
ment within the reward/punishment schema.2e nre wicfea ana iootess are compared
to plants without water, which quickly wither (Job g:12f.; rg:16l cf. 15:30 [pier] and
Prov. 17:22 [piel]; also Sir. 6:2; 14:10 as a general maxim).

It is a generally recognized observation, frequenfly mentioned in the context of
Yahweh's judgment, that gass withers quickly in the hoi wind (cf. ps. 90:6; ro2:r2lrrl;
129:6; also Ezk. l7:ro; r9:r2; cf. the discussion in II. l auove;. For this very reason,
because everything earthly withers away in the face of yahweh,s judgment, the themeof DeuteroJsaiah's preaching is the antithetical endurance and effectiveness of yahweh,s
word (Isa. 40:7f.: cf. 40:vr).In Isa. 42:15 (hiphil), too, yahweh's act of judgment iso{l the negative background to his work of salvation for Israel; he who dries up the"depths" (lsa. 44:27 thiphill) can also bring salvation for Israel ('v.2g), since he pours
streams on the "dry ground" (Isa. 44:3 [noun]). Here, too, Deutero-Isaiah borrowsfrom the usual message ofj.rdgment preached by his prophetic predecessors, but givesit a characteristic positive twist, having it surpassed by 

^*on"", of salvation promised
after the judgment to a people that have passea tmougn the judgment (Isa. zro:2).

Even Ezekiel could promise that all the trees would know that yahweh has dried
up the green (loh) ttee (Ezk. 17.24 [hiphil]), but makes the dry tree flourish. According
to Isa. 56:3 (adjective), therefore, no eunuch may say that he is a dry tree; he maybecome a member of the community.

3. "Dry Land" at thc Exodus. p's exaggerated account ofthe exodus event, describ.

li S_eie t Meyer, Jeremia u1! die lalschen 
prophcten. OBO, t3 (1977), lllf.

--" cl: w' Rudolph, Amos..KAT, *uttz rtglil, in roc., contra H. w. woltr, Joer and Amos.Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), in loc.
26 For a discussion of this passage and the metaphor involved, see M. Weiss, ..Methodolo_

gisches iiber die Behandrung der Metapher-aarqeregr an Am.'t,i,;inz-,-zl (1967), r_r5;s 
. YLg*r: j'tt-"rlegungen iur Frage nictr o"n ieri""hungen il'P. p-il.* Amos zum Siid_reich," ThIZ,96 (197r),659-66r; K. Koch, '.Die Rolle-der rryrnnrr'.t"n-auschnitte in derKo-mposition des Amos-Buches,,' ZAW, 86 (1974),530_34.
27 -+ )D1) karmel.
2t For the mention of zion (+ llr ;iw6n), cf. also ps. 50:2; for ..roaring,,,cf. Am. 3:g(---r lNlD Jd'a,e).
2e Cf. H. b. preuss, ..$: 

Aa, ,- TDOT, It,25t., with bibliog.



ing Israel's deliverance at the Sea of Reeds in terms that include yb.i and its derivatives,

is undoubtedly not the earliest statement of this act of deliverance on the part of
Yahweh; but it is theologically the most important, although it merely builds upon

what J (and E?) already said about this event. Ex. 14:16,22,29 (cf. the addition in

15:19; all nouns) describe the revelation ofYahweh's gtory during the passage through

the sea, culminating in the statement that the waters were divided and Israel passed

through the midst of the sea30 on "dry ground."

This motif reappears in Ps. 66:6 and Neh. 9:11 (both nouns); it is also echoed in

7*c- l0:ll (hiphil). According to Josh. 2:10, the canaanites had also heard of this

event. [n losh. 4:22f. (verb in the hiphil plus noun), the answer to the catechetic

question about the meaning of the stones in the Jordan also refers to what happened

al the Sea of Reeds. According to Josh. 5:l (hiphil), the kings of the Amorites and

the Canaanites had heard of the passage of lsrael through the Jordan,3l during which

Yahweh "dried up" the water ofthe river, a clear parallel to what happened at the Sea

of Reeds. It is also P that speaks of the "drying up" of the waters in the context of

the Deluge narrative (Gen. 8:7; cf. v. 14), illustrating its particular interest in this

word cluster.
Ex. 4:9 (J; noun yabbeie) names as a sign32 of Moses' call his potential power to

change into blood water that he pours out onto dry ground.

4. Dry l,and ond Sea. *Dry land" (always the noun) is also contrasted to "sea"

oam) in Gen. l:9f. (P), which state that God "made" the sea and the dry land (Ps.

95:5 ana Jon. 1:9; therefore both are subject to him) by "separating" the dry land

from the sea.33

Jonah's initially theoretical statement in Jon. 1:9 has immediate practical conse-

quences in v. 13: no one can rcach *land" from the sea against the will of Yahweh,

to whom both are subject. Only at his command, therefore, can the fish vomit Jonah

out on "dry land" (2: 1 1[ l0]). This juxtaposition of "dry land" and "sea" shows further

that Yahweh rules over "everything," as is expressed by the antithetical hendiadys,

like "heaven and earth," and is present and at work "everywhere'"34

Preuss

30 _+ a, yam.
3r _+ TI.'p yardEn.
32 F. J. Helftneyer, "nlN'aJ l'6th)," TDOT, l, l8r'.
33 See C. Westermann, Geneiis I -t I (Etg. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 12U22; also -> )if

bdl. Cf. also Hag. 2:6 and L. Schmidt, "De Deo." BZAW, 143 (1976)' 83'
34 Cf. DISO, 103; also I.3 above.



I' occurrences and Meaning. In the or yag6 and its derivatives occur 26times; the verb appears 8 times, a noun lg time.s. T\rc noun forms derive from ther7o!: yag6n (14 occurrerges) and tfig6 @ occurrences). The verb appears in theniphal (passive) and hiphil (acrive); fre piet is used once (tike the hiphil). To datethere is no evidence t : :r, forms of yig6 n ancient semitic languages (Ugaritic,
Akkadian) or in Biblical Aramaic.

illl fisa; f4 yas6n; \ln rfis6

1,": *:l:1"- j},_":yf ' 
f 

n 
lysD .n.a Neo_-puaic inscription from the beginning

:: :i:,|11 :^"iy,,";"-: tund. at li.ntis in I e5s) shourd u" 
""iei"J i" iii ;:;;;;.:Ly:T .1,: l_":ll,::h:, g:. ,ayin is.not" -"- i;;d,;; b* ;ffi;;; ."i'i,i,",

yAgi. l. Scharbert, Der Schnerz im AT. BBB, g (1955).
I KAI, 119.6;tl, l}4f.

the verb yg'. rn this context the meaning of the latter ,*, *ouro ar" * appropriate.
Depending on the stem invorvea,ya[6 has the meaning ..grieve,; or..be grieved.,,

The nouns can arways be transrated "iorrow.', It is arso !*iiut", depending on theparticular context and the parallel terms, to use other rynony.. like .?ain" or ..suf-
fering." For the Neo-punic noun, the meaning "travail,, has 

-ho 
,ogg"rt"d.

This "sorrow" is not an isolated pain of body or mind, but a fun'oamental uay ofreacting to such varied experiences us pain, suffering, or affliction. ..sorrow,, is theopposite ofjoy and gladness.
The semantic field presupposes a subjective element for both the active infliction ofpain and the passive suffering of pain. what happen s n ydgd Jrr"y, involves a

ryrsonal subject or object. The root is often used in-lamentr or ii accounts of lamentsafter alleviation of their cause (5 times each in Psalms and Lamentations, 9 times inthe prophets, and once in Job). As migtrt be expected, wisdom aphorisms containreflections on this human experience (3 occurrences in proverbs). Tire other 3 occur_rences are found in the Joseph saga (twice) and Esther (once).

rI' General usa*e.^In.th" 
l:*qh.^o_ga, Jacob laments that his sons wourd bring

Hfl:,-n::.^::!l?56" -rnto 
Sheol if they were to rake from him his youngest sonsenJamrn atter the Ioss of Joseph. The anticipated potential loss of the youngest songives rise to sorrow' Sorrow is a process. The actualization of sorrow leads eventuallyto a wretched and joyless death (Gen. 42:3g; 44:3r). pain and suffering and theirconsequences can be conceptualized and can be proleptically experienced and defined.They can be properly so identified before their onset.

]he 3 passages in pr-overbs all use dg6 (..sorrof,). All occur in a collection(10:l-216) made up of two earlier coue-ctions (an obsenation of no further rele-vance). The core of this conection comprises wisdom aphorisms dating from the

Contents: I. Occurrences and Meaning. II. General Usage. IU. Theological tJsage: l. ydg6and its Derivatives in Laments; 2. propi'etic L,ament; 3. Announcement 6f salvation; 4. pre_
diction of Disaster; 5. Summary.
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preexilic period. Prov. l0:l; 1413; 17:21 are bipartite aphorisms expressing universal
insights gained through experience. Prov. 10:1 agrees in content with 17:21: a foolish

child is a tfigh ("sonow") to his parents, while a wise (hdftnn) son makes his father
glad. The novo figa refers therefore not to an isolated pain, but to the basic nature

of a life dominated by the present reality of an unfortunate situation.
Prov. 14:13 is not entirely clear: "Even in laughter the heart can be sad, and tfue

end of joy is sorrow" (reading 'ahrit haiiimfti instead of the suffixed form 'ahrtti
3imlt61. Ringgren2 finds here and in v. l0 an acute psychological observation: "One's

inmost feelings are unknown to others." Secret sorrow is veiled by an outward display
of joy.3 Bat'afiri1 can also be translated "border," so that the aphorism could mean

that grief "borders" on joy- pleasue and pain lie side by side in the human heart.
That one can inflict sorrow on others through words is stated in lfi l9:-2 (cf. the

context). Job accuses the others of breaking him in pieces with words and "tormenting"
(t6g)fin) him with reproaches and unjustified reproofs. "Public opinion" as repre-

sented by Job's friends, with its tendency to judge and condemn, tears the noncon-
formist apart with anguish.

In Mordecai's establishment of Purim, an historical explanation is given along with
the date and nature of the festival (Est. 9:22). The feast is to recall the days when the

Jews found relief from all the pogroms, and the month "that had been turned for them
from ydgbn into 1imhh, from mourning into a holiday." Here ydgbn refers to the

emotional experience of an entire people. Sorrow is the result of outward and inward
oppression and persecution. The term ydg6n is used as a sociological expression of
a people's existential state.a

III. Theological Usage.

l. yAgi and i* Derivatives in Lamcns. That the root ydgd in its various verbal

and substantival forms has its particular locus in lament can be seen from its frequent
usage in literary contexts depicting lamentation. The first group to claim our attention
are the individual laments.

In Ps. l3:3(Eng. v. 2), for example, the absence of God creates ydg6n in the +
fi, lebab aad 'Zll6t @robably 'a;;e[e1, although there is much to support the MTs)
in the nepei. God has turned away, causing pain and sorrow. These dominate the

life of the worshipper to his very core, making it unbearable. The same situation is
described in Ps. 31:11(10), the lament of one who is persecuted unjustly. In addition
to laments and petitions, the psalm includes an expression of confidence and a thanks-

giving after the prayer has been heard. The worshipper sees his life spent in sorrow
and sighing OAgOn and'annli). Both these passages could be preexilic.

Ps. 107:39 and 116:3, however, are postexilic. Ps. 116:3 belongs to an individual
thanksgiving, in which a description of need and a lament precede the thanksgiving
proper. The expressions used do not give a clear picture of the specific need or suf-

2 H. Ringgren , Sprilch. ATD , )KV1I I C 1980), rn loc.
3 lbid.
4 Cf. H. Bardtke, KAT, lKVlll5 (l%3), 389-393; Ringgren, ATD, XYlll, in loc.
5 See also H.-J. Kraus, Psalmcn. BK, XVll (s198), in loc.
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fering. "Snares of death" and 'pangs of sheol. are mentioned in parallelism with
ydgbn and ;dra (+'1ir srr). Ttre ttrantsgiving festival liturgy in ps. toz contains
in vv' 33-43 a hymnic expansion expressing general theologoumeia concerning yahweh,s
Power' This section exhibits features typical of Wisdom. Yahweh's social intervention
on behalf of the "needy" (+ l1D\,'efuyin I'ebtty6nl) takes place against the back-
ground of his oppression-of the rich and powerful (n"{Oimi- )T ndb). That the
laffer must submit to rd'6 and ydg6n is due solely to yahweh (Kraus6 would like to
transpose w. 39 and 40, which wourd undoubtedly improve the logic of w. 3g-4r;
it is also possible to interpret v. 39 as anticipating v. a0).

Ps. 107:39, part of a thanksgiving fastival liturgy, is associated only indirectly with
a lament; the association is once again direct in the case of ps. 119:2g (in the 

"Lrt"rtof vv. 25'32). The despair of the psalmist is expressed in general terms: ddlep|
napii mittfrgd ("I am sreepless with sorrow"; ci. v. zs: iab"qd le,dpdr nrpii),
fgllgwed immediately by a prayer for revivar or strengthening it.ougt God,s word
Gi{bafka). Sorrow may encompass the psalmist oo u""o*t o} his lact of devotion.
He senses that his life is not in agreement with God,s Torah. Nothing more precise
can be made out.

A typical lament situation lies behind the quotation rn !er. 45:3, where Jeremiah
cites Baruch's lament before addressing words of comfort to him: ..woe is me! for
Yahweh has added roToy- (yAg6n) to my pan eruyAbD. I am weary with my
groaning (b"'anfti/t), and I find no rest (m"nihh).- This statement gives such a routine
impression that it might be considered a stereotyped expression. In-the present context,it refers to the interweaving of Baruch's personal fortunes with the disastrous fate of
the people. Jeremiah must proclaim judgment to the people.

There is no dispute that the 5 occurrences in Lamentations derive from OT lament
genr€s. But all attempts to define the genre of the individual poems more precisely
run into difficulties. In addition to the dirge, both individual ani collective lament arefound' One poem contains elements from alt the various Iament genres.T As to date,
there is relative unanimity that the poems of L,amentation, *"."- occasioned by thefall of Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple, and were probably composed not
long afterwards.s

Lam. I is a dirge with Zion as its subject (so that Kraus suggests the designation

-lam-ent 
for the destroyed sanctuary"). V. 4 describes the lamentable situation after

the historical catastrophe-the desolation of the city and the suffering of the popu_
lation. In particular, the maidens (b"tul6D, who had-been carefree and at ease during
the rejoicing and dancing of the festivals, are now described as being afflicted withsorrow (nttg6t, niphal ptcp.). In this form of ydg6 is expressed at tn" pain and
:9ooy that the populace, and especially the young women, could suffer in an ancient
Near Eastern city taken in battle. Lam. l:5 designates the reason for the suffering in
strictly theological terms. It is not enemies and oppressors who have ..made her suffer

6 BK, XY12 (19t8), in toc.
7 See the discussion in 

1|rg "9TTr._, 
fgr 9ymd9 H._J. Kraus, Klaselieder (Threni). BK, XX

{1lTQto. Pliiger, Diefinf Megiiloth. HAr,xvti(rl%9);A. wel-"*iiis;ira"r.ArD,xyUz
(r1958).

E On the individual problems of chaps. I and 3, see the comms.
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(hbg6, hrphrl perfect with suffix)," but Yahweh himself, quite actively (as the lament
goes on to state in detail) on account of the transgressions committed by the city. The

worshippers do not turn away from Yahweh, who has occasioned their suffering, but

confess the rightness of his act of judgment. Even in v. 12, when the lament turns
into a graphic description of pain and anguish, nothing is said to qualify the statement

that Yahweh in his fierce anger has inflicted this sorrow (1696; the LXX reads Heb.
hbgant).

Lam. 3 is complex in its structure. Elements of an individual lament appear to
predominate. Since the ydg6 passages appear within a section of the individual
lament that expresses the motif of confidence, the formal problems of the chapter as

a whole can be ignored here. The confidence motif makes use of traditional statements

affirming Yahweh's true nature, confessing his everlasting goodness and mercy.e Lam.
3:31 reaffirms that Yahweh does not cast off for ever (1"'6lim), but rather that when

he has caused grief he will have compassion according to his abundant mercy (v. 32:

ki'im-hbg6 w"ribam l*db hsdddw lQ bsddfryw; pl.l), that he does not willingly
afflict and grieve people (v. 33: vnyyaggeh, probably mispointed; the piel imperfect
should be vay"yaggelr; the hiphil lmpf- twyyi-geft has also been suggested). In this
passage the attempt to overcome the religious crisis following the catastrophe of 587

B.c. in a kind of theodicy achieves a kind of high point. In a timely application of
certain aspects of Israel's faith, Yahweh's true nature and earlier acts are affirmed: he

shows love and acts with mercy. A deserved judgment has come to pass, but it will
be limited in duration. Yahweh's causing yagi is not his opus proprium. This passage

has marked affinities with Deutero-Isaiah.

2. Prophetic Lament. Jeremiah is noted for his "confessions," in which he provides

information about his inward experience as a prophet, and above all about the suffering
involved in his office. Jer. 20:18 is part of a curse on the day of his birttu "Why did
I come forth from the womb to see (only) 'dmdl and yag6n?" What has preceded

explicates the substance of ydg6n and 'dmdt 1+ )aI 'ml): insecurity, persecution,

calumny, and mockery, as well as the failure of his message. These are what Jeremiah

feels are his fate as a prophet called by Yahweh. He feels betrayed by his God (20:.7ff.).

In contrast to the other writing prophets of the OT, Jeremiah reveals much of how the

disaster that befalls his people affects him inwardly: ydg6n 'dlay libbi dawwdy, "My
grief is beyond healing, my heart is sick" (8:18). The message of Yahweh's judgment

that he must deliver makes him sick himself and makes his whole life a life of suffering.
He suffers with his people.

3. Anrwuncement of Salvation In Deutero-Isaiah, ydg6n plays a role in the message

of salvation. Isa. 5l:11 states that sorrow and sighing have fled away (nisfr ydgbn

vo'"nAhi) from those whom Yahweh shall redeem, who will come to Zion. Those

who once tormented (mbgayi[, hiphil ptcp.) Jerusalem must now take the cup of
wrath and judgment and drink from it (51:23), just as Jerusalem had to drink from it

e See Pliiger, HAT, Xylll, in /oc. Kraus, BK, )(X, discusses the author's didactic-parenetic
style.
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O: ?2). The m6gtrn are understood to be the historical entity of the Neo-Babylonians
with their program of military conquest, subjection, and deportation. Isa. 35:10 cor-
ysponds so closely to 5l:ll that it can only be taken as a quotation from Deutero-
Isaiah.

The transformation of mourning into joy and sorrow into gladness forms part of
the complex of ideas behind the message of salraation in Jer. il:13; w. 10-12 of the
larger context also contain the notions of redemption through yahweh and the joyous
return of the diaspora to zion. This is so reminiscent of Isa. s t r t t llsr to) that, iespite
all attempts to ascribe these verses to Jeremiah, they are probably to be dated in the
exilic or postexilic period. That is where these messages of salvation have their Sirz
im l,eben, their locus in history.ro

4. Prediction of Disaster. To Ezekiel's allegory of the two unfaithful sisters Oholah
and oholibah has been ad{ed the pericope of the cup of wrath, in which ydg6n is
also used (Ezk.23:31-34). oholibah (Jerusalem) must drink from the cup t*e drroutr
(Samaria); she will be filled with iikitrnr6n and ydg6n (v. 33). zmmerliu calls this
pair of words a zeugma meaning "drunkenness that causes sorrow." The context shows
that yag6n refers to terrible deraastation, the military destruction of the city and its
subsequent desolation. It is still a matter of debate whether this passage goes back to
Ezekiel himself or is a product of his school. Zmmerli emphasizes that there is no
reason to doubt Ezekiel's authorship.

. 
The phrase nfrga mimm6'zg in z*ph. 3:lg ('.tormented away from the festival,';

niphal ptcp', pl. const.) is unfortunately incomprehensible. The entire verse is corrupt,
{d in particular the phrase in question is usually reconstructed on the basis of the
LXX and appended to v. 17: Eybm m6,ed, ..as on the day of assembly.,,r2 The present
context is a collection of messages of salvation.

5. sutnmary. In theological usage ofydg6 and its derivatives, an individual person
or a group is always affected. people inflict ydg6n on others. The theologicai point
is that individuals or groups may see in this an act of God,s judgment, accept it as
such, and take comfort in the assurance that the God who can 

"*rJror.o* also knows
how to transform pain into joy. Tirust in God's true nature, in his unmerited mercy, is
accompanied by a willing acknowledgment that he is righteous when he brings disaster.tae yagaqls6nltfrgh situations affecting individuals, brought about by inter-
personal conflict, are also brought before God in laments and related to God in prayers
for protection, justice, and relief. Here, too, the motivating force is confidence in
God's ability and willingness to help, rooted in turn in the affirmations and traditions
of ancient Israel. According to the witness of the or, God himself is the subject of
ydgd, binging judgment and disaster upon his peopre; but this power can also be
used to bring deliverance to Israel and disaster to the enemies or coot people. Never,
though, is God himself the object of a ydg6 event.

Wagner

!o The problem is disc_ussed by S. Herrmann, Die prophetischen Heilserwurtungen im AT.BWANT,85 [5/5] (1965), 215trrf W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), in loc.12 See the text and apparatus in BHKI and 8IIS.
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9\l yaga'; !,1? y"Eia'; i1!,|,1 y"gi'6; \ll yaga';

lll yagea': Y'f,1 yagia'

Contents: I. Ancient Near East: l. East Semitic; 2. West Semitic. tr. l. Etymology; 2. Statistics;
3. Distribution;4. LXX;5. Meanings. III. Semantic Domains: l. hofane/Secriara2. Religious
and Theological.

I. Ancient Near East.

l. East Semitic. The Akkadian verb egtt{m) with the meaning "tire"l or "be careless,
neglectful (of duty)"2 is attested from Old Babylonian to Neo-Babylonian and Neo-
Assyrian.

In Old Babylonian laws we frequently find the expression, *If the boatman [or:
watchman, shepherd, tradesman, etc.] was careless,'a referring to an economic or
social offense. Hammurabi assures the people: "I was never careless.'4 Old Babylonian
letters contain instructions not to be careless with silvet' or a building.6 In addition,
one should not "tire" when on watch.T

Religious texts often speak of neglect of or on the part of a deity. A prayer may
state, "I did not neglect to offer your sacrifices,'a or confess, "I have been neglectful,
I have sinned. . . ,'e or pray, "Be gracious to your servant, who has been neglectful."lo
The idea of sin and transgression is expressed directly by egfi(m). In the vassal treaty
of Esarhaddon we read in the context of an oatlu "Whoever . . sins (Jc e-gu-u i-$a-
yu-u) against the oaths of this tablet. . ."1r One can also sin against Esagil.r2 King
Nabonidus, however, insists, "I did not tue (h Egi), did not forget my duty, was not

ydga'. G. Fohrer, "Tkofold Aspects of Hebrew Words," Words and Meanings. Festschift
D. W. Thomas (Cambridge, 1968), 95-103; H. L. Ginsberg, "[rxicographical Notes," ZAW, 5l
(1933), 308f.; E. Jenni, Das hebrbische Pi'el (htrich, 1968),7|f., 99; F. Perles, 'A Miscellany
of lrxical and Textual Notes on the Bible,./OR, N.s. 2 (l9llll2), 130tr; S. Segert, "Zur
Habakkuk-Rolle aus dem Funde vom Toten Meer lII," ArOr, 22 (1954), 452f.

I AHw,l, l9l.
2 CAD,IV (1958), 48f.
3 Eshnunna, $S5, 25; 6, 34; cf. ANE73, 16l; CH $$105, 47; 125, 75; 236, 32; 237, 46;

267, 82; cf. ANEIi, l70t., 176t.
a CH Epilogue, 4O, 15 cf. CAD,IY 49; ANEIi, 177.
5 H. F. Lutz, hrly Babylonian l-etters from lars. YOSBT, 2 (1917\, ll , 12; 134, 17; MDP,

t8,240, 14.
6 G. R. Diver, Leaers of the First Babylonian Dynasty. OECT, 3 (1924),62, 17.
7 O. Schroeder, Altbabylonische Briefe. UAS, 16 (1917), l0f, 6.
E KAR,128, vo. 19.
e J. V. Scheil , Une saison de fouilles i Sippar (Cairo, l9O2), 2, 10.

ro D. W. Myhrman, Babylonian Hymns and Prayers. PBS, lll (l9ll), 2, ii,36.
1r D. J. Wiseman, The Vassal-Tteaties of Esorhaddon. Iraq,2O (1958), 57, line 397; cf.

AHw, I, l9l.
t2 BWL, 56p.



careless (ld adda\"s whel i-t uxas necessary to carry out the words of his deity. Thetutelary deities "at your right hand and ai your leit shall not o"!i""t to watch overyou,"r4 i.e., they shall not grow weary with warching. None of tie astral gods shall"commit an error."t5
The noun egi means a "loose woman,,l6 or a ..sinner,,,lz 

and thus a ..sinful per-son."lt The derived noun egftu, ..carelessness, 
careless sin,-re appears in the sentence:"He made the wind bear away my offenses.'z. such u . 

"*"t&'r-.in," 
h"*;;;;;-;;

also provoke a cursePl or-il committed against a particular deity-1""6 to the de-stlclion of the temple tower.2z The noun ,gitu, ,,"uilosness,.23 
is used in the contextof "forgiving the carelessness of the-sooirsayer,,% and the'noun mEgutu{m), ,,care_

lessness,"2s appears in casuistic laws.6

2' west semitic. In west Semitic, wmds formed on the root yg. are especiallycommon in Arabic. The Arabic root w!' is attested in the verbal torins vafii,a. ..have
pain, suffer," 'awrta'a,-"cause_pain,,, n*ggo,o,..express pain or suffering,,, and thenoun wafia', "p&in, sickness.'zz

Morphologically related is oSA 'sw, ..exert oneself,'zr and the Ethiopic verb wug,a,''wo*y,." found in Tigr{ze kr Neo-punic the morphologically rerated noun ygn, ..ra-
bor,"ro is attested once.

There is no known in1an99 of the rootyg' in ugaritic. one of its semantic elementsaPpears to be found in the disputed verb dlp, *be exhausted.,,3r
In Middle Hebrew the verbar forms of the root y8' (qal, pier, hiphil, hithpaer) are

t3 W. Riillig, ..Erwiigungen 
zu neuen Stelen Kiinig Nabonids,,, ZA, N.s. 22 156) (lg",),

ffi:,rt* 
18; cf. C. J. GaOa, ..The Harran tnr"riptiois of NaUoniAus:,';rsr,8 (1958),64,

]] 1._Yrg_Ca , Babtoyrly 
!-etters of the lanmurapi period. pBS , 7 (tgtil),106, 14.15 EnEl, y,7:cf. A. Heidel, TheB;bybnimc"*tr, (chicago, 21963),4;ANET3,67;CAD,

tv,49.
16 Antagal, F, 127t.
t_l BWL,56; Ludlul bEl nEmeqi, III, p.t8 cAD, lv, 47.
re AHw, l, lX); CAD, ly, 6.
: B,WL,sO,_line 60, Ludlul bEl nCmeqi, III, 60.zr Surpu, ilI,142.

,.:-! *g'-^in, Royar Inscriptions and Fmgments from Nippur and Babyron. pBS, 15(1e26),69, 6.
23 AHw, l, l9l; cAD, Iy st.
2a E. Klauber, poritisch-religi\se Tbxte aus der sargonidenzeit (r*ipzig, rgr3), r2g, 5.2s AHw, Il,640.
26 cf' M. civil, "New sumerian Law Ragments ," Festschrift B. Landsberger.As, 16 (r%5), 6.27 l-ane, VIU. 3049.
2t REs, 3854,2; cf. w. w. Muller, 'Artsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischen kxicon,,,zAw,7s (1963), 309.
2e TigrWb, 448b.

:: DISO, 103 KN,l19.6 (-+ itTt ydg6).3t KTU,l.2lv, 17,26:!!,yo.arei"i.tius,no.749:..oppress,,or..conwlse,,;J.obermann,
"How Baal Destroyed a Rivar: A uyttrotogicai incantation scene,,, JAos, 67 (1947),20r:"quiver"; E. A. Speiser, ..The Semanlc Xig" o{aonpr,- JCS, S OiStl, Aq-AA.
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attested as well as the nominal forms ydgd', "work, effort," and f gi'6, *labor,

toil."32

ll. l. Etymology. The root yg' is of common Semitic origin. Points of contact and
some degree of overlapping, especially in the Akkadian and Hebrew use of the verbal
forms, suggest the cautious hypothesis of a common basic Semitic meaning "be/become
weary," on the basis of which it is possible to explain the distinctive usages and
semantic fields in the individual Semitic languages.

In Hebrew usage of the verb and various derivatives, the primary emphasis is on
the basic meaning "be/become weary." Extended semantic fields arise from the effort
exerted while being or becoming weary, so that one "toils" or "labors." By metonymy,
the result of such labor is its "yield" and hence its "return." Extended by synecdoche,
finally, it means "property" and "wealth." In view of this development, it is unnec-
essary to postulate two relatively independent semantic fields, "be/become weary"
add "toil," which rarely touch or overlap in Hebrew.

2. Statistics. The various verbal and nominal forms, including adjective derivatives,
of the Hebrew root yg' appear 48 times in the OT. The verb is used 26 times: 20 times
in the qal, 4 in the hiphil (Isa. 43:23f.;Mal.2:17a,b), and twice in the piel (Josh. 7:3;
Eccl. 10:15). The masc. verbal noun fgia', an aramaizing3t qayil form,x is attested
16 times. The fem. qafrl form fgi'ax is attested only once (fucl. 12:12), written
defectively as y"gio'.'u The hapax legomenon ydgd' (lob 20:18) is a masculine
verbal noun formed as a qalal, often eliminated by the conj. fgi'5.tt But it is
probably better to follow Fohrer38 and Gerlemade in retaining the MT, possibly reading
the form fgd'6, "his gain,"ao from which the suffix may have been lost by haplog-
raphy. The adj. ydgEa', a qalil formation,ar appears 3 times (Dt. 25:18; 25. l7:2;
Eccl. 1:8). Gunkel's emendation of MT gAwEa' to ydgEa' in Ps. 88:16(Eng. v. l5)a2
on the basis of the LXXa3 represents a misguided weakening of the statement.4 The
hapax legomenonydgia' (Job 3:17) is a qalil formation.as

32 WTM,II, 2I8f.
33 Cf. R. Meyer, Hebriiische Grammatik (Berlin, 31969), II, $28.
34 Cf. J. Barth, Die NominalbiWwgen in den semitischen Sprachen (l*ipzig, 21894), 841,

Blz,9471.
3s KBL3' cf. y"g?a' in the lexica: E. Kiinig, Hebriiisches rmd aramiiischcs Wbrterbuch zum

AT (l*ipzig, 6'71937\, 141, and lzxHebAram, 292.
36 Cf. WTM, 11,219 for the plene orthography in Middle Hebrew.
37 Budde, Graetz, Beer, Dhorme, and others; cf. BHK with a reference to grlt in VKen 145.

38 G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1!)63), 325.
3e BHS.
4 Cf, BHS.
al Barth, 12, 165; Meyer, II, $25.
a2 H. Gunkel, Psalmen. GHK,lll2 (s1968), 383f.; cf. BHS; KBL',369.
a3 Synac and Jerome.
44 Cf. H.-J. Krans, Psalmen. BK,XV (41972),607; M. Dahood, Psalms III. AB, XVtrA

(1970), 302.
4s Cf. Blz, S4J0n.



In the Hebrew text ofsirach, we find I occurrence each ofthe verb in the qar (sir.ll:11), the noun y,gia,(14:lS), and the adj. ydgia, (37:12).4 Ia the Dead Sea
scrolls, the root yg' is attested in the qar form yg;w (lepHab. l0:2, quoting Hab.
2:13)' This is presumably an imperfect written defectively, but it is also possible to
vocalize it as a perfec!.a] The defective hiphil inf. /w6l-(lepHab. r0:ll) should
probably be read rs lhigia,.* The reading ,yS[,] is on"irtuin.d

3. Distribution The 48 occurences of the root yg, appear in 17 or books. The
Pentateuch contains 3 forms (2 in Deuteronomy, I in Genesis), the prophets 24 (14in Isaiah Q-66,4 in Jeremiah, l in Ezekiel, 5 in the Minor prophets), wisdom
Literature l0 (6 in Job, 3 in Ecclesiastes, l in proverbs), the poetic books 6 (5 in
Psalms, I in Lamentations), and the historical books 5 (2eachin Joshua and 2 Samuel,
1 in Nehemiah). This wide distribution shows that the derivatives of yg' arenot limited
to a particular genre.

4' lxx. The LXX renders the Hebrew verbal forms 15 times as kopibn,so twice'as
paroxjtnein (Mal. 2:l7a,b), and once each as anagein (Josh. 7:3), "*r*rr"ir-iJ-9:29), inkopos poiein (ba. 43:23), proistdnai 1tsa. 43:241, mantrtinein (rsa. 47:12),
mochthein (Isa. 62:8), eHeipein (Hab. 2:13), parekteinein (ptov. 23:4), and koportn(Eccl. 10:15). The noun f gia' is rendered g times as p&ws and twice each as 6rgon
(Job 10:3;39:ll),sr k6pos (Gen.3l:42; Neh. S:13), kopian (Job 39:16; Isa. 45:14),
and mocluhas (Isa. 55:2; Ezk. ?3:29). The noun ygi,:a is rendered as kipask ani
the 

-noun 
ydgd' as t<opiin. The adj. ydgEa' is rendired twice as kopiin and once

as inkopos (Eccl. l:8). For the 
"dJ 

yAi,i,r, we find l<at6kopos. This multiplicity of
Greek terms does not exhibit any systeiratic approach to translation, but reflects an
abundance of semantic nuances.

5. Meanings. The basic verbar meaning of the rootyg. may properly be defined as
"be/become weary" in the objectir" r"rrr" of bodily htigue, i.e., ..beibecome 

weak,
wquy, exhausted," rather than in the subjective psychol,ogical sense of ..be/become
weary of something." rhe preq. D'-, 'through," with suc-h objects as moaning (ps.
!:7161; Jer. 45:3), crying out (ps. 69:agl;lia. 43:22), and wandering (Isa. 57:10),
indicates the source of the physical exertion that brings weariness. The state of ..wear-
iness" appears to precede the process of ..becoming L"ry.,,r,

The piel has the atemporal meaning "make weary- in-Eccl. 10:15. In Josh. 7:3,s3

46 cf. I. L,6vi' Thc Hebrew Text of the Book of Eccresiasticus (rfx; repr. Leiden, 1969), 4r,with the conj. yigZa'.

-47 
K- Elligea-sttdien zwn Habaktk-Kommcntar vom Toten Meer. BHTh, 15 (1953), 56;Segert, 452f.

: 9f. E. l-ohse, Die Tbxte aus euntan (Munich, 2lg7l), 2{..4e K. G. Kutn' Konkordanz zu d"n g"ilont"xt"n' (Giittingen, r9ff)), g2;for a different view,r""-^E _! Sukenik, '6sar han-m"giil6ln"e-e."ii6iij"*rut"-rr,, ':rlSql','i8.' '-'
50 Cf. F. Hauck, ,,x6noE,', TDN|, m:527_830.sI Cf. G. Bertram, ..6pryov,,' TDNT, 11,635tr.s2 lenni,72.
53 Jenni, 99.
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with future reference, it means "make weary"s4 or "tire,'s5 although others suggest
the extended sense "toil."56 The hiphil has the causative sense "cause someone to be
weary,"s7 i.e., "weary someone."St The prep.be- with such objects as incense (Isa.
43:23), wo,rds (Mal. 2:l7a), or sins (lsa. 43:24) designates the means by which some-
one is made weary.

Extended meanings appear as the natural consequence of toil in the state of being
weary and the process of wearying. The qal can be used alone aftet'"ier in the sense
of "labor" (Isa. 47:15).5e Here again the prep.b- indicates the object/or which
(land, Josh. 24:13; wine,Isa. 62:8; fire, Hab. 2:13; nought, Jer. 5l:58) or wir& which
(sorceries, rsa. 47:12) one labors. It is also possible to be weary of yahweh (Isa.
43:22).

The Masoretic pointing in 2 S. 5:8 reads yigga' , a qal imperfect of the root ng,;@
its meaning in this context is obscure. Ginsberggl repoints the MT so as to read
weyigga' , a piel form of the root yg', and suggests the meaning "torture" on the basis
of Arabic. This suggestion has found no support,62 in part b*ause sinnbr is understood
to mean "spe21'63 rather than "water shaft.'a It is probably necessary to stay with
some form of ng',65 although it is impossible to decide whether in this context the
meaning "reach'6 or "climb up'67 better represents what is being said.

The passive state "weary" is expressed by the adj. ydg?a'(Dt. 25:18; 25. l7:2).
The adj. fgE'tm in the obscure passage Eccl. l:8a appears to designate an active
process. Its meaning is dependent in part on the word debdim,6 which here does
not have the meaning "things'8 but rather "words,"7o as it does in 13 other passages

s E. Kiinig, l4O.
ss GesB,283.
s6 BDB,388;K8L3,369.
s7 lenni,72.t 176yt , 369.
5e J. L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah. AB, XX (l%8), 90.
@ cf. K8L2,593.
6r Ginsberg, ZAW,5l (1933), 308.
62 Cf. J. Mauchline, I and 2 Sanuel. NCB (1971),217t.
53 Following E. L. sukenik, "The Account of David's capture of Jerusalem,' Jpos, g

(1928), t2-t6.
64 Cf. J. J. Simons, Jerusalem in the OT (triden, 1952), 168-174, with bibliog.
6s K8L3,369, without accepting Ewald's suggestion of a hiphil form w"yagla., ..plunge

into," or following s. R. Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of samuel lcixford,21913),259, emending the MT to harya'al; cf. BHK.6 Simons, 169-173; H. W. Hertzberg, I & il Samuel. OTL (Fng. trans. 1964), 268f.
67 F. W. Birch, L.-H. Vincent, and G. Bressan, "Uespugnazione di Sion in 2 Sam 5:6 //

I Cron ll:46 e il problema del 'ginn6r,'" Bibl,25 (194),377-38t, and others.
oa --+ lf't ddfur ldfubharT.
6e AlsoR. Gordis,Koheleth:ThcManandHisWorld(NewYork, I1968), 146;H. Lamparter,

Das Buch der Weisheit. BAT, 16 (21959), in loc.

- 
70 H. W. Hertzberg, KAT, XYltl4 (l%3), 72; K. Galling, Die fi)nf Megilloth. HAT, Xylll

('z1%9),85f.; R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs-Ecclesiastes. AB, XVTII (1965), 1rc; f. Ellermeier,
Untersrrchungen zum Buche Qohelet, I (Herzberg am Harz, 1967),2O2f.; and others.
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in Ecclesiastes. Therefore the emendation suggested by EhrlichTr and adopted by zim-
mermann,T2 reading the piel ptcp. mewgg"'irn instead of the adjective, is neither
desirable nor necessary. The statement in Eccl. l:8a can be translated literally: ,.All
words are wearying."73 The active aspect of ydgEa' thus indicates that it is not the
words that are weary; they "weary" those who speak and hear them.

The noun f gi'Au in Eccl. t2:12, in the construct with bdi;dr|s means ..weariness

of body." Here the reference is to the "weariness of body" that comes from the exertion
of intensive studying. For this reason the meanings "exertion,r6 and ..labor-ll 

are
inappropriate to the sense of the passage.

The adj. ydgia' appears in Job 3:17 n the construct uirth k1ah,Tt with the com-
bination suggesting the concept "those whose strength is wearied or exhausted ,,,7e ot,
in short, "the weary."Eo

The noun ldg6'u is used metonymically in Job 20:lg, where it means ..profit"
as the result of laborious and wearying toil.

The noun !"gia' reveals various shades and extensions of meaning, revealing a
semantic development of cause and effect. It can, for exam[le, refer to the wearying
activity itself, i.e., "work" or "labor" (Job 39:11,16; ps. 7g:46; Isa. 55:2), as well ai
the result of what has been achieved by the wearying activity, i.e., the product in the
form of "yield" or "profit" (Dt. 28:33; ps. 109:ll; ler.3:v4). It can also be used by
synecdoche for the "property" so acquired (Netr- 5:13; Hos. l2:9tgl; cf. Sir. 14:15)
and quite generally for "wealth" (Isa. 45:14; !er. 2o:5; Ezk. 23:29). The genitive
phrase fgia'kappayim (often with pronominal suffix) means literally ..the labor of
one's hands" (Gen.31:42;Ps. 128:2; Hag. l:ll). with reference to human beings, it
refers by metonymy to what has been attained through the wearying work of one,s
hands, i.e., "profit"e or "yield.'t3 with reference to God, it refers to what he has
brought about or created (Job l0:3).

Roughly synonymous terms with the nuance of "gain" include'dn,,,wedtl1,',u
saltar "profit" (Isa. 45:.14), kesep, "money" (Isa. 55:2);8 what is gained can include
cattle, sons, and daughters (ler- 3:2,4), as well as "wealth" (b6sen) and ..treasure"

Q"qdr) of all kinds (Jer. 20:5).

]: 1 B Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebriiischcn Bibel, yll (1914; repr. Hildesheim, 1968), 56.2 F. Zimmermann, "The Aramaic provenance of eohelet," fQnl u.s. 36 (1945146), 41.u K6nig, 140.
7a For discussion of the form and orthography see II.2 above.
7s --> 1b) bafiar.
76 Ktinig, l4l.
77 GesB , 283.
7t --+ 11) kbah.
7e GesB, 283; cf. A. Dillmann, Hiob. KEHAT, II/4 (31869), 3l: ..tired out."to Cf. A. S. van der Woude, ,,Di kdh Kraft,- THAT, l, g23.
El For a discussion of the form and a conjectural emendation, see II.2 above.t2 Ehrlich, I (1908; repr. Hildesheim, 1968), 158f.t3 Fohrer, BK,XVl,99, l0l.u K8L3,22.
E5 Cf. J. Ban, Comparaive philology and thc Text of thc OI (Oxford, 196g), 153.
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9llydga'

The verb yg' appears 5 times in parallelism with synonymous y'p6 (Isa. 210:28,30f.;

Hab. 2:13 : Jer. 51:58) and once each in parallelism with the hiphil of 'bdtl (Isa.
43:23) and the noun'dm6lB (Eccl. 10:15). In Dt. 25:18 the adj. ydgAa' appears with
the adj. 'AyEp." Similar in meaning to yegia' is yilrdn, "profit, advantage.'a

III. Semantic Domains.

l. Profonelsecular. Physical or bodily weariness can be occasioned by flight (2 S.

17:2),battle (2 S. 23:10), ritual weeping (Ps. 6:7[6]; Jer. 45:3) and crying (Ps. 69:4[3];
cf. Isa. 43:22), words (Eccl. l:8;el 10:15; MaL2:17), study (Eccl. l2:l2n), and the
offering of sacrifice (Isa. 43:23) or other cultic acts (Job 9:29). A sober sense of
realism finds expression in the appreciation of human achievement in agriculture. One
does not leave the hard-won "fruits of one's labor" to the wild ox (Job 39:11). Although
human beings are not, like the ostrich, indifferent to the fruits of their labor (Job
39:16; cf. Isa. 65:23), they must always remember the proverb: "Do not exhaust
yourself to acquire wealth" (Prov. 23:4).ts Life in its true fulness cannot be bought
through labor (Isa. 55:2); it is God's free gift (Isa. 55:l-5).

Deep resignation and pessimism about life are reflected in Job's saying about the
"weary" who find rest only in the grave (Job 3:17).

2. Religious and TheologicaL The notion that God has no "profit" (Job l0:3) in the
destruction of human beings derives from the intimate relationship between Creator
and creature. One wisdom passage promises that those who walk in God's ways will
enjoy the fruit of the "labor of (their) hands" (Ps. 128:2). The patriarchal tradition
contains a recollection of this statement: God came to Jacob's aid when the "labor of
(his) hands," which had taken years, was in danger (Gen. 3l:42).q A sudden change
frorn violence and injustice to divine protection and security is also implicit in the
description of the salvation to come.

The judgmental prediction that the "peoples labor only for naught,(fire)" (Hab.
2:13 : Jer. 5l:58fs demonstrates the vanity of political coercion that seeks renown
and security through the exploitation of forced labor on the part of subjects. Ephraim

w + |'9r yd'ap.
n + ],aiJ 'abad.
I -* )Dy 'amal.
$ + 19; yd'ap.
eo Cf. M. Wagner, Die lexikalischcn und granunatilalischen Aranaismen im alttestancntlichen

Hebriiisch. BZAW, 96 (1966), 63, no. 123.
er See II.5 above.
e See II.2, 5 above.
e3 For a critical comparison with Amenemope, IX, 9-15, see W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL

(1970\,382.
e4 Cf. E. A. Speisea Genesis. AB , | (1964),247 , wirh reference to Akk. mAnal-friu, "earnings."
s See II.3 above. B. Duhm's emendation wayyig''fi (Das Buch Habakuk [Tiibingen, lX)6],

58), adopted by W. Nowack , GHK,lll4.2 ( 1903), 274, atd E. Sellin, Das Zwolfprophetenbuch.
KAT, Xtr.l2 (231929-1930), 354, has been made highly unlikely by lQpHab; cf. Segert, 453.
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x*,1,f*',!5il,i:;"flTH,"X',1*TrhT"'","r#,:*i.r:,1:*l"J::ll
idolatry is sharply attacked: "you are wearied with alr your wanderir*" rr., ii,roi I
No matter how great the effort, all the divination and occult scienc", ,r"*t i"i S"Lril, I
"has labored from (its) youth" (lsa. 47:l2es), with their modern treritaseoia;;;i;;; I
and occultism, contribute nothing to spiritual or religious well_being i"Ar*r"i"?l Itodeliverancefromdanger(Isa.47:15). --'---r -' I

In contrast to the inadequacy of pagan gods, yahweh proves to be the God who I
gave Israel a land that "cost no labor" (Josh. 24:13).Israel received from iirc"J, I
land that was already arable and cultivated. The crime of the Amalet i", ."rrl""a r, I
their cutting off the weak who were lagging behind when Israel *a" ..faint anJ;;;;;;; t
from rhe hardships of the desert (Dr. ,5:rg). The whole people i-rlt,"*l;;; ;; Inot "toil" up to the city of Ai (Josh. 7:3), because yahweh drives out ,ir" ,*rr" "i I
canaan for Israel (cf. 24:l,rg). God is with his peopre as rong 

", 
,h*;ii;';;;h; Ithe covenant. But if rhey become disobedient and rebelliour, Ih"n #curs;*ilil; I

fulfilled that others shalr enjoy the fruit of Israel's rabor: .A ,ution *t i"t ;";;; I
lot !!own shall eat up the fruit of your ground and of an your rabors,, rot. is,33;.r. IPs. 78:46; 109:il; Jer. 20:5; Ezk. 23:i; Hag. l:tl). ThL wisdom 

"i"f,"^-"t"J 
I

knew that the wicked cannot enjoy the fruit of their toil (Job 20:18). il;iil, ;;; t
:::r]"-"r, 

that Israel is weary under the atien yoke of exile ffr-. S,ji _'i ;il; I
Several ofthe most significant theological statements using our root appear in Isa. t4-6. Yahweh is the creator God and L,ord of history who-..does 

"", iir, r-- ly, I
!'r-) or grow weary (ys')" (Isa. 4o:28). He is a source of inexhaustiur" rt 

"nnirr. 
*rro I

helps the-faint and weary (v. 30). He is also the Lord of those *h. ;;-il;il ;;. I
3l) and call upon him (ps. 6:716);69:4[3]): "He gives power to tne aini, ana ilil Iwho has no might he increases strength. Even youths ihutt fuint unJ u";;;;. ,ni I
young men shall fall exhausted; but they who wait for the Lord shall ,"r"* ii"i. I
strdngth, they shall mount up with wings iite eagles, they shall *.-J;;;;;;r. Ithey shall walk and not faint" (rsa. 4o:29-3t). yatrweir gives the f"iri;; ;;;; Iphysical vitality and spiritual support. I

lsa' 43:22-25 levels a terrible accusation against Israel. The sins ofthe people have I
turned the Lord into a servant; they have wearied him through trreir misa.gea's,-.;No. Iyou have caused me to serve through your sins, you have-wearied me *iir, """, Iiniquities" (v. 24).The astonishing change from "Lrrd,, to ..servantid i; "uu|;; IIsrael's claim to have served God faithfully with many sacrifices. Bur GJ;;t; I
desire of his people any onerous cultic ceiemonies (v. 23b). The *;;;; il;; I
about by God's service (v. 24b; the LXX avoids the anthropomorphil t;"iil;;; I

I

. * 9!_Y Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XI[/r (1966), 222t.; H. W. Wolff, rlo Itrans. 1974), in toc., withreference to the emendations suggested uy *re r-xil ' 
Herm (Eng' 

Ie7 G. E. Wright, Thc OT against its Environment. SOf, i(tSSO),il_Sl. 
I]l !o Ue retained, following the MT and lelso, conrra Duhm and Ewald.e The latter is an allusion to the servant-soni.; cf. c. wester^unn., Iroirh,to46. orL(Eng. trans. 1966), l30f.
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variation,lm as does the Targum: 'You have made it strong before me with your
transgressions") reveals the whole tragedy of the people's sinful conduct. The notion
of the divine servant seems to have some connection with the exhausting labor of the
Servant of God: 'I have labored in vain, I have spent my strength for nothing and
vanity" (Isa. 49:4; cf. 53:10-12). The labor of the Serr"ant of God is in vain.

The description of the salvation to come is guaranteed by Yahweh's oath, which
looks forward to the time when the faithful will enjoy the frtrit of the field and the
grape of the vine: 'I wi[ not again give your grain to be food for your enemies, and
foreigners shall not drink your wine for which you have labored" (Isa. 62:8). Yahweh
is the herald of peace, who determines the fate of his people. Among the major themes
ofthe apocalyptic poem describing the "new heaven and new earth" (65:8-25) are the
statements that the elect shall enjoy "the work oftheir hands" (v.22) and "shall not
labor in vain" (v. 23). This future realization of true abundance (Isa. 55:l-5) includes
life within God's protection.

Hasel

tm Cf. J. Ziegler, Untersrchungen ur Septuaginta des Buches Isaias. ATA, l2l3 (1934), 154.

1l wd; !1\ zerba'; l'Dl ydnin; \t kap; !!f!l 'esDa'

yAd. H. Altenmiiller, *Hatd," IzxAg ,ll, 938-943;H. Braun, Qwnran und das NT (Tiibingen,
1966), I, 89f.; L. H. Brockington, "The Hand of Man and the Hand of God," Baptist Qwrterly,
l0 (1947), l9l-97; M. A. Canney, Givers of Life and their Signifuance in Mythology (London,
1923), 88-103; M. Dahood, "Congruity of Metaphms," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrift
W. tuungarner. SW, 16 (1967),4,G49, esp. 4L46; D. Daube, The NT and Rabbinic ludaism
(London, 1956), 224-24; M. Delcor, "Tko Special Meanings of the Word T' in Biblical
Hebrew," "/SS, 12 (1967), 23G2q : his Religion dlsratl et Proche Orient ancien (Leiden,
1976), 139tr.; idem, "*lD ml' voll sein, fiillen," THAT, 1,897-900, esp. 898f.; R. C. Dentan,
"Hand," IDB,II,520f.;8. P. Dhorme, Lemploi mtaphorique des noms de parties du corps en
hibreu et en akkadien (1923:repr. Paris, 1963), 137-15/; R. du Mesnil du Buisson, Les peintures
de la synagogue de Doura-Eurqos. SPIB,86 (1939); E. Edel, "Zur Etymologie und hierogly-
phischen Schreibung der Prlpositionen mn und mdj," Or, N.s. 36 (1967),74f.; A. Fitzgerald,
"Hebrew yd : 'Iove' and 'Beloved,' " CBQ, 29 (l%7), 368-374; J. A. Fitzmyer, "Some
Observations on the Gezesis Apooyphon," CBQ, 22 (1960), 284;D. Flusser, "Healing through
the taying-on of Hands in a Dead Sea Scroll," IEJ,7 (1957), 107f.; P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul
lessico comune semitico," AANIR, 19 (1964), 259, 273, 279; K. Galling, "Erwdgungen zum
Stelenheiligtum von Hazor," Z,DPV,75 (1959), l-13; B. de Geradon, "[r coeur, la bouche, les

Contents: I. Ancient Near East: t. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia. II. l. ydl: Philology;Z. yd:
Cognates, Denominatives, Homographs;3. yM: Meaning; 4. Other Biblical Terms; 5. Biblical
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4.FyAd; 5. Gestures. IV. Iconography. V. Theological Aspects: l. Power; 2. Dvine Power; 3.
Hostile Divine Power; 4. Divine Impotence; 5. Transmission of Power; 6. Divine Gestures; 7.
Idols.



I. Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt. a. The usual Egyptian word for ,.hand,'r is grt,2 p,robably a paraphrastic
expression meaning "grasper." The original words for "hand,, 

"on,-o, 
to the Semitic

languages apparently became taboo at an early date in colloquiat language,3 so thatthe correspondence to yd is preserved only in hieroglyph t* a,o ip (cf. Heb. l<ap)is used only for the severed hands ofthe enemy.s
Individual words for right hand (wnruyf andleft hand (snmfiyf appearin the NewKingdom.The noun @rt has a wide range of use; it can mean, for instance, both thetrunk of an elephant and the paw of a tat.E AII kinds of impiements are considered

"hands," and in an extended sense Anat and Astarte are ..the hands of the chariot.,Doften no distinction is made between ..hand" and ..arm.,, In sacrificial formulas bothwords appear in parallel.to The word for ..fist" is y}r with a determinative of aclenched hand, whereas rh, has the determinative ofan outstretched hand_like thehieroglyph for d. But this distinction is not always maintained: either a ,,hand,, (Qr.t)
or a "fist" (W) can hold a scepter, seize the enemy, or have power over human life.

mains: Essai sur un schEme biblique," BVC, rr4 (1953), 7-24;H.Holma, Die Namen derKbrperteile im Assyrisch-Babyronisciun. AnAcscFen:^ler:_B: ltt itsttl,iro-rzg; J. Holman,'Analvsis of the Text d lt^13?:- BZ, r.r. t+ 1rito1,lz-ir, esp-sii.i'p. iiu,,,u"r,, ..Etendre
la main," w, t2 (te62), t!?;)ss; a. n. Jot,".o, , fu yrntia 6f ,n" i)iirii"rt in the rhoushtof Ancient Israer (cardiff,.:!29,50--60; o. reetirrur, ri siirti".'of'the Biblical worrd(Eng' trans', New York, l97g),-esp. tv.i, u. t; iem, vvirkniichtige siegeszeichen im AT. oBo,5 (1974); P' Lacau, Izs nolls-des'partie-s du ;;;t _* Egyptien et en simitique (paris, 1970),136f.; E. t ohse, "1etp ,' TDNT, tx, qz++ll; u. t "ti'it*a ura nori- c"ottrr: Eine Beitragatr Grundlage und Geschichte des bibrischen Gateyy.rstijydnqses lresey; r. Notarrc, Beitriigear emitischcn sprachwissercchaft (strasbourg, rm4D, l2.4-r3a; ii, ii"i-Beitriige zur semi_tischcn sprachwissenschst (ltrasbourg, tgto;- t tg-t6; R. Nortir, "vu ii n" Shemitta_t aw,-w, 4 (1954), 196-99; J. L. palache, ii*"tii woii on the Hebrew rtxicon (Eng. trans., Leiden,1959)' 38; R. p6ter, "Limposition des mains o.r.l'ar,', w,27 (1977),48-55; G. R6v6sz, Diemercchliche Hand (New y"*:.191?ir Riesenferd, Trw nesuriciton'in'riii"t xxxvn ona inthe Dura-Eurqos paintinls..uuA, trjtttrt, zz_ii,i9t ;c. iir,"iii,-;i# :;;o, 6 (19",),2rt6;G. Robinson, "The Meaning of rr in Isaiah 56;J' zAw, 88 ttsiai, ;sz-i4; K. Rupprecht,"Quisquilien zu der wendung ,:r)D 'r' (nN) N), Tq -^. r"r.iour'o,ntD," sefer Rendtorff.
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b. Hands are not often represented empty. All kinds of implements and insignia in
the hands of human beings and gods manifest their power and authority, their vigor
and their readiness to act: lash and scepter in the hands of the pharaoh and osiris;
ankh and scepter in the hands of the gods (usually a papyrus scepter in the hands of
goddesses); staff of office, writing implements, etc. in the hands of various officials.
The power to act can be emphasized textually by an epithet like "having many hands"
(said of Amon).I2 The same notion finds ingenious visual expression in the Amarna
representations of the sun disk: its many rays terminate in hands that give the royal
family 'life" and "sovereignty" or receive offerings from them. The accompanying
texts speak ofboth the "rays"l3 and the "hand"l4 bearing "life and sovereignty."

c. The dominant role of the hand-as a symbol of action-among the parts of the
body is attested by these Amarna pictures, which otherwise eschew all anthropo-
morphism. The same notion finds expression in another area in the way the severed
hands of slain enemies are treated in the New Kingdom: they are displayed as victory
trophies or placed in a great heap before the deity, which is probably a foreign
custom.ls

At creation, the divine act par excellence, the "hand of the deity" (firt ntrr) plays
an important role in some versions. on the basis of the cosmogony of Heliopolis,
which draws on the concept of the masturbating primal god Atum,16 from the First
Intermediate period on the "hand of Atum" appears as an independent goddess, later
equated with Hathor-Nebhet-Hetepet and Iusas.rT Mut and Isis also appear in the role
of "hand of the deity." From the Middle Kingdom on, the same term is also used as
a title for the divine consorts.rs

The worshipper "with beautiful hands" (holding sistra) will please the god.re "To
lay one's hand on what is beautiful," i.e., to touch the sistrum, stands symbolically
for both imposition of hands and embrace.

d. The way one holds one's hands (and arms) is the clearest of gestures: in greeting
or prayer, rejoicing or lamentation. Special gestures emphasize protection and defense.
In representations of a protective attitude the hands and arms not uncommonly are
depicted with wings to strengthen the effect, as in the case of Isis protecting her mate.
The outstretched hands oftheka glyph indicate readiness to accept offerings. A hand
at the mouth can indicate the status of a child (Harpocrates); in late antiquity it was

12 Papyrus Boulaq, 17, 6f.
13 M. Sandman , Terts from the Time of Akhenaten. Bibliotheca aegyptiaca,8 (Brussels, 1938),

69, 10.
t4 lbid.,75, 10.
ls Altenmiiller, 940, including rn. 4446.
16 Already found in \tr., 1248, but with ff (masc.) instead of fir.t (fem.).
17 See J. Vandieq "Iousias et (Hathor)-N6bet-H6t6pet,"REg, 16 (1964),55-146; lj (1965),

89-176; l8 (1966), 67-142.
18 J. trclant, "Goneshand," LexAg,ll,813-15.
re Cf. H. Brunner, "Das Besiinfrigungslied im Sinuhe (B 169-179)," iltS, SO (1955), 7f.
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interpreted as a sign for the requirement of silence in the mysteries.2o Amulets and
some objects for cultic use are often made in the form of hands (incense bowls,
unguent spoons, etc.).

e. In cultic scenes the hands often play an important role as bearers and receivers
of various offerings and instruments, and as the primary vehicles of the gestural
language used in the cultic drama. The accompanying texts often speak of "life,
health, sovereignty" in the hands ofthe pharaoh or the deity. The hand ofthe pharaoh
or the deity can also be an object offear, when the hand is conceived ofas punishing.
A'memorial stone of the Ramesside period from Thebes says of the goddess Meritseger:
"She showed mercy to me after letting me see her hand." But being in the hand of
a deity is primarily an expression of enjoying that deity's protection. In the Instruction
of Amenemope we read: "Do not scorn a man who is in the hand of god"21 and "How
happy is he who reaches the west if he is safe in the hand of the god."z Of Amon-Re,
the god of destiny, it is said: "The years are in his hand,'23 and an early Ramesside
wisdom text asks the rhetorical question: "Are not both yesterday and tomorrow in the
hands of the god?"2+ At Hierakonpolis "the two hands of Horus" are important cultic
objects; according to a myth Isis severed them from her son's arms, probably because
of attempted violence. Cultic officials are to appear before the deity "with pure hands,"
"with open hand (generosity)," "with friendly hand," and *with knowing hand." In
the ritual of Amons the offrciating king states: "I am Horus in my purity; my hands
are the hands of Horus, my arrns the arms of rhoth." "Hand" and "heart" occasionally
stand for the combination of purpose and act6 A Middle Kingdom text praises a
man, using the phrases "with friendly hand" and "with friendly heart" in parallel.2T

Bergman

2. Mesopotornra. Akkadian uses the word idu (which goes back to the Proto-semitic
noun yad) only in the sense "arm, side, strength."2s Of the words for "hand," by far
the most common is qdtu, used in a variety of ways (including such meanings as
"achievement; dispositioni portion; surety").2e cultic acts often require "cleansing
(verbs: mesit, ullulu, ubbubu) the hands." "Lifting up" (verb: naifr; cf. the noun phrase
nii qdti and the Sumerian loanword iu'illal<kuro) probably accompanies every prayer.3r
"Grasping (saMtu) the hand" is also used as an image for divine aid, and "the hands

20 For additional gestures see Altenmiiller, 938f.
2r xxlv, ll.
22 xxv, lgf.
23 Papyms Berlin 3049, )Xll,2.z Cited by S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N. Y., 1973), 75f.
25 I, 6.
25 wbAs, v,582, 15.
27 K. Sethe, Agyptische lzsestilcke (l*ipzig, 2 lg28), 7 5, 20.
2t CAD, VII (1960), l0fr.; AHw,l,365.
2e AHw, II, 908tr
30 AHw; 11, 797 ; lll, 1262b.
3r See W. Maye4 lJntersrrchungen zur Formensprache der babytonischen "Gebetsbeschw\run-

gen." Studia Pold, ser. maior, 5 (1976), 8, 25f.
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of the god created humankind." Diseases, however, are often referred to as "the hand

of Ishtar (or Ninurta, etc.)," and the hands of demons often bring disaster. In otlrcr
passages qdtu refers to a god's power or sphere ofinfluence; here belong such names

as Amur-qdssa, "I recognized her power."
Another common word for "hand" is rittu.'z With reference to deities, it appears

particularly in expressions.meaning "hold in the hand" (a goddess tamlat rittuifu),
including the cosmic sense; itmufi Mar&tk rittrzi.iu . . . marl<as (the bond) ia[mA u
er;etil .33 Ea is prayed to smite the toothache worm "with his strong la rd" (ina dannati
ritt-r-iu).In the case of demons, a rittu is usually an animal's claw.

The noun upnu is much more common than its Hebrew equinalent hdpen; bnlth
mean "hollow of the hand." In p,rayer "my hands are opened" Qrcti upni-ya),34 "the
king opened his hands,"rs etc. But a worshipper can also lament: "My hands are full
(mali upni-ya) of suffering, curse, sins, erc."36 A very rare word for *both hands" is

atulimAnultufunAnu;31 the worshipper "raises both hands." The final word for "hand,"
kappu Il,3E corresponding to Heb. kap, does not appear in religious texts.3e

Von Soden

ll. l. yad: Philology. The most common word for "hand" in the OT is ydd. lt
occnrs more than 16fi) times. A statistical survey appears inTHAT,$ but it is doubtful
whether this survey does more than indicate that the use of the word is faidy evenly

distributed, the longer books having more examples. No useful conclusion can be

drawn from the observation that the geatest number of occurrenc€s is found in 1 Samuel,

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel (in that order), since these are all substantial books.
The fact that this word is used primarily for one particular part of the human body,

and that a very important one, rirakes it reasonable to infer that the word is ancient;
the occurrence of cognates in the main Semitic languages confirms as probable the

view that it is a basic Semitic word.al Examples of cognates are Akk. idu, Ugar. yd
(also d, with bd for byd as in Phoenician and Punic),42 Amarna badiu as a gloss to
ina qdtiiu,s Phoen. and Pun. yd, Syr. 'U, Jewish Aram. yd, Ethiop. 'ed, OSA yd and
'd, Arab. yad; cf. Egyp. d.

!2 AHw, II, 990.
33 KB, Ytl2, ll4, 8. 

-3a Mayer, l.c, 470, 12.
3s KB, Vll2, 138, l.
r5 Surpu V, 123t.
37 AHw,I, 88b; CAD, ll2 (1968), 521t.
38 Ahw, l, M4b; in CAD, VIII (1971), 187, this word is identified with kappu l, "wing."
3e See V. I below.
a Van der Woude, 667f.
ar W. Gesenius-G. Bergstriisser, Hebriiische Grammatik, 29th ed.,II (teipzig, 1926; repr.

1962), 184; Fronzaroli, 259, 273, 279.
a UT, no.633.
43 F. M. T. de Liagre Bdhl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe (L*ipzig, 1909), $37m, EA 245,

35; WUS, no. I138.
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No verbal root has been put forward satisfactorily as basic to the word, so that the
original may have been a biliteral form.a

An alternative is to view the basic word as simply d - "hand."4s Rabin argues for
three types of form: (l) ya.d, as in Hebrew, Arabic, Aramaic, Ugaritic, and phoenician,
comparable also to Atkk. idu, Syr. 'tda, e@.; (2),d, exemplified by Ethiop. ,d, ,ad n
some Arabic dialects, and' id in some colloquial dialects of Arabic; and (3) d, argaable
from Ugar. bd, attested also in EA ba-di-u, which contains di as the element meaning
"hand," and Isa. 16:6; Jer. 48:30, where, according to Rabin, 16,-ken badddw means
"non-truth is in his hands," i.e., "he has a wrong opinion of himself." For this meaning
he compares the saying of R. Jannai:$ 'an bydd?ni, interpreted correctly by obadiah
of Bertinoro as meaning "we do not know why." The Hebrew proper name bEQy6
(Ezr. 10:35; Lx* Badaia) means "in the hand of God"; cf. samaria ostracon 5g
bdwy andugar. bd'il. Rabin argues further for day, "sufficiency," as derivative, being
the old dual of d, "hand,, : ..pow€r, ability', and hence ..sufficiency,,'noting 

also Isa.
45:9 ttpa'dl"fta'dn-yd/ayim 16, "yot;l. work has no hands," i.e., ..your work is no
good," and Jer. 49;9 : ob. 5 as meaning "they steal as much as they can (dayytun).
He also notes that the Egyptian letler d pictures a hand and cites the existence of
reduplicated forms (Akk. idd, colloquial Arab. yad.d, 'idd) as further examples of an
original simple form.

2. yddt cognates, Denominatives, Homographs. Thatyae is not derived from a verb
yd/h, "tbrow," appears clear. But various denominatives deriving from ya/ have been
suggested, primarily by Palache.aT He connects with this noun: (1) yded, "tbrow,,' a
not unnatural supposition based on the action of the hand; (2) Arab. vndi, Aram.,d, ,
"hand over, pay," again a natural connection; (3) Heb. yA/h hiphil, ..pay, render
thanks," comparing such constructions as iillEm til6t, ndtdn t6d6t (4) Arab. ,a.dA9,
'addi, "hatd over, pay";* (5) Arab. 'ddo,,,b, strong," where the initial guttural
would seem to be a counterindication; (6) yadh in [sa. ll:8, in the expression gamfil
yada Wa, understood as "offer, present his hand." This text is often considered
corrupt; the suggested emendation yedahdeh, ..dance"4e or ..play pebbles,"so eliminates
the "hand" concept in either case. The verb hid6 is also compared to Aram. hadfr
and Arab. hadi, "leadl'

It must be acknowledged that verbal derivatives based on actions of the hand are
not improbable. of those proposed, "throwing" and "handing over" are most natural;
if yadh hiphil, "give thanks," is connected with yad, the link might most naturally be
seen in the hand gestures appropriate to such an expression of respect or homage.sr

4 Cf. vG,I, 333, $1l5dp.
a5 c' Rabin, "Hebrew D:'Hand,' " "/JS, 6 (1955), I I l-15; erroneously cired as Rabinowitz,

,rSS, by K8L3,369.
4 'Aboth iv.ll.
47 P. 39.{ Cf. (2) above.
49 NEB.
50 J. Reider, "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew,,' W,2 (1952), ll5.sl Cf.III.5.j below.
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Quite different questions are raised by the suggestion of a distinct root, a homograph
of yad, with the meaning "love" and 'beloved."s2 As Delcor clearly shows, this area
of discussion impinges directly on the question of the sense of several passages where
the meaning "phallus" is at least possible. This theory would suggest that such usage
is due not to some extension of the normal meaning of ydd or its use as a euphemism
for some other word for the male organ, but to the existence of a homograph of yd/
that admits either confusion or wordplay. Basically the question is whether the root
ydd, assumed for Hebrew as the root of -+ 'P'P yAdid, y"frdbt, y"did6, etc., also
produces a noun yd/ comparable to Arab. vwdd, Ugar. yd, "love." KBZ3 admits this
for Ps. 16:4, reading miyyaddin for miyyd/im.s3 Fitzgerald goes on to suggest tenta-
tively such a meaning in a number of other passages: [,am. 3:3, where hdpaf, ydf,
is understood in the sense of "reversing love" (but cf. below on hdpak ydd as a
charioteer's action); kcl.7:26, where the parallelism of lEb and ydl suggests the
translation "bonds are her love." [n Isa. 11:11, Fitzgerald suggests yadd6, "his love":
"he will love them all the more the second time." Other passages considered are Ps.
78:42;80:18 (Eng. v. 17);88:6(5);95:'1.\n Isa. 66:14 and Jer. l5:l7,ydl stands in
contrasting parallelism withza'am, "wrath."s Isa. 57:8 is a problematic passage where
a sexual meaning for yM has often been suggested; this passage will be discussed
below. In addition, Fitzgerald suggests the meaning "loved ones" in Job 20:10 and
Lam. 4:6, and draws attention to the proper names yiddb (l Ch. 27:21; Ezr. 10:43 K)
and yaddai (Ezr. lO:43 Q).

The arguments of Delcor take account of the use of yd' il in Ugaritic.ss The word
appears alongside m! aud fu, "staff, scepter," also "penis." Thus yd can be regarded
as a euphemism, as in Hebrew. Delcor argues, however, that a root yd is sufficienfly
documented in South Arabic, Arabic, Synac, Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Akkadian. Cf.
also WUS, which distinguishes yd I, "hand,"s0 from yd II, "penis,"s7 leaving open
the question whether they are connected or whether yd II is linked to yd lll, "love."st

The philological arguments are inevitably inconclusive, but the existence of a root
ydd, "loye," is clear. T\vo aspecs of the discussion need further investigation, and
some relevant points will be addressed below. First, there is the question in any given
passage-such as those discussed by Fitzgerald-whether the meaning "love" is nec-
assarily more appropriate than the metaphorical sense associated withydd, "hand." As
will be seen, the use of this word in the sense of "power" not only in Hebrew but also
in other Semitic languages allows a perfectly satisfactory interpretation of Isa. 1 1: I 1 ,
the passages from Psalms, [sa. 66:14, and Jer. 15:17. Eccl. 7:26may be understood

52 Fitzgerald; Delcor, JSS, 12 (1967),23U240.
53 See C. Schedl, "Die 'Heiligen'und die 'Herrlichen' in Psalm 16 r-q," ZAW,76 (196/),

174; on the basis of Ugar. yd, "love," Schedl translatq midddm as "ihnen zuliebe," "for their
sake."s + E|jl zd'am.

ss KTU, t.23,33-35.
16 No. 1138.
57 No. 1139.
s8 No. 1140.
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literally withyad in the sense of "arm."se I:m. 3:3 involves metaphorical usage. The
meaning "love" is not absolutely excluded, but does not appear essential in any
instance.

Second, granted the existence of ydd, "love," there is the more difficult question
whether it is to be treated as being entirely separate from the wold ydd, "hand." The
possibility that the extension of meaning from "hand" to "power" includes ..sexual

power" may be considered. The possible use of "hand- for "phallus" allows such a
development. The questions raised by the use of yd4l for "monument"@ also suggest
sexual overtones. The evidence can only be weighed; some considerations based on
cognate languages and the use of terms for the human body in other languages may
contribute to the discussion.

3. ydd, Meaning.

a. The normal meaning of ydd is "hand," but the hand is not distinguished sharply
from the wrist and arm. Gen. 24:22, fgr example, speaks of bracelets placed upon the
yd4l, understood to include both hand and forearm. A separate word for "arm," +
9111 zerOa' , allows a distinction to be made; and the Amarna letters show a distinction
between the glossing of ina qdtiiu, "in his hand," by fudiu,6r and of qdtu by zuruh.a
But the same overlap of meaning is found in Akk. idu, atd Akk. aSu also denotes
both arm and hand.63 ln 7,ec. 13:6, ban yadeyka means "between the arms," i.e.,
"the chest"; similarly in 2 K. 9:24 ban z"rd'dyw means "between the shoulders." In
Jer. 38:12,'aSr,il6t yAdeykd refers to the "armpits," and in Ez.k. 13:18 ,a;flA yAday
refers to the "wrists." A similar usage in Sir. 9:9; 4l:19 refers to the "elbow." In Ezk.
4l:8,'a;pili is an architectural term.

Parts of the hand are specified more precisely by such terms as b6hen ydd, "thumb"
(e.g., Exod. 29:2O), and'esbe'6t ldd, "fingerc" (e.g., 25. 2l,2O). The term kap
ydd is also found (e.g., Dnl. l0: l0), but must be considered in relation to the meaningi
of kop and the extent of overlap between these two main terms for ..hand.,,s

b' (l) Like A]rJr. idu, Heb. yad is used for the side of the body or the side in
general, e.8., yad derek 0 Sam. 4:13 Q), llad-ma,gdl (ps. 140:6[5]), llad-i"arim
(Prov. 8:3). closely similar is the virtually prepositional expression'al-yegahem, 'be-
side them" (Job 1:14); cf. sillmki 'al-yd y"mine[i (ps. l2l:5). Some phrases asso-
ciated with this usage, however, may in fact involve a metaphorical element of '.lstrength."
For example, I ch. 23:28 uses the expression nw'amiddm llad-b"no'ahar6n for the
lrvites' support of the Aaronite priests.

An extension of this usage refers to direction (miwad kitfrm, Nu. 24:24) or an extent

5e See below.o See below.
61 See above.
62 EA 287, 27;289, 34.
63 Holma, 110ff.s See II.4 below.
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of space defined by both arms (rabafot-yddayim, e.g., Gen. 34:2t); fhob y4diyim
(Ps. 1M:25) means "broad." A related development uses ydd to mean "border," as in
Nu. 34:3 and Josh. 15:46, and to denote the bank of a river (like Akk. aln), as in Ex.
2:5.

(2) Also derivative is the meaning "portion" (Jer. 6:3) in the sense of a parcel of
pasture land that falls under someone's hand or controlfs a portion or share of seed

(Gen. 47:fu1); portions of the people (Neh. 1l:1); metaphorically a share in the king
(2 S. 19:441431). In Neh. 10:32(31), bl-yad appears to mean "debts of every kind,"
although ydd here may indicate "control," as possibly in the similar expression in Dt.
l5:2. Possibly related is the meaning "military division" (2K. ll:7), although this
may be seen as linked to the meaning "power" and hence "military might.'6 When
ydd means "hand," the dual yddayim is used, but for the derived meanings the pl.

vad6t

(3) Other meanings of ydd refer to handlike objects; cf. the analogous use of /<ap

in the sense of "socket."67 Thus yad may refer to "armrests" ( I K. 10:19), the "axle
(boss?)" of a wheel (l K.7:32f.), or a "peg" (Ex. 26:-17). The same may possibly be

true for the use of yd to denote some kind of monument or stela, which according

to 2 S. 18:18 may be identified a.s a maryEbd.' "He set up for himself the tnaXEbO

which is in the King's Valley . . . and it is called Absalom's monument to this day."

The same meaning, though presumably in a metaphorical sense, is found in Isa. 56:5,
where there is to be established for the eunuchs in the temple precincts yil wdiEm;

as in the Absalom narrative, this is connected with remembrance, being described as

better than sons and daughters, "a perpetual iem."$ Such a monument is probably

also referred to in I S. 15:12 and I Ch. 18:3, where the hiphil of naVb suggests the

actual setting up of a monument, apparently a victory stela. But 2 S. 8:3, which
corresponds to I Ch. 18:3, reads llfiiib ydi bin"lwr-(p"rat Q), which could mean

"to recover his victory stela from the river Euphrates" but more naturally would mean

"to restore his control at (as far as) the river Euphrates." Ezk. 2l:24(19) uses ydd in
the sense of a "Bointer," a signpost at a road junction (the MT is not entirely in order,

but the meaning is clear); such a pointer could presumably resemble a hand, although
no archaeological evidence confirms the existence of such an object.

(4) The relationship between ydd., "hmd," frd yad, "monument," is not immedi-
ately apparent. Delcor@ provides a careful discussion of the evidence, showing that,
although there is no philological evidence in cognate languages, there is clear ar-
chaeological evidence. He discusses the raised stones of Gezer (though accepting the

6 Cf. Robinson; for ydd, "portion, property," see below.
6 See below.
67 See below.
o Robinson *o yad here to mean "possession" [see above; cf. Gen. 35:4] in parallel with

JEz, "heritage."
6e 

"/ss, t2 (1967),230-34.
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dubious conclusions of Albright as to their funerary characte/o) and the stelae of
Hazor. A closer parallel is provided by the Punic stelae on which a hand is engraved,
interpreted as the hand of the deity raised in blessing. There is an additional parallel
from Hazor, a stela showing in relief two hands surmounted by the lunar disk; there
are comparable Palmy'ene monuments with two praying hands. From this it would
appear that yad, "monument," may derive either from representation of the hand of
the deity in blessing or protection, or from the hand(s) of the votary in prayer.Tr
Delcor also notes the appearance of the toponym ya/ twmmele& in the Shishak inscrip-
tion.72 But the possible phallic connection with ma+;zbbt, associated in shrines with
the female symbol of the '"iEra, aflows the alternative that the use of ydd in this
context is linked to the sexual use of the term.73

(5) As we have seen, this sexual use may derive from another verbal root, ydd,
"love." But there are other possibilities. Just as "cover the feet" is a euphemism for
"urinate" (e.g., lehisEft'et-raEldyw, I S. 2a:at3l) and "the hair of the feet', for
genital hair (sa'ar hiragldyim, rsa.7:2o; similarly Isa. 6:2 uses regel as a surrogate
for the genital region), so yM may be a surrogate for some other tirm for .,phallus."

A similar surrogate is bdidr (kv. 6:3[10]; l5:2;Ezk. 23:20) or biar'o116 (Gen.
17:ll), bsar 'erwd (Ex. 28:42).In Ezk. 8:17 f m6rh is sometimes thought to have this
meaning, although it seems unlikely. I" l.s. 2l:6(5) lfli has likewise been so inter-
preted;7a also, rather less probably, qdten in I K. 12: 10. To these may be added, amma,
"forearm, cubit"; 'e!'er, "uitng"; and'e;fu, , ..finger,', used in Rabbinical Hebrew for
"penis," the third perhaps already at eumran.Ts In Lrv. l2:7; prov.5:lg and the
Mishnah, maq6n "fountain," is used for the female genitalia; it is used for the male
organ in lQM 7:6 and Rabbi Elieznr xxii.76 This meaning of ydl could then be linked
to the phrase fid mil.tfiq lomma$neh in Dt. 23:13(12), meaning "latrine," and more
specifically the phrase m"q6m hsyyad in leM 7:6f., presumably with allusion to the
Deuteronomy passages.T It is not clear, however, that yd/ here does not simply mean
"side." The meaning "penis" for ydd occurs in les 7:13.7t Isa. 57:g has ydd bazit,
where the context strongly suggests an alien religious object; Isa. 57:10 has ltayyal
yzdEk, which may also be taken as a reference to virility, although others prefer a
different meaning (e.g., NEB "you earned a livelihood," which is rather pedestrian).

]l 9f ry* P. H. Vaughan, The Meaning of bami in the OT. SOTS Mon, 3 (tg1,4).7r See IV below.
72 cf. B. Mazar, "The campaign of pharaoh shishak to palestine," vohme du congris,

Strasbourg 1956. SVT, 4 (1957),57-66.
73 cf. Delcor's cautious discussion, pp. 236t., with references to the literature.7a But see H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Sanuelis. KAT, yfrltl (1973),396.
7s See Delcor, JSS, 12 (1967), 23j. for references.
75 See Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sorc of Light against the Sons of Darkness (Eng.

trans., Jerusalem, 1957), 291; cf . also leH l:22 and, y. yadin, 'A Note on DSD ly:20,,, JBi,
74 (195r, q-$.

77 see also Y. Yadin, Jerusalem Revealed (Eng. trans., New Haven, lg74), m, on the same
expression in the Temple scroll (lleT 46:13).

7t See A. R. C. Leaney, Thc Rule of ewnran and its Meanings. NTL (1966), 2O7.
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A more complex metaphor is perhaps found in Cant. 5:4f. A door and its opening as

an image for love is also found in Egyptian poetry;7e while it is perfectly possible to
understand the wording literally-and this may be part of the intention-it is not
improbable that sexual imagery is also intended, with a reference both to the yd/ of
the man and the yadayim of the woman "dripping with myrrh."e

The second possible alternative explanation appears already in Isa. 57:10, where
the meaning "power, vitality" lies near to hand. The wider metaphorical use of ydl,
"power," is discussed below; here the question is whether it is proper to assume that
one aspect of this power may be sexual. It may be natural to see the primary meta-
phorical sense developing from the hand as an instrument in powerful action, in
connection with warfare and weapons; but the related idea of power as virility should
not be considered totally separate from this sense. The meaning "penis" for ydd may
therefore be considered a possible extension of yM, "power." Further parallels may
be seen in the wide range of illustrative material from various cultures somewhat
haphazardly gathered by Cannefr and in ERE.9

4. Other Biblical Tbrms.

a. The second most frequent word for "hand" in Biblical Hebrew is /<ap which
occurs nearly 200 times;t3 the distribution does not appear to have any particular
significance. Heb. lap is parallel to Ugar. kp,u Arab. kd, Erhiop. ko{, Egyp. kp,

and Akk. kappu. Copt. fiop is also cited by KBL3, but it is more app,ropriately asso-

ciated with Heb. ltdpren.$ Fronzarolis compares the verbal lqup, "bend, be crooked."
A by-form of kap, 'ekep, has been proposed to explain Job 33:7; if this is correct,
the hand would be undertaking hostile action (par. 'Emh, as in Job l3:21r).

The two main words for "hand," fid and kap, have given their names to letters

of the alphabet tO6d Uodhl arrd lrap [kaph), Gk. iota and l<appa). This would seem

clearly to suggest that there are two different representations of the form of the hand,

although in both instances a sketch of the hand with its fingers appears to be basic.
It is not in fact possible on the basis of the representations to determine precisely what
aspects of the shape of the hand are really in mind. In I K. 18:,44, lflinp-'iJ is used

to describe a small object.
The noun kap tends to denote the open hand, ready to receive something. Thus

it is used for the hand of Pharaoh holding his cup (Gen. ztO:ll); this passage appears

to indicate a difference between fid ard lap, since it says that Pharaoh's cup (t6s)

7e See G. Gerleman, Ruth-Das Hohelied. Bf, XVm (1965), 167tr
80 See also the discussion of /rap below.
tr Pp. 62f.
82 J. A. MacCulloch, "Hand," ERE, YL,495. See also lacau, 81, who connects Egyp. mt,

"phallus," with Heb. mEt, melim, "men."
a For statistics, see W. Schottroff, *y1t jd' erkennen," THAT, 1,689.
u UT, no. 1286;WUS, no. 1364.
8s See II.4.b below.
K P.259.
87 cf. KBL3,6.



is in the hand (beya!) of the butler, who places @auD it in the hand (,al-l<ap) of
Pharaoh. But such a distinction is too precise, since Gen. 40:13, repeating the sinse,
says, "You will place Q@an) the cup in his hand (b1d6): The theme of ..the cup
in the hand of God" always uses ydl (e.g., Isa. 5l 17).

whereas a yd!, "hand," can hold a wide range of objects, the usage of l<ap is
much more restricted. It denotes especially the hollow hand into which oil (e.g., Lev.
14:15) or meal (Nu. 5:18) may be poured; it is used for the open hands of thi priest
(Ex. 29:24) and hands that hold pieces of silver (2 S. 18:12). But the tap cantikiwise
hold a staff (Ex. 4:4, although 4:2 uses ydj), darts (2 S. lg:14), a- sword (Ezk.
2l:16[11]), or a reed (Ezk. 29:7).

Prov. 3l:19 speaks of implements for spinning held in the hand Oad, lcap); lsa.
62:3 speaks of a crown ('alerel in the hand (yail nd a gdnip in trre han-a lapy
of God. These two parallels make it clear that the distinction between the terms is iy
no means precise; they might suggest the break-up of a stereotyped phrase.s Melamed
cites the phrase ydd yd,min as one that is frequently broken into its component parts
in parallel units, e.g., in Isa. 48:13. The phrase fup yad, "palm of thi hand,i the
hand as holding, may have been divided similarly into its two parts, with the result
that the two words, now appearing in parallel clauses, might each acquire the fuller
sense. such a break-up might thus lead to the use of kap alone as ..the hand holding
an object," as distinct from its more proper sense, ..hollow palm."

Our discussion makes it clear enough that kap is unlikely to denote the closed
hand or fist.te when a more precise description is given, l*p n^y denote the palm
of the hand as a flat surface (e.g., Isa. 49 16, where "Jerusilem" is engraved upon
God's hands; Dnl. 10:10, which speals of "my knees and the palms of my hands,'
tkappat yaday)). The palm is referred to in 2 K. 18:21 (par. Isa. 36:6), wbere fibd
bkapfr refers to the penetration of the hand by a reed (contrast Ezk. z9:7 where
fipas bekap refers to taking hold of a reed). In prov. 6:3, however, b6' bkap
m€ans "get into the power or cnntrol of." The text of lob 36:32 is problematic. Thl
MT reads 'al-kappayim kiss6, "he conceals light within his hands" (ci. rsa. 49:2: b;El
yadb); but a reading kEpim, "thunderbolts," has been proposed.s

_ The noun lcap also appears to denote the hand severed from the body (as in
Egyptian, where /cp is used for hands cut from dead enemies and presented to ih" A"ity
by the king"). Thus we read of the discovery of Jezebel's kappillhayyajayim (zi.
9:35), the cutting off (sff) of a woman's hafi (l<np) as punishment (Dt. 25:12), and
the severed hands of Dagon (kappd yaaM, I S. 5:4). The text of Jgs. g:6,15 (hkap
zefuh . . . 'attd byadekn) has been subject to debate. If correct, it would upp"* tlo
mean: "Is the severed hand of (dead) zi,bah .. . in your hand?" In both cases,
however, hkap rmght be an error for ha'ap. The repetition of the same slip seems

s See E' Z. Melamed, "Break-Up of Stereotype Phrases as an Artistic Device in Biblical
Poetry," Studies in the Bible. SoHier,8 (1961), l4af.

-1' cgor.-" w. Ewing and E. R. Rowlands, "Hand," HDB, 363, and a number of renderings
of kap in the NEB.

eo cf. NEB.
er [,acau, 136f.
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unlikely, however, and perhaps we have here (see also below) a reference to the cutting
off of hands as a token of victory.

When used in connection with the foot or leg (regel), kap denotes the foot or
the sole of the foot. In Ezk. 1:7, there is a clear distinction between regel, "leg,"
and kap regel, *foot." The word is used for the soles of the feet h 2K. 19:24
(kap-pe'tunay). It can be used for the feet of birds, animals, and humans (Gen. 8:9;
l*v. ll:27; Josh. 3:13). It can also be used for "handlike" objects. The pl. kappbt

frequently refers to bowls or saucers for religious use (e.g., I K. 7:50, and repeatedly

in Nu. 7). Parallel to this is the use of the corresponding term in cognate languages

for scales for weighing (cf. Akk. l*ppu,- Ugar. kp mon). Attention has also been

drawn to bowls "with hands carved on their backs" and to bowls with a hollow tube

opening into them, perhaps for libations. tt is likely that bowls of this kind were

understood as representing the hollow hand, which itself could perform functions in
religious rites.e3

Similar is the use of kap to denote "the hollow socket of the thigh" (Gen.

32:26,33125,321) and the hollow of a sling (l S. 25:29;' cf. Arab. kffit for the pan of
a catapult).

Less certain is the meaning of kapp61 hamnnn'trl in Cant. 5:5. Does it denote the

hollowing containing a door bolts or the handles of the boltPs "Knob" is one meaning
fgr yd.d.% The issue is confused by the use of sexual imagery here, as we have already

seen, although it seems likely that the phrase was a familiar one referring to part of
the door furniture. The metaphorical use of k"p is discussed below.

b. Heb. ltdpm (6 occurrences) also denotes an open hand, a hollow hand, or a

handful. Cognates include Akk. ljapnu, upnu, "hands outstretched to heaven";' Arab.

hafnat,ltufnat; Ethiop. befn; Egyp. lJf ; cf. Gk. kophinos, "basket"; Copt. fiop.eE \\e
word is always used in the dual, denoting the two hands held together forming a

hollow. Eccl. 4:6 contrasts one kap full to two hbpen, bringing out the meaning
of both words. Fronzarolie defines hupn as the fist or what the fist can contain, a

handful.

c. The noun .id'al also denotes a hollow hand or handful. In later Hebrew it also

indicates the depths (of the sea?). In 1 K. 20:10; Ezk. 13:19 the plural is used in the

ordinary sense for handfuls of dust and barley respectively; in Isa. 4Ol.12, mi-madad

e2 Holma, 117f.
e3 See above. Cf. also J. L. Kelso, The Ceramic lbcabulary of the OT. BASORSup, 5/6 ( 1948),

$42; G. E. Wright, Biblical Archaeology (Philadelphia, 21962), 142 and fie. 96:' J. L. Kelso,
"Solomon's Temple Resurrected," BA, 4 (1941), 30.

% KBLI.
es KBLs; BDB, 497, which specifies: "the [bent] handles of the bolt."
% See above.
e7 Holma, 118f.
eE See II.4.a above.
e P.260.
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beio'ol6 mayim refers to the single hollow hand, although the conjectural reading
bio,hm ydm is often preferred.

__9_. 
fr" no;tn'egrdp (only in Ex. 21:18; Isa. 58:4) is variously understood. The

LXX (gygm?) and vulg. Qtugnus) suggest "fist," but "spade, shover" has been pro-
posed on the basis of derivation fuom grp (cf. Jgs. 5:2i;. ..shovel away,' has been
proposed as the meaning of this root on the basis of Arab. grf, The use of ,eQen in
parallelism (Ex. 21:18) does not solve the problem, althougL one might expect two
objects: a wooden object and some other implement. cf. alsi bn efuny,a/ (Nu. 35:17),
bivl? 'E;-ydd (Nu. 35:18), but simply by&6 in Nu. 35:21; the construction is not
entirely clear.

e. Several other terms will be mentioned briefly. The first, __+ !U.ll z"r6a,, has the
meaning "arm," which overlaps with that of yad ydmin and i"mo,l for right and left
hand respectively. The former in particular is often used in the same metaphorical
sense as !dd, "powerJ'lm The second, ,amm6,..forearm, 

cubit,,, appears most often
as a unit of measure. The third, 'e{fu' , ..firg"r, toe,,'tor is often usJclosely with yd!
or kap; it has its own particular theological use.l@ The magical use of Ah,k. ubdnu
is comparable;r.3 cf. Heb. b6hen, b"h6n, e.g., in Jgs. l:6. -special 

significance evi-
dently atiaches to the placing of sacrificial blood on the right ihumbs and big toes of
the priests (Ex. 29:20; Lrv. 8:23f. includes the lobes or tneir right ears as weil). cf.
also [rv. 14:14,25 and the use of oil in rituals (l*v. 14:17,28) connected with cleansing
from sdra'a!.

5. Biblical Aranaic. Ararn. ydl is used both for the hand itself (Dnl. 5:5, with
reference to the fingers f'esbe'dn) of a person's hand) and metaphorically for ..power,
control" (Dnl.6:28, "the power LyMlot the lion," although the ..paw,'of the lion
could also be meant; cf. Ez.r.5:8). ..put in the power of,, is expresr"a Uy y"hab b"yad
in Dnl. 2:38 (cf. Heb. niran bnao; "deriver from the powei or" is iozib mrnlyod
(Dnl. 3:15). Human life (breath) is in the control of God lniim"tdk bideh, Drt. Si3).
In Dnl. 2:34,45, fr-la' bidoyin (cf. Heb. 'epes yde) denotes a nonhuman agency.

As in Hebrew, i'lalt wd (En. 6:12) means "undertake." In Ezr. 7:14,25 occur two
expressions for Ezra's lawl. dd!'"lAhAk d bidak and hohnat ,"lAhAk d_bidAk. The
parallel use of siprd' in the Elephantine papyrirs suggests the sense ..the law(book)
in your hand, your possession," although a possible meaning is ..under your authority,
control."

In Dnl. 4:32(35), the idiom y"mab?' bidzh means "no one may strike him (God) on
the hand," i.e., stop him'from doing as he pleases; ..the hand of God" is used met_
aphorically for what lies within his power.

rm See below.
lol See above.
r@ See below.
ro3 Holma, 123f.
tu AP, 10, 12.
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Biblical Aram. pas fdn' (Dnl. 5:5,24) means "the flat back of the hand" or "the
whole hand below the wrist," but not "the palm of the hand" (cf. Phoen. pst, "tablet");
in later Hebrew pal means "pie,ce" or "flat of the hand or foot"; cf. Aram. passa' ,

"spade," and possibly l(1Dne1 passim (Gen. 37:3, etc.), "garment of pieces." Biblical
Aram. 'arnma (Dnl. 3:l; Ezr. 6:3) is used only in the sense of "cubit."

In lQapGen 2O:4f., fid and kap are used in parallel in the description of Sarah's
beauty.los In lQapGen 2l:15, lyd ym' is used for the shore of the sea.

6. IXX. The normal word for "hand" in Greek, and the usual equivalent for yil,
is cheir.r6 It denotes both the human hand and the divine hand, with its protecting
and healing functions.l@ In a transferred sense it means "side" (cf. Hebrew), "power,"
"work," and "handful" or "troop." Not only does cheir render ydd but also kap
(e.g., Jgs. 6:13), hdpen (e.g., Ezk. 10:2 LXXA), id'al (lsa. 4O 12), tdw (Job 3l:35),
and ydm?n (Gen. 48: l4). In Nu. 14:17 , kiah is rendered cheir by LXXA but ischjs by
LXXB. A wide range of other terms is used also, particularly for the special
extended meanings of yad; detailed discussion of these is not necessary here.

III. Usage.

L Holding. The use of ydd. simply to denote a part of the human body is clearest
in the many expressions that describe the hand as holding something. The range of
objects held is wide. As has been noted,lG tqp finds sirnilar and at times identical
usage. Objects held may be weapons (e.g.,l.terefi lNu. 22:23); more generally kZttm

[2 K. l1:8]; I.t"nitll Ch. 1l:231; liid6nUosh- 8:l8l), everyday household articles (e.g.,
/c6s [Gen. 40:11]; kaddim [Jgs. 7:19]; lfl? Uer. 18:41 in the sense of a potter's vessel;
kesep lDt. 14:251); sacrificial offerings ('?.i [Gen. 22:6]; minhh [Nu. 5:25]; ,i6r I S.
14:341; 'egla1 bdqdr I S. 16:2]), for which kap is also commonly used. In the
last two instances we may note that the sense "hold in the hand" is extended to cover
the broader meaning "have in one's possession." A similar extension is implied in the
expression m"'itmi min-lnlt?rem (Dt. 13:18). The range is so great that there is no
need to cite more than these few examples. We may also observe that the same usage
holds whether the object is concrete or metaphorical; Yahweh may hold a t6s in his
hand (e.g. , Isa. 51:17), and a weapon such as a qeie! may be referred to metaphorically
(as in Job 29:.20). Most often the object, whether real or metaphorical, is described
as being bydd, bnt in Ezt. 8:33 silver is weighed into ('al) the hands. "Hold" is
expressed by hdzpq (thus hanna'ar lummaf;iq byadA [Jgs. 16:26]) or'dlpz (Ps.
73:23). But these verbs have in fact an extended or metaphorical sense suggesting
guidance (cf. more clearly Isa. 51:18, par. menahEl, and Jer. 3l:32 in a covenant

los See also J. T. Milik, "L.e Testament de tivi en Aram6en: Fragment de la grotte 4 de

QumrAn," RB, 62 (1955), 400, citing a phrase from the Testament of Lrvi in Aramaic: w',rD'r
kpy vrydy.

16 Ot cheir in Classical Greek, see [,ohse.
107 On the latter see below.
rm See II.4 above.
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context) or encouragement (e.g., Ezk. 13..22 tpieU). lnps.37:24, stunak is used of
the hand of God that holds or protects.

In a number of cases the boundary between literal usage (holding an object in the
hand) and the extended senses of being under someone's control (e.g., ps. 95:4) or
of the hand as a substitute for the person (e.g. , Mal. l: l0r@) is very difficult to define.
ln 7**. 4:12, it is not clear whether bya! with reference to iibbft hazz?fm expresses
"holding" or, as is more probable, ..beside" or ..through.,'

The idiomatic expression maqqEl ydd (Ezk.39:9) clearly indicates a weapon held
in the hand.

2. Personal Responsibility. As we have seen, it is sometimes not easy to say whether
ldd is used literally in the sense of "hand" or less precisely in the sense of a person
who conhols (or whose hand controls) some object.llo In some of these instances the
literal sense may dominate. In Ex. 32:4, for exarnple, wwiqqak miwadnn implies
that what was taken was being held in the hand ofthe persons concerned, though the
sense is naturauy given as "he took (it) from them." In prov. 6:17, ydlayim iip"k6t
dAm'naqi can evidently be understood literally, since the hands hold the instruments
by which murder is committed; but there is a clear implication that the persons are
guilty of murder. To "require at someone's hand" means ..impute responsibility,', as
in 1 s. 20:16. Alert senxants (Ps. 123:2) watch for the hand gesture ( 

"tlyod 
,"d6nbnem1

indicating what is to be done, but the expression is understood more precisely to
indicate regard for their master's authority.

The extended meaning appears more cleady h'aszh lki'"ier timsa, yadekn o s.
10:7), which implies the appropriate military action but also has a wider sense. There
is an easy development from this to the next example, where a quality belonging to
a person is ascribed to his hands. In Ezk. 7:27, vigi 'am-hi'dre; tibbdhaln| 

"*pr"..",distress; it is evident that this is an extended meaning in which the hand really stands
for the person. compare the similar expression in ps. 6:3f.(2f.), where ,"sdmim and
nepei arc used with bahal. wt:rtt the hands hold or do may express metaphorically
the state of the person. Thus 'dwen bjdjef,i (Job ll:14) inaicates the evil power oi
the person; f hor-yddayim (Job I 7:9) and bdr ydloy (ps. I g: 2 I [20]) express the person's
state of purity in terms of the hands that may be defiled through coniact with what is
impure. In Ps. 18:21(20), the parallel to bor yddoy is gegeq, making clear the wider
implications of the expnession. The wicked have zimmi in their tranas (Ps. 26:10).
Blood on one's hands (e.g., Gen. 4:11), responsibility for blood (Gen. 9:5), and more
general responsibility (Gen. 3l:39) all have to do with the hands of the person re-
sponsible. The quality of the person '^n 6eya6 rd,h wdpeto, (tS.24at2tlll) is
comparable, as is yeilaf,em dnmtm maE'fi (Isa. 1: l5), to wtiich lQIs adds ,;b,wtykm
b"wn.

The problem of defilement through contact with what is unclean is often expressed
in terms of hands; its remoral is expressed in terms of acts of cleansing.rrr 11r,

rB See III.2.
llo See Johnson.
rrt --1 169 tdmE'; cf, Lohse, 426.
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purificatory washing QAha+) may involve the hands and feet (Ex. 30:19; 4O:31). A
person who is unclean by reason of some bodily discharge QAb) transmits this un-
cleanness to another person unless he has rinsed his hands (rfyadAyw l6'-iA9ap

bammdyim [kv. 15:1l]).
Touching with the hand (yAd ndg"'^ Di [Dnl. 10:10]) may be understood in the

sense of protection; but the analogy of Isa. 6:7, where Isaiah's mouth is touched

@Aga' 'al) with an ember from the altar, suggests that purification may also be

meant.
The hand may be protective, as in tdnitab )a{-YHWH bdhnr haaeh (Isa. 25:10). Cf.

also ydl . . . hay"th 'el in Jer. 26:?A. But the similar verb nnhq is used in a hostile
sense in Ps. 38:3(2), where vtryttinbat 'aloy yddekn is in parallel with hipgeykn nibfr
Ai, with a wordplay on ntral.t and ndlwt Eccl. 7:18 uses the same verb in the sense

"hold firmly" ('al-nnnafi 'el:yddekn, par. 'afiaz). A comparable extended sense of the

verb with ydd is found in Eccl. 11:6: "not withholding the hand," i.e., not being idle.
It is evident that the range of meanings of nfiah withyad varies according to context.

A different protective idea is expressed in Jer. 33:13, where 'al-y"/2 mdnehrt2 describes

the safety of the flock under the shepherd's care, interpreted as a metaphor for divine
care.

The same usage appears also with kap. In people's hands are bAmA$, "violence"
(e.g., Jon. 3:8), as well as 'dwel (Ps.1:a$D andra' (Mic. 7:3). In Isa. 59:3, kap
parallels 'e;ba' wrth reference to the defilement through bloodshed and'dwen (cf. Isa.

1:15 and IQSIY). Similarly kap can be used in expressions of innocence and pu-

rification (e.g., Ps. Vt:4;26:6).InPs.78:72, vuyyir'Em l&dm lefub6 Arbifbfinbt l<ap-

pdyw yanhZm is used figuratively with reference to divine action.

3. Possession and Control. Expressions denoting possession and control also use

ydd; the latter sense provides the basis for much wider metaphorical use. At the literal
level, even stolen property may be in the possession (byddb lBx. 22:31'l of a penon.
Particular territories may be in the possession of a king and may therefore be taken

out of his possession or control (miW46 [Dt. 3:8]). Something tlnt is tabat ydd is ia
the possession or under the control of a particular person (e.9., I S. 21:a[3]).

Possibly related is the use of the verb mAle' wirh reference to institution and ded-

ication. The common expression millE' ydd (e.g., Ex. 28:41) is used of priestly insti-
tution; Jgs. 17:12 suggests that this.may be connected with an agreement to make a
suitable payment (cf. v. 10, which speaks of regular payment of ten [shekels] of silver,
garments, and sustenance). The expression miUE' ydd then implies actual placing of
something in the hands of the person being instituted, in either full or token payment.

The MT of Ezk. 43:26 would appear to extend this usage to dedication of the altar;
here it is the third term in the description, alongside kipper and .tihar. Some versions,
however, connect this phrase with consecration of the priests.rl3

The same construction is used in I Ch. 29:5;2 Ch. 29:31 for generous contribu-

rr2 On the use of. pdqal in Ps. 3l:6(5), see below.
rr3 Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 430.



tions, possibly in connection with the use just mentioned. A different use is present
in the cases where a contrast is drawn between what is spoken with the mouth and
what is fulfilled (mille') with the hands, e.g. in Jer.44:2i. Also different is the use
of millE' with reference to the drawing of a bow (millE, ydli baqqeiel; 2 K. 9:24'1yn

A different metaphorical extension may be seen in Eccl. 7:26 where the hands ofa woman are described as fetters. An alternative interpretation taka ydd here as
meaning (love.'lls

4. byad- A specialized related use appears in the prepositional form bydd, used,
frequently to designate the agent through whom a particular action is performed. This
may involve simply the carrying out of a commission, as in beya/ re,eitt 1Gen.3g:20),or it may involve a particular agent, as in byad gd,El hadddm eosh. 20:9). God may
save through the agency of a specially chosen person (m6iia, 6eyqd [Jgs.6:36]).

The dividing line between such expressions and those referrinjto - actual handis not always clear; Jgs. 3:15, for example, describes the sendinf of tribute (minfth)byad-n the hand of_or through the agency of Ehud. In refeience to God (e.g.,
byad-YHwn [Ex. 16:3]) the rendering *by the power of', is bener. The use of byad
with reference to prophetic activity is found in Hug. r:r,3;2:r,ro (where some mss.
read'el) and Mal. l:r. In z**. 7:7,r2 and Hos. 12:il(r0), it is used of the prophets
as a body.

It is likewise difficult to distinguish clearly between byad .n 
the sense of agency

and its use in the sense "under the control of." In 2 ch. 2,6:rr both beyaQ and ,ar ya/
are used, although it is by no means clear that there is any distinction between them.
Neither is it entirely clear whether the expressions mean :.through the agency of,, or
"under the control or direction of."

In Job 8:4 the expression bya/-pii'am is likewise ambiguous. Job's sons may be
delivered "into the power of their sins," or we may understand the phrase to mean
"on account of" their sins,rl6 or judgment brought about ..through the agency of,, sin.

5' Gestures. A wide range of expressions seems to describe gestures made with the
hand or movements of the hand. In some instances the meaning is quite clear, but in
others even the context leaves doubt as to the precise nature ofihe gesture. Definitionof the hand movements involved depends on interpretation oithe iconographic
evidence.ll7

a. A number of phrases denote gestures associated with bargaining and pledging.
In Prov ll;21; 16:5, ldd t"ya4 appears to refer to some kind of solemn assurance, a
pledge that what is related is true and reliable.lls The verb tdqa,, ..strike,,, exhibits
the same meaning. Thus in Job r7:3 nti hfi' rya6 (for which a ieading yrlqa. has also

Ita Cf. the we of (r6a'in F. J. Helfrneyer, TDOT, lV,l3l_140.lrs Cf. II.3 above.

..- 
116 svi Rin, "ugaritic-or Affinities," BZ, N.s. 7 (1963), 32f., compaing rJgar. bd,i1t,

"bec_ause of a woman," with Jer. 4l.9, beyal-g"lalydhfi.rr7 See IV below and R6v6sz, 92-114.
rrE Cf. W. McKane, proverbs. OTL (.lg7}),437, who relates the phrase to bargaining.
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been proposed) in parallel with 1infi-na 'orb?ni, "provide a surety," evidently means
"warrant," "be answerable for." The same root is also used in the qal with &ap. In
Prov. 22:26, however, the meaning "pledge" is clear from the parallel in 6:l; 17:18.
In Ps. 47:2(1), the parallel with rfia' makes the meaning "acclamation" likely; the
same is probably true of Nah. 3:19. Other gestures of joy expressed with the verbs
nfihd' and niki are discussed below. The striking of hands evidently constitutes some

kind of guarantee or agreement.
Closely related are f Stune! yad $*v. 5:21), which denotes the giving of a pledge,

and ndlan yad (Ezk. 17:18; cf. 2 K. 10:15), in parallel with bi4 denoting an agree-
ment or covenant.lre In Gen. 38:28, nilan ydd seems to have a different meaning,
simply "put forth the hand" (cf. idlah below). In Jer. 50:15 and Lam. 5:6, the sense

appears to be "surrender"; in Ex. 7:4, the phrase has a hostile meaning. In I Ch.
29:24 (withtaka!) afi 2 Ch. 30:8 (with /') it means "swear allegiance," a sense related
to the meaning "agreement" noted above.

Another expression that seems to indicate some kind of agreement is Jfr ya./, which
is used in Ex. 23:l in connection with the wicked and false witness, and in Job 9:33
in connection with the referee who places his hand on two parties in litigation. But
the phrase is also used in Gen. 46:4 to mean "shut someone's eyes (in death)," perhaps
in some way like the gesture of placing one's hand to one's mouth for silence.r2o In
Gen. 48:17 the words seem at first sight simply to mean "lay one's hand on," but the
blessing context suggests that it carries the meaning of conveying blessing through the
hand gesture. It is therefore perhaps comparable to the later use of idmak in connection
with the ordination of priests.l2l

b. The oath of allegiance suggested by two instances of nilan yadr2 appars more

clearly in a range of other expressions, especially in the use of iim n this sense in
combination with taltat ydrZk in Gen. 24:2,9; 47:29. T-his may be compared with the
phrase f lsfunet yad noted above. Other meanings of Sim in combination with Wd and
kap are discussed below.

The raising ofthe hands as a gesture denoting or accompanying an oath is expressed
in Gen. 14:22 with the hiphil of rfim (cf. also Dnl. l2:7, which specifies the raising
of both the right and the left hand). Elsewhere this expression has quite different
senses.l23 The phrase naia' yU is commonly used for swearing an oath (e.g., Ex.
6:8); it is also used for pronouncing a blessing (l*v. 9:22; Ps. 134:2, par. bErEft

YHWH). The same sense may be present in Ps. 10:12, although here the raising of the
hand, parallelwithqtun and'al-tiikah, is more likely to refer to battle, suggesting a
show of power against the enemy. In Ps. 106:26, a hostile sense may be implicit in
the oath; such a sense is clearer in 2 S. 18:28; 20:21; and in lsa. 49:22, in parallel
with'drim nissi, as a gesture against the nations or possibly-in spite of the implied

rre W. Zimmerh, Ezekiel I. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),365t.
120 See below.
r2r See below.
122 See above.
r23 See below. f)

1 -.
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warfare and hostility-as a summons to the nations to assemble to carry the sons and
daughters of Israel. The phrase nila' yad also appears in ps. 2g:2 as a gesture of
appeal to the deity.rz

c. A wide range of meanings attaches to the very corlmon expression idrah ytr4.rzs
It may denote simply extension of the.hand to perform an appropriate action (e.g.,
Gen. 3:22, the picking of fruit; Gen. g:9, Noah's taking the dove into his hand on its
return). It is also used of a supernatural hand extended holding a scroll (lad i"n4a
[Ezk. 2:9])- It is frequently used in a hostile sense, as in Gen. 37:22, closely parallel
tonafi. Relatedisthesenseof extendingpowerandcontrol(Dnl. ll:42). Asinps.
125:3, a hand may be extended for evil purposes; this is perhaps the sense of idtatt
lM'al in I ch. 13:10 with reference tolJzzah\ touching the ark, with the prep. .a/
expressing a hostile act. Instead of wyyiilag'uzz6'el-'"r6n hi,etdhim wayyilez t6
(2 S' 6:6), I ch. 13:9 has the simpler v,ayyiilag 'uad' 'er-ydd6, which has a hostile
sense in 13:10.

The phrase iabb y"d can be used in the legal sense of ..touch,, (Bx. z2:7lgl).
Possessions are denoted by the expressionmiilahyM (e.g.,Dt. r2:7),apparentry used
in a related metaphorical sense in Isa. ll:14. prov. 3l:19f. uses Jalai fid inthe piel
twice' the first time in the neutral sense "take hold of,,' parallel a kappeyha fimekfi,
the second time as a gesture of kindliness to the poor, parallel to kappdh pdf i6 le,dni.
In cant. 5:4,tx dbdi ialab ydSb min-harrir ca be interpreted as-meaning ..put his
hand through the opening," allowing fu both the imagery of love and the porriuitity
of a double meaning; but it could also mean "removed his hand from.,, In either case
'the sexual reference is perceptible. A further expression iatah miyyad e K. 2o:a)
means "release."

A hostile sense is often expressed by nafi yad (e.g., Isa. 5:25) and the related
phrase hoyyad lwil"tilya (e.g., Isa. 14:26), although the more co.mon wsrd is zerda, .127
In Prov. l:?1, nzti ldd is a gesture of appeal. wildbergeda considers this basically
a protective gesture, often transposed to express hostility; but there does not appear
to be any passage in which the protective sense is clear.

The opposite of "extending the hand" is ..drawing it back,,, exp,ressed by the hiphil
of iif (e.g., Gen. 38:29); Jer.6:9 illustrates the use of this expression in the practical
sense of what the vintager does when cutting the grapes. But in Am. l:g and elsewhere
the expression also has a hostile sense; this appears in Lam. 2:g; 3:3 as well. A
person's hand may be drawn back from evil (Ezk. lg:g), and God may draw back his
hand so as not to destroy (Ezk. 20:22). In Isa. l:25, the expression appears to denote
such a withdraual of hostility or an act of restoration. ps. Z+:tt expresses this more
vividly by speaking of Godb keeping lu" yad and ydmtn within the fotd or his garment

rz See j(4) above.
r25 Humbert; Y:eel, wirkmiictttige siegeszeichen im AT, 153-sg, on idla$ and na1i.126 Cf. II.3, 4 above.
r27 Helfmeyer, 135ff.
t28 H. Wildb€rger, Jesaja. BK, Xll (1972),217, on Isa. ll:9.
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(miqqerefi bAq"kn t0]). In Ex. 4:6f., the same sense is expressed first by the hiphil of
b6' , then by the hiphil of Jib.

d. The use of .iim with yd and kap is associated with gestures of silence.l2e It
also expresses protection (lup lPs. 139:51) and hostility (kap llob 4O:321). The

metaphorical iim nepei bftap (Jgs. l2:3; I S. 19:5; 28:-21) also means "take a

risk"; it is used in Job 13:14 in parallel wirh'e33a' b"fidri bginniy. The meaning of
the same phrase in Ps. 119:109 in parallel with weldrdfkfr l0' iakabtt is very unclear.

e. The verb md$a' used with ydd @.8., ma$e'A yddi flsa. l0:l0l) means "reach"

or "seize," with Assyria the subject (as also in Isa. 10:14). In Ps. 2l:9(8), yd4l is used

in parallel with yamin (both with ruASA' , the former with /" and the latter with the

accusative) in the sense of "reach." In Job 3l:25, it means "acquire wealth"; in Eccl.

9:10 (in a quite general sense), it means "what the hand finds to do," as also in I S.

l0:7 (where military action is clearly impliedt3o).

f. Jer. 38:23 (cf. also 34:3) has tnpai in the sense of "grasp" or "seize," and

hence "take captive."

g. The use of rdph with ydd, whether verbally as in herep yAdekA (2 S. 24:16),

"let your hand relax," or adjectivally, as in yaiayim rdpbl (e.g., Isa. 35:3), expresses

weakness, slackness, or relaxation of tension. In Jer. 38:4 and Ez;r,. 4:4, the piel of
rdpd is used for "cause to be weak," i.e., "discourage." Expressions of this kind

appear often with words of fear or encouragement. The image of hands that hang

loose in contrast to strong and powerful hands (bnzaq qal and piel, used with ydd in

!gs. 9:24, for example;l3r cf. the common use of ydl hziqAszl.In 2 Ch. 15:-7 , l.tdzaq

appears in parallel wrth'al-rApd. Dl32:36has'dzelalyM n the similar sense of
"power disappearing," with reference to Israel's loss of strength. Eccl. 10:18 employs

iiplfu yA/ayim in the same way for "slackness, lack of activity."

h. When used with the hand as its object, qd;arrtt expresses essentially the opposite

of idlafi. It is used ofthe divine hand kept close to the body instead ofbeing stretched

forth in action.ls

i. In 1K.22:34, for example, hApaftyd/ is used of the driver's action in turning

a chariot around.

t2e See j(2) below.
r3o See III.2 above.
r3r See also j(3) below.
132 See V below.
r33 + ..lIiZ qd;ar ll.
rk See below.
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j' There are many expressions that clearly denote hand gestures but whose meaning
is not precisely clear in every case.

(1) Job 3l:27 has wattiiiaq yadt rpi in a context suggesting worship of the sun and
moon; this may be assumed to refer to a gesture of worsfrp, arthough its precise
significance is unknown.

(2) In Prov. 30:32, fid tpeh appears to indicate a gesture of silence when some-
one is involved in presumptuous actions; the relation oi this to Job 3l:27 is not clear.
Job 21:5 Oail and 29:9.(kap) express silence with .fim plus the same phrase.

(3) ZEc. 14:13 has wehefuziqfi 'ti yd ,U,UO| ,e,4ry6 fid6 ,al_ya/ rE,?htt. The con_
text suggests panic created by divine intervention, and v. l4a speaks of conflict be-
tween Judah and Jerusalem. Since the first clause indicates enc'ouragement, freeingfrom fear135 suggests that the second might have similar meaning. In this case both
phrases would indicate the response of the people to a catastrophi-c situation, and the
second would presumably be related to the themi of "suret5/', conveyed by yd/ lydd.t36

Alternatively,r3T the first clause might suggest encouragement and the second hos_tility between associates at the very *o-"oi th"y seek tJstrengthen each other. The
verb 'dld with 'al does indeed naturally suggest hostility; th" i*o clauses are often
rendered in this sense, with the lnphn of bazaq understood to have the inimical mean-
ing "seize hold of." If v. l4a is intrusive,r3r introducing an alien note of civil war into
a passage concerned with God and tte nations, then either sense would be possible:
the hostile meaning would refer to panic created among the nations, while the en-
couraging sense would indicate the reaction in Judah to the divine action. The precise
meaning remains doubtful, snce 'dr6'al could arso mean '.in support of.,,

(4) In Neh. 8:6, bemd'al ydlayim, arso from 'dr6, is possibly related; the most
natural assumption is that it refers to the raising of the hands whei,amen is solemnly
pronounced. The fact th1! there is no suggestion of hostility may support the encour-
aging sense h7**. 14:13.

(5) The verb mitf is used with both wd and kap. rn Ezk. 25:6, rnaba, yad
parallels rdqa' regel, anf ttre_s9 in turn are paranelediy ianwfu. we may therefore
1ee 

here an act of rejoicing; this appears also to be the slnse in Isa. 55:ri (kap) and
Ps. 98:8 oM), in paraflel with rdnan. The phrase tdqa' kap (ps. 47:2lr), par. rila,)
expresses acclamation; so too presumably in Nah. 3:19. othe-r verbs meaning..strike,-
loy_*:r, express anger or hostility: sdpaq kappay,z (Nu. 24:10), anger; also Lam.2:15; Iob ?!?3 Gapaq), both with idraq in paralrel, whistling rrere ueing regarded
as hostile. This construction has also been conjectured for Isa. 2i6, biFda iok i*

135 See IIL5.g above.
r35 See III.S.a above.
r37 NEB.
r3t P. D. Hanson, ThcDawnof Apocalyptic (philadelphia, lgTS),371.
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yailpiqfi; but the sense of ipq ll, "abound," is more appropriate, for the meaning
"make a bargain" does not occur with sapaq I $Apaq).

The verb nalsh, hkewrse with tap, expresses distress (Ezk. 6:11, hiphil with D*

kop, p*.rdqa' bregel and continued with'dnar:dh; also Ezk. 2l:l9fl4-1, where
w"haft kap'el-kap suggests distress at the pronouncement of doom). In Ezk. 22:13,
Yahweh strikes (ndki; hrphil) with his lle;nd (kap) in anger; n 2l:22(17) the same

expression found in 2l:19(14) is associated with Yahweh, "who causes his anger to

rest" (nitab; hiphil); .this may mean either "causqs it to abate" or, more likely, "causes

it to settle" on the object of divine wrath (cf. Znc. 2:l3l9l.

(6) In Zeph. 2:15, ydnia' yd46 represents a presumably hostile gesture, since it
parallels iaraq. But the hiphil of this verb in Dnl. 10:10 refers to Daniel's resting on

his knees and the palms of his hands (kappbl yd6); the form may be an error for 'fir.

(7) The hiphil of nip also appears to indicate a hostile gesture. The common

rendering "wave" has been shown by Milgroml3e to be unsatisfactory; the verb means

"lift." This is clear in Isa. 10:32; l1:15; Z,ec.2:13(9); Job 31:21. In Isa. 13:2 it could

denote a threat or a signal; the latter fits the context better, with S"'fi-nEs andharimfi
q6l. All three expressions would then refer to summoning the warriors. But the use

of the same expression in 2K. 5:11 points to a different sense; Naaman may have

expected Elisha to drive his disease away by means of a hostile gesture, but more

likely the prophet's raising his hand was thought to involve some magic power.l{

(8) We have already mentioned the hiphil of rtan,lar but there is also a more literal
sense of "raising" a hand or foot (Gen. 4l:4) to perform an action; cf. Moses'

"lifting" and "lowering" (nfoh; hiphil) of his hand (Ex. 17:11) during the battle with
the Amalekites. [n I K. l1:26f-; Mic. 5:8, the gesture is hostile and may be analogous

to the action of Moses. Related is the common use of yad rdmi in the sense of
"triumphant" (Ex. 14:8; Nu. 33:3; A.32.,27; possibly also [sa. 26:ll).In Nu. 15:30

the expression could well have the negative sense "deliberately, defiantly." In Dt.
12:6,17, frfimal yadkem denotes what has been offered or held up before the deity.

(9) When used with fid'al r6'i (2 S. 13:19),.iim evidently denotes a gesture of
distress or shame (cf. Jer. 2:37).

(10) The expression yAdAytv 'al-lt"la;oyw l@yyAEdA (Jer. 30:6) denotes a gesture of
distress.

(11) The phrase nd'Er lcappdyw (Isa. 33:15) denotes a gesture refusing a bribe.

r3e J. Milgrom, "The Alleged Wave-Offering in Israel and in the Ancient Near East," IEJ,
22 (1972),33-38 : his Studies in Cultic Theology and Terminology. SIJLA, 36 (1983), 133-38.

r{ See, for example, R6v6sz, ll+121.
r4r See III.5.b above.
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(12) The expression ya;aq mayim 'al-ya.doyn (2 K. 3:ll) may indicate a gesture
of respect or an act of service.

(13) A number of gestures are particularly associated with various kinds of worship,
mostclearlyintheuseof theqalmpiel of pdrai.InIsa.25:ll,thisverbisusedof
a swimmer spreading his hands (yail; the clear opening stich and comparison are
followed by an obscure reference to 'im 'ofb6l wdayw, perhaps to be interpreted as
"skill" (cf. Arab. 'irbatunl]ez I-am. l:10 uses the verb with wd to mean ..stretch out
the hands to plunder." More often, however, it is used in connection with an appeal
to the deity: Ps. 143:6; Lam. l:17, both withya/ (the latter has bya!);more frequently
with kap, as in Isa. l:15. Isa. 65:2 uses the same idiom for God's appealio rris
people. In Prov. 3l:20,t4 the qal of pdra.i wrth kap stands in parallel tolhe piel of
iAlah withyd!, refering to outstretched hands us u gestur" of kindness. With this may
be compared the single occrurence of the piel of ia1afi wfih kap in ps. gg:10(9),
parallel to qdrd'.

(la) The verb ni"1d' is used with ydf, md kq in the sense of "appeal,, ([-am.
2:19; Ps. 63:5[4'J; ll9.48 f'el-mi4wbteyftn]; t4t:1_.alt :urrth kap; ps. 2S:2;63:5[4]
withyd/). The verb is also used with nepei in a similar."r,rJ io ps. g6:4. when
nd"1a' is used absolutely without an object, we may ask whether it is correct to assume
in every casere that qbl is to be supplied ("lift up the voice',); there might instead be
a reference to a hand gesture or some other use of hand or voice by synecdoche for
the whole person as nepei is used.

(15) In Dt. 15:8,11, palah is used with wd to express generosity; in ps. r04:2g;
145:16, God opens his hands (Jd) n blessing, in both instances in the context of
supplying food for created beings. Dt. l5:7 expresses the opposite by means of qdpn;
ydd, paralTel to' imme{ EWb.

(16) The procedure by which Elijah restoras a child to life is described in 2 K.
4:34; the verb used is 1im: Elijah places leappayw 'al lwppdyw, and similarly with peh
and'Anayim.It is evident that here, too a strong element oimagic is present, expressing
the conveying of life from one person to another and presumably suggesting thi
revivification of each part of the body by contact with its 

"or.oponding 
part.

(17) Blessing and curse are transmitted through certain gestures of the hands.ras
The laying of hands on a person is associaled with blessing (idlak and.Iil in Gen.
48:14), as is the raising of hands @nid, in L,ev. 9:22).

The wide variety of gestures discussed in this survey suggests both the difficulty of
determining the precise nature of each particular one and also the likelihood that in

ra2 O. Kaiser, Isaiah t3-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),204.
143 See above.
ra See, for example, K8L2,636.
14s See H.-D. Wendland, "Handauflegung. II. Biblisch,,'nGG3, III, 53f.
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actual life situations the meaning of a gesture wotrld be made clear by its context and

also perhaps by words or other circumstances accompanying the gesture. This is
evident from the number of instances in which the same expression is used to convey

very different meanings. In any case, information concerning the context is needed

to determine the meaning of the hands and their gestures. In some instances, it must

also be,noted-although it is not possible to be absolutely clear as to which-there is

likely to be some degree of magical association. This point will be clarified in the

next section, where we shatl briefly discuss the iconographic evidence.la6

We may also note that in a number of instances the same expressions are used to

describe both divine and human actions; gestures are quite naturally attributed to the

deity.

IV. Iconography.

1. Representation of hands and arms in the ancient Near East provides a variety of
illustrations of the gestures described above. It is evident that a sharp distinction

between hand and arm is not always possible in such portrayals, as indeed the word

ydd may be used for both. Thus the references to illustrations in ANEPTq given under

-+ I't''ll z"rda' all provide evidence for deities holding weapons in their hands (either

the right hand or both hands). In most instances the right arm is raised above the head.

Basically these illustrations portray the deity as a warrior. Keel makes a very precise

distinction between portrayal of a figure holding a weapon (whether ttrc kid6n of Josh.

8:18ff. or the mageh of Moses) and that of a figure with raised hands (cf. Moses in

Ex. 17:8ff.).
The variety of terminology used for raising hands and the different meanings that

may be attached to most usagesl4 point to the need for caution in interpreting icolt-

ographic evidence wherever the precise function of the gesture is not made absolutely

clear by other elements in the picture. In many instances the hands are raised as a

token of power, or blessing, or worship; in other instances the precise significance of
the gesture is as difficult to ascertain as in many of the texts.lae

2. Something different is involved in portrayral of the hand to represent the deity

by synecdoche in a number of pictures from the synagogue at Dura-Europos.lso The

open right hand of God or of the angel of God emerges from the clouds or from

heaven in the following pictures: the sacrifice of Abraham (No. 1; cf. the same rep-

resentation of the divine hand with the words ' al tiilab in the mosaic of the synagogue

16 Cf. R6v6sz,ll+121.
r47 Nos. 476, 479, 486, 490,501, etc.
ls See above.
r4e See, for example, ANEP,239.
rso the instances are fully listed by du Mesnil du Buisson; those in the Ezekiel series are

discussed by Riesenfeld, 33f.
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at Beth Alpharsr), the crossing of the sea (No. 4), Moses at the burning bush (No. 5),
Elijah reviving the widow's son (No. 27), and 5 times in Ezekiel,s vision of the bones(No. 20). In this last, the-hand of God points in 4 instances to people who are risingfrom the ground. Riesenfeld cites some examples of the latei use or this motif in
connection with resurrection, and finds analogies also in the appearance of the hand
on ancient tombstones as a symbol of life. Du Mesnil du Buissonrs2 argues that the
portrayal of the hand in effect merely separates the scenes in the Ezekiel picture and
marks the moments at which God speaks. These pictures are much later than thebiblical period, and represent in some measure the development of means for por_
traying the presence of the deity without actually depicting trim. sut they also represent
the use ofthe hand to represent the person and as a vehicle ofpower.

3. The Ezekiel pictures from Dura-E.ropos also provide examples, naturar enough
in the_context, of the portrayal of disjecn-membra, incruding hands, on the ground.It is clear that they are desigaed to suggest the dead and dislocated bodies that are
about to be brought together and restored to life.

Portrayals of heads and hands in battle scenes have been held to symbolize victory.rs3
Gordon suggests that such amputated members were used for statisticar purposes; one
might be tempted to compare the counting of foreskins in I S. lg:24-27 . But it would
seem more probable to consider them-and the actual amputations carried out during
ol after battle (cf. Jgs. 8:6, if the MT is correct; Jgs. r:6f. fL, u 

"o-puruble 
amputation

of thumbs and big toes)-as indicating the removar of the enemy', po*., symbolized
by his hand, head, or penis. Gordon,* poirt, to parallels in tne nas Shamra texts,rss
where 'Anath's success in the chase is coupled with her victory in war, expressed in
terms of her human victims'heads and hands flying in mid-air like balls and grass_
hoppers respectively."rs6 The offering of the hand (uno utro of the penis) of a dead
enemy to the deity is discussed by Lacau.rsT This material, too, exemplifies the prob_
lems of interpreting iconographic material, even where textual evidence may reason-
ably be adduced as parallel.lst

V. Theological Aspects.

. l. Power, The metaphorical use of the hand or armtse has already been adumbratedin much of the material adduced in II above, especially in II.3, where the idea of

r5r cf. E. R. Goodenough, Jewish symbots in the GrecoRoman period,I (New york, 1953),246-48; E. L. Sukenik , The Ancient synagogue of Beth Arpha (Eng. trans.,'ierusale m, 1932),pl. xix.
rs2 E.g.,99.
"' E'g', c. H. Gordon, Introduction to or rimes (ventnor, N. J., 1953), r4o; idem, TheWorld of the OT (New York, 1958), 153f.
rs4 c. H. Gordon, "Near East Seals in princeton and philadelphia,,, or, N.s. 22 (rg53),244.tss KTU, 1.3 tr,2f.
156 Lines 9f.
t!'Pp. 136f.
r5t Forlater material, see H. Jursch, ..Hand Gottes,- RGG3,lll,52.tse Helftneyer, 13lff.
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power is associated with it. This metaphorical use is not limited to the OT, but must
be viewed within the wider context of other languages of the ancient Near East.

Indeed the very naturalness of the metaphor makes it easy to see why it may be

distributed so widely. Dhormere has compared Akkadian and Hebrew usage of the
upper limbs of the body, including the hand.

The use of yad in the sense of "power" or "control" covers a wide range. Quite
general terminology appears in Gen. 3I;29, yei-le'El ya6, and in Dt. 28:32 (the

opposite), ' 0n le' Zl yddekn. Gen. 49:Vl speaks of military power in the parallel between
qei4 and z"r0'A yddiyw. In Josh. 8;20, w"l6' -hiy6 bihem yddayirn expresses impotence;
cf. also Dt. 32:36. A ruler has control Afid) oyer the affairs of his kingdom (e.g.,
Gen. 4l:35); in Ps. 89:26(25), such royal power is expressed by yad andydmin. The
relationship between the royal power here over ydtn and n"hir6! and the wording of
2 S. 8:3161 is complex; perhaps the latter should be understood as a literal and his-
torical form of the psalm verse, confined by the qere to the Euphrates. Soldiers are

"under the hand," i.e., the control, of their officers (e.g., Nu. 3l:49). The phrase

taltntydd6 may mean "within his ability" (Ezk. 6:5) or "under his control" (e.g.,
Jgs. 3:30). The noun fid is also used in the sense of "support," as in I5.22:17,
where the priests of Nob are described as supporting David: ki gatn-ya/an 'im-

dawid. A wide range of such expressions is used for "control" in various areas of life.
Metaphorical usage is found also in such expressions as bl-yd'drnEl (possibly to

be read 'dnnl) fb6'enni (Job 20:22) with the meaning "force of misfortune." Prov.

18:21 speaks of the power Oail of the tongue over life and death.

The expressions b'epes yd (Da.rl.8:25) and lO' bydd (Job 34:20) appear to mean

"without military power" or possibly "without any human agency." In the latter case,

a distinction is made between lM in the sense of ordinary human powers and the
power wielded by God, which is often expressedby ya/. In Ex. 9:3, ld.d can be seen

as hostile and destructive when the hand of God is described as h6yd bmiqn'l3i; this
hostile sense is also found elsewhere (e.g., Dt. 2:15).

2. Divine Power. Divine power is expressed in a variety of ways through reference

to the hand of God; the more general idea of the powerful hand is associated with
various divine actions. Divine power is expressed as 'd;em yWkA in lob 30:21 (kdalt

y"dAhem is used in 30:2 for human power; cf. Isa. 10: 13 , where kdall parallels hobnaf).
ln some instances divine power can be mediated through human hands, being conveyed
from the deity to the recipient through an agent.162 In Ps. 89:14(13), divine power is
expressed by yd, {rda', and ydnin in parallel phrases (cf. also v. 22121)).

Ex. 8:15(19) uses 'egba' 'eldhim generally for the cause of the disasters that have

come upon Egypt. The same term is used in Ps. 8:4(3) for the divine creative power
with reference to the heavens. In Ex. 31:18; Dt. 9:10, it is used for God's writing of
the law, as a way of authenticating the law's divine origin.

!60 Pp. 137-154.
16r See yd4l, "stela," above.
162 See Wendland.
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Creative power is also expressed by the use of yd./.. God,s hands nntfr itunayim (Isa.
45:12), his hand yds"da'ere; (rsa.4g:r3). rn pi. g5:+, beydlb meh(r|-,-'es c'ttrd
refer to possession, although the more natural interpretation is control linked with the
theme of creation in the following verse. The verb,d.i6 withya! is used for creation
(Isa' 66:2) and more generally for any divine action associated with creation (Isa.
4l:20). In Ex. 15'.17, kfin expresses this creative power, in paranel with pa.ar and
associated with the establishment of a sanctuary (cf. ps. a9:2it2tl, with reference to
the strengthening of the king).

The hand of God provides protection (l K. rg:46; E.",_. g:22 with ,ar; I ch. 4:r0
with 'rrz). Ps- 37:?A wes itunak wthyad for such protection. Ex. 33:22f. tells how
God covers Moses in the rock cleft with his hand (*"p1 *a removes (Jir; hiphil) it
after passing by. In Isa. 49:2 (cf . 5 r: 16), b;dl yd/6 reiers to hiding. Tivo expressions
denoting "security" occur in ps. 3l: byd{ka'apqid rfrli rv. itsll and'byddki
'ittdldy (v. 16[15]), both with reference to the diviii protecting hand. In ps. 139:5,
wattdie! 'dlay lappeki also expresses protection. rs. ao:taltzfaescriues h" yad. ,f
God as being upon the'ii y"minekfr @x. 'imnastg; the sense is that of protection or
strengthening. In Ps. 9-l:r2, protection is provided by angelic beings who ,ar-kappayin
yi33d'trn"ln. Israel is described as s6'z ya46 (ps.95:7 MT; oftei emended, but the
meaning "protection" appears quite appropriate). Job 12:10 has b,yW6 nepei kol-
l.tny, a phrase that in another context could well mean ..in his protection,,' but here
mones toward the sense "under his control, at his dispositioni' when ps. gg:6(5)
speaks of being cut off (gazar) from the hand of God, the reference is to the realm
of death, sheol, where the power and protection of God are not present. The verb
gdzar is used in this technical sense ofbeing separated in a number ofpassages: from
God (Ps. 3l:23[22]), from rhe rand of the -living (tsa. 53:g), from the cult (2 ch.
26:21).

The powerful activity of God is often expressed by the use of fid it association
with forms of the root bzq. In Ex. l3:3 and elsewheie we find bfidzeq ydl, but the
most common exp,ression is bya/ r.t"7iqa (Ex. 3: 19, etc.), often in parallel with z"rda,
n'tityh (e.g., Ps. 136:12).163 We also findyd/- n"1fo6 (e.g., fsa. q:ttttZl). The out_
stretched hand may be hostile to Israel's enemies, viewed-equally as enemies of God
(Egypt in Ex. 15:12), or to Israel (e.g., Isa. 9:il[r2]). A more literar use of the
expression appears in Nu. 20:20, where be,an kibEd fibyd hzaqd means ..with
substantial military force."

It might be asked whether ydal is being used here in the sense of ..military division,,,
so that such language with reference to the deity is best understood as originating in
warfare concepts. certainly when Ex. 14:31 and Dt. 7:19 speak of ..seeing',-the
mighty hand of God, there is an appear to ideas expressed more tangibly, for eximple,
in Jgs. 5:4,20, where Yahweh marches to the battle and the stars te engaged in the
conflict. This supports the view that yltwH ;"[d, 61 has a military connotation; cf. also
Ps. 44:3(2), which describs'utd ya{ka as achieving the conquest. The theme is
elaborated in battle narratives such as Josh. 5:13-15, *:h"r" ttre captain of the divine

r@ --+ 9111 zerba'.
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army appears to Joshua, and also in the eventual stylizing of these battle narratives
(as in I S. 7 and the writings of the Chronicler) so that the whole of the military
action is attributed to God.

The root ftzq is also used in connection with prophetic inspiration. Ezk. 3:14 gives
a vivid account of how the rfialt takes hold of Ezekiel and yad-YHWH 'Alay bAzaqi.
This corresponds to a number of passages (e.9., Ezk. l:3) in which the hand of God
is simply upon the prophet (wtfh? 'dbyr; cf. also Jer. 15:17, mippeni yA{lsa). With
this we may compare the description of Elisha's inspiritation in 2 K. 3:15. More
problematic is Isa. 8:11, where kbh'dnar YHWH 'Eloy is followed by bbezqa! hqwad.
In the light of usage in Ezekiel, this may be seen as expressing the moment of prophetic
inspiration, on the assumption that yd/ refers to the hand of God. It is also possible

to understand the expression in the protective sense, i.e., "when God took me by the
hand" (cf. bnzq withydnin in Isa. 45:l), a sense continued in the following phrase,

whether we follow Isa. 8:ll W weyisserEni, "he disciplined me," or emend to $ryy-

"sirEni, "he removed me." But this seems less probable, and the parallel in Isa. 45:1
is itself better understood to refer to commissioning. The impression created by the
Ezekiel and Isaiah passages is that of the overwhelming nature of prophetic inspiration
and its irresistible demand (cf. also Jer. 2O:7). Wildberge/s argues that the prophet
hesitates to express his experience in words, not speaking explicitly of the hand of
God and not stating that it is he himself who has been "seized." There does not appear
to be an adequate basis for this argument. More relevant is Wildberger's point that
Isaiah is using an established formula and that such a formulaic phrase would imply
quite clearly that the prophet himself is seized by the hand of God.

Divine power finds expression particularly in the two themes of deliverance from
alien control and deliverance into the control of aliens. A wide range of expressions
is used for both.

The most common verb for expressing deliverance from hostile forces, in both an
actual (often military) sense and metaphorically, is ni;al. Jacob, for example, prays
to be delivered from the hand of his brother (Gen. 32:l2lll)); God proposes to deliver
Israel from the power of Egypt (Ex. 3:8). It is said of God (e.g., Dt. 32:39):'An
mwadi ma;gil. The same verb is used of human deliverance in Nu. 35:25, with
reference to protection of a homicide from the go'31 haddam. Prov. 6:5 is probably
textually corrupt (read perhaps Wyad for yad); if correct, it would refer to deliverance
from hostile power. The hiphil of nAyl is used a number of times with mikil<ap (e.8.,
2K.2O:6 [of God]; 2 Ch.32:ll; cf. also 25. 14:16, where David is the deliverer,
as well as 2 S. l0:l0t9l in parallel with ml.t fpiel) mikl<ap). The hiphil is used in
Mic. 4:10 of divine deliverance, in parallel with gd'al mil:l<ap (cf. also the use of
the hiphil in Hab. 2:9, of those who seek to save their wicked gains from attack). Jer.

15:21 has palh miklap for divine deliverance, parallel to ftrppi/ mtryAd. In the parallel
texts Ps. 18:1 (superscription) and 2 S. 22:1, the former has ydd where the latter has

lcap

The hiphil of yi' occurs frequently, in Ps. 106:10 in parallel with gd'al. In Ex.

164 H. Wildberger, BK, Xll,336t.
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14:30, it app%rs in a summary of the deliverance from Egypt. In the context of divine
deliverance, 1 s. 4:3 has mikkap; Jgs. 6:14 (Gideon) and 2 K. 16:7 (the kings of
Assyria) use the same construction for human deliverers. In I S. 25:26, wi fnd.
w"h6iEa' yad'kn ld[, apparcntly in the sense of "(not permitting) that your own hand
should deliver you,"r65 in contrast to deliverance through divine power.

Ps. 107:2 uses ga'al for divine deliverance, as do ps. 106:10 in parallel with y.i.
and Jer. 3l:11 in parallel with Nh. Dt. 7:g use-s pdli mtwad for deliverance from
Pharaoh, Ps. 49: 16(15); Hos. 13: 14 from the power of Sheol, Job 5:20 from the power
of the sword, and Job 6:23 from the ruthless. Neh. l:10 has a fuller expression for
God's deliverance; bkbhki haSSAdd frbyadka WazdqA. ps. 7l:4 alone uses the piel
of plt for divine deliverance from the power eaj) of the wicked, paralleled by mikkap
with two other terms for evil people. we find idpal for divine deliverance from
human enemies in I S. 24:16(15);2 S. 18:19,31. .

Related to these are certain other expressions. Thus 2K. l3:5 speaks of God's
providing a mbita' for Israel, vuyyEs"'it mittalal yaQ-'ardm, where the idea of divine
detverance is expressed obliquely through reference to the agent. ps. 140:5(4) uses
iamar vktually in the sense of "deliver," although the idea oi ..keep safe,, is clearly
present, with reference to the hand of the wicked (par. ndsar); ps. l4l:9 exhibits the
same usage in a metaphor of preservation from the snares of the wicked.

The expression porzq '2n miwadam (l,am. 5:8) corresponds precisely to ,on miyya/i
mas;?l (Dt. 32:39). The niphal of mlt is used neutrally of escape from the power of
enemies (e.9., I s.27:l; negatively, e.g., Jer. 32:4).The piel in parallel withpd/,a
in Job 6:23 refers to an appeal to others to deliver from the power of an adversary.

An implicit reference to divine deliverance appears in 2 ch. 30:6: happ"loth ttan-
nii'ere1 ldftem mikkap malki 'aiifrr.

Am. 9:2 describes God's hand as taking (kqaD the fugitives of his justice from
Sheol; the sense suggests a parallel to passages where ldqa$ appears to be used in a
technical sense of divine transport to another realm.

3. Hostile Divine Power. God also gives people into the power of their enemies; in
addition, his own power can be hostile.

The theological sigaificance ofa range ofphrases used for the deliverance ofpeople
to judgment rests, of course, in what these statements say about God's control of
events. The hostile hand of the enemy who comes to control those put under him in
judgment can be seen as the agent through which God acts. The *ori"o111rrron expres-
sion for this is nilan b'ydd (e.8., Josh.2:24; also with kap in Jgs. 6:13; Jer.12:7;
cf. also Aram. y"hab, Dnl.2:38). In 1 K. 5:17(3), nilan tal,rt UWat ragldyw refers
to God's subduing of David's enemies. The expression is also used commonly with
reference to the subjection of Israel in judgment to alien powers, as well as to the
go'el haddam (Dt. 19:12). we also find the simple meaning ..put under the control or
rule of" with no hostile sense (e.g., Jgs. 9:29). In Job 9:?1, the niphal of ndlan

-'* F- a possible forensic sense here, see J. F. A. Sawyer, "what was a moiia,,,, w, 15
(196s),484.
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denotes control of the land by the wicked; the context makes it clear that Job attributes
this to God (cf. v.23).

The same meaning obtains with the use of mif,ar (e.g., lgs. 2:L4, par. nilan); the
verb occurs twice in this sense in Judges (the text of 1 S. 23:.7 being probably comrpt),
and otherwise only in Ezk. 3O:12; Joel 4:8(3:8).

The verb sdgar has the same meaning in the piel (e.9., 1 S. 17:46) and the hiphil
(e.g., Ps. 31:9[8] with reference to God; I S. 30:15 with reference to David's deliv-
erance into the power of someone else; Josh. 20:5 with reference to deliverance of the
gD'El haddnm). Job 16:11 uses the hiphil of sdgar with'el, in parallel withwe'al-
yeSA reia'im yirlEni. Cf. also the corresponding Aramaic term n lQafien 22:7.

Other words, rarely used, include 'alag (Neh. 9:28;2 Ch. 12:5) and the piel of Jtr
(Isa. l9:4).

The same idea of divine judgment is expressedby ndpal bydd. (e.9.,2 S. Vl:14),
"fall into the power of God." Ruth 1:13 implies a hostile action of God in the expres-
sion yis'd b? yad-YHWH, and Job 13:21 with tap (God's hand, which Job wishes to
see removed).

Hostility (against Behemoth) is expressed in Job 4O:32 by flim knp 'al. In Ezk.
2l:29(24), a judgment oracle on Judah, *falling into the power of the enemy" is
expressed by bakkap tittupdA.

In all these expressions for the power of God, whether they refer to God's hand as

showing power or express the deliverance of Israel into the power of enemies as

instruments of divine judgment, it is evident that the same phrases may be used equally
of both divine and human action. There is no distinctive terminology here for the
action of God.

4. Divine Impotence. The opposite of a display of divine power, particularly as

expressed through the outstretched hand ofGod, is indicated by the use ofqdsar (Nu.
ll:23; Isa. 50:2; 59:l), which is also used of human impotence (2 K. 19:26 par. Isa.
37:27).

5. Transmission of Power The phrase samaft yd! is used about 20 times in the OT;
often it clearly conveys the idea of transmitting something from a person to another
person or a sacrificial animal. Am. 5:19 uses it neutrally of a person leaning his hand
on a wall, and Ps. 37:24 uses it of God's hand that holds and protects. Its specialized
meaning appears in Nu. 27:18, for example, where it is used of the commissioning
or ordaining of Joshua as Moses'successor, and in Ex. 29:10 with respect to a sac-
rificial animal. In kv. 16:2l,the significance of the action is described: Aaron places
(satnak) both his hands on the head of the goat and confesses Israel's sins over it
(Alayw); he places @aUn1 the sins upon the head of the goat, which carries them
away @nid'). I*v.24:14 describes the same action; everyone who has heard a blas-
phemer is required to place his hand on the head of the person when he has been
brought before the camp; the whole congregation then stones him. In each of these
cases where more precise information is given it would appear that there is some
transmission involved in the act of placing hands on the animal or person; the same
may also be said of the commissioning of lrvites or of Joshua. It is therefore appro-
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priate to see here a transmission of power. (P6ter distinguishes imposition of a hand,
which expresses identity between the person and the sacrificial animal, and imposition
of hands, which expresses transmission.) The same terminology is used later for
rabbinic ordination, and is explained (e.g., in Nu. r on 27:20) as the pouring of
personality "as from one vessel into another."16

There is no evidence in the OT for the use of this terminology in acts of healing,
although the L)o( renders wehznip yad6'el-hanmaqbm n 2 K. 5:11167 as kai epithisei
tdn cheira awort epi t6n t6pon. This is clearly an interpretative translation; it is note-
worthy that epithisei is a natural equivalent for stunaft. Apart from NT usage, t]e
closest parallel is now found in lQapGen 2O:22,29: wbmwk ydy 'lwhy wyhh, which
provides evidence for the extension of sdmak to acts of healing and for revealing the
background of NT usage.r6

6. Divine Gestures- In our discussion of the various usages of yad and frap, it has
become clear that many of these expressions are used equally of actions performed by
the deity or by human beings. Thus Yahweh holds a t6s in his hand (e.g., Isa. 5l:17).
The hand of God may rest on someone in hostile fashion (nfiah, ps. 38:3[2]). His
hands have skill in shepherding his people (Ps. 78:72). He expresses his power with
his hand (Ex. 13:9). He raises (nasa') his hand, a gesture probably to be understood
as expressing hostility to the wicked (Ps. 10:12; NEB "set thy hand to the task" misses
the sense, although the phrase could be understood to refer to protection); in ps.

37:24, sbmZkydQ6 denotes a divine protective gesture. lnlsa.49:22,nnid' ydl is used
to express hostility or a surlmons. God may keep his hand in or it may be short (qd;aa
Nu. 1l:23; Isa. 50:2; 59:1); he may draw back his hand (Jib; hiphil) so as not to
destroy (Ezk. 20:22). In an angry gesrure (Ezk.22:13) he strikes @akil with his hand
(kap-the open hand, not the clenched fist as NEB renders). In Ezk. 2l:22, he
strikes hand on hand @aki &ap) "causing his anger to rest" (nfral; hiphrl), i.e.,
abate, or more probably to settle on the object of his wrath. He stretches out Qfiras)
his hands in appeal to his people (Isa. 65:2); he opens @alaD his hands in blessing
(Ps. 104:28; 145:16) and raises Qafr') his hands to swear an oath (e.g., Ex. 6:8).

This brief summary of hand gestures (discussed more fully above) makes it clear
that here, too, there are many instances of the same expressions used for both the
deity and human beings. The fact that in a few cases a particular phrase appears only
with reference to human beings would be a dubious basis for saying that it could not
be used of the deity or that it was deliberately avoided. Thus nnia' yae, "swear an
oath," is used of botlu rttm (hlphil) yd4l is used only of human persons (Gen. 14:22).
lt would be fallacious reasoning to assume that the latter could not also be used of the
deity.

This general observation makes it desirable to view with caution the detailed ar-

16 See Daube, 22+26, with a full discussion and references.
167 See above.
rG SeeJ. A. Fitzmyer,TheGmesisApocryphonof QwnranCavel.BietOr, l8A(21971), 140;

also idem, CBQ, 22 (1960), 284; Braun, 89f.; Flusses IEt, 7 (1957), l}7t.
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guments adduced by Humbertr6e to suggest a distinction between iAlak yad and nAfi
ydQ, the former being primarily a human gesture, the latter a gesture "properly and
exclusively divine."lTo

Analysisof usagepointstoawiderangeof contexts toriAlaltyi4l, mostof which
refer to human gestures; but there are 5 passages where it is used of the deity: Ex.
3:20; 9:15; 24l.ll (all J); Ps. 138:7; Ezk. 8:3. Humbert's argument that they are
exceptional is undermined by his comment on Ps. 138:7, to the effect that it.involves
a deliberate martial anthropomorphism. Can one really distinguish between a delib-
erate anthropomorphism and the very common and indeed quite natural attribution to
the deity of actions exactly comparable to human actions? Humbert's case is further
weakened by his refusal to include 3 references to idlah ydd associated with divine
beings other than the deity. Thus in 2 S. 71:16 the subject is mal'ak YHWH; Ezk. 2:9
refers to yad Ym4A, clearly implying either the deity. or an angelic being, more likely
the former since the context involves hearing what is evidently God's voice; Ezk. l0:7
uses the expression of a lftitb. Humbert's argument that these expressions refer to
creatures and do not involve the deity himself totally misunderstands the relationship
in the OT between God and the angelic beings that act on his behalf. This is especially
clear in passages where the narrative moves imperceptibly from one to the other (see,

e. g., Jgs. 6:11f.,14,22f.).17r
These obseruations on Humbert's comments concerning iAlah yad make one sus-

picious of his confident statements abut nitd ydd. His examination of the usage shows
that it is used of God or of God's agents, with the possible sole exception of Job 15:25.
The agents in question are Moses (e.g., Ex. 9:22), Aaron (e.g., Ex. 7:19), Joshua
(Josh. 8:18,26), and bobnd (kw. l:24).In claiming that the expression belongs to
description of the deity alone, Humbert gets rourd the Job 15:25 passage by claiming
it is an example of hubris, a case where a human person improperly undertakes a
gesture belonging to the deity alone.

The total number of occurrences of ndti Wd is 4l; even if Humbert is right in
saying that Job 15:25 is not a real exception, one may doubt whether it is a statistically
viable conclusion that the exp,ression was so restricted. In light of the extensive overlap
of divine and human gestures, this conclusion could be no more than tentative. It must
be added that, while it is quite proper to see Aaron and Moses and Joshua as agents
of the deity, and therefore to regard their actions as tantamount to actions of the deity,
the argument is not entirely convincing when Humbert dismisses as not attributable
to the deity those instances of idlalt where the agent is an angelic being. In Josh. 8:18,
God commands Joshua to extend his hand; but it is no more proper to say that it is
really God who acts and not Joshua than it would be to claim in Ex. 17:8-13 that it
is God who raises his hands and not Moses, though it is evident in both instances that
the narrator would see the deity as the operative power.

It is also open to question whether Humbert is right in describing the gesture as

t@ w, t2 (1962),383-395.
170 |bid.,392.
r7r See also J. Barr, "Theophany and Anthropomorphism in the OT," Congress Volume,

Oxford 1959. SYr, 7 (1960), 3l-38.
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"point the hand." This would reasonably suggest a hostile gesture toward or against
particular places or people. But the usage of the verb is not so limited. In Isa. 45:12,
it is said of God ydlay na1fi ianuyim (also ps. lM:2, withou t ya.o;here and elsewhere
it is clear that the meaning is "stretch" or ..spread.,'lnprov. l:24, wisdom is said to
stretch out her hands, but no one pays attention; clearly the gesture is one of appeal.
Again we observe how the same gesfure may express more than one meaning, or,
possibly, the same expression may describe more tLan one gesture.

7. Idols. various expressions denote what people produce with their hands. The
phrase fgia' lappqyim (e.g., Gen. 3l:42) is used m tfris sense; in Job l0:3 it is
used of Job as the product of the divine hands. Similarly we find p"ri withboth kap
(e.g., Prov. 3l:16) Mdyad (prov. 3l:31), and g"mfil wrthya/ 1e.g., Jgs. 9:16), use-d
in Prov. 12:14 for the reward that follows from good aeeos. cen.-i:29 expresses the
labor of human hands by 'ix"bn y&anfi, parallel to ma,ai?nfi. The latter is the most
common word for this idea, and is widely used to denote anything human beings can
make. Thus catt. 7:2 refers to the work of the craftsm ur'" ( o*iar) hands. Dt. 2,7 ,for example, speaks of divine blessing on all the work of human hands, and such
expressions are commonly found in a range of contexts.

More specifically, however, the expressions refer to idolatrous obiects, as for ex_
ample in Jer. 1:16, where ma*ia y"Sahem parallels ',ldhim ,"hErim. 

Such an example
is entirely clear, and the expression is particularly characteristic of Deuteronomy and
Jeremiafu cf. also Ps. 115:4; 135:15; Hos. 14:4(3). [n some passages it is difficult to
be certain whether the phrase means "deeds" or ..idolatrous obj!cts.,' Dt. 3l:29 is
probably to be taken in the latter sense, but the more general meaning is also possible
(so NEB; RSV translates lirerally and therefore ambiguously). Th; ambiguity is a
natural outcome of emphasizing that idols are mere objects made by human ulings;
both senses occur frequently in the Deuteronomic and Jeremianic writings. This is
brought out fully in such a passage as Isa. l7:g, where first altars and then ,"iErim
and lwmmnnim are described as ma'"38h yadayw and'"ier 'aiil 'epb",616y,at, respec-
tively. People should turn instead to their maker (,dizhri), the Holy one of Israei 1v.7). The same phraseology in Dt.27:15 refers explicitly to the maker of an image.

Tlephrase nwa'iEh ydlbyw is equally used for God's works. In Isa. 5:12, it paiattets
pd'al YHWH; cf. also Ps. 92:5(4). God's created order is also so described (ps.
102:261251).In particular, human beings are the work of God's hands (ps. l3g:g; Job
14:15;34:19); the term is also applied to Assyria in Isa. 19:25, and more generally
to the people of God in Isa. 6o:2r;64:7(6). In ps. lll:7, the works of God's hands
are'eme1 and miipay.

Ackroyd
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fl1' yd.h; fl!1rt ttuli

Contents: I. Etymology and Occurrences. tr. Meaning: l. Hebrew;2. Egyptian; 3. Akkadian.
III. Usage: l. Confession as Praise;2. Penitential Confession.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. Apart from Hebrew, the root ydh @d', wdy)
appears only in Aramaic (Biblical: Dnl.2:23;6:11) and Arabic.l The fundamental
meaning is "confess." It appears in the OT as a verb (about l(X) occurrences), a noun
(t6dd, about 30 occurrences), and in the form of the personal name hddawyah(fi)
(l Ch. 3:24; 5:24; 9:7 ; Ezr. 2:4O).2

ydh. D. Bach, T6dih dans f AT (diss., Strasbourg, 192); idem, "Rite et parole dans I'AT:
Nouveaux 6l6mens apport6s par l'6tude de T6dih," w, 28 (1978), 10-19; K. Baltzer, The
Covenant Formulary in OT, Jewish, and Early ChristianWritings (Eng. trans. , Philadelphia, 1971);
A. Barucq, IJexpression de la louange divine a de la priire dans ln Bible et en Egypte. Bibl.
d'6ude, 33 (1962), esp. 323-335; W. Beyerlin, "Die tbdfr der Heilsvergegenwiirtigung in den
Klageliedern des Einzelnen," ZAW, 79 (1967), 2O8-224; H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des
Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT, A (197O); P. A. H. de Boer, De voorbede in het OT. OTS, 3
(1943); H. Brunner, "Gebet," lzxAg, \,452-59; H. Cazelles, "LAnaphore etl'Itr," Eucha-
risries d Orient et d Occident. Lcx orandi, 46 (Paris, l97O), ll-21; F. Cr0semann , Studien zur
Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Daffiied in Israel. WMANT, 32 (1969); A. Erman, The Ancient
Egyptiarc: A Sourcebook of their Writings (Eng. trans., New York, 21966): M. Gilbert, "La priEre
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II. Meaning.

l. Hebrew. The verbydft occurs in the hiphil and hithpael, and conveys two ranges
of meaning. The first is "praise, sing a hymn"; the second is "confess." Thanksgiving
is a form of praise.3 There is no semantic distinction in the use of the two stems. It
is true that the hiphil usually expresses praise, the hithpael confession. But the anti-
thetical parallelism with the piel of /<sft in Prov. 28:13 and the synonymous parallelism
based on the negated hiphil of yd' and piel of /<si in Ps. 32:5 demand the meaning
"confess," especially since peia' is the object in both cases. By contrast, the use of
the hithpael of ydh in 2 Ch. 30:22 points to the first meaniig. Here we find the object
PYHWH, which is not used elsewhere with the hithpael, but with the hiphil (e.g., Ezr.
3:11; Ps. 33:2;105:.l; Isa. l2:4). Furthermore, in 2 Ch. 30:22 mipadfrrn parallels
m"zabb"bim zibhA i"ldtnim.a But the offering of praise (tbdhs) is a qualifred zebh|
i"ldtnim.6 The hithpael is found only in prose. When the hiphil appears in prose, it is
being used in a technical sense. Association with the piel of + l*l nU (l Ch. 23:30;
25:3;2 Ch. 5:13; 31:2; Neh. l2:2t1,46), with the statement "for his steadfast love
endues for wet'' (1 Ch. 16:41; 2 Ch. 7:3,6), or with both @zr. 3:ll) characterizes
hymnody. In his prayer at the dedication of the temple (l K. 8:23-53;2 Cxr. 6:14-42),
Solomon prays that God may hear his people when they turn (Ji[) to him, Wy @ll)
and make supplication (hnn) n the temple, and praise Odh; hiphrl) his name. Here
a penitential liturgy including a communal lament is presupposed. Communal laments
on the occasion of a defeat or drought are found in Ps. 79 and Jer. 14:2-9, respectively.
At least Ps. 79 ends, as its geme would lead us to expect,T with a vow of praise in
v. 13; we may therefore assume that this is what the hiphil of ydh in I K. 8:33,35;
2 Ch. 6:?1,26 refers to. This assumption is supported by Neh. ll:I7 y"hbdch lntf'
pilli, "he begins the praise in the communal lament."t Ps. 106, with its combination
of hymnic introit and confession of sins, may also be noted here. The use of the hiphil
is therefore peculiar to poetry while prose uses the hithpael. This is true despite the
hiphil in I Ch. 29:-13, where it has found its way into a prose pmyer as a technical
term synonymous with the piel of brk (cf. I Ch. 29:10,20).

The noun t6dh deivd from the hiphil of the verbP corresponds to the verb in its
meanings: (1) praise or thanksgiving, offering of praise or tbanksgiving, the choir
(that sings the hymn of praise); (2) confession. The noun huyy"d6l found only in Neh.
12:8, is synonymous with the plural of t6di, "choi."

Bach, who connects the two meanings of t6dh with the offering of sacrifice, proposes
the translation "sacrifice of confession."lo

G. Mayer

3 Westermann, Praise and lament in the Psalms, 25.
a Cf. Rendtorff, 153.
s See III. l.c below.
6 Hermisson, 33.
7 See III. l.a below.
E Gunkel-Begrich, ll9.
2 BIz, 5495.

10 Bach, W,28 (1978), 19.
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2. Egyptian. Egyptian has no words that clearly mean "(offer) thanksgiving" or
"prayer of thanksgiving," etc. Several wmds and phrases for "praise"rt probably
involve thanksgiving and may therefore be considered as possible tokens of thanks-
giving. It is difficult, however, to define the precise nuanoes of these various words,
since the gestures and attitudes suggested by the determinatives convey insufficient
information. In a double procession comprising twenty-four persons, for example,
nhmr2 is used to describe the action of a single individual participant;r3 one may
reasonably ask whether his auitude is really more thankful than that of the others. A
parallel textla uses the two other expressions that the W)ls translates as "thank": lsy-
R'15 and dw3'n1nr6 The formation of these two expressions is interesting. According
to the llbris, "give thanks for something" is thus expressed by saying "praise Re (or
god) for something." [t is important to note that these expressions can have both human
beings and gods as subject, and that thanks can be giveir for persons, pharaohs, cities,
etc. In a dedication inscription from Denderah,rT Hathor thanks the pharaoh, her
beloved son, as well as the city for the temple and its precincts; i.e., she ..praises Re"
for the pharaoh and the city.

In his study of the more personal elements of p,raise in Egypt, Barucqrt noles that
explicit thanksgiving is rarely attested. The best eyidence appears in the well-known
group of stelae from the Ramesside period devoted to "personal religion" and school
texts from the same period.le Particularly noteworthy is the unique vow of praise in
the stela of Neb-Re: 'I will set up this memorial to your name and set your worship
on it in writing if you save for me the scribe Nekhtamon." The ercction of the stela
and the narrative of the deity's benefaction are concrete tokens of thanksgiving.

Indirectly, of course, all kinds of theophorous personal names and divine epithets
proclaiming the mercies of various deities and their healing or saving intervention can
serve as evidence of thanksgiving. Barucq2o points out that the phrases m nfrw.k and
m ltiwt.k that occur frequently in the private inscriptions at Amarna can be interpreted
as expressions of thankfulness to the king on the part of these individuals.

Praise of the gods, which finds its natural locus in a general disposition, is a
dominant element in hymns and prayers;2l confession of sin, however, is extremely
rare in the material available to us, and is found primarily in the group of texts
mentioned above. The so-called negative confessions,22 which would be better termed

tt wbAs, u, lm, s.v. "L,obpreis" (8 refere_nces), and l19, s.v. "preisen" (22 references).
12 The meaning is "thank" according toWbAS, il,,296.t3 Urk., VIII, no. 55k, 13.
t4 lbid., 56k,22f.
ts WbAS, III, 155; all citations late.
t6 wbAs, v, 428.
17 A. Mariette, Dendtrah, I (Paris, 1870), 54a.
tE P. 327.
re see Barucq's collection of penitential prayers, 569, and the translations in Erman, 2g2fr.20 P.334.

1l P*"q, Brunner; J. Assmann, "Aretalogien,', IeAS,l,425-434.
22 Book of the Dead, chap. 125.
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declarations of innocence,23 provide a wide-ranging catalog of sins expressed in neg-
ative form. But they bear the title "separation of NN from all the evil he has done,,,
and the Instruction of Amenemope states explicitly: "Do not say, I have no sin,,'z
which clearly bears witness to a sense of sin on the part of the Egyptians.2s

Bergman

3. Akkadian. Linguistically, there is no analog in Akkadian to h6da, t6di, and
hitunddh. In statements , dalilu (II), "praise" (verb), and dahlu I (also diillu), .,praise,,

(noun), are largely used like h6dh and fida.26 Most commonry-and almost always
in the concluding doxologies of prayers-we find dailE-kalkilkunu ludlul, "I will praise
you"' But daldlu can also have as its objects such terms as qurdu, "warlikeness,"
tanittu, "glory" or narbfi, "great deeds"; the last is found most often with iilpfi,
"glorify." A deity as object appears most often in names t*eitn-naut more common,
however, are short forms like Adallal. W. Mayer discusses in detail expressions like
dafiE-ka ludlul,z1 with many references to the or. A "vow of praise', is thanksgiving
to the deity; neither Akkadian nor Hebrew has a word for "thank.,, The fact that gods
and human beings stand in constant interrelationship finds eloquent expression in vows
of praise, some of which appear already in Sumerian letters addressed to gods, pen-
itential prayers, and incantations;2E there is an intimate connection between life and
praise. other verbs of praising include:2e iumtfia ar,d nu"udu, "glorify," iit(am)muru,
"honor," kinmtbu, "hail repeatedly," and iurbfi, "magnify, praise." There are further
phrases compounded with "say" and "make.,' The wealth of exp,ressions and their
frequent use not only in fixed formulas show the importance attached to praising the
deity.

Confession of sin is a different matter. Akkadian lacks a word equivalent to Heb.
hitwsddh; filya pedfi, "disclose sin," appears only rarely in the Amarna letters.3o confes-
sion of sin nevertheless has a firm place in Babylonian prayers,3r because sin was
looked on as one of the major causes of suffering, frbm which the supplicant seeks
deliverance. Normally the reference to sin appears in relative clauses or nominal
constructions within a lament that bemoans suffering and prays for deliverance, e.g.:
"on account ofthe sin that I know or do not know, wherein I was negligent, sinned,
offended, went badly ostray."32 But we also find confession in main clauses, e.g.: ..r
was negligent, sinned, offended, went badly astray; these all are my sins and my
misdeeds. I was unknowingly neglectful, transgressed your commandment, swore

23 Cf. C. Maystre, l,es diclarations d innocence (Cairo, 1937).
24 xDtr., D.
25 S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N. y., 1973), 130tr
26 AHw,I, 153f.; CAD,lll (1959),46f.,5Of.
27 Pp.3o7tr.
28 lbid.,3l5tr.
2e lbid.,3l9tr.
30 AHw, II, 86ob: 20.
3r Cf. Mayer, l.c, lllff.
32 E. Ebeling, Die Aklcadische Gebetsserie "Handerhebung.,' MDAW,2O (1953), g, l0f.
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falsely by you, did not obey your ordinances."33 In addition to general confession, we
find special confession in which individual sins are named, e.g.: "I spoke and then
changed it, I demanded trust and did not give it; I did what was improper, what was
harmful was in my mouth; I told what had never been said."x Guides for self-exam-
ination before confession contain catdogs of sins comparable to those of the Christian
tradition. The second and thfud tablets of the Surpu incantation series, dating probably
from the end of the second millennium n.c., speak of some three hundred possible
ways to fall into separation from the deity (called mimitu, "curse") through misconduct
or unwitting sin.3s There are also a few confessions of sin on the part of kings; these
name individual sins, albeit in conjunction with a list of good works. Thus Ashur-
nasirpal I (ca. 1050 n.c.), being in poor health, says: "I was not mindful of your
lordship, I did not pray continually; the people of Assyria were not well informed,
they did not always turn to your divinity."36 Religious attitudes and convictions are
often older than the concepts and terms that refer to them, and can continue to develop
without conceptual form.

Von Soden

III. Usage.

l. Confession as Praise. a. Characteristic and instructive with respect to the use of
the verb is J's interpretation of the names Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah in Gen.
29:31-35.37 What l€ah lacks in comparison with her sister Rachel is the love of her
husband (w. 32-34). Her distress is that she is neglected (v. 3l). when yahweh looks
upon her affliction (v. 32), when he hears her (v. 33), her prayer to yahweh is pre-
supposed. The birth of her fourth son, the fulfillment of this prayer, leads to praise:
"This time I will praise the Lord" (v. 35). In other words, as early as the eighth
century 8.c., and probably even earlier, the elements of description of need, prayer,
fulfillment, and thanksgiving through praise are conjoined. The statement 'Neh 'et-
YHWH is a vow of praise but also a brief form of a hymn of praise, a kind of prototype
arising from the occasion.

A vow ofpraise, usually expressed through a voluntative lst person singular hiphil,
concludes individual laments (Ps. 7:18[Eng . v. l7hZ8:7;35 tg;42:6,1215,11];43:4f.;
52:lll9l;54:8[6]; 57:lO;71:22;86:12; 109:30; tt9:7). The supplicant can also use
an infinitive construct to describe the vow of pra.ise. The voluntative may be retained,
as in Ps. 119:62: "I will rise to praise," or the vow may appear as a petition: .'Bring
me out of prison, that I may praise" (Ps. 142:8171). A wish in the 3rd person plural
(yAdtt) can also take the place of the vow of praise. The situation is similar in the case

33 W G. Lambert, "Three Literary Prayers of the Babylonians,,, AfO,19 (1959-1960), 51,
lines 67ff.

_34 E 
-Reiner, 

"Lip5ur Litanies," "INES, 15 (1956), 142, 53f.; W. G. Lambert,
"Dingir. 5i. Dib. B-a. Incantations," .INES, 33 (197 4), 280, lZ4 I 6.

35 E. Reiner, Surpu. BAf0, tl (1958).
36 W. von Soden, "Zwei Kdnigsgebete an I5tar aus Assyrien,', Ap,25 (1974-77),39 and

43, lines 23f.

_ _37- 
M. Noth,A History of Pentateuchalrradiions (Eng. trans. 1972;repr. chico, calif., lggl),

25,29.
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of communal laments. The vow of praise may be expressed through the voluntative
of the lst person plural (Ps. 79:13) or it may be replaced by a petition using the
infinitive construct: "Help us . . . to praise" (Ps. 106:47). In Ps. 44:9(8), where n6jeh
follows statements of confidence, the vow is in a sense anticipated.

The occasions leading to a vow ofpraise can be stated only in general terms, since
the imagery of the laments is standardized: the life of the supplicant is threatened.
Description of constantly recurring situations dominates, involving above all the ex-
perience ofpersecution (Ps. 7l:10;86:14). The innocent supplicant is being perse-
cuted. His enemies lay a net and dig a pit for him without cause (Ps. 35:7; cf. 57:7161);
they oppress him for no reason (Ps. 7:5[4]). The enemies of the devout overwhelm
them with their wickedness (Ps. 52:3-6tl-41). cunning and violence are joined (ps.
l4o:2'5ll-4)). The description of Ps. 109:3f. is moving: "with words of hate they
beset me; they attack me without cause. For my love they accuse me, although my
prayer was for them.'88 Forced exile also separates from the life-giving presence of
God, which is experienced in the cult (Pss. 42f.). Imprisonment resembles death,
where there is no praise of God (Ps. 142:5,8[4,7]).

The basic situation that evokes a vow of praise in a communal lament is the same
as in an individual lament: a threat to life. Now, however, it is transferred to the group.
It is actual or predictable (cf. 2 ch. 2o:4ff.) national catastrophe. Dispersion among
the nations resulting from defeat (Ps. 44:10-12t9-lll; lM:47) parallels the destruction
of Jerusalem and the desecration of the temple (Ps. 79). Despite many attempts to
assign Ps. 79 to a specific historical event, it remains uncertain whether it refers to
the capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in 587/586 B.c. or to an event of the
Maccabean period. For later generations, the fall of Jerusalem and the Babylonian
captivity became the archetypes of radical collective disaster.

Praise is actually expressed in the t6di (Neh. 12:27; Ps. 26:7;42:5[4);69:31[30];
95:2; tOO:1,4; 147:7; Isa. 51:3; Jer. 30:19; Jon. 2:10[9]). It is a joyful song in which
exultation over God's mercy makes itself heard (Ps. 42:5t41); it is among the messages
of rejoicing that will be heard concerning the "new salvation,"3e the renewed favor of
God after the destruction of the Judahite state (Isa. 5l:3; Jer. 30:19). In the individual
thanlsgiving song, which we should conceive of as fulfilling the vow of praise, the
verb ydh has a fixed place. The introduction often consists of 'ileh plus object (ps.
9:2llh 108:4[3]; 118:21; 138:lf.; Isa. 12:l; 25:l). Ifthis place is already occupied by
another expression of praise, 'foeh comes at the end (Ps. 18:50[49] par. 2 S. 22:50;
Ps. 30:13[12]; 118:19,28).The oath here moves from singularthanksgiving to con-
tinual praise.4 In the vow ofpraise, it is possible for the voluntative ofthe lst person
to be replaced by the optative of the 3rd person masculine plural (ps. 107:8,15,21,31).
In hymns the formula occurs only twice. Once it seryes as an introduction (Ps. I I l:l),
and in the psalm of creation the worshipper proclaims his praise toward the end (ps.
139:14).

Usually hymns are introduced by the impv. h6Qfi, "praise" (2 Ch. ZO.2L;ps. 30:5[4];
97:12;136:l-3;rsa. l2:4; Jer. 33:ll). The same is true of the historical psalms (l ch.

3t Thans. following H.-J. Kraus, psalmen. BK, XVIZ (s1978),7M.
3e A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 349.a Criisemann, 236.
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16:8; Ps. 105:1; 106:l) and liturgies (Ps. 107:1; l18:l), if these forms are in fact not
simply variants of the hymn. An introduction using a different verb may also be
continued by hbdfr (Ps. 100:4). Repetition at the end can turn the introduction into a
framework (1 ch. 16:3; Ps. 118:29; 136:26). Exceptionally, the summons to praise
can come at the conclusion (Ps. 97:12). It can be replaced by the optative of the 3rd
person masculine plural (Ps. 67:4,6f3,5);89:6;9:3;145:10) or the 3rd person fem-
inine singular (Ps. 76:1lF0l). Forms using the infinitive construct also appear (ps.
92:2U);122:4). crtisemanrfr admits neither y6lfi nor tbdekikn @s. 76:ll[10]) as
variants of the vow of praise or of the imperative su[lmons to praise; instead he puts
these forms under the heading of "optative praise," an independent hymnic form
whose variability he is quite ready to recognize.

It is helpful to list the occasions with which ydh is associated in thanksgiving
songs.a2 In view of the fate that awaited those conquered in battle-depending, of
course, on their social rank (ct.2K.25)-victory was perceived as newly bestowed
life, demonstrating the harmony between Yahweh and his believers (ps.
18:36-39,50[35-38,49] par.; Isa. 25:l-5); similarly, healing of a disease felt to be
mortal causes the worshipper to rejoice and exult (ps. 30:3,1312,121). The blessing
of children, which guarantees a woman's position and gains the love of her husband
(Gen. 29:35), also belongs here.

The praise is developed by means of a clause beginning with ri. when '6f,eh
introduces the t6di, the /ci clause recounts the divine benefaction the worshipper has
experienced. Additional clauses may continue the narrative. The perfective verbal
clause is the rule. only in Ps. 108:5(4) do we find a noun clause. The narrative is
couched in direct address: "Thou hast maintained my right and my cause" (ps. 9:5[4]a3;
cf. Ps. 108:4{31; ll8:21; 138:2; Isa. l2:l; 25:l). No narrative is associated with the
vow of praise that concludes the tMi, for the future praise of God remains open. only
where the concluding vow is represented by the hymnic form ofoptative praise do we
find in two instances a summary narrative in the 3rd person (ps. 107:9,16), to be
understood as recapitulating the detailed narrative that has gone before.

Despite its great similarity, the situation is not so clear in the vow of praise found
in individual laments. In Ps. 7:18(17); 28:7; 35 18; 42.6,12(5,11); 43:4f.; 7l.22;
ll9:7, there is no 6 clause; the vow is open-ended. Elsewheie it takes on a variety
of forms. In a perfective verbal clause the worshipper may anticipate the divine ben-
efaction out of assurance that he will be heard. He addresses God in the 2nd person,
as in the introduction to ttl.r- tUA. Other forms of direct address include the noun
clause in Ps. 57:ll(10) (cf. 108:4[3]) and Ps. 86:13, a verse combining noun and verb
clauses: "Thy steadfast love is greater than I; thou hast delivered my soul from the
depths of sheol." Ps. 54:8(6) is in the 3rd person; once again, ld 161 is explicated by
'for he has delivered me from every trouble." Here, however, the suffix -ni confirms

4t lbid., 184-191.
a2 The terminology is discussed by c. westermann, Geh'endete Ktage. BSt, g (1955); and

idem, "Die Rolle der Klage in der Theologie des ATs," Forschung am AT. ThB, 55 Onq,
250-268 [: "The Role of the Lament in the Theology of the OT,',7nL 28 Ong,2Gi8].a3 Kraus, BK, XYll, in lu.
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the specific reference to the worshipper. In ps. 109:31, the *i clause changes to the
3rd person, with the verb in the imperfect. The ti clauses that follow the imperative
summons to praise (hMit) are all in the 3rd person. In contrast to the thanksgiving
song' there is no narrative but rather some variation of a statement concerning yatrwetr
and his +'tDi ftese{ (Ps.100:4; l0z:1; 136:t-3;Jer. 33:ll; etc.) or his favor (rd;6na
[Ps. 30:6(5)]). when optative praise tgildfr) replaces the imperative (h6d\, tne *t
clause takes the fmm of an imperfective verbal clause. Whether Yahweh is described
as just and merciful (Ps. 67:5[a]) or his greatness is described in a rhetorical question,
there is no reference to any specific crucial deed. The statement is intended to describe
his nature. After '6deh, however, even in a hymn, the direct address and mention of
the particular deed are retained (ps. 139:14).

we see, then, that '6Qeh, regardlas of its place and function in the various literary
types, always implies a transaction between Yahweh and the human world, which is
recounted in a ld clause, whereas the t? clause following a sunmons to praise con-
stitutes a statement about Yahweh. This sigaificant difference leads Westermann to
speak of declarative praise in the former case, descriptive praise in the latter. On the
basis ofthis difference in content, he terms the thanksgiving rong a declarative praise
psalm and the hymn a descriptive praise psalm.a5

The particle ti both designates content and motivates praise. This double function
leads to some uncertainty in translation, as comparison of recent comms. will attest.
In Ps. 9:5(4), Gunkel6 renders ti as "for," weiseraT as "that,'; Krausd does not
tanslate it at all. In ps. 30:6(5), Gunkel has .Tot',; weiser leaves the word urtrans-
lated, and Kraus renders it as "indeed." In Isa. l2:1, Kaisey'e translates it as ..for,,,
wildberget'o as "truly." since "for" overemphasizes the motivating function, the use
of a deictic particle is most appropriate: of the translations given, ..tmly- and ..indeed,,

best represent the double function. Both point to content without excluding motivation.
crtisemann,sl too, has elected to translate ti as ..indeed," albeit only when it follows
an imperative summons to pra.ise, since he sees in the ti clause not only the content
of the praise but also the carrying out of the summons. Elsewhere he retains the
motinating "for."

b. As the wealth of parallel verbs and other expressions shows, praise involves
intense emotion. It includes joy (l ch. 16:10; ps. 9:3[2]; 67:5141;105:3; etc.), singing
and playings2 (Ps. 7:18[17]; 18:50[49]; 30:5,13[4,12]; 108:4[3h rtc.), exultations3

q ---+ 7'BA rd{6.
as Praise and Lament in the psalms, 31.6 H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. GHK,lll2 (1926).
a7 In loc.
4 BK, XVlt.
ae O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans.2l9g3).
50 H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xll (tSlZl.
51 Pp.32-35.
s2 --+'1Dl anr.
st _--> 7)9 ,dlaq.
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(Ps. 9:3[2]; '/2, Ps. 28:7), rejoicings (Ps. 33:l; 67:5[4); 7l:23; lfi):2; Isa. 12:6),
glorifyingss (Ps. 35:18; 109:30; etc.). There are many verbs that mean ..rejoice": +
lll'1 rw', Ps. 100:1; + )'l gyl, Ps. 43:4; shl, Isa. 12:6. Worshippers seldom rest
content with a single expression. In the ecstasy of joyous excitement they pile verb
upon verb (Ps. 9:3[2]; 67:5141; Isa. 12:6). The voice of someone who summons others
to praise is like a voice of mirth (JdJ6zs6) and gladness, the voice of the bridegroom
and the bride (Jer. 33:11).

Praise cannot be a private matter involving only those who praise and are praised.
The impv. hbdi is addressed to all and sundry. There is a summons to tell others, or
the worshipper suggests such a summons by announcing his intention to speak (ps.
9:2Ul;79:13). He describes those who will hear as the "godly" (ps. 52:ll[9]), the
company of the upright, a congregationsT of indefinite size (Ps. 111:l). It comprises
many (Ps. 109:30), appears as a great congregation and a mighty throng (ps. 35:18).
Ultimately it includes the entire world. The peoples (gbyim, Ps. 18:50[49] par.i,arn-
mim, I Ch. 16:8; Ps. 57:10[9]; 105:l; 108:4[3]; Isa. l2:4) and nations (t'ummim, ps.
57:10[9]; 108:a[3]) are to experience the praise.

The object may be connected with the verb by means of 'l or le, or it may remain
unstated. It is almost always God. only 4 times is a human person the object of ydh:
Gen. 49:8; Job,lO:14; Ps. 45:18(17);49:19f.(18f.). In the first two passages, rhe
authors had the royal power as a reflection ofdivine sovereignty before their eyes; the
last two passages make it clear, indeed insist, that praise can never refer to human
persons, who would in this case take the place of God. The praise of human persons
vanishes with its object, who can be praised only ironically. The absolute use of ydh
to express praise of God (Neh. ll:17; 12,71;2 Cxr. 3l:2) follows naturally.

Praise is addressed to God or speaks of him. Its object may therefore be in the 2nd
or 3rd person singular; they appear about equally. It must be noted, of course, that
the imperative requires the 3rd person. when the object is in the 2nd person, it is
expressed by means ofthe appropriate personal suffix attached to the verb (25 times),
lkA O Ch. 29:13; Ps. 6:6[5]; 79:13; 119.62), or an hypostasis expressed with the 2nd
person suffix. Among these we find God's "name"se 1ll times), including his "holy
name" (l Ch. 16:35; Ps. 106:47), which post-Deuteronomic literature uses as an
alternative form of "Yahweh,'.e and the striking "wonders,s (ps. 89:6[5]). The
tetragrammaton never appears.

The situation is entirely different in the case of the 3rd person. Here the tetragram-
maton clearly predominates (32 times), whereas the hypostatized name appears only
as "the name of Yahweh" (Ps. 122:.4) and as "his holy name"6r (zEkr qodi6, ps.

sa ---> 171 rdnan.
ss + rr;t hll Il.
s6 

-! irii, .fif .

st + it19 'Ad6.
se --+ dUi iEm.
se O. Grether, Natne und Wort Gottes in AT. BZAW, 64 (1934),35tr.
oo ---+ N)D pele'.
6r Cf. W. Schottroff, "Gedenken" im Alten Orient wtd im AT. WMANT, 15 el961.),291tr.
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30:5[4]; 97:12). The same role as the tetragrammaton is played by the terms ,"ldhim
(Neh. 12:46; Ps. 136:2), 'el haiidmayin (ps. 136:26), and,Mbn (is. 136:3). The 3rd
person suffix with the verb is used only rarely (ps. 2g:7; 42:6,l2f5,lll; 43:5), as is
/6 (Ps. 100:4).

The three determinative elements of praise-joy, involvement of others, and exclu-
sive reference to God-lead to a fourth fundamental factor the association of praise
with life. only the living can praise God (Isa. 3g:19). Those who have become dust
are no longer able to do so (ps. 30:10[g]). The shades ofthe dead (ps. gg:1lll0l) and
the shadowy realm of Sheol (Isa. 38:18), which is separated from God, know nothing
of ydh; to ask of it is purely rhetorical.

c. To praise the name of Yahweh, people go up to Jerusalem, to the temple (ps.
118:19). This is required by an ordinance oflsrael (ps. 122:l-4). The setting ofpraise
is worship, its site the temple. within the temple precincts, praise takes placi in a
variety of places.

The altar and t6d6 go together. The faithful go about the altar with a tila (ps.
26:7). They desire to praise ('6{fta, ps. 43:4) at the altar. Before the hakd-ased by
synecdoche for the temple structure-they prostrate themselves in worship (ps. l3g:2),
i.e., in the courtyard where the altar of burnt offering stands.62 This agrees with Jon.
2:10(9), where fulfillment of the vow of sacrifice includes t6dh. ps.54:g(6) speaks of
a vow of sacrifice and praise ('ezbhi,'ileh). The optative praise (y6lri) ttrat takes
the place of a vow of praise in Ps. 107:21f. also includes a surlmons to sacrifice
blizb"bfr), referred to here as zjbhi t6dd.

The passages cited show that there is a connection between the individual song of
thanksgiving and sacrifice; both go back to a vow (n?ger)63 made in distress, and both
are performed together.e The association finds expression in shared terminology.
Instead of zebah t6di (ps. tt6:17) we may find simply tMa e Ch.29:31;33:16; is.
56:13112l; Jer. 17:26;33:11), a usage attesred very early (Am. 4:5). More details
about the freewill thank offering are found in p (Iev. 7:11ff.). The 7epafi t6di is a
peace offerin9 kebah i"ltunim6s) that also includes cereal offerings. There are two
versions of what is involved in this supplementary offering, of which the priest receives
his portion. The main difference between the two is that the former, through assimi-
Iation to the minlri, requires unleavened brread (v. l2), while the latter permits leavened
bread (v. l3). Read in the light of Am. 4:5, v. 13 cannot originate as a mitigation;
there are instead alternative ways of carrying out the offering, of which the latter
represents the earlier practice. The offering ofunleavened bread is a postexilic usage.6
The requirement that none of the flesh of the sacrifice be left until morning (v. 15) is
also inculcated by the Holiness code (Irv. 22:29t.). cattle, sheep, and goats can serve

: T' A' Busink, Der Tbmple von Jerusalem von saromo bis Herodes. srFs, 3, | (lg7o), 322.a ---> 11J nidar.a Rendtorff, 136f.
65 + drv ialam.6 K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT, lV (196), W.
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as sacrificial animals for the peace offering.67 The same is probably true of the 6da.
Ps. 69:31f.(30f.) at least indicates that a tffi usually involved the sacrifice of an ox

(.i6r) or bull (par).
It is natural to ask into the locus of such an individual element in the context of

worship, especially when one considers the resources required. A congregation must

be present, as well as priestly and levitical specialists. Only two passages, both in
Chronicles, speak of specific occasions on which thanksgiving offerings were offered.
At the "dedication" of the temple inaugurating the restoration of the cult after the

cleansing of the temple (7l5ll4-6971966E), Hezekiah calls on the people to offer z"-

babim w"t6dbt, i.e., thank offerings defined as anirnal sacrifices (2 Clr. 29:31). Freewill
burnt offerings are also mentioned in this context. All this takes place after the fixed

sequence of official sacrifices (Nu. 29; 2 Ch.29:21;Ezt. 6:17;8:35) is concluded. It
appears, therefore, that in the postexilic period the festal liturgy provided an open slot

for freewill offerings (cf. Nu. 29:39), here devoted to thanksgiving offerings. It is true

that 2 Ch. 33:15f. speaks only of a cleansing of the temple; butthe "peace offerings

as thanksgiving offerings" offered by Manasseh (697196-642141@) in thanksgiving

for Yahweh's deliverance from the hand of the Assyrian emperor Ashurbanipal should

certainly be considered analogous to the sacrifices at the festival concluding the cleans-

ing of the temple. When the Deuteronomistic editor of the book of Jeremiah speaks

of t6di being offered, accompanied by hymns (Jer. 33:11), he is assimilating the

pri\a.te thank offering to the regular morning and evening sacrifices as well as to the

prescribed festival sacrifices; these are accompanied by hymnody sung by the temple

singers (1 Ch. 23:30f.;2 Ch.7:6), as can be seen from the association of the peace

offering meal with the singing of the l,evites (2 Ch. 3O:22), a description that probably

reflects the editor's own period.
The Chronicler, in order to emphasize the importance of the levitical office, assigns

the hymnody of the lrvites a totally independent status within the cult (l Ch.

16:4,7,37,41). tt is the music and singing in the temple that evoke the divine presence

(2 Ch. 5:12f.). Now no longer associated with sacrifice and the priesthood, levitical
hymnody moves outside the temple precincts, becoming a part of any cultic celebra-

tion, as when Zerubbabel and Jeshua lay the cornerstone of the temple (Ezr. 3:ll) or

when the city wall of Jerusalem is dedicated (Neh. 12:27). When war is described in
liturgical terms, it takes the place of the battle cry (2 Ch. 20:21).70 This would probably

not have been possible if hymnody had not actually had a place in war understood as

a cultic act. The extent to which cultic elements influence the description of war can

also be seen in I Macc. 4:24; 13:51, where the formula for levitical hymnody is used

for the victory song after battle.

Without thanksgiving song there can be no thanksgiving offering. On the other

hand, we hear of thanksgiving songs being sung without an associated sacrifice. A

57 Rendtorff, l6lf.
6E S. Herrmann, A History of Israel in OT Times (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1975),257.
6e lbid.
70 Cf. G. von Rad, Der heilige Krieg im ahen Israel (Gbttingen, 41965), 80f.
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t68i can in fact take the place of sacrifice (ps. 69:31f.[30f.1y.2r T]ne t6d6t localized
elsewhere are necessarily not connected with sacrifice. There is a fida at the gate, of
which we can learn much from ps. l0o, explicitly called miznir l!6d6 by its-super-
scription. A group is called upon to enter (bo'it) wrth t6da, hter referred to as f hill6.
At the end, this call is summarized by the impv. hfufr (v.4). The plural imperatives
together with the associated terms t68i and fhitl| show that we are dealing here with
a hymn sung during entrance into the temple precincts. The features of an entrance
and plnral surlmons also appear in ps. 95:2,6. pilgrims (ps. 122) sang such hymns,
as the worshipper of Ps. 42:5(4) sadly recalls.

The Psalms furnish scanty information about how the praise was actually performed.
It was sung to instrumental accompaniment. If the "I- and *we', or the ..you,, of the
imperative are not merely literary fictions,72 the singing could be either solo (individual
thanksgiving song, individual hymn) or collective (communal thanksgiving song, hymn).
Antiphonal singing is likely in the case of several hymns (e.g.,-ps. 136). various
instruments could be used for accompaniment, apparently not aisociated with partic-
ular genres: zither (kinnbr), harp @Ebel), ten-stringed bow harp Gi6r). whether sing-
ers accompanied themselves or were accompanied by an orchestra or instrumental
soloists remains an ope-n- question. The playing of two instruments simultaneously by
the same "I" (Ps. 57:9f.[8f.]; 7r,22;92:2,41r,3l) argues against self-accompaniment.
Perhaps there were various styles of performance.

The Chronicler's history provides more evidence. The singing of praise is entrusted
to the Irvites ( 1 Ch. l6:4f . ,7 ,42; 23,30 25:6; 2 Cllr. 5:12; l:A;1tz:), who are singers
and musicians (2 ch. 7:6), playing the instruments mentioned above and also cym[als
(me;iltayim) (l ch. 16:5; 2 ch. 5:12; Neh. 12:27). A musician would masteiu p*-
ticular instrument (1 Ch. 16:5; 25:3). Certain individuals functioned as leaders: Mat-
taniah (Neh. ll:17; l2:8,24,f.), Jeduthun (l ch. 25:3), Asaph (Neh. 12:46). The first
two are also mentioned as soloists: Mattaniah as a singer (Neh. ll:17), Jeduthun as
azithet player (1 Ch. 25:3). Even if the division of the Levites into twenty-four classes
serving in turn (l ch. 25) is a fiction on the part of the chronicler, we do read of
choirs and orchestras being assembled out of their total number (2 ch. 20:21; Neh.
12:31,38,40). when they appear in temple worship, they stand in the courtyard east
of the altar (2 Ch. 5:12). Their times of service include at least the times of sacrifice.
During performance of the music it is important that the singing be in unison with the
instrumental music (2 ch. 5:13). Sometimes their numbeiis augmented by priasts
sounding trumpets (2 ch. 5:12; Neh. 12:35). Subordination of thi temple musicians
to the l€vites is postexilic, although it is ascribed to David (2 ch.7:6fEzr. 3:10). It
is probably historically accurate that there were temple musicians ever since the Je-
rusalem temple existed.

The information derived from the Psalms can easily be correlated with what we
learn from Chronicles. The instruments are the instruments of the temple orchestra.
Both solo and choral performance are possible. The open questions are whether the
"I" of the psalmist is identical with the "f' of the performer and how the ..congre_

7r Hermisson, 38.
72 Wohlenberg, 576, 583.
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gation" participated. There is much to be said for the theory that in the temple per-

formers were recruited from the ranks of the professional musicians.T3 This would
suggest a development analogous to that of the sacrificial system, in which the indi-
viduals present their offerings but the priests are responsible for the technical details
of the sacrifice.

2. Penitential Confession. a. According to R confession of sins constitutes a part of
the sacrificial ritual in certain cases (Lev. 5:1-6; Nu. 5:5-10). The sequence of acts

to be performed begins with a consecutive perfect (14/'hitwsddA [trv. 5:5], w"hilwsddfi

[Nu. 5:7]). The action of an individual that is to be confessed is called a sin, and is
attached to a verb by means of a relative clause ('".ier hafi' 'aftha [Lev. 5:5]) or as

an object ('ethallA'lAtn [Nu. 5:7]).

(l) L,ev. 5:1-6. Confession is followed by the sacrifice of a sin offering 17agA'i,
which may be a sheep or a goat, for restitution ('diam1.te Then, as in the case of any

sin offering,?s the priest gives the chance to make atonement for the sin. The passage

deals with the procedure in a series of four cases, two of which derive from the legal
sphere and have to do with failure to testify and rash swearing of oaths (w. 1, 4),
while the two others have to do with failure to carry out the cleansing rituals prescribed

by lrv. ll-15, arising from subsequent knowledge (w. 2f.). The sacrifice_provides

a way to mitigate the consequences of sins committed unknowingly or rashly.76

(2) Nu. 5:5-10. As in the previous text, following the introduction the ritual begins

with a confession of sin. This passage omits the expected continuation, expressed in
consecutive perfects, in which the priest makes atonement through a sacrifice. The
sequence of actions concludes with restitution, and we find instead a conditional clause

that mentions the rest of the ritual in passing. The procedure is undoubtedly meant to
end with an act of atonement, but the passage is dominated by the case in which there

is no one to whom restitution can be made. On the one hand, the crime is described

as a breach of faith with YahwelU on the other, restitution is owed primarily to a private
individual who has suffered injury. lrv. 5:2O-26(6:l-7) governs such cases. To deny
possession of property that has been given as security, lent, taken by violence, or lost
represents a breach of faith with Yahweh. The true owner has a right to damages in
the amount of six fifths of the property's value (by rabbinic reckoning five fourths,
since the fifth is calculated on the basis ofthe entire quantity). But because the offense
is termed a ma'al bYHWH, Yahweh is also owed damages, a ram without blemish,
which belongs to the priest who makes atonement. Only then can the mitigation of
consequences take place. The action described in the conditional clause in Nu. 5:5ff.
is here the central ritual. In Nu. 5:5-10, therefore, we have a special provision ("cod-
icil") relating to [.ev. 5:20-26 and applying to the case when there is no one authorized

73 lbid., 582.
7a Elliger, HAT, [V,76.
7s Rendtorff, 230.
76 Cf. Elliger, HAT, lV,73f,
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to receive restitution. Payment is to be made to the officiating pnest. With respect to
l*v. 5:2G26, the confession of sin is also a new element. possibly it is also i."rup-
posed in the lrviticus passage.TT But if one considers that in the ..amendment," 

as in
Lev. 5:1-6, there is no longer any real legal recourse, it is only here that the confession
is fully necessary.

(3) I-ev. l6:21f. The ritual of the Day of Atonement also includes a confession. Its
content is the sins of the Israelites. The use of the multiple terms ,dwdn, peia,, and
bafa'l all in the plural, is intended to provide the most inclusive and general for-
mulation possible. The confession is spoken by a single individual (hirundd6). The
high priest represents the people. In the present version of the text, the triple action
of confession, sacrifice, and atonement, familiar from Lev. 5:l-6 and l*v. 5:2G26(6:l-7)
plus Nu. 5:5-8, is repeated nv.24. The integration of the scapegoat into the atonement
ritual gives concrete form to the verbal ritual, but at the same time also ..demythol-
ogizes" what was originally a magical process for the transfer of sins.

(4) Irv. 26:40. ln l*v. 26:lL3g, the concluding chapter of the Holiness code
proclaims the punishment for Israel's faithlessness in a style recalling prophetic speech,
through which we can hear echoes of the events of 5g7 B.c. hogressing stage by
stage, the punishment culminates in the destruction of the people. rne ro[o*i"i
Passage (w. 39-45) robs this final threat of its radical nature by interpreting it as a
pedagogical device on the part ofGod. Deportation is the consequence ofsin that has
been accumulating for generations, but it also provides the chance to remove this sin.
Restitution is preceded by a collective confession of sn (w"hirunddfr, el:awdndtn we,s1-
'o*u, 'abd!dnt), described more precisely as treachery and blind disobedience (md,al
and hnhk beqeril.te That the place as well as the manner of this confession is not
arbitrary is shown by comparison with I K. g:46-50 par. 2 ch. 6:36-39,a comparison
justified by the fully formulated confession there (v. 47 par. v. 37). This text is itself
a reworking of I K. 8:33f. par. 2ch.6:?.,t1f., made necessary by the deportation of
587 s.c. For the deportees, turning toward the land, toward Jerusalem, toward the
temple has replaced the temple'itseH as the place of prayer. For the rest, the form has
scarcely been altered. If one also includes the list of prayers God is called upon to
hear in the prayer of dedication, it is tikely the second veision also points to a peni_
tential liturgy in the midst of which stood a confession of sin. Such a penitential
liturgy-obviously not involving any sacrifice-was probably also the locus of the
confession in I-ev. 26:40.

When it comes to the form and content of the confession, the passages just discussed
leave us in the lurch' The text associated with I*v. 16:21 has Ueen pres=erud in rabbinic
literature. The high priest confesses (mi1,,wddeh):.Ah, YHWH, b"for" thee thy people,
the house of Israel, has transgressed ('awfi), offended @d,D, sinned taf,ai. ytaue
atonement, we pray (kapper-nn'), for the sins, offenses, and misdeeds with which thy

77 D. Kellermann, 66.
7E Elliger, HAT, [V,378.
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people, the house of Israel, has transgressed, offended, and sinned before thee."7e

Now one might assume that the wording is the result of scribal composition based on

l*v. 16:2!, especially since the sequence of verbs is not absolutely certain. Rabbi

Jose (ca. 130-160 c.E.) knows a tradition that runs: "Thy people, the house of Israel,

has sinned @af'fr), transgressed ('dwfr), offended @i"'fi) before thee."m But the

special tradition itself derives from rabbinic combination, as is clear from a discussion

elsewhere.Er The version that begins with t/ is based on the observation that in the

other tripartite confessions (1 K. 8:47; Ps. 106:6; Dnl. 9:5) this verb also comes first.

Similar confessions in a cultic context, likewise introduced explicitly by ydh, are

found also in nonrabbinic strands of Jewish tradition. In the covenant formulary of
the Manual of Discipline from Qumran,e praise of God on the part of priests and

Levites and a listing of 'wwnt, pi'y 'imtm, and llttn by the levites are followed by

two confessions in the lst person plural. The first is tripartite with the verbs in the

same order as in the list. As in Mishnah Yonw, therefore, 'wlr comes first and ft./ last.

The text of the second is damaged, but can be reconstructed with the help of CD

20:29. The "wickedness" (r.i') of both the present and previous generations is ex-

plained as "disobedience" (hlk qry) to God's ordinances. This expression is also used

by lrv. 26:40 to describe the sin of Israel, again with the inclusion of earlier generations.

These postbiblical confessions exhibit two characteristic features. (l) They are brief
and limited to stating the fact of transgression; at most a brief explanation is added.

(2) Their verbs repeat the terminology of the liturgical introduction. Their brevity is

understandable if one assumes that the persons using them also spoke for themselves.

It is hard to imagine a private individual reciting a complex composition within the

cult. The same is true for groups assembled more or less by accident and therefore

varying in membership. The short formula may therefore be taken as the basic form

ofthe confession. This agrees with the biblical evidence. Individuals or groups confess

their sin using a sequence of one or more verbs in the lst person singular or plural
(b4a'f [Ex.9:27; l0:16;Nu.22:34;l S. 15:30;25. 12:13;19:21(20);2K. 18:14);

hata'i . . . he'"wA'f 12 5.24:17; cf. I Ch. 2l:17); lpya'nfi [Jgs. 10:15; I S. 7:6];

hfud'nfi w"he'"wtnfi rdid'nfi [1 K. 8:47 par. 2 Ch. 6:37]). A brief reference to the act

judged to be a sin appears in Jgs. 10:10; I S. 15:24; and 2 S. 24:10 par. I Ch. 21:8.t3

The use of verbs identical with the roots appearing in the terms found in the liturgical

instructions shows that the latter imply the form of the confession. They do not need

to include a detailed formulary, since they make allusion in each case to the appropriate

fixed formula of confession.s It is true, however, that various genres made use of
conf--ssion as a motif informing in part an entire literary unit.s

7e Mishnah Yoma vi.2.
to Tosefta Kippurim iii. 12 (ed. S. Lieberman [New York, 1962),245).
El Tosefta Kippurim n.l Qbid.,233).
e'lQS l:16ff.
B On Josh. 7:20, see III.2.b below.
e Boecker, lllf.
8s See III.2.c below.
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b. when Achan makes the confession recorded in Josh. 7:20, he is obeying the
command stated in v. 19. Now while the command consists of the three imjvs.-Ji.-
na' kabad, ten tbdi, tagsed-na', the response consists of only two members: an
admission of sin (hata'fr) and a reference to the act (w"knzD,t fknzd,f ,Aiif 

lv. 201;
the detailed account is a later elaboration). Since the two frst imperatives have yahweh
as indirect object (ryHWH, 16), the first part of the confession, ad*esJr; i;;il
(leYHwH), must refer 

1o 
both, especially since the second part with its repetition of

the verb 'Jft clearly takes up the third imperative, so thai bqa,f fyHWH is both
confession and doxorogy.e The comrnand and the confession belong to a procedure
of sacral law ordained by oracle (w. r0-r5) in response to Joshua's inquiry (w. 7-9).
The basis is that the people have sinned (&/) by taking some of the devoted things
(ftErem) (1:lt), and have rhus broken tuth (m,l) (Z:l). fte guilry party, whose
responsibility is shared by the people, is determined by lot in Issembly before the
sanctuary. when the misappropriated property is produced, the old status consonant
with the bril (w. 11,15) is restored. Ttris actuatty concludes the judicial process. The
punishment of the guilty party follows (v. 15: burning, because 

'her"m 
is involved; v.25: stoning for theft). The tbdi finds its place between determination of the guilty

party and restitution.
A procedure of sacral law is also involved in Ezr. 10. The similarities to Josh. 7 areevident' The facts of the case-here mixed marriages-are defined as breach of faith(m'l fEzr. 10:2,10]). The guilty parties are to be identified in the assembly before the

sanctuary (10:7-9). The process concludes with restitution (10:lg-,14). In contrast to
Josh. 7, the call to confession (fnfi t6di tv. 1l]) comes before determination of theguilty party; this is probably not due to a fundamentally different ,"qu"n"" but to the
impossibility of identifying the guilty on the spot, so that the actual investigarion must
be assigned to a commission (10:16f.). The-invitation to doxology is also missing.
The text of the confession itself is not recorded. This was later i"tt to u" a serious
omi_ssion, and the gap was filled with a long prayer (Neh. 9).fl

If we disregard the rationalization manifested inEzr. l0 byomission of the doxology
and substitution of detailed committee work for determination of the guilty by lot, not
only has the form of sacral legal proceedings remained constant over i period of more
than four hundred years,s but so has the form ofthe invitation to confession, expressed
by the imperative of nn with t6di as direct object and yahweh as indirect objlct.

c' Among the prayers in the Chronicler's history and the book of Daniel, confessions
are found in Ezr. 9:6-15 (v. 6; cf. v. l5); Neh. l:5-11 (w. 6f.); 9:6_37 (v. 33); andDnl. 9:419 (v. 5; cf. v. l5). The genre involved is a coilective'i*, of repentance,
related to the communal lament. The hithpael of ydh is usea to iniroduce the prayer(Neh' 9:2f.; in Neh. l:6 the introduction has been incorporated as a relative clause
into the request that the prayer be heard; only then does the lst person sg. shift to thelst person pl.), conclude it (Ezr. l0:l), or frame it 1On. e:+,ZO;. Except in Neh.

86 Grimme, 234ff.; Horst, 50 (162).
87 See III.2.c below.s M' Noth dates the 

-:9!lTt^or" 
of the etiologicar stories in Josh. r-r2 around 9oo; DasBuch Josua. HAT, YI el97t), 13.
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9:12, ydh stands in parallel with the hithpael of pll. Tbe worshippers express grief
and humility. They fast (Neh. 1:4; 9:1; Dnl. 9:3), wear mourning (Neh. 9:1; Dnl. 9:3),

tear their clothing and pull hair from theil heads (Ezr.9:3f.), and put earth upon their
heads (Neh. 9:1; Dnl. 9:3), or are described in general terms as mourning (Neh. l:4).
Proskynesis is mentioned in Ezr. l}:l (milnapp?l; cf. F;zr. 9:5) and Neh. 9:3 (miin-
hviim). Alongside absolute use (Ezr. l0:l; Neh. 9:3; Dnl. 9:4) we find the object

hata't (Neh. 1:6; Dnl. 9:20) or baltd't par. 'dwdn (Neh. 9:2). The terminology of the

confessions corresponds onty in part to this object. The confession in Ezr. 9:6-which
also exhibits other peculiarities-contains the nouns 'dwdn and'aim6; Neh. 9:33 has

the hiphil of rJ'. Neh. l;6f. does have lt{, but expands on it in v. 7 by means of the

rare verb ltbl, "do evil." Dnl. 9:5 is also expanded (and generalized), this time with
'wh and r.i' hiphil (v. 15 only r.i' qal).

In addition, confession is found in penitential liturgias (Ps. 106:6), laments

(Ps. 41:5-1ll+l0l; 51; Jer. 3:21-25; 14;7-9, 19-22), and thanksgiving songs (Job

33:27), which is not surprising in view of the close connection between lament and

thanksgiving. There is therefore a special form of lament characterized by confession

of sin. These observations allow us to conclude that the passages listed use the hithpael

of ydh as a technical term for the recitation of a particular kind of prayer, namely, a

prayer of repentance or a lament including a confession of sin.

The forms found (consecutive impf. [Neh. 9:2; Dnl. 9:4; inf. constr. with ft" [Ezr.

10:11; ptcp. [Neh. 1:6;9:3; Dnl. 9:20]) are typical of narrative style. They place the

prayers within the setting of the narrative and also relate them to the narrator's inten-

tions, revealed by the placement of the prayers. The hero-whether an individual or

the people-always prays at a moment of crisis, i.e., when the people are in danger.

The turning point is brought about immediately by the prayer of confession. Following
the prayer in Ezr. 9:6-15, the people purify thepselves and are ready to do penance

(Ezr. 10:l-6). Nehemiah's prayer (Neh. 1:5-ll) exhibits is effect in the king's agree-

ment to his mission (Neh. 2). After the people have confessed their guilt in Neh.

9:5-37, they renew their obligation to the commandments (Neh. l0). As a conse-

quence, the new city wall can be solemnly dedicated (Neh. 12:27ff.). The prayer of
repentance in the mouth of Daniel (Dnl. 9:4ff.) leads in vv.2lff. to God's intervention:

Gabriel brings the interpretation of the seventy years spoken of in Jer. 25 ll;29:t0
that must be fulfilled upon the ruins of Jerusalem (Dnl. 9:2).te In Ezr. 9/10; Neh. 9/
l0; Dnl. 9 there may be echoes of a covenant renewal formulary;s for the Chronicler,

however, the prayers are primarily expository material.el The same is true in the book

of Daniel. They arise from the fundamental conviction that prayer and confession can

end the distress that has come about as a consequence of sin, giving both the individual
and the people a future.e This is the attitude to life of Wisdom Literature, summarized
pregnantly in Prov. 28:13 (cf. Ps. 32): "Those who conceal their transgressions will
not prosper, but those who confess (m6deh) and forsake them will obtain mercy."

G. Mayer

te See O. Pliiger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT, XVm (1965), 136f.
n Baltzet 43-49.
er Plbger, Festschrift G. Dehn, 44.
e2 lbid., 48.
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l. l. Etymology. The noun yddd found in the Hebrew or is also attested in uga-
ritic,r Amorite,2 and possibly Phoenician.3 There can be no doubt that it is a qaf;l form
based on the root ydd, despite the absence of this root in Hebrew, since the verb
appears in other Sernitic languages (lJgar. ydd, y',l,;ab.,/wdda, osA wddada, Al<k.
namadduf and besides our noun other derivatives ofthis root occur in OT Hebrew as
well as some other semitic languages. These include the abstract aclrns ffrdilt eer.
l2:7) and fdidOt (Ps. 45:l[Erig. superscription], possibly to be read y"&dfit with
8r1IS), as well as several personal names: ffrda, the name of Josiah's mother,s f&dya,
Solomon's surname, and the rnasc. name mad&l, also attested elsewhere (LXXModad;
cf. also the Ugaritic name mdd-b'16 and the mwdd of two Aramaic inscriptionsT). Other
personal names formed on the rootydd are attested in Ugaritic: ydd, yddn, bn yddn.E

It is dubious at best whether Hebrcw, like Arabic and Ugaritic, has a noun ycy' II
derived from ydd II, as postulated by schedle for ps. 16:4 (emendin gVIT middhn to
mbaddi.m, "for trc sake of their love," 'tor their sake"). Therc has been little accep-
tance of Fitzgerald'sro p,roposal to find this noun yd(d) infucl.7:26;Isa. ll:ll; L,am.
3:3; and possibly also Ps. 88:6(5); 95:Z; Isa. S7:8;6614; Jer. 15:17; cf. Wildberger
on Isa. ll:ll: "yd hardly ever means .love.' ',il

2. Occurrences. The noun ydal appears 8 times in the OT. The earliest occurrence
is in the tribal saying concerning Benjamin in the Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33:12),

yAdt!. P. A. H. de Boer, "2 Samuel 12:25," Studia Biblica et Semitica. FestschriftT. C. Vriezen
(wageningen, 19f6),25-29; o. Eissfeldt, "Renaming in the or,' words and i4eanings. Fest-
schrift D. w. Tlomas (cambridge, l!)68), 69-79; A. Fitzgerald, "Hebrew yd : .Love, and
'Beloved,' " CBQ,29 (1967),368-374; M. Noth, IpN; J. J. S-tamm, ..Hebriiische Frauennamen,"
Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrtft W. Baumgartner. SW 16 (1967),301-339 =his Beilttge
zur hebriiischcn und ahoientalischen Namenkunde. oBo, 30 (1990), 97-135; see also tie
bibliogs. under -r all,K 'dhab l'Ahobh,l and -+ it.t d6d ld6dhl.

I WUS, no. 140.
2 APNM,2O9.
1 cf. KBLI.
4 Cf. KBL!.
5 Stamm, 325.
6 PNU,3gg.
7 KAI, ll, 221, wrth bibliog.I PNII, 3X)f.
e c. schedl, "Die 'Heiligen' und die 'Herrlichen' in psalm 16 rt," zAw,76 (1964), 174.,o cBg, 29 (1967),368-374.
It Cf. H. Wildberger, lenja. BK,Xll (1972),4fl3.
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which very likely dates from even before the Israelite state.r2 We next find yddd twice
in Isaiah's Song of the Vineyard (Isa. 5:l) and once in Jeremiah (Jer. 1l:15). The
other occurrences are in exilic or postexilic Psalms of various genres: Ps. 60:7(5)
(communal lament) par. 108:7(6) (liturgy); 84:2(l) (hymn); 127:2 (wisdom song).

There is also y"$dfu in Jer. l2:7 and yediddl in Ps. 45:l (superscription; preexilic).
If we include the names listed above (Jedidah 12K.22:l); Jedidiah l2S. 12:251;

Medad [Nu. ll:26f.; assignedby EissfeldttoE, treatedby Nothl3 as an addition to
a J passage]), we find that our noun occurs, albeit infrequently, in a relatively wide
variety of genres dating from different periods.

3. Meaning. In Ugaritic the verb ydd means "love (sexually)." El says to Tl5, a

woman who serve.s the gods: "Love the gods of the field, labor and give birth."la The

fem. noun mddt, "&loved," undoubtedly has the same meaning; Keret uses it to refer
to his own wife.rs The corresponding Arabic and Ethiopic verbs wudda and wuddada

have the same meaning. The translation of the noun yndid as "beloved" is therefore

a given. It is worth noting, however, that in other contexts in Ugaritic this word has

lost completely or at least to a great extent its sexual reference. The phrase ydd 31, for
example, is a fixed epithet for the god Mot; the expression bn 3l mt, "the son of El,
Mot," finds its parallel n ydd 3l ga, "the beloved of El, the powerful one."r6 The

same is true in the case of the title mdd 31, "beloved of El," solemnly bestowed by
El upon the god Yam.r7 The Ugaritic personal names, which are masculine, are more

likely to mean "favorite (of the god Nf' than "beloved (of the god N)." In any case,

there are never any sexual overtones.
These observations suggest that it is also appropriate to assume that Heb. yddid

means "favorite" or "friend." Noth makes the same suggestion, explaining the female

name "Jedidah" as a secular name: "Parents often call a child 'darling'or 'favorite.' "lE
Finally, it may be noted that the IXX always renders our word as agapEt6s or the like,
thus placing it in the semantic field of + f;lN'Ahab I'dhabhl.

ll. l. Secular Usage. It would seem desirable to start with the assumption that the

noun yd$Q belonged by nature to the secular sphere, and expressed a relationship
between individuals or grcups based on positive feelings of attraction. The fem. name

"Jedidah" could well be an illustration. When a child is called "beloved," the "dar-
ling" of its parents, the name expresses the loving and benevolent relationship of the
parents toward the child. In support of such a secular interp,retation, reference has

been madere to linguistic and semantic parallels in other Semitic languages, with

12 H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW, 95 (l%5), 53-59, 108-l12.
13 M. Noth, Nutnbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 83.
t4 KTU , t.lz l, 24t.
ts KTU, l.l4 II, 50; IV, 28.
t6 KTU, 1.5 II, 9; 1.6 VI, 30f.; etc.
t7 KTU , 1.4 ll, 34; Yl, 12:' I . I IY 20; etc.
tt IPN, 223; also Stamm, 325.
re Most recently Stamm, 325.

\-
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reference to both girls and boys. At the same time, however, we find references to a
deity in the case of the Ugaritic names ydd-31 and mdd-b't, an observation that calls
into question the secular interpretation of the name Jedidah and strongly suggests a
theophoric interpretation of the OT name Medad as a hypocoristic form of medad: el.
This interp,retation is reinforced by the parallel theophoric name ..Eldad,,, ..El has
loved.'2o

Further evidence for a secular interpretation of y@d may possibly be found in ps.
45:l (superscription), which calls the psalm a ii, y"{rdor. There canbe no doubt that
this is a royal song, mgre precisely a song for the marriage of a king, possibry the
marriage of Ahab and Jezebel.2l But this very fact complicates interpretation of the
superscription, for the usual rendering "love song,' does not fit the content of the
Psalm. wildbergeP therefore suggests the translation: ..song of the (female) friends,,,
viz., of the bride. But even this interpretation clashes with;. ll(10i, where the royal
bride is addressed as "my daughter." Since this song owes its inctusion in the psalter
to its having been reinterpreted as referring to the relationship between yahweh and
his people, the superscription in v. I should probably be considered redactional and
interpreted from this new perspective. This means that the term ..love song,, must
refer to the love of Yahweh for Israel.

The other passages where yd6<! can be interpreted in a secular sense are likewise
ambiguous. The prophet sings the Song of the vineyard for his yd6<1, statingthat this
yadid had a vineyard (Isa. 5:1). As the song goes on to show, i"t*it is ti yadid of
Isaiah, and as such is also the possessor of the vineyard ..Israel." Although yd<l has
a clear parallel in + 11], {bd [dMh), nothing in the song cans yahweh anytning tike
the beloved of Israel.23 Therefore the translation ..friend" 

appears most appropriate.
This would still mean that Yahweh is the object of Isaiah's hendship and affiction,
which is surprising in that elsewhere in the oT subject and object in ihis relationship
are reversed.z This would support the other interpretation, *hi"h sees in ya6d ani
d68 references to the bridegroom. Although in the course of the song the bridegroom
is identified with Yahweh, this theory sees no religious reference ii the term-yafiQ
itself. It is used totally in a secular sense, indicating feelings and demonstrations of
friendship and affection.

There is still Ps. 84:2(l): "How lovely (yefrdbD are your dwellings, yahweh sa-
baoth!" This verse is generally held to reflect the love oithe singer for the Jerusalem
sanctuary. But it is also possible to interpret Yahweh as the subject of the loving and
the temple as a visible sign of yahweh's affection. In any case, thi, pu..ug" is thconly
instance in which our term is applied to an inanimate obi""t, a late usage.

2. Religious umge. The obseruation that in the or ydfu! refers almost exclusively
to something loved by Yahweh is of some importance. There are various objects oi

20 IPN, lg3.
2r O. Eissfeldt,The OT: An Introd. (Eng. trans., New york, 1965),99.22 H. Wildberger, BK, )/.tl,167.
23 Contra J. Sanmartin-Ascaso, ..T,8 d6d td6dhl,- TDOT, llt, l5O.2a See below, II.2.
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Yahweh's love: the tribe of Benjamin (Dt. 33:12), the people of Israel (Ps. 60:7[5]
par. 108:7[6]; Jer. 1l:15; l2:7 l?l), and an individual (Ps. 127:2; also Jedidiah in 2 S.

12:25). Yahweh can be mentioned explicitly in the 3rd person, as in the Blessing of
Moses or the naming of Solomon, or the reference can be indirect though a 3rd
person or 2nd person singular suffix, as in Ps. 60:7(5) and 127:2. Only in Jeremiah
do we find the lst person singular suffix: "my beloved," "beloved of my soul."

It is very risky to venture a conclusion on the basis of these few scattered occur-
rences dating from many different periods. A few comments are nevertheless in order.
The most informative passage is the Benjamin saying in the Blessing of Moses (Dt.
33:12).2s The phrase "beloved of Yahweh" is explained by the following statements:
"he dwells in safety"; " 'El5/on'encompasses him all the day long, and he makes his
dwelling between his cliffs." The expression "beloved of Yahweh" suggests security
and protection. One is reminded of the play on "Benjamin"/ "Son of Happiness" (Gen.
35:18).26

The substance of 2 S. 12:25 is very similar. Solomon, the second son of David and
Bathsheba, is given the name "Beloved of Yahweh" by Yahweh through the prophet
Nathan.27 Since 2 S. 12:24f. concludes the story of David's adultery with Bathsheba,

the point of the solemn naming is probably that Yahweh will preserve the life of the
second child of this marriage and will in fact take it under his special protection.2t
Similar incidents are found in the royal literature of Egypt, but it is uncertain whether
there was any direct influence.2e

This helps explain how the expression *beloved of Yahweh" comes to be applied
in Jeremiah to the people of God: it expresses Yahweh's favor towards his people,

demonstrated repeatedly since the exodus, and also the uniqueness of Israel in com-
parison to other nations. Since Jer. ll:15 and I2:7 appear in the context of an accu-
sation and a lament on the part of Yahweh, it is clear that there are overtones of
obligation in the term 'beloved of Yahweh"; for if the people of God had responded
to Yahweh's love, God would not have had to drive his people from their homes or
deliver them over to their enemies. [t is interesting that Ps. 6O:7(5) is also in a

communal lament. The supplicants refer to themselves as "thy beloved," and in par-
allel (v. 6[4]) as "those who fear thee" $frE'Alii). It would therefore be possible, on
the basis of the parallelism, to interpret ow ydddAkn as "those who love thee, Yahweh."
It must be noted, however, that this passage would be the only example of this reversal
of subject and object.3o

Finally, the conviction that Yahweh gives everything his favorite child needs takes

the form of a wisdom aphorism (Ps. 127:2ft This is the last evidence for the notion

2s Most recently C. J. Labuschagne, "The Tribes in the Blessing of Moses," Language and
Meaning. OTS, 19 (1974),97-112.

x Eissfeldt, Festschift D. W. Thomas,73.
27 For a different view, see G. Fohrer, "Zwbv," TDNT, VIJ,, 302.
2E Eissfeldt, Festschrift D. 1,11. Thomas, 70,78f.
2e Cf . J . Bergman, ");ttt 'dhab I'ahabhl," TDOT, l, lOO.
30 But see the discussion of Isa. 5:l in II.1 above.
31 Cf. however V. Hamp, "Der Herr gibt es den Seinen im Schlaf," Wort, Lied und Gottes-

spruch. Festschrift J. Ziegler. FzB, l-2 (1972), ll,7l-79.
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of affection inherent in our term, the protection afforded quite personally to the people
and the individual adherent of the God of Israel.

III. Religio-Historical Conclusions. The fact that the name ydfig and orher
derivatives of the root ydd rr appear very infrequently in the or, 

"ouit"d 
with the fact

that the common notion of God's love for his people and the indiviiual is expressed
not by ydd but by '-+ aill ' ahob l' afubhl, suggests that the yddd notion was felt to be
somewhat alien and was therefore avoided. This could mean that the notion originated
in Israel's canaanite environment and was borrowed at an early date. within the or,
this theory is supported by the observation that the two earliesioccurrences date from
the period before the Israelite state and the early monarchy and that the Benjamin
saying with its use of Elyon for Yahweh probably points back to El Elyon. Furthermore,
the titles ydd 3l and mdd b'l appear in Ugaritic texts. And since El Elyon seems to
have been the specific form of the El deity worshipped at Jerusalem, and the naming
of Solomon likewise took place at Jerusalem, the yadill notion within yahwism could
go back to Jerusalem cultic terminology. In view of the paucity of the literary sources,
however, we must always remember that such theories are hypothetical.

Tabel
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l. l. Etymology. The rootyd', -"kno!v," is found throughout the range of the Semitic
languages, with the possible exception of Arabic: Akk. idfrledfi,, Ugar. yd',2 Ethiop.
ayde'a, OSA yd',3 as well as the modern South Arabic dialects,a Phoen. and Aram.
yd',5 Christian Palestinian, Syr., and Mand.6 fda'. According to Niildeke,T Arabic
retains only vestiges of yd', which was replaced by 'arafa and'alima. Neo-Egyp. yd',
"clever,"e is a borrowed West Semitic participle.e According to Rtissler,lo Egyp. rb,
"know," is the regular phonological equivalent of Hamito-Serntic yd'.

SPIB, ll3 (1963), 18, 20f., 3l; idem, "Ugaritic studies and the Bible," Greg, 43 (1962), 55-79,
esp. 63f.; W. D. Davies, " 'Knowledge' in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Matthew l1:25-30," in his
Christian Origins and Judaism (Philadelphia, 1962), ll9-14y''; R. C. Dentan, The Krawledge of
God in Ancienr lsrarl (New York, 1968); G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes on hophets and hov-
erbs," -ILS, 4l (1940), 162-175, esp. 162; idem, "Hebrew Notes," JBl, 68 (1949),57-59; idem,
"Linguistic and Textual Problems: Isaiah I-XXXD(," "I7S, 38 (1937), 36-50, esp. 49; J. H.
Eaton, "Some Misunderstood Hebrew Words for God's Self-Revelation: y'It 'Know,' " BT, 25
(1974), 333; I. Eitan, A Contribution to Biblical kxicography (New York, 1924), 48tr.; J. A.
Emerton, 'A Consideration of Some Alleged Meanings of !?! in Hebrew," "/SS, 15 (1970),
145-180; rdenr, "Notes on Jeremiah 12 g and on some suggestions of J. D. Michaelis about the
Hebrew Words rul.ri,'ebrd, and jadd'," ZAW,8l (1969), 182-191, esp. 189f.; idem, review of
KBL3,ll, W, 25 (1975), 810-16, esp. 8llf.; H. M. F6ret, Connaksance biblique de Dieu
(Paris, 1955); J. Fischer, "y:lJ liD in der Erziihlung von Paradies und Siindenfall," BZ,22
(1934), 323-331; A. Fitzgerald, "Hebrew yd' : 'l-ove' and 'Beloved,'" CBQ, 29 (1967),
368-374; F. Gaboriau, "[,a connaissance de Dieu dans I'AT," Angelicum,45 (1968), 145-183;
idem, "Enqulte sur la signification de connaitre: Earde d'une racine," Angelicum,45 (1968),
3-43; idem, La signifuation de "connaitre" daw tAT (Rome, 1968); idem, Iz thime biblique de
la connaissance (Paris, 1969); J. Goldingay, * 'That You May Know that Yahweh is God': A
Study of the Relationship between Theology and Historical Truth in the OT," TynB, 23 (1972),
58-93; M. D. Goldman, "kxicographical Notes on Exegesis, 4: The Root wd' and the Verb
'To Know' in Hebrew," ABR,3 (1953), 45-51, esp. 46f.; R. Gordis, "The Knowledge of Good
and EviI in the OT and the Qumran Scrolls, JBL, 76 (1957), 123-138; O. Haggenmiiller,
"Erinnern und Vergessen Gottes und der Menschen," Bilz,3 (1962), l-15, 75-89, 193-201;
J. Haenel, Das Erkcnnen Gottes bei dcn Schriftpropheten. BWANT,29l2l4) (1923); H. H. Hirsch-
berg, "Some Additional Arabic Etymologies in OT Lrxicography:'W, ll (l%l), 373-385,
esp. 379; H. B. Huffmon, "The Covenant [,awsuit in the hophets," JBL,78 (1959), 285-295;
idem, "T\e Tieaty Background of Hebrew yda'," BASOR, l8l (1966), 3l-37; idem and S. B.
Parker, 'A Further Note on the Trcaty Background of Hebrew Jdda'," BASOR, 184 (1966),

I AHw,I, 187f.; CAD, Vil, (1960),20-34.
2 WUS, no. ll48; LrI, no. 1080.
3 ContiRossini, 162.
a lrslau, Contibutions, 24.
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s DISO, 104f.
6 MdD, t88f.
7 T. Niildeke, review of F. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen hebriiisch-aramiiischen Wi)r-

terbuchs zurn AT, 7-DMG , ,10 ( 1886), 725:, idem, Neue Beitiige zur semitischen Sprachwbsercchaft
(t910),202t.

E Papyrus Anastasi, I, 17, 8.
e wbAs, t, 153.

r0 O. Riissler, "Das iiltere iigyptische Umschreibungssystem fiir Fremdnamen .und seine
sprachwissenschaftlichen [rhren," it Neue Afrikanische Srudien, ed. J. Lukas. Festschrift
A. Klingenheben. Hamburger Beitriige zur Africa-Kunde, 5 (1966'1,218-229, esp. 228.
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Besides Akk. idttledfi with its initial consonant y we also find the variant root vrydfi.
According to von soden,ll this form with initial w is a back formation from the D
stem.12 The Ethiopic causative oydc'a also has an initial y, although, as in Heb. yd',r3
the analogical influence of verbs with initial w must be taken into account.

Etymological attempts to derive yd' from ld4ra or Arab. wd', "lay down, become
quiet,",s otr "be quiet" ) (inchoative) "b@ome quiet" > "become aware of," "know,"l6
etc. are purely hypothetical.tT

2. cowaminations and conjectures. The etymology of the common semitic rootyd,
is uncertain, and it is difficult to derive from the numerous passages containing this
root a meaning that is independent of the context. Several scholars, especially Thomas
and Dahood, following earlier lexicographers, have attempted to identify other roots
behind yd'. Their conclusions have often met with skepticism or rejection on account
of their hypothetical and frequently arbitrary character.rt

a. ydda' < fuab. uryda'a, "be quiet, humiliated": Jgs. 8:16; 16:9; 1 S. 6:3; Am.
3:3; Hos. 6:3;9:7; Isa. 8:19; 9:8(Eng. v.9);45:4;53,3,11; !er. 2:16; l4:lg; lS:12;
24:l;31:8,19l'Ezk. l9:7;7*c. l4:7;Dnl l2:4;Ezr. 4:13; ps. 14:4; 35:15; 53:5(4);

36-38; J. P. Hyatt, 'A Note onyiwwdda,in ps. 74:5," NSL, SB (1941), 99f.; J. A. Illundain,
El conocimiento de Dias en el AT (diss., L,ouvain, 1972); R. Knierim, "offenbarung im AT,';
Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschrift G. von Rad (Munich, l97l), 206-235; H.kosmala,
"Die 'Erekenntnis der wahrheit,' " in his Hebriier, Essener, christen. stpB, | (1959), ls3-173;
Rr 

-Kimpel, 
Die Berufung Israels: Ein Beitrag zur Theologie des Hosea (diss., Bonn, 1973), I10f.,

233-35; N' Lohfink, "Die priesterliche Abwertung deiTradition von der Offenbarung des lah-
wenamens an Mose," Brb!, !2 (1968), l-8, op. 2f.; J. L. McKenzie, "Knowledge or coa in
Hosea," JBL,74 (1955),22-27; t. Miklik, "Der Falt des Menschen ,' Bibl, 20 (19t9), 387-396;
w. Moran, review of A. Goetze, The l"aws of Estnwma lAASoR,3t (1956)1, Bibt, 3g (1957),
218; S. Mowinckel, Die Erl<cnnnis Gottes bei den alttesnmentlichen Propheten. NTTSup (l94liiT. Niildeke, Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissensch$t (Strasbourg, lgld),' 194f.;
F. Ntitscher, Zur theologischenTbrmiwlogic der ewtran-Tene. BBB, lo (1956), Is-ls;o. pidoux,
"Encore les deux arbres de Gendse 3!," zAw,66 (1954), 3743;8. Reicke, ..The Knowledge
HiddenintheTreeof Paradise,""/ss, I (1956), 193-2ol;idem, "TheKnowledgeof theSufferiig
servant," Das fernc und nahe wort. Festschrift L. Rost. BzAw, lo5 (1967), 13a-1r9z; J. Reider]
"Egyptological studies: rT or !'rr and !!']," JBL, 66 (194]-),315-17; w. Reiss, .. .Gott nichi
Kennen' im AT," zAw, 58 O94[.l4D,70-98; H. H. schmid, wesen und Geschichte der weisheit.
BZAW, l0l (1966), 199-2Ol; W. Schonroff, *yT yd. erkennen," THAT, l,6g2-7ol; W. von
Soden' Arrw, l, 187f.; II, 666f., 682; rfi, 1259; l. A. soggin, "observazioni filologicoJin-
guistiche al secondo capitolo della Genesi: l) I'expression ,JJ lip ny?,1 fy v. g. n,,,-niOt, U

1r GaG, $103e.
12 GaG, $106q.

(continued on p.451)

13 cf. w. Gesenius-G. Bergstriisser, HebriiischeGrammatik,2gthed.,Il(Lripzig, 1926;repr.
t962), t2+131.

ra Hdnel, 225, n. 2.
15 G. M. Redslob, "Zur hebrdischen Wortforschung,,, ZDMG,25 (lg7l),506-50g.
16 Botterweck, "Gon erkennen," ll.
17 Cf. Gaboriau, Angelicum, 45 (1968), 6-17; D. W Thomas, ..The Root ,.t! in Hebrew,,'

,rs, 35 (1934), 298-301.
lE Barr, Emerton, Liebreich, Reider.
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74:5; 119:152l' 138:6; Job 9:5; 2O:20,26; 2t:19; 37 7,15; 3g:33; Eccl. 10:20; prov.
5:6; 9:13; lO:9,21; 12:16 l3:2O; cf. Sir. 7:2[.re This suggestion is very old, going
back to Reiske (1779), Michaelis, and Kennicott.2o

b. yadq' < Arab. vada'a with the special meaning ..leave alone, neglect,,: Ex. 3:7;
Prov. l4:7.21

c. ydda' < fuab. vada'a with the figurative meaning ..punish',: Gen. lg:21; Jgs.
8:16 (Peshitta); 16:9; Hos. 6:3 (euinta: paideucin);9:7;lsa.53:3; Jer. 3l:19; Ezk.
l9:7; Dnl. l2:4; lob 20:20; Prov. l0:9; Sir. 7:20.22 cf. the reconstructed semantic
development of ydja', "know" > *bring to knowledge" ) "punish," first suggested
by Pococke for Jgs. 8:16 and Hos. 9:7.23

d. yado' < Amb. wada'a lII,
2l:3(2); 22:6; Prov. l4:l .u

ldda' < Atab. vndi'a, "care for": Ex. 2:25;ps.3l.B(7).2s

ldda' < Arab. yndi'a m, with the special meaning ..be reconciled": Am. 3:3.26

e.

(1963)' 521-23; idem, "Htilological-linguistic Notes on the Second Chapter of Genesis," OI
and oriental studies. Bietor, 29 (1975), 169-178, esp. 169ff.; H. s. Stern, ..The Knowledge of
Qood and Evrl," w,8 (1958), 4o5-418; H. J. stoebe, "Gur und Biise in der Jahwistislchen
Quelle des Pentateuch," zAw, 65 (1953), 188-204, esp. 195ff.; D. w. Thomas, .A Note onyll: in I Samuel XXII.6," ./'IS, r.s. 2l (lg7o),,lolf. (for other articles on yaQa,by Thomas
see "Bibliog. of the writings of David winton Thomas," comp. A. phillips, in lilords and
Meanings. Festschrift D. w. Thomas [New york, 196gl, 217-22g); R. de vaux, review of
J. coppens, La connaissance du bien et du nwl et te p6chi du paradis lALBo, ser. 2,3 (194g)1,
RB, 56 (1949),300-308; S. wagner, "9?'in den Lobliedern-von eumran ,- Bibel wd eumran'.
Festschrift H. Bardtkc (Berlin, 1968),232-252; H. w. wolff, .. .wiisen um Gott'bei Hosea als
Urform von Theologie," EvTh, 12 (1952153),533-554 : GSAT. TtB, 22 (2tg73), 182_2OS;
idem, "Erkenntnis Gottes im Al" EvTh, 15 (1955), 426-431; w. Zimmerli, ..Knowledge oi
p.1d Alcording to the Book of Ezekiel," in his 1 Am yahweh (Eng. trans. l9B2), 29-9g; idem,"Dic Quellenter_ alttestamentlichen Gotteserkenntnis," Theologi und WirHic*iit. fesichriyt
W. Tiillhaas (Giittingen, 1974),226-240; idem, "Das Wort deJgiittlichen Selbsterweises (Er-
yeiswort),,eine prophetische 9u!tung," Festschrift A. Robert. Tiivanx de l'irutitut catholiqui de
Paris, 4 (1957), l5+l& : his Gottes Affenturwg. ThB, lg (21969), l2O_132.

le Goldman; Thomas; Barr; Robinson ,268;8. Gemser, spriiche salomos. HAT, xvl c1963),
I I lff.; Hyatt; Liebreich.

20 B. Kennicot, Remarks on Selected passages in the OT (t1.g7),222.2r D. w. Thomas, 'Additional Notes on mi noot !?' in Hebrew,".r"rs, N.s. 15 (rg&), s+
57.

22 Schindler, Ben Yehuda, Liebrcich, yalon, Thomas, Barr.
23 E. Pococke, A Comm. on the prophecy of Hosea (Oxford, 16g5), 455.
ii D. W.Thomas, "r,s, N.s. ts (t9u),5i57;2t (1970),4otf. "
25 ldem,'A Note on Er;?'tSyI:l in Exod. 11.25,- .ITS, 49 (194g), 143f.
26 Barr, 19t.,328.
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g. yMa' < Arab. da'd, "seek, ask after',; Hos. 6:3; prov. 10:32; 24:14;29:7.27

h. yA/a' < Arab. da'a lll, ..tear down, destroy',: ps. 74:5; Ezk. l9:,7.2t

i. yfur' < tuab. da'a, "call,,: ps. 9l:14; Job 6:3; 23:3;prov.3:5?s

j. yda' < Arab. vnda'a, ..flow, sweat,' (cf. Akk. zu'tu, vu11a,lJgar. d,t, Heb. z?,d):
Isa. 53: I 1; Prov. 10:9,32 ;3o l4:7 ,33i Sir. 12: I .3r

k. yddea' < Ugar. d't, "ffiend,,: Eccl. 10:20; prov. g:12;22:12.32

l. yada' < Ugar. yd't, "obedience": I 5.2:,12.31

m. maddi' < Ugar. mnd,, ,,messenger,,: Eccl. l0:20.3a

Finally, textual emendation has often been resorted to in the case of many allegedly
obscure yd'-passages: (g ya'al instead of ydja,: I S. 2l:3(2p5 or the reverse: Jer.
24:1.t6 (o) ydra' instead of yada' with subsequent dittography giving rd,a,: Jgs. g:16;
Isa. 53:3; Ezk. l9:7; Ps. 138:6; Job 21:19; prov. 10:9;37 foU :S:tS.ri @)yAza,instead
of yd/a': Isa. 53:11;3e Prov. 10:9,32; l4:7,33.q (q) da,6, ..request, wish,,, instead of
Wda': Ezk- l9:7; Ps. 74:5; Prov. t0:32; t5:14;24:14;2gi:q G) SAda,instead of
yd/a': Gen. 18:21; Jgs. 8:16; Isa. 53:3; Jer.3l:19; Ezk. l9:7;3g:24; hov. l}:9.a
(s) 'dri instead of y4a, : prov. l0:32.a3 (t) rd, 6 instead of ydda, : Ex_ 2:25.a

27 KBL3 , 219; Ban, 24 D. w. Thomas, "Textual and philological Notes on some passages
in the Book of Proverbs," Wisdom in Isracl and in the Ancient Neaifust. Festschrift H. H. nowiey.
svT, 3 (1955),284f.

11 B*., 25, 325; Mver, tBL, 68 (tg4g), 57-59.
2e E. 7r,l,J;i, "Contributo alla semintica de yd,,', SeJ 16 (1956) , 23_31.30 cf. J. J. Reiske, coniecwrac in lobvm rt'prou"riio sainoni'(l*ipzig, 1779), Anb. gd,a,

"effundere, expirare."

. ^3r 
Following anold suggestion by Niildeke, Neue Beitriige ttr semitischen Sprachwissercch$t,

194f.; now Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest semitic philoiosy, 2t; niH, dligasl, zrct.
_-32 Dahood, Bibl,46 (1965), 316f.; cf. KN,rr, 125. o; P,ov.22ir2, cf. however D. w.
Tho^mas, A Note on h!! in proverbs XX[. r2,- JTs, N.s. 14 (1963), 9if.: ..lawsuit."

l1 s. E. liiwenstamm, ']!eu.iti" Greanings," rzionina, n igoi>','oo,-iis-sr [Hebrew].Y Dahood, Bibl,39 (1958), 312.
35 BDB.
35

288.
37

G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes on the 'wisdom of Jesus Ben Sirach,, . JBL, s3 (1934),

Reider.
38 Emerton, ./ss, 15 (1970), 154f.
3e Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest Semitic philotogy,2l, contra Ba.^,22f.{ Dahood, ibid., 18,20,3rf.; cf. arready N6ldeke, Niue Beitriige zi iemitischen sprach-

wissercchoft, 194f.

_tl B*, 24t. , 325; on hoverbs, cf. also Thomas, Syf, 3 ( 1955) , 284; KBL3 , 219 .a2 Fiirst, contra D. w. Thomas, "Julius Fiirst and the HeLrew'rt.oot'ylr,l, /]s,42(lg4l),&f.
a3 M. Scott.{ Dillmann, Kautzsch, Bertholet.
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3. Occurrences. According to Lisowsky, the root yd' and its derivatives occur 1058
times in the Hebrew OT, 5l times in the Afilmaic sections. The verb ydja' dm not
appear in Obadiah, Haggai, Lamentations, or Ezra; in the other books it appears 948
times (947 by Schottroff's count): 822 qal,7l hiphil, 42 niphal (41 Schottroff), 6
pual, 3 hophal, 2 hithpael, I piel, 1 poel. It is especially common in Ezekiel (99
times), Psalms (93 times), Jeremiah (77 times), Isaiah (75 times), and Job (70 times).
lt occurs 174 times in the Pentateuch (only 9 times in l,eviticus and 17 in Numbers)
and l8l times in the Deuteronomistic history but only 38 times in the Chronicler's
history. Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, with 35 occurrences each, use the word frequently,
but it appears only twice in Song of Songs. This last observation may indicate that
yd/a' later leveled a certain semantic component of the early period.

The noun da'al occws 90 times (11 times as subject, 37 as object): 40 times in
Proverbs, 11 in Job, 8 in Ecclesiastes; substantially less frequently in Isaiah (9 times),
Hosea (4 times), and Malachi (once).

The derivative dEa' is restricted to the Elihu speeches in Job (5 time.s). There are
6 occurrences of dZ'6 (tririce in Isaiah, once each in Jeremiah, Psalms, Job, and
I Samuel; conjectured in Prov. 24:14); maddi' (6 occurrences), mdda'a! (l irccur-
rence), and m6di' (2 occurrences) are late derivatives (Daniel, 2 Chronicles, Ruth,
Ecclesiastes, Proverbs, Sirach).

The Aramaic verb yefla' occurs 47 times (36 in Daniel, ll in Ezra), of which22
are peal and 25 haphel. The nominal derivative manda' occurs 4 times in Daniel.
Sirach uses the verb 29 times, the noun da'at 9 limes, madda' twice, dea' and d?'i
once each.

4. lX(. The LXX uses 22 verbs, 3 nouns, and 8 adjectives to render ydda'.$ We

find gigniskein (490 times), with its compounds apogigniskein (once), diagigndskein
(twice), and epigigndskcin (52 times), and eidinai (185 time.s) with its compound
syneidinai (once), epistastlni (42 times), idein (16 times), and gndrizein (3 times). The
verbs aisthinestlwi, akortein, and mnnthinein each occur twice.

The niphal is rendered similarly: 3 times with gignesthai,' here and in the pual we
find gndst6s 5 times. For the piel we find idein, etc., and for the poel diamarty.ein.
The hiphil is rendered pnmarily by gn\izein (30 times), by gigndskein, etc., 3 times.
The element of revelation is heard in angillein, etc. (10 times), dEloitn (4 timas), and
deilo$,ein, etc. (5 times). Through its comparatively rare use of dida.skein (only 6
occurrences), the LXX limits the pedagogical element found in the hiphil of yd'. ln
Sirach, with the same terminology, we also find I occurrence of noein.

The subst. da'a! has 2l equivalents:s gzdsrs (29 times) and epigndsis (5 times),
aisthlsis (19 times), $nesis (6 times) afi episimE (5 times), boutilboitlema (3 times),
sophla (twice), and nous, paideia, and phr6nEsis once each. In rendering the other
derivatives, the LXX,remains within the semantic realm just outlined.

Aram. yeSa' is rendered variously in the Greek translations of the Bible. For the
peal we find gigndskein, eidcin, gndst6s, and epigigndskein. The aphel is rendered by

as See E. C. Dos Santos, An Expanded Hebrew Index for the Hatch-Redpath Concordance to
the Septuagint (Jerusalem, n.d.), 77.

4 tbid.,4.
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dEloitn, sEmainein, aplanangillein, arrd hypodeilo$,ein while Theodotion almost invar-
iably uses gndrizein. Aram. manda' is rendered by psychi, while Theodotion uses
phrdn.

Botterweck

II. Ancient Near East.

l. Egyptian.

a. rfu, 'rk,'m. The most important Egyptian word for ..know,' is r[.a7 Another word
is 'rl<.48 The regular antonym is bmy, "be ignorant.'4e For ..come to know,', besides
rfi and 'mSo we find words for "see" @tn mll) and "hear" (idm). Later for ..have

knowledge" we also find .iy3;51 cf. Sia, the personification of knowledge and under-
standing, alongside Hu, the embodiment of the wond.i2 The important phrase m fim-
f (etc.), "without the knowledge of (someone),"53 appears in negated statements to
express the omniscience and sovereignty of a god or pharaoh. For ..knowing,,, in
additidn to rfi and rb-$w,s4 we find a variety of words.ss The fact that several of them
are compounded with ib, "heart" (3b-ib, wb3-ib, wft'-ib, etc.) shows that the heart
was considered the seat of knowledge and understanding.s6 For other terms such as
i33133.e and i3rl33nt + Dftl hakam fchit<hamf .s7

b. Expert, Craftsperson, Magician, Ritualist. Egyp. ,b can refer to all kinds of knowl-
edge. The phrase rfi fit refers to a specialist, whether a scholar, a craftsperson, a
magician, or a ritualist. More precise expressions l:Irie rfi 'wy, ,,with skillful arms,,,
and rfi db'w, "with skillful fingers," are applied to the king as ritual officiant. In this
context the king is "one who knows the powerful words.',s8 In the autobiographical
inscriptions, those who speak often boast of their wisdom, knowledge, and expertise.se
The ideal is "to know better than the learned, to be truly expert. . . ." In the high
value this literature places on knowledge it has points of contact with wisdom Lit-
erature. These instructions are meant to bring the ignorant to knowledge.o

47 wbAS, ll, 442tr.
4E wb;ts, t, 212.
4e wb4s, ilr,278tr.
so wb;ts, t, 184.
st wb;ts,Iv, 30.
s2 See Bonnet, "Sia," e,iR, 715.$ wbAs, III, 280.
s4 wb;ts, il, 445.
5s See IUDIS, VI, 88 and 84 s.v. ..kundig,' and ..klug."
56 See A. Piankoff, Le "coew" dans les iextes 1gytieies (paris, 1930), 47tr57 M. Krause, TDOT, [Y,368-370.
5E E. Chassinat, I^e temple de Denderah, I (Cairo, 1934), 135; ct. ll (1934), 144.5e See J. M. A. Janssen, De traditioneele egyptische Aurobiografre voor het Nieuwe Rijk(kiden, 1946).0 Rahhotep, 47; Amenemope, XXV[, 10.
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c. Krwwing the Forms and Nornes of God. To know people is important. The Elo-
quent Peasant declares proudly that he knows all the people of the nome.61 A favorite
title is rf (n) niw, "familiar of the king,"@ also found in the feminine. It is even more
important to know God. Texts often speak of the mutual knowledge of king and god.
Akhenaten declares of the god Aten: "There is none other who knows you but thy
son."63 Those who are devout should know the divine fonms and the names. often,
however, it is stressed that one cannot know the true form and the true name of the
deity. "God is too great to be worshipped, too powerful to be known," we read in the
great lriden Hymn to Amon.s God's plans cannot be known: "If you cannot know
the plans of god, you cannot know the coming day."os The instructions frequently
emphasize the limitations of human knowledge, even when they stress the ideal of the
true sage.

d. kwwledge of the Dead. Spcial knowledge plays an important role in mortuary
literature. The dead person declares: *[ know the names of the nomes, the cities, and
the sea."6 The dead person must know all kinds of sayings, as well as the names of
the gods and demons. Some sections of the Book of the Dead bear that title: "sayings
for knowing the souls of the sacred places." By virtue of these sayings the dead person
becomes master of all kinds of mysteries. The dead prson boasts of divine omnis-
cience: "There is nothing that I do not know in the heavens, on earth, and in the
water; there is nothing that I do not know in Hapi; there is nothing of which Thoth
does not know that I do not know."67 He surpasses even Thoth, the sage par excellence.s

e. "Know" Serually. Lrke yd{a', rfi can also mean "know" in the sexual sensefe in
this case it often has a phallus as a determinative. In the late perid, the same deter-
minative is sometimes used in jest for r| in the sense of "know." There is a good text
to illustrate this sexual usage of rfi in a hymn to Min from Edfu,zo which substitutes
r} for the nk, "have intercourse with," of the early version.Tl

Bergman

2. Akkadian.

a. idfi and lts Stems. T\e r@tidfr, edfi (vndfi), "know,' is very common in Akkadian

5r Line 16.
62 wbirs,ll, M, 14.
53 Amarna, V1,27, 12.a IV 19.
65 Wisdom of Amenemope, XXtr, 5-8.6 cr,v,364.
67 cr, v,305f.
66 Cf. P. Boylan, Thoth, the Hermes of Egypt (Oxford, 1922),98-106.
6e wbAs, tt, 446,8.
70 E. Chassinat, l,e temple d Edfou, II (Cairo, 1938), 390f.
7r Cf. H. Gauthier, Izs fttes de dieu Min (Curo, l93l),239t.
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from the old Babylonian period on.72 The forms of trudfi arc obviously back forma-
tions based on the D stem;?3 the G stem "know" forms an adj. edfi, ..well-known,

famous," and an irregular ptcp. mudfr (1 muda'u),74 "wise, knowledgeable, well-
informed," found also in the meaning "familiar."75 we also find the nouns mildfiu,
"knowledge" (old Babylonian), "wisdom" (Neo-Babylonian), *idiltu, "knowledge,"
and mitdiniltu, negated in the meaning "ignorance" (Neo-Assyrian). The D stem
(w)uddfi means "inform, reveal"; the S stem iildfi, ,,announci, make known," is
similar. From the latter are formed the nouns mdEdfi, "reporter," and iildittu, ,,an-

nouncement" (both only L,ate Babylonian). The 5t stemiutEdfi means ..acquire knowl-
edge." The few occurrences of the N stem have passive meaning.

b. secular Knowing. As in Hebrew, the semantic field of "knowledge" and "wis-
dom" is highly developed. The terminology usually builds on concrete perception: in
parallel with "know" we find aniru, "see, recognize,,; oSdzu, ..grasp, lean',; t1dtu,
"see, grasp, learn"; lamidu, "experience, know (both intellectually and sexually)";
;abdru, "Brasp, understand"; iamfr, "hear, perceive." Equally concrete is the expression
plt uati, "wise" (lit., "having open ears").

The verb idttledit denotes in the first instance secular "acquaintance" (with persons,
their age, where they are staying, circumstances, facts, the right time, etc.), "exper-
tise" (in craftsmanship, military skategy, geography), then "knowredge" of u sp"iifi"
sort (when to harvest, what roads and canals are blocked, a disaster), and finally
specialized "expertise" (in astronomy, liturgy, warfar€, irrigation, treatment of diseases.

People are characterized socially by what they know (r/i). Highlanders and mur-
derers do not "know" good manners,T6 and the wicked "do not know" how to keep
an oath"z Sages (erJu), however, know moderation;7t they can understand how the
deities are disposed toward them, but even they are ignorant of how the gods punish.Te
For the most part, however, the old human self-estimate holds: people are ..dull',
(sukkuku), for they know nothing.e

Akkadian epistolary literature understands idfi pnmarily in the sense of ..be in-
formed" (about the plans of others, the commands of the king, imminent dangers,
military positions); cf. the stereotyped informatory formula: funu bzV it-da, ,,Know
my lord the king that. . . .'al

72 Cf. AHw, I, 187f.; II, 666f., 682; U, 1259; CAD,IV (1959), 34f.; VII, 20-34; Xlt
(1978), 263:Xl2 (1978), 263-68.

73 cAG, $106q.
74 Cf.GAG, $56dandP. C. A.Jensen, "AkkadischmradrT,"ZA,N.s.t{35)(1924), lZ+132.75 Cf. R. Yarot, The l,aws of Eslmunna (Jerusalem , 1969), 43, lC/|., 116.
76 TCL, 3,93.
77 ABL, 1237,16.
78 Review of R. C. Thompson and R. W. Hutchinson, "The Site of the Palace of Ashur-

nasirpal at Nineveh" f,Annals of ,Archaeology and Anthropology, l8 (1931), ].g-ll2), Afo, j
(1931-32\,281, vo.7.

1 D. W. Myhrman, Babylonian Hymns and prayers. pBS, ltl (lgll), 14,24.
80 M 10, vo. 29ff.tt ABL, 492,9.
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Declarations of loyality and solidarity use the same form to address the king, as do
letters of accreditation from (foreign) diplomatse and priests.a

c. Fatnily lnw. lt family law and the law of inheritance, the expression "someone
who does not know his father" appears as a term for a (semi)orphan and his obscure

family background.s In the mouth of Ashurbanipal, ul i-di aba u urnme, "I know
neither father nor mothel,"ts refers to the king's divine descent. In the law of oaths
idu appears in several variations: "([ swear that) I know nothing of it"'s "May your
gods and Samai be my witnesses that I. . .'e The standard oath formula is: "May
god be my witness."s

d. Magic and Religion. In the realm of magic, gods "known and unknown" (idit u
la idfi) are invoked. Felt to be especially dangerous were the machinations of demons
one might encounter unsuspectinglys or cunes of which one is unaware.s One has

no power over a person whose name and location are unknown.el One may pray to
the gods for help against demons because they are unknown and their effect is therefore
unpredictable.e There were also prqrcrs against unknown diseases,ts and people sought

to protect themselves against unwitting sins.q
Unless the name of the deity is known, there can be no communication between a

human being and a god. Generally people have only slight knowledge of the gods:

their dwelling places and plans are unknown, so that people arc prevented from gaining
insight into their own future.s But this ignorance extends to the divine plane: the gods

do not know-the plans of Tiamat,s and therefore,cannot prevent the deluge. On the
other hand, 5ama5 is said to know the plans of other deities, and Ea is "versed" in
all things.e Ea, 5ama5, and the Anunnaki are therefore given the epithetmadA knbna,
"knowing everything" (cf. also the mother of Gilgameshet). Knowledge and wisdom
are attributes of the gods. Marduk, "who knows all wisdom" (mudfi gimri usnu),e

82 cf. EA 149,47.
t3 Cf. ABL,65, ll; also the summary formulation in ABL, 85, vo. l0;768, 4; erc.
E4 88, Xry,8,6.
8s OECT,6 (1927),pl. ll.
E6 ABL, 896, 12; cf. 287, vo. 9.
E7 EA 16l, 33; cf. also ABL, 39o, vo.7; MDP,24,393, 16.
8 TCL, t4,32,15.
8e M 55, no.2,4.$ Surpu, II,82.
er Maql0, lI,2O9.e Cf. Maql0, Vl,l23.
e3 KAR,73, vo.20.q E. Reiner, "Lipiur Litanies," "/NES, 15 (1956), 136, 83.
Ps IVR 10, vo. 29ff.s EnEl III, 128.
e Gilg. XI, 176.s Gilg. I, V.15.
ry EnEl II, 116.
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knows the hearts of the Igigi,lm and therefore is given the epithet dSl.ZU (: mudA
Ubbi in)''ot cf. the instructive parallelism here: soothe the hearts of the gods, preserve
righteousness, accomplish justice, etc.

Hammurabi similarly receives the title mudE igigallim, "absorbed in wisdom".ro2
Ashurbanipal is eriu, m,udfi, ljas-uu, pir uai, and possessor of n?mequ, ..wisdom,'.r03

Esarhaddon is described as lE'it, itpEiu, lassu, and mudil;tu and finally Sama5-Ium-
ukin claims the title enqu, mudfi, and $osis l<al iipri, "one who understands all works."ros
Gilgamesh is called "the mighty one, renowned and experienced."too

T\e mudil iani,lm "friend of the king" (cf. Egyp. rfi [n] nsw) enjoys special privileges
and may rank with those who belong to a warrior caste (mariannu iarri). GoetzelG
claims to see in the mudtt iani a fugitive who has found asylum at the king's court.

e. Revelation The forms uddfi and iidi function as terms for revelation. The gods
reveal themselves in the cosmos by "showing" the heavens their coursel@ and "as-
signing" the moon to ornament the night.110 Marduk "makes known" to the gods their
various domains (mu'adfr qirbzti ana i0).rrr The domains of sin and Sama5 can be
foand (utaddfi) throughout the entire cosmos.ll2 The gods can "make known" their
will through signs and oracles,ll3 above all by designating priests, kings, and gover-
nors; cf. Enlil's title "designator of governors" and Nab0's title "designator of the
kingship."rr4 The basis of all religious observance is laid by the deity's revelation of
its name, which can then be "named" (zal<nru). Even though there is no extant Ak-
kadian discoune on "revelation," we see everywhere how important the fact of rev-
elation was felt to be. By means of oracles and omens, people attempted to discover
the will of the gods and learn what human fute holds in store; it was considered a sign
of impending disaster when a desired omen was "not revealed,, (ul utad7l1.rrs

rm S. Langdon, Die neubabylonischen Kbnigsinschriften. UAB, 4 (l9l2'), 214,l, 17 .
ror EnEMI,35.
IO2 CH, III, 17.
103 E. A. W. Budge and L. W. Kng, The Annals of the Kings of Assyria (London, 1902),

il97, rY 5.

]: \. Bo$er, Die lrcchriften Asarladdons, Kbnigs von Assyrien. BAp,9 (1956), $45, II, 19.
ro5 F. X. Steinmeltzer, "Die Bestallungsurkunde des Kiinigs Samai-Sum-ukin von Babylon,"

AnOr, 12 (1935), '303, I, 9.

'* Gilg. l, 11.26.
107 RS 15.137, 12; 16.239, 18.
rG A. Goetze , The Laws of Eshnunna. AASOR, 3l (1951-52 tl956l), l l I, n. 13.
roe EnEl V, 6.
lro EnEl V 13.
r1! EnEMI,84.
tt2 TCL 6, 51, vo. 5f.
1r3 A.T. Clay, Miscellaneous lrccriptions in the Yale Babylonian Collection. YOSBT, I (1915),

45, t,7.
tt4 BWL, 114,54.
tts PBS, t/2 (tgtt), tt6,4tf.
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3. Ugaritic.

a. Occurrences. To date yd' is attested 48 times in Ugaritic,u6 as a verb and as the
nouns d', and, mnd'. The derirnation and meaning of the latter noun are disputed.
Dietrich and LoretzrlT translate it as "possibly, in case"; rhiverrrt derives it from yd':
"assuredly" > "it is something known." Virolleaudrre takes the same approach. Whit-
aker's assignmett of mtftzo to our root has been cast in doubt by t oretz's objection.l2l
Here md' probably means "why," while in the two economic textsl22 it refers to a
person who stands in a position of confidence, one who is "well known" to the king;
cf. mfuu in the Akkadian syllabic texts from Ugarit in the sense "companion; one
who knows or associates with a person."t2r

b. Message or Warning. For the verb, the meaning "know" is undisputed.tu In
secular usage-almost entirely Ugaritic epistolary literature-the object of the knowl-
edge is a message (rgm)rzs or warningl% brorght by a messenger;rz7 in this context,
yd' means "ponder, take to heart."

Letters are written to inform the recipient of specific news'r2t a mother, for example,
learns (yd') of her son's successful audience with the Great King.l2e In official cor-
respondence, yd' refers to official cognizance-of a raid, for example: "Our town is
destroyed; be this known to.you!"r3o

c. Personal Kruwledge.In Ugaritic, yd' also touches the personal realm; it is used,
for example, for Keret's wise understanding of his daughter litmanet, whom he
wishes to preserve from hardship.l3l And El knows Od') the true nature of fierce
'Anat, who has killed Aqhnltrz and even plans to kill El.t33

116 Whitaker, 303f.
117 M. Dietrich and O. Larctz, "Zur ugaritischen Lrxikographie (I)," BiOr, 23 (1966), l3l.
IIE CML, 162.
Ite In PRU on KTU, 2.34, l0f.;2.45, 3l: "messenger."
120 KT(J,1.107,39.
r2r M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Einzelbemerkungen zu RS 24.251 : Ug.

5,5.574-578 Nr. 8," UF, 7 (1975), 128.
122 KTU, 4.387, 12; 4.609, 4.
t23 PRU,lll,234; cf. also M. Dahood, Ugaritic-Hebrew Philolog. BietOr, l7 (1965),61.tu WUS, no. 1148; U7i no. 1080.
t2s KTIJ, 2.8, 6; possibly also 2.3, 24.
tx KTU, 2.17,9.
r27 E. Lipiriski, "Stn et sgn dans le s6mitique occidental du nord," UF, 5 (1973), 199.
t2E KTIJ, 2.34, 30; 2.9, 3.
t2e KTU, 2.16,7.
t3o KTU,2.61, 13; cf. M. Dietrich, O. loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Brief iiber die Auswir-

kungen einer Razzia (RS 19.1 l = PRII , V, I l4)," UF, 7 (1975), 532.
t1r KTU, 1.16 I, 33; cf. H. Saurcn and G. Kestemont, "Keret, roi de Uubur," UF, 3

(1971),211.
132 KTU, l.lg I, 16.
t33 KTU, 1.3 Y,27; cf. A. S. Kapelrud, The Violent Goddess (Oslo, 1969), 65.
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d. sexual Knowledge. lJgar. yd' can also mean "know" in the sexual sense, as is
clear from its use in synthetic parallelism with hry, "conceive, become pregnant.',r34
Ba'al "surrounded" Anat ('zrt) and "knew" her (yd'); she ..became pregnant,'(hry)
and "gave bkth" 1wld1J3s Textually disputed is the passager36 in which, in the context
of an incubation rite, Kalirat is termed ld,t.rtt

e. Magic and Mythology. There is a fixed formula yd' hlk kbkbm, ..know the course
of the stars,"138 which may refer to special magical wisdom.l3e

In Ugaritic mythology, the gods are often subjects of a knowledge not defined in
greater detail.r{ A charm against snake venom invokes the god who ..knows" the
bite, i.e., knows how to diagnose it, and "understands" rgpqlnow to draw the poi-
son.r4l After the death of Ba'al, the search for a competent successor is the primary
problem confronting the assembly of the gods.ra2 The summons of the goddess Atilat,
nmlkyd'ylhn, eludes precise interpretation, since ylbn is obscure.

Although it is a common mythologoumenon that the gods understand what is hidden
and know the future, yd' almost never occ.rs in these contexts (cf. Ugar. hdy, ph,
"see"). The root yd' is not used to express visionary knowledge and mantic or magical
revelation. This can also be seen clearly in KTU,l.6 III, g. El Iearns in a dream that
the heavens drop oil and the valleys flow with honey. onty then can Anat conclude
(yd') that Ba'al, who was dead, is alive once more (k hy'l3yn b,l) andthat the infirmity
of the cosmos has come to an end.

The inability of the cosmos and human world to picture Std. par. byn) theenormous
divine palace of Ba'a1143 on Mt. zaphonra appears to be a friquent theme.ras Ba.al
alone understands (Dyz) the nature of lightning and thunder, the message of trees and
stones, of heaven and earth, of sea and stars; he sees the total context of which human
beings know nothing (l td'n.iz). These abilities of Ba'al constitute the explication of
yd' ylfin, which is expected of the highest god.r*

4. Narnes.In almost all Semitic languages, the root yd, appears as an element of

134 KTIJ,1.13,31.
r35 Cf. H. Cazelles, "Uhymne ugaritique a Anat," Syr,33 (1956), 52,55f.t36 KTIJ, l.l7 ll, 41.

:'_ cJ A caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdn er, Tbxtes ougaritiques, I: Mythes et rigendes.
LAPO,7 (1974),426.

t38 KTU,l.lg II, 2,7;rY,38.
r3e cf. H. P. Miiller, "Magisch-mantische weisheit und die Gestalt Daniels,,, gF, I (1969),

94.
t4 KTI/ ,l.3 1,25; l.l0 I,3.
t4t KTIJ, 1.107,35; cf. Loretz, UF,7(1975), t2B.
t42 KT(J, 1.6 r, 49.
ra3 Aistleitner.
t44 Cf. L. R. Fisher, RSp, I, ll,22l.
:: KTU, l.l III, 15,26,27;ly, t5,18; cf. also |.j,32.

^ '*- cf. H.- Donner, "Ugaritismen in der psalmenforschung," Z{w,79 (1967),32g-330; A. R.
Ceresko, "The A:B::B:A Word Pattern in Hebrew and Northwest Semiiic with Special Refer-
ence to the Book of Job," UF, j (1975),74.
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proper names. Most common are names of thanks, comprising yd' plus a theophorous
element such as 'el, yahtt, b'|, im, nabit, Ea, etc.

a. Ancient Near East. At Ugarit, for example, we find the name b'l-d' (ba'E-yada'w1,
"Ba'al knew," and the short forms ad' , ad'y, yd' , and md'.14

In Akkadian, names wirh editlidft, with or without a theophorous element, were
obviously very popular. We find clausal lament names: ar-ni-rt-ul-i-darn, "I do not
know my sins"'r4e dbel-bi-tu-ul-i-di, "Ba'al,I do not know my transgressions" (cf. dea-

[i-i-1i-ul-i-dirso), and the religious confidence names rli(AN)-i-da-an-ni, il(AN)-rt-dan-
ni, "My god knows me," i.e., "My god cares for me,"lsl dnabfi-idanni, "Nab0 knows
me."r52 The clausal names often include an additional element: da-iur-ki-ti-i-di, 'Ashur
knows my righteousness,"ls3 ili-ki-nam-i-di, "My god knows the righteous one," d.ia-

mai-ki-nam-i-di, "Sama5 knows that I am righteous."ls The name rman-nu-i-da-atlas-

su-i-di, "Who knows his power?" is obviously a name of praise in the form of a
question.lss In the case of a-ba-atn-la-i-di, a-ba-ul-i-di, *l do not know the father," and
ul-i-di-ul-a-mua "Neither do I know the father nor have I seen him," we are probably
dealing with the names of foundlings.rs6 The Amorite names on the pattern ya-da-AN
or ya-da[-AN are discussed by Huffmon.ls7

b. OT. These names based on ya/a' are also common in the AE 'abyddA' and
'"bidA' (Gen. 25:4; I Ch. l:33), 'elydQi' (2 S. 5:16), b'elydli' (l Ch. l4:7),
ybly"h6yd4a' (2 S. 8:18), y"da'yi (1 Ch. 9:10), resfi'a'El (1 Ch. 7:6), ,i"mi?d' (Nu.
26:32; cf . Samaria ostracon 29"'), and d'fi' El (Nu. I : l4r5e); various short forms also
occur: ydld' (l Ch. 2:28), yaddfia' (Neh. l0:22[2U), and yidd6 (l Ch.27:21).

III. 1. Secular Knowledge.

a. Visual and Auditory Perception. External knowledge or recognition {StA/a') is
often paralleled by visual sensory perception: rd'6, Nu. 24:16f.;Dt. ll:2; I5.26:12;
Neh. 4:5(11); Job 11:11; Ps. 138:6;10 Eccl. 6:5; Isa. 29:15; 4I:20; 44:9,18; 58:3;
6 I :9; Jer. 2:23; 5:l; l2:3; cf . also the attention-getting formula da' frf ' ?h: I S . 12l.17 ;

t47 pNU, 39.
t4 PNU,142f.
r4e H. H. Figulla, Altbabylonische Vertriige. VAS, 13 (1914), 103, 13.
15o AN, 164.
r5r IPN, l8l.
ts2 NV, 198; Tallqvist, APN, 150b.
ts3 APN, 4la; alarge number of similar formations in C. Saporetti, Onomastica Medio-

Assira, IL Studia Pohl,6 (1971),11:. Stndi, vocabulari ed elenchi, 124.
ts4 Alv,239f.
tss A|l/,238.
rs6 AN, 321, with additional examples; cf. alsoAPN, 90f.
ts7 APNM, 38, 209.
15t J. C. L. Gibson, Tbxtbookof Syrian Semitic Inscriprioru, I (Oxford,21973),9.
tse KBL3 , 37 5 .
160 Reider, 317.
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14:38; 23:22; 24:12(ll); 25:17; 2 S. 24:13; I K. 2O7,22; 2 K. 5:7; Jer. 2:19. This
rd'6 often precedes the ydda' and makes it possible (Gen. 18:21; Ex. 2:25;Dt. 4:35;
1 S. 6:9; 18:28; Ps. 3l:8[7]; Isa. 5: l9); we also find hazh (Nu. 24:16; Dnl. 5:23), ifin
"behold" (Nu. 24:16f.), hithpael of i'h, "gaze at" (Gen.24:21), hiphil of nkr (Dt.
33:9; Isa. 6l:9), and idztp (lob 28:7).

An auditory p(rcess can also precede yd/a': ituna,, Ex.3:7;Dt.9:2; Neh. 6:16;
Ps. 78:3; Isa. 33:13; 40:28;48:7f.; Jer. 5:15. Both elements are constitutive of the
epistemic process rd'd-idma'-yada'in Ex. 3:7; Irv. 5:1; Nu. 24:16f.; Dt.29:3(4);
33:9; Isa. 32:3f.;48:6. In such parallelisms, yd/a' can function as the superior term,
summarizing the sensory perception and processing it intellectually (e.g., Ex. 3:7).
The great semantic range of yd/a' from purely apperceptive knowledge to "be careful
of, pay attention to" is clear from its use in parallel with iirz, "take to heart" (Isa.
4l:20,22), fidkal, "consider" (Isa. 4l:20; M:lB), + UpI biqqEi fbiqqEshl, 

..seek,,

(Jer. 5:1), bdhan, "test with care" (Jer. 12:3), and qAfub,..pay attention" (Isa. 32:3).
The complexity of many epistemic processes is expressed by an accumulation of

various verbs belonging to the semantic field of "knolving," without distinguishable
emphasis on the various nuances of the individual meanings.r6l 'Seeing, knowing,
considering, and understanding" (Isa. 4l:2O: rd'i, iim, ilAkat, fida,) do not always
point to a deliberate distinction between sensory and intellectual apperception; more
generally the totality of human knowledge iC addressed. Cf. also the combination of
yada' wrth idrna' and bin (lsa. 40:21); btn, rd'6, and SAkal (Isa. 44:18); rd,6 and bin
(Isa. 6:9); rd'6, idma', qAiab, ard bin (Isa. 32:3f.); iana,, bAzA, rA,6, and Jir (Nu.
24:16f.); and finally Aram. bzi and i"ma' (Drfl. 5:23).

b. subject. The subject who knows must have the physical abitity to apprehend.
Eyes are needed (Dt. 29:3[a]), which must be able to see (rd'6,Isa. zl4:1g) and not
be blind (id'd or J", Isa. 32:3f .). They must be opened (paSab, Gen. 3:7; .i,run, Nu.
V1:13,15) and uncovered (+ ;r)f 9A16 tSdlAhl, Nu. 24:16). Ears are needed (Dt.
29:3), whichmustbeopened @alak,Isa.48:8)andattentive @aiab,Isa.32:3f.). A
heart is needed (Dt. 29:3), which must be discerning (iakal,Isa. 44:lg), not fat
(idnan, Isa. 6:9f.) or rash (nimhan Isa. 32:3f.). one must not sleep gfiiEn, Gen.
19:33,35; I 5.26:12), be drunk (iokar, Dt. 29:5161; cf. Gen. 19:33,35), or be blinded
Qah, rsa.44:18). In his pain and suffering, Job does not see what is going on around
him (Job 14:21).

c. Heart. [n the epistemic realm, the heart 1+ ]) leD h6 many functions as an
organ of perception and knowledge. Starting with outward perception, the l?b suirports
understanding and decision on the basis of what is perceived (cf. Ex. 7:23; 9:21;
etc.).r@ As the seat of memory the heart makes it possible to incorporate particular
apperceptions into a larger realm of experience (cf. Dt. 4:9; Isa. 33:18; 65:17; etc.),163

161 K. ElligeE Deuterojesaja II. BK, XI/l (1978), 168f.
162 For other citations see F. H. von Meyenfeldt, Het Hart (LEB, LEBAB) in het or (Leiden,

1950), 142.
t53 lbid., 143.
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providing the basis for judgment and responsible action with respect to what is per-
ceived (cf. Josh. l4:7).

In the heart, the various objects ofperception become concentrated to form insight
into the true nature of the world, on the basis of which people may consciously
frame their lives (Dt. 8:5; Prov. 2:2;8:5; l9:8; etc.). Here the foundations are laid for
repentance and covenant loyalty.la Confronted with a multitude of heterogeneous
perceptions, for example when dwelling among the Gentiles (Dt. 30:1), people should
reflect and focus on true values (A. 4:39;Isa.32:4;erc).

d. "Seeking" Krwwledge. It takes effort to gain specific knowledge. It must be
"sought" (biqqei, Er,cl. 7:25;8:17; Jer. 5:l; dirai, Ps. 9:11[10]; id'al, Jgs. 18:5 [with
reference to an oraclel) or laboriously "searched out" (tfir, Ercl. 7:25) and "investi-
gated" (piel of Ji1, Jer. 5:1) until it is found @AsA' , Job 23: l0; 28:13; Prov. 8:9; Eccl.
8:17; Jer. 5:1). Thus knowledge is the result of systematic searching (bnqar ps.
139:1,23), trying (bdhan, Job 23:10; Ps. 139:23; Jer. 6:27; l2:3), effort ('dmal, Eccl.
8:17), testing (piel of nrss6, Jgs. 3:4; with God as subj., Dt. 8:2; 13:4{3);2Ch.
32:31), and judgment (bahar miipdt, Job 34:4). All these passages show that yd.
exhibits a wealth of implications that cannot be defined explicitly in either the sensate
or noetic realm.

The object of knowledge and perception must be fundamentally perceptible, i.e.,
it must be within the grasp of the knowers: before them (negeQ, ps. 5l:5[3]; 69:2el9l),
before their eyes ('?!,lsa. 59:.12), immediately with them ('im, with the connotation
of a claim to possession, Job 15:9; Ps. 50:11), tr near them(qdrap,Isa. 5:19); only
Yahweh can know from afar (Ps. 138:6; 139.'2). [t must not be hidden (lO'-niklwd min,
Ps. 69:6; Hos. 5:3), but must come (D6' , Isa. 5:19). The normal process of perception
cannot deal with things that are great Gdol6t, Jer. 33:3), hidden (s?1er,lsa. 29:15;
Jer.40:15; Dnl.2:22;bgur61, Jer. 33:3; n";ur61,Isa.48:6), dark(fiOieft, Ps.88:13[12];
Isa. 29:15; Dnl. 2:22), deep ('"miq, Dnl. 2:22), or new (hdai6t,Isa. 48:6).

certain conditions are necessary for perception and knowledge to take place: the
object must be near (qdr6fi,Isa. 33:13) or in the midst (16(, Neh. 4:5[ll]); otherwise
one may approach it (rar, Gen.24 17,21; nagai, I S. 14:38) or rely on a witness
(ed, l*v. 5:1; negatively, Isa. 4:9). In the underworld there is no possibility of
knowledge (Ps. 88: l3[2]).

Finally, several objects in tradition are made known through telling (sdpan ps.
78:3) orrevelation @Ala, 1S. 3:7; hiphnof yAda' orrd'6, Ex. 6:3; Jer. l1:18; ,rAgd,
Isa. zt0:12).

e- Historical Krwwledge and Skill. Ex. 1:8 speaks of a "new king over Egypt, who
did not know Joseph" in the sense of historical knowledge. cf. the Anakim in Dt.
9:2, whom Israel itself "knows." cf. also yd' in the sense of acquaintance with some-
one living (Gen. 29:5; Dt. 22:2; Job 19: 13; 29:16; 42:ll Ezk. 28:19). For the phrase
"a nation which you do not know," see Dt. 28:33,36; Ruth 2: I l; 2 S. 22:M; Isa. 55:5;

rs See also below.
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Jer. 9:15( 16); Zoc. 7:14; cf . Ezk. 28:19. For rhe expression "a land which you do not
know," see Jer. 15:14; 16:13; l7:4;22:28;Ezk.32:9.

For personal knowledge of what someone is rike, see 2 K. 9:ll: ..you know the
fellow and his talk." According to 2 S. 3:25, David "knows', Abner through unfor-
tunate experience. cf. also I s. l0:ll; l K. 5:17(3); 1g:37; prov. l2:lo;cant.6:12.

We find yd' with a noun or infinitive object also in the sense of skill or technical
knowledge: 'ii yoSia' &lid, "a skillful hunter" r.Gen. 25:27); the'anil'oniyy61 are
ybd'a hawam, "sailors" (1K.9:27 par.2Cf,r. g:18); cf. the one who is "skilled in
what is written (s?per)" in [sa. 29:12 and the skillful lyre players in I s. 16:16,lg,
who know how to play the funeral lament (nehi, Am. 5: 16). cf. also yd, with / plus
the infinitive: hewers of wood (l K. 5:20[6]), architects (2 Cjrt. 2:6), craftspeople who
work in gold, silver, bronze, and iron, as well as materials like crimson and purple
cloth (2 ch. 2:7). Finally, yd' can also refer to skill in speaking (Jer. l:6), ooing good
(Jer. 4:22), and doing evil (Eccl. 4;17), etc.

f. Emotional and Sexual Knowledge.In addition to technical skill, yd' can also mean
practical, emotional, and volitional "acquaintance" and "concern"; cf. yd, par. pqd
(Job 5:24;35:15); yd' par,. Jzr (Job 39:l; Jer. 8:7);yd, par.m$, tt?n (Ex. Zi:t2,liy;
etc. Potiphar, for example, "had no concern" Oada'1 about anything in his house
when Joseph was there (Gen. 39:6,8). hov. 27:23 admonishes: ..Know well $tdQda,
tESa') the condition of your flocks, and give attention (iil libbkil to your herds." Job
"regards" (yd') not himself and "loathes" (zir) his existence (lob 9:21; cf. also 35:15).

In the sense of "acquaintance" or "love," yd' thencomes to mean sexual intercourse
of a man with a woman (Gen.4:1,17,25;38:26; Jgs. 19:25; I S. l:19; l K. l:4) or
a woman with a man (Gen. l9:8; Jgs. ll:39; cf. yd,miika[ zdknr [Nu.3l:17f.,35;
Jgs. 2l:llf.l); for homosexual intercourse, see Gen. 19:5; Jgs. 19:22. The sexual
reference has been explained as deriving from the unveiling of a woman on her
wedding nighttos or first intercourse,r6 but these explanations are not convincing.
More likely we are dealing with a euphemism for sexual r.elations.r6z

g. (Tiee of the) Knowledge of Good and Evil. The knowledge of good and evil (yd.
b0n-t6b wdrd'), i.e., the ability to distinguish between them, is beyond the capacities
of immature children, because they cannot yet judge the consequences of what is
involved (Dt. 1:39; lK.3:7; Isa. 7:15f.; Jer.4:22). Such knowledge is available to
adults (lQSa 1:lof.), while the old man Barzillai questions it in himself (2 S. tg:36t351).
Solomon's prayer for "an understanding heart (l?b iomEa') to govern (l;spoil the people
and to discern between good and evil (lhiSin ban16b lrd')- (l K. 3:9) p.ouuuty
refers to the ability to judge and distinguish between justice and injusrice (cr. ::tt).

The knowledge of the forbidden "tree of the knowtedge of good and evil,' (Gen.
2:9,17) and the godlike (hayh k?,ldhim, Gen. 3:5; hdy6 te,akaa mimmennfi,3:22)

165 A. Socin.
16 K. Schwally, K. Budde.

_ 
re7 Gaboriau, Angelicum, 45 (1968), 37-40; Schottroff, 691; cf. AHw, I, lgg, and

B. Landsberger, "Das 'gute Wort,' " MAOG, 4 (lg2g-29),321.
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knowledge that comes from eating its fruit have been interpreted variously, because

of the wide semantic range of t6blra': those who interpret t\blrA' as "good/bad,"
"beneficial/harmful" in a functional or utilitarian sense, will also interpret yd' in a

value-free sense.l6 Budde,l@ on the other hand, interprets yd' t6b wdrd' as the ability
to make ethical decisions. BuberlTo linked the ethical and functional aspects of "know-

ing good and evil": the ability to make a moral distinction between good and evil is
intended to secure for us the power to live autonomously. By seeking to be like God,

we impugn the authority of God; God "knows the opposites of being, . . . he has

direct intercourse [yd'] with them . . . he is above all opposites.'l7l Similar inter-

pretations have also been suggested by others.rT2

Many interpret yd' as sexual knowledge and experience, knowledge of what it
means to beget and bear children; this'sexual knowledge of joy and suffering, life and

death, had been forbidden because it makes human beings like God.173 Many associate

the serpent as a symbol of the Canaanite fertility cult with ttlp "knowledge of good

and evil."174

Besides these explanations, the interpretation of l6b wdrd' as expressing polar total-
ity, "everything," is of interest.lTs According to von Rad, "knowledge of good and

evil" means "omniscience in the broadest sense of the word"; according to Pidoux,

the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil would convey "a power that

would be godlike . . . the power that is one of the characteristics of the deity."tzo

h. wisdom. In the oT, bobni (wisdom) refers to more than the wisdom of Israel;

this can be seen in its frequent association with other closely related concepts.l77 In

Proverbs, for example, aa'at (& occrurences) and hobnh (39 occurrences), which can

be used interchangeably,lT8 take up substantial space. In "almost playful coordina-

1is11"r7e we find m"zimmh, "discretion" (Prov. 1:4; 2:10f.;5:2;8:12), l"bfinA, "under-

16s Cf. J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateucla und der historischen Bilcher des ATs

(Berlin,3l899).
r6e K. Budde, Die biblische tlrgeschichte (Giessen, 1883), 65-72.
r7o M. Buber, Inages of Good and Evil (Eng. trans., New York, 1952), 13-26.
t1t lbid.,20.
rz Stoebe, de Vaux; cf. also W. M. Clark, 'A Lrgal Background to the Yahwist's Use of the

'Good and Evil' in Genesis 2-3," JBL, 88 (1969), 266-278.
rR H. Schmidt,DieEniiNungvonParudicsundSilntudall (Tiibingen, l93l),13-31;I. Engnell,

" 'Knowledge' and 'Life' in the Crcation Story," Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East.

F**chrift H. H. Rowley. Sl4, 3 (1955), 103-119; L. F. Hartmann, "Sin in Paradise," CBQ' 20

(1958), 26-40; etc.
t7a Coppens, Hidding, Loretz, Soggin, etc.
17s A. M. Honeyman, "Merismus in Biblical Hebrew." JBL,7l (1952), ll-18; P. P. Boc-

caccio, "I termini contrari come expressioni della totaliti in ebraico," Bibl, 33 (1952), 173-l9O;
D. R. Hillers, 'An Alphabetic Cuneiform Tablet from Taanach (TT 433)," BASOR, 173 (1964),
46f.; etc.

t76 P. 41.
r77 G. von Rad,Wisdom in Israel (Eng. trans', Nashville, 1972),75.
17e J. Becker, Gonesfurcht im AT. AnBibl, 25 (1965),214.
17e Von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, 53.
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standing" (2:6,lOf.; 17:27;24:3f.), ,ormi, ..prudence,, (l:4; g:12), and bind (9:10),
frequenfly in parallelism with hokm| e:7;2:6,10; g:12;9:lO; ru:Ai Z+:Zf.; ZO:Z).

T\no different understandings of da'a1 can be traced back to an earlier (prov. 10_29)
and a later (Prov. r-9) corpus of proverbs. In the earlier view, da,a! refers to the
secular realm, especially interpersonal relationships. This is illustrated by the frequent
antithetical parallelism of sage and fool: da,a1 iswhat characterizes the wx,e (hogimim,
Prov. l0:14; l5:2,'I), therighteous (gad6qin, ll:9;29:7),theprudent (,arftm, 13:16;cf. l4:8), and those with understanansirfifrn, 14:6; r'i:r4; ii,ijl, nothing is said
about its source.

Those who are wise l1r un ({apan,prov. 10:14) or conceal (kas6, 12:23) theirda'a!. while scoffers seek twkmi in vain, da,al is easy for those of understanding(14:6); while the simple acquire fo[y, the prudent are crowned (kTt l?] with da,a1(14:18).'e Heart and ear seek (biqqzi, 15:14; rg:15) da,al thetongue and lips ofthe*jt: d.r.tp*:e (ta1fip,.15:2) and spread (zdr6, t5:i,71 aa',at. fnoie wfro love ..dis_
cipline" (mfisdr) or "instruction" rove da'ar (r2:r; ct. r9:2i;23:12). when those ofunderstanding are reproved, they gainda'ar e9:25;cf. r2:r);whqn they are instructed,they receive da,al (21:ll; cf. Dnl. l:4). They exhibit cla,at'and ibara Ay A"ine
restrained in speech and cool in spirit (prov. 17:27). we find a sense of processes
obeying their own inner laws.

The later section of the book of proverbs appears to be the product of more theo-
logical reflections. Here yahweh givex bobnh; from his mouth iome da,af and fbfin|(Prov. 2:6). He is an aid to the upright (2:7); those who receive and accept this aidgain hoffi and da'at (2:10). Through the hobna and da,a! of yahweh the earth and
the heavens were founded and developed (3:19f.).

.. _Klowledge is not given to human beings by nature;rsr yahweh himself and the"divine authority of wisdom"le c.ooperate to produce da,at. Thecorresponding state-
ment from the human perspective is that the fear of Yahweh is the Ueginning of wisdomgtir'a1 yHWH rE,iil dn.at, prov. l:7). The relationship between y rr,i yruwa and da,a1is clear from the parailers: da'a1 par. bobna, yir'al rHWn par.'re,iii da,ar (prov. r:7);yir'alYHWH par. da'a10:29);da,a!,"lbhim p?If.bobni,fbbnn, fin6, andda.at (2:5f.);
da'al f d6iim par. b?ni and the fbill| of boknh (9:10). rrr" .on""pt 

'cannot 
be sharply

distinguished, but they should probably be understood as different aspects of a fun_damental religious attitu9: referring ultimatery to the same reality (cf. esp. 2:5; 9:rO;.rerIt is characteristic of proverbs to use feai of yahweh and knoryledge of God syn_onymously (da'ar, da'ar-'er6him, and da'or q"dbfu being ultimatery i;;ndcar,*), erp.in Prov' 2:5 (cf. l:29; 9:ro)- As the gift of wisdom, dalal par. yir'al yHwH conveys
the meaning of (true) religion, if yir' al YHWH is understood as reverential awe, finding
expression in uprightness and devotion, and da,al meats acquaintance with God and

eTlyada'

"J;".:l 
W. A. van der Weiden, Le tivre des proverbs. BieOr,23 (1970), ilO: ..acqu6rir,

r8r Von Rad, Wisdom in Isracl, 55.

ll1 !, L*g, Frau rveisheit: Deutung eincr bibrischen Gesralr (Disserdorf, 1975), r7r.r83 Cf. Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT,"2ZO.tu lbid., 2l7f .
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walking in his ways (cf. lsa. 1l:2). Not only does Yahweh give wisdom; from him
come knowledge and uirderstanding (Prov. 2:6). He is a shield and protection (Prov.

2:7f.) for those who trust in him (3:5).

While for the most part Proverbs speaks positively of knowledge, Ecclesiastes ex-

hibits a pessimistic attitude toward da'at Although bokmn and da'a! (7 occurrences)

reinforce each other,lts they ultimately convey no benefit (Eccl. 1:16-18). Similarly,

bokmA and da'at, which are given by God's free will (2:26), are only of relative

advantage in comparison to folly and riches (2:2L; l:llf .), for in the realm of the dead

there is neither bobmh nor da'a! (9:10).
In Sirach, yd/a' occtxs 29 times and da'a! 9 times, but the text of Sir. 7:3,20; 9:10;

46:6,10;51:15 is uncertain. In any case, Sirach prefers hlon and byn and their deriv-
atives. In Sirach, 3H, yd', Nb and their derivatives refer almost without exception to

human knowledge and wisdom.le Wisdom and knowledge are characteristic of the

physician (Sir. 38:3), the sage, and the scibe (37:22f.). Perhaps the author is drawing

on the Greek idea of the l6gos when he states that the "word" is the place where

wisdom is revealed (yd', pass.; 4:24; cf. 5:lO).
Most of the occurences of ydy'a' are in the context of "wisdom concerning secular

fllotters,"lt7 which formulates the results of experience in every conceivable situation.
According to Sir. 40:29, the knowledgeable 06dZa' ) and well-educated (ysr) are char-

acteized by caution in their dealings with others and a refusal to jump to conclusions.
They take counsel only with those who keep the Torah (37:12) and are incorruptible
(37:8); they are marked by their reserve (35:8).

In the variety of his counsels, the author is especially concerned for people's well-
being. To intensify his admonitions he occasionally uses the impv. da', "h,now." He

warns against envy (Sir. 34:13) and the violent (9:13), and clearly echoing the law of
love (Dt. 6:5; Irv. 19:18) he exhorts his readers to love their neighbors as themselves

(Sir. 34:15). He warns against hedonism (ll:19), gullibility (8:18; cf. l2:11), and

premature judgment (9:11; cf. 34:24), basing his cautions on the human inability to

predict the course of events.
Sirach often looks to sacred history to illustrate God's wisdom in history and his

pedagogical governance of human affairs. He made the water in the desert drinkable
(Sir. 38:5; cf. Ex. l5:23f.), hardened the heart of Pharaoh (Sir. 16:15; cf. Ex. 7:3),

caused David to fell mighty Goliath (Sir. 47:5; cf. I S. ll:40ff.), and made Enoch
(Sir. ,14:16; Gen. 5:24) an example of repentance (LXX), of conversion of the nations
(Latin), of da'al (Hebrew, possibly a reference to Enoch's role in revelation).

Sirach also uses the recognition formula, in Sir. 36: 17(22) as an element supporting
a prayer,ls in 36:5 in a double form: ". . . that they [the Gentile.s] may know, as we

have known, that there is no God except thee."
For Sirach, God possesses all knowledge (Sir. 1:1); he discerns all cognition (42:18).

ls A. Lauha, Kohclet. BK, XIX (1978), 47.
re J. Marbirck,Weisheit imWandel. BBB,37 (1971), l4f.
tE7 lbid., 126f.
rs See the Northwest Semitic parallels in T. Penar, Northwest Semitic Philolog and the

Hebrew Fragments of Ben Sira. BietOr, 28 (1975), 60'
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God can also perceive the secret sins (16:17,21); from him nothing is hidden
(17:15-20),18e for the entire created order is his work.

2. Religious Usage.

a. Godb Krwwledge. we find yd' in Am. 3:2 as an expression for the special rela-
tionship between Yahweh and Israel or election to service: "You only have I chosen
from all the families of the earth." Despite the Deuteronomistic language, Am. 3:2
does not use the election term bhr (cf. Dt. 7:7; l4:2), but rather the ambinalent term
yd' fot the special association of Yahweh with Israel or with individual leaders.lm
According to Gen. 18:19; Ex. 33:12,17; Dt. 34:10; 25.7:20 par. I Ch. 17:lg; Jer.
I :5, Yahweh entered into a special relationship of selection and election with Abraham,
Moses, Jeremiah, and David. Yahweh chose Abraham, to "charge his children . . .
to keep the way of Yahweh by doing righteousness and justice" (Gen. lg:lgf.). In Ex.
33:12,17, Yahweh says to Moses, "I know you by name $td, b"iEm), and you have
found favor (m;' ltEn)"; yd' beiEm par. m$' hEn characterize the special election
(and call); cf. also Dt. 34:10. cf. the verbs lqlt par. bfir ptr. yd' for the gracious
election of David in 2 s. 7:20 par. I ch. 17:18. In Jer. l:5, the appointment of
Jeremiah to prophetic office is characterized by yd' par. qdi hiphil; long before his
birth (ys' par. ypr), Jeremiah had been chosen as a prophet tod' par.qdr hiphil par.
nnbi'n"tatfikn).

Hulfmonlel seeks to connect ydda' with Hitt. iekliak, Ak}.. idfi, rJgar. yd, in Near
Eastern treaties and interpret or yd' as a term for mutual recognition.le

on rare occasions we find yd' as a term for yahweh's "care" or ..protection.,, In
Nah. l:7f., for example, in the context of a hyrirn, we read: 'yahweh is good, a
stronghold in the day of trouble; he knows those who take refuge in him.,, yahweh
answers trust with care and benevolence; see, for exarnple, ps. 1:6;31:g(7);37:lg;
144:3.

In the Song of tlannah (1 S. 2:l-10) we find this theologoumenon: .A God of
knowledge ( el ddA [pl. intensitatis? or 'perceptions'?]) is yahweh, a God who weighs
actions (we'el 6ken [emended] 'oltl6o" (v. 3). yahweh is a God who knows (yd'), who
tests and judges (tlot); yd' means "know well,,' ..test,', ..weigh,,' .Judge,,; cf. ps.
94:ll, *Yahweh knows the thoughts of man"; Job 23:10; P:rov.24:12.In a declaration
ofinnocence, the worshipper says: "Ifwe had . . . spread forth our hands to a strange
god, would not God discover (ftqr) this? For he knows Od') the secrets of the heart,'
(Ps. 44:2lf.l2of.); cf. Job 3l:6; Ps. zt0:10[9]; Jer. l2:3), and in a confession of sin:
"IJt not thy anger burn hot, Yahweh; thou knowest thy people, that they are set on
evil" (Ex. 32:22; cf. Ps. 69:6[5]). In a statement of confidence, the worshipper prays:

t8e Cf. Marbirck, 136.ls See, for example, Botterweck, "Gott erkennen,,' lB-22; T. Vriezen, Die Erwiihlung Israels
nach dcm AT. ATMNT, 24 (1953),36f.; H. wildberger, Jahwes Eigentwnsvolk. ArhANr, 37
(1960), 108.

tet BASOR, t9t (t966), 37.
1e2 Cf. also Hufiftnon-Parker; McKenzie.
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"search (lgr) me . . . and know (yd') my heart, try (bbn) me, know Od') my

thoughts, and see (r'h) it there be any wicked way in me" (Ps. 139:23f.; cf. vv. 1f.,4).

In Yahweh's knowing, testing, and judging, the devout see the occasion of divine

intervention (Ps. 69:20[19]; Jer. 15: 15; 18.23; cf. Neh. 9: l0). On the pur yd' pat. nsh

piel, cf. Dt. 13:4(3): "For Yahweh your God is testing (nsft; piel) you, to know whether

you love Yahweh . . ."; cf. also Dt. 8:2; Jgs. 3:4; and 2 Ch. 32:31l. "God left him

[Hezekiah] to himself, in order to try him (l"nass6t6) and to know (ldda'a!) all that

was in his heart." In some passages, Yahweh answers in a dream: "I know that you

[Abraham] have done this in the integrity of your heart" (Gen. 20:6; cf. also 2 K.
19:27 par. Isa. 37.,28; 48:4; Jer. 48:30; Ezk. 1l:5; Am. 5: l2).

b. Knowledge of God. "To know Yahweh" refers to a practical, religio-ethical re-

lationship. Yahweh will deliver (plt piel) and protect (igb; piel) those who know (yd')

his name and cleave ({r.iq) to him (Ps. 9l:14). Cf. the parallelism l0' yd' par. qr' bi-em
(Ps. 79:6; Jer. 10:25). All who are upright of heart (yiiri-kb) know him (Ps. 36: I 1[ 10]).

Only those who are prepared to refrain (rplr; hiphil) from idolatry and sin know God.

Ct. yd' par. dri, "seek" (Ps. 9:11[0]),yd' par. yr' (1 K. 8:43;2 Ch' 6:33; Ps. 119:79;

Prov. 1:7; 2:5;3:6; Isa. ll:2). Those who "know" (yd') Yahweh in all their ways

(Prov. 3:6), i.e., "trust" (b"lab) in him with all their heart (v. 5a), "feat" $frd')him,
and turn away from evil (sir m4rd') (v. 7) will find their paths made straight. Ct. yd'

par.'bd (1 Ch. 28:9), yd' par. 'mn hiphil (Isa.43:10), yd' par. drJ (Ps.9:11[10]).

c. Igrwrance of God. "Not to know Yahweh" appears in combination with parallel

verbs as a way of expressing apostasy and religio-ethical decline. Those who do not

know Yahweh "sin" (bAfi') against him (1 S. 2:25), they are "ungodly" ('awwdl) (Job

18:21), they "swear, lie, kill, steal, and commit adultery" (Hos. 4:lf.), they are

treacherous adulterers (Jer. 9:l[2]), they "deceive" (v. 2[3]) and "slander" (v. 3[4]).

Whole series of sins stand in parallel with /d' yd'. The expression ld' yd' stands for

the "rebellion" (p.f') of those who "forsake" ('zb) Yahweh (Isa. l:4; Hos. 4:10),

"forget" (itt) him (Hos. 4:6), "despise" (n's; piel) him (Isa. l:4), or "disregard"

(bfiz)him(1 S.2:12,30);cf. "playtheharlot" {orh,}Jos.2:7[5]), "prophesybyBa'al"
(Jer. 2:8).

As an expression ofreligious inexperience due to the absence ofprevious revelation

or encounter, Samuel did not yet "know" (yd') or recognize the voice of Yahweh "a
revelation of Yahweh had not yet come to him Qerem yiggdleh'Eldyw)" (1 S. 3:7).

Only after his dream vision at Bethel did Jacob "know" that Yahweh was in the place,

so that he was afraid (Gen. 28:16). Cf. also Jgs. 13:6. The new settlers in conquered

Samaria do not *know" the cult of the local deity and need to be instructed.re3

The Gentiles do not "know" Yahweh; they are unwilling to "hear his voice" (Ex.

5:2) or "call upon his name" (Ps. 79:6; Jer. 10:25) and worship him. They have no

relationship to him.

re3 Cf. Baumanu ZAW,28 (1908), 39-41, ll0-l4l; Botterweck, "Gott erkennen," 42-98;

Denton, 3441; Schottroff, 694f.
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The expression "not know other gods" refers to the absence of any relationship
between Israel and the gods of foreign nations. They have never revealed themselves
to Israel in word or deed; Israel has nothing to do with them (Dt. ll:2g; 13:3,7,
1412,6,131; 28:64; 29:25[26); 32: 17 ; cf. also !er. 7 :9; 19:4; M:3 ;Dnl. 11 :38).

3. Revelation.

a' Tbrminology- Hebrew expresses the notion of revelation by means of the roots
glh, "utcover";ngd hiphil, ',tepnrt,;yd, hiphil, ..makeknown,,'niphal, ..makeoneself
known"; r'h niphal, "be seen, appear." There are arso dbr pier,;mr,.irn,, etc. There
is theological significance in the varying terminology of Ex. 6:3: ..I appeared (wd,Erd')
to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob as 'el iadday, but by my name yahweh I did not
make mpelf known to them (ld' nbda'fr khcm)." p assigns the ..appearance of yahweh"
to a preliminary stage of the patriarchal rcligion; with Moses there begins something
new: Yahweh makes himself known in person, as '"ni yHwH. Moses is to begin his
speech with 'azi YHWH (v. 6) and emphasize its conclusion with ,"ni yHWH (v. g).ls

b. Hisary, salvation oracle (?), Torah (?). Revelation std'; hiphil or niphal) is
involved when Yahweh makes his name known in historical demonstration, oi po*".
(Ps. 76:2[1]; Isa. 64:1f.[2f.);Jer. 16:2r;Ezk.39:7). cf. yahweh's revelation of himself
in such hymnic statemenrs as ps. 9:17(16);4g:4(3);77:,15,20 (14,19);79:10; gg:13
(12);103:7. The revelation often conveys specific information from yahweh: he reveals
the new king to Saniuel (1 S. 16:3) and the duration of the Davidic dynasty to Nathan
(2 s. 7:21 par. I ch. 17:.19). cf. also the announcement of the commandments in Ex.
25:22;Ezk.20:11; also Gen. 41:39; Neh. 9:14; Jer. ll:lg.

In Ps. 25:4, the worshipper, oppressed by his enemies, prays, *Make known to me
(h6di'Eni), Yahweh, thy ways, thy paths teach me (rammedEni).,' In ps. 39:5(4), he
prays to know (yd'; hiphil) his end, that he may know (yd') how mortal fre is. Ac-
cording to 51:8(6), insight into sinfulness is not the result of human thought but a gift
of divine communication btd'; hiphil). cf. the prayer of the community to yahweh in
9o:12'- "Teach us (yd',' hiphil) to number our days that we may get a heart of wisdom
(lbab hofua)" and v. 16: "[rt thy work be manifest (r'n; hiphil) to thy servants.',
The oppressed psalmist in 143:8 prays: "[rt me hear (.irz.; hiphit) . . . thy steadfast
love. . . . Teach (yd'; hiphil) me rhe way I should go." cf. also the expressions of
confidence in Ps. 16:11; 25:14.

It is possible that this communication or instruction (yd.; hiphil) should be thought
of as involving a salvation oracle or Torah instruction.ls In the case of Torah instruc-

re4 Cf. R' Rendtorff, "The Concept of Revelation in Ancient Israel," in Revelation as History,
ed. W. Pannenberg (Eng. trans., New york, 196g), 30.

1e5 H. Gunkel and J. Begrich, Einl. indie psalmen. GII(, sup. vol. (e1975), 224;Begich,
'Das priesterliche Heilsoraket: z4w, 52 (1934),81-92 : GSAT.',ThB, Zi <tWl,2t7_23i;H._J. Kraus, Psabnen. BK, IKVll-3 et9Z8).
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tion, one might recall with Robertls and Deisslerle that "way" and "path" are often

used as synonyms for "law."

c. yd, 16'"ni YHWH. Corresponding to the use of yd' niphal, "make oneser known,"

and yd, hiphil, "make known," as terms of the divine self-revelation, we find the

recognition statement yd' ki'"ni YHWH, usually preceding a statement about God's

action. In the prophetic oracle of divine selfdemonstration,oa yd' ki '"ni YHWH

constitutes the end and purpose of the oracle, while the divine message nn beydd as

a probative sign is subordinate to the self-introduction of Yahweh that is to be dem-

onstrated.le These recognition statements surely belong neither to the realm of priestly

da'al nor to the realm of wisdom da'a1. T\e recognition statement has its roots in

crucial symbolic events, in the traditions of the exodus or the wars of Yahweh, and

in apodictic legislation (Ex. 6:2ff.; Ezk. 2O:5tr.; cf. Ex. 29:46; l*v. 22:32f'; Nu'
l5:41).

The question of how revelation and history are related points ultimately to whether

an event could be recognized as an act of Yahweh only "when preceded immediately

by a declarative word of Yahweh."2m According to Rendtorff, 'A third party is not

necessary,...amediatorbetweentheeventandtheonewhoexperiencesit....The
event itself can and must effect recognition and knowledge of Yahweh in the one who

sees it and understands it in its context as an act of Yahweh.'2ol According to Zimmerli,

however, "history is only ancillary to Yahweh's self-demonstration, for the 'I am

Yahweh' addressed to the listener is the real focus."2@ History "doei not conceal within

itself a hidden meaning that we could approach through the power of human inter-

pretation. But God, by appointing someone to proclaim the name of Yahweh over this

event, can cause history to address people personally."2o3 In the case of a revelatory

event, Rendtorff focuses more on the significance of the act, whereas Zimmerli em-

phasizes the significance of the word.
The expression yd' lci '"ni YHWH, *and yoir will/shall know that I am Yahweh,"

which has its setting in prophetic speech, is more or less fixed and formulaic; it is

almost always preceded by a statement about an act of Yahweh. Often the recognition

statement constrtutes the climax; occasionally there follows a more detailed motivation

or a summary conclusion. Of the 947 occurrences of yd' as a verb, the shoT t formyd'

ki'"nt YHWH with minor variations occurs 7l times in Ezekiel alone.2B

1% A. Robert, "[-e sens du mot Loi dans le Ps. CXIX (Vulg. CXVIID'" RB, 6 (1937),

182-206.
le A. Deissler, Psalm tt9 (l18) und seine Thcologie. MTN, llll (1955)' 7l'
leE Zmmerli, ThB,19 (1963), 120-132.
te lba.,124.
2m R. Rendtorff, "Geschichte und Wort im AT," EvTh,22 (1962\,621-649; repr' in Gs4I

ThB, 57 (1975), 60-88.
zo1 Rendtorff, Revelation as Hbtory, 47.
202 W. Zimmerli, " 'Offenbarung im Nl,' " EvTh,22 (1962),30.
203 lbid., 28f.
2s See the concordances of Mandelkern and Lisowsky, as well as Botterweck, "Gott erken'

nen," 14-17 , and Zmmerli, I Am Yahweh.
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The expression can be further defined by an adverbial phrase consisting of b, plus
the infinitivei ". . . know that I am yahweh, when their slain lay among their idols
. . ." (Bzk. 6:13 l2:t5; t5:7; 2O:A,M; 25:t7; 28:22; 30:8; 33:29; 34:27; 35:12;
36:23;37:13). Also common is a statement of purpose with rma'an, e.g., Ezk.
l6:62f.: ". and you shan know that I am yahweh, ihut yoo may remember and be
confounded, and never open your mouth again." outside of Ezeiiel, a statement of
purpose also appears in Ex. 7:5,17;8:lg(22); l4:4,1g;31:13; I K. 20:13,2g; ps.
46: I l(10); Jer. 24:7 . In addition to the interpolation ..your God" into the recognition
statement, we also find'"l6hin with the emphatic article, as in Dt. 4:35,39;7:9; I K.
8:60;2 Ch. 33:13; etc.; cf. also 1K. tg:37;2K. 19:19; Isa.37:20; Sir. 36:5; ps.
83:19(18): "... know that thou alone . . . art the Most High over all the earth.,,
occasionally the objective clause ti '"ni YHWH is expanded by -"un, of a relative
clause: ". . know that I am yahweh, who sanctify Iirael when my sanctuary is in
the midst of them for evermore' (Ezk. 37:2g; cf.Isa. 43:10; +s3iqg:23,26; 52:6).
only in Ezekiel do we find the expression ". . know that I, yahweh, do . . ." (Ezk.
5:13; 14:23; 17:21,24;22:22;36:36;37:14). Often the object clause with yd. states
Yahw-gh's action, e.g., "that Yahweh sent me" (Nu. 16:2g; znc.2:r3,15(g,tt); +:g;
6:15.20s Elsewhere in the object clause it is yahweh's word that is known: 2 K. 10:10;
Isa. 9:8(9); Jer.32:8;44.,28f.;znc. ll:ll. we also find yahweh's name (Jer. 16:21),
his hand (Iosh- 4:24; I s. 6:3); his judgments (ps. l 19:75), and his mercy (Jon. 4:2).

d. Srgrs, Wondets, the Exodus. The recognition statement in the context of crucial
s-Vmbglic events is especially clear in the traditions of the exodus and the plagues. In
the plague of flies (Ex. 8:l8l22l [J]), the symbolic nature of the divine act is obvious
when at Yahweh's behest Moses says to Pharaolu "On that day I will set apart the land
of Goshen . . so that no swarms of flies shall be there; that you may know that I am
Yahweh in the midst of the land. . . . This sign ('6g) shali take place tomorrow',
(8:18,19b[22,23b)).Thethreattoslaythefirst-bornstates:.....notadogshallgrowl;
that you may know that Yahweh makes a distinction between the Egyptians and Israel,,
(Ex. I l:7). Yahweh's actions effectively compel recognition, acknowiedgment, confes-
sion, and gratitude. According to Ex. 8:6(10), the end of the plague is to be a dem-
onstration to Pharaoh, so that he may know ..that there is no on like yahweh our
God." The cessation of the hail causes pharaoh to know ..that the earth is yahweh's,'
(Ex. 9:29); similarly, the pollution of the Nile (Ex. 7:17 [[) is to be for pharaoh and
the Egyptians a sign of divine self-demonstration and a source of painful surprise and
knowledge.

Signs ('6I), wonders (mbp), trials (rzassdl), and terrors (m6rd,?m) (Dr. 4:34f.)
evoke recognition and knowledge; their strangeness and their unexpected appearance
in the midst of everyday life are a cause of spontaneous recognition. The -oJfrequentfunction of an 'il is to evoke the knowledge ..that I am yahweh.,' This formula of
recognition2* or majesty2@ appears first in the yahwist, and is intended to promote

2os Additional citations in Botterweck , ,,Gott erkennen,,, 16.26 Rendtorff.
20 Elliger.
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the sovereignty of the one God Yahweh in the cosmopolitan kingdom of David and

Solomon (Ex. 8:18[22]ff.; 10:2f.).2o8 From this starting point the functional schema

then penetrates later literature. Such signs ('6lol) include-besides the Egyptian

plagues-victory over enemies (1 K. 20:13), the Sabbath (Ex. 31:13; Ezk. 2O:12),

and the elimination of idolators (Ezk. 14:8). Occasionally the monotheistic purpose

of the recognition formula is made even more pointed: all the massdl'661, m6p"1tm,

and mbrd'im of the exodus are to lead to the knowledge that there is no God but

Yahweh (Dt. 4:34f.); in the contest on Mt. Carmel, the sacrificial fire is to demonstrate

that Yahweh is God rather than the baals (1 K. 18:37).

InEx.6:2-12 (P), a revelation discourse, lsrael is to "know that I am Yahweh your

God, who has brought you out from under the burdens of the Egyptians" (v. 7). By
the realization of the promises to the patriarchs, but above all by the deliverance (yg'

hiphil, npl hiphil, g'l) from Egypt, the lsraehtes are to recognize and know that

Yahweh is among them and makes himself known in power. Even "the Egyptians shall

know that I am Yahweh, when I stretch forth my hand upon Egypt and bring out the

people of Israel from among them" (7:5). For the Egyptians this knowledge is a painful

and helpless surprise. By the miracle at the sea, "the Egyptians shall know that I am

Yahweh, when I have gotten glory (bhikknyegil" Q4:18; cf. the similar statement in
l4:4).

In the manna tradition of Ex. 16, the murmuring Israelites are assured: 'At evening

you shall know (yd') that it was Yahweh who brought you out of the land of Egypt'
and in the morning you shall see (r'lr) the glory of Yahweh, because he has heard

your murmurings" (w. 6f.; cf. also v. l2). According to Ex. 29:45f., Yahweh "will
dwell among the people of Israel and will be their God. And they shall know that I
am Yahweh their God, who brought them forth . . . that I might dwell among them.

I am Yahweh their God." Here the recognition statement is expanded by the Egypt

motif. By observing the Sabbath as a sigrr between God and the people, "you may

know that I am Yahweh, who sanctify you" (Ex. 31:13), i.e., separate you from the

nations.
In the supplement dealing with the Feast of Booths (l*v. 23:39-43), the instructions

to Moses concerning dwelling in booths are given historical motivation: "That your

generations may know that I made the people of Israel dwell in booths when I brought

them out of the land of Egypt; I am Yahweh your God" (v. 43); here Israel is to be

reminded of the beginnings of its national existence in the Mosaic period. According

to Nu. 14:34 (secondary), the present generation will not enter the promised land

because of their lack of trust in God's guidance; only their children shall share in the

gift of the land after forty years of penance (God's judgment).

The recognition statements in P are based on God's acts in the exodus and deliv-
erance from Egypt (Ex. 6:7; 7:5), in the miracle at the sea (14:4,8), and in the feeding

with quails and manna (16:6f.,12). The tent of meeting (Ex. 29:45f.), observance of
the Sabbath (Ex. 3l:13), and dwelling in booths during the Feast of Booths (I-ev.

23:43) are signs reminding the community of its beginnings.

2ffi For a criticism of the early dating, see H. H. Schmid, Der sogenannte Jahwist (Zurich,

1976\.
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e. Parenesis in Deuterononry and the Deuteronomistic History. In Deuteronomy and
in the Deuteronomic history in its various recensions the recognition statement has
undergone parenetic transformation. In the sermonic passage Dt. 7:l-ll, a hymnically
expanded recognition statement (v. 9) constitutes the conclusion to a parenetic series
of commandments and prohibitions: "Know therefore that yahweh your God is God,
the faitMul God who keeps covenant and steadfast love with those who love him and
keep his commandments." Cf. in the parenesis Dt. ll:2-32 the assurance, ,.your 

eyes
have seen all the great work of yahweh which he did,' (v. 7). In Dt. 4:32-4o,lsrael
is called on to ask "whether such a geat thing as this has ever happened or was ever
heard of" (v. 32); then in broad strokes are listed the sigas and wonders that .,yahweh
your God did for you in Egypt before your eyes" (v. 34b). The purpose ofthese signs
and deeds experienced by the Israelites is given in a recognition statement (v. 35):
"To you it was shown, that you might know that yahweh is God: there is no other
besides him." cf. also Dt. 4:39: "Know therefore (w"ydda,ta) this day, and lay it to
your heart (\tf'biebolO, that Yahweh is God." To "know yahweh,' means to ..lay it
to one's heart," to hear and obey the divine commandments.

Despite the signs and wonders before pharaoh, yahweh has to this day not given
his people "a heart to understand (tEb ln da'aD, or eyes to see (.onayim lir,6l, or ears
to hear ('oamyim li.imOa')" (Dt.29:3-51+6)).

The expression "know that Yahweh is God" appears in the Deuteronomistic history
to emphasize the uniqueness of yahweh or his name. Solomon, for instance, prays
that Yahweh will maintain the cause of Israel "that all the peoples of the eartlr-may
know (l'ma'an da'al kol:amm|) that yahweh is God; there is no other" (l K. g:60).
Hezekiah, too, when faced with the threat from Sennacherib, prays to yahweh for
deliverance, "that all the kingdoms of the earth may know that thou, yahweh, art God
alone" (2 K. 19:19 par. Isa. 37:20; cf . 2 Cf,r. 6:33). cf. also solomon,s prayer for the
foreigner: "Hear thou in heaven . . . that all the peoples of the earth may know
(lema'an yed'fin) thy name and fear (pyir'6) thee . . . and that they may know (ur-
ldda'al) that this house . . . is called by thy name" (l K. g:43 par. 2 ch. 6:33). The
deeds of Yahweh and Yahweh's response to prayer in the tempie bring the foreigner
to fear of God, knowledge and confession of yahweh, who can be called upon by
name.

f. Prophetic Demorctration. The recognition statement yda, 16 ,"ni ylrwH is es-
pecially common in prophetic utterances, often constituting their climax; it is usually
preceded by a statement about God's acts. zimmerliz@ sees in the two prophetic
utterances in 1K. 20 13,18 a form of the divine statement two to three centuries
earlier than that found in Ezekiel, on the grounds of the ..almost classic economy of
their diction," 'their theology of optimistic North Israelite nationalism,,' and the
ideology of the holy war that they reflect. At the center of each oracle stands a
prediction that God will intervene in Ahab's battle with Ben-hadad: ..Behold, I will

26 Zimmerli, I Am Yahweh.
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give it into your hand this day (hin"ni nbfn6 byddkh haw6m); and you shall know

(weyaSa'td) that I am Yahweh" (v. 13).

By intervening against the Arameans and delivering them into the hand of Judah,

Yahweh seeks to demonstrate to his people as well as to the Gentiles that it is he who

says, "I am Yahweh" (1 K. 20:28). In 1957, Zimmerli2lo proposed the term "prophetic

utterance of divine self-demonstration," in brief "demonstration utterance," for the

messenger saying expanded by the inclusion of a recognition statement. In this orig-

inally tripartite "demonstration utterance," the recognition of the divine self-demon-

stration OAd.a'ta ki '"ni YHWH) constituted the climax and goal of the prophetical

utterance, while the oracle promising that God would give the enemy into Judah's

power (nilatli byddkn) plays a subordinate role as a sign of the self-introduction of
Yahweh that is to be demonstrated.2ll

The phrase ntn b"ydd,?r2 often termed a "formula of surrender or conveyance,'zr3

appears in the context of military conflict with reference to Yahweh's deliverance of
the enemy or the land into the power of Israel or other nations. According to von

Rad,2ra "it is evident that the phrase lntn bydd) is rooted in the holy war"; the oracle

with its promise "lays the foundation for that unshakable assurance of victory. . . ."215

The oracle promising that God will deliver the enemy in the hands of Israel is the sign

confirming Yahweh's self-introduction.
In Ezekiel's oracles against the nations we find "the purest formal examples of the

demonstration utterance, which is then made use of in astonishingly novel contexts."2l6

Because the Ammonites have mocked the Jerusalem sanctuary and the people of lsrael,

Yahweh will give them over to the "people of the East": "then you will know that I
am Yahweh" (Bzk. 25:5b). Yahweh will stretch forth his hand against Ammon, cut it
off and make it perish, that it may kaow (weydda'rd) God's self-demonstratiot (25:7).

For the Philistines, God's self-demonstration will come in his vengeance (25:17), and

for Tlre in the destruction, plundering, and slaughter of its mainland settlements

(26:6). Cf. Ezk. 29:6,9,16;35:3f.,5-9,10-13, with l4f. as a conclusion. For a com-

bination of recognition statement with judgment oracle, see Jer. 16:21: "Therefore,

behold, I will malre thbm know (m66'd.m), this once I will make them know ('6di'em)

my power and my might, and they shall know (yd') that my name is Yahweh." Cf.

also Mal. 2:4.
In Deutero-Isaiah, the statement of recognition points in the dircction of the priestly

210 Zimmerli, Festschrift A. Robert.
2tt lbid., 124.
ztz _a I yd/.
213 W. Richter, Tiaditionsgeschichtliche (Jntersuchungen um Richterbuch. BBB, l8 e1966),

21ff.; J. G. Plilger, Literarlaitische,formgeschichtliche und stillritische Untersuchungen utm Deu-

teronomiutn. BBB , 26 (1967), 61ff.; etc.; but cf. the reservations expressed by F. Stolz, Yahwes

und Israels Kriege. ATMNT, 60 (1972),2lf.; C. J. Lambuschagne, 'lnl ntn geben," THAT' 11,

ll7-141, esp. 135, 137;etc.
2r4 G. von Rad, Der heilige Krieg im alten Israel (Gbttirrgen, 51969), 6-9.
2ts lba.,9.
216 Zmmerli, Festschift A. Robert, l3O.
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salvation oracle.2l7 According to Begrich,2rE the prophet speaks in the style of the
priestly oracle in order to present to his hearers as a vivid reaity the comforting image
of God familiar to all from the words of the oracle. Begrich and Zimmerli are piobably
right in holding that, in contrast to I K. 20 and Ezekiel, where the recognition state-
ment appears in the context of prophetic forms of speech, in Deutero-Isaiah it has its
locus in the priastly oracle of answered p,rayer.

within the context of a great oracle addressed to cyrus (Isa. 45:l-7), yahweh
promises to give him hidden treasures and secret hordes, ..that you may know that I
am Yahweh, who called you by your name, the God of Israel" (45:3; cf. 45:6). The
statements of recognition are preceded by yahweh's acts.

The promise of Yahweh to the exiles climaxes in a recognition statement: ..Then

you shall know that I am Yahwetu those who trust in me shall not be put to shame"
(lsa. 49:23). In Yahweh's victory over the enemy, "all flesh shall know that I am
Yahweh your Savior, and your Redeemer, the Mighty one of Jacob', (49:26; cf. 60:16;
cf. also Jrel 2:27; 4:1713:17D. Features of Deuteronomic parenesis appear in Isa.
4l:20: "That people may see (r'h) and, know (yd') and take (iim) to heart and under-
stand (jH) together thar the hand of yahweh has done this . . .,'; cf. also 43:10; 4l:23,
26 (forensic). cf. also ps. 20:z(6); 4t:12(tt);56:10(9); 135:5; 140:13(12). After
the Reubenites state that their copy of the altar of Yahweh is intended solely as a
witness between Israel and Reuben and that they have no intention of turning aside
from Yahweh, Phinehas says: "Now we know that yahweh is in the midst of us,
because you have not committed this treachery against yahweh" (Josh. 22:31; cf. Jgs.
17:13;2 S. 5:12 par. I Ch. t4:2;2 K. 5:15; Neh. 6:16).

g- da'a1 '"ldhim in Prophaic Criticism. In the prophets, especially Hosea and Jer-
emiah, the "knowledge of God (da'al',bhim) appears primarily in oracles of judg-
ment: Jer. 2:8;4:22;9:2,5(3,6); Hos. 4:1,(6);5:4; g:2; cf. Hos. 2:10(g) and the
salvation oracles Jer. 31:34; Hos.2:22(20); cf. Isa. ll:2,9;33:6; also Isa. 2g:9; Jer.
22:16;Dnl. 11:32; Hos. 6:3; l3:4;MaL2:7.

In prophetic criticism attacking absence or rejection of da,al ,"l6htm, we find.ifri
as a parallel: "Since you have forgotten (i&1,) the t6r6 of your God, I also will forget
your children" (Hos. 4:6). The absence or neglect of da,a!,"l6htm stands in p*utt"t
with apostasy (bdg, 5:7;6:7), rebellion (srr,7:14;9:15 mdr6,14:ll13:16l), adultery
(l:2;2:4,7[2,5-J;3:2; 4:12; 5:4;6:10; 8:9f.; 9:l), iniquity (khi, tO:13; t2:l[tt:12)i,
deceit (mirmi, l2:l[ll:12]), faithlessness (,dbar bertt, 6:7; g:t; hnbq Eg, lO:2). In
invective we find da'a1'eldhim,'"me1 and hesed (4:l: 6:6), t6r6 i+:O;M,al. 2:7), and
seleq (lsa.53:11; 58:2) in parallel.

The special meaning of da'al is clear from Hos. 6:6: ..I desire leseg and not [or:
more thanl sacrifice (zefuh), da'a! ratber than [more than] burnt offerings (,016D."

217 Begrich, zAw, 52 (1934),61-92; idem, sudien zt Dewerojewja. BWANT,77l4t2s)(193g),
6-19; zimmerli, "Erkenntnis Gottes," TttB, lg (21969), 69-71-,8it.,97; Schottroff, 698; for'a
different view, see c. westermann, Isaiah 4046. orL (Fng. trans. tgoi), 7g-g0; Elliger, BK,
Xl/1, passim.

218 7AW, 52 (1934),91 1: 2171.
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Absence of da'al (lA' yqd.a' or mibb"li da'at) and disaster often constitute the causal

nexus for the present or future situation: "Therefore my people go into exile for want

of da'a!" (Isa. 5:13; cf. Jer. 2:8;4:22;9:2,513,61; Hos. 4:1,6; 13:4; etc.). A vivid
picture of life without faithfulness and knowledge of God is painted by Hos. 4:2:

"There is swearing, lying, killing, stealing, adultery violence, and murder follows
murder."

h. The Day of Salvation. In the promised day of salvation, Yahweh will give his
people righteousness ($edeq) , justice (miipa!'), steadfast love (hese{), mercy (ral1" mim) ,
faithfulness ('"munh), and knowledge of Yahweh (Hos. 2:2lt.ll9f.l). In that day

knowledge (da'a!) will be given to all; "the earth shall be full of the knowledge of
Yahweh" (Isa. 1l:9). This situation of peace is a gift from Yahweh, who gives this
da'al (Jer. 24:7;Hos.2:221201). The Messiah, too, bears this siga; upon him rests the

spirit of da'a1(lsa. 11:2) and the fear of God (cf. Isa. 33:6 and the juxtaposition of
yir'atYHWH andda'a! in Proverbs, e.g., Prov. l:7,29;2:5.

In these announcements of the messianic kingdom (Isa. ll:2,9; 33:6;53:11; Jer.

9:231241; 24:7; 3l:34; Hos. 2:22[2Oh etc.) against the background of proclamations
of disaster the prophetic understanding of da'a1 stands out clearly: it is an active
concern for Yahweh that is required of all, a type of religio-ethical conduct; the
presence or absence of da'at is crucial for the salvation of society as a whole, so that
there is a shared responsibility with respect to this da'al that remains in force until the

day of salvation: "They shall all know me . ; for I will forgive their iniquity, and

I will remember their sin no more" (Jer. 31:34). It is the forgiveness of sins that makes

"knowledge of God" possible (cf. Isa. 53:11) and leads to intimate communion with
God.2le According to ler. 24:7, it is Yahweh's purpose to give the exiled community
a new heart, "to know that I am Yahweh; and they shall be my people and I shall be

their God, for they shall return to me with their whole heart"; cf. Jer. 3l:31-34.

i. Origin of da'a1 "l6him. In addressing the question of origin, Baumann,22o Foh-

rer,2zr and Eichodt222 suggest the context of marriage and a relationship of marital
fidelity. This marriagelike relationship between Yahweh and Israel is supported by
Hos. 2:21f.(19f.), *I will betroth ('r.i) you to me in righteousness and in justice, in
steadfast love and in mercy . . . and you shall know (yd') Yahweh," or Hos. 5:4 (rfiah

zenitnim par.'etr-YHWH ld yd'; cf. also 6:6,10; 8;2,9f. According to Baumann,223 in
Hosea da'a!'"l1him and da'a1 YHWH refer to a "relationship with God," "commu-
nication with God," "respect, love, and trust shown toward God."

2re Cf. S. Herrmann, Die prophetischen Heilserwtrtungen im AT. BWANT, 85 t5/51 (1965),
179-185, esp. 183.

22o 7AW, 28 (1908), 3l:. EvTh, 15 (1955), 416-425.
22t G. Fohrer, Studien zur alttestamentlichen Prophetie, 1949-1965. BZAW, 99 (1967),228 (n.

t6),275.
222 W. Eichrodt, " 'The Holy One in Your Midst': The Theology of Hosea," Int, 15 (1961),

259-273, esp.264.
223 7AW,28 (1908), 124f.
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L. McKenzie, ..The 

Appellative Use of El and Etohim,,, CBe, lO
182-205.
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Begrichzrz has discerned a change of terminology in priestly da'al and t6rd (cf.
Hos. 4:6; MaL 2:7). In the P laws, the pnesfly t6rh is addressed to the laity in person,

instructing them in cultic questions. Priestly da'a! as professional lore comprises for
internal use specific information about performance of the cult.23t According to Be-
gnch,23e it was only the restoration accomplished by Ezra that made the da'a! of
pnestly professional lore common knowledge and brought this concept of tbri ifio
general usage.

Finally, the hiphil of yd' is used of those who proclaim the revelation: Moses (Ex.

18:16,20), Samuel (1 S. 10:8); priests (Ezk.44:23). In addition, all those who are

redeemed (Isa. 12:4) and the devout (Ps. 105:1; 145:12) are to make this known to
the nations.

5. Derivatives.

a. dEa'. The noun d?a' is a nominalized qal infinitive constructm with the abstract

meaning "knowledge." It is restricted to the speeches of Elihu in the book of Job.

Elihu makes a clear distinction between this word and da'a!, using the latter only in
a negative sense. He also sees d?a' as the knowledge of a youth in contrast to the

bokmh of the old, which, in Elihu's opinion, has not stood the test (Job 32:6,10,17).
T\is dZa' he claims to have fetched from afar (36:3); indeed, it ultimately belongs to

God alone (37: 16). In Sir. 16:25 it is the knowledge of the scribes (par. rfiab).
The fem. form dE'd means "knowledge" and appears 6 times. It, too, refers in the

first instance to the omniscience of Yahweh, who is described in the Song of Hannah

(l S. 2:3) as 'el de'6tur cf. 'l d'wt in lQS 3:15; IQH 1:26: God knows even the most

secret human sins. Elihu also uses this plural to indicate the source and fulness of his
knowledge (Job 36:4). The wicked Q"iA'?m) in their "boundless hybris"2az dispute

this d?'6 on the part of God (Ps. 73:ll). In a jud$ment oracle Isaiah attacks the

drunken priests and prophets who "err in vision and stumble in giving judgment," but
claim nonetheless as spokesmen for God's will and as interpreters of oracles and visions
to share in the knowledge of God. They reject Isaiah, who wishes to teach them

knowledge @dil and interpretation like a teacher of children (Isa. 28:7,9).
For the messianic age of salvation, Yahweh promises shepherds with insight and

knowledge, who will teach the people to do God's will (Jer. 3:15; Deuteronomistic or
post-Deuteronomistic redactor). In the context of messianic expectation (Isa. 11:9),

dE'6'et-YHWH is the comprehensive gift given by Yahweh to his people for their
salvation; according to v. 9b, it is the precondition for cosmic peace. According to v.

2b, the Messiah is endowed with the spirit of knowledge (ritab da'aD and of the fear

237 J. Begrich, "Die priesterliche Tora," BZAW, 66 (1936), 63-88 : GSAT. ThB, 2l (19@),
232-260, asp.25l-58.

23E Cf. R. Rendtorff, Die Gesetze in der Priesterschrift. FRLANT, N.s. 42[62] (1954),77.
2re ThB, 2t (196/.), 258.
m GK, S69m.ut GK, glz4f-.
zz Kraus, BK,XV12,669.
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of Yahweh tstir'a! YHWH). The future perspective of dZ'A (Prov. 24:14) and hokmh is
also brought out by proverbial wisdom. In Sir. 51:16, dz'h has the sense of "practical
knowledge" as a consequence of habitual hokmA.

b. maddh'. The 6 occurrences of the noun maddi'are all from the late postexilic
period. SchottrofPa3 points to the Aramaic equivalent nu ndd' , "understanding,', which
may occur as an adjective (!) form at Elephantine (lqnnd', "as is well known"),
although this is disputed. The chronicler connece madda' with hol-qni (2 ch. 1:10-12),
seeing in both the ideal characteristics of King Solomon. In the parallel account I K.
3:9,11f., however, bin and ndb6n take the place of madd.d'. Dnl. l:4, 17 (cf. also
Aram. mandi' in Dnl. 5:12) sees in maddi' a characteristic that candidates for high
official ofifce must exhibit: comprehensive knowledge and intellectual flexibility. Ac-
cording to Sir. 3:13, one must not despise one's father simply because his intellectual
flexibility decreases with advancing age. In intercourse with others one should conduct
oneself judiciously, with maddi' , adapt with intellectual flexibility, and not act superior
(Sir. 13:8).

The meaning of maddd' is disputed in the exhortation: "Even on your be.d (miiknD,
do not curse the king, nor in your maddA' curse the rich" (Frcl. 10:20). The majority
of commentators suggest the meaning "bedchamber" for maddi' on the basis of the
parallelism, either taking the verbal root yd' in the sexual sensea or postulating a
misreading of ms'-us Also uncertain are derivations from Al*.. tnd' , ..friend," or
Ugar. mnd', "messenger,"% or the interpretation "jviet."ztt Still others retain the
original meaning ofmaddd': one should not curse anyone even in thought.24

c. mandi'. Like Heb. maddi' (cf. Dnl. l:4,17), the Aramaic nominal derivative
mandd' (4 occurrences in Daniel) refers to Daniel's intellectual gift, which together
with rhah and 3H enables him to interpret dreams (Dnl. 5:12). when Nebuchadnezzar
was restored after having changed into a kind ofbeast, his understanding and ability
to engage in rational thought Qnaddn') returned, making him fully human once more
(Dnl. 4:31,33). Finally, mandi',like holsn"la', is a gift from God (Dnl. 2:21).

d. m6dd' and mdda'a!. The usual interpretation of m6dd' and mdda,al as ..rela-

tive"ue is based on Prov. 7:4, which calls for a particularly intimate relationship with
bokmo and b?nh, which should be taken as sister atdm6Si'. Grammatically, how-

u3
24

126.
A5

P. 684.
KBL2'3; R. Braun, Kohelet uttd die frilNrellenistischc Populnrphilosophie. BZAW, l3O (1973),

F. Perles,'AMiscellanyofLrxicalandTextualNotesontheBlble,"leR,N.s.2(l9lll12),
13off.; I-auha, BK, XlX, 196f.

% Dahood, Bibl,46 (1965), 210tr
241 D. W. Thomas, 'A Note on IYJDJ in Eccles. X. 20," "fS, 50 (1949), 177.24 McNeile, G. A. Barton (ICC tl908l); Gordis, Hertzberg, Lorctz;C. F. Whitley, Koheleth:

His Language and Thought. BZAW, 148 (1979), 9Of.
24e KBL', 521.
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ever,250 and on the basis of Ruth 2:l (Q);3:2 (Boaz described as mbdd' ot mdda'a!

[fem. in form]), the most one can think of is a distant relationship (cf. the distinction
ftom qdrbb in Ruth 3:12), or more likely, a close acquaintance.

5. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the published scrolls from Qumran and Murabba'et, yd'
appears 140 times, da'al 50 times, d?'6 16 times, and maddd' 4 times. For yd', the

majority of the occurrences are in the hymnic literature (lQH; lQ22; lQ34; lQ36;
4QDibHam; llQPy; etc. 192 occurrencesl), while the regulatory literature exhibits
only 30 occurrences..The nouns are more evenly distributed: da'a! occtrs 24 times in
the Hymns (plus 4QSir Sab, etc.) and22 times in the Rule; dZ'6 occurs 7 times in the

Hymns, 8 times in the Rule; maddfr' occurs 3 times in lQS.
At Qumran, yd' can mean special knowledge in the realm of anthropology, cos-

mology, and especially soteriology. Since s6d and rdz often appear as objects, yd'
frequently stands for the secret esoteric knowledge of the sect. According to Kuhn,2sl

we have here a nascent Gnosticism introduced into the Jewish religion of the law and

late Jewish apocalypticism.2s2
A special meaning is conveyed by yd' in the Hymns.2s3 God gives human beings

a share in knowledge (lQH 4:27;7:27;10:4;11:4,16); apart from his will no knowl-
edge is possible (1:8; 20:9). Right ethos is dependent on yd', for whoever is graced

with the rfiah da'al scorns the way of the wicked (lQH 14:25f.) and resists those who
do evil (14:12ff.). It is within a community that one experiences ld"zsa it is a good

that must be used for the benefit of the community (1QS 1:11f.). In the formulaic
acceptance of the soteriological confession,2ss yd' stands for acknowledgment that
God has acted to bring salvation to his elect.

Botterweck

2so GesB, 400.
2s1 K. G. Kuhn, "Die in Paliistina gefundenen Handschriften und das NT," ZThK,47 (1950),

203-205.
252 Cf. also K. G. Kuhn, "Die Sektenschrift und die iranische Religion," ZfhK, 49 (1952),

306f., and the criticism by F. Nilscher, Zur theologischen Tbrminologie der Qumran-Texte. BBB,
r0 (1956), 38tr

253 rre Caevel, Wagner, etc.
2s Wagner, 250.
255 Cf. H. W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwiirriges Heil. SIUNT, 4 (1966),26tr , 139-l8l,

esp. 165.
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ilJlil: y"hnda

contents: I. l. occurrcnces; 2. Etymology; 3. Meaning. II. Territory. III. l. Tribe; 2. pa-
triarch. IV. History. V. Theology.

l. l. occunences. The proper name y.hfrli is found primarily in the or. Lisowsky-
Rost lists 814 occurrences of the Hebrcw noun, Mandelkern only g05; both add 7
occurrences of the Aramaic form fhd. In the Dead Sea scrolls the name occurs 23
times. Finally, there are 76 occurrences of the Hebrew gentilic y"hafi,6 of the fem.
form y"hfifi1, and l0 of the Aram. yehfrdny. The extrabiblical occurrences, primarily
in Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions, refer to the same entity as the OT occurrences, and
therefore have nothing significant to contribute to our discussion.

2. Etymology. with respect to the etymology of the word "Judah,- r(BZ3 says la-
conically and accurately: "erymology uncertain.',

y"hua. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible (Eng. trans., philadelphia, 21979); idem, .T\e
Northern Boundary of Judah [Jos. 15, 10fl," pEe,90 (1958), zl-it;w. F. Albright, ..The
Names 'Israel' and 'Judah'.^ . . 

.t" !!!, !6 \\927), t5l-185; A. Alt, '.Bemerkungen zu einigen
judhischen orrslisten des Afs," BBLAK,68 (195t), 193-ito: kls"tr, f <risrl, zas-stj;
,4em, :',Festungen und Levitenorte im Lande htda," Klschn II (1953), 306-315; idem, *The
God of the Fathers," in his Ersays on or Hktory and Religion (Eng. trans., Garden city, 1966),l-lm; idem, "Judas Gaue unter Josi4" pJ, 2t (1925). tOO-ttO J nS"nr tr (1953), ilAZgS:i.*y' 'Jh" Monarchy in the Kingdorns of Israel and Judah," Essays, 23g-2sg; K. T. Andersen,
"Die _chronologie der Ktinige von Israel und Juda," srrh;,,23 dgagl,69-ti2; B A;;b;;li;
"Der Wechsel des Jahres-anfangs in Juda im Lichte der neugefundenen ilabylonischen Chronik,,lw,9 (1959), ll3-l2l; K. Baltzer, "Das Ende des staatesJuda und die Messias-frage,- stuaiin
zur Theologie der alaestatnentlichen Uberltqerungm. Festscltrift G. von Rad (Neukirclhen-Vluyn,
196l_),.33-43; J. Bright, A History of Isracl (philadelphia, tgSg; rtggt); A. baquot, ..La parole
sur Juda dans le testament lyrique de Jacob (Genii 49, s-12),- sem',' 26 (lgi6),5-32; h M.
cross, 'A Reconstnrction of the Judean Restoration," JBL, 94 (lg7s), 4lg; idem and G. E.
wright,-"The Bolndary and province Lists of rhe Kingdom of Ju a"n," iru, 75 (1956),2o2-226;
o. Eissfeldt, " 'Juda' in 2. Kiinige 14,28 und "Judiia' in Apostelgeschrchte 2,9,- wz Halle-
Wittenberg, 12 (1963),229-238 : KlSchr, IV (l%8), cl9-tio; Aen, *.Juda'und .Judiia'als

le_zgicln9ng nordsyrischer Berciche," FuF, 38 (tgu), 2o-25 : Ktschr,Iv (1968), t2t-t3t;
J. H. Gr/nbaek, "Benjamin und Juda: Erwiigungen zu I Kiin. xii 2l_24,,; W,'iS OgAr',
421-436; idem, 'Jluda und-Amalek: fJberlieferungsgeschichtliche Erwiigungen zu Exodus 17,8:!6i Sffh' 18 (1964), l5-!5,n. H. Grosheide,-'iuda als onderdeel fr" ["t Perzische rijk,';
GThr, 54 (1954), 65-76; M. Haran, "The Rise and Decline of the Empire of Jeroboam-ben
Joash," W, 17 (1967), 266-297: J. Hempel, ..Juda 1," BHHW, II, 898_900; S. Herrmann,
_!t91om9 Entwicklungen in den Ktinigreichen Israel und Juda," Congress Volume, Rotne 1968.
s^ry'_!7__(1969), 139-158: ide.a A History of Israet in or rimcs 1Eng. tiams., philadelphia, 1975);
S._!!._ t!or1,- "The Babylonian Chronicle and the Ancient Calendai of the Kingdom of Judahi;
AUss, 5 (1967), 12-27; F. Htber, Jahwe, Juda und die anderen vbll<er beim Frophaen Jesaja.
BzAw, 137 (1976); Ihromi, "Die Kiiniginmutter und der 'amm ba,arezim Reichluda:, w,-24
(1974),421-29 E. Janssen, Juda in der Exilszeit. FRLANT,69 (1956); A. Jepsen, ..Ein neuer
Fixpunkt fiir die chronologie der israglitischen Kiinige?" w, 20'(lg7oi, gss-jot; idem, *Noch
einmal zur israelitisch-jiidischen chronologie," w, lg (l%g), 3l-46; idem and R. Hanhart,
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In OT tradition, the name is connected with the verb + ;n, Odh), "praise." Gen.
29:35 (J) has lrah say: "This time I will praise Yahweh"; and the tribal saying about
Judah in the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49:8) begins with the play on words: "Judah,
your brothers shall praise you." In both cases we are dealing with popular etymology
with no claims to any scientific validity, being based on associational wordplay. r

As far as a scientific etymology of the name "Judah" goes, there is most general
agreement on the negative statement that "Judah" is not a theophorous name. This
theory was once proposed by Procksch,2 who claimed that "Judah" contained the name
*Yahweh." Hempel3 suggests that 'Judah" is a shortened form of '.yehud-,e1,,' ..praised

be El," although he appends a question mark to this etymology. A similar suggestion
was made by Mepr,a who proposed that the short form "Yehuda" developed from the
longer "Yehuda-'e1," "El is majestic," deriving from + 11it hAd lhAdh),..majesty."
Nybergt takes the opposite approach, explaining our name as deriving from a divine
name yhwd, and citing "the group of yhwd-worshippers" and other names he interprets
in the same way: Abihud, Ahihud, and Ammihud. Lewt' explains the biblical *Judah"

and the form "Iaudi" found in inscriptions as being compounds of the short form of
the or divine name "lau" $thw) with the Hurrite possessive suffix -dil-da. Finally,
AlbrightT and most recently Millard consider our name an originally theophorous form
that was later shortened, consisting of the jussive hophal of h6di and the name of
Yahweh, with the meaning "Yahweh let be praised." This etymology is accepted by

untersuchungen atr israelitisch-jildischen chrornlogie. BzAw, 88 (19@); Z. Kallai-Kleinmann,
"The Town Lists of Judah, Simeon, Benjamin, and Dan," yf, 8 (1958), l34-l6O U. Kellermann,
"Die Listen in Nehemia I I eine Dokumentation aus den letzten Jahren des Reiches Juda?"
ZDPV,82 (1966), 2@-227; A. Kuschke, "Kleine Beitrege zur Siedlungsgeschichte der Srimme
Asser und Juda," IrrhR, & (1971),291-313; E. Kutsch, "Das Jahr der Katastrophe: 5g7 v.chr.:
Kritische Erwigungen zu neueren chronologischen versuchen," Bibl, s5 (197q:52o-s45;idem,
"Zur chronologie der letzten judS.ischen Kiinige (Josia bis zndekia)," zAw, 7l ( 1959), 27o-7 4;
J. Lewy, "Influences Surrites sur IsraEl," RES, tSgS, 49-75; idem, ..The Old West Semitic
Sun-God Hammu," HUCA, 18 (1943144), 429-488; E. Lipiiski, ..L'Etymotogie de .Juda,' "
W, 23 (1973), 380f.; N. Lohfink, "Die Einheit von Israel und Juda," lJna Sancta, 26 (1971),
154164: G. C. Macholz, "Zw Geschichte der Justizorganisation in Juda," ZAW, g4 (1972),
31434O: A. Malamat, "Jeremiah and the [,ast Two Kings of Judah," pEe, 83 (1951), gl-87;
idem, 'jThe Last Kings of Judah and the Fall of Jerusalem: An Historical-Chronological Study,"
IEJ, 18 (1968), 137-156: idem, '*fhe [:st Wars of the Kingdom of Judah,,' JNES, 9 (1950),
218-227; idem, "The Twilight of Judalu In the Egyptian-Babylonian Maelstrom," Congress
volwte, Edinburgh 1974. sw,28 (1975), 123-145; B. Mazar, "David's Reign in Hebronand
the conquest of Jerusalem," In the Time of Harvest. Festschrift A. H. silver (New york, 1963),
235-244; A. R. Millard, "The Meaning of the Name Judah," ZAW, 86 (1974),216-lg; H.-p.
Miiller, "Phiinizien und Juda in exilisch-nachexilischer zqit," wo,6 (lgil), lg9-204; J. M.

(continued on p. 484)
I See most recently J. Barr, "Etymology and the OT," Langruge and Meaning. OTS, lg

(1974), t-28.
2 O. hocksch,Genesis. KAT, l1z.t19r4), 178.
3 P.898.
a E. Meyer, Die Israeliten und ihre Nachbarstiimme (Halle, l9M), Ml.
s H. S. Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche. UUA, 1935t6, j7.
6 J. L,ewy, "Influences Uurrites sur Isra€I," RES, 1938, 54t.; UUCA, 18 (1943/44), 4i9.
7 JBL, 6 (1927), t5l-185.
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znrell.E Albright cites also the earlier explanations by Haupt ("Yehuda" is a "feminine
collective" of y"h6Qeh with the meaning "he acknowledges allegiance to the religion
[of Yahweh]") and Jastrow'(the name is a compound of "Yahu" and yfi/6 or da'h).

A change in the etymological approach was marked by Alt's observatione that "Ju-
dah" is not a personal name but a "place-name like Jogbeha." Alt was followed by
others, including watermanlo and Noth,rl to the extent that they also saw in the name
a geographical term or regional name like "Ephraim" or "Naphtali." This theory is
largely accepted today.l2

on this basis, Lipiriski, citing Yeivin,l3 has suggested deriving the name *Judah"

from Arab. wahda, "ravine," "gorge," interpreting the proper noun as a qatul form
meaning "the washed-out or excariated land," with reference to the geomorphology
ofthe land ofJudah. The noun vnhda does not occur in the oT, however, so that this
etymology must remain hypothetical.

Myers, "Edom and Judah in the Sixth-Fifth Centuries 8.c.," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of
williamFoxwellAlbrighr(Baltimorc, l97l),377-392;M. Noth, IpN;idem,DassystemderZw6lf
stiimme Israels. BWANT,52 l4lll (1930); idem, "Eine Siedlungsgeographische Liste in l. ch.
2 und 4," ZDPV, 55 (1932),97-124; idcm, "Die Ansiedlung des Stammes Juda auf dem Boden
Paliistinas," PJ, 30 (1934), 31-47 : his Aufsiitze zw biblischen landes- und Altertumskunde
(Neukirchen-vluyn, l97l), I, 183-196; idem, 'zw historischen Geographie Siidjudiias," Jpos,
15 (1935), 35-50 : Aufsiilze,l, 197-209;idem,TheOTWorld (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966);
V. Pavlovskj, and E. Vogt, "Die Jahre der Kbnige von Juda und Israel," Bibl, 45 (l9f/),
321-347; J. Potin, "David roi de Juda i H6bron," BfS, 80 (1966), 4f.; G. von Rad, ..Ioga{iu,,'
TDNT, 111,356-59; B. Reicke, "\tda 2-4," BHHW, II, 900f.; L. Rost, Israel bei den propheten.
BWANT,78[4119) (1937); C. Schedl, "Textkritische Bemerkunlen zu den Synchronismen der
Kiinige von Israel und Juda," w, 12 (1962), 88-l 19; K.-D. Schunck, "Juda und Jerusalem in
vor- und friihisraelitischer 7*it," schalom. Festschrft A. Jepsen (1971),5G57; R. Smend, "Gehiirte
Juda zum vorstaatlichen Israel?" Fourth World Congress ofJewish Studies, Papers, I (Tel-Aviv,
1967), 57-62; L. A. Snijders, "Het 'volk des lands' in Juda," cThT, 58 (1958), 241-256; t. A.
Soggin, "Der judiiische 'am-ha'areq und das Kiinigtum in Juda," W, 13 (1963), 187-195; idem,
Das Kbnigtum in Israel. BZAW, 104 (1967); idem, "Zrur Entwicklung des alttestamentlichen
Ktinigtums," Thz, 15 (1960),401-418; E. L. Sukenik, "Paralipomena palaesrinensia," Jpos,
14 (1934), 178-184; S. Talmon, "The Judean Am Ha'aretz in Historical perspective," Fourth
World Congress of Jewish Studies, Papers,I (Tel-Aviv, 1967),71-76; E. R. Thiele, .A Com-
parison of the chronological Data of Israel and Judah," w, 4 (1954), 185-195; idem, "T\e
Chronology of the Kings of Judah and Israel," JNES,3 (1944), 137-186; T. C. G. Thornton,
"charismatic Kingship in Israel and Judah," "rs, N.s. 14 (1963), l-l l; R. de vaux, The Early
History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978); H. c. M. vogt, studie zur nachexilischen
Gemeinde in Esra-Nehemra (werl, 1966); L. waterman, "Jacob the Forgoften supplanter,"A,/sz,
55 (1938), 25-43;P. welten, Die Kbnigs-Stempel. ADpv (1969); w. R. wifall, "The chronology
of the Divided Monarchy of Israel," zAw, 80 (1968), 319-337; G. E. wright, "The provinces
of Solomon," Festschrift E. L. sukenik. Eretz-lsrael,8 (1967), 58-68; y. yidin, "The Fourfold

(continued on p. 485)
E LexHebAram,298a.
e Essays, l-78, 6, n. 6.

to Pp. 29-31.
rr M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HAT, VII (31971), 125;The OT World, 55f.
12 De Vaux, 546; Herrmanr,, History, 109f., n. 56; R. Bach, "Juda," RGG!,lll,963;

W. Thiel, "Verwandschaftsgruppe und Stamm in der halbnomadischen Frtihgeschichte Israels,"
Altorientalische Forschungen, 4 (1976), 15l-165, esp. 157.

13 S. Yeivin, "Yhuda," EMiqr,lll (1958),487-508.
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3. Meaning. If we start with the sequence of occurrences within the OT, *Judah"

is the name of the fourth son of Jacob by his wife [rah, after Reuben, Simeon, and
Levi. Such an individual appears both in the ancient tribal story of Gen. 38 and in the
Joseph novella, where (in the earlier J version) he functions as spokesman for the
group of brothers (Gen. 37 :26; 43:3 ,8; 44:14 ,16 ,18; 46:28) . But even in the various
strata of the Judah saying in the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49:8,9,10-12) the personal
name is transparent, revealing behind it the tribe of the same name, which appears
as such in the Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33:7) and other ancient traditions (e.g., Jgs.
l:2-7; note the pl. verb forms in w. 4-7). At the latest when David is advanced to
kingship over the "house of Judah" (25.2:4), we note that Judah comprises several
tribes or groups; but this advancement takes place at Hebron, which belongs to Caleb,
not Judah. It is natural that "Judah" should be the political designation ofthe kingdom
of the same name.

At the same time, however, we learn in the Samson narrative (Jgs. l5:9), for
example, where the Philistines come up an.J camp "in 1b1 Judah," or in a statement
in Josh. 2O:7 that Hebron lies in the "hill country of Judah," that 'Judah" is a geo-
graphical term designating the land or the mountains within it. In I S. 23:3, also,
according to Noth,la *Judah" is clearly used as a geographical term.

Still another meaning is found in Jer. 4O:15; 42:15,19;43:5;44:12,14,28, where
the group that flees to Egypt after the murder of Gedaliah is called the "remnant of
Judah"; the inhabitants of the military colony at Elephantine also refer to themselves
as "Judeans" or "Jews."rs [,ast but not least, in the exilic and postexilic writings
*Judah" is the term used for the Golah,r6 which became an independent Persian
province under Nehemiah (cf. Neh. 5:14 and the Elephantine papyri),r7 and-under
the name "Judea"-formed part of various Hellenistic kingdoms (l Macc. 3:34).

The theory that the 'Judah" of 2 K. 14:28 (and also Acts 2:9) refers to y'dy, a small
state in northwest Syria attested in Assyrian texts and the Zenjirli inscriptions, has
been forcefully defended by Eissfeldt.tt

The Dead Sea scrolls reflect initially the usage of the OT: *Judah" can refer to the
land (CD 4:3;6:5) and its cities (lQM 12:13; l9,,5; lQpHab. l2:9), the people (CD
7:12; also 4:11: "house of Judah") and their leaders (CD 8:3; 19:15), and finally also
the tribe of Judah (4 QPB l). But this last passage with its messianic interpretation
of Gen. 49: l0 makes it clear that the notion of Judah is privately shifting so as to refer
to the Qumran community. Judah consists of those who-although there may be evil

Division of Judah," BASOR, 163 (1961), 6-12; H.-J. Zobel, "Beitrdge zw Geschichte Gross-
Judas in friih- und vordavidischer 7nit," Congress Volwne, Edinburgh 1974. SW,28 (191.5),
253-277; idem, "Das Selbstverstandis Israels nach dem Nl," ZAW,85 (1973), 281-294; idem,
Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW, 95 (1965); idem, "Ursprtng und Verwurzelung des Er-
wiihlungsglaubens Israels," ThIZ, 93 (1968), l-12.

ra Noth, The OT World, 55.
ts AP, 21, 2, 4, ll; 22, l; 30, 22.
16 Rost, ll4.
t7 AP, 30, l: "Bagohi, governor of Judah."
t8 KlSchr, IV, 99-131, citing Gordon, Driver, and Mauchline.
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in Judah (4QT 27) and wicked people in Judah (CD 20:27)-fulfill the law and are
faithful to the Teacher of Righteousness (lQpHab 8:l; l2:4), of those who, together
with the Sons of [rvi and Benjamin, fight against the Sons of Darkness ( IQM l:2).

As noted above,le there is a tendency today to consider the geographical use of the
name "Judah" to be primary. This change is reflected dramatically in the editions of
KBL. \n the second edition (1958), the article "Judah" is divided into three sections:
(l) masculine personal name; (2) name of a tribe; (3) the empire or state of Judah. In
the third edition (1978), we find: (1) name of a territory, the tribe of Judah, originally
hr yhwdh; (2) Judah the son of Jacob (eponym); (3) empire and state of Judah; (4)
province of Judah; (5) masculine personal name. In other words, the tribe that settled
in the hill country of Judah took the name of the region or was named by other groups
on the basis of its territory. In a further transposition, then, the tribe was personified
in the patriarch Judah, who now appeared as the fourth son of Jacob and Leah. This
personification of the tribe in its eponymous ancestor is clearest in Gen. 49 and 38.

In the postexilic period, there was a tendency to name children after personalities
of Israelite history. *Judah" is one of the fust names we find, as early as the fifth
century B.c.: it is the name of a lrvite (En. lO:23), a Benjaminite (Neh. l1:9), and
two priests (Neh. 12:34,36). Following H6lscher; Noth maintains that these names
emphasize pure genealogical descent.2o

Even though the meanings shade into each other, so that statistical data can only
be approximate, the following survey is interesting because it draws attention to the
absolute importance of the name "Judah." Some 4O times it refers to an individual,
about 290 times it refers to the tribe or people, and about 480 times it refers to the
land or political entity. The latter, therefore, is of primary importance in the OT.

II. Iierritory. Genitive phrases in which Judah is combined with 'admat (lsa.
19:17), with'eres (Dt. 34:2; I S. 22:5; 30:16; 2 K. 23:24; 25:22; plus 18 additional
instances)orthepl.'ar;6t(2 Ch. ll:23), vithhar (Josh. 11:21;20:7;21:ll;2Ch.
27:4) or the pl. hArA Q Ch. 2l: I l), with midbdr (Jgs. l: 16; Ps. 63:l[Eng. superscrip-
tionl), or withnege| (1 S. 27:10; 25.24:7) refer clearly to the territory or regions
of Judah, describing them as farmland, mountains, stepfre, and desert. Similar de-
scriptions of the geographical extent of Judah are also found elsewhere in the OT. In
Jer. 17:26, the Shephelah, the hill country and the Negeb are listed (also Jer. 32:44;
33:13); Yadin,2l drawing also on Dt. l:7; Josh. 11:16; 12:8,15;2 Ch. 26:10, points
out that in these passages the territory of Judah is divided into four regions: desert,
hill country, Shephelah, and Negeb; these clearly correspond to the natural features
of the land of Judah.

With respect to the extent of the area covered by the geographical term "Judah,"
the formula containing "Shephelah" and the description of Judah's borders in Josh.
l5:l-12 both consider the Mediterranean to be the western boundary. This theory does

te 1.2.
20 cf. IPN, 60.
2! P. ll, n. 30.
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not agree with the actual state of affairs: the Shephelah ssntnined a string of powerful
Canaanite cities that Judah had not conquered (Jgs. l:19); during the twelfth century
B.c. these belonged to the sphere of the Philistine pentapolis. Even in the early Davidic
period the fact that the Philistines were Judah's neighbors to the west was accepted
without question (l S. 23:1tr ; 27:8-12; etc.);z the Blessing of Noah (Gen. 9:25-27),
which probably dates from the Davidic period, locates the Philistines (Japheth) along-
side the Israelites-or better alongside the groups belonging to greater Judah (Shem)-
as sharing equally in the possession of Canaan.

Everywhere in the OT, the Dead Sea is considered Judah's eastern boundary; for,
as the designations "Midbar of Ziph" (l S. 23:14; 26:2), "Midbar of Maon" (1 S.
23:24f.), and "Midbar of En-gedi" (1 S. 2a:2[]) show, the midbdr of Judah (cf. Jgs.

l:16; Ps. 63:1[superscription]) is the stretch of land constituting the eastern slope of
the hill country of Judah down to the Dead Sea.23

The southern boundary is defined by the "Negeb." Even though goographically
vague, the term is geopolitically clear; nowhere in the OT is the name "Judah" con-
nected with the desert bordering the Negeb in the south (cf. for example the "Midbar
of Beer-sheba" in Gen. 2l:14).

Only to the north is there no natural geographical boundary ofthe territory ofJudah.
The political structure linked with the regional structure in the Jeremiah passages cited
above speaks of the "cities of Judah," the "region of Jerusalem," and the "land of
Benjamin." This makes it clear that although Jerusalem and Benjamin belonged to the
kingdom of Judah, for Jeremiah at least they had nothing to do with the term 'Judah."
We may conclude that in the time of Jeremiah the "region of Jerusalem" marked the
northern boundary of Judah as a geographical entity. That Jerusalem did not belong
to Judah but represented an independent political entity follows from the capture of
Jerusalem by David (2 S. 5:6-12). He took it with the aid of "his people," i.e., his
mercenaries, and consequently viewed the city as the independent and exclusive prop-
erty of the crown, so that the politically accurate term continues to be "Judah and
Jerusalem." Thus the southern boundary of the former city-state of Jerusalem consti-
tuted the northern boundary of Judah as a geographical entity.

This statement is indisputably true for the duration of the kingdom of Judah, i.e.,
from David to 586 B.c. For the pre-Davidic and early Davidic period, there is no clear
information about whether Jerusalem belonged to the territory of Judah. Recently
Schunck has argued vigorously on the basis of Jgs. 1:3-8 for a destruction of Jerusalem
by Judahite clans around 1270 8.c., but without any subsequent settlement of the city.
Of course this would mean that Jerusalem and its region had belonged to the territory
of Judah, or at least that Judah's claim to the city could be supported on this basis.
But this is never the case. On the contrary the "theoretical tribal geography of the
premonarchic period" clearly assigns Jerusalem to the "sphere of influence of the tribe

22 Cf. also O. Eissfeldt, "Israelitisch-philistiiische Grenzverschiebungen von David bis auf
die Assyrerzeit," ZDPV, 66 (1943), ll5-128 : KlSchr,II (1963), 453-63.

23 Cf. Noth, Aufsiitze,l, 198.
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of Benjamin" (Josh. l5:8; 18:16;u cf. also Dt. 33:122s), even though the Benjaminites,
as Jgs. 1:21 clearly states, were unable to take the city. The acceptance ofthe Judahites'
claim to Jerusalem in Josh. 15:63 says nothing to the contrary since this passage is
secondary with respect to Jgs. 1:21. As Noth rightly emphasizes,26 it runs counter to
both the system of boundary descriptions (Josh. l5:8; 18:16) and the views of the
redactor (Josh. 18:28), who did not count Jerusalem as part of Judah. This makes it
likely that Jerusalem was not conquered in the premonarchic period by Benjamin, not
to mention Judah, so that the territory of Jerusalem could not have belonged to the
territory of Judah.27

Finally, the territory of Judah was further bounded by the string of Canaanite city-
states extending west on the heights of Jerusalem.2t

This gross geographical demarcation of the territory of Judah is confirmed and
refined by additional information. First we shall mention briefly the cities that are
expressly said by the or to belong to (/e) or lie within (De) Judah. The former applies
to Socoh (Kh. Abbad,2e I s. 17:1), the lafter to Kirjath-jearim (DEr el-Azhaco) (Jgs.
18:12; but cf. I Ch. 13:6: l), Beer-sheba (Bires-Seba.) (l K. l9:3), and Beth-she_
mesh (er-Rumeileh3t) (2 K. l4:ll). when Ezr. l:2f. qualifies "Jerusalem" by adding
'"ier bihfidi, "which is in Judah," it calls attention to the political change the end o1
the Davidic dynasty brought to Jerusalem. Now this city belonged to Judah-here
probably the province of Judah, which did not extend far geographically, especially
to the south.32

Finally, there are two other statements of some importance. The fact that Socoh and
Beer-sheba belonged to Judah shows that Judah did indeed extend geographically far
to the south; the description of Hebron in Josh. 2o:7 as a city "in the hill country of
Judah" (cf. Josh. I l:21, which mentions Debir and Anab along with Hebron as cities
in the hill country of Judah) makes it clear that the territory of Judah stretched from
Jerusalem in the north to the Negeb in the south. This is also presupposed by I s.
3o:14, which speaks of the Negeb of the cherethites, the Negeb of caleb, and the
Negeb "which belongs to Judah." The "Negeb of Judah" is also mentioned in 2 S.
24:7. This expression sounds like the term "Negeb of Arad" in Jgs. l:16. perhaps
I S. 27:10 should be included; it lists the Negeb of Judah together with the Negeb of
the Jerahmeelites and the Negeb of the Kenites; but becaus e v. 12 speaks of the people,
it is more likely that "Judah" refers to the Judahites.33

u ldem, "Jerusalem und die israelitische Tiadition," OTS, g (1950), 2g-46 -- GSAT, t. ThB,
6 e1966), 172-187, esp. 172f.

2s 7nbel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte,35.
26 Noth, HAf, VII, 100.
27 cf. A. Alt, "Jerusalems Aufstieg," Klschr,III (1959), 248, and the discussion of the size

of the city-state, ibA., 25lf .
28 Noth, The History of Israel (Eng. trans., New York, 21960), 32, 54.
2e Noth, HAT, Vll,94.
30 lbid., ttD.
3t lbid., gg.
32 Herrmann, History, 315f.
33 7abel, SW, 28 (1975),265f.
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The second comment is more important, and has to do with the toponyms "Beth-
lehem" and "Baalath." [n the case of both names, the geographical qualification "Ju-
dah" is added directly, without either /e or D' (Bethlehem-Iudalu Jgs. 17:7-9; l9:1f.,
l8; 1S. 17:12; Ruth l:lf.; Baalath-Judah: 25.6:2 conj.). There is thus clearly a

difference between those cities that were associated directly with Judah and the other
cities that did not belong to Judah from the start but only during the course of history.
That in these two names "Judah" is to be interpreted as a geographical term and in
the same sense is clear, not least from the fact that the clan residing in Bethlehem was

called Ephrathah or Ephrath (cf. Ruth 1:2; 1 S. 17:12).

This terminology then suggests that the geographical term "Judah" can be used in
a narrower and a wider sense. The most likely theory is that the word "Judah" was

a geographical term referring initially to the hill country bearing that name, then
extending to all the Israelite groups settled in the southern part of Palestine.

III. 1. Tiibe.There isaconsensustodaythatthegroupof Israelitessettlinginthe
hill country of Judah was consolidated as a tribe in consequence of the settlement
process and took the name Judah.r This is evident from the fact that the territory
settled by the tribe of Judah is not coextensive with the hill country of Judah: Hebron,
which is located in the hill country of Judah, is considered a city of Caleb. This also
shows that the clans or tribes of the Calebites, Kenizzites, Kenites, and Jerahmeelites
bordering Judah on the south had already occupied their territories and thus set certain
limits to the southward expansion of Judah.

The name of the tribe was probably always Judah. At least this is its name in the
texts Gen. 49:8-12 and Dt. 33:7, which are historically reliable and clearly date from
the period when the tribes were vital political units. The other Israelite tribes, too,
bore names consisting solely of a personal name. We may also consider the term benA

y"hfua rehtively early. It appears 53 times in the OT, but can be used not only for the
tribe (e.g., Nu. l0:14; Josh. 15:12f.,63; 18:ll,14; Jgs. l:16) but also for the people
of the kingdom of Judah (in Jeremiah, esp. Jer. 7:30; 32:30,32; etc.) and even the
Jews (Dnl. l:6), and fina[ly quite literally for the sons and descendants of the patriarch
Judah (l Ch. 2:3f.; 4:1; etc.). The expressiot mafieh bnA y"hirli (Josh. 15:1,20f.;
2l:9; etc.) is undoubtedly a late combination, since the simple molleh y"hUA on which
it is based (some l0 occurrences) appears exclusively in P or other late passages (Ex.
3l:2;35:30;38:22; Nu. l:27;7:12; 13:6;34:19; Josh. 7:1,18;21:4). Finally, we find
the term iZbet y"hitdA in Josh. 7:16; lK. l2.'2O;2K. 17:18; Ps. 78:68). Here, too,
we seem to be dealing with a title appearing first in the period of the monarchy,
perhaps even not until the division of the kingdom of even later. The subdivision of
the iebq into "families" (miipdl.ti) is presupposed in Nu. 26:22 (P); Josh. 7:17
(emended), and Jgs. l7:7.

r Most recently Noth, I&e History of Israel , 52f .; &, Vaux, 547; Herrmann, History, llOf.,
n. 56.
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2. Patriarch. Even in what we have taken to be the earliest texts in which "Judah"
designates a tribe, a process ofabstraction can already be observed. The tribal sayings
personify the tribe, representing it as an individual, capable ofpronouncing a blessing
(as in the Blessing of Moses, Dt. 33:7) and having brothers and a father (as in the
Blessing of Jacob, Gen. 49:8), or described as a ruler whose entrance into Shiloh is
awaited (Gen. 49:10-12;.:s t similar fashion, the phrase bna y"hffi can be under-
stood quite literally as referring to the sons and descendants of the patriarch Judah,
as is in fact the case in Gen.46:12; Nu. 26:19f.; etc. Because this abstracting per-
sonification is already attested in the earliest passages, it may be considered a natural
and original process. The development of the tribe of Judah is therefore linked with
the development of its eponymous patriarch Judah.

Judah appears as this individual in Gen. 38, a narrative that reflects the primitive
circumstances of tribal development. Judah, married to the canaanite Shua, begets Er,
onan, and Shelah, of whom Er and onan die. Er's widow Tamar, mistaken for a
prostitute by Judah (who is likewise widowed), becomes pregnant by him and gives
birth to the twins Perez and znrah. In Nu. 26:19-22, then, the Shelanites, perezites,
and Zerahites appear as the actual sons of Judah as well as being Judahite families;
for some reason only the Perezites are further divided into Hezronites and Hamulites.
In Ruth 4:,12, Perez is associated with Bethlehem-Ephrathah, and Ruth 4:lg-22 con-
tains the genealogy of Perez through Hezron, Ram, Amminadab, Nahshon, Salmon,
Boaz, and obed to Jesse and David. Finally, we may cite the lists in I ch. 2:3-55 and
4:l-23, where Kenaz (4:13), Caleb (2:42;4:15), Jerahmeel (2:25), and Cain (2:55)
are included among the Judahite families and-at least in 4:24-43-the genealogy of
Simeon is appended directly to that ofJudah before Reuben, expressing an association
between simeon and Judah that is not unexampled in the or (cf. Josh. 19: l; Jgs. l:3).
Thus even these genealogies still make a distinction between the original Judah and
an extended Judah, between a Judah with its center in Bethlehem-Ephrathah and the
Judah that includes Kenaz, caleb, Jerahmeel, and cain, and possibly also simeon. It
is noteworthy that this genealogical differentiation is still reflected in Josiah's admin-
istrative division of the kingdom.36

It is more important for the or genealogy, however, that the patriarch Judah is a
member of the family of Jacob. As the fourth son of Jacob with Leah, Judah was
incorporated into the twelve tribe system after Reuben, Simeon, and l-evi (Gen. 29:35
Ul;35:23 [P]). Although this schema underwent many changes, including the removal
of I-evi and consolidation of Ephraim and Manasseh to form Joseph, the place of
Judah remained untouched except for being advanced from fourth to third place. This
is important as showing that there was an attempt in the OT to harmonize the actual
distribution of power perhaps in the period of David and Solomon with the ranking
implicit in the genealogy. The J version of the Joseph story makes Judah rather than
the first-born Reuben the spokesman for the brothers. The Chronicler explains labo-
riously that, although Judah was the strongest ofthe brothers, the birthright ofReuben

3s Znllr,l, Stammesspruch und Geschichte, 10-14.,6 Nt, KlSchr, I1,2g5ff.
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went to Joseph rather than to Judah; but Joseph was not himself entered in the family
genealogy, because the Nagid came forth out of Judah (l-Ch. 5:lf.). Finally, the

sequence of tribal sayings in the Blessing of Jacob should be noted: after negative

words about Reuben, as well as Simeon and [rvi, the fust positive saying is devoted

to Judah. Furthermore, this saying with its eight lines is among the longest sayings in
the Blessing of Jacob. We may interpret this as meaning that Judah is the actual

recipient of Jacob's blessing. With all appropriate caution, we may conclude from the

texts cited that by the time of David and Solomon this genealogical system with Judah

in fourth place was already so fixed in its basic structure that it was no longer possible

to revise the ranking of the sons within the system so as to correspond to reality.

IV. History. One of the most difficult problems with respect to the history of Judah

is constructing an account of its early history in the pre-Davidic period; the sources

are scanty and far from unambiguous. Opinions differ as to whether Judah entered its

territory from the east across the lower Jordan3T or from the south.3t The scholars who
favor the east point to the inclusion of Judah in the "[rah group," for which-or at

least for Simeon and Levi-Gen- 34 suggests an early settlement in the central area

west of the Jordan, followed-at least for Simeon-by forced migration to the extreme
south. This settlement in and around Shechem could have been preceded by a pene-

tration into the settled territory from the east. Because Simeon and Judah dwell to-
gether and because according to Jgs. I both tribes occupied their territory together,

Judah, already associated with Simeon, could also have entered from the east. Others
such as Aharoni and Schunck attempt to substantiate this purely hypothetical settlement

of Judah in central Palestine by citing the statement about a conflict at Bezek beiween

Judah and Adoni-bezek (Jgs. 1:4ff.): if this site is identical with Kh. Ibziq, then the

events (themselves quite obscure) narrated here took place in the central territory west

of the Jordan.
It is nevertheless debatable whether the settlement of the lrah group or even part

of it in the region of Shechem really requires entrance from the east, or whether
advance into this region from the south is not conceivable. This theory might gain

support from the subsequent history of Simeon, which, after the conflicts at Shechem,

retreated whence it had come.
The primary evidence for the southern hypothesis is the story of the spies (Nu.

13f.), based on a Calebite occupation tradition. Like Caleb, the argument runs, the

other tribes dwelling in the southern region west of the Jordan (such as Kenaz, Cain,

and Jerahmeel, together with Judah and Simeon, and possibly even [.evi) adnanced

from the region around Kadesh directly into their later territory. Persuasive as this
theory is, the question here remains whether this Calebite tradition can simply be

extended to Judah and Simeon. Our study of the geographical data suggested that
Hebron and the southern part ofthe hill country ofJudah were already occupied when

37 Most recently Noth, Ifte HNory of Israel, 74; Bright, 136f.; Aharoni, The l-and of the

Bible, 215-22O; Schunck.
3t Most recently J. Scharbert, "Juda," LThK2, Y I150; de Vaux, 54O-546; Herrmann, ilfts-

tory, 91, lO3.
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Judah entered its territory. This suggests a split in the process of occupation between
Judah and Simeon on the one hand and Caleb together with the remaining tribes on
the other. But does this cast doubt on the southern hypothesis? Hardly-precisely
because the geopolitical situation favors advance from the south rather than from the
east.3e One must also note that Judah obviously settled in the vicinity of Caleb, Kenaz,
Cain, and Jerahmeel and even (as we shall see) merged with them precisely because
there had obviously been contacts between them before the occupation.

With respect to the date of sefflement, the lack of clear evidence likewise compels
us to resort to conjecture. Noth includes the Judahite occupation in the general Israelite
occupation of Canaan, suggesting the end of the thirteenth century B.c.4 or possibly
the second half of the fourteenth century B.C.ar But those who think the inclusion of
Judah in the Leah group represents an historical datum separate the occupation of
Canaan by this group from the occupation by the Rachel group both geographically
and temporally, considering it an earter independent event. This might account for
the remarkable fact that Gen. 35:.21f.; 34:. and 38 contain special traditions relating
solely to members of this kah group, which were incorporated into the patriarchal
narrative because they reflect a similar historical period, or at least reflect events from
the time before the occupation of Canaan by the house of Joseph (cf. Gen. 34). The
settlement of Judah may consequently be dated in the fourteenth century n.c.

The actual occupation of the high country between Jerusalem and Hebron by Judah
was obviously followed almost at once by the steady, peaceful advance of Judah into
the foothills to the west (the Shephelah), with the acquiescence of the Canaanites.
This process constitutes the historical background of Gen. 38 and explains the inclusion
of city names from this area in the genealogy of Judah.a2 Thus the entire territory
delimited by the desert to the south and east and by the Canaanite cities to the north
and west came to be settled.

The next discernible political event of any importance was the merger of the Ju-

dahites and Simeonites, the Calebites, Kenizzites, Kenites, and Jerahmeelites to form
the league ofgreater Judah, probably because ofconstant pressure from such elements
as the Amalekites, and possibly also the Edomites and other groups, pushing north
out ofthe desert around Kadesh.a3 This league was probably referred to as the "house
of Judah," a term found a total of 4l times, beginning with 2 S. 2:4. It referred
originally to the monarchy of David at Hebron (cf. the later accurate term "house of
Judah and Jerusalem" in Isa. 22:,21; 7*c. 8:15), but then came to be used mostly in
contrastto "house of Israel" (2 S. l2:8; I K- 12:21;and12 otheroccurrences), "house
of Joseph" (7*c. lO:6), or simply "Ephraim" (Hos. 5:12). The narrative in2 5.2:l-4,
with its inclusion of Hebron among the cities of Judah and its use of "elders of Judah"
and "house of Judah" in v. 4, makes it clear that the entity called the "house of Judah"

3e Herrmann, History, 91.
{ Noth, Aufsiize l, 189.
ar Noth, The History of Israel, 8Of .
a2 See de Yaux, 54O-42.
a3 Sec Zobel, 5W,28 (1975), 253-277
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was already in existence before David became king.t Furthermore, the term boyi!
suggests something like a league or covenant uniting the various groups that made up

the "house of Judah."as

The territory of greater Judah was organized regionally, generally on the basis of
cities. Only the Kenites and Jerahmeelites appear to have constituted an exception in
that they maintained their old tribal organization for some time (l S. 30:29). These

regions were represented by elders who met in the common capital of Hebron to
govern the fortunes of their larger commonwealth.

This league probably came into being in the course of the twelfth century B.c. It
achieved its political goal, in that it helped its six members by and large to preserve

the wealthy territory of which they had taken possession. Despite repeated attempts,

the Amalekites never really succeeded in gaining a foothold in greater Judah. Neither
do there seem to have been serious conflicts with the Philistines, who had settled on

the western edge of the territory; our sources give the impression of a reasonably well-
defined boundary between the adjacent groups.6 This does not mean, however, that
greater Judah was outside the wider sphere of influence of the Philistines. But in
contrast to the hill country of Ephraim, we never hear of a Philistine occupation of
the hill country of Judah and the elders of Judah clearly had enough of a free hand

at least internally that they could anoint David to be king over them.

But before we turn to this event, we must examine the question of whether Judah

belonged to the kingdom of Saul.aT The primary evidence that it did is Saul's pursuit

of David in the land of Judah described in 1 S. 23f . and 26f . and the story of Saul's

successful battle with the Amalekites (l S. l5), which Noth,a however, rightly de-

scribes as a special tradition without any discernible connection, literary or historical,
with the other stories about Saul. Those who maintain the contrary rely primarily on
the statement in 2 S. 2:9 that Ishbaal was king over Israel but not king over Judah.

This argument has been countered by the assertion that Judah had sptt off from the

former kingdom of Saul in the course of David's rebellion and become independent.ae

This argument, however, is not persuasive. The Philistines also ruled de facto over
the other portions of Saul's heritage west of the Jordan, so that the entire statement

of 2 S. 2 is nothing more than a postulate, and Judah could well have been included.
And we may follow Herrmann in seeing the extension of Saul's punuit of David to
Judahite territory as an "exceptional" measure, so that nothing compels us "to con-
clude that Saul was also king over Judah."so The fact that there is no mention of major

a For a different view, see de Vaux, 549; and H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT,
vru/l (1973), sl8.

45 H. A. Hoffqer, "n\ bayi! [bayith)," TDOT, ll, ll4.
{ See Zobel, SW, 28 (1975),271tr.
a7 Most recently K.-D. Schunck, Benjanin. BZAW,86 (1963), 124-26; Smend; Aharoni, Iie

l,and ofthe Bible,289-291; Bright, 189, 193f.; de Vaux,548f.; also Scharbert, 1150.
4 The History of Israel, 175.
4e lbid., 182; Aharoni, 289-291.
so Herrmann, History, l4O.
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or minor judges from Judahsr and the absence of Judah from the Song of Deborah
may also be cited in evaluating the independent development of Judah well into the
early period of the monarchy.

With the kingship of David over Judah we are finally standing on historically firm
ground. David had won the favor of the elders of greater Judah through gifts of spoil
taken in battle (l S. 30:26-31); at Hebron they now anoint him king over the house
of Judah (2 S. 2:l-4)- Even when the monarchic principle is incuporated into the
democratic organization ofgreater Judah, we find the elders as the locus ofthe political
power that decides the fate of their commonwealth. Those referred to in 1 S. 30:26
as "elders of Judah" (zrqn? y"hfidi) are called "men of Judah" ('ar*A ,"1*) in 2 S.
2:4. Tlra;t both expressions refer in fact to the same entity is shown by the three other
passages in the OT where we find the phrase "elders of Judah." According to 2 S.
l9:12(ll), after the death of Absalom the elders of Judah are to bring the king back,
and in v. 15(14) the "men of Judah" ('ii-y"hfrdi) send word to David to return. In this
narrative vv. 17(16) and 42-4(41-43) also speak of the "men of Judah" ('iJ). There
is a similar situation in 2 K. 23:.l (par. 2 Cllr. 34:29): the "elders of Judah and Jeru-
salem" spoken of here are called in v. 2 *all the men [sg.] of Judah and all the
inhabitants of Jerusalem." Finally, Edc. 8:l speaks of the elders of Judah, i.e., the
elders of the exiled Judahites. The concept "elders of Judah" can also be represented
by the expression "men [sg.] of Judah." In the rarer plural this phrase also means the
same thing. In 2 S. 2:4, we are told that the "men of Judah" (pl.:'aniA y"hfidi)
anoinled David king over the house ofJudah, and then the king states in v. 7 that the
"house of Judah" has anointed him king over them. [n other wcds, the entities "men
[pl.] of Judah" and "house of Judah" are identical, just as the term "house of Judah"
always takes a plural verb (2 S. 2:7,10; Jer. 3:18; 36:3;Ezk.8:17;25:3; cf. Neh. 4:10;
Jer. 1l:10). Like the "elders" in I S. 30:26, the "men" represent the ..house." In
other words, the "men" (sg. or pl.) or "elders" represent the political power of the
house of Judah. This is also the situation in I K. l:9, where Adonijah invitas all his
brothers and "all the men [pl.] of Judah" to have them recognize his claim to the
throne. In addition to this meaning, the phrase "men of Judah and Benjamin" in Ezr.
l0:9 means all the marriageable men. In I s. 17:52, the "men of Judah" are introduced
secondarily alongside the "men oflsrael" as taking part in the pursuit ofthe Philistines
when they are put to flight by David's victory over Goliath. Here "men" means the
warriors of the militia.

This broad spectrum of meanings also holds for the sg. 'ii y"hfili, "men of Judah,"
found 3l times. we have already pointed out that "men" and "elders" here have the
same meaning. It is appropriate to add that our phrase also appears in Jgs. 15:10; 2 S.
19:15,17,A-4(14,16,41-43);2 K. 23.2 in the sense of "the men who carry out the
business of government." The legal community is addressed in Isa. 5:3,7. Frequently
the militia is intended (Jgs. 15:ll; I S. ll:8; t5:4;25.20:2,4;24:9;2 Ch. 13:15;
2O.,27; 34:30). This expression also serves to designate the people of Judah as a

5r K.-D. Schunck, "Die Richter Israels und ihr Amt," Volumc de Congrh,Genive 1965. Sl[,
15 (1966), 252-262, esp. 257.
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political entity comprising Judahites and Jerusalemites (Jer. 4:3f.; ll,2,9; 17:25;
l8:ll; 32:32; 35:13; 36:31:' also Dnl. 9:7). Finally, Jer. 44:26f. refers to the Judahites
who emigrated to Egypt. In all these passages, as we can see, the term has a political
meaning. It refers to those Judahites who as full citizens are subject to rnilitia duty,
who administer justice in the gate, who as elders take responsibility for government;
it can be extended to mean the citizens of the state of Judah in general.

Finally, all the expressions so far discussed can be included under the category
"people of the land" ('an hi'dre;) when this term refers to the body of full citizens
of Judah, property owners, assembled for political purposes (cf. Gen. 23:7 ,12f.;2 K.
1l:14,18-20; 2l:24 ftwicel;23:30;25:19 [twice]; possibly also 2 K. l5:5; 16:15;
23:35;24:14;25:3). Wiirthweins2 already pointed out that at least the term "men of
Judah" is identical with the expression "people of the land" and has the same meaning.
Finally, it may be noted that at least in 2 K. 14,21 (par. 2 Ch. 26:l) the term "people
of Judah" 1'an f hfi&), found also in five other passages, is identical with the ..people

of the land." The point at issue is the choice of Azariah by *all the people of Judah"
to replace the murdered Amaziah as king of Judah, a duty otherwise performed by
the "people of the land." In 2 S. 19:41(40), we read that *all the people of Judah"
and "half the people of Israel" went with David; since vv. 42-4(41-43) go on to speak
of "all the men [sg.] of Judah and Israel," it is the soldiers who appear to be involved.
And the Jeremiah passages (ler. 25:lf.;2618) use "people of Judah" for those to
whom the word of Yahweh is addressed, meaning simply the Judahites.lnEn. 4:4,
finally, our expression refers to the Judahites preparing to rebuild the temple.

There is no Israelite parallel to the Judahite term 'am hd'dres; the $oup referred
to is therefore exclusively Judahite. This is further evidence that Judah and Israel are
two disparate political entities, which underwent separate and distinct development
until the time of David. It may be noted herc merely for the sake of completeness that
the kingship developed along charismatic lines in Israel and along dynastic lines in
Judah because of the difference in origin.s3

For the subsequent history ofJudah, it is worth noting that the title "king ofJudah,"
used 150 times in the OT, appears for the first time in I K. 12:23, where the man of
God Shemaiah uses it of Rehoboam. Even the pl. "kings of Judah" appears only once,
in 1S. 27:6,before lK. 14:29 speaks of the "Bookof the Chronicles of the Kings
of Judah"; the Samuel passage explains why Zklag belongs to the "kings of Judah"-
an apparently late addition, dating in its literary form at least from after the division
of the kingdom.s

The literary evidence is of some importance in view of the fact that Saul is called
"king of Israel" by David (1 S. 24:15[4];26:20) as well as by the Philistine Achish
(l S. 29:3), so that it is highly possible that he bore this title. Even though only an
isolated statement is involved, it is of interest that David is also called "king of Israel"
by Michal in 2 S. 6:20. The expressions *David was king over the house of Judah"

52 E. Wtirthwein, Der 'amm ha'arez,rn AI (Stuttgart, 1936), 15.
53 Cf. Alt, Es*rys, 239-259; most recently, Herrmann, SW, l7 (1968), 139-158; History,

t52.s Cf. Stoebe, KAT,Vlllll,478f.
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(2 S. 2:4,7), "Ishbaal was king over all Israel" (2 S- 2:9), and "David ruled over all
Israel and Judah" (2 S. 5:5) are value-free statements of political fact; the title "king
of [srael," however, probably always implies a special dignity, having overtones of the
sacral status enjoyed by the king of Israel as Yahweh's anointed, at least in the case
of Saul, and inherent in the name "[srael" from the very beginning. It is therefore
likely that David, and probably Solomon as well, like Saul before them, bore the title
"king of Israel." With the division of the kingdom this title devolved upon Jeroboam,
the king of the northern kingdom, so that Rehoboam received the analogous title "king
of Judah." He was the fust to be called king of Judah, and Jehoiachin was the last
(2 K. 25:27). In this case Judah included both the land bearing that name and the
territory of Jerusalem;ss in other words, it was the name of the whole political entity,
just as it was to be again in the time of Nehemiah, whose intent it was finally to
eliminate the distinction between city and countryside in Judah by requiring the re-
settlement of families from the rural areas to Jerusalem (Neh. 7:4f. ; I I : lf. ).

The terminological rivalry that ultimately created a contrast like that explicit in Isa.
5:7s between the two names "[srael" and "Judah" with their unequal shares in his-
torical tradition came to an end with the end of the political independence of the
northern kingdom in722 B.c. As Rost has shown, in the period that followed, Judah
unhesitatingly adopted the name "Israel" along with the Israelite tradition behind the
name. As a result of this process, which may have extended into the reign of Josiah,s7
'Judah" became once more an exclusively secular political term, which it remained
thenceforth. The reign of Josiah represented a last political golden age for the southern
kingdom; he was able to extend the northern boundary of Judah far into the former
territory of the northern kingdom and at the same time effect the internal stabilization
of Judah through cultic reform. Even so, however, the name 'Judah" occurs only
once, for example, in Dt. I -29, buried in the list of tribes standing on Mt. Gerizim
(Dt. 27:12), while the name "Israel" is found 46 times there.

On the whole, the most difficult problem related to the history of the monarchy is
that of chronology. Since it also involves the northern kingdom and goes beyond the
limits of this article, we will not discuss it here.st For the same reason, we pass over
the history of Judah in the exilic and postexilic period, referring the reader to the
current literature.

Y. Theology. We ard fully in the dark as to the beginnings of Yahweh worship
among the groups that came together to form Judah. Down to the time of David,
Judah and the Judahite tribes and clans had a history separate from that of the central
Palestinian tribes; it is therefore likely that they also found their way to Yahwism
independently. The manner in which this took place must remain hypothetical. We
can think of the Kenites, who were associated with Judah and probably had Yahweh

55 Rost, 3.
56 Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xll (1972), 172.
57 Herrmann, History, 268.
5t See most rccently ibid., 188t., and the literature cited in nn. 2-8.
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as their God before the Judahites.se But we can also think of the lrvites, who belonged
to the Leah group, as the agents of Yahwism, especially since the exdus tradition
assigns Moses to the tribe of Levi (Ex. 2:1-10) and the Levites claim to have been
entrusted with the priestly office at or near Kadesh (Dt. 33:8-ll). And if we decide
that Judah entered Canaan from the south, we can think of the oasis of Kadesh quite
apart from the l,evites, assigning it the function of imparting Yahwism to the Judahites
and affiliated groups during their temporary stay there, especially since it has long
been known that a number of Kadesh traditions are included in the total corpus of
desert and Sinai traditions, to which they have taken a back seat, so that we must
recognize an independent role played by Kadash vis-i-vis Sinai. It is impossible to
decide with any assurance among the different possibilities, various combinations of
which are also conceivable.

But one observation is germane at this point: in the early period, the intensity and
importance of Yahwism were clearly less in Judah than in Israel. The exodus and Sinai
traditions, which are fundamental to the faith of Israel, were the exclusive property
of the northern kingdom; they are intimately associated with the name "Israel." The
same is true of the notions of covenant and election. Even thi early Israelite cultic
symbols of the ark and the golden bull, associated by tradition totally with the events
at Sinai, may be considered typically Israelite. That Judah had nothing even remotely
similar to offer can be seen from David's efforts to gain his new capital the status of
a cultic metropolis by recalling the Israelite ark and bringing it to Jerusalem. Obviously
there was nothing more appropriate at his disposal, nor do our sources say anything
about typically Judahite cultic symbols.

For the period of Judahite religious history before the introduction of Yahwism, as

for the other proto-Israelites, we can assume the religion of El.o For Jerusalem (then
a Jebusite city), Gen. 14:18-20 names El Elyon; for Calebite Hebron or the nearby
sanctuary of Mamre, Gen. 13:18; 17:l; 18:lff. name El Shaddai; for the sanctuary of
Beer-sheba, Gen. 2l:33 names El 'Olam; and for the oasis of BeerJahai-roi, some-
where in the Negeb, Gen. 16:ll-14 names El Roi (cf. Gen. 2tl:62). Thus OT tradition
links the patriarchs Abraham and lsaac with sites in the territory that was later to be
greater Judah. It is noteworthy that nothing is said of any sanctuary peculiar to the
tribe of Judah itself; it is clear that we should think of Judah as taking part from the
beginning in the cult of other sanctuaries, possibly even that of Hebron/Mamre. Even
in the religious realm we thus discern the nascent outlines of a kind of Judahite state,
corresponding to a markedly nationalistic sense of identity in Judah and contrasting
in roughly the same period with a more religious sense of identity in Israel.6l The
dynastic kingship of Judah is rooted in the same intellectual milieu. It had a purely
political origin; only after the fact was it legitimized religiously by the prophecy of

5e See H. Heyde, Kain, der erste Jahwe-Verehrer. ArbT, ll23 (1965).
60 See O. Eissfeldt, "El und Jahwe," "ISS, I (1956), 25-37 : KlSchr, III (1966), 386-397;

idem, "Der kanaaniische El as Geber der den israelitischen Erzviitern geltenden Nachkom-
menschaft- und l,andbesitzverheissungen," in Festschrift C. Brockclmann. WZ Halle-Eittenberg,
17 (1968), 45-53 : KISchr, Y 50-62.

6t Cf. 7ltr"l, ZAW, 85 (1973),281-294.
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Nathan (2 s. 7). It thus differed from the charismatic kingship of Israel, which was
inaugurated by divine election and then constituted by popular acclamation.

We must also consider the incorporation into Yahwism of Canaanite religious no-
tions, initiated by the inclusion ofthe priest Zado}fz (probably a pre-Israelite Jebusite)
in David's cabinet and institutionalized by Solomon's building of the Jerusalem temple.
Faith in a creator-God,63 linked with El in the Ugaritic texts, is explicitly connected
by the or itself (Gen. 14:19) with El Elyon of Jerusalem, thus becoming a Jerusalemite
theologoumenon. This makes it probable that the notion of God as creator entered into
Yahwism through Jerusalem or Judah; the earliest witness to this belief is Gen. 2:4bff.,
from the hand of the Yahwist, who was certainly from Judah, as w.ls the exilic prophet
Deutero-Isaiah, who brought new life to this notion after it had lain dormant for
centuries. Jerusalem can probably also be looked on as the access point for other
credal statements of Israel that are rooted in the religious milieu of Canaan.

Apart from the Abraham and Isaac traditions, which, as we have seen, were indig-
enous to greater Judah, the traditions of David and Zion may be singled out as being
typically Judahite. Although we encounter these traditions in the preexilic period in
Isaiah and Jeremiah,s it was Judah's loss of independence in 586 B.c. and the exile
that lent them enhanced significance. The exile confronted the David tradition above
all with the question of whether the divine promise addressed to David through Nathan
remained in force. Deutero-Isaiah deals with the question by democratizing the prom-
ise and treating the people as the true recipients of God's eternal grace shown to David
(Isa. 55:3-5).6 The other possibility of securing the unbroken vitality of Nathan's
promise for the faith of Israel in the exilic and postexilic period is to interpret it
eschatologically: it is not yet fulfiUed and is therefore still in force. Its awaited ful-
fillment can involve the "restoration of the Davidic dual monarchy,"* as in Jeremiah
(ler.23:5f.;30:9;33:15f.); Ezekiel (Ezk.37:24; cf.34:23f.) expects reunification of
Judah and Joseph to form a new Israel under the rule of the coming David.67 Tlito-
Isaiah (Isa. 65:9) possibly and Zechariah (Zr*h. 2:1Sl2l), like Micah (Mic. 5:ltr [2tr ])
before them, expect salvation limited to Judah. The name *Judah- in the religious
sense is clearly linked with this expectation.

Other messianic hopes also work their way into this context, in that they look for
a coming ruler from the house of David (cf. Ps. 89; Isa. 8:23-9:6[9:l-7]; ll:l-5; Hos.
3:5; Am. 9: l1f.) and thus hope, even if not always explicitly, that a new age will dawn
for Jerusalem and Judah. In any case, in the early postexilic period the hopes centering
on the governor Zerubbabel or on Zerubbabel and the high priast Joshua (Hag.2:20-23;
7**. 4:14) point to the existence of such expectations with immediate consequences

62 Cf._H. H. Rowley, Worship in Ancient /srael (Philadelphia, 1967),72-75.
63 --, tN'e/.
64 Cf. G. von Rad, OT Theology, I (Eng. trans., New york, 1962), 40tr., 1.3tr.
6s O. Eissfeldt, "Die Gnadenverheissungen an David in Jes 55,1-5,', KlSchr, IV (1968),

4+52 [: "The Promise of Grace to David in Isaiah 55:l-5," in Israel's Prophetic Heritage.
Festschrift J. Muilenburg (New York, 1962), 196-2071.6 Rost, 3.

67 See W. Zimmerli, Ezekicl II. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 563ff.
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for Judah; Nehemiah himself was accused of wanting to be acclaimed "king in Judah"

(Neh. 6:7). This messianic hope, already exhibiting a variety of forms in the OT'

underwent further development in Judaism; its fixed elements are always the origin of
the Messiah from the lineage of David and his work on behalf of Judah and Jerusalem

(cf., e. g., 2 Esd. l2:3 l-34; Pss. Sol. 17f. ; T. Sim. 7; and the texts from Qumran).
The second of the two traditions, the Zon tradition, is, as von Rad has cogently

emphasized, an independent tradition of divine election. It represents the latest of
these traditions.c Since it is dominated by a "consciousness of unrestricted safety and

security with Jahweh,"@ it differs from the typically Israelite election tradition, the

exodus tradition; while the latter is characterized by marked dynamism, the former

exhibits a static steadfastnessTo that may also be considered part of the ancient Judahite

ideology. In any case, it is thanks to this tradition that *Judah" became the name of
the Golah and, in the postexilic period, the "official term for the cultic community

gathered about the Jerusalem temple, as well as for the Persian province that had been

independent of Samaria since the time of Nehemiah,''r and that finally the religion

of Yahweh could survive as "Judaism" (cf . Zpc. 8'-23)-72

Subject to the qualifications outlined here, to the effect that desPite the wealth of
theological statements associated with the name "Ilrael" there are some theologou-

mena in the OT linked with the name 'Judah," von Rad's categorical statement is true:

"Judah is the name of a tribe, and it remains . . . throughout the whole range of OT

literature . . . the secular name for a tribe."73
Tnbel

6E Von Rad, OI Theology,1,46f.
6e lbid.
70 See also Zrlbel,ThIZ,93 (1968), l-12.
7r Rost, 3; Bach, 964, gives the archaeological evidence for the name ld'
72 Hempel, 899; cf. Scharbert, ll5l.
73 Von Rad, IDNI, III, 356f.
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Contents: I. The Word. IL Evidence for Vocalization and Extrabiblical Use: l. Biblical; 2.
Extrabiblical; 3. Greek; 4. second Millennium sources; 5. summary. III. Amorite. l. Evidence;
2. Phonology of the Tetragrammaton. IV. Meaning: l. General;2. Biblical Evidence;3. other
Theories. V. The Figure of yahweh.

I. The word. The Tetragrammaton yHwH is the personal name of the God of
Moses. The correct pronunciation of the name was lost from Jewish tradition some
time during the Middle Ages; late in the period of the Second remple the name had
come to be regarded as unspeakably holy and therefore unsuitable for use in public
reading, although it continued to be used prirately. Early in the modern period, schol-
ars began to try to recover the pronunciation. The formyahweh is now accepted almost
universally.l The structure and etymology of the name have been much discussed.
While no consensus exists, the name is generally thought to be a verbal form derived
from the root hwy, later hyh,2 "be at hand, exist (phenomenally), come to pass.,'
Whether the verb was originally a qal or a hiphil formation is not entirely clear. The
weight of the evidence is on the side of the latter.

The problems associated with the Gtragrammaton are manifold and all somewhat
technical. Biblical orthography and onomastics must be surveyed, together with
extrabiblical evidence for the vocalization and use of the name; phonological and
typological arguments must also be reviewed before the biblical narrative itself can
be discussed.

Freedman

YHWH. F. M. cross, canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epr;c (cambridge, Mass., lg3); G. R.
D1y9r, f'rhe original Form of the Name 'yahweh': ividence and-conclusions,,' 2lw, q
(1928),7-25; z. s. Haris_,.Deveropment of the canaonite Diarects. Aos, 16 (1939); J. p. Hyatt,
"The Origin of Mosaic Yahwism," The kacherb Yokc. Festschrift H. irantham ('ivaco, 19,t6),
85-93; E. Jenni, ";'rtir Jhwh lahwe," THAT, 1,701-707; J. Kinyongo, origine et signifrcation
du rnm divin Yahv| dla lwniire de ricents travaux et de traditions imitico-"btbltquo. inn, X
(1970); J. UHour, "YahwehElohim,"RB, Bt(1974),524-556;*D. J. Mccarthy, ..Exod. j:14:

Iistgryr Philology and rheology," cBe,40 (1978), 3tt-322; S. Mowinckel, ..The Name of
the God of Moses," HIlcA, 32 (1961),-l2l-133; A. E. Murtoneq A philological and Literary
Treatise on the OT Divine Nanes )x, ;rt)x, E'ilI)N and i?lili (Helsinki, tgSi); S. Norin, ..J6_

Namen und J'h6-Namen," w, 29 (1979),87-97 *G. H. parke-Taylor, yahweh: The Divine Name
in the Bible (waterloo, ont., 1975); B. porten, Archives ftom blephantine (Berkeley, 196g);
W. H. Schmidt, "Der Jahwename und Ex. 3,14," Textgemiiss. FestsihriT E. Wi)rthweii (Gttttin-
ge4' 1979), 123-138; M. w. Stolper, 'A Note on yahwistic personal Names in the Muras6
Texts," BASOR, 222 (1976), 25-28; R. de Vaux, The Earry Hisrory of Isruel (Eng. trans., phil-
adelphia, 1978); idem, "The Revelation of the Divine Name yHwli,- procianation and pres-
mce. Festschrift G. H. Davies (London, l97o), 4g-7s, esp. 67-69; *L. vigand, Nomi e tinli di
YHWH alla lrce del semitico del Nord-ovest. Bieor, 3l (lgi6); *B. N. wanibac \, ,,'Eheyeh,,aier
'eheyeh," Bibl' 59 (1978), 317-338. [*Appeared after compretion of article]

1 The history of modern interpretations is discussed by Kinyongo, 5l_53.2 -+ itri? hAyh fhayAhl.
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II. Evidence for Yocalization and Extrabiblical Use.

l. Biblical.

a. Orthograplry. In the N{T, YHWH is an example of a qere perpetuum: the conso-

nants are supplied with the vowels of the spoken form'"{dndy,' or, rf '"f,dniy preceded,

with the vowels of '"l6him, without indication of the appropriate consonants in the

margin. The impossible form y"h\wdh (Eng. "Jehovah") came into being when Ren'

aissance Christians either failed to recognize or chose to ignore the Masoretic con-

vention. The Masoretes did not, however, supply the precise vowel points requked for

their pronunciation, which would have yielded the form )rhnw'th; this form would

have violated the very tabo they sought to observe if the first syllable had contained

an a vowel. They therefore wrote fhOwah with the most colorless vowel in their

system. The writing yehdwih fot'"ldhim similarly does not violate the taboo. These

writings thus contain indirect evidence that the first syllable of the Tetragrammaton

did not contain " or a similar vowel.a

This reading of the divine name is probably much older than the MT. In some

(though by no means all) of the Dead Sea scrolls, the use of the archaic script to write

the name may indicate a special pronunciation. In 4Q139, two dots before the name

YHWH may serve the same function.s Material from Jewish sources will be found in

Reisel and Rosh-Pinnah.6 According to Driver,T the Tetragrammaton was abbreviated

to y in early biblical texts, but his argument is not convincing.

b. Orcmastic Evidence. Personal names compounded with the name YHWH are

common in the OT.8 In initial position, the element has two forms: y6- and y"h6-. In
the received text, these alternate rather freely, e.8., y\nAlAn and y"h6nd1dn, ybyd$in

and y"h6ydkin' the short form is more common in early monarchic and postexilic

texts, the longer in late monarchic texts.e The longer form is obviously original. In
regular Hebrew phonology, an h can be elided only at a formative btiundary @wqfl
< mahaqfrl, bqbbayit < bahabbayit), but it is hardly surprising to find such elision

within a word in the case of a personal name.lo At the end of a name, the Tetragram-

maton also has two forms: -ydhfi and -ydh, e.g., malkiyydhfi and malkiyyahlyi,

ma,"iEydhfi and ma'"3Eydhly6. Here, too, priority must be assigned to the longer form,

which suggests that both derive from *yahw with vocalization of the w to z.1r In the

' - l]'lN 'ad6n I'ddh6n).
a W, no. 1084; for another explanation, see R. Kittel, "Yahweh," Schffi-Herzog, Xtr' 470f.
s J. Strugnell , l@ and n. 27 , in J. P. Siegel, "The Employment of Palaeo-Hebrew Char-

acters for tha Divine Names at Qumran in the Light of Tannaitic Sources," HUCA, 42 (1971),

159-172.
6 M. Reisel The Mysterious Name of Yalweh (Assen, 1967); E. Rosh-Pinnah, "The Sefer

Yetzirah and the Original Tetragrammatoti' JQR, N.s. 57 (1967) , 212-226-
7 G. R. Driver, 'Abbreviations in the Massoretic Text," Textus, I (1960), lll-131.
E See /PN and Kinyongo, 47f.
e Driver, ZAW, 46 (1928),22.
to Harris, 52-56.
tt BLe, $25c', d'.
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longer form, the u has been preserved through lengthening; in the shorter, the u was
not lengthened and was therefore lost.

we will not discuss here the short form yah, which appears in poetry as early as
the tenth century (e.g., Ps. 68:5,19[Eng. w. 4,lg]) and in the iiturgical formula
lwllfi-ydh.It strangely appears also in Ex. l5:2.In Ex. 17:16 , kEs ydh should probably
be read as a verbal form of the root ksl &as61. Crossl2 maintains that at least in later
sources the form ydh has nothing to do with the divine name but is a vocative particle
like Ugar. y and Arab. yd. According to other scholars, the short form represents the
original form of the divine name; according to Drive1,l3 divine names are never short-
ened in other Semitic languages, and it is therefore unlikely that so sacred a name as
'Yahweh" could be abbreviated. Examples to the contrary are rare, but they are found,
e.g.,l.tirbm I'ahirdm, possibly 'etddd 1,el-hdad, *Hadad is God,,' and mOddd <
mi-hdad, "water of Hadad (?)."

2. E*rabiblical.

a. The Narne ltself. The extremely early date of the meager extrabiblical evidence
makes it an appropriate starting point for our study. with one noteworthy exception,
the occurrences of the name are limited to blessing and cuning formulas
and allusions to such formulas in cultic references and titles. These texts are cited here
in chronological order. Instances where the diyine name is restored are omitted, e.g.,
the Fort Shalmaneser inscriptionra and the two ostraca from Megiddo and Samaria
with /yLts

(1) The earliest extrabiblical evidence is the Me.sha inscription,r6 where we read:
w'qh mim ' tt kily yhwh w'shb hm lpny toni, "and I took the vessels [cf. Isa. 52: l l] of
Yahweh and dragged them before chemosh." The appearance of the Tetragrammaton
is unquestionable.

(2) An eighth-century seal in the Harvard Semitic Museum collection bears the
inscription lmqryw 'M.yhwh, "belonging to Miqneyaw, the servant of yhwh.,, The name
seems to be levitical (cf. 1 ch. 15:18,21); the owner of the seal was probably a priest
serving the sanctuary.tT

12 F M. Cross, "The Cave tnscriptions from Khirbet Beit L-ei," Near Eastern Archaeology
in thc Twentiah Century. Festschrift N. Gtueck (Garden City, 1970), 306, n. 17.t3 zAw, 46 (1928),23.

.-':.A. R' Millard, "Alphabetical tnscriptions on Ivories from Nimrud,. Iraq,24 (1962),
4t-51.

15 De Vaux, The Early History of Israel,340, nn. g3f.
t5 KAI, l8l.l7f.
r7 Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 61.
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(3) A funerary inscription from Khirbet el-@m, southwest of l-achish, dating from

around 750 n.C.,rE contains the words brk'wryhw lyhwh, "bbssed be Uriyahu by

Yahweh."le

(4) An inscription in four fragments found at Kuntillat Ajrud near the Sinai pen-

insula includes the letters hy\byhwh and the divine name "Ba'al" in Phoenician script.2o

(5) The I-achish letters from the last days of the monarchy contain several formulas

employing the Tetragrammaton. The largest number of occurrences are in greetings:

*i' yn i't'dny i[m]'t ilm 't kym 't lEm, "May Yahweh make my lord hear good

news soon";zr y' yhwh't'futy 't h't hzh ilm, "May Yahweh make my lord see this

season in goodiealth.-22 The corrmon OT oath formula fuy yhwh, 'As Yahweh liVes,"23

also occur,s at Lachish, once with the biblical spellingu and once with the eccentric

spelling ltyhwh,zs probably scriptio continua or possibly haplography'r The name also

occnrs in the context ybrk yhwh 't ' [?l1y,zt an unexplained passage, and possibly also

in a badty damaged portion of a text.B

(6) The Arad ostraca discovered by Aharoni have been published only in part. one

of the letters2e contains two references to Yahweh, the first in the introductory greet-

ing: ,l ,dny ,lyib yhwh yi'l lilmk (lines 1-3), "To my lord Elyashib; may Yahweh seek

you, p"u""" (lit., ..ask after," probably equivalent to "grant"; cf. I S. l:28 and a

silnitu, formula in AramaiCo), the second in lines 7-lO: wWbr 'ir ;wtny ilm byt yhwh

h' yib,'And as for the matter concerning which you commanded me-it has been

settled. In the house of Yahweh he remains." The writer may have been stationed at

the Jerusalem temple. The reference to staying in the temple is odd; cf. Ps. 23:6,

where bA1YHWH may mean Yahweh's territory or land, which is also possible here'3r

1E W. G. Dever, "Iron Age Epigraphic Material from thb Area of Khirbet el-K6m"' HUCA,

4[.-4t (1969-197 O), r39 -2O4.
le A. Lrmaire, ..Les Inscriptions de Khirbet El-Q6m et I'Ash6rah de YHWH," RB , 84 (1977),

595-608.
20 Z. Meshel, ..Kuntilar Ajrud-An Israelite Site on the Sinai Border," Qadmoniot,9 (19'16),

122.
2t IQil, 192.1-3; variants in I(AI ,

22 KN, l96.lf.
23 + ;1!n @yA fthnylth).
A KAI, 196.12.

193.2f.; 194. lf.; 195.1-3:' l97.lf.

2s KAI , 193.9.
26 Harris, 31,57; M. Greenberg, "The Hebrew oath Particle HaylHE," JBL,76 (1957)'

3+39.
27 KAI, 192.5t., unexplained.
2E KN, 194.7f.
2e Y. Aharoni, "Hebrew Ostraca from Tell Arad," IEI , 16 (1966), l-7 '
30 AP, 30, lf.
3r -+ )Vi) yAiab.
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(7) The most difficult of the preexilic uses of the Tetragrammaton occlllls in some
wall inscriptions from Khirbet Beit Lei, a few miles from Lachish.32 Inscription A,
as given by Cross, reads: [ ]ry yhwh'lhykh'r;h ,ry yhdh wg,lty yrilm, ,I am yahweh,
your God, I will accept the cities of Judah and I will redeem Jerusalem.', cross regards
the text as poetic and speculates that it might be a prophecy from the time of the fall
of Jerusalem. cross reads text B as follows: nqh yh'l llnn nqh yh yhwh, .Absolve 

[us],
o merciful God; absolve [us], o Yahweh." Text c reads: ftwi' yhwh, "Deliver [us],
Yahweh." Although cross and Naveh differ in their readings, they agree on the oc-
cunence of the Tetragrammaton and also think that the texts are not merely formulaic.

(8) The remaining occurrences are limited to Aramaic texts from Egypt. Tko spell-
ings of the divine name occur: yftw (almost always in papyn) and yhh (once in a
papyms,33 otherwise on ostraca). The spelling yi, attested once,x is probably the
result of the fading of original ylrw.

The name occurs 8 times on ostraca in the formula fiy ylk. That the expression is
common can be seen from a leffer to a woman: "[ am sending you vegetables tomor-
row. Meet the boat tomorrow on Sabbath lest they get lost/spoiled. By the life of yth,
if not, I shall take your life. Do not rely upon Meshullemeth or upon shemaiah. Now,
send me barley in return. . . . Now, by the life of yhh, if not, you will be responsible
for the bill."3s The form yhh ;b't occuni on ostraca in greeting formulas.36 Particularly
interesting is the greeting, "I send you peace and life. I bless you by yhh and
hn [m? ? ? ] ," an apparently syncretistic formula linking yahweh with the local Egyptian
god Khnum.37 References to swearing by byhw,lh, byb byrt', ,,by the god yhw inthe
fortress of Elephantine," and the like occur in the same papyn.38

A number of the references to yftw involve the cult of the temple at Elephantine,
usually called 'gwr' (Ak*. elcarru, from sum. 6-kzr), but once byt and once byt
mdbh' .3e One Aramaic text refers apparently to harassment of the Judahite garrison
for their religious observance.a The temple of yhw was probably destroyed around
410 8.c., when this text was written. In a later text, written around 40g, the members
of the garrison request permission to rebuild the temple.al Yet another text may contain
a reference to the rebuilding.o'Tbo people in one text are calledkhny' zy yhw'1h,,

32 J. Naveh, "old Heb,rew Inscriptions in a Burial cave," IEJ, 13 (1963),74-96; cf. cross,
Festschrift N. Glueck, 299-306.

33 AP, 13, 14.
34 BMAP,3; see Porten, 106, n. 5.
3s Clermont-Ganneau text 152; cf. porten, 126.
36 Porten, 106, n. 6; 109.
37 lbid., 159,275.
3t AP,6,4, see Porten, 237-240;Ap, 45, see porten, 153.
3e Porten, 109.
& AP,27,
4t AP,30, cf. 3l; F. Rosenthal, An Aramaic Handbook. pZ,O, N.s. l0 (1967), I/1, l0f.4 AP,33:' Porten, l10-15, 2U-296.
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..priests of the god yhw." The term "servitor (W) of yhw" probably refers to some

religiously sanctioned position.a3

E-specially noteworthy is the collection list, which is headed: znh imht l.tyt yhwdy'

zy ynl *sp iyhw'lh' lgbr l[g]br l<sp [i 2], "This is [a list of the] names of [the people

on tfr" luaanite garrison who gave money for the god yhw, each in the sum of [two

shekels].,,4 The end of the text seems to contradict this superscription by recording

that more than a third of the money went to yhw, a similar amount to Anath-Bethel,

and the rest to Esem-Bethel. This appears to reflect a partially syncretized cult, al-

though other interpretations are possible'as

(9) Thus some 19 occurrences of the Tetragfammaton in the form yhwh bear witness

to the reliability of the MT in this respect; more may be expected, notably from the

Arad archives.
The vocalization of the farm yhwh has sometimes been taken as yahwb on the basis

of forms li.irle nbh, "Nebo," and'th, Biblical Heb. '6t6.$ It has been demonstrated,

however, that the South Canaanite dialects (Hebrew, Moabite) were consistent in their

use of final matres lectionis: y stood for i, w for i, and h fot Z, d, or 6.q The reading

d is therefore not supported by the evidence'

The Elephantine foims yhw and yhh are more than twice as numerous as the form

yhwh, although the diversity of spelling is confusing. The ostracon formyhh is probably

more advancid linguistically (a > o) than the papyms form (i). One could interpret

this as indicating that the sound shift was in Process at the time, but it is simple to

assume that it was already complete and that the form yftw was a slight archaism.

we may therefore summarize: (a) the consonants of the name ate yhw; (b) the name

ended in a long non-high vowel, which was not I or a; @) a shirrter form of the name

appears uround the time of the exile, which may be derived from the prefixed Q"h6'

y6-^) or suffixed (-ydhfi, -ydlr) forms used in compounds; (d) after the final vowel was

lost, w changed to, (later > a).
There is a problematic occurrence on a fifth-century incense altar from Lachish,c

where ylr ."y U" a divine name, but the reading is dubious.ae Jar handles from the

43 AP, 38, l; see Porten, 35,74, 106, n. 5, 109' 214'
44 AP,22.
as Porten, 160-179.
6 Mesha, KAI , l8l.l4; Lachish lll, KAI, 193.12; cf. de Vaux'-I&e Early History of Israel,

I, 340f.; Kinyongo, 49-51;most recently L. Delekat, "Y6ho-Yahw6 und die alttestamentlichen

doa..nu-"nfo..ikturen," Tiadition und Glaabe. Festschrift K. G. Kulu (Gtittingen, l97l\,23'75.
O, the fo..s, see F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, Early Hebrew Orthography' AOS, 36 (1952-

repr. l98l), atd I(AI, in loc'
'+u gpess-plssdman; see M. P. O'Connor, "Writing Systems, Native Speaker Analyses, and

the Earliest Stages of Northwest Semitic Orthography," hThe Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth.

Festschrift D. N-. Freedman. ASOR, Special volume, I (Winona t ake, Ind.,-1983), 439-465.
4 O. Thfneil, lnchish, III (London, 1953), 358f.; see Porten, 292, n' 27 '
ae Defended by Y. Aharoni, "Trial Excavation in the 'Solar Shrine'at l,achish; Preliminary

Report," tEl , lSirsoal, 163; rejecte.d by F. M. Cross, "Tivo Notes on Palestinian Inscriptions

of ihe Persian Age" (with Postscript), BASOR, 193 (1969),21-24'
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fifth or fourth century stamped y&w or yhso probably do not contain the divine name,sr
but a shortened or debased form of the ordinary stamp yhwd.

b. Onomastic Evidence. Personal names provide much more material than the doc-
umentation for the independent form. A large portion of the evidence cannot be
considered here, however, because the dates of many of the texts, especially the west
Semitic seals and bullae, are uncertain. We shall summarize here ihe more clearly
datable West Semitic materials and then the Akkadian data.

(1) West Semitic Sources. T[e various forms of the divine name in personal sen-
tence names are not uniformly attested. Early occurrences are also limited. The only
tenth-century names that might be relevant are the two on the edge of the Gezer
calendar,s2 written 'by md pny; the restoration of an h at the end of the former is far
from certain, as is the completeness of the latter.s3 The ninth century also offers but
two names, both clearly legible: im'yhw and 'zryhw.v The Han"ard Semitic Museum
seal mentioned earlier yields the nanre mqnyw.ss A seal of the eighth or seventh century
contains the nane yhwmlk 56 A seal from Ramat Rahel (eighth century) reads ywbnh.sT

Names terminating with the divine name are well attested for the seventh and sixth
centuries. The Judahite form is generally -yhw, as the following examples witness:
'vwyhw,sE'byh*,t''iyhr,n bqfitw,6r brfuh,@ grmyhw,G hwdyhw,s hwi,yhw,6 lqqw,*

to E.g., Y. Aharoni, et al., Excavations at Ranat Rahel, vol.2: seasons lxit and l9(i2
(Rome, 1964),20t.

51 See, for example, Dnver, ZAW, 46 (1928),.22.
s2 KAI , lg2.
53 KAI, II, I81f.

- 1 Dr Diringer, Le iscrizioni antico-ebraici Palestinesi (Florence, 1934), 199t.;J. C. L. Gibson,
Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, I (Oxford, 21973),61.

ll Cross, Canaanite Myh and Hebrew Epic, 61.
:: G. R. Driver, "Brief Notes. (I) A New Israelite Seal,,' pEe,77 (1945),5.
57 Y. Aharoni, "Hebrew Jar-stamps from Ramat Ra[rel," trea-tsraet,6 (i960), 56-60 [He-brewl, 28* [English].
58 Arad, ca.625: Y. Aharoni, "Three Hebrew ostraca from Arad," Eretz-Israel,g (1969),

tZ!ft9Ur9y], 134 [English]; _Khirbet el-@m, ca. 750: [rmaire, RB, 84 (1977), Sgg.5e Lachish: KAI, 193.17; Ophel ostracon: KN,l90; both seventh'century.o [rtter from Arad: Y. Aharoni, "The Use of Hieratic Numerals in Ulbrew Ostraca and
tfe sheke] weights," BASoR, 184 (1966), 14; seal from Arad: idem,,,seals of Royal Func-
tionaries from Arad," Eretz-Israel,8 (1967), lol-103 [Hebrew], 7l* [English]; sevinth-sixth
cenfuries.

61 Ophel ostracon: KAI, l9O.
62 Seal from Arad: Aharoni, Eretz-Israel,8 (1967), l0l-103.
63 Arad: Aharoni, Eretz-lsrael,9 (1969), 17; Lachish I, l.e Lachish: KAI, 193.17.
65 Yabneh Yam (ca. 625): KAI ,200.7;F. M. cross, "Epigraphic Notes on Hebrew Docu-

3"rtr_9! the Eighth-sixth centuries B.c.: II. The Murabbi.it eapy.us and the L,etter Found
Near Yabneh-Yam," EASOR , t65 (1962),35; Lachish: KAI, t%.1:'6 Lachish I, 1.
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hyhw (< 'byhw),a tbyhw,s y'atyhw,o yd'yhwJo tblz]qyhw,1r 'y'myhw,n btyhw,T'

ibyl.tyhw,A o116r," mtryhw16 rlunyhw,n nryhw,lt nnyhw,D sbryhw,n smlEhw,tlwtyhw,

'iyhw, ;pnyhw, and ibnyhw,e itmyhw,s im'yhw,u imryhw'$-The'inorthern) 
Israelite form in the eighth century was -y14 traces may be found

in the LXX, which presumably antedates the Judahite normalization: Eleioit instead

of Elia(s); cf. 1K. i'l;z, nh"r" the MT reads'eliyw, the LXX pr6s Eleioi.6 Tle
following examples may be cited 'byw,n gdyw,$ dfu,o yd'yw,n mrnry,e|bdyw,e
qlyw,e i^ry*.n Some names with the northern form have also been found at Kuntillat

Ajrud: 'mryw, hlyw,'bdYw, and sm'Yw.es

The Israelite initial form was the same; it is attest6d in the eighth-century name

6? Tell Qasile, Text I (eighth cEntury): B. Maisler (Mazar), "Tlvo Hebrew Ostraca from Tell

Qasile," "INES, l0 (1951), Z6Sf.; ct. S. Moscati, I)epigrafa ebraica antica 1935-1950. Bieor'
15 (1951), ll3.

6t Lachish: KN,193.19.
6e Lachish I, 2f.
70 Arad: Aharoni, EretzJsrael, 9 (1969)' 17.
71 Ophel ostracon: KAI, l9O.
72 Lachish I, 4; ostracon from Arad (ca. 600); Aharoni, Eretz-Israel,9 (1969), ll; Lachish

solar shrine (tast period ofthe monarchy): Aharoni, IEI, 18 (1968)' 166-69'
73 l,achish: KAI, 193.15.
7a [,achish I, 4.
75 fuad: Aharoni, EretzJsrael, g (1969), ll; Netremyahu ostracon from Arad, ca.70l'. ibid',

76 Lachish I, 5.
77 Arad: Aharoni, EretzJsracl, g (1969), 17; Ne[amyahu: ibid'' 15'
78 Arad: ibid., t7; lachish solar shrine: idem, IEJ,18 (1968), 166-69; I-achish I, 5'
7e Khirbet el-Q6m (ca. 750): Lrmaire, RB' 84 (1977),596t'
e Arad: Aharoni, Eretz-Israel, 9 (1969), 17 -

sr lachish: KAI, 194.6;198.2; tachish XI, 5.
E2 Lachish solar shrine: Aharoni, IN, 18 (l%8)' 166-69.
t3 Seal from Arad: idem, Eretz-lsrael,8 (1967), l0l-103.
e Arad: idem, Eretz-Israel, 9 (l%9), 17; Murabba'Et l7B (1700-50): P. Benoit, J. T' Milik'

and R. de vaux, Les gr6ttes de Murabb'6t. DJD, ll (1961), 93-100; cf. cross, BAsoR, 165

(1962), 42; Lachish: KAI, 194-6; 199.4.
s5 Ostracon from Arad: Aharoni, IEJ, 16 (1966)' 5f.
s6 D. Diringer and S. P. Brock, "Words and Meanings in Early Hebrew Inscriptions," Words

and Meanings. Festschrifr D. W. Thomas (Cambridge, 1968)' 3945'
s7 Sam. 

"SZ, 
Z (ro. ZrS): C. A. Reisner, c. s. Fischer, and D. G. Lyon, Harvard Excavatioru

at Sanuria, 1go8-lgl0, L HSS, I (1924),227-246; for dating, see Cross, BASOR' 165 (1962),

35.s Sam. 4, 2; 5,2; 6 : I{AI , 185.2f.; etc. (15 occurrences in all)'
Ee Hazor text 8: Y. Yadin, er al., Hazor, II (Jerusalem, 1960)' 75'
s Sam. I : KAI , 183.8; Sam. 42, 2; 48, l.
er Sam. 42, 3; 45, 2f.; 47, 2f.
e Sam. 50, 2.
e3 Samaria sherd Cl0l2 (ca. 722); cf. Cross, BASOR, 165 (1962)' 35, n' 7 '
s Sam. I : KAI , l83.lf.; Sam. 13, 2; 14' 2;21, lf'
es See the preliminary report,Z. Meschel, Kuntillet 'Ajrud, a Religious Cente fmm the Tim.e

of the Judaeai Monarciy oi the Border of Sinai. Exhibition Catalog of the Israel Musewn, 175

(Jerusalem, 1978); cf. Norin.
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ywyib.% [n the seventh and early sixth centuries, the Judahite form varied between
the dominantyhw- and the less commonylr-, as seen in yhw,z,e yhw,l andyhwfl,ee
and yw'zre

The Elephantine forms varied widely. Initially, yftw- predominates, as in yhw'wr,
yhwf;nn, yhwtl, yhwwn, ar,d yhwim', but other forms are known.ro The form yftlr-
occnrs in yhh'wr and yhhdd,to, y*- in ywntn}@ and yh- in yhnn and yft,Jn.ro3 The
standard final form was -yft,ls although -yw also occurs.ros

We may also mention in passing that the form yhw is well attested in both initial
and final position in material from the late biblical period, alongside yw-, -yw, and
-ylz, probably as an archaism. of the 30 names in the index to Lidzbarski,s Handbuch,
14 are formed with -yftw.too on Hasmonean coins, Jonathan is called yhwhnn and
Antigonus mttyh, whtle Alexander Jannaeus'name appears in both a short and a long
form: yhwntn on a royal coin series and ywntn on a priestly coin series.r@

(2) Assyrian Sources. The names of at least three Palestinian rulers wfih yhwh-
names are attested in the Assyrian royal annals. One initial form of the Tetragrammaton
appears in the transcription of Ahaz' name as ia-il-ba-zi, reflecting Heb. *yahit-hazi.

Azariah is referred to as az-ri-ia-a-it, Heb. *'*i-yahu. Hezekiah's name appears in
two different forms: lla-za-qi-ia-rtfta-za-qi-a-i (Heb. *finzaqi-yahfi) nd ba-za-qi-ia
(Heb. *hdznq'ydh).,@ There is a king of Hamath named io-il-bi-f -di.r, The rneuring
of this name is unclear; ywrm as the name of a prince of Hamath in 2 S. g:10 may be
analogous.rro There are still other names from East Semitic sources that may contain
the Tetragrammaton.lll The names with Yahweh as their final element exhibit the same
form as the royal names; those with the divine name at the beginning are unclear. The
important frm of Mura50 and Sons at Nippur (fifth century) had dealings with many
members of the Judahite diaspora, and names formed with the Tetragrammaton are

x Sam. 36, 3; cf. also 35, 3; 57, l.e Arad: Aharoni, Eretz-Israel, 9 (1969), 17.
e8 Lachish solar shrine: idem,lEI,lS (1968), 16649.e Murabba'it l7B: DJD, 2,93-lOO.
rm See AP and BMAP, indexes.
tor AP, l, 2; ll, 13; for the reading of the latter, see porten, 106, n. 5; 136, n. g3; for a

defense of Cowley's reading, see M. D. Coogan, "Patterns in Jewish Personal Names in the
Babylonian Diaspora," JSI, 4 (1973), 186, n. 2.

tv2 AP, gl, 14,29.
to3 AP, 2, 2l; BMAP, 5, 4,7, g;6,2; lO,2l?re See AP md BMAP, ndexes.t6 AP, 5, 15; 6, 18; 10,22; ll,16.
16 Additional material n LidzEph.
10 Examples in G. A. cooke, A Ttxt-Book of North-Semitic lrucriptions (oxford, 1903), no.

149C, a-d.
loE APN, s.v.; the vaiant lja-za-qi-a-a-il is not entirely clear.
t@ Ibid.,92b; for discussion, see E. Lipiiski, 'An Isiaelite King of Hamat?' w, 2l (lg7l),

371-73, and Kinyongo, 2+26.
110 flriver ZAW, 46 (1928), 9, n. 9.ttt lbid., lof.
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common in their records.rl2 Six different names in the archives have initial ia-a-[u-,

as it ia-a-fi-u-natan (tvrth a corresponding Aramaic docket yhwntn), reflecting Heb'
*yahfi-nd1an. Tko dozen names have the final element -ia-a-'nn6 (e.g., abi-ia-a-was),

corresponding to Heb. -yaw.

3. Greek. tn the early centuries of this era, the Tetragrammaton became more

common epigraphically than it had been in the first millennium B.C. The context is so

different, however, that it would take us far afield to do it justice.ll3 The name now

appears as iad, the name of an all-powerful deity appealed to by magicians together

with Adonai and Abraxas. The name enjoyed high esteem: "When this name is but

spoken, the earth moves from its foundation."lra

One amulet from this period reads: "IaO AdOnai SabaOth, give luck, friendship,

good fortune, and a healthy sex life to the bearer of this amulet."rl5 The name is also

"o*on 
in magical spells such as iad sabadth ad1nai akramrnaclummerei.rr6 It also

occurs in the form iabezebuth.rrz The other forms are more difficult to interpret, since

vowel sequences are often a regUlar part of magical spells; many obviously reflect a

form like ind, e.g., iadou, iauo iau, ieou, iead-rrt
patristic and classical authors present a similar picture. The dominant form is a

shortened one, e.g., io1,tts iaou,t2o |.at. yaho,r2r Gk. ieub,t2z o, i5.r23 An interesting

hybrid form is lrenaeus' yabth, presutnbly modeled on sabadth.ru Despite the fact

that the name was often mutilated almost beyond recognition, the full form does

appear to occur iasset2s and perhaps iae.r26 Tlredoret calls this form Samaritan'

ciiingaio as the Judahite form.r2? The occurrence of this form in papyri as well makes

the common explanation that it is a reflex of 'ehyeh doubtful but not impossible, since

1r2 See Coogan, JSJ,4(1973), 183-l9l; "More Yahwistic Names in the Murashu Docu-

ments," JSJ, 7 (1976), l99t.
iir 5." 

"ip. 
n. Ganschinierz, "lao," PW, Ix/l (1914), 698-721; also D. Wortmann, "Neue

magische Teite," Bonner .lahrbilcher, 168 (1968), 56-1ll; K. Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae ma-

gic;c, [ (l*ipzig, l93l); idem, *Zur tiberlieferung der griechischen Zauberpapyri," Miscellanea

tritica, ed. J. Irmscher, et al. (1951), 1,203-217.
lta Wortmann, Bonrwr Jahrbikhcr, 168 (l%8)' 56-lll' esp' 59'

116 Preisendanz, Papyri Graecac rnagicae, lO.
117 Ganschinietz, 706, 4.
tti lbid.,70o,4,5O;7O2, 43, 45.
l1e Macrobius, Diodorus Siculus: Ibid., 708, 8;707 , 5.
r2o Clement of Alexandria: Ibid.,70O,29; but cf. Kinyongo, 51.
12! Jerome: Ganschinietz, 699,28.
122 Porphyry: Ibin., 702, 33.
r23 Jerome, Onomastica sacra: Ibid., 702' l7 .

124 lbid.,701, 55.
r2t Epiphanius, Theodoret: Ibid. ' 7O7 ,63; cf. Kinyongo'. 57'
rzo g.ir"n. Ganschinietz, 7O4,65; for another interpretation, see de Vaux, The Early History

of Israel,34l, n. 89.
r27 Ganschinietz, 7O5, 12.
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the latter was recognized in rabbinic tradition as a divine name.l2t The classical
material is also discussed by Eerdmans and Thierry.tzr

4. Second Millenniutn Sowces.

a. Egyptian. of the Egyptian evidence, a list of toponyms from the temple of Amon
at Soleb (Amenhotep m, 14[12-1363) is the earliest; here we find an eitry t3 i3iw
yhw[3], "the land of Shasu-y}w" Similar references occur in a block from Soleb
(Amenhotep Itr) and twice in lists from Medinet Habu (Rameses III, llgg-1166;.rro
The name might reflect the Tetragrarnmaton. Albright vocalized it as y(a)hw(e?), and
Cross has recently suggested ya-h-wi.r3r It must be emphasized that the vocalization
of foreign words in Egyptian is problematic

b . ugaritic. In a damaged passage of a Ugaritic textr32 we read: .in bny yw . . . wp,r
imym, "My son's name is yw,he shall be call.dym." The presence of the wordyw
is indisputable; it is probably a name. Many scholars have connected it with the
Tetragrammaton.l33 The connection is unlikely for several reasons. The form yw could
not be derivedftomyhw in the second millennium unless the latter had become opaque,
which is unlikely. However the Ugaritic text is read, the verbal play on the similarity
between W and ym (the sea-god Yam) must be taken into account. The association
of a verb form with the nane ynwnz would be odd even in a folk etymology; in poetry
it seems better to look for an explanation in simple wlm alternation. The same alter-
nation lies behind the Crreek form ieub for yawnu in Eusebius.lr Earlier Canaanite
hypotheses are discussed by Kinyongo.r3s

c. cuneifurm Evidcnce. None exists. The form a$i-yani on a Late Bronze tablet
from Tell Ta'anak is based on the divine r,ame yun , not yhrat.t!6 The forms iailrn , iau ,

14 Siegel, 167.
r2e B. D. Eerdmans, "The Name Jahu,'ors, 5 (r94g), r-29;G. J. Thierry, ..The pronun-

ciation of the Tetragrammaton," OTS, S (1949), 30-42.
r3o see R. Giveon, lzs btdouitts shosou des docwnents Egyptiens. DMIA, lg (1971), 27;

reviewed in M. Weippert, "semitische Nomaden des zweiten jahrtausends: Uber die ilil, i"i
Sgyptischen Quellen," Bibl, 55 (1974),265-280, 427-433; see also S. Herrmann, ..Der alttes-
tamentliche Gottesname," EvTh, 26 ( I 966), 281 -293.

_ 
t" wa F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of canaan (196g; repr. winona Lake, l97g), 149;

Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic,6lt., following W. Helck.
132 KTIJ, 1.1 IY l4f.

- 
t33 Originally by Virolleaud, later by Gordon (W, no. 1084). For another reconstruction of

the text and discussion, see J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattein in the Itgaritic Myth of Ba,lu.
AOAT, 16 (1971), 116, 118f.; cf. de vaux, The Early History of lsrael, i+tr., -o Kinyongo,
34-36.

rY Praep. ev. i. 19,21.
t3s Pp. 32f.,4/;f.

- 
136 F. Hrozny in E. Sellin, ed., Tbll ra'annek. DKAV, phil.-hist. Kl., 50/4 (1904), tr, 5-17,l2l; de Yaux, The Early History of Israet, 341f.
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and ia are not to be taken as Akkadian transcriptions of yhw: the first is the lst person

possessive pronoun; the second and third are hypocoristic endings.
Freedman-O'Connor

d. Nabatean. Cazellesr3T has drawn attention to the Nabatean divine name'hyw, of
which there are some 15 occurrences, including a personal name 'bd'hyw.t38 He

suggests that Moses discovered this name as the name of the local deity of Horeb (Ex.

3:lf.) and associated it with the verb hAyd.T\e problem with this hypothesis is the

extremely long period separating the time of Moses and the inscriptions.
Ringgren

5. Summary. The consonants of the Tetragrammaton are firmly established as y/rw.

Also established are the vowel of the first syllable, a, and the fact that the first syllable

uas closed. The vowel of the second syllable is problematic. West Semitic orthography

confirms that it was non-high. Since there is good reason to accept the Masoretic rule

that all final vowels are long, we are left with four possibilities:. dE, E, 6, and d. Of
these only the first two are supported by Greek evidence; the Greek forms with d are

probably connected with the short form yaiD.

III. Amorite.

1. Evidence- The Mari archives, still only partially published, constitute the prin-

cipal source for the sentence names that form the basis for our knowledge of Amorite,

a Northwest Semitic dialect attested from the Ur III period down to the Amarna

period.tls The evidence of these names is problematic. There are several relevant

groups. The first contains a verbal element ya-wi, e.g., ya-wi-dlM, ya-wi-AN, ya-wi-i-

la, ya-wi-dd[a-gan], ya-wi-ya, ya-wi-um, ya-wi-e.rq The first four are made up of a

divine name and a form of the verb hwy, and can be normalized as yahii-hadd, yahwi-

il(a) (twice), and yahii-dagan. Tlrc fifth and sixth names comprise the verb plus a

hypocoristic ending. The last name, normalized as yahwE, is important because it
bears witness to the optional shift of t to z in Amorite. Compare yi-i-ti-ba'-al : yi'iti-
ba'al, "Ba'al will come,"lar withya-al-e-odo-g* : yal'e-dagan.ro

The second group contains the verbal element ya-aS-wi, e.9., ya-afi-wi-na-si, ya-a['

137 H. Cazelles, "Dieu et I'Etre," iitrdes Augustiniennes (Pais, 1978),27-44, esp. 3l' 43.
t3E J. Cantineau, Iz Nabathen (Paris, 1930), 57; cf. l. Euting, Nabatiiische Inschriften aus

Arabien (Berlin, 1885); B. Moritz, Der Sinaikult in heidnischer kit. AKGW, Phil.-hist. Kl., N.s.

t6l2(t917').
r3e On Ur III, see G. Buccellati, The Amoites of the Ur III Period (Naples, 1966), 125-231;

on Amarna, see C. R. Krahmalkov, "Northwest Semitic Glosses in Amarna l,etter No. 64:

22-23," JNES, 30 (1971), t4O-43.
tq APNM, 160; names with la-wi- may be related, APNM, 79tr.,225; Cross, Canaanite Myth

and Hebrew Epic, 62.
t4t APNM,208.
142 APNM,224.
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wi'N\1.143 These names have been associated with the Tetragrammaton but should
probably be derived from the root fiwy, "live,- i.e., yaftwl-naii and yaftwi-il(a).ra

The verbal element n ya-u-iJi is unique; it probably reflects a short form of hwytas
and should be normalized as yahtt-iE Some difficult Ur III forrhs are discussed by
Buccellati.16

Thus Amorite contains a verb form remarkably similar to the reconstruction of the
Tetragrammaton, but there is no reason to "identify" the two. The Amorite form is
an imperfect from the root hwy, which probably means "exist, be at hand," as in
Hebrew and Aramaic. Morphologically, the form can be either the simple or the
causative s1sm.r47 The attempt to demonstrate the existence of an Amorite godyahdr8
must be considered unsuccessful.lae

2. Phonology of the Tbtragrarnmoton. Although Amorite and Hebrew are distinct
languages, their verbal systems have much in common. There is no reason to doubt
that at a certain stage of development Hebrew had a form yahwi (wrthout the shift w
> y) or yahw?. Since the Hebrew verbal system dictates the ending ?, we can conclude
that the pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton in the biblical period was yahw?h. The
other forms can be explained on the basis of various phonological processes. This
development is connected with the shift of the Tetragrammaton from a verb to a proper
noun, which lightens the grammatical burden of the word.

The various forms can be explained as follows. Wherever possible, closed syllables
tend to change to open syllables. The final vowel, which could not be dropped in a
verbal form, was no longer necessary after the semantic shift. It was therefore short-
ened and eventually dropped, like all short concluding vowels. The result is *yahw,

an impossible form. The w was vocalized and could be lengthened, resulting in the
form yahit.rso If it was not lengthened, the final had to be dropped, leaving the form
*yah, which became ynlr through regular lengthening of the vowel.

From the form yahtt two other short forms were derived. (a) If the rule that syn-
copates intervocalic lr at formative boundaries is extended to yahil, the result is yail.
Since such vowel sequences are unstable in Hebrew, this easily becomes yaw. (b) The
final vowel r can become d, giving yahd. Thrs shift probably occurred first in names
and was later extended to the divine name elsewhere. It could also result by analogy
to the archaic ending -d in such words as y"rfu6 and.ir76ft. These two forms give rise
to two others: (c) yahd ) yehd through regular reduction of the unaccented vowel,
and (d) yaw > y6 by contraction.

t43 APNM, lglf.
I4 APNM,7If.
t4s APNM, 160.
146 P. 136.
ra7 Similar conclusions by Kinyongo, 66-69; cross (Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 63-65)

favors the causative.
r{ A. Finet, "Iawi-I16, roi de Talfuy0m,. Syr, 4l (1964), lt}-122.
lae W. von Soden, "Jahwe 'Er ist, Er erweist sich,','WO,3 (tg6/.-66), 179-lgl; AINM,

7O-72; de Yaux, The Early History of Israet, 342f.
tln Blz, $25c'd'; cf. Cross, Canoanite Myth and Hebrew Epic,6l.
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Finally, the form'etryeh it Ex. 3:14 deserves aftention. As we have seen, it occurs

also in patristic and classical sources (cf. also Hos. l:9, where instead of the expected
..I am not your God" we find "I am not yorur 'elryeh"tst;. This word is commonly

understood as a lst person singular imperfect. There is some evidence, however, that

this may be a popular interpretation and that the form may in fact be identical with

yahweh with the shifty >'. This shift is known in Amorite, as the names a-bu-um-

ya-qar and a-bi-e-qar show,ls2 although its status is obscure because 1st person verbs

are rare in the available texts. In fact, it has been suggestedls3 that the Amorite name

e-wi-ma-lik from Alalakh should be normalized as'ehwl-rnalik, *the (divine) king is

at hand." Thus the form'ehyeh might be equivalent to yahweh. If, however, yahweh

is a hiphil form, then 'hyh nightrepresent a parallel aphel formation. The form could

also be a lst person imperfect hiphil or even a noun formation with a prosthetic aleph.

Freedman-O'Conrwr

IV. Meaning.

l. Generol. The consensus of modern scholarship supports the biblical text in

associating the name Yahweh with the root + il,il hdyh lhayah), "become." The

parallel Amorite form furnishes the final link in the chain of evidence' As we pointed

out above, the Amorite evidence poses the problem of what stem is involved, since

in Amorite the verb could be either the simple stem or the causative. In Hebrew,

however, yatweh must be a causative, since the dissimilation of yaqlal to yiqtal did

not apply in Amorite, while it was obligatory in Hebrew. The name yahweh muist

therefore be a hiphil. Although the causative of hwy is otherwise unknown in North-

west Semitic (with the exception of Syriac, which is of little relevance herels), it
seems to be attested in the name of the God of Israel.lss

All reconstructions that recognize a verbal form in YHWH associate it with a sen-

tence name or with a sentence from a cultic litany.l56 This conclusion is usually based

on typological arguments deriving from other sentence names: since causative forms

15t l-re Vaux, Ttu Early Hisnry of Israel,356f.
r52 G. Dossin, Correspondance du IsmaS-Addu. ARM, V (1952)' 4,5; APNM,2l4; cf' also

H. L. Ginsberg, "Gleanings in First Isaiah," Mordecai M. Kaplan: Jubilee Volume (New York,

1953),257; W. R. Rrnold, .'The Divine Name in Exodus iii.14," JBL,24 (1905), 107-165.
rsr'g. p Krahmalkov, studies inAmorite Grammar (diss., Harvard, 1965); cf. Cross, Ca-

naanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 68, n. 92.
rs4 On the form yhwh in the Sefire inscription, II A,4, see J. A. Fitzmyer, The Aranwic

Inscriptions of Sefire. BietOr, 19 (1967),87.
rsi 9L p.-H6upt, ..Der Name lahwe," OLZ, 12 (1909), 2ll-14- W. F. Albright, "Contri-

butions to Biblicil Archaeology and Philology: The Name Yahweh," JBL, 43 (1924), 370-78;

idem, review of B. N. Wambacq, L 
^pithite 

divine Jahui stu'6t [Paris, 1947], JBL, 67 (1948),

373-381; idem, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, 168-172; Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew

Epic,6O-75; D. N. Freedman, "The Name of the God of Moses," JBL,79 (1960), 15l-56;

Kinyongo, 69-82; on the meaning, J. P. Hyatt, "Was Yahweh Originally a Creator Deity?" JBL,

86 (1967), 369-377.
1s6 Albright.
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of other verbs meaning "be" occur in sentence names, we may assume that an anal-
ogous causative form underlies the Hebrew divine name.

Most semitic verbs for "be" derive from the root kwn, although this root does not
always mean "be." Ak'k. l&nu means "be firmly in place." In Ugaritic the root appears
in the El epithet *Bull El his father, King El who created Oknn) him]'rs7 Both simple
and causative forms occur in names from UgaritlsE and Mari.lse In Aramaic the root
is rare,l@ and is not productive ofproper nouns. In phoenician and punic texts, only
the simple stem appears to be attested; in names the causative appears as well.r6l In
Hebrew, the names exhibit chiefly hiphil and polel forms. The most interesting of the
former is y"h6ydSn, with the curious variant y,kdny6. The root /rr4, generally does
not form names. Al*. fuia, "be, exist," occurs in names, especially in the causative
5 fot-, e.g., sin-aSa-.iaD.il, "Sin, call a brother into being."162 Thus the typological
evidence shows that both simple and causative stems were used in the formation of
names.

2. Biblical Evidence. It is impossible here to do justice to the complexity of the
biblical material regarding Yahweh recent research has nevertheless provided several
fum points of reference.

a. Ancient Poetry. Analysis of the oldest poems in the Bible has been greatly refined
in recent years, and a probable sequence dating can be established.l63 The typology
of the divine name in ancient poetry allows us to distinguish three periods. The twelfth
century was the period of militant Mosaic Yahwism; in this period the name yahweh
predominates (Ex. 15; Ps. 29; Jgs. 5). In the eleventh century the syncretistic fusion
of Yahweh, a southern god, with El, a major Levantine deity, was under way; this
fusion is reflected in the poetry by the use of the name "E1," but also in the revival
of the patriarchal terms for El, especially El shaddai, El Elyon, and El .olam (Gen.
49, the poetic sections of Nu. 23f. , Dt. 33). syncretistic tendencies' progress during
the period of the early monarchy (tenth and ninth centuries), represented by I S. 2;
2 S. l; 22 (par. Ps. l8); 2 S. 23;DL32; ps. 78; 68;72.

In this corpus of material, the name "yahweh" is generally dominant. Since we
may assume that the name was introduced into Israelite tradition no earlier than 1200
B.C., we have a clear terminus post quem. The single exception is all the more striking
in that the only poem without the name "Yahweh," Gen. 49 (except for v. lg, which
belongs to the liturgical sefting and is secondary), is attributed to a pre-Mosaic figure.

ts7 KTV, 1.3 V, 35f.; 1.4 lV,47f.
rst PN(J, s.v.
rse APNM, s.v.
r@ DISO, s.v.
16r F. L. Betz, Persorwl Names in the Phoenician and Punic Inscriptiors. Studia Pohl, 8 (1972),

332.
162 APN, lgg.
163 Albright, Yalweh and the Gods of canaan,. D. N. Frcedman, "Divine Names and ritles

in Early Hebrew Poetry," Magnalia Dei. Festschrift G. E. wright (Garden city, 1976), 55-107(= his Pqttery, Poetry, and Prophecy [Winona Lake, 1980], 77-l3O).
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The Elohistic Pss. 78 and 68 and the oracles of Balaam all focus on othCr divine

names, but "Yahweh'occurs a few times. Thus it is possible that Gen. 49 is in fact

of non-Yahwistic origin.
The contribution of this corpus to our investigation is crucial. In all these archaic

poems, "Yahweh" clearly appears both grammatically and syntactically as a personal

name. Its original verbal form and force have left no trace.ra

b. Later Material. ln later texts, however, there are instances where we may assume

that the name has verbal force, but these must be viewed as revivals of archaic usage.

The following formulas result from this revival: (l) yahweh idl6m, "he creates peace,"

the name of Gideon's altar in Jgs.6:24;(2)yahweh {"ba'6!, "he creates armies," the

first part of the legend on the ark in 1 s. 4:4; the second part of the legend, ybiEl

hakl*u6m, "the one enthroned on cherubs," is either the subject or in apposition to

the divine name El (cf. 2 S. 6:2; I (jlr. 13:6)/6 (3) yahweh qanni" "he creates zeal"

(Ex. 34:14); the sentence following means "he is a [not: the] zealous God; (4) yahweh

nusi, "he creates my refuge," the name of Moses'altar (Ex. 17:15; according to the

LXX, kataphyg|; cf. m'nfrsi in 2 S. 22:3;Ps.59:17[Eng' v' 16]); Jer' 16:19'

In his unputlished llisrory of the Retigion of Israel, Albright reconstructs several

other such formulas: (t) yhwh yir'eh for yahweh yir'd, "he creates fear" (Gen. 22:14);

Q)'el'"bhA yfird'Zl for':el yahweh yiSra'?1, "El creates Israel" (Gen' 33:20); (3)'El

'"bhA hrtrfib\t for'?:l yahweh rfikbt, *El creates the winds."

The shape of these sentences is unusual, but similar oddities are found in names.

From these formulas we may conclude that expressions made of yahweh plus an object

are sentences describing the god El, reintroduced during the eleventh-century perid
of El/Yahweh synthesis. The name 'Yahweh' itself is a typical hypocoristicon; the

original form must have been yahweh'el, *El sreates." It could not have been a title

of El, but only of a deity attached to the court of the chief god'

The divine name in Ex. 3:12,14t6 appears in the form ' ehyeh.t67 Whether the form

is a phonological or morphological variant of yahweh or a related verbal form in the

lst person we cannot say. There is some basis, as we have seen, for the first expla-

nation. The expression'ehyeh'"ier 'elryeh is, at least according to Masoretic analysis,

an idem per idem construction, employed "where the means, or the desire, to be more

t6 For examples of isolated verbs as divine names in the Mari archives, see H. B. Huffmon,
..yahweh and Mari," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William Foxwell AlQright (Baltimore,

lg7l), 283-89: there are two pre-Islamic Arabic examples: ya&!t!, "he helps," arrd ya'uq, "he

protects"; cf. de Vaux, The Early Hisnry of Israel, 346.' 165 See I. de Fraine, "ta royaut6 de Yahv6 dans les textes concernant I'arche," Volume de

congris, Genive 1965. sw, 15 (1966), 134-149; J. P. Ross, "Jahweh s_"ba'4 in samuel

-O'ira*.," W, 17 (1967),iG92;cf. M. Liverani, "Lapreistoriadell'epiteto'YahwehqEba'Ot,'"

A/ON, N.s. l8 (1%7), 33r-34.
16 Kinyongo, 127-132;H. Schmid, "Jhwh, derGottderHebrder," Jud,25 (1969), 257-266.
roz 6n [6s 

-vsrse in general, see J. Lindblom, "Noch einmal die Deutung des Jahwe-Namens

in Ex. 3,14," ASTI ,3(tS6/),4-15; Kinyongo, 9l-116; B. Albrektson, "On the Syntax of ;1';1x

;lt;11{ ']UN in Exodus 3:14," Words and Mmnings. Festschrtft D. W. Thomos (London' 1968)'

15-28; cf. de Vaux, The Ear$ History ofIsrael,343-357'
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explicit does not exist."r6 The use of this construction is illuminated by the unusual
grammar of Ex. 3:2f., where the verb D'r is apparently used in two different senses:
"be on fire" (v. 2) and "be consumed by fire,, (v. 3).r6e A similar phrase occurs in Ex.
33:-19, in a description of Yahweh as a merciful and gracious God: *I favor whomever
I favor and I have mercy on whomever I have mercy.,' The stress here is on action;
there is no suggestion of willfulness or arbitrariness. The statement in Ex. 3:14, ,,I
create whatever I create," i.e., "I am the creator par excellence," could be meant as
a counterpart to these expressions. If so, we should translate it: "I create whatever I
create," and regard showing favor and having mercy as theological glosses on the
unusual verb form in the divine name.

Freedman

3. Other Theories. l,ack of space forces us to deal briefly with the endless array of
explanations proposed for the Tetragrammaton. We pass over entirely eccentric the-
ories such as derivation from Proto-Indoeuropean dja-, found in the names ..Zeus', and
"JuPiteL"tzo

a. OtherVerbal Etymologies. A number of Semitic verbal roots, most aftested largely
or exclusively in Arabic, have been pressed into service as etymons for yahweh. As
Driver has wisely said, "such arabizing interpretations are a priori doubtful, and the
traditional Hebrew explanation is in itself as reasonable as anything else hitherto
proposed."tzr The three most important etymologies are: (l) Arab. hawa, ..fall'.172
(2) Arab. hawd, "blow," linked with yahweh as a supposed storm-godl73; and (3)
Arab. hawd, "love, be prusionate."rT4 A fourth etymology has the virtue of being
associated with the ancient period: a supposed lJgar. hwy, ..spea16.-rzs But the verba-l
root is not attested in the Ugaritic texts, and the rroun hwi is best considered an
Akkadian loanword (awdtu, *word-).

b. The short Form Thcory. The theory that the form yhwh is not primary has had
a number of advocates, above all Driver and Mowinckel.rT6 Ddver espouses the un-
tenable view that all the short forms of the name were pronounced idCntically as yi,
and that the form ydhil arose through a misreading of orthographic yhw.rll The evi-

16t s. R. Diver, The Book of Exodus. cBSc (1911; repr. 1953), 363; cf. Ex. 16:23 and see
Albrektson, 26f.; de Yaux, Festschrift G. H. Dovies, 67-69.

r6e see D' N. Freedman, "The Burning Bush," BiDl, 50 (1969), 245f., with a difbrent
explanation.

- "o ry Yau;x, The Early History of Israel,344; Kinyongo ,27-31, 37f., 42_46; the theory has
been- revived by D. Broadribb, ..ta Nomo Javeo," Biblia Revuo, 6 (lg7}), 162t.17r G. R. Driver, "Jehovah," Encyclopaedia Britannica (t4l92g),'XIJ,, b6.r72 De Vaux, The Early History of Israel, 345.

r73 T. J. Meek, Hebrew Origirs (New york, zl9(/|/),99-101.
r74 s. D. Goitein, "yIIwH the passionate: The Monotheistic Meaning and origin of theNz : YIIWH," W, 6 (1956), l-9; cf. de yaax, The Early History of tsraei lqSf.r75 R. A. Bowman, "Yahweh the Speaker," JNES, 3'e9u),'l-b: Murtonen, 90, considers

the__lame a noun with a y- prefix meaning ..commander.,,
176 For earlier forms of the suggestion, see Kinyongo, 53-56.rz Driver, ZAW, 6 (1928),20-25.
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dence he cites for writing yd as ywh all involves non-Semitic names. The problems of
transcribing foreigrr words are irrelevant for Hebrew orthogaphy as practiced by He-
brew speakers. The theory of orthographic confusion in a common word is unac-

ceptable, since silent reading was virtually unknown until the early Middle Ages.
Driver believes that ya probably originated as an ejaculation.lT8 The form yahweh

arose when the primitive cry or name was elongated to ya(h)ua(h),' then the similarity
to the verb form was noticed and the etymology of Ex. 3 created. Driver considers

this etymology very ancient; the long form originated around the time of the exodus

but was regarded as too holy for ordinary use, so that the form yd(h) survived in
names.

MowinckellTe finds the origin of the name in a supposed form *yd hurw, "O Hel"
comprising the vocative particle yd, found in both Ugaritic and Arabic, and Arab.
huva, "hel' Although the 3rd person pronoun is used as a divine epithet in the OT
(notably in Deutero-Isaiah, e.9., Isa. 43:10; also Ps. lO2:281271; and in ancient poetry
Dt. 32:4,6,39; Ps. 78:38;{8:36[35]), and although the analogies cited are very inter-
esting, the explanation is phonologically untenable. Old Canaanite and Amorite attest

the shift of w to ' in the personal pronoun in the Old Babylonian period. The ' of the

biblical form hf is not a vowel letter but a true consonant that cannot be igtored.
Mowinckel's reference to the Arabic pronoun is therefore out of place; hoto-Canaanite
*yd hw+a would have become yd hil'a by the Middle Bronze age, but there is no trace

ofan' nyahweh.

V. The Figure of Yahweh. The God of Israel is the central figure of the OT; the

ways in which he is portrayed are the subject of this entire dictionary. Here we can

treat only a few aspects from the earliest poetry.ls
The origins of Yahwism are obscure, but for more than a century scholars have

found that the biblical traditions hint at Midianite or Kenite provenance.ttl The nar-
rative in Ex. 18 is usually taken as prime evidence that Jethro, Moses' Midianite
father-in-law, initiated Moses into the cult of Yahweh. It therefore seems reasonable

17E Cf. Kinyongo, 59-61; a similar position is taken by Eerdmans.
17e Similar positions are taken by E. C. B. Maclaurin, "YHWH: The Origin of the Tetra-

grammaton," W, 12 (1962), 439-463; H. Kosmala, "The Name of God (YHWH and HU),"
ASTI ,2 (1963), 103-106 (: his Studies, Essoys, and Reviews [Lriden, 1978], I, l-4); cf. Kin-
yongo, 6l-64; de Vaux, The Early History of Isracl, 344.

le Other aspects are considered in G. E. Mendenhall, Thc Tenth Generation (Baltimore,
1973). A catalogue of literary studies would be endless. A survey of the most corlmon Yahweh
fcrmulas is given in Murtonen, 67-90, but his conclusion about the name itself is untenable.
On monotheism in the Early hon age, see W. L. Lambert, "The Reign of Nebuchadnezzar l:
A Ttrrning Point in the History of Ancient Mesopotamian Religion," The Seed of Wisdom.
Festschrift T. J. Meek (Toronto, 196/.), 3-13.

Itr lhe classic stitement of this thesis remains H. H. Rowley, From loseph to Joshtn (lnn-
don, 1950), 149-163; A. H. J. Gunneweg, "Mose in Midian," ZIhK,6l (196/), l-9 1: ltit
Sola Scriptura [Giittingen, 1983], 36-44); R. de Vaux, "Sur I'origine K6nite ou Madianite du
Yahvisme," Eretz-Israel,9 (1969), 28-32; see also Kinyongo, T-19,39-41. For a different
persp€ctive, see A. Cody, "Exodus 18,12: Jethro Accepts a Covenant with the Israelites," BiDl,
49 (1968), 153-166; and de Vaux, The Early History of Israel,330-38.
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to suppose that the mention of *the god of your father" in Ex. 3:6 means the god of
Moses' spiritual father and actual father-in-law, Jethro, priest of Midian. This cultic
borrowing may be reflected in Nu. 25, if the Ba'al of Beth-peor can be identified with
(Midianite) Yahwelu the narrative would then refer to a new encounter between the
two cults after a period of separate development.le

There are many objections to this reconstruction, but no other is cogent. The best
alternative is the suggestion of Hyattra that the father referred to in Ex. 3:6 is Moses'
physical father; but the special Yahwistic character of Moses' mother's name, Joch-
ebed, is dubious.le

The epithets of Yahweh in ancient poetry form a diverse collection.rs Some derive
from Syrian traditions, e.g. rdkEb iamoyin, "sky mounter,, (Dt. 33:26); rdkEb bd,ardb6l,
"cloud mounter" (Ps. 68:5[4]) ; atd rdkEb bii"mA iem4-qeilem, "mounter of the ancient
and remote skies" (Ps. 68:34[33]), all reflecting the ugaritic Ba'al epithet rkb 'rp1.so
Others are well-known titles of El: ' El '6lAm , ' el 'elybn , ' Zl iaddai.w Others, although
less common, are not found outside the OT: + 'l'l3 sir, "rock"; z"mir61, ..fortress."

Many others are completely transparent: gadfrq,t8 "the just one";yditry,tw ..the honest
one";'Zl dE'61, *the God of knowledge"; 'el twkilafu. *the God of glory',; ,El ro,i,
"the God of my vision"; mZmi! iunel.tayyeh, "killer-quickenet''; melanmE/, ,,teacher,,;

mdginni,t* "my suzerain."
Other titles derive from the prose tradition. Xs version of the revelation of the name

to Moses naturally emphasizes the qualities or attributes of the deity, since in Is view
the name itself had long been known. In Ex. 34:6f., the list of attributes begins with
'El ral.tiun ffhannfin, "God compassionate and gracious" (cf. 33:19, discussed earlier).
The succeeding terms 'eref,'appoyim, "very patient," rab-besed we'eme1, ..very mer-
ciful and faithful," ndiE' 'dwdn wdpeia' w"hattd'6, "who forgives iniquity and re-
bellion and sin," bring out this central aspect of Yahweh's character, his readiness to
forgive. In tension and contrast are the expressions wenoqqEh 16' yenaqqeh,..but he
never acquits [the guilty]," and p6qE8 '"wdn'db6!, "visiting the iniquity of parents
upon children." Retributive justice is balanced against forgiving love. The Mosaic
representation of the covenant deity hangs between these attributes. The people of
Yahweh was established by divine grace and survives only through his continuing
mercy. But it must obey its suzerain and live according to his just commandments.
Disobedience and rebellion cannot be condoned, nor can the guilty go unpunished.

rE2 Mendenhall, The Tenth Generation, l05-l2l; cf. also the Kenite-Rechabite connection in
I Ch. 2:55.

rB Hyatt, Festschrft H. Trantlwn, 85-93.rs De Vaux, The Early History of Israel, 339, n. 75.rs For a full discussion, see Freedman , Festschrift G. E. Wright,55- 107. The Syro-palestinian
background is surveyed by cross, canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 44-lll, and p. D. Miller,
The Divine Warriar in Early Israel. HSM, 5 (1973).rs See S. P. Brock, "Nege)'r1yeg6ro: rkb,rpt,,, W, 18 (l%8), 3gS-97.

1t7 F. M. Cross, ")N 'e1," TDoT, 1,253-261.ru + l1l sdjaq.
r8e 

-) 
.luir ydiar. .tro + llD migEn.
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The paradox of divine justice and mercy is that they go hand in hand and cannot be

separated. Israel, the holy nation, is established and preserved by divine grace and

coimpassion, but is defined as a people by the covenant demands and the principles of
justice. Without justice Israel cannot be the people of Yahweb without mercy it cannot

be at all.
It is difficult to summarize the character of Yahweh in early po€try.'el The centrality

of the divine warrior has recently been emphasizedire the importance of the deity who

fights actively and directly for his people cannot be gainsaid (cf. Ex. 15, where the

mythological background has been partly supp,ressed).1e3 But this figure must not be

"ott"pr"a 
with the image of the omnipotent nature deity who sponsors the defense of

tris own people by offering them his troops, the stars and other meteorological phe-

nomena ilgr. s,zo; 2 s. 22:14; Josh. l0:12f.). tn Ps. 29 and other theophanic traditions

of Dt. 33:2-5,2G29; Ps. 68:18(17); Hab. 3:3'15, this latter figure appears to be

independent of the active warrior. In fact, the prose traditions of the divine warrior

appear to be more explicit than the poetic ones.le Furthermore, in the old poetry

iahwen is also a God who inspires and controls mantic utterances (Nu. 23f.). l,ater

Yahweh is seen as p,residing over a just society (Dt. 32), in particular a monarchy

(l S. 2; 2 S. 23). The poetry reflects throughout the various historical situations of

Israel in the early period: an era of intensive religious expansion, depicted under the

image of divine warfare, is succeeded by a period of relative stability' which eventually

is asiimilated to monarchy, the dominant social pattern of the ancient Near East.

The nature of Mosaic monotheism is often misconstrued as insisting that Yahweh

is the only god in existence. This notion is foreigrr to the earliest OT materials. There

are other gods, who fall into two categories: those who work for Yahweh (and appear

later as angels) and those who oppose him. All these figures derive from pre-Mosaic

Yahwistic mythology. Mention of these groups is most common in old poetry.

yahweh's subordinates are the mernbers of tIrc i6d-fdoiim, "the council of the holy

onor'(Ps. 89:8[?];15 cf. also the ideologically "later" Passages Ps. 35:10;71:19;
89:9[8]; 1 K. 8:23 par. 2 Ch. 6:14; also Dt. 10:17; Ps. 136:2). They surround him as

he moves (Dt. 33:2f.; 7:*. l4:5). His superiority is obvious: "who is like you,

Yahweh, among the gods? Who is like you, awesome one, among the holy ones?" (Ex.

15:11; cf. Ps. 89:6-8[5-7]).
The motif of the divine council,rs although usually associated in the OT with

Yahweh, is the result of Yahweh's fusion with El. The council of El, well known from

rel see esp. de Yatx, Thc Early History of Israel, 383f.; D. N. Freedman, "God compas-

sionate and Gracious," Western Warch, 6 (1955),7-24.p Cf. Miller.
re3 De vaux, rhc furty History $ Isracl,383f.; F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "The

SongofMiriam,-INES,14(1955),237-25o;Cross,CanaaniteMythandHebrewEpic,ll2-144;
p. -N. 

freeAman, "strophe and Meter in Exodus 15," A Light [Jnto My Path. Fes*chrift l. M.

Myers (Philadelphia, 191), 163'203 (: Ponery, Poetry, and Prophecy' 187-228)'
tx Miller, 128-135.
t$ Ibid.,6G69.lr + flD s6d.
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ugaritic texts, appears in its original form only once in the or, namely in Dt. 32:gf.,
where the primordial apportioning of the inheritance of El's sons is described: "When
Elyon assigned the nations their inheritance, when he divided up humankind, he set
up the peoples' territories according to the number of El's sons;le yahweh's portion
was his people, Jacob was his hereditary share."

Most of these and similar passages allude to an undifferentiated mass of gods around
Yahweh. Hab. 3:15, however, in the context of an archaizing poem, names yahweh's
two bodyguards: deber, the plague god, rvalks before him, and reiep, the pestilence
god, follows him. Demythologized minor deities appear in later Israelite literature as
hypostatized virtues: tdb and hese!, "goodness" and "loyalty," accompany the psalmist
(Ps. 23:6); in Ps. 85:11f.(10f.), an allegory of virtue is acted out by three minor
deities: 'eme1, ;eQeq, and besed, "truth," 'Justice," and ..loyalty." The ..sons of god"
in Gen. 6:1f. and the cherubs and bulls associated with cultic installations may also
be minor deities. However, rather than a pair of mother-goddesses , ideayim and rehem,
"breasts" and "womb," in Gen. 49:25 probably describe a single goddess, demythol-
ogized even in that archaic context.

The original home of Yahweh was in the south, in or among the mysterious moun-
tains Sinai (Dt. 33:2), Seir (Dt. 33:2; Jgs.5:4), paran (Dt. 33:2; Hab. 3:3), and Teman
(Hab. 3:3), probably in the vicinity of Edom, Midian, and cushan. Although many
scholars prefer the traditional association with the Sinai peninsula, the area is probably
to be sought in the region east and south of Aqabah, in the northern part of the
Arabian Shield. This home is reflected preeminently in yahweh,s title zeh sinay, ,,the

one of Sinai" (Jgs. 5:5; Ps. 68:9[8]). He reached his later home Zion after a long trek
north;ret Ps. 48:3(2) explicitly identifies Zion with zaphon in the far north, the home
of ugaritic Ba'al. The northern mountains also appear as "the mountains of the
ancient one, the hills of the eternal one" (Dt. 33:15).

Yahweh's opponents include the mythical monsters Leviathan,re Rahab,2m Te-
hom,201 and the serpent.2o2 Also among them may be the '.new Eods,, 1,e151r^* hdniim
of Jgs. 5:8 and Dt.32:17, but the exact sense of the phrase is elusive.

The figure of Yahweh has some general similarity to the figures of chemosh of
Moab, Milcom/Molech of the Ammonites, and eaus of Edom, to the extent we are
acquainted with them. None of the four appears in the Ugaritic epic texts, but Chemosh
and Milcom seem to have been known at Ugarit.zor The development of the four cults
in the Early hon age may well have been parallel, and Solomon indeed worshipped
Yahweh, Molech, and chemosh (l K. 1l:7) as well as Astarte of the sidonians (cf.
also 2 ch. 2:4[5]). The name of the kvite eushayahu (or better eaus-yahu) (l ch.

re7 with the LXX and a Qumran text published in P. w. skehan, 'A Fragment of the 'Song
of Moses' (Deut. 32) from Qumran," BASOR, 136 (1954), 12.ls See D. N. Freedman, 'A ktter to the Readers," BA, e (1977),1,f.-49.re ---r lh']) lwa@n.

2N --+ )i11 rhb.
2or ---+ D1illl fhbm.
2o2 + uin) naltni; Ps.68:23(22); cf. p. D. Miller, "Two critical Notes on psalm 6g and

Deuteronomy 33," I{TR, 57 (l9g), 2N-43.
28 KTIJ, 1.100, 36; l.l07, 16;1.123,5; afi UT, no. 1484.
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15:17) may stem from an identification of Qaus and Yahweh, but the evidence is

slender.2u The name )rhAiA'A may also be syncretistic, since .ii'6 appears elsewhere

as a divine name.
The syncretistic identification of Yahweh with other deities was a fairly constant

phenomenon throughout the fust millennium, as is well known from the prophets. The

use of the title'elflhi haiidmayim. "God of heaven," in the Persian period may reflect

a partial but marginal syncretism with Ahura Mazda.2os The Elephantine deities ESem-

bethel and Anath-bethel were linked with Yahweh, though whether as hypostases of
certain ofhis features or as subordinate but independent deities we cannot say.26 l.ater

syncretism, like the identification of (Yahweh) Sabaoth with the deity Sabazios, falls

outside our scope.
The name "Yahweh" is relatively rare in Wisdom Literature (in Ecclesiastes it is

absent entirely); it occurs only once in the poetry of Job (Job l2:9; cf. Isa. 41:20), but

appears in the prose framework in Job 38:1 and 40:1. This rarity reflects a common

tenAency in ancient Near Eastern wisdom to prefer general terms for the deity.2u

Certain Qumran texts also avoid the name except in biblical quotations. The substi-

tution of 'l for YHWH in quotations cannot be taken as evidence of polemic intent

because of the text-critical problems involved.26 Fitzmyer claims that the Palestinian

Jews of the first century C.r. called Yahweh mard (Anmarc) and 'dd6n (Hebreut).z@

The standard LXX rendering'of the name is bitrios; Origen, Aquila, Symmachus, and

Theodotion prefer to use flIfII, which resembles illil! visually.2lo The proper epilogue

to these developments is the magical material discussed above.
Freedman-O'Connor

2s N. Glueck, "The Topography and History of Ezion-Geber and Elath," BASOR,72 (1938),

11, n. 36.
2os D. K. Andrews, "YahwehtheGodof theHeavens,"ThcSeedofWisdom.FestschriftT.J.

Meek (Toronto, 1964), 45-57.
26 Porten, 15l-186.
207 R. Gordis, Poets, Prophets, and Sages (Bloomington, 1971)' 159-168.
2N lbid., 168, 193; Siegel.
20e J. A. Fitzmyer, "Some Reflections on the Semitic Background of the Kynbs-title in the

NT," a paper delivered at the thirty-serrcnth meeting of the Catholic Biblical Association,

Chicago, Aug. 20, 1974; cf. CBQ, 36 (1914), 562.
zto 9L 1ry. 6. Waddell, "The Tetragrammaton in the LXX," lTS, 45 (194), f58-161.
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